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PROPOSED GENERAL REVENUE SHARING
EXTENSION

THURSDAY, MARCH 6, 1980

U.S. SENATE, SUBCOMMITTEE ON REVENUE SHARING, IN-
TERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE IMPACT, AND ECONOMIC
PROBLEMS, COMMITrEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m., in room

2221, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Bill Bradley (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Bradley, Durenberger, and Wallop.
[The press releases announcing these hearings follow:]

|'res.s Reesta -No !1---,. Feb Ii, V-11)

FINANCE SUBCOMMIrIEE ON REVENUE SHARING, SCHEDULES HEARING ON PROPOSED
GENERAL REVENUE SHARING EXTENSION

The Honorable Bill Bradley tD., N.J.$, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Revenue
Sharing, announced today that the Subcommittee will hold a hearing on the Presi-
dent's proposal to extend the State and Iocal Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972 Igeneral
revenue sharing). The hearing will be held on Friday, February 29, beginning at
9:30 a.m., in room 1114, Dirksen Senate Office Building.

This hearing has been scheduled, according to Senator Bradley, for the purpose of
examining the details of the President's proposed five-year extension of the general
revenue sharing program. The Subcommittee will attempt tc review in detail the
modifications proposed by the President with witnesses both on behalf of the Ad-
ministration and State and local governments, Bradley added. In addition to review-
ing the details of this proposed legislation, the Subcommittee is also concerned
about the economic condition of State and local governments throughout the coun-
try and is attempting to obtain testimony from a number of economists and experts
on the subject of State and local government finance. It is anticipated that these
witnesses will be able to advise the Subcommittee on the continued relevance and
importance of the general revenue sharing program in the overall scheme of Feder-
al and State and local finance, according to Bradley.

Requests to testify.-The Chairman advised that witnesses desiring to testify
during this hearing must submit their requests in writing to Michael Stern, Staff
Director, Committee on Finance, 2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington,
D.C. 20510, not later than Friday, February 22, 1980. Witnesses will be notified as
soon as possible after this cutoff date as to when they are scheduled to appear. If for
some reason the witness is unable to appear, he may file a written statement for the
record of the hearing in lieu of a personal appearance.

Consolidated testimony-Senator Bradley also stated that the Committee urges
all witnesses who have a common position or with the same general interest to
consolidate their testimony and designate a single spokesman to present their
common viewpoint orally to the Committee. This procedure will enable the Commit-
tee to receive a wider expression of views than it might otherwise obtain. The
Chairman urged very strongly that all witnesses exert a maximum effort, taking
into account the limited advance notice, to consolidate and coordinate their state-
ments.

Legislative Reorganization Ac.-Senator Bradley stated that the Legislative Reor-
ganization Act of 1946, as amended, requires all witnesses appearing before the
Committees of Conress "to file in advance written statements of their proposed
testimony, and to limit their oral presentations to brief summaries of their argu-
ment."



Witnesses scheduled to testify must comply with the following rules:

(1) A copy of the statement must be filed by the close of business the day before

the day the witness is scheduled to testify.
(2) Al witnesses must include with their written statement a summary of the

principal points included in the statement.
(3) The written statement must be typed on letter-size paper (not legal size) and at

least 100 copies must be submitted by the close of business the day before the

witness is scheduled to testify.
(4) Witnesses are not to read their written statements to the Committee, but are

to confine their ten-minute oral presentations to a summary of the points included

in the statement.
(5) Not more than ten minutes will be allowed for oral presentation.

Written testimony.-The Chairman stated that the Committee would be pleased to

receive written testimony from those persons or organizations who wish to submit

statements for the record. Statements submitted for inclusion in the record should

be typewritten, not more than 25 double-spaced pages in length, and mailed with

five (5) copies by Friday, March 21, 1980, to Michael Stern, Staff Director, Commit-

tee on Finance, Room 2227, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20510.

IPress Reh-ase-NO H-If. Feb 2-. E101

FINANCE SUBcOMMIrnEE ON REVENUE SHARING, POSTPONES HEARING ON PROPOSED

GENERAL REVENUE SHARING EXTENSION

The Honorable Bill Bradley D., N.J.). Chairman of the Subcommittee on Revenue

Sharing, today announced that the hearing set for February 29, 1980, on the

President's proposal to extend the State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972

(general revenue sharing) has been postponed due to scheduling difficulties. (See

Press Release No. H-5 for the earlier hearing announcement.)

The hearing will now be held on Thursday, March 6, 1980, in Room 2221, Dirksen

Senate Office Building, beginning at 9 a.m. (See Press Release No. H-5 for details

concerning requests to testify and submission of written comments.)

Senator BRADLEY. The subcommittee will come to order.

Today, we begin consideration of the reauthorization of general

revenue sharing. We have quite a lengthy list of individuals who

will testify. I will spare those who have come and who are waiting

to testify the privilege of listening to my opening statement and

submit it for the record as if it were read.
[The opening statement of Senator Bradley follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR BILL BRADLEY

We are meeting today to begin Senate consideration of the reauthorization of the

general revenue sharing program.
General revenue sharing was first enacted as part of the State and Local Fiscal

Assistance Act of 1972. In 1976 the program was extended with some minor

changes. Today, we begin the process of reauthorizing this valuable program of

assistance to State and local governments for another 5 years.

The fundamentals of the GRS program have remained unchanged since its cre-

ation:
General revenue sharing provides for the distribution of $6.9 billion annually to

approximately 39,000 State and local governments.
These funds may be used for any legal purpose, thereby allowing great flexibility

to recipient governments.
Funds are distributed among the States using the GRS interstate allocation

formulas established in 1972 legislation, which take account of population, urban-

ized population, relative income, tax effort and State income tax collections.

Funds are divided between the State and local governments with one-third of the

State allocation going to the State government and two-thirds shared by the local

governments.
Funds are distributed among the local governments on the basis of population,

tax effort and relative income.
As the Senate begins its consideration of general revenue sharing's reauthoriza-

tion, it is instructive to look at the conditions which gave rise to the original GRS

program and to review the program in light of present needs.
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The central philosophical argument offered on behalf of general revenue sharing
in 1972 was that decisionmaking should be decentralized. The growth in Federal aid
in the two decades following World War 11 came mainly in the form of categorical
grants directed at specific kinds of problems, which gave the Federal Government
the preeminent r-le in deciding how grant funds would be spent. The new federal-
ism of the early 1970's sought to reduce the Federal decicionmaking role by placing
greater reliance on broader and less conditional Federal grants. The interest in
decentralization resulted in both the development of general revenue sharing and
the consolidation of a number of narrow purpose programs into block grants, such
as those in law enforcement, community development and social services.

In 1980 decentralized decisionmaking continues to be regarded by many as a
legitimate and desirable objective to be incorporated as far as possible into Federal
programs. At the same time, critics of the GRS progrmin have argued that decentral-
ized decisionmaking hinders fiscal accountability. They argue that Congress must
authorize funds without any knowledge as to whether they will be used to provide
necessary public services. The very flexibility of GRS funds makes the program
suspect to many. To the degree that other uses for Federal moneys are proposed-
such as cutting the budget, reducing taxe., or increased spending for defense,
energy, or national health insurance-the general revenue sharing program can
become particularly vulnerable to budget raids.

I continue to believe that as large a role as possible should be preserved for State
and local governments in making funding decisions and setting program priorities.
Moreover, I believe that the evidence on how general revenue sharing moneys have
been spent by the recipient governments supports the GRS premise that decentral-
ized decisionmaking is a worthy objective. A recent survey of State governments
using sometimes imprecise estimates, presents the following picture of how States
have allocated their revenue sharing funds: 32 percent went to education; 26 per-
cent went to social services, such as care for the aged and mentally ill, emergency
medical services, and to environmental services; 15 percent to capital improvements,
such as libraries, hospitals, vocational-technical schools, and corrections facilities; 15
percent went to cover the cost of retirement benefits for State and local government
employees; and :3 percent went for tax rebates and reductions.

At the local level, this spending profile would be even more heavily weighted
toward human services and capital improvements. It is evident from this accounting
that the spending decisions made by State and local officials are focused on the
basic services the American people expect of State and local governments Schools,
hospitals, day care for the very young, and hot meals, and senior cent-rs for the
elderly.

Another use to which many State and local governments put their GUS moneys is
to meet matching requirements for Federal categorical grants-in-aid. Matching
funds are required to secure community health and mental health center grants,
Federal highway moneys. title XX social services funds and a variety of other
Federal programs. Although State and local governments may want to participate
in these programs, they may lack the local revenues needed to take advantage of
Federal funds. Multipurpose revenue sharing moneys allow many local governments
to qualify for Federal matching grants.

State and local governments also make significant expenditures to comply with
federally mandated programs and reporting requirements. In the process of imple-
menting certain Federal programs, they frequently incur costs not anticipated and
not reimbursed by Federal sources. Legal fees and court costs have accompanied the
implementation of Federal programs for bilingual education, handicapped education
and environmental legislation such as the Clean Air Act. Auditing requirements
attached to a number of programs, including general revenue sharing, have also
resulted in payments for these professional services by smaller governments without
internal auditing capabilities. Federally mandated reports cover a wide range of
programs, requiring the compilation of complex data, in differing formats and on
differing timetables. Hours of personnel time must be devoted to fulfilling these
mandates, although virtually no Federal funds are allocated to offset the costs of
doing so.

Beyond the question of how GRS moneys are spent by State and local govern-
ments, critics have focused their skepticism on the question of whether recipient
governments, primarily State governments, "need" revenue sharing funds. Propo-
nents of this argument cite two separate indications of State well-being: The fact
that some States have budget surpluses while other States have used their GRS
payments to fund State tax reductions.

As the Advisory Council on Intergovernmental Relations has pointed out, howev-
er, many States do not have budget deficits because their State constitutions prohib-



it such financing. Due to these restrictions, States are required to keep some

cushion against cyclically declining revenues, so that mandated expenditures do not

force their treasuries into illegal deficit spending. Financial analysts, such as bond

rating services, judge a State's "soundness' at least in part by the size of its surplus.

For a State to have a solid surplus, according to Standard and Poor, the surplus

should be better than 5 percent of State expenditures; only 30 percent of the States

can currently claim such a surplus. In other words, the aggregate State surplus Is

not evenly distributed among States. While the loss of GRS funds could be tolerated

by a few surplus States, such as Texas or California, the loss would strain some

State budgets beyond their constitutional limits. New Jersey, my State, is only one

such State in jeopardy.
Morever, State governments are estimated to pass from 15 percent to 27 percent

of State GRS funds to local governments. Some States, such as Michigan, are

constitutionally unable to reduce local support. In others, a loss of GRS funding

could reduce State aid to local governments significantly- not only those GRS funds

now being passed through but also other State moneys now devoted to local pur-

poses if funds are necessary to pay for State operations.
Another criticism, which also finds the State share of general revenue sharing as

its target, is that the 1980's demand greater fiscal responsibility to fight inflation.

While I agree with that concern, I believe that the critics of revenue sharing are

going after the -. rong budget target. General revenue sharing is one of very few

Federal programs that has not created a massive Washington bureaucracy. It is an

efficient intergovernmental program which helps communities provide essential

services as they see fit. Indeed, if there are significant reductions in Federal categor-

ical grant programs, as currently appears likely, retaining the flexibility inherent in

the GRS program is more important to State and local governments as they adjust

their budget plans to the new realities of Federal funding.

We all recognize the need to hold down the budget deficit, and for that reason we

are considering the extension of general revenue sharing at the same funding level

it has enjoyed since 1976. These dollars are unadjusted for inflation, have not been

since 1976, nor will they be through 1985. In real terms, today's $6.9 billion repre-

sents a decline in buying power for recipient governments. If the inflation rate of

the last 5 years continues for the next 5 years, the value of these moneys will be

halved. Seen in this light, the reauthorization of general revenue sharing at its

current funding level is fiscally responsible.
Nevertheless, given inflationary pressures and the projected fiscal 1981 budget

deficit, there is discussion of possible reductions in the funding level for general

revenue sharing, specifically by reducing or eliminating the State governments'

participation in the program. In these hearings we hope to explore the effect such a

reduction could be expected to have. Some of suspect that the exclusion of the

States from general revenue sharing would undermine the important role the States

play in our America Federal system.
At the time of the adoption of the Constitution in 1789. the proponents of the new

Federal Government were ardent in their arguments that this layer of government

would always remain less important in the minds of the people than would State

governments. As Alexander Hamilton wrote in one of the Federalist Papers:

"It is a known fact in human nature that its affections are commonly weak in

proportion to the distance or diffusiveness of the object. Upon the same principle

that a man is more attached to his family than to his neighborhood, to his neighbor-

hood than to the community at large, the people of each state would be apt to feel a

stronger bias towards their local governments than towards the government of the

Union.."
Hamilton went on to cite:
"The variety of more minute interests, which will necessarily fall under the

superintendence of the local administration, and which will form so many rivulets

of influence running through every part of society..."
Hamilton would no doubt be amazed today at how the relative role of the State

and Federal governments have reversed in a number of important areas of national

and even local affairs.
Local governments still loom large in the everyday lives of the citizerlry providing

such visible services as fire and police protection, ay care centers, garbage collec-

tion and street repair. The role of State governments is less often obvious to people.

Prorams for which States have a major responsibility are frequently identified not

asS tate programs, but as Federal programs, among them medicaid, aid to families

with dependent children, the unemployment insurance system, title XX social serv-

ices, maintenance of the interstate highway system, foster care and so on. Educa-

tion, a major State responsibility, is usually associated with the local property tax,



not with general State revenues. The prison system is largely unseen. Jt is hard to
measure the benefits or even the presence of State environmental services. Added to
this natural "low profile" of the States is the trend in Federal grant-giving toward
bypassing the States and providing moneys directly to local governments.lMore than
one observer of the American scene has commented on the implications for three-
tier American federalism in this relative neglect of the State component.

The States' inclusion in the general revenue sharing program recognized the
significance of this level of government in shaping the character of local govern-
ment. State constitutions and statutes allocate taxing powers and spending responsi-
bilities between State and local governments. Technically, local governments are
creations of the States.

The State role is pivotal in that State tax revenues are now greater than local tax
revenue. This is a reversal of two decades ago when slightly over half of State and
local tax revenues were raised by local governments, principally through the proper-
ty tax. State level taxation has also become more progressive, with the much wider
use of State income taxes. This shift to more equitable sources of tax moneys within
States has been matched by increasing State responsibility for funding and adminis-
tering part or all of such Government functions as education, public health and
welfare, programs which were previously left to local governments.

Finally, the States' role in the overal provision and funding of services is reflect-
ed in the fact that in times of economic downturn, State governments tend to
experience greater revenue loss and greater increases in expenditures than do local
governments. For as economic conditions worsen, workers are laid off and the States
ose revenues from the decline in income taxes and sales taxes paid. State expendi-

tures for unemployment compensation, welfare and medicaid also increase. [ocal
governments, more dependent on property taxes and having fewer responsibilities
or providing services to the unemployed and their families tend to be less vulner-

able to recession than are the States. General Revenue Sharing can help State
governments meet these increased demands for services at times of decreased rev-
enues.

The partnership of the Federal, State, and local goverrnmerts in our federal
system is vital. The general revenue sharing program enhances American federal-
ism by recognizing the service responsibilities of both State and local governments
and providing them with additional resources in reasonable proportion to their
responsibilities. In extending general revenue sharing, we will continue a program
of very direct benefit to all Americans.

Senator BRADLEY. I think we have quite a few people who are
scheduled to testify, so what we are going to try to do is limit each
speaker's presentation to 10 to 12 minutes and then questions to
follow that presentation. I would hope that each person would
address himself to the general proposition of general revenue shar-
ing as well as to the variations that might at this moment be in
the air. I hope that in the course of our hearing we will have an
opportunity to look at general revenue sharing from every perspec-
tive, from the proponents' as well as opponents' standpoint, that we
wil be able to scrutinize some of the critics' most severe charges,
and that we will be able to analyze those supporters' most fervent
advocacies.

Now, I would like to begin the hearing by calling Ray Denison,
who is the director of legislation for the AFL-CIO. I welcome you
to the hearing, Mr. Denison, and look forward to your testimony.

Please begin.
Mr. DENISON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am accompanied this morning by Dr. Rudolf Oswald, director of

research for the AFL-CIO.

STATEMENT OF RAY DENISON, DIRECTOR OF LEGISLATION,
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF IN-
DUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS, ACCOMPANIED BY RUDOLF
OSWALD, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH
Mr. DENisoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.



The AFL-CIO is pleased to appear in support of a reauthoriza-

tion of the general revenue sharing program for 5 more years at

the present $6.85 billion-annual level.
As the chairman and members of this committee may recall, in

the past the AFL-CIO has been highly critical of the "no-strings"

concept of aiding State and local government. We have long sup-

ported measures to strengthen the Federal Government's role in

helping the State and localities meet public investment needs.

But at the same time, we have always felt that funds collected

from all the Nation's taxpayers should be spent in accordance with

nationally determined priorities and the recipients of such aid

should be required to live up to Federal standards, protections, and

safeguards.
It wqs in that spirit that we opposed the original 1972 legislation

and instead urged measures such as Federal takeover of welfare,

Federal financing of a larger share of the cost of education, and

establishment of a national health insurance program as better

ways to meet national problems as well as relieve some of the fiscal

pressure on the States and localities.
These measures are still uppermost on our agenda and would, if

enacted, provide a substantial amount of fiscal relief to the State

and localities and at the same time appropriately place the respon-

sibility for nationwide problems with the level of government best

equipped to deal with issues that affect all Americans.

But the situation now is quite different. The GRS program has

been in existence for over 8 years. Recession, unemployment, ram-

pant inflation, and taxpayer resistance at all levels of government

have resulted in an enfarging- of the Nation's public investment

gaps and there is a clear need to at least maintain if not expand

those programs that are preventing a worsening of the situation.

As an example of this need, we should like to call attention to

the attached data from the U.S. Department of Commerce showing

the dismal record of State and local public construction over the

past decade.
According to the Commerce Department, in 9 out of the past 11

years, the real volume of outlays for State and local public con-

struction declined. In 1979, State and local governments spent $40

billion on public construction including Federal aid.

After adjusting for inflation, this represents a rate of 32 percent

below 1969 levels. In real terms, on a per person basis these figures

show that public construction represented $151 per capita in 1969,

compared with only $95 last year. And these figures do not reflect

the recent huge increases in interest rates and their impact on

current State and local construction activity and the likely further

depressing effects due to the inability of State and municipalities to

borrow to finance needed public facilities.
Many communities that were particularly hard hit by the 1974-

75 recession continue to experience stagnation and decline. They

have still not recovered and remain extraordinarily vulnerable and

ill-equipped to deal with another economic downturn.

An examination of unemployment data for the Nation's metro-

politan areas highlights the continuing economic problems. The

most recent figures-December 1979-show that there still is a



large number of areas with extraordinarily high rates of unemploy-
ment.

In December 1979, when the national average rate of unemploy-
ment was 5.9 percent-it is now 6.2 percent-62 metropolitan areas
recorded unemployment rates of 6.5 percent or more and 18 of
these metropolitan areas had unemployment rates of 8.5 percent or
more.

In recent years, grants-in-aid to the States and localities, includ-
ing revenue sharing, have grown substantially. from $49.8 billion
in 1975 to an estimated $88.9 billion in 1980 [see table 31. But both
in relative and real terms the increases have been slight. The share
of the Federal budget devoted to State and local aid has declined
slightly and the modest recent growth in the portion of State and
local outlays supported by the Federal Government is primarily
the result of the temporary economic stimulus measures enacted in
1976 and 1977.

These programs. local public works, temporary employment as-
sistance and antirecession fiscal assistance, provided $9.2 billion in
State and local government aid in 1978. In 1979, the total dropped
to $5 billion. This year, as the phaseout of these programs proceeds,
these stimulus grants will provide only $2.5 billion in aid, a 2-year
drop of $6.7 billion in annual aid, roughly equivalent to the loss
that would occur if revenue sharing were eliminated.

Moreover, since the 1976 legislation capped revenue sharing pay-
ments at $6.8 billion per year, the general revenue sharing compo-
nent of the total grants has shrunk substantially, from approxi-
mately 13 percent of the total in 1975 to less than 8 percent in
1980.

By 1983 according to the administration's budget projections,
assuming renewal at current levels, the GRS proportion will fall to
6 percent of total grants.

Another factor which must be noted in considering the nature
and amount of the Federal Government's aid to the States and
localities is the fact that much of the increase in recent years has
been tor grants to States for payments to individuals.

Most such grants require State or local matching payments, and
the largest and fastest growing programs in this area, medicaid
and public assistance, are programs which are addressed to nation-
al issues and problems. In our view, they should be paid for by the
Federal Government directly and not be considered as programs
geared to aiding States and localities in performing their own
functions and responsibilities.

Grants for payments to individuals increased from $17.7 billion
in 1975 to an estimated $34.2 billion in 1980, or by 97 percent, and
these grants now account for 38.5 percent of the total aid. The
balance, an estimated $57.7 billion for 1980, is available to under-
pin State and local activities and investments in their more tradi-
tional functions as providers of police and fire protection, educa-
tion, roads, public transportation, water and sewer and the like.

These factors, compounded by the precarious position of the econ-
omy, indicate to us that the GRS program must continue. Failure
to authorize the program could trigger recession and create par-
ticularly severe consequences for the States and local governments



that depend most on those funds and are most vulnerable to an

economic downturn.
We feel, however, that Congress should take this opportunity to

improve the program's effectiveness in targeting funds where needs

are greatest. The Revenue Sharing Act should also become a

framework for assuring minimum, basic standards for State and

local government employees.
The Federal Government has established certain basic standards

in legislation as the Fair Labor Standards Act and the Labor-

Management Relations Act- setting forth certain basic conditions

for private sector employment.
In 1974 Congress extended coverage of the Fair Labor Standards

Act to additional employees of State and local governments. In

extending coverage to most of these employees, Congress exercised

its authority under the commerce clause of the Constitution. How-

ever, the Supreme Court--National League of Cities versus

Usery-held that this was not an appropriate exercise of Congress

power to regulate commerce and denied coverage to the newly

covered as well as to employees of schools and hospitals who were

previously covered and affirmed by the Supreme Court.

The majority opinion noted that Congress might be able to seek

coverage by exercising authority granted it under other sections of

the Constitution such as the spending power.
Now that Congress is considering extending the Revenue Sharing

Act, it is appropriate to inchde the basic minimum wage and

overtime provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act in a manner

cited by the Supreme Court.
Similarly, standards granting State and local government work-

ers the right to organize and to bargain collectively should be a

prerequisite for revenue sharing funds. In 1935, Congress found

that it was in the public interest to establish a method for deter-

mining the wishes of workers regarding their desires to be repre-

sented by a union and to assure workers a basic right to bargain

collectively with employers concerning wages and conditions of

employment.
Congress found that the denial of the right of employees to

organize and the refusal to accept the procedure of collective bar-

gaining led to strikes and other forms of strife and unrest. In the

1935 Wagner Act, Congress recognized the beneficial effects of

establishing a system to determine workers' desires regarding

union representation and the encouragement of collective bargain-

11imilar requirements for State and local government employees

should be enacted to enhance their basic rights. Currently, 38

States and the District of Columbia have statutes or executive

orders providing the legal framework for collective bargaining for

some or all of the employees.
Comprehensive statutes covering all employees are currently in

force in 23 States and the District of Columbia, but no collective

bargaining or union recognition exist in 12 States. In 15 States,

many State and local government employees are still excluded

from such basic protections.
Thus, we maintain that since the funds available for the pro-

gram are collected from all Americans through the authority of



Federal laws and the Federal tax structure, it is appropriate that
Federal standards and safeguards be included.

In summary we urge, one, that changes be made in the allocation
and enactment formula to provide a better targeting of funds to
areas in line with their need for essential public facilities and
services, with particular emphasis on the Nation's urban centers.

The 20 percent per capita payment floor and 145 percent ceiling
* has resulted in a diversion of funds to tiny government units with

narrow functions and few responsibilities. We feel that the mini-
mum payment floor should be reduced substantially or eliminated,
and the 145 percent of the statewide per capita allocation ceiling
should be increased. -

Two, States and localities be required to (a) adopt labor-manage-
ment standards equivalent to those set forth in the National Labor
Relations Act, and (b) meet the requirements of the Fair Labor
Standards Act and other basic labor standards legislation.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, we understand that -n an effort to cut
Federal expenditures and reduce the budget deficit, proposals are
being floated which would reduce or eliminate the State one-third
share of the revenue sharing entitlement. We are strongly opposed
to such efforts.

The result, in our view, would simply lead the States to make up
the loss by cutting back on their own programs of aid to local
governments and the impact would be most severe and communi-
ties with the greatest fiscal problems.

Moreover, in recent years the States have markedly increased
their response to local government needs, and in light of the de-
mands to reduce local property taxes and factors such as court-
mandated educational financing reforms, the pressure on the
States' is likely to continue to grow. There is no justification for
the Federal Government to reduce the States' ability to respond to
these pressures.

Thus, Mr. Chairman, the AFL-CIO believes the general revenue
sharing program is playing an important role in helping to meet
the Nation's public needs and it should be continued.

[The tables attached to Mr. Denison's statement follow:]

TABLE I.-STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT OUTLAYS FOR NEW CONSTRUCTION

Ye,1rn *A : c s1ri72V

1959- $24 7 $301 2027 $15145
1970- 24 8 28 4 2049 13560
1911. . . 259 274 2071 13230
1912.. 261 26 1 2038 12500
1913,- 28 1 261 2104 12404
1974. 337 266 2119 12553
1915.. 346 249 2136 11651
1916.... .. .* 321 22? 2151 10321
1911 30 9 202 2169 9313
1978 . 315 216 2181 9876
1919 ... . 400 1210 220-6 9519

I($bruate
.gOf-0UrO 1 ftgWfS f't+c rarf MAd tUs from the f edef j Goir*r t
Soce US feWaIrvi of Cocwmece B%-mu of [coocic AVA,,. Gommrn'e (Nw
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TABLE 2.-Unemploymenlt by selected State and metropolitan areas-December
1979

Percent

_California:
B a k e rsfie ld ................................................................................................................ 

9 .1
F resn o ......................................................................................................................... 

81.7

es o ............... ... ................................. ............. ..................... 8 .7
Modesto...................................... ...... 11.1
Salinas-Seaside-M onterey ....................................................................................... 10.0

S stock to n ........................................................................................................... 
. . ... 12.3

Illin ois: D eca tu r ........................................................................................................ 1 .

Indiana. 5.

A n d e rso n .................................................................................................................... 
.2

G ary-H am m ond-East Chicago ............................................................................... 9.8

M u n c ie ...................................................................................................................... 
8 .7

L ouisiana: A lexandria ............................................................................................. 8.5

-M assachusetts: N ew Bedford .................................................................................. 9.3

New Jersey:
J ersey C ity ................................................................................................................ 

.3

V ineland-M ilville-B ridgeton ................................................................................... 9.3

N ew .Y ork : B u ff alo ................................................................................................... 8.8

O region: Eugene-Springfield .................................................................................... 8.7

Pennsylvania:
J oh n sto w n .................................................................................................................. 

9 .0

N ortheast P en nsylvania .......................................................................................... 9 .2

W illia m sp ort ............................................................................................................. 
10.7

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics. U.S. Department of Labor-preliminary._

TABLE 3.-FEDERAL GRANTS TO STATES AND LOCALITIES

Fisd years, Voas amr1ns fn rliC.s)

C s eeraT g'a-ts as a percent ot budget

ad
- -~--- *State Wn

a ,Gants fty T ?a3 Dvcestc
PnY'ents 10 expendi-
MW'.8 s otues

f k-yea iteals
1950 ..................... $2,253 $1,257 $995 53 88 10.4

1955.. ................ .. 3,207 1,623 1,584 4 7 121 10.1

1960 ........... ...... .... .... 1,020 2,419 4,541 16 159 141

1965. 10,904 3,931 6,912 92 165 15.3

1970 ................... 24,014 9,023 14,991 1?? 21 1 19.4

1910 ........................ 24,018 8,861 15,151 122 21.1 19.4

1911 .......... ......... .... 28,109 10,189 11,320 133 21.3 19.9

1912 .............. ...... ... 34,312 13,421 20.951 14.8 22.8 22.0

1913.... ................ 41,832 13,104 28.128 16.9 24.8 24.3

1914 ...................... .43,354 14,011 29,218 16.1 23.3 22.8

1915 ........................ 49,834 11,441 32,392 153 21.3 23.1

1916 ..... ....... .......... .. 59,093 21,023 38,010 16.1 21.1 24.4

1911.. ...................... 68,414 23,860 44,555 11.0 22.1 25.8

1918 ........ .. 1189 25,981 51,908 1.3 22.9 26.4

1979 ..... ............. 8.8 8 28,165 54,093 168 22.4 25.6

19802 ............ ........... 88,945 34,202 R144 158 21.0 25.3

1981 .. .. ...... ...... .96.312 31.164 58,548 156 20.9 253

Fick4es Wt&Wi defense and ntexatonal alaws
S t Sstess

Souce Sue of Me U S, Speca' Ama~s. varoas ssues



Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Denison. I would
like to ask you a question, and have Mr. Oswald give his opinion as
well.

We are now in a time of fiscal stringency. Could you tell us your
best estimate, if the budget were balanced, -the effect that would
have on the inflation rate next year?

Mr. DENISON. I will take a crack at it and then defer to Dr.
Oswald.

It is our feeling that we agree with those who are saying that a
V- balanced budget would probably have a minimal impact, if any at

all. We are led to that conclusion by data showing that in other
industrial nations having a far higher deficit in government, their
rates of inflation in most instances are lower than that of the
United States.

So that we do not find that there is a correlation between severe-
ly reducing Federal expenditures and attempting to bring them
into balance and the rate of inflation.

Mr. OSWALD. I would amplify that by saying that in the last few
years as the budget deficit has narrowed substantially, the rate of
inflation has gone up, exactly the opposite of the notion that there
is a straight correlation between budget deficits and inflation.

Budget deficits are related to recessions and wars, not basically
_ to a causative factor in inflation unless the country is at its capac-

ity in terms of utilization of all of its manpower and industrial
needs and then government deficits would play a role.

But that is not the case today and has not been in recent times.
Senator BRADLEY. Do you feel that a deficit is absorbable at any

level?
When is a deficit too much?
Mr. OSWALD. A deficit is too much when the country is at full

employment and its industrial capacity utilization is being strained
to the utmost and then a budget deficit strains the economy sub-
stantially in terms of inflationary pressures.

We had a $66 billion deficit, for example, in 1976 as a result of
the very severe recession. That big budget deficit came about be-
cause of the recession, not because of attempts to cause a budget
deficit. It was the recognition that Congress had to do something to
turn the the recession around, and the drop in receipts as people
were put out of work.

Senator BRADLEY. You said in your statement that you recog-
nized that we are in an atmosphere where there will be budget
cuts. I was wondering how you would prefer to see the budget cut?

Mr. DENISON. That is like asking us to perform self-surgery and
we have resisted that approach.

Our feeling is that, on the contrary, there are other avenues that
could be approached.

For example, it is our feeling that the interest rates; instead of
Y being increased, should be decreased and that pressure should be

brought on the Federal Reserve to do exactly that.
For example, in the next 2 years, the increase in the cost of the

debt service alone will be $15 billion; $15 billion could be realized
interest rate savings and substitute for any consideration of heavy
cuts in other areas.



Similarly, we feel the reimposition of oil controls, including

middle distillates, would be a tremendous savings to Government

-expenditures in that area.
We feel that also there is no need to reimburse, or rather, pay

the grain companies the total price for the suspension of grain

sales to the Soviet Union, but rather, they should be asked to make

a sacrifice and not be expected to make a profit on an action which

the Government suspended.
Those are three areas that we think steps could be taken apart

from surgery on much needed social programs.
Senator BRADLEY. Do you think that the budget surpluses that

are maintained by some State governments are excessive, Mr.

Oswald?
Mr. OSWALD. The budget surpluses on various State levels has

been used, for example, in California to offset the severe cutback in

the property tax resulting from proposition 13 and other similar

proposals. The actual amounts of those surpluses are often not that

clear.
If the accounting was done the same way as the Federal Govern-

ment does its accounting, which does not separate out a capital

budget allowance, most of the States would not have a surplus.

They have a separate operating and capital budget while the U.S.

Government measures all current expenditures.
The second factor is that most States have very large liabilities

for- accrued pension responsibilities where they have failed to meet

their pension liability obligations. I think that some of the

surpluses that appear in current accounts for States overemhasize,

overdramatize, and overstate the-existence of the surpluses.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much.
Senator Durenberger?
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
May I take a few minutes just to make an opening statement?

Senator BRADLEY. Certainly.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, and I beg your indulgence,

because you have to know where I come from before I ask the

questions, in fairness to you.
Senator BRADLEY. Go ahead.
Senator DURENBERGER. Mr. Chairman, the general revenue shar-

ing program is the single most iniportant congressional contribu-

tion to preserving the federal system. Through this program, funds

extracted from American taxpayers by the Federal income tax are

returned annually to 39,000 general purpose local governments and

all the States.
These funds enable them to continue to provide needed public

services. For most States and for many localities, general revenue

sharing does not mean big bucks. It means dollars that make the

marginal difference whether or not some services are provided.

In the face of inflation, revenue sharing has suffered terrible

losses. I have long urged that we recognize inflation's impact on

this vital program and that we annually increase funding of reve-

nue sharing by a percentage of Federa tax revenue increased by

the growth in the gross national product.
Congress has not irdexed -the revenue sharing program, even

though the same Congress finds nothing wrong with continuing a



LWindfall inflation tax on individuals. We are seeking a reauthoriza-
ion of $6.9 billion for general revenue sharing in fiscal 1981.

touring that same year, the Federal Government will collect at
-least $33 billion in undeserved tax revenues from individuals be-
Cause of inflation's impact.

As long as Government continues to collect its inflation windfall
wand thus makes it difficult for State and local governments to
impose additional taxes to meet State and local needs, the Federal

& Government has an obligation to share some of these funds with
"he balance of the Federal system which shares the same taxpay-
1ers.

The Federal Government does not earn the inflation windfall
and it should not be permitted to benefit from it at the expense of

IState and local units of government that must meet essential needs
f people each day.
In spite of this, general revenue sharing is on the administra-

t ton's balance the budget hit list. I adamantly oppose elimination
if this program in the name of balancing the budget. This program
,has not been the cause of overexpenditures by the Federal Govern-
31ment, nor has it been the cause of inflation. Indeed, it has been the
victim of inflation.

The purchasing power of revenue sharing dollars has decreased
by 40 percent since the program was initiated in 1972. At the

;current rate of inflation, an annual rate of 18 percent in the first
_ month of 1980, the $6.9 billion of revenue sharing funds will be

,.further eroded. We would need to authorize and appropriate $9.8
Billion just to equal our original commitment of $5.26 billion in

I1972 to revenue sharing.
In the face of these bleak figures this subcommittee begins its

first hearing on the reauthorization of the revenue-sharing pro-
gram. Yet, we do not have a bill from the administration on which
to hold a hearing. From the beginning, this administration has
vacillated on its position regarding the future of the program.

For well over a year, specialists have been at work in the Office
of Revenue Sharing and in the Domestic Finance Office -of the

rTreasury Department conducting research on the impact of the
revenue sharing program and developing options for its future. So
5far, we have seen studies on the fiscal impact of revenue sharing,

on the distributional impact of revenue sharing, and on the impact
0f the auditing, civil rights, and public participation requirements.

k We have seen studies dealing with formula allocation issues.
We know that several 20- to 30-page memoranda have been

I developed within the Treasury Department. Some of these have
k:inanaged to make their way to Secretary Miller and some have

-. even made their way to the White House. But for all of this
ta _research and all of this memo writing, the administration still does
.,not have a bill to send to Congress.
PV The Congress and the general public have only rumors, about
r-whether the administration will recommend that the States stay in

r out; about whether or not States will be required to establish
fiscal reform commissions; about whether or not the program will

Wbe recommended for reauthorization at all.
E The time has come-in fact, it is long overdue-for this adminis-
. tration to take a stand. It is the obligation of this administration to

62-376 0 - 80 - 2



make a critical decision about the future of this critical program

and, I might add, to commit to that decision.
Last week-it seemed, at least for a few hours, that the adminis-

tration had made a decision about this program. The new plan

involved some formula changes. Yet, with all its computer capacity,

the Treasury Department could not give anyone the computer print-

outs showing the impact of the proposed changes on State and local

governments.
In this program, formula changes cannot be considered in the

abstract. We must look at the figures to see if the formula brings

about the changes its reformers had in mind.
The administration and -the Congress would be unwise to elimi-

nate this program in the name of balancing the budget. This is one

of the few Federal assistance programs that works. It has the

lowest overhead and the simplest administrative structure of any

Federal aid program. I am a firm believer in the adage, "If it

works, don't fix it." The general revenue sharing program doesn't

need repair; it needs a commitment from the administration and

the Congress.
A major issue in the current discussion about revenue sharing

focuses on the role of the States and whether they should continue

to be funded. I have heard many of the arguments for taking the

States out. One, they have surplus funds at a time when the

Federal Government has a big deficit and is being pressured to

balance the budget.
Two, they have reformed their tax structures to place more

reliance on the progressive income tax. Three, they pass a signifi-

cant amount of their revenue sharing money to local governments,

so perhaps the Federal Government should give this money direct-

ly to cities and counties.
Before we in Congress begin making judgments about taking the

States out of the program, we should look carefully at what the

States are doing and why. Some States are accumulating surpluses

in their operating funds; most are not.
The surpluses of the future will be concentrated in a few energy-

producing States. Four States, for example, Texas, Alaska, Califor-

nia and Louisiana, will collect $104 billion in the next decade from

increased income taxes, severance taxes, and royalty payments as a

result of oil price decontrol.
To point to just one example, the State of Alaska, which right

now has a budget surplus of $1 billion, expects a surplus of $28.5

billion by the end of the decade. A recent Associated Press story

reported that contests are being conducted in Alaska to determine

how that surplus should be spent.
Most energy-poor States are hard pressed to meet their obliga-

tions and are confronted with the difficult task of stemming an

outmigration of people, businesses, and with them, the tax base.

These States need general revenue sharing.
Some critics of State participation in general revenue sharing

point to cuts in State taxes as a sure sign that these units of

government do not need additional Federal money. I would urge

my colleagues to look into the nature and reasons for the tax cuts.

Minnesota recently passed a significant tax reform measure. It

was necessary in order to give some relief against inflation. Before
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the tax reform was enacted, if the typical taxpayer received a 10-
percent increase in personal income, that taxpayer would be re-

1squired to pay 14 percent more in income taxes.
Such a tax structure imposes heavy burdens on the typical,

mi ddle-income taxpayer, and it is devastating to those on fixed
incomes. The system had to be changed. I do not believe we should
punish Minnesota and other States that do what we haven't the
guts to do, index inflation out of the income tax, by eliminating

,,their revenue sharing funds.
ki It is clear, Mr. Chairman, that I support general revenue shar-

ing. I will work hard for its reenactment. A poll of the Members of
'E-Congress taken recently by the National Association of Counties
showed that 84 Members of the Senate and 309 Members of the

4House support revenue sharing.
Mr. Chairman, I look forward to working with you and our 391

o 6ther colleagues to persuade the remaining 143 Members and the
Carter administration to join the majority in reauthorizing this

program.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you.
Senator DURENBERGER. Mr. Chairman, if I did not make it clear

1'in the opening statement, it is my feeling that this is not one of the
categorical grant programs where we take Federal revenues and

_dictate their use according to Federal standards by State and local
governments.

This always was, from the time Walter Heller, or whoever takes
-redit for it, invented the concept and sold it to LBJ and some
kftpublicans sold it to Nixon, this has been an effort to recognize

,"the fact that an unindexed income tax is draining those revenues
--from State and local governments that it desperately needs to

rnanage government at that level.
I am pleased that the AFL-CIO is no longer opposed to the

Concept of revenue sharing, but I would perhaps start with the
"request that either of the witnesses indicate to me why they feel it

is necessary that we expand the so-called strings, if you will, and
"the so-called qualifications to the receipt of these funds as they
recommend in their statement.

Mr. DENISON. You are referring specifically to--
Senator DURENBERGER. Minimum wage.

- Mr. DENISON. It is a quality involving Federal standards on
kFederal funds where the receipt of Federal funds, the imposition of
7Federal standards, particularly matters on work levels are a
matter of history.

It i that matter, as a matter of justice, that should be extended.
;We do not see why the Federal Government should put itself in a

Nposition of subsidizing or supporting substandard wages or being in
the position of allowing the funds to be used in localities where the

Employees have no opportunty whatsoever to express themselves in
4he collective bargaining manner.
' We think it is a matter of simple justice.

Senator DURENBERGER. Let me ask Mr. Oswald a followup ques-
tion to the chairman's question on the budget. You talk about a

..balanced budget and a deficit and so forth. Suppose we adopted by
rUle here in the Congress a constitutional amendment to tie Feder-
I spending to the growth of income in this country.



Do you feel that would have an impact on inflation in the long

run?
Mr. OSWALD. No, I do not believe it would have an impact on

inflation in the long run because the inflational '" forces that are

causing the inflation today are not the Federal budget, but rather

things like energy. Clearly the Congress recognizes a broad Federal

responsibility in energy in development of synthetic fuels and sup-

port for other energy alternative. I believe that is the correct

decision.
So that addressing the energy problem, may mean that there is a

greater Federal share of GNP.
Similarly, one of the great inflationary problems has been health

care. We believe that a national health insurance program would

reduce the pressures on health care, where very much of the

money currently has been spent on duplicative private insurance

programs, where much of the money goes for paperwork and not

for health care, and where there is an awful lot of money spent by

hospitals for just bill collecting rather than health providing; we

believe that there would be better standards under a national

health insurance program. So that, again, might mean a larger

Federal share but a reduction in that inflationary pressure sector.

Over 70 percent of the current inflation is coming from energy,

food, health care, and the impacts of very high interest rates on

housing prices. Federal programs are not the cause of today's infla-

tion. Inflation today is not determined by whether there is a $20

billion deficit or a $16 billion deficit, nor by the ratio of the Federal

budget to GNP. Most foreign governments have a much higher

ratio of Federal spending to GNP than the United States and, in

many cases, these other countries have lower inflation rates.

Senator DURENBERGER. You do not buy the argument of what is

called the expectations theory that a lot of inflation is caused by

consumer behavior and the failures of predictable expectation? In

other words, if we had some predictability to the future of health

care costs, if we had some predictability to the future of housing

costs and we understood that the role that the Federal Govern-

ment, or any government, is going to play in large cost expendi-

tures, if we knew in advance the impact of tax on income, if we

knew in advance the impact of deficit spending on the capital

market and on interest rates, that inflation could be licked because

people could make plans, people could make judgments, people

could make decisions that today impact adversely on inflation.

Mr. OSWALD. Expectations clearly play a role in terms of infla-

tionary actions. Clearly the speculators on the futures markets are

speculating in terms of future inflation, but the inflation and the

eradication of that inflation, will not come about through-balanc-

ing the Federal budget.
An example of today's inflation was shown on this morning's

television. It described the increase in California of mortgage inter-

est rates during the past year, rising from 101i2 percent to 15Y4

percent. This increase raised the cost of borrowing for a $70,000

mortgage over 30 years from $670 a month to $930 a month pay-

ment.



That did not come about because of the Federal deficit. That
-came about largely from pressures of the Federal Reserve System

CU-to raise the interest rates.
Arthur Burns, when he was faced with a 12-percent rise in the

-Consumer Price Index never raised the discount rate at the Fed
higher than 8 percent. Today we have a 13-percent discount rate
which forces up all the other interest rates. The person from the

K:Savings and Loan Association interviewed this morning said: buy
your house at 15 percent interest because the price is going to go

7 up next year.
If with that sort of encouragement, inflation becomes self-fulfill-

ing. That is not going to change if the Federal deficit, or if the
Federal budget, is at 20 percent or 22 percent or 28 percent of

--GNP. It has to do with many different factors.
Senator DURENBERGER. If I could ask one last question, Mr.

,-Chairman, has the AFL-CIO taken steps to analyze the impact of
"decontrolled oil prices on State and local government financing?

Basically I am talking about the issue that John Danforth and
Others raised on the floor of the Senate, the $128 billion windfall
!principally to four States in this country and the impact it is going
A --to have on the other States and on intergovernmental relations

4tand on some of the things you talk about in here in terms of some
V.equity in the marketplace where jobs are going to go in this coun-

try.
Have you made those studies? Is there some way that we can

--look forward to your analysis and your recommendation?
Mr. DENIsON. We have not made a study. We were concerned, as

k. you and members of this committee were concerned, when this
VE issue was raised on the windfall profits tax on the Senate Floor.

We still have those concerns.
Unfortunately, I am not trying to speak for Rudy. The AFL-CIO

is not quite in a positoin to be able to gather the data that we
would like to have. We find companies and governments very
?Zreluctant to give us their figures and we have to rely, for the most
part, on data raised by the governments both Federal and local

themselves.
- But it would be an interesting study and we would hope someone

F';would pursue it.
Senator DU RENBERGER. I would think that it would be very help-

ful to me, as a policymaker, to have an organization who repre-
Jsents a large par of organized labor in this country and who

fPtestifies here to targeting Federal assistance, look specifically at
Sthis program because, in my humble opinion, it is going to have thegreatest impact of any public decision made by anybody in this

Itcountry in a long time on jobs and the economics of a lot of States
%, of this country.
: Mr. OSWALD. Senator, I would add-you do know the figures,
that the Defense Department is indicating that the higher energy

. ots will now bring to their costs and how that will affect their
'-budget.

The other impact is that of very high interest rates for State and
local governments. They, too, are going to bear that very high cost

,,and it will be a serious problem for their own financing as well as



the $15 billion impact on the Federal budget of the high interest

rates.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you.
Senator BRADLEY. I would like to thank both of you gentlemen

for your contribution today and call the next witness, who is Mr.

Kenneth Butterfield, supervisor, Huntington, N.Y., on behalf of the

National Association of Towns and Townships.
Mr. Butterfield, I do not know if you were here when we estab-

lished at the beginning a 10-minute rule for witness presentation.

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BRADLEY. Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH BUTTERFIELD, SUPERVISOR, TOWN
OF HUNTINGTON, N.Y.

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. My name is Kenneth C. Butterfield and I am

supervisor of the town of Huntington, N.Y. I also serve as the vice

president of the Association of Towns of the State of New York, a

local government organization representing over 900 towns

statewide. I am here today on behalf of the National Association of

Towns & Townships to provide this subcommittee with our mem-

bership's perspective concerning the reauthorization of the general

revenue sharing program.
Before beginning my testimony today, I would like to thank the

chairman for inviting NAOTAT to share its views concerning this

extremely important intergovernmental assistance issue.

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Butterfield, could you possibly pause in

your testimony to allow Senator Javits, as a colleague, courtesy to

proceed?
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Absolutely. I am delighted to be on his left

side. He has represented our State well, and I am glad to be with

you, Senator. Please take the floor.
Senator BRADLEY. I suppose it is appropriate that both of you are

from New York. Senator Javits, welcome.
I am pleased you could come before the committee and we are

anxious to hear your thoughts on this matter.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR JACOB JAVITS, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Senator JAVITS. Mr. Chairman, I am here in support of general

revenue sharing and will just take 1 minute of the committee's

time. All I want to emphasize is that the original concept of gen-

eral revenue sharing is still valid and that is that the bulge which

is caused by the progressive income tax should be shared with the

States and local units of government. And in view of the shift in

State fortunes which recently has taken place from material sur-

pluses to deficits, indeed a $12 billion deficit for the current fiscal

year and with an indicated even higher deficit for the next fiscal

year, I believe that this particular Federal program has to rank

very high in the priorities in the Federal budget.
When- it comes to cutting, Mr. Chairman, which the Congress is

going to get to very promptly, and I, like others, in Pursuit of a

national duty, will have to lend myself to it. It is my. judgment that

a cut should be across the board rather than hitting hard any

particular programs which may not be in as much favor as others



:-because, very frankly, such targeted cuts will tend to damage chief-
-ly those who can least afford it.

5 Both in terms of States and local governments with grave prob-
lems, big industrial States, like my own, and like that of the
chairman, for example, it will tend to hurt the poor, the children,
and the aged. We know that from history.-

And therefore, let us let everything take its minor lump, which
would be from 3 to 5 percent. If we do not do it that way, Mr.
Chairman, as I said, and I repeat, because it bears repetition, those
wJWho can afford it the least will be hurt the most.

And it is for those reasons, Mr. Chairman, that I am here in
support of general revenue sharing and I hope that we will have
the strength to keep it. It is a part of the total concept. Let us not
kid ourselves. The people who want to eliminate general revenue

J sharing, or cut it by a third, have only in mind the fact that they
do not want something else cut. That is the whole rationale.

That is all, Mr. Chairman, but I do want to record myself on this
subject.

Thank you, sir.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Senator Javits.

7 I would like to take this opportunity just to ask you one question
in relation to the idea of budget cuts.

What is your view toward the $240 billion of tax expenditures
that we now have in law which if eliminated would generate enor-

f\k mous quantities of money for the budgetary process?
Senator JAVITS. Some of those, Mr. Chairman, are sacred cows,

like interest on mortgages, and it will take more effort to try to
undo it than to leave it as it is. Many of them do not deserve to be
on the books and ought to be eliminated. I have lent myself to

-eliminating them.
There are some, for example, that ought to be on the books that

are not, as for example, a premium for research and development
or other matters which insure productivity. If you start in that
thicket, you will never get any cuts, either particularized or gen-
eral. Therefore, I would omit, hard as it is today, that $200 billion
from the present consideration of an across-the-board or a particu-
tlarized cut.

P But I certainly would deal with it in the next tax bill as we have,
because if this committee does not deal with it, there are lots of

IPMembers who will and we simply have not the troops to eliminate
all of those little cushy things for special interests which permeate

t'l these tax expenditures, but should not be exempt.
The only reason I say what I do is because the exigency of the

- 'time for helping our economic circumstance is so great.
May I say, too, Mr. Chairman, that the amount by which we will

reduce budget allowances or even outlays is not going to be all that
great in the $616 billion budget, but as the lawyers have said, it is
not what the facts are, it is what the judge thinks they are that

?2 counts, and it is the perception of the international community
which holds probably as much as $900 billion, maybe even $1,000
billion, which is due on demand in the United States.

But if we do really make an effort at budget balance that
strengthens our position as far as they are concerned, that is the
price we have to pay.



Senator BRADLEY. Senator Durenberger?
Senator DURENBERGER. Yes.
I want to express my appreciation to the Senator from New York

for his comments and perhaps ask you, Senator, one question that I

do not have difficulty defending, but it becomes difficult for a

freshman in this body to defend. I think I came here looking at

revenue sharing, which the way you have testified, that it is -a

reflection of the consequences of the impact of an unindexed, pro-

gressive Federal income tax on revenues available to State and

local government, and that a portion of those revenues just ought

to somehow be automatically turned back to those local levels of

government.
But from the beginning, there has been pressure to do some of

the things that we do with categorical grant programs to revenue

sharing; that is, condition their receipt. I assume that some of

these conditions have been good-the auditing requirements, the

EEO requirements, and so forth. But today-it has been suggested

that we add minimum requirement standards, FLSA requirements

and so forth, and 'I am sure other witnesses will suggest because

these are some of Federal tax moneys, that certain national stand-

ards ought to be applied to the receipt of these moneys and I would

be interested in your observations on adding additional require-

ments to the receipt of these moneys.
Senator JAVITS. Normally speaking, the subject of generic law

should continue to be the subject of generic law. The policy of the

country should apply to the States and localities just as they apply

to the private sector.
I speak of such things as civil rights enforcement et cetera. That

is a general principle. I will be the first to say that I may vote for

an exception here or there, but you asked me a general principle

and that is the general principle that I would adopt.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, sir.
Senator JAVITS. Thank you.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Senator Javits.

[The prepared statement of Senator Javits follows:]

STATEMENT BY SENATOR JACOB K. JAVITS

Mr. Chairman, I am grateful that you have permitted me to appear before you-

today to express my support for reauthorization of the Federal general revenue

sharing program. In this time of economic distress, our state and local governments

can ill afford the additional burdens which would result from an elimination of

general revenue sharing. This is the only form of Federal aid completely adaptable

to the diversity of each state's and local government's systems. It also has the lowest

overhead costs of any federal aid program and is generally more effective. It is an

essential component of the economic stability of our state and local governments.

In the state of New York, the general revenue sharing program has been an

invaluable tool, enabling our governments to provide essential human services

during years of extreme fiscal stress. New York State in- fiscal year 1980 will receive

ap roximately $745 million in revenue sharing funds. Of this, the state government

will receive $248 million, New York City $287 million and New York's other

counties $105 million. These funds are largely used for operating costs, with police

and ire services taking the lion's share.
But, these days New York counties are using a higher percentage of their funds

for capital and debt purposes. In a time when the capital costs are skyrocketing,

this is a stable source of capital funds which will increase the long run productivity

and efficiency of county services. Our counties estimate that without the general

revenue sharing program they would have to eliminate vital human services, road



Vand highway maintenance, performing arts and libraries-and would face property
1-tax increases ranging from 6 to 33 percent.

The importance of the state government's role in this program also cannot be
-overstated. The states receive one-third of all revenue sharing funds, of which 43
.Zpercent is passed on to county and municipal governments. Opponents of revenue
,,sharing argue that the states are financially healthy, citing past budget surpluses as
evidence that the states should no longer receive their one-third share. But it is
LJmportant for the public to understand clearly the nature of state fiscal conditions.

-First, states do not have budget deficits simply because their constitutions generally
prohibit deficit financing. Second, only 15 states have had a "solid" surplus accord-
Ang to Standard and Poor-and all but 2 of those are major energy and/or food
producers.
W: Most important, state and local governments are now experiencing a downward

shift-a $12 billion deficit for 1979 is projected. Both Standard and Poor and the
Commerce Department's Bureau of Economic Analysis predict at least a year of

-oming decline for state governments. Continuation of the revenue sharing program
'With a state share will enable state governments to meet these deficits without a
(drastic reduction in services or increase in taxes.

Mr. Chairman, the states and local governments are entering this uncertain
rzerid of our nation's economy with a real need for continued and stable Federal

-support. There could not be a worse moment to eliminate this vital assistance in the
reauthorization of the general revenue sharing program.

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Butterfield, please continue.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH BUTTERFIELD-Resumed
-Mr. BUTTERFIELD. The National Association of Towns & Town-

, hips has made the reauthorization of the general revenue sharing
Program, in its current form, its major legislative priority for 1980.
'Township officials nationwide believe GRS has been an enormously
Effective congressional initiative. The advent of the general reve-
nu sharing program constituted a pivotal turn in our Federal
system of sharing powers and responsibilities.

_-,The program has enhanced the ability of towns to maintain
essential service at the level of government which is not only
closestt to the people but which is also most responsive to the needs
of the people it serves.WLTowns provide more than mere opportunity for individual ex-
oression. In response to the pressure of a growing population, we
',lan and carry out an orderly development of our commissions. Wet rovide- essential services to meet the urgent needs of our town
habitants. To obtain the necessary funds, we have utilized the

real property tax, which still continues to be the mainstay of local
4'evenue.

14However, the burden of financing expanding services cannot con-
,due to be borne by the real property owner. It is well recognized
that the real property tax burden has nearly reached its tolerable
limit.

7 .The towns of New York State and elsewhere around the country
hiave in recent years begun to face many of the same urban prob-
.ems of the cities. Towns are experiencing escalating pressures for
itnproved public services, problems of waste disposal and water
.luply, increased crime and growing budget pressures.
,-In short, just as existing problems of the Nation's cities cannot
;0 resolved with their own resources, or within their own bound-

Ojies, it is unlikely the towns or any of the other systems of local
go vernment will be able to solve all of their problems alone.

REt We all need help from sources of assistance such as general
revenue sharing.



General revenue sharing is a unique Federal program in that it

is administered with a minimum of redtape, while providing town-

ship officials the flexibilty they need to meet locally determined
needs.

I might add that in categorical grants, the cost is between 12 and

14 percent, the cost of general -revenue sharing is less than 1
percent. There is a great deal of Federal money that is lost from
here to the local community where it is finally implemented, and I

think that is an important concept to keep in mind.
The program helps to insure the financial soundness of State and

local governments, especially during today's economic climate of
unprecedented inflation and growing tax limitations. GRS also pro-
vides a necessary measure of equity at the Federal level, particu-

larly for numerous smaller townships. These jurisdictions are often
bypassed by national development initiatives because they have
severe difficulty identifying and competing for most Federal aid
programs-even though they have levels of economic distress
which make them eligible for such assistance.

General revenue sharing has helped towns to fill gaps in the

provision of many basic community services ranging from public
transportation and safety to environmental protection and aid to
the poor. These funds support essential day-to-day programs which
in many cases would be eliminated or at least reduced drastically
because of the extreme difficulty most localities would have in

raising taxes to compensate for such losses.
I might add, my town is a town of 218,600 people, one of the

largest communities in the State of New York. I am here both on
behalf of the national association as well as the State association.
Ofttimes, I can see the need for the larger towns as well as the
smaller towns in that the smaller towns do not have the grants-
manship capability.

As a consequence, their only source of Federal funds is general
revenue sharing whereas the larger communities have the capabili-
ty of sharing in general revenue sharing and in addition, the
categorical grants.

In that respect, general -revenue sharing has only been increased
by 3 percent and categorical grants have been increased by 14
percent and that is increasing by leaps and bounds.

But with the inflationary spiral, that which we are receiving in
general revenue sharing has been greatly reduced, as you stated
earlier Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman, we do not believe that any Federal program
including revenue sharing, is sacrosanct. Social and economic con-
ditions change, and it is certainly the right, indeed the responsibili-
ty of Congress to exercise its oversight functions to insure that
national objectives are continuing to be met by various Federal
programs.

However, by the same token, we feel that if a program has been
working well-and the overwhelming consensus is that GRS has
been operating well-then the program should be continued in a
manner which has been proven to work. As so eloquently stated by
our U.S. Senator, Patrick Moynihan:

Revenue sharing is simple, it is easy to understand, its benefits are conspicuous
and direct, and it has created no bureaucracy 

° for Heaven's sake, let us not



.k one of the really fine pieces of intergovernmental machinery which we have

:Senator Moynihan's views have been endorsed by many of his
leagues in Congress, but the administration, apparently, does

- t agree with the merits of the approach he has advocated. While
-ie President's general revenue sharing bill has not yet been offi-
Ally introduced, details concerning the major components of his
-.o legislation have been announced. The outlook for the
V0 intry's towns under the proposal is bleak.

Senator Durenberger, your town would receive 21 percent less in
0-eral revenue sharing; my town specifically would receive
i0',000 less in 1981. We are presently receiving approximately
t,-200,000 in general revenue sharing. That is a substantial de-

as_e of my budget that is obtained from other than real property

-.Federal revenue sharing represents 10 percent. We raise $15
-Olion through real property taxes and the balance of $12 million
K by revenues from the State, from fees and other sources includ-

hg Federal revenue sharing.
-Nationwide, townships would suffer losses totaling $47 million.
,n many cases, the entitlements received by towns will be cut fully

-, half. Under the President's plan counties would lose about $5
ilillion and cities would gain $46 million. Put another way, of the

-2 million in revenue sharing losses to local governments, town-
*--ip cuts represent approximately 90 percent of the total.

-,Ithink that is because we are not the squeaking wheel. When
he mayors get together, the media attends and they listen. WhenIe counties get together, the same situation, but when the towns
0t together we apparently do not have that impact.-But, Mr. Chairman and Senator, I might add, for your edification-at in the State of New York 8 million of our residents live in

towships outside the major cities, and if my town were considered
' city, we would be the fourth largest city in the State of New

-I might also add that if need seems to be the new criteria that
he administration is recommending, then I would suggest that you
0-k at where community development funds are being spent in
,hat the criteria for community development is poverty-housing

4-k deteriorating and economic lag.
In mytown, 40 percent of the unincorporated area is within 12 of
e Federal census tracts wLi.h means approximately 40 percent of

town is recognized as in need of Federal funds and I think that
e criteria probably applies to many of the towns in the United

towns in New York would lose $9 million statewide while New
'York City would gain $10 million. Ironically, the amount the city
M-y gain in respect to its total budget is almost insignificant, while

4je "micro" impact on many towns will be great.
-7Gven that towns currently receive just 5 percent of the GRS

tidtlements annually, it is patently unfair to single them out for
Ach an inordinate share of the losses. Revenue sharing was never
Ended to be a targeted program, although this is now the ap-

oach being advocated by the administration. There are already
hundreds of categorical domestic aid programs which are adminis-



tered, directly and indirectly, on a targeted basis. The targeted

fiscal assistance legislation, which will soon be deliberated in con-

ference committee, represents a version of revenue sharing which,

appropriately, is a targeted measure.
General revenue sharing is the one program which builds at

least some measure of fiscal equity for townships and other juris-

dictions at the Federal level. Other national programs bypass many

towns largely because they cannot-afford the grantsmanship staff

needed to pursue such aid. Revenue sharing is ideally suited to

public management capabilities of virtually thousands of localities,

many of which are run in an informal way by dedicated part-time

elected officials.
While NAOTAT wholeheartedly supports the reauthorization of

general revenue sharing in its present form, the association might

be able to endorse the concepts embodied in the administration's
proposal provided that certain relatively minor adjustments were

made. If, after all of its deliberations on this issue, Congress did

decide to go forward with a targeted version of GRS, NAOTAT
would strongly recommend that a modest hold harmless provision

be incorporated into the legislation.
This approach would require a limited sum of money, approxi-

mately $150 million, and would guarantee that those townships,

counties, and cities adversely impacted by the administration's bill

would be protected of held-harmless. I would again emphasize that

this tack would require an extremely limited sum of money, less

than 1 percent of what is now spent annually, while allowing those

predominantly large cities to realize the gains intended by the

administration's proposal.
If we are to plan effectively for the future, as we should, we must

have assurance of our ability to finance the required local pro-

grams to serve our future residents. We cannot undertake capital

improvements to serve future generations without assurance of

adequate financing.
Good planning and construction of improvements must be accom-

panied by a sound, financial base. For such undertaking we need

an equitable, a dependable and predictable amount of money in the

form provided under the current general revenue sharing formula.

Extension of GRS in its current form would enhance the ability

of our towns as well as of the other local governments, to remain

vibrant and responsive. -
If Congress believed that the concept of general revenue sharing

was right in 1972, and in 1976, and we submit that it was, then it is

even more so today. The program has served to strengthen our

intergovernmental system during the last 8 years and will continue

to do so if reenacted. Let's all pitch in to insure that the program is

extended in the same efficient and equitable manner as it has

operated in the past. Mr. Chairman, I would again like to thank

you on behalf of NAOTAT's membership for giving us the opportu-

nity to provide the town perspective on this vital Federal assist-

ance issue.
I would like to respond to your questions.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Butterfield.
I would like to know, in New York State, how much money you

get back from the State from Federal general revenue sharing?



Mr. BUTTERFIELD. $1.2 million.
-- Senator BRADLEY. $1.2 million.

How much of New York State's State share is passed through to
local communities?

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. That was a question asked of me this morning.
7It comes down through per capita aid. I am not sure but I will
provide that to the subcommittee in writing when I get back to
New York. I am not sure of the exact percentage.

It comes down to different forms, per capita aid, and also narcot-
ic aid, youth programs, and programs for the aging, programs for
civil service.

Senator BRADLEY. I am interested, primarily, in the use of the
State share of general revenue sharing.

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. I would assume it is between 35 percent and 40
---percent. I will double check on that.

Senator BRADLEY. Thirty-five to forty percent?
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. The State share that filters down to local

'Communities.
Senator BRADLEY. The nationwide average is 27 percent. I figured

it would be a little higher in New York.
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. I might add, our spending of Federal revenue

-sharing is not frivilous. We spend it on nursing for the elderly,
handicapped, senior citizens, civil defense, transportation, veterans

--service, environmental protection and consumer protection and
these are all essential services that must be provided.

One of the problems that the local communities have, be it
reacting to State legislation or Federal legislation, when the State
legislature or the Congress enacts legislation.

The cost of implementing the program or enforcing the laws is
borne, to a large extent, by local communities, be they small in
-population, or be they large.

I only refer you to the recent mandates of section 504, which is
,now requiring us to retrofit public buildings for access to the
!handicapped and public transportation systems have to be retro-
fitted.

Those costs are now mandated, but we are not receiving the
funds to do it.

And the cost of converting from oil to coal, there is no subsidy
-from the Federal Government other than in the coal mining areas
where there might be some transportation problems so the rate-
-payers will pay the cost of subsidizing the energy policy of the'United-States.

I might add that the towns outside of the metropolitan areas
have grown with the encouragement of Congress through Federal
highways being expanded, through the GI bill which encouraged
the growth of housing in the urban areas and suburban areas and
exurbia, and the FHA and now we are told we do not have the
.-same needs as the city.

If that ceiling is raised and the floor is lowered, it is the recipient
of the smallest portion of general revenue sharing that will receive
the brunt of that cut. I do not think that is equitable. I think the
original concept of general revenue sharing was to distribute the
revenues which could be more equitably raised by the Federal

.Government.



It enhances the capability of local governments, strengthened our

States and their capability of implementing Federal and State-

mandated programs as well.
Senator BRADLEY. Just for the record, again, what do you receive

in general revenue sharing?
Mr. BUrERFIELD. My town receives $1.2 million.
Senator BRADLEY. And a passthrough from the State? You do not

know?
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Approximately 35 to 40 percent. I will clarify

that._________
Senator BRADLEY. That amounts to roughly what dollar figure

out of your budget? [Pause.]
While you are looking for that, what is the cost to your town of

the matching requirements for various Federal programs and also

the cost of meeting Federal reporting requirements?
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. The reporting requirements are negligible.

That is done for our comptroller's office so that is not really a

matter of concern in that the form is relatively easy to understand

and fill otandto file. From my research, it would seem--

Senator BRADLEY. I am not talking about the general revenue

sharing form. I am talking about the reporting requirements that

are required for receipt of any number of Federal program moneys.

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Horrendous.
Senator BRADLEY. What dollar figure? What does it cost you to

comply?
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Well, our administrative budget for the town,

we have 21 departments in the town and the whole town's expendi-

tures are approximately $17 million. I would assume that several

hundred thousand dollars is allocated to the administration at the

various grants, be it for sewers or parks or nutritional programs

for the elderly.
Senator BRADLEY._What part do you have to raise as your share

of mandated programs?
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. It varies with the program.
Senator BRADLEY. The total for your town.
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. What I have is revenues, and some of it is

matching, in-kind. I could break it out, but I would have to provide

that, again, in writing.
Senator BRADLEY. I am interested in getting a comparison of

what you receive directly from the general revenue-sharing pro-

gram plus the State passthrough compared to What you have to

expend to meet Federal reporting requirements and Federal match-

ing fund requirements.
If you could supply it for the record, that would be good.

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. The per capita aid is $1.5 million from the

State of New York.
Senator BRADLEY. Senator Durenberger?
Senator DURENBERGER. The response to any criticism of revenue-

sharing expenditures for townships or municipalities is usually if

there were some predictability to revenue sharing we might make

what would appear to be wiser decisions. In other words, that is the

response usually given by town mergers or municipal officials to

the criticism of the specific expenditures utilizing revenue sharing.

U -



What factor, in your opinion, does predictability in this program
$lay in the expenditures that are made from revenue-sharing
funds?

Mr. BUTrERFIELD. It is essential because we predicate our staff on
the amount of revenues that can be predicted over a series of

,_,years. The interrelationship of the program with other programs
and the overlapping services or shared services with departments

-and other communities within our county and-State.
So as far as planning capability and one that could be predict-

able in terms of the community, it is absolutely essential that we
know in advance that it is going to be there and it is going to be

there for quite awhile.
Senator DURENBERGER. Would you prefer a 4- or 5-year extension

Of those programs?
IF Mr. BUTrERFIELD. Four years.

Senator DURENBERGER. You favor the idea that the reauthoriza-
>tion occurs in Presidential election years?

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Absolutely because the pulse is beating and
people are more concerned about what is happening on a Federal
Level and to have it come up in a fifth year it will not have the
1-kind of concern and perhaps it might die a natural death.

I am concerned about that. I would rather have it in the hub-bub
of a Presidential year so that everybody is aware of what the

,'possible consequences and impacts might be on local communities.
Senator DURENBERGER. This year, would you favor a 4-year ex-

tension of the current revenue sharing rather than an alteration in
'the authorization.

:Mr. BUTTERFIELD. An authorization up, I would support, but any
-bhange in the formula which would raise the ceiling or lower the

floor, I would oppose, and in as much as the general revenue
-sharing has been reduced since its inception, because it really has
-not been additionally expanded with additional revenues, the cuts
have already occurred, so that the least that could happen is to

remain at the current level of funding.
Senator DURENBERGER. Is there any change that we should make

1-in the authorization that would make the expenditures by town-
T'ship of revenue sharing funds more efficient?

Mr. BUTrERFIELD. I do not think so.
This is one program, because there are not strings, that they

'eem to be spent well in trying to conform to the regulations that
"mpat on the categorical grants. There are greater numbers of
forms that have to be filed and the bureaucracy on the local level
is expanded to meet the ever-expanding bureaucracy on the higher

level; namely, the Federal Government.
Senator DURENBERGER. Has the National Association of Towns

.-and Townships made any analysis nationwide of State revenue
sharing?

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Yes, it has. Those statistics can be provided to
-you, Senator.
i Senator DURENBERGER. I would appreciate it very much. I think
.this gets at some of the questions the chairman was asking earlier
rin terms of not only the passthrough, if you will, of the State

portion of revenue sharing but what individual portions are doing
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with statewide tax collecting in terms of sharing those revenues

with local government and the townships in particular.
Mr. BUTrERFIELD. I know several years ago 3 of our 60 States

used their Federal revenue sharing solely to reduce the taxes.

Senator DURENBERGER. You understand my question goes beyond

that to State income taxes, sales taxes and other forms of State

collected taxes and the sharing of those with townships, and if you

do have that, I would appreciate its being made a part of this

record.
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. It will be.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]
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< ~> National 1621 16th StNrt. hwAst Wuhign. D4C 200DM
Associatio of
Towns md Townships

April 25, 1980

The Honorable
David Durenberger
United States Senate
353 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Durenberger:

Enclosed is a sampling of data regarding township revenue received from
the state governments. This is being submitted in response to the
request You made at the March 6 Revenue Sharing subcommittee hearing.
While Hr. Butterfield, our witness at the hearing, believed that the
National Association of Towns and Townships had the exact information
you requested concerning the sharing of state collected taxes with
townships, this was not actually the case. However, we have subse-
quently come up with what should be some useful figures on the subject.
We can also offer some basic generalizations concerning township reve-
nues and finances in relationship to other localities in each state.

Most significant perhaps is that townships as a class currently receive
very little state aid, particularly rural townships. (See Table I.)
Minnesota townships, for example, receive only 1.6 percent of the $1.960
billion of state aid moved in F/V 1978. Connecticut was the primary
exception to this pattern because of state financing of education in
town(ship)s.

Tables 11 and III provide breakdowns of township and intergovernmental
revenue, and a more specific illustration of the sharing of state aid
with townships. Most of the Information was gleaned from the U.S.
Bureau of the Census publications and from figures obtained directly
from Census. The 1977 Census of Governments, Volume 4. No. 4, Finances
of Municipalities and Townships Governments and Vol. 6, No. 3, Payments
to Local Governments provided considerable detail on the area of your
interest. The last set of tables which were photocopied from Volume 6
and which are highlighted, give some specifics about how state aid was
expended.

We also did some in-house computations in an effort to organize the
Census data In a way that would be useful to the subcommittee. Our
state associations also provided supplementary information.

In the final analysis, we found that specific data regarding the amount
of the state share of general revenue sharing that goes to townships was
even more elusive than a specific breakdown of state-collected taxes
shared with townships. Nevertheless, we believe the limited information
available will still be useful.

Please contact NATaT is you would like more information on this or
anything else of interest to the subcommittee.

Sincerely,

Barton D. Russell
Executive Director

BDR:JJr
Enclosures

62-376 0 - 80 - 3
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SVkTE AID 20 7ISwIIPS FY 78

WLL ALL STATE AID MWED (not just shared taxes)

S AD AD TO) 1USHIPS (selected cases)

state total distributed
to localities

$67.3 billion

$ 852 million (1.3%)

&m t towiships percetagereceived of state aid

total

Somcticut

Illinois

Michigan

Minnesota

New Jersey

New York

pennsylvania

7 South Dakota

4 wisconsin

Indiana

North Dakota

lmassachuS tt

$ 593.8 million

$2.869 billion

$3.071 billion

$1.960 billion

$2.162 billion

$10.075 billion

$2.610 billion

$3.054 billion

$ 85.9 million

$2.149 billion

$1.481 billion

$ 177 million

$1.577 billion

$251.8 million

$ 42.2 million

$ 76.1 million

$ 31.4 million

$ 633,000

$117.7 million

$ 26.5 million

$ 62.5 million

$ 200,000

$, 149 million

-0 -

-0-

$ 748,000

42.4%
1.5%

2.5%

1.6%

.03%

1.4%

1.0%

2.0%

.23%

6.9%

.05%
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REVENUEOF TOWNSHIP YM IN 11 SMZ= TOWSHI STATES*

1976 - 1977
(thousands of dollars)

CT I V MI N

General Revntue 1,057,945 204,024 1,961,237 233,666 96,606 642,751

frm Federal Government 41,759 23,884 114,221 2,990 13,389 40,832

fram State Governmet 199,155 64,755 399,454 72,467 17,312 50,221

from Own Sources** 811,668 110,939 1,441,073 135,198 65,867 548,484

Percent of Revenue Omprised
by State Aid 18.8% 31.7% 13.5% 31.1% 17.9% 7.8%

PA RZ VT W4

General Revenue 1,016,471 435,818 195,827 63,606 154,030

fron Federal Goverment 74,375 50,386 17,362 13,902 9,094

fram State Goverrment 184,879 68,369 55,011 8,689 96,203

fma own Sources** 684,987 308,924 123,157 .40,773 42,903

Percent of Pevenue Omprised
by Stare Aid .8.2% 15.7% 28% 13.7% 62.4%

*per Bureau of the Crius

** rumri1y foM property tax=



m * € TTT

EVEHM OF 'TOYv, P ONVROWS IN NIE MMAL MH P S1WTES1976 - 1977

(thotanwds of dollars)

IL mID 
KA MNI

,e -lotw 204,313 43,741 14,940 43,201 7,651

frcm Federal OerWent 31,328 11,032 1,935 5,219 1,636

f rm State GovermrenIt 46,777 5,729 1,287 18,304 159

frum Own Sources* 125,512 25,074 11,696 18,838 5,186

Percent of 22.8% 13.1% 8.6% 42.3% 2.0%

by State 
Aid

NE ND OH SD

Avenue, Total 4,909 8,969 152,326 7,328

frn Federal Cove nt 813 1,646 16,318 1,012

frcm State Gvexrnmt 
252 1,298 44,952 76

from own Sources* 3,796 5,885 90,294 6,155

Percent of Reenue 5.1% 14.4% 29.5% 1.0%

by State Aid 
5.1% 14.4%

•per Bureau of the Cw"

**pr~i1~y frum ptoperty taxes
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Table 6. State Intergovernmental Expenditures by Function, by Type of Receiving
Government by State: 1977
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Tabe 6 Stte ntegovrfmef"tI Expenditure. by IFunction, by Type of Receiving
Government. by Stat: 1977-.Continued
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Table 6. State Intergoverninental Expenditure, by Function, by Type atRefiviwm
Government, by State: 1977-Continued
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I~sbI 6. Stat@ intergVernmente Expendlture by Functions by Type of Receving
Government, by State: 1977--Continued
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Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Butterfield, for

your testimony.
Mr. BUTrERFIELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BRADLEY. Our next group of witnesses is a panel on

behalf of the U.S. Conference of Mayors and the National League
of Cities. The Honorable Richard Carver, mayor-of Peoria, Ill. and
president of the U.S. Conference of Mayors and Jessie M. Rattley,
councilwoman, Newport News, Va. and president of the National

,- League of Cities.
I would like to welcome you both to the hearing and remind you

that we have a 10-minute rule for your presentation and urge you
to use that fully.

Before you begin-and you may proceed in any order that you
.--would choose-Senator Byrd, who is a member of this committee,

wanted me to express that he is sorry that he is not here, but he is
- pleased that you are here, Ms. Rattley.

Ms. RATFLEY. Thank you.

STATEMENT BY JESSIE RATTLEY, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
LEAGUE OF CITIES

Ms. RATTLEY. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
n-2am Councilwoman Jessie M. Rattley of Newport News, Va. and

president of the National League of Cities. Appearing before con-
gressional committees is not a new experience for me, having had

--the honor several times in the years I have served in leadership
-positions for NLC.

-But my testimony has seldom been as important as this one
*rtday, for I am seeking your support in reenacting the single most

.- important program to the Nation's cities. Furthermore, I am cer-
t_-tain I speak fully on this issue for the 15,000 cities that NLC

represents.
I want to express our appreciation to you, Senator Bradley, for

ff moving expeditiously to hold these hearings. As you know, there is
relatively little time until this program expires.

Over the nearly 8 years GRS has been helping State and local
governments provide vital service needs, it has proven itself to be
0ne of the most successful of all Federal programs. Its predictabi-

_lity of funding on a multiyear basis has permitted officials to plan
its use wisely without fears of sudden termination of funds.

Its flexibility in spending the funds gives elected officials the
!-opportunity to use the funds for locally determined priorities. The

program operates without our having to resort to grantsmanship
,and becoming entangled in endless regulations and redtape, even
though GRS has strong civil rights, citizen participation, and audit

requirements.
The program has been a winner from the Federal side, too. This

,,-program that dispenses nearly $7 billion annually is administered
"efficiently by only about 200 Federal employees at a cost of ap-

Jproximately one-tenth of 1 percent of total program funds.
Even though GRS has these desirable qualities going for it, we

T know that its continuation is in jeopardy. However, we are quite
i prepared to defend this program in the midst of Federal budget



pressures. Let me state more specifically what this program means

to cities.
In a survey conducted last summer, NLC learned that, despite

the ravages of inflation over the years, GRS still represents an

average of 12 percent of the budgets of the nearly 5,000 cities that

responded. Although GRS is important to cities of all sizes, it is

most significant to our small cities, those of less than 25,000 popu-

lation. These funds represent about 14 percent of their budgets,

and for nearly two-thirds of them-63 percent-GRS represents the

only direct Federal funding they receive.
This program was criticized in its early years by those who felt

that too much money was spent for hardware. Our survey indicates

that expenditures are now almost evenly split between operating

expenses and capital items. In other words, a loss of funds would

mean serious cuts in services, such as police and fire protection,

that cannot be put off until next year.
We also asked officials to tell us in that survey what they would

do should GRS funds be lost to their budgets. Th6 results were not

surprising. For cities under 50,000 population, 63 percent said they

would have no alternative but to increase taxes and service fees or

reduce services, or both. That figure climbs to 70 percent for cities

over 50,000.
We know that the President and the Members of Congress are

vigorously searching for ways to slow down the rate of inflation.

We all want to see our citizens' dollars buy as much tomorrow as

they do today. But city budgets have been as hard hit by inflation

as family budgets. The cost of Government services continues to

rise while, in addition, cities must undertake new activities, such

as assuring safe drinking water and providing access to services for

the handicapped, without any reimbursement whatsoever for the

cost of doing so.
If these fiscal problems weren't enough, we are now facing a

crisis in the credit markets. Municipal bond rates that were 6 or 7

percent a few short weeks ago are now 8 to 9 percent, or higher.

Cities are also reporting instances of bond issues in which not a

single bid has been received.
For the local elected official faced with a skyrocketing budget

pushed by inflation, continued demands for services, increasingly
hostile citizens who want their tax bills slashed, and now the

evaporation of the bond market, there is no place to turn for help.

I have spoken of what general revenue sharing means for cities.

Now let me address the specifics of renewal proposals made by the

President and others.
I will say first that we at NLC are deeply grateful to President

Carter for his support of this program and his call to the Congress

to continue it. We know that decision was a difficult one for him

given the demands to fund other programs, but we know that he

will not regret having made this choice.
The President has proposed the reenactment of GRS for 5 years

on an entitlement basis. I want to emphasize that word "entitle-

ment." Even though the jargon of the Federal budget process is

often a mystery to officials outside Washington, D.C., we know full

well the significance of that term.



We feel strongly that GRS should be an entitlement program so
-that local officials know in advance for budget planning purposes
how much money they will be receiving. Prudent financial plan-
ning at the local level is not possible if we are subject to the
uncertainties of the annual appropriations process. Last year, for

-example, most local governments would not have known whether
.they would receive GRS funds until 6 months after their fiscal

years had begun. For the same reasons, we also think it important
that the program be extended for at least 4 years and are quite

? pleased that the President has asked for a 5-year extension.
The President's bill does not change the three primary factors

----used in determining the distribution of funds: population, inverse
per capita income, and tax effort. Several research studies and the
test of time show that this formula, quite simply, allocates money

L- fairly.
The proposal, however, does call for five changes in what we

refer to as those factors at the margins, the three present mini-
mum and maximum constraints plus two new ones.

We have not had access to data that would show the full impact
of these changes and so we are unable to give you a firm opinion
on all of the proposed changes at this time. We will do so as soon
as possible.

However, we do want to express our support for raising the cap
on funding for individual communities from -145 percent to 175
percent of the statewide per capita average of GRS funds. NLC
asked for this increase in the cap at the time of the last renewal,
and we are requesting it once again.

-It is unfair that a city that otherwise would qualify for a certain
amount of revenue sharing funds because of large numbers of poor

-persons in its population, plus a relatively high tax burden, to have
its allocation limited arbitrarily by the 145-percent cap. The pro--posed increase to 175 percent is a reasonable change.

There is a misconception about this formula change. Many think
-that this is just a way for big cities to obtain more money. The fact
is that numerous small and medium-sized cities are also currently

-. ,-constrained by the 145-percent cap. The common characteristics of
local governments that gain from this change are ones with rela-
tively high poverty and high tax effort. Population size is not a key
factor.

The President has asked that GRS be continued at its current
dollar level, $6.85 billion, for the term of the extension. We must

T separate ourselves from the President's position on this issue.
As you have heard here today, the purchasing power of the

revenue sharing program has declined by 40 percent since its ini-
o tial enactment in 1972, including the increases it received in the

early years of the program. We will very soon reach the point at
which the value of this program has been halved.

Many Federal programs are regularly indexed for inflation. We
are not asking for a cost of living increase for GRS; that would be
irresponsible during the inflation-ridden economy we have now. We
believe, however, that the program should be given a prudent
increase to help compensate local governments for inflation.

You may think it quite presumptuous on our part to be asking
for increased funding at a time when Federal fiscal pressures have



never been greater. But we believe an increase is justified for the

following reasons:
First, as I have already pointed out, inflation has taken its toll

on this program and local government budgets. Second, an increase

would help iron out adverse consequences of any formula changes

made. The net shift in dollars resulting in formula changes, and

subsequent reductions in funding to some recipients, can be nearly

offset by a dollar-for-dollar increase in funding.

For the President's five proposed changes, this offset would

amount to less than $200 million. An increase in funding, coupled

with the proposed formula changes, would help needy jurisdictions

without hurting those places that have come to rely on the funds.

o At issue this past year, and what will undoubtedly be the subject

of controversy this year, is the role of the States in the program.

NLC supports continued participation of State governments in this

program.
As I have listened to the swirling debate involving the State role,

and particularly the argument for dropping the States from the

program, I am struck by the ignorance of the intergovernmental

nature of our system of government. We speak of the Federal

Government, State governments, counties, cities, schools and so

forth as if each were an isolated, independent outpost on a distant

frontier. They are not.
All governments in this country share the same taxpayers; they

must and should share fiscal resources. It is obvious to me that our

levels of government are so interdependent that an action taken at

one level impacts directly on other levels.
State governments currently provide substantial support for local

governments. Cuts in the State share of GRS will undoubtedly

affect aid to local government. Yes, States may not be giving their

GRS funds to help me balance my budget in Newport News; but

they give money to support schools, mental health programs, and

so forth that benefit my citizens and those of all cities.

To summarize, Mr. Chairman, let me stress these points. One,

GRS is a proven-program that helps not only city budgets but the

basic services and activities, for public safety, social services and

capital improvements, that city government provides.
Two, GRS should be extended on an entitlement basis for both

State and local governments. Any reduction in either the State or

local share will result in a reduction of services, or in tax increases,

or both.
Three, Congress should consider a modest increase in GRS fund-

ing over the extension period to help compensate cities for past

inflation and to protect against future losses of purchasing power.

Mr. Chairman, we would like to submit for the record NLC's,

general revenue sharing survey, which we believe you will find

very informative.
Thank you.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you.
[The information referred to follows:]
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NATIONAL GRS SURVEY TOTALS

Number of responding states (4788 cities)

Rate of response (percentage of surveyed cities
which completed the questionnaire)

Percentage of cities with fiscal
years other than July-June

GRS as a percentage of municipal revenues
for all surveyed cities

- cities with a population of 0-24,999
- cities with a population of 25,000- 49,999
- cities with a population of 50,000-249,999
- cities with a population of 250,000+

Percentage of all cities receiving no federal funds
other than GRS

- cities with a population of 0-24,999
- cities with a population of 25,000-49,999
- cities with a population of 50,000+

Percentage of cities receiving a pass through
of GHS funds from the county (227 cities $7,012,414)

Percentage of cities receiving a pass through
of GRS funds from the state (470 cities $10,653,486

Percentage of cities having problems with the
GRS allocation formula (542 cities)

Percentage of cities having problems with the
GRS auditing and accounting requirements

- cities with a population of 0-49,999
- cities with a population of 50,000+

Percentage of cities having problems with the
GRS civil rights requirements

- cities with a population of 0-49,999
- cities with a population of 50,000+

Percentage of GRS funds used for operating
costs

- cities with a population of 0-24,999
- cities with a population of 25,000- 49,999
- cities with a population of 50,000-249,999
- cities with a population of 250,000+

34

39.0% (p.2)

48.0% (p.2)

(p.4)

(p.6)

12.0%

14.0%
9.0%

11.0%
3.0%

66. 7%

68.3%
40.2%
13.2%

5.5% (p.8)

12.0% (p.10)

12.4% (p.12)

19.3% (p.14)
27.3%

9.5% (p.16)
23.2%

51.7% (P.18)

49.7%
51.1%
69.0%
80.9%



Percentage of GRS funds used for capital
expenditures

- cities with a population of
- cities with a population of
- cities with a population of
- cities with a population of

0-24,999
25,000- 49,999
50,000-249,999
250,000+

Average number of citizens at GRS planned-use
hearings

Total lay-offs likely to result from termination
of the GRS program

Likely statewide average increase in local property

tax rate if the GRS program is terminated

Probable municipal actions which would be necessitated

by the termination of the GRS program:

0-49,999 (p.
2
81

a. increase taxes 23.7%
b. increase service fees 3.6%
c. reduce capital outlays 18.3%
d. reduce maintenance expenditures 11.4%
e. increase taxes and/or service

fees and reduce services 36.1%

f. use surplus funds - 2.5%

g. increase debt 1.9%
h. others 2.5%

Preferred municipal uses for GRS funds should congress

restrict usage to specific purposes:

0-49,999 (p.30)
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.
f.
g.
h.
1.

administration 5.6%
employment training 2.0%
environment 4.2%
housing and community development 3.5%
human resources 1.0%
public safety 38.2%
public works 35.0%
recreation and parks 5.3%
transportation 4.9%

44.5% (p.20)

46.3%
51.1%
27.2%
20.4%

12.8 (p.22)

15,468 (p.24)

34.2 r?.26)
3.3 n. lls

50,000+ (p.30)
19.2%
0.5%
15.0%
11.2%

50.0%
0.9%
0.5%
2.8%

50,000+ (p.3
4)

3.3%
0%
3.8%
5.7%
0.5%
54.7%
28.3%
1.4%
3.3%



Ms. RATLEY. Originally when I met with the President on behalf
of the National League of Cities, I requested a $500 million in-
crease. That was not really adequate to take care of inflation, but
the emphasis is to dramatize the need for additional funds in the

7 allocation.
Senator BRADLEY. Very good. Thank you.
Mayor Carver?

STATEMENT OF lION. RICHARD CARVER, MAYOR, PEORIA, ILl,
AND PRESIDENT, U.S. CONFERENCE OF MAYORS

Mayor CARVER: Thank you, Senator.
I appreciate very much the opportunity to appear before you and

Senator Durenberger and to bring to you my testimony as Presi-
dent of the U.S. Conference of Mayors. I am going to attempt to

_ read a portion of my statement and possibly summarize other
portions to allow an opportunity for questions. The general revenue
sharing program has been one of the most efficient, least bureau-
cratic and most flexible Federal grant programs ever enacted. As a
result, the program is widely and warmly endorsed by mayors and
other elected officials around the Nation. The administrative costs
and burdens associated with the revenue sharing program are mi-
nuscule compared with other Federal programs. I think the fact

--that less than 100 Federal employees are required to run a $6.85
billion program offers strong testimony to the program's merit.

The remaining portion of my testimony will go on to reinforce- many of the points that have been brought out by the president of
the League of Cities, indicating the strength of the decentralization
of the program, the local flexibility it offers to the various commu-
nities and other municipal governments to participate and, quite
honestly, the importance that it plays in the budgets of the cities

7 across this country.
4: And I do think it is extraordinarily important to continue to

reemphasize that this flexibility, in fact, has allowed these Federal
V- dollars to probably play a greater role of importance than any

other single program that has been adopted by the Federal Govern-
: ;ment, and has offered a way in which, each individual community

1 is able to tailor to its own-needs the utilization of these shared
funds from the Federal Government.

k- There are two compelling arguments that I would like to read
from my written testimony because they do strike to the very heart
of important issues. There is a great eal of discussion right now
about inflation. I share that. I suspect every man in this country
shares that.

Inflation, unfortunately, probably robs local governments of
more within our own individual budgets than any outside assist-

iance that we might receive, so as a result, I am not suggesting, in
this particular reenactment that there be an increase. We would
all like to see it happen. We would like to see some type of
indexation or a variety of other things, but we recognize the hard
realities.

We further recognize there are potential proposals related to the
share that goes to the States. We would not support that reduction,
because we do think that, with rare exceptions, those funds flow
back into our communities and provide very effective service.



I would want to underscore that in our particular situation, we

do not feel that given the current problems with which the Con-

gress and the country are confronted that a request for expanded

funding in this area would really be justified.
But, beyond that, I would like to cite two other points and, in

many ways, simply to reemphasize points which already have been

made by Mrs. Rattley.
First, revenue sharing funds are used primarily for basic, local

services. According to studies conducted by the Brookings Institu-

tion and the Institute for Social Research at the University of

Michigan, the leading uses of revenue sharing funds by municipal-

ities are for police and fire services, transportation services-in-

cluding street repair-environmental protection efforts, public rec-

reation facilities and libraries. General revenue sharing funds rep-

resent over 4 percent of the total general revenue of local govern-

ments and nearly 7 percent of cities own-source revenues. Thus, it

seems clear to me that Congressional failure to renew revenue

sharing at its current level would result in sharp cuts in funda-

mental city services.
Second, there has been much discussion in the past about the

need to target Federal money to where the need is greatest. Target-

ing was one of the basic tenets of the President's urban policy. As

you know, the revenue sharing formula takes into account the tax

effort and per capita income of a jurisdiction in determining its

allocation. As a result of the way the revenue sharing formula has

been designed, revenue sharing is more successful than many other

Federal grant programs in distributing funds according to need.

Mr. Chairman, in summary, I urge the committee to take favora-

ble action to renew the revenue sharing program quickly. The

Conference of Mayors believes the $6.9 billion level proposed by the

administration in its fiscal year 1981 budget represents the mini-

mum amount which is needed. A more responsible course of action

would be to index the program to the inflation rate, so as to keep

the value of the program dollars constant.
Thank you for this opportunity to express the views of the Con-

ference of Mayors on a vitally important urban program, and we

look forward to working with you in the future.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mayor Carver.

Could each of you tell me what difference revenue sharing has

k made in the functioning of your own cities in the last 8 years?
Mr. CARVER. General revenue sharing has enabled us to try to

maintain some type of - handle on the real estate property tax in

our city which otherwise would have been dramatically higher

than it is.
We are a central cit and one of the great problems we deal with

is providing services for those who do not live in our community

and because of this fact, our real estate property tax is actually

higher than some of the surrounding communities.
General revenue sharing has granted us the ability to provide

the full range of needed services without having to either further

exacerbate that problem by raising the real estate property tax

even further. Moreover, in some instances it would not have been

possible to raise taxes because of State statutory requirements.



It also has given us an-opportunity to target back into our
neighborhoods some very specific programs. One of the major uses
that we have used for revenue sharing is in street repair and street
maintenance and to assist many of our older neighborhoods, areas
where it would have been totally impossible otherwise.

i- Some of the early efforts in this regard, I think, are in part
responsible for the tremendous success my community has enjoyed
in reversing the blight that has gorie into many of our neighbor-

A_ hoods.
I think in the absence of general revenue sharing that the condi-

hion of many of the neighborhoods in my State would not be what
they are today, which are dramatically better than they otherwise

-would have been.
I would like to make one last point because my city is not

necessarily typical of every city.
The ability in many of the cities across this country to maintain

a very minimum level of the important services of police and fire
and public works might not have been possible in the absence of

,.,_general revenue sharing and I might equally say may not be possi-
ble if general revenue sharing is not reenacted.

Senator BRADLEY. Could you tell me what is the State sales tax
in Illinois?

Mayor Carver: The State sales tax in Illinois is 5 percent, 4
percent to the States, 1 percent returned to the cities.

Senator BRADLEY. To all jurisdictions?
Mayor CARVER. Cities and counties, Senator. The cities and coun-

.ties must enact, and to my knowledge, all of them have, the 1
percent in order to actually receive it but, as a practical matter,

., they do in Illinois.
K Senator BRADLEY. What is the State income tax in Illinois?

Mayor CARVER. I will not try to speculate. It is 2.5 percent on
;--personal income, a 3-to-5 ratio between personal and corporate, so

-my guess is it would make it 4. something for corporate. I am not
- exactly sure.

Senator BRADLEY. What is the State budget surplus in Illinois?
Mayor CARVER. I am told at this point in time by the most recent

estimate that it is approximately $493 million out of a budget that
.the Governor presented yesterday of $13 billion and I might fur-

lher add, the Governor stated in his budget message that in the
absence of the reenactment of general revenue sharing, there most

7-likely will be a deficit, and I think he also added-although I am
not absolutely sure of this-that given the current revenue projec-

.tions, because of the potential of a recession in combination with
-rithe increased expenditures that would be mandated because of
-higher unemployment and a variety of other costs, there may, in
fact, not be a surplus in Illinois.

Senator BRADLEY. Is Illinois constitutionally mandated to have a
V :balanced budget?

Mayor CARVER. Yes, sir, as are the cities and all of the units of
E local government.
> Senator BRADLEY. So that you have about 5 percent, or less than

5 percent, right?
I" Mayor CARVER. Less than that, yes, sir.

62-376 0 - 80 - 4



Again, I am not the comptroller of Illinois. I am giving you what

I have read-less than 4 percent.
Senator BRADLEY. Are you generally in favor of more targetting

of revenue sharing dollars, more than in the present formula?

Mayor CARVER. No, sir. I would prefer to see it stay exactly the

way it is because I think it gives each community an opportunity

to target on its own.
Long before there was any requirement for citizen participation,

I and interestingly enough, I was selected mayor in the first year of

general revenue sharing, we began to hold public hearings and

began to try as best we could to identify what our community was

seeking from general revenue sharing and then target it in that

form.
We have done that ever since.
We operate on a- multiyear basis for the allocation of general

revenue sharing, so many of the programs that we have undertak-

en were projected off into the future and in this instance, hopefully

beyond the current general revenue sharing program. In order to

complete some of the projects we have begun, it will be necessary

to have general revenue sharing reenacted.
Senator BRADLEY. Once again, could you tell me of the State

share in Illinois, how much of that is returned to the cities?

Mayor CARVER. One hundred percent of the State share goes into

the school aid formula for schools. Schools are an independent

entity in Illinois but obviously all other funds come off the real

estate property tax of the city, so, in my opinion, 100 percent, 100

cents on the dollar, is returned to the local community.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you.
Senator Durenberger?
Senator DURENBERGER. I want to take about a minute of my time

to read a very impressive part of Ms. Rattley's presentation that is

particularly appealing to me and this is her quote:

As I have listened to the swirling debate involving the State role and particularly

the argument for dropping the States from the program, I am struck by the

ignorance of the intergovernmental nature of our system of government.
We speak of the Federal Government, State government, counties, cities, schools

and so forth as if each were an isolated independent outpost on a distant frontier.

They are not. All governments of this country share the same taxpayers. They

must, and should, share fiscal resources. It is obvious to me that our levels of

government are so interdependent that an action taken at one level impacts on all

other levels.

I love that statement. It so succinctly States what we are about,

and I think it is fortification for the testimony that both of you

have given very well on behalf of your constituencies.
The issue of State revenue sharing, fiscal disparities which you

talked to, mayor, I think all of those issues are wrapped up in that

statement and I come from a State in which I think about 75

percent, or 4 percent sales tax, is shared by local government, a

substantial part of 12.5 percent personal income tax and 17 percent

corporate income tax is shared with local government and the issue

of the interrelationship between Federal revenue sharing and State

revenue sharing, I think, is crucial.
So I would like to ask each of you the question that I asked the

gentleman representing the National Association of Towns and

Townships whether or not your associations have done an analysis
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of what the States are doing by way of sharing State-collected
-revenues with local government and whether that research, if
done, could be made a part of this record.

Ms. RATTLEY. Yes, we have done some.
It is very difficult to classify it. In the State of Virginia, for

example, much of the revenue sharing money te State receives is
returned to the city of Newport News in the form of school funds
for mental health and other programs. It is coming to the people
we serve, the people who live in my community, in the city of
Newport News, but not directly through to the city treasury.

We do have some figures that would give you a trend, if not the
specific information you are seeking, as to the total number of
dollars and we will be glad to share it with you.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you.
[The following was subsquently supplied for the record:]



NATIONAL GRS SURVEY TOTALS

Number of responding states (6133 cities)

Pate of response percentagee of surveyed cities

which completed the questionnaire)

Percentage of cities with fiscal years 
other

than July-June •

GRS as a percentage of municipal revenues 
for

all surveyed cities

- cities with a population of 0-24,999

- cities with a population of 25,000- 49,999

- cities with a population of 50,000-249,999

- cities with a population of 250,000+

Percentage of all cities receiving no 
federal funds

other than GRS

- cities with a population of 0-24,999

- cities with a population of 25,000-49,999

- cities with a population of 50,000+

Percentage of cities receiving a pass 
through of

GRS funds from the county
(232 cities out of 4454 responding received 

$7,07

Percentage of cities receiving a pass 
through of GR

funds from the state
(475 cities out of 4283 responding received 

$10,9

Percentage of cities having problems 
with the GRS

allocation formula (627 out of 4163)

Percentage of cities having problems 
with the GRS

auditing and accounting requirements

- cities with a population of 0-49,999 
(887 out

- cities with a population of 50,000+ (57 out 4

Percentage of cities having problems 
with the GRS

civil rights requirements

- cities with a population of 0-49,999 
(434 out

- cities with a population of 50,000+ (50 out

Percentage of GRS funds used for

- operating expenditures
- capital expenditures

36

47.2% (p.
2 )

47.2% (p.
2
)

12.2% (p.4)

12.8%
8.0%

10.8%
3.5%

65.4%
70.0%
44.8%
13.2%

6,316)

'S

34,799)

of 4574)
of 209)

of 4556)
of 216)

(p.6)

5.2% (p.8)

11.0% (p.10)

13.8% (p. 12)

19.3% (p.1
4
)

27.3%

9.3% (p.16)
23.2%

51.7%
44.5%



Average number of citizens at GRS planned-use
hearings 12.9 (p. 2 2)

Total lay-offs likely to result from termination
of the GRS program (not all cities were able
to respond to this question) 15,538 (p.

24
)

Likely statewide average increase in local property
tax rate if the GRS program is terminated (not
all cities were able to respond to this question)

1670 out of 6133 gave percentage increase 39.2% (p.
2
6)

2666 out of 6133 gave millage increase 3.3 mills

N Probable municipal actions which would be
necessitated by the termination of the GRS program:

0-49,999 (p.
28

) 50,000+ (p.30)

a. increase taxes 23.5% 18.3%
b. increase service fees 3.0% 0.4%
c. reduce capital outlays 18.7% 15.2%
d. reduce maintenance expenditures 11.1% 11.2%
e. increase taxes and/or service

fees and reduce services 35.9% 50.6%
f. use surplus funds 2.5% 0.8%
g. increase debt 1.9% 0.4%
h. others 2.5% 2.6%

Preferred municipal uses for GRS funds should Congress
restrict usage to specific purposes:

0-49,999 (p.32) 50,000 (p.
3 4

)

a. administration 5.6% 3.1%
b. employment training 1.9% 0%
c. environment 4.3% 2.7%
d. housing and community development 3.7% 5.4%
e. human resources 1.0% 0.4%
f. public safety 38.1t 54.7t
g. public works 35.0% 28.9%
h. recreation and parks 5.3% 1.31
i. transportation 4.8% 3.1%



Mayor CARVER. Senator, I am a member of the Advisory Commis-

sion on Intergovernmental Relations. They do have the data on

that. I am sure we will be happy to see that you receive it. I think

Mrs. Rattley makes an excellent point, though, that in many in-

stances it is very hard to trace exactly how those funds get back to

the cities.
Ona thing that I would like to stress, because unfortunately, on

occasion it does come up to argue against State participation, is the

amount of surplus that some of the States have, and the unfortu-

nate aspect of that is that the pension surpluses are included in

those numbers, and I would like to suggest that if research were

done-and I do not know the answer to this number-if research

were done, you would discover that the unfunded liabilities cur-

rently confronting most of the pension programs across this Nation

would show that ,there is, in fact, no surplus either in the totality

of the States and most likely in any individual State as well

So I think that oftentimes we are quick to use numbers, if, in

fact some-and I hope very few-want to argue the case against

the States, but in the analysis of those numbers, I would like to

underscore that they discover that, as a practical matter, those

surpluses are not there and they certainly are not there to help the

units of local governments in the individual States.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you. I appreciate that point.-

Do I understand the testimony from each of you to the effect

that you would be most comfortable given all the facts of political

and economic life today, to see a reauthorization of the existing

program without major changes in the authorization?
Ms. RAW LEY. Yes.
Mayor CARVER. Yes.
Senator DURENBERGER. One thing I am not quite clear on is

whether or not you favor a 4-year extension or 5-year extension as

proposed by President Carter, although I must say unless you have

talked to him lately, we really do not know where he is at.

Ms. RArLEY. We support a 5-year extension.
Mayor CARVER. We prefer 4, Senator.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much:
Mayor CARVER. Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Carver follows:]

STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD E CARVER, PRESIDENT OF THE U.S. CONFERENCE OF

MAYORS AND MAYOR OF PEORIA, ILL.

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, I am Richard Carver, President of The

U.S. Conference of Mayors and Mayor of Peoria, Illinois. Thank you for this oppor-

tunity to testify today on the renewal of general revenue sharing-a program of

critical importance to cities around the country.
The general revenue sharing program has been one of the most efficient, least

bureaucratic and most flexible federal grant programs ever enacted. As a result, the

program is widely and warmly endorsed by Mayors and other elected officials

around the nation. The administrative costs and burdens associated with the reve-

nue sharing program are minuscule compared with other federal programs. I think

the fact that only 82 federal employees are required to run a $6.85 billion program

offers strong testimony to the program's merit.
Moreover, as you know, a key feature of the revenue sharing program is its

flexibility, allowing local citizens and officials to decide how revenue sharing dollars

should be spent, in line with local priorities and objectives. I believe this decentral-

ization of decision-making has been a healthy development in our federal system of

government.
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The Conference of Mayors has long been on record in support of the renewal of
general revenue sharing with annual adjustments for inflation. Inflation imposes a
heavy burden on local governments, since local budgets are composed almost entire-
ly of inflation-sensitive items-wages and fringe benefits. energy costs, construction
costs and so on. Yet, while local costs have been escalating rapidly because of
inflation, real federal grants-in-aid have recently declined. Moreover, revenue shar-
ing and other block grants have been declining as a percentage of total federal
assistance to state and local governments. As you know, revenue sharing has been
held at the same dollar levels since fiscal year 1977. As a result, the purchasing
power of revenue sharing dollars will decline by over 50 percent from fiscal year
1977 through the end of fiscal year 1981.

While we support the President's decision to seek renewal of the revenue sharing
program at its current level of $6.9 billion, we would normally support a more
reasonable course of action to adjust the program annually so as to compensate for
inflation. However, at this point, in order to assist in the overall fight on inflation,
we would not oppose the President's proposal.

We are aware that the general revenue sharing program, especially the one-third
state share of the program, is vulnerable in a budget-cutting year. However, the
Conference of Mayois strongly believes that the revenue sharing program should be

-.,_-_spared any cuts. If the revenue sha-Ing program is slashed by one-third, as has boen
proposed by some members of Congress and Administration officials, state and local
governments will be forced to layoff workers, cut important services and raise
property and sales taxes significantly. Such actions would exacerbate inflation,
prolong and deepen a future recession, and lessen the progressivity of the overall
tax structure.

Such tax increases and employee layoffs are likely to result whether the one-
third, $2.3 billion cut is borne exclusively by the state or borne by all levels of
government. The Conference of Mayors believes that any cut in local revenue
sharing allocations would have a disastrous impact on local governments. Yet even
if the reduction is made solely at the expense of state governments, many local
--governments will suffer because of the likely resulting cutbacks in the assistance
they receive from states. Our best estimate is that up to 40 percent of total state
revenue sharing funds are passed through to local governments and school districts.

The effect of a revenue sharing cut on the economy should also be weighed.
According to the Treasury Department, the revenue sharing program account. for
about 350,000 jobs in the public and private sectors. Thus, a reduction of $2.3 billion
in the revenue sharing program would translate fairly quickly into a major job loss
for the economy-possibly just at the point the economy is sliding into a recession.

There are two other compelling arguments for revenue sharing renewal which I
would like to mention.

First, revenue sharing funds are used primarily for basic local services. According
to studies conducted by the Brookings Institution and the Institute for Social Re-
search at the University of Michigan, the leading uses of revenue sharing funds by
municipalities are for police and fire services, transportation services (including
street repair), environmental protection efforts, public recreation facilities and li-
braries. General revenue sharing funds represent over 4 percent of the total general
revenue of local governments and nearly 7 percent -of cities own-source revenues.
Thus, it seems clear to me that Congressional failure to renew revenue sharing at
its current level would result in sharp cuts in fundamental city services.

Secondly, there has been much discussion in the past about the need to target
federal money to where the need is greatest. Targeting was one of the basic tenets
of the President's urban policy. As you know, the revenue sharing formula takes
into account the tax effort and per capita income of a jurisdiction in determining its
allocation.

As a result of the way the revenue sharing formula has been designed, revenue
sharing is more successful than many other federal grant programs in distributing
funds according to need.

Mr. Chairman, in summary, I urge the Committee to take favorable action to
renew the revenue sharing program quickly. The Conference of Mayors believes the
$6.9 billion level proposed by the Administration ir, its fiscal year 1981 budget
represents the minimum amount which is needed. A more responsible course of
action would be to index the program to the inflation rate., so as to keep the value of
the program dollars constant.

Thank you for this opportunity to express the views of the Conference of Mayors
on a vitally important urban program, and we look forward to working with you in
the future.



Senator DURENBERGER. Our next witness is Ion. Sanford Cloud,

Jr., State senator from Connecticut, who will be testifying on

behalf of the National Conference of State Legislatures.

Welcome. You have been here long enough to understand the

time rules and so forth. We appreciate very much your being here

on behalf of the Conference of State Legislatures.

STATEMENT OF HON. SANFORD CLOUD, JR., A STATE SENATOR

FROM THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT

Mr. CLOUD. Thank you very much, Senator Durenberger. I want

to thank the chairman, and you, Senator, for allowing us to come

before the subcommittee to testify.
I am Sanford Cloud and I am a member in the Connecticut State

Senate from the city of Hartford and a member of the National

Conference of State Legislatures and I am appearing on behalf of

the National Conference, the official representative of the Nation's

7,500 State legislatures.
We would like to thank the committee for the opportunity to

begin discussion on what is the most important intergovernmental

issue of the coming year, general revenue sharing. We praise Sena-

tor Bradley and this subcommittee for realizing that reauthoriza-

tion of general revenue sharing is a priority for early action.

States are now acting on budgets for the coming fiscal year and

in many States for the next 2 years. It will be essential if States

and localities are to budget effectively that action be taken on the

reauthorization of general revenue sharing as early as possible.

General revenue -sharing is NCSL's top priority in the Federal

budget. You may ask how I can come before you and promote a

specific program when it is well known that resources are limited

and many so-called uncontrollable costs are going through the roof.

Let me explain the concerns uppermost in our minds as we devel-

oped our policy of support for this program.
Several important concerns guided the development of this

policy. International events, the economic condition of the country

congressional actions of the fiscal year 1980 budget and increased

demands for reduced Federal spending have combined to add new

urgency to spending decisions.
Due in large measure to skyrocketing energy costs, every citizen

and every level of government has had to cope with the problems

of double-digit inflation. What the President's fiscal year 1979

budget had forecast as 7.4 percent inflation was finally recorded as

13.2 percent-almost twice as high.
Last month's figures indicate a current effective rate of 18.2

percent. There is no doubt in my mind and many other legislators

that inflation is our most pressing domestic problem. All program

costs have increased rapidly, and those indexed in any form have

shown dramatic increases.
In the area of energy costs alone, State legislatures have enacted

new and expensive programs to help those on fixed incomes to deal

with the significant increases in fuel prices.
My own State of Connecticut has just recently completed a spe-

cial session to deal with energy problems. The Congress has also

responded to the need, especially of low-income families.



Inflation raises the revenues of both State and Federal Govern-
i-ment. Federal revenues have risen $20 billion above projections for

the second budget resolution. But current Census Bureau figures
show that State revenues in fiscal 1979 trailed the inflation rate.
They rose 10.5 percent to $125.1 billion during an inflation rate of
13.2 percent to $44.9 billion and sales and gross receipts taxes were
up 12 percent to $39.5 billion. But revenue from motor fuel, alco-
holic beverage, and property levels rose only about 5 percent while
tobacco receipts fell 0.4 percent.

Every major economic forecasting organization is predicting a
rapid decline in the health of the State and local government
sector. Most of them see a deficit throughout fiscal year 1980 and
1981.

There is little that States can do in the face of a recession to
--arrange for revenues onhand to cover shortfalls. Those States that
carry modest protective balances of 5 to 7 percent of expenditures
are labeled by some in Congress as having "vast surpluses."

_My own State of Connecticut had a surplus of 3 percent in 1978,
:- 1979. We are only one of two States which do not have constitution-
al or statutory requirements to balance the budget, yet we are
already running a level of bonded indebtedness equal to our annual
expenditure in the general fund.

We cannot finance deficits today. In fact, this session, and as a
--member of the appropriations committee of the Connecticut
-Senate, I am here to be able to tell you that we are, indeed facing a

deficit for the next fiscal year of approximately $150 million, with
a need for us now to begin to take a look at cutting services and at
the same time increasing taxes.
--The mood of Congress is clearly moving toward budget restric-

tions of some form. At such times, it is important that we, as
partners in the intergovernmental system, make a clear statement
of our priorities and our recommendations.

In'our opinion, there can be no question that the reauthorization
of general revenue sharing is the top priority of the National

,Conference of State Legislatures. There are a number of reasons
that I think are persuasive.

One, the program is clearly the most efficient with administra-
tive costs of 11/2 of 1 percent compared to an average administra-
tion cost of 12 to 20 percent in categorical grants. An added effi-
ciency is the ability to target the funds at the State or local level,
insuring that they will be used to service the greatest need.

Two, the flexibility in the use of the funds allows us to respond
as you and the Congress make decisions lowering funding levels in
various programs.

-Revenue sharing dollars also give us limited resources in which
to meet the costs of mandates that Federal legislation often en-
forces upon us.

In all of the aid to State and local governments, revenue sharing
is the only program which gives this needed flexibility. Nearly 500
narrow categorical grants programs require limited uses and sepa-
rate administrative procedures. Revenue sharing's streamlining
adds to this efficiency.
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Three, the program is very controllable. It has lost 40-percent of

its value to inflation since 1973, therefore, it cannot be blamed for

growing Federal costs.
Four, revenue sharing is the major intergovernmental coopera-

tive program which has displayed the common goals of the various

levels of Government by providing necessary services to millions of

citizens. This cooperation -id efficiency is a model to be copied; not

to be ended.
Five, revenue sharing funds have been used for education, for

social services, for supporting State and local pension liabilities, for

construction costs required by Federal Government and court man-

dates. Every study of the use of these funds has pointed up their

significant role in State and local budgets.
Let me also point out that studies have shown that 83 percent of

the uses of these States share are labor intensive, creating jobs foi

tens of thousands of citizens.
In response to the proposed legislative approaches to the pro-

grams, let me briefly make the following points. The program must

be authorized as an entitlement to be sure that the uses of the

funds remain relevant to State and local budgeting processes. The

States have already utilized commissions to improve the structure

of the State and local finances. Rather than the restrictive and

intrusive arrangements being discussed, State legislatures should

be allowed to tailor their commissions to the needs and circum-

stances of their State, developing a working relationship with the

localities such that any recommendations are more likely to be

passed as legislation.
We should strive to keep the programs administrative cost as low

as possible.
NCSVL's current policy calls for a reauthorization of the present

program. We viewany formula changes as to jeopardizing congres-

sional enactment of this essential program. Finally, we have

worked to make the Commission's proposals acceptable as possible

to State legislatures. We have yet to see actual legislation and have

had no opportunity to modify our policy.
There is little doubt that the conference would support an exten-

sion of the current program.
At this point, Senator, I would be glad to answer any questions

that you may have.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much, and your state-

ment, in full, which is very comprehensive, will be made a part of

the record.
Let me just ask you some rather simple questions.
I see in your testimony regarding the President's original propos-

al relative to the Commission, and so forth, that you do something

that makes sense, or your recommendation is something that

makes sense to me, and that is that legislatures have already taken

steps to create either in commission form or some other form, an

analysis of the utilization of revenue sharing funds and the impact

of those funds on intergovernmental financing, that those commis-

sions should be utilized instead of setting up something that is

dictated either by the Secretary of the Treasury or by a federally

mandated program, the general guidelines in effect were set out for

this intergovernmental analysis, and the States were permitted to



use their own procedures for determining the facts and delivering
information.
Can you indicate what the States are already doing in the area

that the President proposes that these commissions should be
doing?

Mr. CLOUD. Yes, Senator.
There are several States which are in the process of setting up

-similar commissions primarily because this issue of State and local
relationship is not a new issue. It has been one that has been on
i the minds of the State legislators in particular and locally elected
!officials for some time.

The principal source of the discussions have been a greater share
.of the State budget, and rightfully so.

As an urban -advocate, I feel strongly that the local municipal-
.t-ies and towns should have the continuing increasing share of the
i State budget. Certainly the State of New Jersey for some time has
-had an intergovernmental commission dealing with State and local
-,finances.

- There are several other States that have long been involved in
this particular effort.

So I believe that there are commissions that have been in place
for the last several years, Senator. There are others that as a
result of the President's proposal are also in the process of being
set up, despite the fact that the President's proposal has yet to
come before the Congress in actual form.

Senator DURENBERGER. Would it be your opinion that, given the
political and economic, climate that, if we could reauthorize the
current program for some specific period of time, that that would
be preferable to trying to make major changes in the existing
authorization.

Mr. CLOUD. Yes, sir. As far as the NSCL policy is currently, we
do favor the- reauthorization of the program as it exists. At the
same time, I would suggest to you that I do believe that the
commission concept has some merit, if for no other reason, to
encourage States even more from an accountability point of view to
be sure that the towns and municipalities are getting their fair
share.

At the same time, the concept of how that commission should be
set up, who should be on that commission, the timetable for the

,progress that is to be made, really should be left to the States.
We believe that we have been in this business a long time of

--setting up commissions. Our local elected officials and mayors in
particular certainly have a very strong and influential lobby within
the State legislatures today and we believe that we can, working
together, put the kind of commissions that are necessary to meet
some broad, national guidelines, in effect.

Senator DURENBERGER. Given the timing of convening the State
legislatures, do you favor 4, 5, or some other year extension of this
program?
Mr. CLOUD. We really have not taken a hard position on that

particular issue, Senator. I would suggest to you, though, that the
4-year reauthorization based on our recent experience, seems to be
a situation where more influence could be impressed upon those
who are presently holding the highest elected office in the land as



well as being able to determine .whether the Presidential candi-

dates support our position with respect to general revenue sharing.

It would give us an opportunity to explore fully what those

positions are, whether it is the position of the President, or those
who are interested in running for that Office.

Senator DURENBERGER. Is the National Conference of State Legis-

latures doing an analysis of the impact of decontrolled oil prices on

financing of State and local government in this country?

Mr. CLOUD. Yes.
We are in the process of doing that study. I do not know exactly

the time by which that study will be completed, but certainly we

will keep you informed.
Senator DURENBERGER. I would just say if there is any possibility

that preliminary or other data and conclusions of the data could be

made available to us before we add on general revenue sharing

that we would appreciate that information and have it be made a

part of the record.
Mr. CLOUD. I would be glad to, Senator.
Senator DURENBERGER. I thank you on behalf of Senator Bradley

and the subcommittee.
Mr. CLOUD. Thank you.
[The study and prepared statement of Mr. Cloud follow. Oral

testimony continues on p. 67.]

STUDY AND PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. CLOUD

SEVERANCE TAXFS

In the past decade, state severance tax policies have allowed the mineral rich

states to chart energy and natural resource development and to apportion revenues

between current and future needs. Severance taxes are those taxes which have a

defined relationship to mineral (and timber) production and are imposed as a rate of

that production. In a 1978 USDA report, three basic types of severance taxes are

defined: (1) "true" severance taxes imposed on the actual act of severing the re-

source (usually expressed as a set amount per unit mined); (2) gross production or

income taxes imposed on total production or income; and (3) net production or

income taxes levied on net profit. States may also tax this kind of activity through

additional ad valorem property taxes or increased income taxes; these approaches,

however, are not treated in this article.

FORMULATING THE TAX

In designing severance taxes, policymakers face several key issues:

Which minerals or resources should be taxed. Factors to be considered are general

acceptance (e.g. oil and gas) and importance of the mineral to the economy of the

state.
Should various minerals be treated differently? For example, states usually treat

gas and oil production in statutes separate from mineral activity. Also, states

commonly use different tax bases for different minerals, with coal usually singled

out for special treatment.
What should the tax base be-actual production or the value of the resource?

Determination of value involves two factors: at what point of the production process

is the tax levied, and on what taxable value is the tax imposed?

Should the tax rate be formulated according to unit production, such as the coal

tonnage taxes in Alabama, Arkansas, Louisiana, Ohio, Oklahoma and Tennessee?

Or should the rate be a percentage of some defined taxable value, such as the gross

value tax on coal in Florida, Kentucky, Utah, West Virginia and Wyoming? Should

the rate be constant, or should it vary according to level of production, resource

quality, or market price?
Point of Imposition: The point at which a severance tax is imposed can cause

great variations in tax liability and is usually based on certain goals to be achieved

through imposition of the tax:



(1) At point of severance. Such taxes are imposed to compensate the citizens of the
state for the irretrievable loss of a nonrenewable resource ("natural heritage"
argument).

(2) After benefication, but before actual sales. Such taxes are imposed on the
occupation of severing and processing and usually take the form of ad valorem
taxation.

(3) On net profits, after processing the sales. Such taxes are usually viewed as net
income tax.

Taxable Value: In most cases, taxable value is defined as sales price or market
value. For most oil and gas taxes, wellhead price is the determinant of value. When
taxing minerals, states often allow deductions for transportation costs (New Mexico,
South Dakota and Utah); processing costs (Idaho, New Mexico, South Dakota, Utah
and Wyoming), and other taxes paid. In addition, smaller operations, particularly
for hard rock mining, are often exempt.

CURRENT APPROACHES

According to the attached chart, twenty-seven states impose severance taxes on
oil and natural gas production. Twelve states impose the tax on the gross value
(usually wellhead price) of the oil and gas produced. Seven states tax oil and gas
according to unit production (barrels, cubic feet), and three tax according to market
value. Mississippi taxes oil on the greater of 6 cents/barrel or 6 cents gross value.
Colorado taxes oil and gas according to gross income, and in California and Kansas,
state agencies determine the tax.

Of the eighteen states which impose severance taxes on coal, nine states levy a
production (cents per ton) tax. Six states tax coal on its gross value; only Idaho
taxes net value. Montana uses a combination of taxing approaches, levying higher
grade coal through either a tonnage tax or a tax based on mined price, whichever
produces more revenue. Several states, such as Arizona, Montana, New Mexico and
Wyoming allow local governments to impose production taxes.

Twenty states tax other minerals, including uranium, sulfur, molybdenum, taco-
nite, andgold and silver, in a variety of ways. Eight states levy production taxes;
seven states impose a tax on the gross value of the mineral. Idaho again imposes a
tax on the net value of such minerals, and South Dakota and Wisconsin impose a
net profits tax. Michigan levies a property tax based on level of production value.

Eighteen states impose a severance tax on timber. Although, in the strictest
sense, timber is a renewable resource, timber taxes are imposed as a "true" sever-

-- ance tax; in eight states they are levied at a flat rate/lumber produced. Five states
tax timber on some basis of value, and Washington uses a combination of ap-
proaches. Maine and Missouri impose a forest lands tax as part of a general
property tax.

POLICY ISSUES

Today's economic, environmental and energy problems bring policy issues raised
by severance taxation into sharp focus. For example, the need to diversify and
develop the nation's energy resources must be balanced by the need for orderly and
environmentally sound resource development. Other issues include:

Treatment of setverance tax retienues-Policy-makers must accomodate a variety of
needs when distributing these revenues. First, they need to assure taxpayers that
monies will be held for future state needs after the resource is depleted. Many
states, including Colorado, Montana, New Mexico, North Dakota and Wyoming have
established mineral tax trust funds and use only the interest from the investment of
these funds for current activities.

Local impact.-They must also address the "front-end" problem of local communi-
ties which cannot provide enough own-source revenue to meet demands of mineral
development, demands which are present before the actual mining. Montana re-
quires mining companies to pre-pay estimated property taxes as soon as develop-
ment activity begins. Kentucky imposes a property tax on unmined coal. In addi-
tion, states such as Montana, North Dakota and Wyoming have established agencies
to funnel a certain percentage of severance tax revenues to impacted communities.

Tax burden.--n designing a severance tax, policy-makers must try to ascertain
tax burden. Is the resource utilized by out-of-state consumers, or will in-state tax-
payers eventually pay the bill? Does the tax fall on large and small producers in
proportion to their income or other measure of ability to pay?

Administrative burden.-How difficult is it to ascertain tax liability and collect it?
For example, a gross production tax may not be equitable as a net income tax, but it
is considerably easier to establish liability and to audit information supplied by
producers.
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STATE OIL AND NATURAL GAS COA. INELS TIMSER

Alabama 8% of gross value for 13.5/ton mined 3€/long ton
1 

(iron ore) Rates range from 12t-

both 20t per 1000 for pie.hardwood and others '

Alaska 12.25% of gross value-- ----- ..... .....
oil; 10% of gross
value--natural gas

Arizona I) Imposes ad valorem 2.5% of gross value -----
property taxes on value
of unmined coal
2) Imposes production
taxes at local level
only

Arkansas 5% on wells producing 24/short ton
1 2  

Rate varies from It- Pine: 75011000% all

more than 10 barrels/ 15/ton others: 38t/1000'
day; 4% +.54/barrel
for others; 39/1000
cubic feet for natural
gas

California Rate set annually by ----- 6% of harvest * .5%
State Department of for timber harvested

Conservation from 4/1/77 through 1982

Colorado Rate ranges from 2-5% 1) 604/ton after first 2.25% of gross income
of qross income 8000 tons of quarterly in excess of $11 million

production plus a 3%
excise tax on gross
receipts (coal used for
industrial purposes is
exempt)
2) Imposes property tax
on value of unmined
coal

Florida 8% of gross value of 5% of gross value 10% of nross value

oft 5% of gross value
of natural gas (phosphate only). 5%all other solid

minerals

FOOTNOTES: llong ton 
= 

2240 pounds

short ton - 2000 pounds

31000,(au used throughout)
refers to 1000' board feet.
which equals the VOue of
a board 12" x 12" x 1".



STATE OIL AND NATURAL GAS COAL MINERALS TIMBER

Georgia .5¢/barrel of oil; ---..........
.50/1000 cubic feet of
natural oas

Idaho .5t/barrel of oil. 2 of net value 2% of net value 12.5% of value
.5 mill/1000 cubic feet
of natural gas

Indiana 1% of gross value of ...............
oil

Kansas Nominal tax set by ..... -----
State Board of Health

Kentucky .5. of market value 1) 4.5% of gross value
of oil 2) Imposes property tax

on value of unmined coal

Louisiana 12.5% of gross value 1O4/short ton $1.03/long ton--sulfur'
,  

2.25% of stumpage

of oil; 70/1000 cubic 64/short ton--salt; market value except

feet of natural gas 20(/short ton--marble. 5% for pulpwood
3t/short ton--stone,
sand, gravel

Maine..... Forest lands tax
included In general

sa saproperdy tax

Massachusetts -----...... ..... Classified forest

stumpage value

Michigan 6.6% of gross value ..... Property tax set by Private resrves: 5%
5-year production stumpage t"x; cofmer-
average X 2% value of cial forests: 1S/

ore acre + annual stumpage
tax

Minnesota Ranges from 15-IS.5% 10% of timber yield
of value of production

Stumpage value in the value
of standing or uncut timber,

wPr reform to the Wholesle
PrIco Index.



Mississippi The greater of 6t/barrel . - Range from 60-80t/
or 6% gross value of 1000' fOr pine and
oil; greater of 6% of orpoas
gross value or 3 mills/ haroods
cubic foot for natural
gas

Missouri - - Forest land tax
included in general
property tax

Montana 2.1% of gross of first 1) Varies with coal's $25 + .S% of qross
$6000 gross value and heating quality and is value when in excess
then 2.65% of gross greater of 12-40t/ton of $5000 (minerals);
value of oil and or 20-30% of FOB mine $1 + fee based onnatural gas price; and 5-2t/ton qross production

or 3-4% of FOB mine ranglnq from .15-
price for underground 1.438% (metals.
coal Precious and semi-
2) Impose local level precious stones)
production tax also

Nebraska 2% of gross value .......... .....

Nevada Conservation tax Of ----- -....
5 mills/barrel of
oil or 50.000 cubic
feet of natural gas

New Hampshire 
12% of stumpage value

New Mexico 5l./barrel of oil; 19.2t/ton on metallur- Based on gross value. Imposes a .75% resource5.7/1000 cubic feet gical coal + surtax; with rates ranging tax and .125% Prcssoof natural gas 40.5/ton on steam from .125-2.5% tax
coal * surtax; im-
poses Production tax
at local lev~l; Im-
Poses excise tax of
4.75% on initial sale
of coal



STATE OIL AND NATURAL GAS .- COAL MINERALS TIMBER

Tennessee 1.5% of sale price 20/ton -----

of both

Texas 4.875€/bar l of oil; .$ 3/ o ton of .....

7.5% of market value 
sulfur

of natural gas

Utah 2% of grons value 2% Of gross value 1% of gross value
Uta Pine and cedar: 65/

Virginia ... 1..l00*

.h.n. 54/pound Reforestation landS:
Washington ... $8-161acre;. yield tax

on market value: 12.5%

average

West Virginia 4.34% of gross value of 3.5% of gross value Taxes range from 2.2% -----

oil; 8.63% of natural 
of gross value of

limestone to 4.34% 
of

gas in excess or 5000 sand and gravel

Wisconsin 
Comprehensive net pro- 10% stumpage value
ceeds tax with a Pro-
gressive rate schedule

Wyoming 4% of gross value 10.5% of gross value; 3.5% of gross value
local level production
tax; 3% excise tax
(except for industrial
coal)
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TEBTiMONY OF SENATOR SANFORD CLOUD, JR., OF THE CONNECTICUT STATE SENATE

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the committee. My name is Sanford Cloud
and I am a member of the Connecticut State Senate from the City of Hartford. I am
appearing before you today on behalf of the national Conference of State Legisla-
tures, the official representative of the nation's 7,500 State Legislatures. We would
like to thank the committee for the opportunity to begin discussion on what is the
most important intergovermental issue of the coming year, General Revenue Shar-
ing. We praise Senator Bradley and this sub-committee for realizing that reauthori-
zation of general revenue sharing is a priority for early action. States are now
acting on budgets for the coming fiscal year and in many states for the next two

ears. It will be essential if states and localities are to budget effectively that action -
taken on the reauthorization of general revenue sharing as early as possible.

General revenue sharing is NCSL's top priority in the federal budget. You may
ask how I can come before you and promote a specific program when it's well
known that resources are limited and many so-called uncontrollable costs are going
through the roof. Let me explain the concerns uppermost in our minds as we
developed our policy of support for this program.

A. NCSL AND THE FEDERAL BUDGET

Several important concerns guided the development of this policy. International
events, the economic condition of the country, congressional actions of the fiscal
gear 1980 budget and increased demands for reduced federal spending have com-
ined to add new urgency to spending decisions.
Inflation and cyclical State revenues.-Due in large measure to skyrocketing

energy costs, every citizen and every level of government has had to cope with the
problems of double-digit inflation. What the President's fiscal year 1979 budget had
forecast as 7.4 percent inflation was finally recorded as 13.2 percent-almost twice
as high. Last month's figures indicate a current effective rate of 18.2 percent. There
is no doubt in my mind and many other legislators that inflation is our most
pressing domestic problem. All program costs have increased rapidly, and those
indexed in any form have shown dramatic increases. In the area of energy costs
alone, State Legislatures have enacted new and expensive programs to help those on
fixed incomes to deal with the significant increases in fuel prices. My own state of
Connecticut has just recently completed a special session to deal with energy prob-
lems. The Congress has also responded to the need, especially of low income
families.

Inflation raises the revenues of both states and federal government. Federal
revenues have risen $20 billion above projections for the second budget resolution.
But current Census bureau figures show that state revenues in fiscal 1979 trailed
the inflation rate. They rose 105 percent to $125.1 billion during an inflation rate of
13.2 percent to $44.9 billion and sales and gross receipts taxes were up 12 percent to
$39.5 billion. But revenue from motor-fuel, alcoholic beverage and property levies
rose only about 5 percent while tobacco receipts fell 0.4 percent.

As you can see, these increases at the state level have been due in large part to
the increased progressivity of state tax systems as the states move from dependence
on property taxes, to sales and income taxes, a move partially encouraged by the
revenue sharing program. These temporarily inflated revenues, however, are being
used to offset the same inflation driven increases in the costs of goods and services
purchased as well as those provided by state governments. It should not be forgot-
ten, too, that if the administration's and the Congress' efforts at reducing the
inflation rate are successful, as we hope they will be, these state revenues will drop
dramatically as their revenue sources respond to the cycles in the economy. States
will not, as commonly thought, be able to live off their huge accumulated "surplus".
Most states, in fact, do not enjoy such"surpluses" even now.

Current forecasts of the state and local government sector have shown a dramatic
downturn in these operating balances. In the second quarter of 1979, this sector of
the National Incom6 Products Accounts was estimated at a $6 billion surplus. The
second quarter 1980 figures currently show a deficit of $6 billion. Both Data Re-
sources Inc. (DRI) and Chase Econometrics forecast a deficit in the aggregate operat-
ing account on state governments. This is well below the 4-6 percent balance
recommended by financial experts for contingencies and prudent budgeting.

In my own state of Connecticut we do not have a constitutional or statutory
requirement for a balanced budget. On general fund expenditures in 1978-79 of
$2,285,600,000, we ended the year with an operating balance of $66.7 million, or 3
percent of our expenditures. For the current year, 1979-80 we estimated a 7
percent increase in expenditures and, depending upon various expenditure controls
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now before the legislature, a nearly balanced budget. During the past decade, we

have been faced with several serious deficits. In 1971 we have a 4 year accumulated

deficit of $244 million and in 1973, we set up a 10 year bonding program to cover

the full amount. Again in 1975, due especially to inflation and rising energy costs

during the recession, we experienced a $71 million deficit, and used a series of short

term 3 year notes to py it off.
Lower worker productive= and the recession.-

1 9 7 9 was the first year in more

than 30 years to see a decline in worker productivity for each quarter. Both the

private and the nonfarm sector shared this decline. Its consequences are not yet

fully known. However, there is no doubt that inflation and its devaluation of

earnings is a substantial cause, and that a recession of some type is presently

unavoidable. This loss of productivity is felt in the public sector as well and it adds

to the cost of each level of government.
Throughout the past year, reputable economists have seen this recession just

around the corner. The President's budget has isolated the effects of the ex ted

recession in the second and third quarters-January to June 1980c-of fiscaleyear

1980. As this event has been difficult to predict, it is possible that actions taken by

the Federal Reserve Board may be triggering the recession, forcing it, and may be

making it longer and more intense. Recessions immediately lower revenues as well

as increase costs to federal, state, and local governments. Unlike the private sector,

governments cannot substantially reduce services during these perils. They must

continue to spend or at least stabilize their economies.

I'm sure you are aware, however, that we in the states almost universally must

operate with balanced budgets. Recessions are difficult because of the need to

identify new resources to meet the costs of increased job programs or unemployment

compensation payments. Most states, however, separate their operating costs from

their capital costs, allowing tong-term bonded indebtedness on the capital costs. In

Connecticut at the close of 1978-79, we carried $2,325,800,000 of bonded indebted-

ness which is nearly 2 percent greater than our total general fund expenditures for

the year. There is little room for additional bonding to cover the costs of a recession.

Nonetheless, creating new revenues or cutting services are both problematic during

a recession.
It may appear strange to discuss the impacts of a recession on governments at a

time of record inflation and continued growth in the economy. What is often

ignored, however, is that general revenue sharing is being proposed for a full five-

year period. A reauthorized program would not egin until October 1980 with the

first entitlement payments not made until December 1980, a time when unemploy-

ment may be in excess of 7 percent and growing close to 8 percent. Administration

and CBO projections support these statistics.
An aging population. -Another long term contributing factor to economic change

in the states is the gradual yet dramatic aging of the country's population. In 1970

half our population was age 27 or younger. By 2040, half the population will be age

46 or older. The shift in service demands and in the relative size of the working

population are inevitable, and demand immediate and often expensive policy deci-

sions to successfully prepare for this change. Unfunded pension liabilities today
approach 175 billion dollars in the state and local sector. These program costs will

constantly be increasing. The Congress is facing this same issue in stabilizing and

shoring up the Social Secutiry Program. In the near future, automatic increases at

th&rate-of inflation in pension and retirement benefits may not be affordable at

any level of government.
National security concerns.-The seizure of the American Embassy in lran and

the holding captive of the 50 embassy staff, along with the recent nvasikn by

Russia of Afghanistan, have been catalysts to convince what is probably a majority

in this country that defense spending must increase to insure our safety. But, there

are grave difficulties in transferring social funds to military uses, as domestic

demands do not decrease with the pressures of international crisis.

B. CONGRESSIONAL SPENDING LIMITS PROPOSED

Against the backdrop of these conditions, there have been significant activity in

the Congress related to controlling the federal budget. I am aware of the fact that

your own Senate Democratic Caucus has been discussing its stance on these meas-

ures and that floor debate is scheduled in the Senate for March 24th. Clearly., there

is sentiment for reduced spending, and, while the President is calling for a devicit of

$16 billion in fiscal year 1981, there is an open question of how large a deficit the

Congress will support. The difficulties in adopting a Second Concurrent fiscal year

1980 budget Resolution and the increased congressional involvement with spending

limits augur an equally controversial budget process for fiscal year 1981, NCSL has



long supported attempts to reach a balanced budget through Congressional and
Administration channels.
- We are not here to say that the states need more of this or more of that or else.
Instead, for each of the past years we have tried to collect information and opinions
and shape them into suggestions that we feel will enhance the effectiveness of the
federal dollars being spent. We have focused on an amount we feel is currently
between $40 and $50 billion of aid flowing to state and local governments, and we
offer suggestions to improve the use of those dollars.

Our support for the continuation of General Revenue Sharing is based on the
results of these efforts which show Revenue Sharing to be the single most effective
and efficient program.

C. GENERAL REVENUE SHARING REAUfHORIZATION

There is no question that the reauthorization of Generl Revenue Sharing is the
top priority of the National Converence of State Legislatures. There are a variety of
reasons to support this position.

1. For seven years, the partnership of sharing federal revenues with states and
local governments has fostered cooperation in the provision of necessary services to
millions of citizens. This effort has created an understanding of the common goal of
all levels of government: The provision of quality services by the most efficient
provider.

2. The administrative costs of the program are incredulous compared to all other
grant-in-aid programs. Where average costs run 12-20 percent, revenue sharing
costs a mere one-twelfth of I percent to administer.

3. It is a controllable program in a budget filled with service programs growing by
leaps and bounds. It has lost 40 percent to inflation while categorical grants have
increased in constant dollars each year before 1980.

4. It decentralizes decision-making and targets funds more accurately, by its
entitlement nature, it supports a basic tenet of those who are moving to restrict or
control federal spending: it sets out a budget and keeps to it, encouraging the best
possible use of those monies because they aren't endless. That is a major sentiment
hoped for from spending controls, and it is already alive in this program.

5.-It is an efficient and effective program. Numerous compilations of state uses of
these funds can demonstrate their essential contribution to the well-being of this
country's taxpayers and its local governments. 83 percent of the state share of
revenue is labor intensive. It creates jobs for tens of thousands of citizens.

We feel that states have used General Revenue Sharing Funds effectively, primar-
ily to fund education and social services needs. States are feeling increased pres-
sures for major expenditures in the areas of school finance reform, prison improve-
ments or mandates to reduce prison populations, increasing interstate highway and
other maintenance demands which have been delayed for lack of resources, and
increased assistance to local governments. States have increased their direct aid to
local governments over the past few years. Some 40 percent of the state share of
general revenue sharing has passed through to benefit local governments.

Although other states may choose to fund different projects depending upon the
needs in that state, all use general revenue sharing funds for priority projects. Some
may be capital construction projects-others operating expenses. It is the flexibility
which is the virtue of the program. It can be targeted to needs not directly served
by the Federal or state government, but still supportive of national policy goals.
These funds may be put to different uses each year to fill gaps or augment ongoing
programs. We strongly feel that this flexibility is the unique feature of the general
revenue sharing program which makes it valuable to state and local government.

Many states have significantly increased their aid to local governments in the
past few years: state aid to local government substantially exceeds federal aid in all
but the largest, neediest cities. In Connecticut for the past year, direct aid to
localities made up 21 percent of our general fund expenditures, and we estimate this
portion of the budget to increase as a share of total costs in 1979-80. Specifically,
states have increased their "revenue sharing" or broad grant programs to localities
during the last several years, largely since the passage of the federal revenue
sharing program. To fail to renew this program would disrupt this process. States
could not simply cut back on those programs funded through general revenue
sharing. Many are mandated through state or federal action. States would have to
turn to the controllable parts of their budgets just as the federal government must
do. We no doubt would have to reduce aid to local governments, many of whom do
not receive federal, funds, small governments and school districts that rely almost
totally on state transfers and locally raised revenu-s.
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Let me address my comments in turn to the Administration's proposal, the

current budget-cutting activities, and proposals for a simple extension of the current
program. A. THE ADMINISTRATION'S BILL

In meeting with the White House, our most serious concern has been the entitle-

ment nature of the present program. It's essential to the efficient and effective use

of these fund, by states.and localities that we be able to plan in advance that the

moneys will be available. We understand that we have a promise on this issue from

the Administration, but it is a most important point in the reauthorization process.

If we must await the outcome of each yearly appropriations cycle, our budgets-

which are generally finalized by May-will be in constant jeopardy from the final

September Congressional budget deadline.
The White House has announced that in its legislation, it intends to tie the one-

third state share to the creation in each state of a commission to look at state/local

finance issues. While NCSL has no policy on this specific proposal, it is likely that

we could suppA a commission proposal to look at broad based state-local finance

issues if the legislation were not so prescriptive and intrusive. The latest draft of'

the bill has a significant role for the Secretary of the Treasury in appointing

members and reviewing budgets; it has strict membership requirements and con-

stant reporting requirements.
Each state legislature should establish its own commission to meet the needs and

circumstances of that particular state. Furthermore, existing bodies which have

already undertaken certain of these responsibilites should be able to be designated

by a state legislature to carry out the additional responsibilities. We are talking

about the one federal assistance program with genuinely minuscule administrative

costs-one-twelveth of I percent. We would not like to see this efficient effort

cripped with millions of dollars of additional administrative costs. By building on

existing commissions or broader focus bodies which have expertise in these areas, it

is very likely that similar results will be attained at greatly reduced costs.

As you are well aware, the political relationships between the executive and

legislative branches of the state governments and the local governments are some-

times smooth but often strained. Tensions exist between cities and counties, town-

ships and towns, special districts, school districts and other local entities. The state

often must act as the arbitrator in structuring its programs to address needs in

cities and counties without disrupting that government's ability to carry out its

responsibilities to its citizens.
The federal government cannot always act effectively to address these individual

tensions from a national perspective. To provide for a prescriptive solution to

diverse political problems does not recognize the range of ongoing activity, nor the

stage of development in each state. A comprehensive look at the state-local prob-

lems in California in the wake of Proposition 13 and with the shadow of Jarvis II

would not resemble the urban-rural disparities in Mississippi, yet under the present

proposal these commissions would be identical.
The commission idea proposed by the Administration has merit and has already

been heartily embraced in many states as a way to look comprehensively at a range
of state-local problems.

NCSL has conducted a spot survey among states regarding any type of commis-

sion which might be looking at those issues identified in administration drafts of the

revenue sharing legislation. Mr. Chairman, in your own state of New Jersey, as

you're probably aware, there was a county and municipal government study com-

mission established by the state legislature 12 years ago.
The commission has county, municipal and private citizen representation as well

as legislative and executive representation. From our conversation with them, it is

clear that they have played a major role in the enactment of legislation on stand-

ardized accounting and audit procedures, the enactment of a state revenue sharing

program, legislation clarifying functional responsibilities in areas such as comm i-

ty health and water quality management, proposed legislation for program consoli-

dation, and they are currently studying the cost of state mandates on cities and

counties. From our reading of the administration's legislation, this is more than

could be hoped for from their arrangements and it has taken 12 years. There is real

question whether an 18 month commission can be expected to have enough time to

both develop solid, responsible proposals while at the same time developing the

contacts and information flows necessary for effectively dealing with the legislative
process.

When we complete a summary of the survey work, I'll be glad to forward it to you

for inclusion in the record. Presently, after contacting approximately 20 states, we

found 10 statutorily created commissions, two established by executive order, and



one, in Michigan, established by joint agreement. The sizes range from 5 to 32
members, with all but the Texas commission including representation from the
legislature the governor and localities.

On the average, 4 out of the 6 probable areas of activity are being covered by
these groups, and all these organizations have professional staff already employed.
The state of Washington has proposed legislation to establish a commission, and the
state of New York recently disbanded a temporary commission on State/Local

54 ! Finance which looked at many of these issues.
If state legislatures can tailor their commissions to their needs and circumstances

and play a major role- in developing them, it will permit the establishment of a
working relationship between states and localities such that recommendations of
the commission are more likely to be accepted and passed as legislation.

The notion that states must be "punished "-threatened with forfeiture of state
revenue sharing funds-is unnecessary and merely adds to the opinion held in
Washington that states must be forced to assist their local govenments in meeting
the needs of state citizens. I might reiterate one point made earlier. State aid to

{ local government currently exceeds federal aid in all but the nation's oldest, largest,
neediest cities, where state aid is still a substantial source of direct revenues or a
contributing resident of the city through an institution of higher education, state
hospital or other state facilities. NCSL would strongly urge the federal government
through the Congress and the Administration to assist in these efforts to aid local
government and our citizens. Federal Revenue Sharing is one way of insuring
quality, effective government services at minimal, administrative costs.

The draft administration legislation also contains formula adjustments for intra-
state allocations. As municipalities both large and small, counties, towns and town-
ships are, by and large, created by state legislatures, NCSL does not desire to favor
one over the other in any national discussion. We are, however, seriously concerned
that formula changes jeopardize enactment of any reauthoriation bill by raising too
many objections to a currently successful program.

B. FEDERAL BUDGET REDUCTION PROPOSALS

The biggest news in town these days is budget cutting, and I want to take this
opportunity to remind this committee that in NCSL's view there is no doubt that a
program such as general revenue sharing should be the last to receive a cut in
funds. Its low administrative costs, its flexibility and its efficient targetting to actual
needs-all point up its value in a time when government wants to act responsibly
and efficiently. Revenue sharing is today worth only 40 percent of what it was in
192-it has constantly been eroded by inflation. All other grants-in-aid have con-

lt_- sistently increased in constant dollars up until 1979. With 492 categorical grant
V programs and one revenue sharing program, we feel there is ample room for budget

cuts which can increase governmental efficiency. The state and local portion of the
federal budget, however, should not be cut disproportionaltely to other sections of
the budget. Reductions in this sector are often transferred costs to other levels of
government which would result in no net saving to taxpayers.

, t FC. EXTENSION OF THE PRESENT PROGRAM

NCSL's current policy is most consistent with an extension of the present pro-
gram. It has been our view that this represented the most feasible approach to
Congressional reenactment, allowing the program to stand on its merits as an
effective program, meeting a wide variety of needs throughout the states, and
delivering more services per dollar appropriately than any other federal assistance
program. If efficiency in goverment is a way to reduce federal spending and contrib-
ute to the reduction of inflation, General Revenue Sharing merits high priority for
renewal.

Thank you and I will be happy to answer any questions.

Senator DURENBERGER. Our next panel is composed of George D.
Friedlander and Sylvan G. Feldstein from Smith, Barney, Harris,
SUpham & Co.; Richard E. Huff, vice president and general man-
ager, Municipal Bond Department, Standard & Poor's.

Thank you very much for being here. I will assume that you
have determined the order of presentation here, that we do have a
10 minute time limit here. We have a light you have probably been



Jw watching, and we want to extend, on behalf of the subcommittee

and to each of you, our appreciation for your being here today.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD E. HUFF, VICE PRESIDENT AND GEN-

ERAL MANAGER, MUNICIPAL BOND DEPARTMENT, STANDARD

& POOR'S CORP.

Mr. HUFF. Thank you. I will lead off.
I am Richard Huff, representing the Municipal Bond Department

of Standard & Poor's Corp.
Since I do represent a certain type of area, the bond-rating

activities, our perspective on this subject is rather one from the

point of view of the impact on credit worthiness.
Obviously, revenue sharing funds have become an integral part

of the ongoing aspects of intergovernmental relations. An early

prime motivation for revenue sharing was to help reduce local tax

burdens.
The idea was to share an increasing source of Federal revenues

with those in need as well as those who were contributing a fair

share tax effort. This had, and still does have, much appeal.

In the first year. of the program, either local property tax cuts

were achieved or the funding was used for capital improvement

projects, which ordinarily would have required bond authorization.
rThus, we are able to see actual tax cuts in cities such as Pitts-

burgh and Newark while other hardpressed cities, such as New

York, even borrowed in anticipation of new revenues for regular

operations, even before the legislation was approved in the final

form.
We view the revenue sharing program from two levels, funding

which goes directly to the States and that that goes directly to the

local units. We see a significant difference in the Federal revenue

sharing program between the State and local levels.

The elimination or reduction of State level Federal revenue shar-

ing does not appear to us to represent as serious a financial prob-

lem as it does on the local level. That is not to say it does not

represent a problem.
We would like-to distinguish between the State and the local

level. An exception to this view of the significance of revenue

sharing to the State governments would obviously be in those

States which pass through a substantial portion of the revenue

sharing funds to the local units. There already has been discussion

on that point this morning.
The picture at the local level, however, represents quite a con-

trast. After the first year or two of the program, that is 1972 to

1973, and with the impact of inflation being ready to hit after 1974,

localities will be able to funnel revenue sharing funding into their

operating budgets rather than capital projects. Atlanta, Ga., is

using $12-million for public safety salaries.
As the use of this funding for ongoing operating purposes spread

across the country, it became apparent that in the absence of this

funding property taxes, in most cases, would have gone higher to

absorb the increasing costs.
A greater number of units began using the funding for critical

areas, such as police and fire protection, and today this undoubted-



'Y-ly represents a larger spending area on the local level for the
application of Federal revenue sharing funding.

Although even at the local level, where revenue sharing funds as
'0: uch may not represent a large part of the budget, they do repre-
l.ent a key element. For example, Jersey City, N.J., receives ap-

--'$roximately $3 million in Federal revenue sharing and the total
%tax lev in the city is $43 million.

To displace the revenue sharing funding, the tax rate would have
to rise by an additional 7 to 8 percent.

However, the New Jersey cap law excludes outside aid such as
revenue sharing, from the appropriation limitation calculation, so
elimination or a reduction of Federal revenue sharing would seri-

Fously compound the city's budget problems in that an amount
equal to the Federal revenue sharing would have to be eliminated

ijrom the budget.
4', Similar, although not identical budget problems, would also face
70ther local units around the country, with or without recently
7 adopted spending limitations. Given the inflationary trends of the
Recent years, there is no question in our minds that reduction or

!;elimination of the Federal revenue sharing program at the local
levels would create a serious hardship for most local units.

-Even given the same funding levels in terms of total dollars, the
_ -shrinking dollar will obtain far less in terms of goods and services
thann in 1972 when the program was first enacted.

But even at continuing dollar levels the program, by and large,
thas helped to achieve some stabilization of local property taxes,

_Which is what the program was trying to achieve, to some extent
Pwhen it was first proposed and enacted.

Local governments are having to contend with inflation impact
.;,amd operating budgets with revenue raising powers which are be-
-%,,,,,ng more restrictive and less flexible than in the past, with
many municipal budgets very narrowly balanced, the loss or reduc-

K tion of a source of revenue on which they have come to depend-
1revenue sharing-would seriously hinder their efforts to achieve
u. jscal stability.

Thank you.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much.
Mr. Friedlander?

'STATEMENT BY GEORGE D. FRIEDLANDER VICE PRESIDENT,
AND SYLVAN G. FELDSTEIN, SECOND VICE PRESIDENT,
SMITH BARNEY, HARRIS UPHAM & CO., INC.
Mr. FRIEDLANDER. Thank you.
I am George D. Friedlander from Smith, Barney, Harris, Upton

,and I will be speaking on behalf of myself and Mr. Sylvan Feld-
iein, also from Smith Barney.

J__ We will both be available to answer any questions that you may
have.

First of all, we would like to thank the subcommittee and its
chairman, Senator Bradley, for extending an invitation to us to
appear here today to present our views on the Federal revenue
.t sharing program.

SWhile the views expressed here represent those of the Smith
I !Barney, Harris Upham research department, we would like to



-acknowledge the Public Securities Association for having asked us

to appear as well.
Analyzing the potential impacts on local government budgets by

the elimination of the revenue sharing program is at best a specu-

lative activity since decisions on the cutbacks and their timing

have not been made. While we do not know the final course this

subcommittee will take on its deliberations, we can offer - our

thoughts on this issue both as a major underwriter of general

obligation municipal bonds, as well as a firm which specializes in

providing ongoing research reports to our clients on the investment

worthiness of these bonds.
Our basic conclusion is that the financial viability of most levels

of local government-State, county, municipal, and school dis-

trict-is directly or indirectly dependent on the continuation of the

revenue sharing program. We have arrived at this conclusion after

reviewing the municipal bond market, the economy, and the budg-

ets of numerous local governments. This dependency is

countrywide, going from North to South, East to West.

While most State and local governments outside of the major

inner-city urban centers are in relatively good financial shape at

present, a number of future trends are coming into focus which

could change that positive picture in a hurry, especially if com-

bined with a loss of revenue-sharing moneys.
Among these trends are inflation, the impending economic down-

turn, the taxpayer revolt, and the tight municipal bond market.

The latter relects a current disinterest in fixed income securities

in general.
At the State level, the loss of revenue sharing is not likely to

cause severe dislocations, but it could cause a decline in credit

quality in some cases which would result in sharply increased

financing costs, thereby compounding the effect of the revenue loss.

For example, a 20-year double-A State general obligation bond

might yield about 8 percent at the current time, while a single-A

State would have to pay about 8.75 percent. In the note sector, the

difference is equally pronounced, with 1-year MIG 1 notes yielding

9.50 percent, MIG 2 notes yielding 10.25 percent, and MIG 3 notes

virtually unmarketable.
In examining the potential impact of the loss of revenue sharing,

it may be of interest to examine the way various States and cities

utilize these moneys. A sampling of States indicates that many

States pass the moneys directly on to local governments, often for

school purposes. Our data is for the most recent fiscal year

available.
In a number of the above cases, the direct or indirect beneficia-

ries of the States' revenue-sharing apportionments are local qov-

ernments-Florida, Illinois, Montana, New York, and Pennsylva-

nia. In Montana, under State law, any loss of revenue-sharing

moneys would have to be made up by a statewide real and personal

property tax levy.
Consequently, unless the State programs were funded from an-

other source, the local governments would be immediately im-

pacted by a cutback in the States' share of the revenue sharing

program. In Massachusetts, where 90 percent of the moneys are

earmarked for general obligation debt service, the amount re-



F ceived-$74 million-is more than twice the State's surplus-$34
-million. A loss of these moneys would therefore be felt immediately
at the State level.

As the list indicates, the cities we examined tend to use revenue-
sharing moneys for essential services. To the extent these moneys
were unavailable, the impact of the financial well-being of these

v-, cities would generally be harsh and immediate. In Philadelphia, for
g example, the general fund deficit in 1979-80 was projected at $20

million. The additional loss of revenue-sharing moneys would leave
a sizable hole to fill.

As we indicated, there are currently a number of trends on the
horizon which would increase the need for continuance of revenue
sharing at this time. Among these are:

Inflation, which is felt directly in increased operating costs and
indirectly in ways which may not be quite so obvious. For example,

enSion costs are likely to increase dramatically as future benefit
C evels are increased to allow for higher inflation. Borrowing costs

have already increased dramatically, with the Bond Buyer's 20
Bond Index 264 basis points above last year's low.

RECESSION

If the long-awaited economic downturn does arrive later this
U year as we currently anticipate, the financial condition of many

municipalities could deteriorate significantly. Many of these mu-
> nicipalities have been able to keep pace with inflation so far be-

cause real estate values and the resulting ad valorem tax receipts
k have increased dramatically as well.

A combination of a recession and tight money could cause the
-_ real estate market to soften and thereby lessen the increase in
residential real estate assessments. Other major revenue sources

-'.'such as sales taxes would, of course, also be impacted by an eco-
nomic downturn.

SDecreasing financial flexibility. In many cases the financial flexi-
,bility of municipalities has lessened in recent years. Increasing
portions of total operating budgets are being eaten up by federally

mandated costs, essential service outlays, and revenues earmarked
for debt service.

'rt As a result, the portion of a budget which is "discretionary" is
relatively small, and the potential impact of a loss of revenue
sharing moneys on that portion would therefore be magnified.
While the shortfall could, of course, also be erased by increasing
revenues, the ability of State and local governments to replace lost
-revenues would be hindered by the trends discussed above, as well
as by the taxpayer revolt.

The taxpayer revolt. In the wake of proposition 13 in California,
a large number of States and municipalities have passed measures
'$ which were intended to cut the size of government. The way in

- which a loss of revenue-sharing moneys would interact with this
: phenomenon depends upon the nature of the tax revolt measure.
: For example, a tax-cut/tax-ceiling measure such as proposition
13 would severely hinder the ability of State or local government to
replace these moneys. On the other hand, expenditure limitations



such as that passed in Michigan would not hinder replacement of

revenue sharing from local sources.
While we do not believe that it is the function of the Federal

Government to bail out municipalities which approve tax or spend-

ing limitations, it is important to recognize how changes in Federal

programs such as revenue-sharing can interact with these meas-

ures to lessen the financial well-being of State and local govern-

ments.
Furthermore, these measures tend to increase Federal tax re-

ceipts by decreasing deductions of State and local taxes on Federal

tax returns and by hindering the ability of some governments to

qualify for matching grant programs. To compound this by deoreas-

ing or eliminating revenue sharing would obviously increase the

difficulties.
In California, for example, increased Federal taxes in the current

year because of the cut in the ad valorem tax are estimated at $2

billion.
In conclusion, most State and local governments appear to be in

precisely the financial position one would hope for in the face of

the impending economic turndown. Nevertheless, a number of

clouds have appeared on the horizon which, when combined with a

k loss of revenue sharing at this time, could cause budgetary imbal-

ances which could be difficult to overcome.
In the case of our weaker urban centers, the impact could be

especially harsh. Failure to continue the revenue sharing program

would clearly jeopardize financial well-being and thus bond ratings,

resulting in sharply higher financing costs and therefore com-

pounding the financial impact on residents of such municipalities.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much.
Have any of you an observation on the role that predictability

Plays in the decisions that are being made by State and local

government in terms of the utilization of revenue-sharing funds as

to where they seem to be putting their money, how they budget

revenue sharing against general revenue versus bond revenue, and

so forth?
In fact, you know, after September 1, 1980, it may not be around,

so let's put it here rather than there.
Mr. FRIEDLANDER. No.
As we have looked at it, it would seem that most municipalities

are directly plugging this money into their current operating
i ,budget and if it were not available, it would be quite difficult in

the near term to replace it. It is not being used for 1-year-type

projects, as I understand it.
Mr. HUFF. I would agree with that. I think they have gotten very

used to having revenue sharing. It has become an integral part of

their revenue planning and budgeting and the withdrawal of it

would have some serious implications.
Senator DURENBERGER. I think that you indicated, Mr. Huff, in

your presentation that you have seen some stabilization of local

property taxes over the period of time. Have you engaged in, or are

you aware of any studies that have been undertaken that would

prove that point that might be made a part of this record?
Mr. HUFF. I am not myself, personally, but there are one or two

other people on my staff who follow the general bond obligation



K area much more closely than I do, particularly in the revenue
sharing, and I can certainly inquire of them because they were the
ones who furnished me with that particular reference.

: I will see what I can find for you.
Senator DURENBERGER. All right. I would appreciate that.

i Do any of the other of you have a comment on the issue of thepropertytxi Mr. FEL , N. If I understand your question correctly, you are

saying has revenue sharing helped to stabilize property taxes?
Senator DURENBERGER. Yes.
Mr. FELDSTEIN. I would say indirectly, definitely yes. You are

-looking for a causal relationship where a specific policy was
adopted by a State or municipality as a result of Federal revenue-

> sharing money.
Senator DURENBERGER. In addition to that, have you seen, in the

period of time in the last 8 or 9 years that we have been working
with the concept of general revenue sharing and also working with- related programs such as the community development block grant

programs and so forth, a growth within the States in the State
legislatures in the concept of State revenue sharing with local
government and tying together the sharing of State-collected rev-
enues with local government and tying that in with general reve-
nue sharing?

Mr. FELDSmI. I would have to review that more closely.
i\ From the States that I have reviewed, I would say there has been

an increase in State sharing of revenues along with the growth of
the Federal revenue-sharing programs. My answer would be yes.

Mr. HUFF. It is probably true, because I think there is a recogni-
tion that this is a way that a higher level of government who has a
better ability to tap the revenues can flow them back to the local

6 government where the real needs are.
, So I think there has been an expansion of the sharing concept on

the State level.
! - Mr. FELDSTEIN. Getting back to your earlier question about prop-

erty taxes, I do recall in the State of Montana it is written into
7State law that if the Federal revenue sharing funds are eliminated,
i-the personal property and real estate property taxes automatically
have to go up to make up for that elimination.

Senator DuRENBERGEP.. Thank you very much for taking the time
to be here today. I appreciate it.

( (The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow:]

STATEMENT Or RICHARD E. HUFF, VICE PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER,
MUNICIPAL BOND DEPARTMENT, STANDARD & POOR'S CORP.

As we understand it, the federal revenue sharing program had as its prime
Jociv the beginning of a deliberate federal-state movement away from categori.V 81¢a| aid and towards a new federalism of less direct federal involvement in local day-

w.i .to-day governmental activities. Although the Congress did want to keep as few
7f strings as possible on these programs, one must view the political realities of theA situation and not expect the political process of "having a say" where the money is

t go to disappear entirely. Revenue sharing funds have become an integral part of
A the ongoing aspects of intergovernmental relations.

An early prime motivation for federal revenue sharing was to help reduce local
tax burdens while reducing the federal presence at the local level as it had been
Swith the earlier versions of federal aid. The idea of sharing an increasing source of

V; federal revenues with those in need, as well as those who were contributing a fair
share of tax effort, had and still does have much appeal.
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Indeed, in, the first year or two of the program, either local property a uswr

achieved or the funding was used for capital improvement projects, w ord in ari

would have required bond authorization. Thus, we were able to see actual tax cute

in cities such as Pittsburgh and Newark, while other hard pressed cities, such as

New York, even borrowed in anticipation of the new revenues for regular operations

even before the legislation was approved in final form.

0" We view the revenue sharing program -from two levels-funding which goes

directly to the states and that which goes directly to the local units. We see a

significant difference in the federal revenue sharing program between the state and

local levels. Although no one likes to lose money once obtained, the elimination or

reduction of state-level federal revenue sharin-g does not appear to us to represent

as serious a financial problem as it does on the local level, even in states which may

have already budgeted such funding beyond September 30, 1980. Even though suc

budgeting is imprudent from the view of the credit analysts, the funding level at the

states is such as not to represent either a significant part of the total budgets nor a

significant part of total state aids to the local units. It is interesting to note that not

all states have budgeted full receipt of revenue sharing beyond September 30,

1980-and they include New Jersey, which currently indicates a gap of some magni-

tude for next year. (Local budgets in New Jersey also will not be allowed to assume

funding beyond the third quarter of their fiscal year.) An exception to this view of

the significance of revenue sharing to the state governments would be in those

states which pass through a substantial portion of their revenue sharing funds to

their local units.
The picture at the local level, however, presents quite a contrast. After the first

year or two of the program, that is 1972-73, and with inflation beginning to hit

after 1974, localities began to funnel revenue sharing funding into their ongoing

operating budgets, rather than into capital projects. Thus, we find Atlanta, Georgia,

for example, using some $12 million for public safety salaries. As the use of this
funding for ongoing operating.purposes spread across the country it became appar-

ent that in the absence of thIs funding, property taxes in most cases would have

gone higher to absorb the increasing costs. A greater number of units began using

the funding for critical areas such as police and fire protection and today this

undoubtedly represents the largest spending area on the local level for the applica-

tion of federal revenue sharing funding.
Although even at the local level, where revenue sharing funds as such may not

represent a large part of the budget, they do represent a key element. For example,
Jersey City receives approximately $3 million in federal revenue sharing and the

total tax levy in the city is about $43 million. To displace the revenue sharing

funding, the tax rate would have to rise by an additional 7-8 percent. However, the

New Jersey CAP law excludes outside aids from the appropriation limitation calcu-

lations so that elimination or reduction of federal revenue sharing would seriously

compound the city s budget problems in that an amount equal to the federal

revenue sharing would have to be eliminated from the budget. Similar, although

perhaps not identical, budget problems would also face other local units around the

country, with or without recently adopted spending limitations.
Given the inflationary trends of the recent years, there is no question in our

minds that reduction or elimination of the federal revenue sharing program at the

local levels would create a serious hardship for most local units. Even given the

same funding levels in terms of total dollars, the shrinking dollar will obtain far

less in terms of goods and services than in 1972 when the program was first

enacted. But even at continuing dollar levels, the program, by and large, has helped

achieve some stabilization of local property taxes, which is what the program was

trying to achieve to some extent when it was first proposed and enacted.
Iocal governments are having to contend with inflation-impacted operating budg-

ets with revenue-raising powers which are becoming more restricted and less flexi-

ble than in the past. With many municipal budgets very narrowly balanced, the loss

or reduction of a source of revenue upon which they have come to depend, revenue

sharing, could seriously hinder their efforts to achieve fiscal stability.

SUMMARY STATEMENT-THE POTENTIALLY SERIOUS IMPACTS FOR GENERAL OBLIGATION

MUNICIPAL BOND ISSUERS IF FEDERAL REVENUE SHARING Is ENDED, BY GEORGE D.

FRIEDLANDER, VICE PRESIDENT, AND SYLVAN G. FELDSTEIN, SECOND VICE PREI-

DENT, SMITH BARNEY, HARRIS UPHAM & CO., INC. NEW YORK, N.Y.

Our basic conclusion is that the financial viability of most levels of local govern-

ment is directly or indirectly dependent on the continuation of the revenue sharing

program. While most state and local governments, outside of the major inner city



urban centers, are in relatively good financial shape, a number of future trends are
coming into focus which could change that positive picture significantly especially if
combined with a loss of revenue sharing monies. Among these trendbiare inflation,
the impending economic downturn, the taxpayer revolt, the tight municipal bond
market, and decreasing financial flexibility among many municipalities.

In examining State and local uses of revenue sharing monies, we find great
diversity. In a number of cases, state revenue sharing monies directly or indirectly
benefit local governments. At the local level, we find that most cities utilize their

-share for essential services. To the extent these monies were unavailable, the
impact on financial well-being of the cities would generally be harsh and immediate.

First of all, we would like to thank the Subcommittee and its Chairman, Senator
Bradley, for extending an invitation to us to appear here today to present our views
on the Federal revenue sharing program. While the views expressed here represent
those of the Smith Barney, Harris Upham research department, we would like to
acknowledge the Public Securities Association for having asked us to appear as well.

Analyzing the potential impacts on local government budgets by the elimination
of the revenue sharing program is at best a speculative activity since decisions on
the cut-backs and their timing have not been made. While we do not know the final
course this Subcommittee will take in its deliberation, we can offer our thoughts on
this issue both as a major underwriter of general obligation municipal bonds, as
well as a firm which specializes in providing ongoing research reports to our clients
on the investment worthiness of these bonds.

Our basic conclusion is that the financial viability of most levels of local govern-
ment-state, county, municipal, and school district, is directly or indirectly depend-
ent on the continuation of the revenue sharing power. We have arrived at this
conclusion after reviewing the municipal bond market, the economy, and the budg-
ets of numerous local governments. This dependency is countrywide; going from
North to South, and East and West.

While most state and local governments, outside of the major inner city urban
centers, are in relatively good financial shape at present, a number of future trends
are coming into focus which could change that positive picture in a hurry, especially
it combined with a loss of revenue sharing monies. Among these trends are infla-
tion, the impending economic downturn, the taxpayer revolt, and the tight munici-
pal bond market; the latter reflects a current disinterest in fixed income securities
in general.

At the state level, the loss of revenue sharing is not likely to cause severe
dislocations, but it could cause a decline in credit quality in some cases, which
would result in sharply increased financing costs, thereby compounding the affect of
the revenue loss. For example, a 20-year double-A State General Obligation Bond
might yield about 8 percent at the current time, while a single-A State would have
to pay about 8.75 percent. In the note sector, the difference is equally pronounced,
with 1-year MIG I notes yielding 9.50 percent, MIG 2 notes yielding 10.25 percent,
and MIG 3 notes virtually unmarketable.

In examining the potential impact of the loss of revenue sharing, it may be of
interest to examine the way various states and cities utilize these monies. A sam-
pling of states indicates that many states pass the monies directly on to local
governments, often for school purposes (our data is for the most recent fiscal year
available).

UTILIZATION OF REVENUE SHARING FUNDS
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In a number of the above cases, the direct or indirect or indirect beneficiaries of
the states' revenue sharing apportionments are local governments. (Florida, Illinois,
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Montana, New York, and Pennsylvania. In Montana, under State law, any loss of

revenue sharing monies would have to be made up by a statewide real and personal

property tax levy.) Consequently, unless the State programs were funded from

another source, the local governments would be immediately impacted by a cut-back

in the States' share of the revenue sharing program. In assachusetts, where 90

percent of the monies are earmarked for General Oblifation Debt Service, the

amount received ($74 million) is more than twice the State s surplus $34 million). A

loss of these monies would therefore be felt immediately at the State level.

The impact of the loss of revenue sharing monies would be more direct in the case
of many local governments. We also took a sampling of cities in various parts of the

country, some of which are shown below:

UTILIZATION OF REVENUE SHARING fUNDS
ktt
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Jere Oht. 59 Sarion, Ubry, *rehlre

New York C.ty . 292 Police, tfie aid saNitatta SaIre
IN414 Uwe aprpmse

S"n Francisco. 0Nlcbmgaivne
Se.tt.e ... 90 Poice a" fieme s sataries

As the above list indicates, the cities we examined tend to use revenue sharing

monies for essential services. To the extent these monies were unavailable, the

impact on the financial well-being of these cities would generally be harsh and

immediate. (In Philadelphia, for example, the General Fund deficit in 1979-80 was

projected at $20 million. The additional loss of revenue sharing monies would leave

a sizeable hole to fill.)
As we indicated above, there are currently a number of trends on the horizon

which increase the need for continuance of revenue sharing at this time. Among

these are:I Inflation, which is felt directly in increased operating costs and indirectly in

ways which may not be quite s6 obvious. For example, pension costs are likely to

increase dramatically as future benefit levels are increased to allow for higher

inflation. Borrowing costs have already increased dramatically, with the Bond

Buyer's 20 Bond Index 264 basis points above last year's low.

71L Recession.-If the long-awaited economic downturn does arrive later this year

as we currently anticipate, the financial condition of many municipalities could

deteriorate significantly. Many of these municipalities have been able to keep pace

with inflation so far because real estate values and the resulting ad valorem tax

receipts have increased dramatically as well A combination of a recession and tight

money could cause the real estate market to soften, and thereby lessen the increase

in residential real estate assessments. Other major revenue sources such as sales

taxes would, of course, also be impacted by an economic downturn.

III. Decreasing financial flexibility.-ln many cases, the financial flexibility of

municipalities has lessened in recent years. Increasing portions of total operating

budgets are being eaten up by federally mandated costs, essential service outlays,

and revenues earmarked for debt service. As a result, the portion of a budget which

is "discretionary" is relatively small, and the potential impact of a loss of revenue

sharing monies on that portion would therefore be magnified. While the shortfall

could, of course, also be erased by increasing revenues, the ability of state and local

governments to replace lost revenues would be hindered by the trends discussed

above, as well as by the Taxpayer Revolt.
IV. The taxpayer reMt.-In the wake of Proposition 13 in California, a large

number of states and municipalities have passed measures which were intended to

cut the size of government. The way in which a loss of revenue sharing monies

would interact with this phenomenon depends upon the nature of the tax revolt

measure. Fpr example, a tax-cut/tax-ceiling measure such as Proposition 13 would

severely ilder the ability of state or local government to replace these monies. On

the other hand, expenditure limitations such as that passed in Michigan would not

hinder replacement of revenue sharing from local sources.



While we do not believe that It Is the function of the federal government to bailout municipalities which approve tax or spending limitations, if is important torecognize how changes in federal programs such as rever,je sharing can interactwith these measures to lessen the financial well-being of state and local govern-ments Furthermore, these measures tend to increase federal tax receipts, by de-creasing deductions of state and local taxes on federal tax returns, and by hinderingthe ability of some governments to qualify for matching grant programs. In Califor-nma, for example, increased federal taxes in the current year because of the cut int the ad valorem tax are estimated at $2 billion.In conclusion, most state and local governments appear to be in precisely thefinancial position one would hope for in' the face of the impending economic d own-turn. Nevertheless, a number of clouds have appeared on the horizon which, when
- combined with a loss of revenue sharing at this time, could cause budgetary imbal-ances which could be difficult to overcome. In the case of our weaker urban centers,the impact could be especially harsh. Failure to continue the revenue sharingprogram would clearly jeopardize financial well being and thus bond ratings, result-ing in sharply higher financing costs and therefore compounding the financialimpact on residents of such municipalities.

Senator BRADLEY. Our next witness will be Governor Alexanderof Tennessee, and we have our colleague, Senator Sasser, who will
introduce the Governor.

I would like to welcome the Senator to the committee. Please
proceed.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR JIM SASSER, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF TENNESSEE

Senator SASSER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
4 I first want to commend you this morning, you and your col-leagues, for holding these very important hearings on a very im-

portant topic.
Mr. Chairman, I am pleased and honored this morning to have4-- the opportunity to introduce the Governor of my native State of

Tennessee, Lamar Alexander.
Governor Alexander has taken a strong interest in the issue ofrevenue sharing, both in Tennessee and Nashville. He has a solid

background on this issue.As a matter of fact, Governor Alexander worked on the original
revenue sharing legislation as a member of Senator Howard&" Baker's staff when my colleague was then, I think, a member ofthe Government Affairs Committee where the revenue sharingf'FjL_ legislation originated.

The Governor has assumed a leadership role on this issue, whichis of vital interest to State governments. Last July, he was honoredby his colleagues, the fellow Governors of this country from the 50States, by being elevated to the role as cochairman of the National
Governors' Association Task Force on Revenue Sharing.The Governors' Association met here last week and revenueU sharing was one of the chief topics of discussion. I was pleased, Mr.Chairman, to be invited to meet with the Governors and give myviews, not only on revenue sharing but on a number of othermatters affecting the inter-relationship of Federal fiscal policy and

< State government.
But Governor Alexander, in his dual concerns as a State chiefexecutive and as cochairman of the revenue sharing task force,testified on revenue sharing last September before the Subcommit-

;-Atee on Intergovernmental Relations which I chair. We found histestimony to be very helpful and meaningful to the subcommittee,

6-:-$2-376 0 - 80 - $



and I am confident that he will stimulate the same type of con-

: structive dialog today. I am sure the members of this subcommittee

6 will benefit from his informed testimony.
So, Mr. Chairman it is with a great deal of pleasure that I

introduce Gov. Lamar Alexander of Tennessee.
I might say, Mr. Chairman, that I left a meeting of the Budget

Committee to come over here and I am going to have to take my

leave quickly, but this does not indicate that I am not vitally

L interested in the Governor's testimony today and the workings of

this committee.
Senator BRADLEY. I would like to thank you, Senator Sasser, for

making your introduction and I know that the Governor is appre-

tiative too.
k__ Senator SASSER. Thank you.

Senator BRADLEY. Governor?

STATEMENT OF HON. LAMAR ALEXANDER, GOVERNOR, STATE

OF TENNESSEE ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL GOVERNORS'

ASSOCIATION
Governor ALEXANDER. Mr. Chairman, Senator Durenberger, may

I offer my thanks to Senator Sasser for taking time out from

,: another very important hearing to introduce me before the sub-

committee. Greatly appreciate the courtesy that he has extended

-and the way his office has worked with mine since I became
Governor of Tennessee.

I think it is appropriate for Senator Sasser to be here for two

reasons. First, the Senator is chairman of the Intergovernmental

Relations Subcommittee, on which I believe Senator Durenberger

also serves, and which has a companion interest in the revenue

sharing legislation. Second, the Senator is a leader in the effort to

simplify and consolidate existing Federal grant-in-aid programs,

whicb the Governors all feel is of extraordinary importance as we
try to make grant programs work better and, as we all try to

choose where we should spend the decreasing amount of money we

seem to have.
So for those reasons, I am grateful to the Senator for his time

and his leadership in this work.
Senator SASSER. Thank you.
Governor ALEXANDER. I have a statement which highlights the

points that I wish to make today in my capacity as spokesman for

the National Governors' Association.
I would like to submit it to the subcommittee for its considera-

tion without reading it all the way through.
In lieu of reading it, I would like, instead, to focus briefly on

some points of change between last year and this year as the

revenue sharing discussion has progressed, and then if there are

o any questions which the chairman or Senator Durenberger or

others may, want to ask me, I would be glad to try to answer.

I am joined by Steve Farber who is director of the National

Governors' Association and Deirdre Riemer who does most of the

work on this area and who has done an extraordinary amount of

_ work with us.
The points I would like to make are these. There are ten of them,

but do not let that worry you. I am going to be very brief.



I am going to spend about a minute on each one.
They all represent a change. My first point is that there has

been a change in policy between the 1979 Governors conference
and the 1980 Governors conference. Those are things that probably
Governors pay more attention to than anybody else, perhaps.

A year ago there was an almost hostile attitude between many of
the Governors and many of the Members of Congress. The Gover-
nors advised that the Federal Government should balance its
budget, and the Congressman responded that State grants ought to
be cut first, all of which was not a very rational approach and did
not produce a good result.

The major topic of discussion among the Governors in 1979 was
energy-it is still widely discussed among the Governors-but the
major topic this year was revenue sharing.

So the attention of the Governors is riveted on this and we are
glad that the attention of the U.S. Senate is, too.

I think a change that came out of the 1980 Governors conference,
and which I see now expressed in my conversations with the Ten-
nessee members of the delegation-including Senator Sasser-and
with other Members of Congress who visited with us at our Gover-
nors Conference is that there is a general agreement, I would
presume to say, that the question is not whether we are going to
reduce the real dollars that the Federal Government is contribut-

7 ing to State and local government, but how. And we are going from
a level, in fiscal year 1978 where 17.3 percent of the Federal budget
was aid to State and local governments to a projected 15.6 percent
in fiscal year 1981.

I am not here to suggest cuts in aid to State and local govern-
ments, but I am here prepared to say that if there are going to be
cuts, and the budget must be balanced and spending must be
reduced, that we are prepared to help.

The second change is that I believe there is a better understand-
ing of how revenue sharing fits into the overall system of Federal
aid to States and localities.

Discussions about revenue sharing must recognize at the outset
that Federal aid to State and local government amounts to more
than $90 billion annually.

What we now call the State and local portion of revenue sharing
is only $2 billion of that more than $90 billion. That $2 billion is
obviously not the reason the Federal Government is in deficit.

But I believe there is progress on that point in that most Mem-
bers of Congress recognize that we are looking at nearly $1 out of
$5, more like $1 out of $6 now, in the Federal budget and if we are
going to talk about cutting, we are talking about if the I
has recommended $96 billion and if you ion saved, we
are talking about going from $96 b" t $91 billion instead of $2
billion of the State share to zero.

Now, I know both Senators who are here today understand this
much better than I and have strongly supported these concepts, but
it is something that I think I must say and I recognize progress
there.

The third point of progress. I believe there is a better under-
standing of the State surplus than there was a year ago.



States set aside some money in case things go wrong. In Tennus-

see, we have set aside $22 million. If things go wrong, that would

run the State for 2 days, and they might run the Governor out of

the State if that should happen, because constitutionally we cannot

have a deficit.
So the statement that the States have great surpluses is terribly

wrong reasoning. No State has a deficit. States set aside some

money for rainy days.
My testimony indicates that there are 29 States that have less

surplus than the 5 percent that would be normal to set aside for

rainy days. Ours is certainly less than that.

Half of all surpluses in the country right now are in California

and Alaska. However, it is misleading to reason that because a

State surplus exists, Federal aid to State and local governments is

not necessary. For example, California has a big surplus and its

bond rating was just lowered. So a surplus is a poor indication of

fiscal health, or at least only one of many indications.

There is a better understanding of the surplus issue today than a

year ago.
Fourth, and I referred to this first, the congressional understand-

ing of the Governors attitude and I think the Governors' restraint

and understanding of the congressional attitudes is better. And we,

as Governors, appreciate that and hope that we have done a better

job of making our presentation in a more effective way.

I know that is true with the Tennessee delegation and I have

heard other Governors say that is true in their visits last week.

Fifth, a very important change is President Carter's change of

position. He has had reservations about State's share of revenue

sharing since he was a Governor. He was one of the few, maybe the

only Governor at that time who felt that way. Now he has an-

nounced his support for the State share and the continuation of

revenue sharing.
We are aware that there is a review going on of the budget now

and the need to cut spending more, perhaps, but again, we hope

that the White House, as it reviews its budget will look at the

whole question and if they need $2 or $3 billion out of the Federal

aid to State and local governments that they look at the $96 billion

that they have allocated for State and local grants.
In his preliminary recommendations, the President announced

some changes in the revenue-sharing program. I think the chair-

man has characterized those changes as modest, and we agree with

this characterization.
Regarding the proposed commissions, let me emphasize that

while we feel strongly that there is no need for a punitive and

complicated commission, we do believe that minor problems that

remain in the drafts we have seen can be resolved.
We believe the President's impulse was to take a better look at

the services that local governments render and how they can be

financed. Let's do that if we can.
We Governors want to do that. In Tennessee we are doing that.

Eighteen States now have small, intergovernmental relations

subcommittees. If the President, through revenue sharing, wants to

set an agenda, or ask for more reports, within reason, to take

advantage of the existing commissions we have and encourage the



formation of others and if he is going to respect our attitude
toward the importance of the State's role in revenue sharing, then
even though none of us want more strings on revenue sharing, I
believe we ought to respect his reasonable request.

The sixth important change that has taken place is that there is
a much more intense desire for cuts in the budget, for balance in
the budget, and for restraint in Federal spending.

You, of course, know that because you are in the midst of it, but
it is important for me to point out that we are aware of that, and
we know that you are struggling with that, and we know that in
the last year important efforts have been made in Congress
through its committee structures, through various proposals both
in the Senate and in the House to limit Government spending as
one method of fighting inflation.

In the seventh area of change that I want to cover today progress
has been made. I am speaking about one of the most important
arguments on behalf of the State's role in revenue sharing and one
which at I hope your subcommittee might look a little further:
That is, who shall manage the money that you appropriate. The
real choice is not whether you Senators will, with all due respect,
because you do not have time for that. That is not your job.

The question is whether the bureaucracies downtown will, or in
regional agencies, or whether State and local government offi-
cials-who are popularly elected, as you are-will. And it is my
thesis that we who are popularly elected and who have to respond
to many of the same considerations you do, are more likely to be
responsive to the goals of the legislation\ you establish in Washing-
ton for the spending of nearly $100 billion a month, than are your
own agencies downtown or in the regions.

Let me emphasize that. If you should decide here that something
must be done about the learning of basic skills across America, you
can set up, as you have, more of a bureaucracy in Washington to
look at that and to focus attention on the issue. But in our State,
which is reasonably small, there are 210,000 children entering
grades kindergarten through three next fall alone, and it is a big
enough job for the State government to focus attention on just
those grades and those children.

It is my thesis that if you set goals and appropriate moneys and
you want money spent to try to increase the learning of basic skills
in school districts all across the country, that you will find Gover-
nors and State departments of education and local school boards
better able to respond to your desires than persons who are not
elected and who live in Washington.

Eighth, we hope there is a better understanding today that the
formula which was invented in 1972 to distribute revenue sharing
among the States and the counties and the cities and the townships
and the parishes remarkably effective given the diversity of our
country, which includes the situation in Hawaii where the State
government funds 80 percent of all local government activities.

It works very, very well in Texas where Senator Bentsen lives,
where they do not want revenue sharing, according to him-be-
cause they get relatively little. They are 47th. The reason is be-
cause they have oil wells on their university campuses which pay
for their schools and give them an endowment greater than Har-



yard's and that is a wonderful, unique State-mainly founded by

Tennesseeans (in fact, my wife came from Texas) an we are very

proud of it.
But to say the Texas situation is an indication of what ought to

be done in all the other States is the same as suggesting that

because Saudi Arabia has a balance-of-payments surplus that we

should forget the rest of the world. It is not the norm, and it is not

a very good argument to suggest that because Texas does not need

taxes because it has oil wells that revenue sharing somehow is not

a useful way to make Federal aid to State and local governments

more flexible.
Finally-and this is a point that I want to end with-on behalf of

the Governors, I would like to commend Chairman Bradley, Sena-

tor Durenberger and the members of this committee, for their

leadership in focusing attention on the variety of things we need to

do, not only in revenue sharing, but in grant consolidation, simpli-

fication, and targeting of aid, so that if we are going to spend 1 out

of 6 Federal dollars on services that are managed by, or used by,

State or local units of government, that we do it in the most

effective way.
I would argue, very, very strongly, that especially when we are

going to be cutting Federal aid to local governments, that we ought

to be increasing revenue sharing, because when there are more

than 500 programs to administer; more flexibility is needed when

cuts are being made.
We are managers. We are going to support the President in his

effort to bring the Federal Government under control. But we

would strongly urge that of the more than 500 programs, as my

testimony indicates, revenue sharing is a very effective program,

the very best, the most important step toward decentralization of

government in this country in 40 years, and the only real signifi-

cant one-one that has really been decreasing in real dollars.
But it is the cornerstone of the intergovernmental system, and

we want to work with you to make the program better and, if

necessary, to absorb our fair share of the cuts in all of our aid to

State and local governments.
Thank you for your time and the opportunity to appear before

your subcommittee.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Governor.
I think we would each like to ask you a few questions.
The first question I would like to ask relates to how you view the

effect of-i cut in State share. Do you think that if the State share

of revenue sharing was eliminated, it would have consequences on

Federal-State relations? What do you think those consequences
would Le?

Governor ALEXANDER. Well, there are two consequences. The

second most important is the purely fiscal consequence.
In our State, for an example, where we have only $22 million set-

aside in case we have a rainy day, or two rainy days in a row, it

would cut $43 million out of our budget. That is about a third of

one percent on the sales tax. It would increase the pressure for

taxes wrongly, because it would avoid putting pressure on the

other 500 programs of yours that we administer that could be cut
more easily.



So it exert fiscal pressure, and virtually all of it would be passed
on to local counties and cities which are terribly stretched. So
there would be a significant fiscal impact, most of which would be
absorbed by local government.

All of our revenue sharing money is dedicated to the pension
funds for local teachers.

State revenue sharing, of course, does not go into the Governors'
pockets, it goes to local governments for education, primarily. We
have a listing of that in this testimony.

But the most important consequence is that such a cut would be
a step backward at a time when Congress is working to determine
a better way to administer the spending of nearly $100 billion at
the local level. The States have a role in that, because it creates
the local governments. They are part, the counties are part, of the
State government in our State and there is this tremendous
amount of diversity all around the country.

But it would reduce in a significant way the State's ability to
serve as a better manager, a better clearinghouse and a better
coordinator of Federal objectives. Most of the county and city gov-
ernments in our State recognize that and strongly agree with this
statement.

Senator BRADLEY. Are you personally in favor of a balanced
Federal budget?

Governor ALEXANDER. Yes, personally I am, but only as one step
toward a restraint on Federal spending. Since I am only talking
personally, I will say what I really think about a balanced Federal
budget.

If you measured your budget the way most States measure
theirs, you would be in balance today. We separate our capital
outlays from our operating expenditures.

You can balance a budget every year and still have an enormous
increase in taxes. But it is, at the same time, I guess, a symbol of
fiscal responsibility, of not spending more than you take in, and
that symbol ought to be pretty important.

I much more prefer for the Senate and the House to discipline
itself at the beginning with a spending limitation and then not
spend more than that or, if it does, to then take a vote on raising it
and let the people in the next election decide who is in favor of
busting spending limitations and who is not.

I think the constitutional amendment to impose fiscal limitations
is a last resort and would be totally unnecessary if the trend which
I perceive in the Congress to discipline itself, if I may be presump-
tuous enough to say that, continues.

Senator BRADLEY. Of all the Federal programs that come into
your State, which ones could you do without?

Governor ALEXANDER. I have recommended $60 million in Feder-
al programs by a separate memorandum to the Governors' Confer-
ence which Mr. McIntyre now has, which would be our first targets
for cuts, if reductions had to be made.

That is, $60 million of cuts instead of a $43 million cut in our
State share of revenue sharing.

Senator BRADLEY. A $60 million cut?
Governor ALEXANDER. Right.
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In other words, if you cut our State share, it would be $43

million. We know we should not ask you to spare revenue sharing

unless we tell you where else to cut, so we can give you $60 million

worth of cuts which, if you are determined to cut, we would prefer

that you make before you reduce revenue sharing.
Now, we do not want them all cut.
Senator BRADLEY. Is that part of your testimony?
Governor ALEXANDER. No, but I will submit it, and I gave it to

each member of our congressional delegation 6 months ago.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the record:]



STATE OF TENNESSEE

I. DEPARTMENTAL PROGRAMS
DEPARTMENT OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY

Catalogue No. $ Amount Name of Program % Of Reduction

17.232 $34,999,460 Title VI CETA (see explanation)
17.211 275,440 Job Corps (100%)
17.230 so 000 Seasonal & Migrant Farmworkers (100%)

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

13.433 $ 16,000 Follow Through (100%)
13.566 10,000 Alliance for Art Education (100%)
13.554 13,000 Career Education Planning (100%)
13.553 45,200 State Dissemination Program (100%)
13.563 40.000 Community Education 1 (100%)
13.562 40,000 Gifted & Talented Education (100%)
13.541 594,000 Education T. V. (100%)
13.475 19,300 Library & Archives (100%)
13.576 112,400 Library Services & Construction (100%)
13.400 2,008.600 Adult Basic Education: (100%)
13.486 1,335,200 Strengthlng State Serpices

188.300 State Finance Equalization Program$4942- 00

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH

13.232 $ 750,000 Maternal & Child Health Reducation (17%)
13.284 400,000 Emergency Medical Services (100%)
13.260 250,000 Family Planning (5%)
or FmlPlnn00
13.974



DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES *

ouNae of Pro ram % Of Reduction
13.579 $ 143,071 Indochinese Refugee (100%)

13.644 $1,170,400 Title XX - Training (100%)
13.646 500,000 WIN-Title IV-C (use CETA)
13.649 10,700 Voc Rehao (Training)
13.629 1,700 AFDC Title IV-A (Training)

* ($3,000,000 additional savings if AFDC/Food stamps

programs merged at the State level.)

TENNESSEE COMMUNITY SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

49.015 $ 119,170 Recreation Support Services (100%)

49.013 215 000 State Office Administration (65%)

TENNESSEE HEALTH PLANNING & RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
AUTHORITY

13.293 39,379 Proposed Use of Federal Funds & Review Funds (100%)

TENNESSEE LAW ENFORCEMENT PLANNING AGENCY

16.500 $ 470,000 Planning & Administration (50%)

TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT OF SAFETY

16.305 $ 357,990 Uniform Crime Reporting (100%)

16.509 30,000 
Arson Data

16.304 68.850 Basic Police Records (100%)

16.513 50,072 Training TBCI Supervisors (100%)

16.503 8,642 Lab Technicians Training (100%)

16.513 11,000 N. W. Training Grants (100%)

16.503 31,145 Color Process for Lab



DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Catalogue No.

10.153
10.478
10.475

10.663
10.661
45.001-45.015

$ Amount

$ 2,500
7,800

22,000

$1,400,000
211,000
644,000

$ 70,00011.900

12.312
12.310
12.312-12.316

81.050

13.237
13.630
13.282

News Letter
Fruit & Vegetable Inspection
Poultry Grading

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION

Young Adult Conservation Corps
Youth Conservation Corps
Historical Preservation Grants

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

OMBE Grant
(To be assumed by State)

DEPARTMENT OF MILITARY

Nuclear Civil Defense,

Radiological Maintenance
Civil Defense Plannin'

TENNESSEE ENERGY OFFICE

Energy Extension Service

DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH & MENTAL RETARDATION

Hospital Improvement:
Development Disabilities
Title IV-C

$ 4,300
6,624

25,000
$ 35,924

$ 323,600

$ 50,000
25,000
341400

% Of Reduction

(100%)
(100%)
(100%)

(100%
(100M
(100%)

(100%)

(5%)
(10%)
(100%)

(50%)

100%)
5%)
100%)



DEPARTMENT OF COMMISSION ON AGING

Catalogue No.

13.633
13.633
13.634
13.633

20.0 01

20.205
20.205
20.102 or 20.103

45.001-45.015

27.012

$ Amount

$ 156,226
50,000
50,000
180,000

$ 65,000

$ 4,500,000
230,000
600,000

$ 408,000

$ 300,000

83.002 $ 10,000

Name of Program % Of Reduction

State Administrative Funding (Title IIIA) (50%)

Advocacy (Title Il1) (100%)

Training (Title IV-C) (100%)

Area Planning & Coordination (Title I) (100%)

TENNESSEE WILDLIFE RESOURCES AGENCY

Boating Safety Program

TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Great River Road (Deferral)
Planning Research & Development
Bureau of Aeronautics,

TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT OF ARTS COMMISSION

National Endowments for the Arts

TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL 0

Intergovernmental Personnel Act

TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE

Fire Administration

(100%)

(1%(50%)

(100%)

(100%)

(100%)



TENNESSEE OFFICE OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT

Catalogue No.

23.013

$ Amount

$ 43,800

$ 22,000
10,000
10,000

100,000
$ 142,000

$ 58,166
45,454
116 000

II. CAPITATION AND RELIEF ASSISTANCE

13.386

III. CAPITAL OUTLAY

StI-TOTAL I.
II.
III.

$1,100,000
1,400 000

$ 2,00,000

$ 3,000,000

Departmental Programs
Capitation & Relief Assistance
Capital Outlay
GRAND TOTAL

Medical School
Fiscal Relief

Armory Construction & Renovation
Department of Military

$54,132,044
2,500,000
3,000,000

Name of Program

ARC Child Development Program

GOVERNMENTS HIGHWAY SAFETY PROGRAM

Selective Traffic Enforcemort Training
Drivers License Ex-wiie Training
Hearing Officer Training
Safety Education

TENNESSEE HIGHER EDUCATION COMMISSION

20.600
20.600
20.600
20.600

13.510
13.510
13.510

1202 Commission (Plan ning)
Education Information Centers
Title I-A (Innovation)

% Of Reduction

(50%)

(100%)
(100%)
(100%)
(100%)

(100%)
(100%)
(100%)

(100%)
(100%)

(Fed.)
(100%)



COMMENTS

When Congress reauthorized CETA in 1978 after much debate and discussion of

pervasive abuse, they did recognize the need for and provided tools to deal with

structural and cyclical unemployment as parts of di erent economic syndromes.

The new Title II programs, including the Title II-D PSE programs are targeted at

structural unemployment. These counter-structural programs are intended to pro-

vide structured experiential and educational situations to enable the unskilled and

undereducated members of our society to become competitive in the job market.

This enhances the long-range development of our work force and impacts on local,

as well as national, industrial and other economic development efforts.

Congress retained Title VI of CETA as a PSE program designed to remain as an

economic stimulus tool to attack cyclical unemployment. This program is primarily

intended to provide emergency or stop-gap, employment to those generally skilled

and educated individuals who suddenly find themselves without work through no

fault of their own, but rather due to economic conditions.
Unfortunately, the CETA system has been forced to operate both a counter-

structural program (II-D) and a counter-cyclical program (VI) when we are not in a

cyclical unemployment phase in Tennessee. There has not, recently, been a real

need for the Title VI program here; but the U.S. Department of Labor has been

placing extremely heavy pressure on us to enroll approximately 4,200 people in this

program. In other words, attempts are being made to force us to: (1) get the

enrollment up, and (2) spend the money or it will be reallocated. We have recently

begun to enroll eligible individuals due to our recessionary forecast. This enrollment

is probably somewhat premature but is considered necessary to tie up the funds

until we actually experience high unemployment conditions later this calendar

year.
Due to these factors and our considered judgment of congressional intent, we have

therefore recommended that Title VI either be consolidated as a special sub-part of

Title 1I-D or that it at least remain dormant until activation is indicated by

economic conditions. In either case, funds should not be available to any Prime

Sponsor until local unemployment hits 6 percent-6.5 percent and other definitive

conditions of cyclical unemployment have been met. Why have a program in oper-

ation which is intended to address non-existent conditions?

Governor ALEXANDER. It was part of the study that Governor
Sneling did with the Governors Association where 25 of us Gover-
nors worked with our budget departments and came up with a
series of recommendations with which I believe you are familiar, to
try to assist the Congress and the President in cutting the Federal
aid.

Now, we do not think that Governors ought to make those cuts,
that it would be presumptuous of us to make them, but we are
willing to help, and if you want to cut Tennessee's State share we
can suggest $60 million in cuts that you ought to make before the
$43 million.

LEAA is an area where you can make some cuts. The job train-
ing programs are an abomination, by and large, because they fall
all over one another and because so many agencies of govern-
ment-city, State, county, and Federal-are involved.

In Tennessee, I am calling together, in Memphis, every single
agency of any government that has anything to do with job train-
ing at one meeting to see how many millions of dollars and how
many people we have falling over one another.

My guess is that if we were to administer all of that in one
program managed by whichever level of local government would be
the most effective-and I am not sure which one would-and make
that a block grant to Shelby County or Memphis, that you could
cut the dollars by 20 to 25 percent.

I am not ready to recommend that, but I might be in a year. It
would be the kind of thing that could be done, and it is the kind of



cutting that we would recommend to you as opposed to cutting out
our only flexible money.

Senator BRADLEY. Are you in favor of more targetting of all
Federal programs?

Governor ALEXANDER. As a personal matter, Senator, not espe-
cially. You would have to tell me a little bit more about what you
mean on that.

Senator BRADLEY. Well, we have general revenue sharing. We
have targetted fiscal assistance. We have countercyclical. We have
community development block grants. We have UDAG grants.

Setting aside the question of general revenue sharing but ad-,
dressing the others, are you in favor of making the formulas very
stringent so that the moneys go to areas that are severely dis-
tressed, as defined by unemployment, tax effort, or various other
social indices?

Governor ALEXANDER. I guess the only way to answer that is yes
and no, and I do not mind saying it that way, because the country
is so diverse. I imagine there are large cities in some places in the
country where it is in the national interest to appropriate money
directly to handle specific disasters or emergencies or prop up
governments or activities that cannot fund themselves.

And while that may not be the case in Tennessee as a part of the
whole country, I would recognize that it may be necessary in some
States, and some of our Governors feel strongly that way.

As a general matter, I think there are more examples of the
need for what Senator Sasser is working on, and which you all
have talked about, which is grant consolidation, the simplification
of grants in broad areas and objectives such as health and job
training.

Maintain oversight by the committees of Congress. Monitor us.
Check and see how we do. I think we will spend the Federal money
better under those conditions. However, I cannot say, while it may
not affect Tennessee, that there should not be targeted fiscal assist-
ance in some parts of the country.

Senator BRADLEY. Well, what about in revenue sharing? What
would you think about a formula which would give your State the
same amount of total revenue but require you to redistribute it
within the State differently, so that areas of more distress would
get more?

Governor ALEXANDER. I would think that would be a horrible
idea, with all due respect, because it suggests that the people of our
state do not know anything.

They elect the legislature and they elect the Governor to decide
what the most pressing priorities are, and if they can get to -Us and
convince us, we will do what they want, or we will make our own
judgment and take the risk at the next election.

It would be a logical thing for the Federal Congress to make a
grand decision, a large decision, that health in rural areas or job
training in big cities is a priority, and we in Congress want some-
thing done.

Then we are going to trust locally-elected officials to make the
final decisions about how to best spend the money. We are going to
monitor that. We are going to use our oversight responsibility, we
can just as easily monitor the Governor and the mayor of Memphis



and the may9 -6Knoxville as we can the regional director of
HEW or 4he regional director of the new Department of Education.
In fla ,ngress might find that elected officials understand what
you are saying and are willing to do it more rapidly.

Senator BRADLEY. If I understand what you are saying, you
would not support more targeting in the revenue sharing program,
but you would support Federal specifications of how the Governors
should spend Federal money in the specific categories that you
have outlined-HEW, Transportation, whatever?

Governor ALEXANDER. I want to be careful I am not misunder-
stood on the targeting question. There may be situations in the
country where the Congress, in its wisdom, decides targeting to
specific big cities or local projects is desirable and while that is not
true in my State, it may be in others.

I want to recognize that. But except for that, the answer to your
uestion is yes. The more you can remove restrictions on what we
o with large blocks of money in areas that are your priorities, the

better we believe we can spend the money and the more money we
think you will save.

Senator Domenici suggested we pick some pilot programs and see
if we could do that, perhaps like the job training area I discussed in
Memphis. What if we worked for a couple of years and came back
to your committe- and said, look what we have been able to do. We
have made an inventory of 125 government agencies in this one
city that are spending x million dollars and several thousand em-
ployees to get at this many people. This is what we would propose.
Let's block all the Federal, State, and local money into one pro-
gram, pick the level of government that is the best manager, and
monitor that expense and cut the total expense by 25 percent.

Now, that would be hard to do.
Senator BRADLEY. I am waiting for the program.
Governor ALEXANDER. I am just getting started.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much.
Senator Durenberger?
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Governor, for your presenta-

tion. Again, it was very enlightening and I enjoyed meeting you at
the Intergovernmental Relations Subcommittee meeting on this
same subject.

Just one introductory comment on your response to Senator
Bradley's last line of questioning. I agree with you totally in princi-

ple and I suppose if I were running a State like Tennessee or a
State like Minnesota I would sure say the proof is in the pudding,
but since I have been out here living in Virginia and watching the
Virginia Legislature operate in obviou* ignorance of the needs of
the urban parts of this State, I guess I have had some reason to
question the validity of the principle.

I do not worry about it a great deal because, as you accurately
point out, the percentage of Federal revenue that is being devoted
to being shared with State and local government is dwindling to
the point where perhaps our concern with targeting is not as real
as we would sometime believe that it would -be. I just think it is
offset by the incentives that the revenue sharing approach, the
block grant approach and so forth, provide for local governments.



Somehow I think we have insensitized to a degree those persons
who, like us, have been elected at a State and local government to
the responsibilities for spending by categorical grant programs, and
part of the desensitization would be to move more in the direction
of revenue sharing and block grants and just saying we trust you.
You go do your thing.

I do not know that we need to go through several years of pilot
projects and demonstration. I think it is instinctive in human
nature. It is instinctive in the representative process that persons
would react this way.

So I cannot compliment you nor Governor Hughes nor Governor
Byrne nor any of the other people who have been involved in this
process. I will limit my questions to the technical ones and add
another compliment.

I am continually amazed at the way people who live farther
south in this country than I do are able to treat subjects like
Senator Bentsen's attitude toward revenue sharing in such a nice,
polite, diplomatic fashion. I have a great deal of difficulty reacting
to a Senator from a State that is living off of the funds that my
constituents are providing by way of added gas taxes and added
home heating oil prices and everything else coming in here and
threatening to dump revenue sharing for all the rest of the country
when such a big percentage of his State budget and his State's
ability to attract Jobs away from my State is being provided finan-
cially by the people who live in my State.

I just want to compliment you for, I trust, saying the same thing
but saying it in a way that would not offend Senator Bentsen the
way my reaction might.

Do the Governors favor a 4- or 5-year authorization for this
program?

Governor ALEXANDER. Our preference is for a 4-year extension,
but we would support the President's approach.

Senator DURENBERGER. We do not know what the President is
going to come up with next week, or whenever he comes up with
something. I do not even know what the Democratic caucus has
been meeting on and what they may be coming up with in this
area, but I will rely on the chairman of this subcommittee to fight
that battle.

But if we were to do no more than reauthorize the current
program, would we be making any mistakes? Are there any
changes that the Governors feel should be made in the current
program if we do not have another crack at it for another 4 or 5
years?

Governor ALEANDER. In 1 minute, let me give you the diplomat-
ic answer and the real answer.

I think the diplomatic answer would have to be, given the pres-
sures that are on the Congress at the moment to cut and the
difficulty in cutting, which we know, because we are faced with it
ourselves every day, is a simple reauthorization of the program for
4 or 5 years, would be something that we would strongly support
and especially in light of the fact that the President has reversed
his poition-or seems to have reversed his position-and the Con-
gress is under great internal pressure to reduce spending.

62-376 0 - s0 - 7



I think the real honest answer is that you ought to increase it.

The more you cut aid to State and local governments the more you

ought to increase revenue sharing and block grants.

Last year we had a sudden drop in AFDC payments and we had

to shift $1 million to it. The drop was caused because the Federal

Government has been cutting back on AFDC payments and we had

to have some flexible money to shift over there. If we had not had

revenue sharing in our State budget, we would have had so much

pressure on the budget that we might have had to drop it out.

We also have had to route extra money-a lot of extra money for

the last 2 years, as have most States-into local roads. That may

not seen l ike a great, big, overwhelming international issue in

Washington but it is the present concern there.

Those are the priorities which we have. So I strongly believe that

the proposal ought to be, as you decrease aid to State and local

governments you should increase revenue sharing, or at least in-

crease revenue sharing combined with block grants.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you.
While I have you, one last question.
Mayor Carver, when he testified on the subject of State sur-

pluses, made what I thought was a pretty good point and I do not

now whether it can be demonstrated. Perhaps you can, or the

association can.
That is, in all of this business of so-called State surpluses we

really have not adequately addressed ourselves to the issue of

unfunded pension liabilities, both at the State and local level, and

any information that you or the association might have on that

subject, I think would not only be understood by most of us, but

would be appreciated.
Governor ALEXANDER. Senator, we would be glad to provide you

with information for the record on the pension question.

[The following was subsequently supplied for theq record. Oral

testimony continues on p. 148.]
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Joint Economic Committee
Congress Of The United States
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An Actuarial And Economic Analysis
Of State And Local Government
Pension Plans

At the request of the Joint Economic Com-
mittee, GAO estimated the annual cost of
future benefit payout to State anc local
government pension plans. Our analysis
of several measures of financial soundness
demonstrated an increasing financial burden
on these pension plans in the ag~iegate. An
increasing proportion of retirees in popula-
tion of State and local employees is a basic
cause of the problem. Varying the economic
parameters does not change this fact, but
merely changes the year .n which the problem
is first evident.

Our analysis is not intended to substitute for
a detailed actuarial analysis of the more than
6,600 State and local pension plans, but con-
centrates on identifying emerging trend, that
should be brought to the attention of policy
makers.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL Of THE UNITED STATES
WASHMN'ON.K D.€. 808

B-164292

The Honorable Lloyd H. Behtsen, Jr.

Chairman, Joint Econo.aic Committee
Congress of the United States

Dear Mr. Cilairman: -

As pRart of the Special Study on Economic Change, Lhe

Joint Economic Committee has asked the GAO to estimate 
the

annual cost of future benefit payout to State and local

government pension plans. This report presents those esti-

mates. Forecasts of other relevant economic and demographic

factors are also presented and compared to benefit 
payout

projections to provide perspective. The effect of these

factors on the financial viability of State and local govern-

ment pension plans in the aggregate is discussed. No recom-

mendations are made for action by the Congress.

Copies are alsQ being sent to the Pension Task Force,

the President's Commission on Pension Policy, the Social

Security Administration, the Department of Labor, and others

who participated in our review process.

Si elyyours

AA4

Comptroller General
of the United States
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S AN ACTUARIAL AND ECONOMIC
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS ANALYSIS OF STATE AND LOCAL

GOVERNMENT PENSION FNDS

DIG EST

State and local government pension plans exert
an important and growing influence on the
United States' economic, social, and political
fabric. These plans held roughly $108 billion
in assets in 1975, and their management will
affect the economic security of the 13 million
current participants as well as of future
participants.

The number of active employees in plans adiin-
istered by State and local governments grew
from 1.6 million in 1940 to 11.2 million in
1975. The assets in State and local plans as
a percentage of total assets of all pension
plans grew from 13.6 percent in 1950 to 26
percent in 1975 and grew from 20 percent of
all government-administered plans in 1950 to
55.5 percent in 1975. Thus, State and local
plan enrollment and assets have increased
at an even-faster rate than that of all pen-
sion plans. (See p. 2.)

CONCLUSIONS

At the request of the Joint Economic Coa-
mittee, GAO estimated the annual cost of
future benefit payout to State and local
government pension plans. Our analysis of
several measures of financial soundness showed
evidence of an increasing financial burden on
State and local government pension plans in the
aggregate. In our analysis this problem is
caused largely by the increasing proportion of
retirees in the population of State and local
government employees. Varying the economic
parameters does not change this fact but merely
changes the year in which the problem is first
evident. Furthermore, growth in employment
above the levels shown does not seem likely,
and the characteristics of the plans were pur-
posely unchanged, since a basic tenet of the
review was to see what would happen if current
benefit and financing provisions were continued.

Tear Sheet. Upon removal, he report
cover date should be noted hereon. PAD-80-01
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Therefore, under the assumptions of this

report a worsening financial status for State

and local plans in the aggregate is certain.

Aggregating plans masks the differences among

them. Our projections are driven by large

plans, which are generally better funded 
(94

percent of the employees surveyed by the Pen-

sion Task Force were in large plans),. Smaller

plans, which often are not as well funded, are

given less weight. The Pension Task Force re-

port estimated that only 20 percent of State

and local employees are enrolled in plans that

are fully funded by actuarial standards. 
I/

Furthermore, a recent GAO report 2/ 
reviewed

72 State and local government pension plans

and found that 53 could not meet the funding

standards imposed by the Employee Retirement

Income Security Act of 1974 on private 
pension

plans. These facts, combined with the inexor-

able growth in the proportion of retirees,

explain why the financial status of the 
plans

in the aggregate begins to deteriorate 
in the

21st century. Under- some conditions, the

decline is more rapid but the conclusion is

the same: if present funding practices con-

tinue, a deterioration in the financial condi-

tion of the plans in the aggregate is likely.

The few fully funded plans should remain 
in

good shape, but the numerous poorly funded

plans can expect financial difficulty 
in this

century.

METHODOLOGY

Our analysis is not intended to be a sub-

stitute for a detailed actuarial analysis

of the nore than 6,600 State and local

pension plans, but rather concentrates on

1/The Pension Task Force was created by the 
Employee Retire-

ment Incone Security Act of 1974 to study public employee

retirement systems. See discussion of funding techniques

on p. 43, app. II.

2/*Funding of State and Local Government Pension 
Plans: A

National Problem,N U.S. General Accounting Office,

HRD-79-66, August 30, 1979.
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identifying emerging trends that should be
brought to the attention of policymakers.
The basic approach was to (1) divide the
universe of over 6,600 State and local pen-
sion plans into homogeneous subdivisions,
(2) develop prototypical plans representing
the current characteristics of State and
local government employees, (3) forecast
employment and salary levels for each sub-
division-using reasonable assumptions about
future economic and demographic growth, and
(4) create an actuarial model to project cost
streams and employment levels for the proto-
typical plans.

Several scenarios were developed showing
the effect of varying the actuarial model's
economic and demographic parameters, such as
employment growth and the inflation rate.
Other scenarios could have been presented
showing the effect of varying other para-
meters, but time and resource constraints
prevented further analysis. The projections
show what would happen in the aggregate if
the conditions that prevailed in the mid-1970s
were combined with reasonable assumptions con-
cerning future economic and demographic growth.

Benefit Projections

For the base case assumptions, benefit
payments grow steadily through the remainder
of the 20th century and then begin to grow
more rapidly after the end of the century.
(See p. 9.) Total payroll increases steadily,
being driven upward mainly by inflation. The
ratio of benefits to payroll remains roughly
constant throughout the remaindeL of the 20th
century. Benefits begin to grow more rapidly
after the year 2000, reaching 17 percent of
payroll in 2020. The ratio of retired em-
ployees to the total of active and retired
employees grows at a roughly linear rate
(see p. 11), increasing from 15 percent in
1980 to 24 percent in 2020. These figures
indicate an increasing financial burden on
State and local government retirement systems.

Tom Sheet
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Flow of Funds Analysis

The review's main focus was projecting 
the

cost to State and local government pension

plans of future benefit payout. To place

benefit payout in perspective, benefit

projections were compared to contribution

and asset growth projections which allowed

a simplified flow of funds analysis.

The base case assumptions show that assets

grow throughout the 20th century but at 
a

much lower rate after the year 2000. (See

p. 11.) Benefits exceed estimated contri-

butions after 2012. In the 21st century,

the ratio of assets to benefits declines

steadily until benefits exceed the sum of

asset growth and contributions in 2049.

This indicates that the plans in the aggre-

gate would not be able to meet obligations

from current income. (See p. 14.)
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

State and local government pension plans exert a sub-

stantial and growing influence on the economic, social, and

political fabric of the United States. -Recent experience

shows their growth in size and scope to be rapid. Roughly

$108 billion in assets were held by these plans in 1975. The

way these assets are managed will affect the economic 
security

of the 13 million current participants as well as that of

future participants.

The Special Studies on Economic Change Subcommittee 
of

the Joint Economic Committee is directing a study of future

economic problems. One goal of the study is to obtain nore

accurate estimates of future outlays from pension 
plans and

the potential effect of these outlays on the Nation's 
economic

resources. The Joint Economic Committee asked us to esti-

mate the cost of benefit payouts to State and local 
pension

plans through the year 2020. We have based our estimates on

actuarial and economic analyses of data obtained from 
the

Pension Task Force Survey, the Bureau of the Census, and

other sources.

The projections presented here do not pretend to pre-

dict future events exactly. Their purpose is to provide a

better understanding of emerging financial problems, given

reasonable assumptions about future economic and demographic

changes. The projections are a result of aggregating all

State and local government pension plans into two prototypes.

Aggregating masks differences among plans, but allows a 
clear

look at long-term trends so that problems can be addressed

before they become worse. Note, however, that to an extent

well-funded plans offset poorly funded plans; even when the

plans are financially sound in the aggregate, some plans will

be in serious financial straits.

GROWTH OF PUBLIC PENSION PLANS

The development of employee retirement systems began in

the public sector. Before the turn of the century, groups of

policemen, firemen, and teachers were covered under service-

related retirement systems in New York, Boston, and other

cities. Over 12 percent of the large State and local plans

now in operation were established before 1930.

Social Security was instituted in 1935 but was not ex-

tended to State and local government employees. Nearly one-

half of large State and local plans were established during
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1931 to 1950 when Social Security coverage for public
employees was being debated. Over one-third of the large
plans began or underwent a major restructuring after 1950
when State and local employees were given the option to join
the Social Security System. In contrast, nearly two-thirds
of the small plans were started after 1950 and nearly one-
fourth since 1970.

The number of active employees in plans administered by
State and local governments grew from 1.6 million in 1940 to
11.2 million in 1975. The assets held by all pension plans
in the U.S. (including Social Security) totaled over $400
billion in 1975, up from $38 billion in 1950. The assets in
State and local plans as a percentage of total assets of all
pension plans grew from 13.6 percent in 1950 to 26 percent
in 1975. As a percentage of all government-administered
plans, State and local plans grew from 20 percent in 1950 to
55.5 percent in 1975. Thus, while enrollment and assets in
all pension plans have grown substantially, State and local
plan enrollment and assets have increased at an even faster
rate. This increase is largely the result of the substantial
overall growth of State and local government in the last 20
years.

GROWING CONCERN OVER
PENSION PLAN PERFORMANCE

As the number of people depending on pensions for future
financial security grew, concern developed about the integrity
of pension plans. In the 1960s, public awareness was height-
ened by news articles describing various abuses by the admin-
istrators of pension plans. Few plans actually failed. More
frequent were complaints about restrictive age and service re-
quirements, mismanagement of funds, and termination of cover-
age for employees who were close to retirement.

The closing of the Studebaker plant in South Bend,
Indiana, in 1964, which inflicted heavy pension losses on
workers, led to congressional hearings. Subsequent hearings
on related pensioii concerns preceded the passage of the Em-
ployee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) on Labor Day,
1974. Although this law does not require that an employer
have a pension plan, it does provide partial protection to
the participants in plans by setting standards for partici-
pation, vesting, funding, and fiduciary responsibility.

The Congress chose not to include public retirement sys-
tems in the provisions of ERISA. Two reasons for this deci-
sion were the small number of complaints from public bene-
ficiaries and the absence of reliable information about public
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plans. However, the Congress did create the 
Pension Task

Force to investigate public pension plans. 
Data gathered by

GAO for the Pension Task-Force were 
a basic data source for

this report.

A bill was introduced in the 94th Congress that prompted

hearings on public pension systems. 
Because of its similar-

ity to ERISA, it was referred to as the Public 
Employee Re-

tirement Income Security Act. PERISA bills have been intro-

duced in subsequent sessions of Congress, 
and President Carter

has appointed a commission to develop a national policy for

both public and private pension 
plans.

SCOPE OF THIS REVIEW

Our primary source of information 
is data collected by"

GAO for the Pension Task Force Report issued in March 1978.

We also collected data from the Bureau 
of the Census, the

Bureau of Labor Statistics, and other 
sources. Chapter 2

discusses our methods of estimating 
future employment and

salary levels of State and local government employees, creat-

ing prototypical pension plans, and forecasting 
the future

costs of State and local pension plans.

To place the projections of benefit 
payouts in perspec-

tive, we compared them to projections 
of contribution and

asset growth, which allowed us to make 
a flow of funds analy-

sis. Chapter 3 summarizes the benefit payout 
projections

and the flow of funds analysis. Several scenarios are pre-

sented covering a wide range of economic 
and demographic

assumptions. Data limitations prevented-a detailed actujarial

analysis; our analysis is descriptive of the general financial

conditions of the plans in the aggregate 
as measured by cer-

tain rough measures discussed in Chapter 3.

Appendix I contains information on the 
projections of

State and local government employment 
and salary levels.

Appendix II provides technical information on the develop-

ment of the model to project benefit payout 
and other ac-

tuarial variables.
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WE- CHAPTER 2

METHODOLOGY

We developed our estimates of the future cost of State
and local government pension plans by

--dividing the universe of 6,630 State and local pension
plans into homogeneous subdivisions and determining
the characteristics of the two prototypical plans
that could be used to estimate the future costs of all
plans;

--forecasting employment and salary levels for each
subdivision; and

--creating an actuarial model to project benefit streams
/ for these prototypical plans.-

1o determine the number and characteristics of the prototypi-
cal plans, we analyzed the Pension Task Force survey data and
other sources. I/ Forecasts of employment and salary levels
for State and local government employees were based on an
ecgnoetric analysis of historical data from the Bureau of the
Census and forecasts from a national economic model. 2/

The characteristics of the prototypical plans and the
forecasts of employment and salary levels were used as inputs
to the actuarial model that projected benefit payout for
State and local government pension plans. We developed the
actuarial model for age and service retirees for large plans,
and extended the results to the universe of all plans. Social
Security benefits are not included in our estimates, because
the plans were not integrated with Social Security to any
appreciable degree.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PROTOTYPES

A review of the Pension Task Force survey and other
material led us to conclude that two prototypes would be
necessary--one representing teachers' plans, another repre-
senting those of other State and local government employees.
We designed the types to conform initially to data collected
by the Pension Task Force survey. The prototypes began in
the base year 1975 with the characteristics shown ini table I.

I/See appendix II.

2/See appendix I. It was our judgment that historical growth
levels would not continue unabated.

4
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Table 1

Membership, Beneiits, and Salaries
for 1975 for the Two Prototypes

Other State
and local

Characteristics Teachers employees

Active membership 2,480,772 5,333,925

Retired membership a! 401,841 788,024-

Total benefit
payments (millions) $2,300 $3,200

Total payroll (millions) $25,500 $45,100

Average annual
salary $10,275 $8,451

a/Age and service retirees only.

Other data sources were used for areas that the Task

Force survey did not cover. The age and sex distributions
of the active populations were based on the Census Bureau's
OCurrent Population Survey" (January 1978). For age and
benefit distributions of the 1975 retirees, we aggregated
data from actuarial valuations of certain large State, local,
and teachers' retirement systems. Based on a review of 23
large plans conducted by the Pension Task Force, we set the
post-retirement cost-of-living adjustments at half the future
increases in the cost-of-living index. The Unisex Pension
1974 Table (adjusted for varying male-female ratios and future
improvements in mortality) was used for mortality rates.
Information on ancillary benefits was obtained from the
Census Bureau.

PROJECTION OF SALARY AND
EMPLOYMENT LEVELS

To capture the effect of different growth patterns among

different regions of the U.S. and among different categories
of State and local employees, we projected salary and employ-
ment levels for the four U.S. census regions and for six
State and local government employment categories. Employment
categories were aggregated into two prototypes for the actuar-
ial model discussed in the next section.
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r: _ Real per capita income correlates with several factors
(such as urbanization, education, real per capita Federal

-Government transfers) that affect State and local govern-
iment employment, and therefore is used as a proxy for all

these factors. Our econometric model forecasts employment
_ per million population as a function of real per capita in-

come. By constraining the amount of employment per million
I- population, an upper limit to the income effect is achieved,

thereby constraining the future growth rate to a level lower
Az-than that found in the historical data.

- The average annual salary in each employment category of
State and local government in each of the six regions is based
on fixed salary scales which are periodically increased for

V- cost-of-living adjustments. Increases in the average nominal
E--_-salary reflect increases in average years of experience, ur-
Gbanization, cost of living,-productivity improvements, and
--overall labor market conditions. The average nominal salary
4- in each employment category in each region is considered as

a function of two broadly classified categories--the cost-of-
vliving index and other factors. Factors other than the cost

of living adjustment correlated highly with regional real
j- per capita income, and hence, we used the real per capita

income in each region as a proxy for all the independent vari-
,- ables that can explain the variation in the real annual aver-

age salary.

The projections of State and local employment and salary
levels, along with the national cost-of-living index, were
the primary economic and demographic inputs for the actuarial
model to project future benefit payout.

MODEL TO PROJECT BENEFIT PAYOUT

The characteristics of the prototypical plans and the
-projections of employment and salary levels were used as in-
puts to the actuarial model to estimate future benefit payout.
Within each prototype, we projected benefits for three groups--
persons retired in 1975, active employees in 1975, and new

:, entrants after -1975. Projections of the growth in teachers'
..-and in State and local governments' work forces determined ther :number of new pension plad entrants needed each year in the

F future. L

To the first group, those retired in 1975, we assigned
.-an initial age and benefit distribution, and then "aged" the
§ group using our assumed mortality rates. A projection of in-

flation through 2020 was used to give the surviving retirees
post-retirement cost-of-living adjustments. The total payrolT-
(__ average salary times number of employees) was distributed
initially among the active employees using a merit scale to

62-376 0 - 80 - 8
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j reflecta typical worker's career salary progression,

neglecting inflation.

The active employees in 1975 and the new entrants who

Survived" to retirement were accorded a benefit using 
the

average benefit formulas constructed from the Task Force

data. Retirement ages were spread uniformly over 
a 10-year

period, with the median age determined by a 
review of actuar-

ial valuations and plan provisions. Entry ages were set at

K 30 and 34 for the teachers' and the State and local proto-

types. Note that they represent the average entry age for

a typical retiree and not for a typical new entrant. 
The

benefit formulas, entry ages, and retirement ages 
resulted

K - in an average replacement ratio (that is, percentage of final

compensation) of 52 percent for teachers and 
50 percent for

*. State and local retirees. Final compensation in both proto-

types was the average of the last 4 years' salary.

The assumed benefit formulas were applied only 
to those

employees retiring on aceount of age and service. 
Further-

more, the benefits so generated were confined 
to the modeled

population--that is, large, defined benefit 1/ teachers' and

State and local pension plans. Before a projection for all

6,630 plans could be obtained, the benefits had 
to be in-

creased to take into account ancillary benefits 2/ and those

plans (and members) outside the modeled population.

From 1970 to 1975 contributions to State and local 
pen-

sion plans increased but at a slower rate than 
benefits. As

a percentage of payroll, however, contributions 
stayed roughly

constant while benefits grew steadily. The Pension Task

Force survey showed that contributions were approximately 
15

percent of payroll in 1975 for large plans. For the flow of

funds analysis, we assumed that this rate would continue

through 2020. This assumption shows what the 1975 contribu-

tion level might lead to if allowed to continue unchanged.

/A defined benefit plan is one in which a participant's

benefit is computed by a formula relating such factors as

pay, age, and years of service. In contrast, a defined

contribution plan is one in which the contribution is fixed

and a participant's benefit is determined by such factors

as the plan's investment earnings and annuity purchase

rates at retirement.

2/Ancillary benefits include disability and survivor benefits

and withdrawal payments. Data were obtained from the

Bureau of the Census for 1974 through 1977.
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The Pension Task Force survey showed that State and
local government pension plans held $108.3 billion in assets
in 1975. A rate of return on assets of 7.5 percent 1/ was
assumed for the base case, and assets were projected by adding
contributions and interest income and subtracting benefit pay-
ments each year.

Several scenarios were developed showing the effect of
varying several key parameters of the actuarial model. The
effect of varying the growth rate for State and local govern-
ment employment is discussed in the text. The effect of
varying the inflation rate is discussed only in general terms
because of the subjective judgments involved in applying dif-
ferent inflation rates to the model. Other scenarios could
be presented showing the effect of varying other parameters,
but time and resource constraints prevented further analysis.

1/Since the assumed average inflation rate is 7.18 percent
per year for the projection period, a small amount of real
growth (that is, growth above the level of inflation) is
allowed although this level of growth has not always been
achieved in the recent past.
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS

The review was directed primarily toward projecting 
the

future cost of benefit payout for State and local 
government

pension plans. In the course of the review, projections were

also made for the total number of active (contributing) em-

ployees, total age and service retirees, and total payroll.

Finally, contributions and asset levels were projected 
to

allow a flow of funds analysis that provides perspective

for the benefit projections.

BASIC PROJECTIONS

The projection of benefit payout was made using the

parameters determined by the analysis of salary and employ-

ment levels, the long-term trends estimated by the national 
-

economic model, and-the basic characteristics of the 
proto-

typical plans. The assumptions underlyingIthe national

economic model affect the projections of State and local gov-

ernment employment and salary levels. The model's basic

economic assumption is that the economy will grow steadily

at about 2.5 percent (except for a small downturn in 1980),

leading to a balanced Federal budget in the mid-1980s. 
State

and local government employment is projected to continue
growing through 2020, but the rate of growth declines sharply

after 1990. Nonetheless, employment will increase by 62 per-

cent from 1980 to 2020. (The ratio of State and local govern-

ment employment to total U.S. population will only increase

from 5.3 percent in 1980 to 6.6 percent in 2020.) The aver-

age salary in 2020 is 20 times greater than the 1980 salary,

the result of an average annual inflation rate of approxi-

mately seven percent and a real growth rate of about one per-

cent per year. 1/

The elements of the prototypical plans are summarized in

chapter 2 and detailed in appendix II. This information is

used as a starting point for the projection of benefit payout.

The projections show what would happen in the aggregate if

the conditions that preVailed in the mid-1970s were combined

with reasonable assumptions concerning future economic 
and

demographic growth.

I/The inflation rate is 7 percenEafter 1995 and is higher

before that year. The average annual inflation rate is

7.18 percent overall. Real-salary growth also fluctuates
with an average annual growth rate of 0.90.



Table 2

Benefit Payout Projections
Base Case Assumtions

1980 1985 1990. 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020

Total benefit payout
(billions of dollars)

Total payroll
(billions of dollars)

Benefits as a percentage
of payroll

Active employees
(millions)

Retired employees
(millions)

Retired employees as a
percentage of total
active and retired
employees

Average annual percentage
increase in salary
(inflation)

Average annual percentage
increase in salary (real)

13 28 47 69 101 173 341 613 995

162 274 466 748 1160 1768 2629 3905 5809

8 10 10 9 9 10 13 16 17

11.6 13.0 14.2 15.3 16.1 16.9 17.7 18.4 19.1 "
CO

2.0 2.6 2.9 3.0 3.0 3.4 4.3 5.3 6.1

15 17 17 16 16 17 20 - 22 24

7.18 Average annual percentage 1.37
increase in employment
growth

0.90 Average annual percentage 3.59
increase in post retire-
ment
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Benefit projections

Table 2 shows the basic projections. Benefit payments

grow steadily through the remainder of the 20th century and

then begin to grow faster in the 21st century. Total payroll

increases steadily, being driven upward primarily by infla-

tion. Benefits as a percentage of payroll remain roughly

constant throughout the 20th century and begin increasing

after the year 2000, as benefits grow at a more rapid rate.

As this ratio increases, the financial burden on State and

local government pension systems increases. A steadily in-

creasing ratio of retired employees to the total number of
j active and retired employees is the basic cause of this

phenomenon.

The ratio of retired employees to the total number of

active and retired employees grows at a roughly linear rate

except for a period early in the 21st century. ./ As men-

rC tioned in chapter 1, pension plan enrollment grew rapidly
beginning in the 1940s until, by 1975, over 90 percent of

all government workers were enrolled in public pension plans.

During this same period, there was a trend toward early re-

tirement and a gradual increase in the average lifespan in

the U.S. These factors helped cause an overall mmaturing*

of State and local government pension plans as evidenced by

the growing proportion of retired members. Figure I shows

that this trend is forecast to continue through 2020.

Flow of funds analysis

To place benefit payout in perspective, we computed a

flow of funds analysis. Table 3 shows the results for the

base case. Total assets grow throughout, but at a rapidly

decreasing rate during the 21st century. Benefit payout

exceeds contributions after 2012. The ratio of assets to

benefits-has been suggested as a rough measure of financial

soundness for individual plans, with 15 to I or 10 to 1 as a

minimal level of funding. 2/ For the base case assumptions,

I/The downturn around the year 2000 stems from the original

distribution of State and local employees. The age groups

35 through 55 start with roughly the same number of em-

ployees. Consequently, fewer of the younger ones actually

make it to retirement. Because the possible retirement

ages are centered at age 60, there is a significant decline

in the number of new retirees in the 1990s, causing a cor-

responding decrease in the total number of retirees.

2/Pension Task Force Report, p. 150.
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Table 3

Flow, of Funds Analysis
Base Case Assumptions

1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020

Assets (billions of
dollars)

Percentage growth in
assets from previous
year

Contributions (billions
of dollars)

Benefits (billions of
dollars)

Ratio of assets to
benefits

1

182 329

Average annual percentage increase
in salary (inflation) a/

Average annual percentage increase
in salary (real)

Average annual percentage increase
in employment growth

562 975

11

68

47

12

7.18

0.90

1.37

12

110

69

14

1703 2919 4648 6757 9231

12

170

101

17

11

259'

173

17

9

385

341

14

7

572

613

11

6

851

995

9

Average annual percentage increasein cost of living

Assumed average annual rate of
return on assets

a/1975 is the base year for all forecasts shown in this 
report.

3.59

7.50
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s-ia ratio begins at 14 to I in 1980 and fluctuates throughout
.kehIemainder of the 20th century. In the 21st century, it
1eoreases steadily reaching-a level of 9 to 1 in 2020. The
'alysis was continued to 2050 for the base case. After 2020
Je ratio of assets to benefits declines steadily until bene-

fits exceed the s-um of asset interest and contributions in
049, showing that the plans in the aggregate would not be

; ple to meet obligations from current income. The projected
d6oline in the ratio of assets to benefits and the fact that
"-nefit payments exceed the sum of asset interest and contri-
Vw-tions in 2049 are evidence of a lack of financial soundness
S n State and local government pension plans in the aggre-
_ate. 1/

*n EFFECT OF VARYING SOME KEY PARAMETERS

7; The assumptions used to project the economic and demo-
graphic factors are deliberately conservative in the sense
,Kht they postpone the financial difficulties caused by the
'1o6reasing proportion of retirees as discussed previously.
ae employment growth rate used for-our basic analysis allows

itate and local government employment to continue growing
!hroughout the projection period, though at a much slower
tate than recent historical rates of growth. Lowering this
,rowth rate has the effect of making the financial decline
occur sooner, in the 20th century.

- Further, the inflation rate shown favors the financial
"Eundness of the plans, and the interest rate applied to asset
,owth is sufficient to allow a small amount of annual real
growth. Many State and local government pension funds have

-,hot grown more rapidly than the inflation rate in recent
years. A lower employment growth rate, inflation rate, or
interest rate for asset growth would further exacerbate the
financial difficulties.

-:o=The characteristics of the prototypical plans used for
.Ye benefit projections and the flow of funds analysis are
a - ed on our analysis of the Pension Task Force data and other

e9urces and represent typical provisions in the mid-1970s.
-The effect of lowering the projected growth rate or changing
Ahe inflation rate or the manner in which it is applied to
the projections is discussed in subsequent sections. Varying

,This simplified flow of funds analysis cannot be'a sub-
.-statute for a detailed actuarial analysis of the 6,600
_'individual pension plans. Our analysis concentrates rather

'_-60 identifying emerging trends that need to be brought to
,,the attention of policymakers.
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the characteristics of the prototypical plans is not dis-

cussed: our analysis is designed to show what would happen

if the typical characteristics of the pension system in the

1 1970s was projected into the future. 1/

Lower Employment Growth

For the base case, growth is limited after 1990 by a

limit on growth in per capita employment. To test the sen-

sitivity of the projections to a change in the employment

- level, we developed a second scenario that limits per capita

employment in most cases to the average level attained by

1980. In this scenario, we curtailed the growth of per

capita employment throughout the projection, and employment

grew 47 percent from 1980 to 2020. Table 4 shows the esti-

mates. The total number of active employees reaches 16.9

million by 2020 compared to 19.1 million for the base case

estimate. Retirees, who are affected less by this change,

reach 5.8 million in 2020 instead of 6.1 million.

The number of retirees is affected less than the number

of actives because no new entrants are assumed to retire until

the 21st century. During the 20th century, the retirees come

primarily from the active employees in 1975. The first new

employees hired after 1975 take a minimum of 24 years to re-

S: tire. Growth in the total number of active employees is

achieved by adding new entrants. As a result, the forecast

number of retired employees remains the same for any scenario

until the year 1999, when the effect of new 1975 entrants
retiring is first felt.

An extension of the lower growth-rate scenario is a zero

growth-rate scenario. Table 5 presents this result, assuming

the 1975 employment level. Retirees as a percentage of the

total increase dramatically in this case.

We performed a flow of funds analysis for both the lower-

growth and the zero-growth cases. Flow of funds estimates for

the lower-growth case (table 6) reveal that benefits exceed

-contributions after 2010, or 2 years earlier than in the base
case, and that the ratio of assets to benefits declines very

rapidly in the 21st century, reaching a level of 8 in 2020.

1/The sensitivity to changes in the contribution rate was

tested. If the contribution rate is changed from 14.65
percent of payroll (as shown in the historical data) to

16 percent, the asset to benefit ratio changes from 9 to 1
as shown in Table 3 to 12 to 1 for 2020 and the year in
which benefits first exceed contributions changes from
2012 in the base case to 2016.

- 15



Total benefit payout
(billions of dollars)

Total payroll-
(billions of dollars)

Benefits as a percentage
of payroll

Active employees
(millions)

Retired employees
(millions)

Retired employees as a
percentage of total
active and retired
employees

Average annual percentage
increase in salary
(inflation)

Average annual percentage
increase in salary (real

Table 4

Benefit Payout Projections
Lower Growth Rate Scenario

1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020

13 28 47 69 101 172 333 583 927

159 264 440 696 1067 1605 2361 3476 5134

8 11 11 10 9 11 14 17 id

11.5 12.4 13.4 14.2 14.8 15.3 15.9 16.4 16.9 CO

2.0 2.6 2.9 3.0 3.0 3.3 4.2 5.1 5.8

15 17 18 17 17 18 21 24 25

7.18

0.90

Average annual percentage increase
in employment growth

Average annual percentage increase
in post-retirement cost of living
adjustment

1.01

3.59
L)



Table 5

Benefit Payout Projections
Zero Growth Rate Scenario

Total benefit payout
(billions of dollars)

Total payroll
(billions of dollars)

Benefits as a percentage
of payroll

Active employees (millions)

Retired employees (millions)

Retired employees as a
percentage of total active
and retired employees

1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005

13 28 47 69 101 167

148 226 351 524 766 1101

9

10.4

2.1

12

10.4

2.6

13

10.4

2.9

13

10.4

3.0

13

10.4

3.0

15

10.4

3.3

2010 2015 2020

299 478 701

1554 2217 3191

20

10.4

3.9

22

10.4

4.3

22
10.4

4.5

16 20 22 22 22 24 27 29 30

Average annual percentage increase
in salary inflationh)

* Average annual percentage increase
in salary (real)

Average annual percentage increase
7.18 in employment growth

Average annual percentage increase
0.90 in post-retirement cost of living

adjustment

0.00

3.59



1980

Assets (billions of
dollars) 182

Percentage growth in
assets from previous
year 13

Contributions (billions
of dollars) 24

Benefits (billions of
dollars) 13

Ratio of assets to
benefits 14

Average annual percentage
increase in salary
(inflation)

Average annual percentage
increase in salary (real)

Average annual percentage
increase in employment
growth

Table 6

Flow of Funds Analysis
Lower Growth Rate Scenario

1985 1990 1995 2000

329 542 915 1559

11

39

28

12

7.18

0.90

2005 2010

2611 4048

2015

5702

2020

7522

11 11 11 10 8 6 5

65 102 156 235 346 509 752

47 69 101 172' 333 583 927

12 13 15 15 12 10 8

Average annual percentage increase
in cost of living 3.59

Assumed average annual rate of
return on assets 7.50

1.01



1980

Assets (billions of dollars) 180

Percentage growth in assets
from previous year 13

-ontributions (billions of
dollars) 22

Benefits (billions of 13
dollars)

Ratio of assets to benefits 14

Average annual percentage increase
in salary (inflation)

Average annual percentage increase
in salary (real)

Average annual percentage increase
in employment growth

Table 7

low of Funds Analss

ro Growth Rate Scenario

1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015

304 465 701 1061 1575 2103 2404

10 9 9 9 8 5 1

33 51 77 112 261 228 325

28 47 69 101 167 299 478

11 10 10 11 9 7 5

Average annual percentage increase
7.18 in cost of living

Assumed average annual rate of
0.90 return on assets

0.00

2020
2349

-2

467

701

3

3.59

7.50
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For the zero growth case (table 7), the situation is worse.
Lowering the assumed growth rate in State and local govern-
ment produces a distinct deterioration in the financial condi-

9 tion of the plans in the aggregate. Figure 2 displays this
effect.

Inflation

The effect on the forecasts of varying the inflation
rate depends on the extent to which the changes in the rate
are passed through to the active and retired populations.
We based our forecasts of salary increases on historical wage
rates adjusted for changes in productivity and the cost of
living. A limited survey taken by the Pension Task Force
of 23 large retirement systems (with total 1975-76 active
membership of 4.5 million) reveals that post-retirement ad-
justments from 1969 to 1978 averaged about one-half the
increase in the Consumer Price Index.

Our analysis of the limited Pension Task Force survey
shows that most post-retirement cost-of-living adjustments
were either ad hoc or automatic with annual increases. The
weighted average of all cost of living adjustments was approx-
imately half the average CPI increase from 1969 to 1978.
Accordingly, for the analysis presented in this report, we
gave half the annual increase in the cost of living _/ to
retirees. Since inflation rates are currently much higher
than in the immediate past, it could be argued that employees
will demand cost-of-living increases nearer to the inflation
rate.

We used a long-term inflation rate of 7 percent. Appro-
priate monetary and fiscal policy could lower the rate; how-

_--ever, 7 percent is conservative for our purposes: since only
half the cost-of-living inc reases is passed through the model
to retirees, a higher inflation rate increases payroll more
than benefits and further delays any difficulties that would
be encountered by the plans in the aggregate. Giving retirees
a higher percentage of future increases in the cost of living
or lowering the projected inflation rate would exacerbate the
financial difficulties discussed previously in this chapter. 2/

I/See p. 29 of app. I for a discussion of the cost-of-living
index used.

2/For example, if the inflation rate is changed to an average
yearly rate of approximately 4.5 percent and all other param-
eters are unchanged, the ratio of benefits to payroll in-
creases to 22 percent in 2020, up from 19 percent in the base
case.
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-SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have concentrated primarily on projecting benefit
payout to employees covered by State and local government
pension plans through the year 2020. Our base case assump-
tions estimate that the ratio of benefits to payroll would
increase from 8 percent in 1980 to 17 percent in 2020. The
ratio of retired employees to the total of retired and active
employees increases from 15 percent in 1980 to 24 percent in2020. These figures indicate an increasing financial burden
on State and local government retirement systems.

To place benefit payout in perspective, a -implified
flow of funds analysis was also computed. For the base case,

-k2 the ratio of assets to benefits begins to decline in the 21st
century until by 2049 benefits exceed the total of asset
growth and contributions, showing that the plans in the aggre-
gate would not be able to meet obligations from current
income.

The increasing ratio of benefits to payroll, the decline
in the ratio of assets to benefits, and the fact that bene-
fit payout exceeds the sum of asset growth plus contributions

j in 2049 for the base case are all evidence of an increasing
5 financial burden on State and local government pension plans

in the aggregate. In our analysis this problem is caused,
to a large extent, by the increasing proportion of retirees
in the population of State and local government employees.
Varying the economic parameters does not change this fact
-but merely changes the year in which the problem is first

.--evident. Furthermore, growth in employment above the levels
.shown does not seem likely and the characteristics of the
plans were purposely unchanged. Therefore, under the assump-
tions of this report a worsening financial status for State
and local plans in the aggregate is foreseen. -

Aggregating plans masks the differences among them. Our
projections are driven by large plans, which are generally
better funded (94 percent of the employees surveyed by the
-Pension Task Force were in large plans). Smaller plans,
which often are not as well funded, are given less weight.
The Pension Task Force estimated that only 20 percent of State
and local employees are enrolled in plans that are fully
funded by actuarial standards. 1/ Furthermore, a recent GAO

I/See discussion of funding techniques on p. 43 of app. II.

22
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report V reviewed 72 State and local government 
pension plans

and found-that 53 could not meet the 
funding standards imposed

by ERISA on private pension plans. 
These facts combined with

the inexorable growth in the proportion of retirees explain

why key measures of the financial status of the plans 
in the

aggregate begin to deteriorate in 
the 21st century. Under

some conditions, the decline is more rapid but the conclusion

is the same: if present funding practices continue, 
a deteri-

oration in the financial condition of 
the plans in the aggre-

gate is likely. The few fully funded plans should remain 
in

good shape, but the numerous poorly 
funded plans can expect

financial difficulty in this century.

l/"Funding of State and Local Governmaent 
Pension Plans: A

National Problem," U.S. General Accounting 
Office,

HRD-79-66, August 30, 1979.
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PROJECTION OF SALARY AND EMPLOYMENT
LEVELS FOR STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES

State and local government employment and salary levels
were estimated based on econometric analysis of long-term
economic trends of historical data obtained from the Bureau
of the Census. Forecast trends obtained from the Data Re-
sources, Inc., national economic model were used as inputs
to forecast future employment and salary levels. To capture
the effect of different growth patterns among different re-
gions of the U.S. and among different categories of the State
and local government employees, four regions of the U.S. and
six employment categories were considered. Employment cate-
gories and regions were aggregated for the actuarial model
discussed in appendix II.

Table 8 shows the growth in State and local government
employment as forecast by our model. State and local govern-
ment employment is forecast to increase as a percentage of
total U.S. population, but the rate of growth is considerably
lower after 1990. The Bureau of Labor Statistics has esti-
mated that total State and local government employment for
the U.S. will reach 13.7 million by 1990. The estimate of
14.2 million shown in table 8 compares well with that esti-
mate.

Figure 3 and table 9 show expected total State and local
government employment by region for the period 1960 to 2020.

Table 8

U.S. Employment and State and Local
Government Employment

1960-2020
State and Local

Government
Total State and Employment as a

- Total U.S. Local Government Percentage of Total
Year Population Employmenf Population

(millions) (millions)

1960 180.4 5.6 3.1
1970 204.1 8.5 4.2
1980 222.0 11.6 5.2
1990 243.3 14.2 5.8
2000 264.1 16.1 6.1
2010 274.8 17.7 6.4
2020 289.6 19.1 6.6

Source: U.S. population is DRI, State and local employment
estimated by GAO.
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Table 9

State and Local Gover.ent Employment
by Region a For 2U.. for
the Period 1960 - 2020 at an

Interval of Five Years
(in Millions)

North - U.S.
Year Northeast Central South West Total

1960 1.391 1.530 1.629 1.021 5.571
1965 1.679 1.899 2.061 1.297 6.936
1970 2.079 2.278 2.577 1.594 8.528
1975 2.316 2.596 3.266 1.933 10.111
1980 2.531 2.923 3.866 2.266 11.585
1985 2.724 3.203 4.406 2.608 12.941
1990 2.876 3.455 4.918 2.947 14.196
1995 2.960 3.635 5.356 3.253 15.204
2000 a/ 3.016 3.778 5.744 3.538 16.076
2005 - 3.065 3.903 6.118 3.817 16.903
2010 3.099 4.005 6.488 4.102 17.694
2015 3.127 4.085 6.851 4.392 18.455
2020 b/ 3.144 4.132 7.181 4.669 19.126

a/Alicia H. Munnell and Ann N. Connolly of the Federal Reserve
Bank of Boston projected local and State government employ-
ment of 22.8 million in the year 2000. Their projections
are based ons an increasing ratio of employment in educa-
tion to population in the 5-24 year age group and an in-
creasing ratio of employment in the noneducation sector to
population in the 25 year and older age groups. Their
projected number is the total of permanent and part-time
employment whereas our estimate is for full time qiivalent
employees. -Their ratios are projected to increase by a
constant amount whereas ours are nonlinear. The popula-
tion projections used by them are different than ours. Thus
their figures are not comparable with ours.

WThe medium (of low, medium, high) projection of employment
by the Social Security Administration for the year 2020 is
149.2 million. This estimate is based On their popula-
tion projection of 297.4 million. We used the Bureau of
Census medium population projection of 289.6 million. The
percentage of total local and State government employment
(as projected by GAO) to total employment (as projected by
Social Security Administration) for the year 2020 is 12.82.
This percentage will be a little higher if the GAO estimate
of local and State government employment is based on the
population projection used by Social Security Administra-
tion. This percentage appears to be reasonable in view
of the fact that the share of local and State government
employment in the total employment is expected to stabilize
because of proposition 13. This is also clear from the fact
that the percentage of local and State government employ-
ment to total population does not substantially increase
in the next 45 years. This percentage was 4.74 in 1975
and is projected to be only 6.604 for the year 2020.
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! Although total State and local government employment for 
the

-US. is forecast to almost double between 1975 and 2020, the

"'2Al employment figure hides significant regional variations.

'--The employment growth rates in the South and West 
are higher

t4iring the period 1960 to 1980 because of the rapid increase

__In population in these two regions. The growth rates in all

egions are projected to drop off during the next two -eriods

from 1980 to 2000 and 2000 to 2020. This decline is due to the

e lower increase in population compared to the previous period

,?and the tapering-off in the growth rate for real 
per capita

_V income. Figure 4 shows real average annual salaries by region

;,as forecast by GAO based on DRI projections of 
regional per

-capita income. The average annual salary is forecast by ad-

!justing the estimated real average annual salary for cost-of-

living increases.

INPUTS OBTAINED FROM NATIONAL
E1 -CONOMIC MODEL OF U.S. ECONOMY

As described in the previous paragraph, the Data Re-

sources, Inc., national and regional economic models were

used to obtain forecasts of U.S. population and real per

capita income by census region. These forecasts were in turn

used as inputs for our econometric model that estimates 
em-

ployment and salary levels for State and local government

employees.

The results of our model are based on the assumption

that the underlying trends in the economy are actually re-

flected in the forecasts produced by the DRI model. This

premise requires that the economy not be subject to any major

disruptions& such as a curtailment of oil supplies, rampant

inflation, war, natural catastrophe, and the like. 
DRI's

basic economic assumption is that the economy will grow

-steadily at an average annual rate of 2.5 percent, 
leading

to a balanced Federal budget in the mid-1980s.

Two important determinants of long-term economic growth

that are critical for our estimates are demographic forecasts

and the forecast of the potential output of the economy.

Demographic estimates used by the economic model are based

On the population statistics contained in the Census Bureau's

Series II projections. The dominant element in the Series II

projections is the fertility rate. Census forecasts that

the total fertility rate will gradually increase from 1.8 in

1976 to 2.1 in 2015. Net immigration is assumed to stabilize

at about 20 percent of total population growth.
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Figure 5 shows the total U.S. population and the

population by census region as obtained from the national

economic model and a forecast by the Social Security Adminis-

-tration. The Social Security forecast is slightly higher

4__ than the national economic model forecast. 
Both forecasts

of total U.S. population show a slowdown in the rate of popu-

lation growth. Regional population growth as forecast by the

DRI national economic model provides for slow growth 
in the

°: north-central region, substantial growth in the western 
and

southern regions, and a modest decline in the northeast

region.

The other important factor is the forecast of the poten-

tial output of the economy. The DRI model's forecasts of

inflation and real GNP growth rates are similar to 
Social

Security Administration estimates of these variables. 
The

DRI model forecasts a long-term real GNP growth rate 
of 2.5

percent and a long-term inflation rate of 4.5 percent 
1/;

the Social Security Administration 2/ forecasts 3.0 percent

and 4.0 percent, respectively, for real GNP and inflation.

Recent, persistent economic events have forced the 
choice

of a higher inflation rate. An inflation rate of roughly

7 percent was chosen as representative of recent trends.

The following sections present the projections of State

and local government employment and salary growth along 
with

a detailed description of the employment and salary model's

structure and assumptions.

I/The national economic model uses the personal consumption

deflator while-Social Security uses CPI. The personal con-

sumption deflator is a broad-based inflation index used to

deflate total personal consumption expenditures for all

consumers, not just inflation's impact on urban consumers

as measured by the Consumer Price Index (CPI). For a 25-

year forecast period (1979-2003), the average annual rate

of increase in the personal consumption deflator is 0.4

percent below the respective forecast of the Consumer Price

Index - All Urban Consumers.

_/1978 Annual Report of the Board of Trustees, Old-Age and

Survivors Insurance and Disability Insurance, p. 24. 
The

econotaic assumptions for the Alternative II forecast for

the year 1978-1981 are similar to the economic assumptions

underlying the President's FY 1979 Budget.
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THE EMPLOYMENT MODEL

The employment model projects six employment categories

within each region--police, firemen, local teachers, 
State

teachers, all other local employees, and all other 
State

employees. Projections in each category of employment were

made using econometric techniques that.accounted for the 
im-

pact of population and real per capita income on 
the demand

for services from State and local government employees. 
Real

per capita income is highly correlated with a number of other

factors which affect local and State government employment,

such as urbanization, education, and real per capita 
Federal

Government transfers to State governments. (See figure 6.)

These others are not included since they would measure 
the

same effect as measured by real per capita income. 
Figure 7

shows historical and forecast real per capita income 
as ob-

tained from the national economic model.

Constraining the employment projections

As the population in a region increases, the demand for

additional services from each functional State and 
local

government employment category increases. Rising real per

capita income increases the standard of living, which, in

turn, increases the demand for police and fire protection,

higher education and other State and local government serv-

ices. In our opinion there is a limit to the demand for

services even if real per capita income increases. 
By con-

straining the level of employment per million population 
in

the employment model, the effect of increasing real per 
capita

income on the demand for State and local government services

is limited. We analyzed historical data on the growth of

State and local government employment to establish our employ-

ment constraints.

Table 10 shows historical State and local government

employment per million population by census region. 
These

figoes can be viewed as showing a real income effect on

employment of providing a given level of State and local

government service. For example, increased real per capita

income was associated with an increase in police employment

in the northeast region from 2,098 per million in 1957 to

2,956 per million in 1977. This is much higher than in the

other regions although other regions have grown faster 
in

the last 20 years. The higher demand for police protection

in the northeast compared to other regions can be attributed

to higher levels of real per cap'ta income, urbanization and

education. Similar regional growth patterns can be seen for

firemen.
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Figure 7
Real Per Capita Income by Region
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Table 10

Employment Per One Mill ion Population
b y_egon in Each Functional
CMaegy of 6Loial and State

Government fo1 9 S~ 967, and_1971

Northeast

2,098
2,437
2,956

j .

1,084
1,121
1,144

9,302
15,373
17,980

688
1,695
2,494

9,817
10,936
13,448

5,769
6,984
8,845

Year

1957
1967
1977

1957
1967
1977

South

1,261
1,675
2,395

569
770
979

North-Central

POLICE

1,444
1,762
2,384

FIREMEN

685
852
876

LOCAL TEACHERS

10,657
15,562
18,963

STATE TEACHERS

1,773
3,461
4,890

LOCAL ALL OTHERS

8,214
9,768
11,845

STATE ALL OTHERS

4,278
5,488
6,961

West

1,600
2,005
2,777

079
- 918
1,135

12,009
17,370
18,900

2,261
4,303
5,741

9,638
11,199
14,694

5,320
6,804
8,249

The growth in real per capita income (rorn 1957 to 1977
in all the regions has created a substantial demand for highereducation, as evidenced by a dramatic increase in local and
State government employment in education in all the regions,

L Similarly, increased real per capita income and the parallel

APPENDIX I

10,374
15,992
19,614

2,580
3,292
5,322

6,767
9,143
12,227

5,182
6,723
9,487

1957
1967
1977

1957
1967
1977

1957
1967
1977

1957
1967
1977
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growth in urbanization and education in all the regions has
caused substantial increases in the demand for various tradi-
tional services. It has also created a demand for new types
of services in all the regions in the last 20 years. This
is substantiated by the increase in all other local and State
government employment.

Increases in regional employment per million population
have been substantial. This trend is not forecast to continue
at the historical rate. The employment model constrains em-
ployment per million not to exceed the limits shown in table
11.

Table 11

Constraints on Employment Per Million
by Functional Category

Functional Employment per Number of persons
category million people served by one job

Police 3,498 286

Firemen 1,210 826

Local teachers 26,871 37

State teachers 7,250 138

2" All other local 17,464 57

All other State 11,805 85

Statistical estimation

Employment is projected taking into account both the
population effect and a constrained real income effect. The
employment model traces the real income effect on each cate-
gory of State and local government employment in each region
when population is kept constant. By limiting the amount
of employment per million population, an upper limit to the

Q__ income effect was incorporated into the model. The model is

(E e (BO + B31 /Xte

E
Where P is the employment per million people in the year t
and Xt is the real per capita income in the year t. B0  and
B1  are the parameters to be estimated. E10 is positive and
B1  is negative. The functional upper limit for E is e~o;

P
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judgmental limits were added as discussed in the previous
section. The model was estimated in logarithmic form and

Z adjusted for serial correlation for the six functional State
and local government employment categories and the four Cen-

z sus regions.

Table 12 shows the regression coeffficient, R and rho
values for the regression equations fitted for all the func-
tional categories of employment in all the regions. All the
coefficients are s4atistically significant at the five per-
cent level. The #values are gCerally higher than 0.90,
indicating that the real per capita income serves to explain
more than 90 percent of the variation of the ratio of employ-
ment to population in all functional categories in all regions
except two cases during the past 20 years.

THE SALARY MODEL

Real annual salaries for State and local government em-
-_ployees correlated with real per capita income in each region.
Hence, real per capita income in each region was used as a
proxy for all the independent variables which can explain the
variation in the real annual average salary:

Zt = e(b B/xt)

where: Zt = real average annual salary

Xt = real per capita income.

0O and B1  are the parameters to be estimated. The equations
were adjusted for serial correlation. Using the reciprocal
of real per capita income in the equation provides estimates
of real average annual salary increasing at a decreasing rate.
The nominal average annual salary is estimated by inflating
the estimated real average annual salary by the estimated
cost-of-living adjustment.

Statistical estimation

2
Table 13 shows the regression coefficients, R and rho

values for the regression equations fitted in all the func-
Stional categories of employment in all the regions. The t-
--statistic values are not specifically given in the table
because all the coefficients are statistically different from
zero even at the I percent level of significance. In most
cases, the V values are higher than 0.90 indicating that

C the real per capita income in the reciprocal form explains
i.more than 90 percent of the variation in real annual average

salary in most functional categories in most of the regions
-: during the past 20 years.
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Table 12
2

The Regression Coefficients, R and rho

Values in the Functions Fitted in--

All Functional Categories
of Emp oyment in all Regions

Constant 2

Region Term Coefficient R rho

POLICE

Northeast 9.02753 -0.514545 0.9557 0.769005

North Central 8.35954 -0.247047 0.9671 0.822922

South 8!43121 -0.304263 0.9816 0.824848

West 9.18427 -0.487819 0.9727 0.725204

FIREMEN

Northeast 6.92650 -0.606711 0.6534 0.568054

North Central 6.68000 -0.181161 0.4672 0.024509

South 7.44157 -0.424566 0.9714 0.729988

West 8.76935 -0.815335 0.9104 0.508397

STATE TEACHERS

Northeast 9.42259 -0.186327 0.9877 0.150395

I North Central 9.89154 -0.420489 0.9718 0.410339

South 9.45790 -0.401093 0.9623 0.783857

West 10.4506 -0.609410 0.9718 0.699416

LOCAL TEACHERS

Northeast 11.0924 -0.388012 0.9691 0.479518

North Central 10.7469 -0.361185 0.9591 0.131219

South 10.5037 -0.359309 0.9854 0.517653

West 10.5314 -0.304363 0.9591 0.576608

ALL OTHER STATE EMPLOYMENT

Northeast 9.91185 -0.351661 0.9735 0.708181

North Central 9.50252 -0.190730 0.9610 0.408203

South 9.74615 -0.414401 0.9786 0.874219

West 9.56413 -0.253079 0.9198 0.500326

F I ALL OTHER LOCAL EMPLOYMENT

Northeast 10.1113 -0.333090 0.9433 0.708823

North Central 9.76047 -0.207495 0.9205 0.595405

South 9.93314 -0.287703 0.9743 0.826614

West .= 10.6485 -0.497117 0.9526 0.727322

37
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Table 13
2

The Regression Coefficients, R and rho Values in the
tions Fitted in all the Functional Forms in all Regions

for Real Average Annual Salaries

Reg ion

Northeast
North Central
South
West

Northeast
North Central
South
West

Northeast
North Central
South
West

Northeast
North Central
South
West

Northeast
North Central
South
West a/

Northeast
North Central
South
West

Constant
term

10.4465
9.96977
9.58124

10.1709

10.4286
10.0186
9.64333

10.3759

9.95138
9.79694
9.40977
9.97067

10.16230
9.89789
9.70700

10.00500

Coefficient

POLICE

-5.49074
-3.57118
-2.23339
-4.00828

FIREMEN

-5.33522
-3.53814
-2.24138
-4.46636

LOCAL TEACHERS

-3.39246
-2.96925
--1.78034
-3.44135

STATE TEACHERS

-4.22144
-2.89829
-2.35806
-3.31563

ALL OTHER STATE

10.00230
9.83174
9.52789

10.0543

-4.47651
-3.59774
-2.47126-
-3.91404

ALL OTHER LOCAL

9.93239
9.51163
9.31501
9.84193

-4.271930
-2.55642
-2.15596
-3.41135

a/The equation was estimated using ordinary least squares.

38
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rho

0.9460
0.9632
0.9854
0.9644

0.9790
0.9570
0.9887
0.9598

0.9386
0.9135
0.9276
0.9548

0.9298
0.8908
0.9525
0.8293

0.9780
0.9570
0.9863
0.9344

0.9721
0.8630
0.9870
0.9839

-0.12388
0.579616
0.310168
0.709396

0.29997
0.604772
0.59363
0.71527

Q.56105
0.53234
0.748328
0.884518

0.511627
0.575996
0.824976
0.531574

0.77894
0.60509
0.55148
OLS

0.70312
0.28098
0.49750
0.92258
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MODEL TO FORECAST BENEFIT PAYMENTS

In 1975, the Pension Task Force and the GAO undertook

:,'a study of State and local government retirement systetas, 
as

required under Section 3031 of the Employee Retirement Income

Security Act of 1974 (ERISA). An integral part of the study

A was a survey of pension plan membership characteristics and

requirements, contributions-,vesting, benefits, portability,

and financing. The survey generated a large data base, with

information representing 6,630 State and local pension plans.

The Task Force data base was used as the starting point

to project benefit payout. To that extent, the data merit

a discussion because of the picture they present of the over-

all characteristics of State and local government retirement
systems in 1975. Table 14 shows the membership in all State

and local plans, in all large plans (those with 1,000 or more

active employees), and in all large defined benefit plans.
Large plans, although only 6 percent of all plans, represent

about 94 percent of the total active membership, while the

297 defined benefit plans contain over three-fourths of the

total membership.

In 1975 active membership in large defined plans was 8.1

million, of whom 70 percent were also covered by Social
': Security. Social Security benefits were not included in any

*, of our projections because they were not integrated with the
State and local plans to any appreciable degree. In addi-

tion, there were 1.6 million retirees, over three-fourths
of whom were retired because of age and service.

Most of the 82 large plans that are not defined benefit

plans have features of both defined contribution and defined

benefit plans and are referred to as "combination" plans.
As might be expected, the large State and local government

Table 14

Membership in
State and Local Retirement Systems in 1975

Percent- Number of

Number Membership (thousands) age of Members

of plans Active Inactive Total Total per Plan

All 6,630 10,387 2,347 12,734 100.0 1,920

All large 379 9,859 2,112 11,971 93.9 21,600

Large
defined
benefit 279 8,070 1,612 9,682 76.0 32,600
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retirement systems have a financial impact commensurate with
the size of their membership.

Table 15 shows that large defined benefit plans account
for about three-fourths of the total of all State and local
government plans in key financial areas, while all large plans
are over 90 percent of the total. We restricted our detailed
analysis to the large defined benefit plans in an effort to
ensure a level of homogeneity that would make projections
practical. The intention was to use the information from the
Task Force survey to build prototypes of State and local gov-
ernment plans and then project pension costs for State and
local government retirement systems as a whole. Defined bene-
fit plans exhibited sufficient similarities in provisions,
experience, and funding to allow the construction of "typical"
plans.

Most of the active members were in plans whose benefit
formulas were a simple percentage (rate) of final compensa-
tion times years of service. Post-retirement cost-of-living
adjustments took various forms, including ad hoc increases,
automatic increases with the cost of living (but subject to

Table 15

General Financial Characteristics
(in billions of dollars)

Assets

Investment
Income

Benefit
Payout

Employer
Contri-
butions

Employee
Mandatory
Contribu-
tions

Payroll

Large Defined
Benefit Plans

-$80.7

4.3 72

5.8 73

7.4 73

4.1 77

74.2 76

Percent
of all
Plans

Percent
All Large of all All

Plans Plans Plans

75 $101.5 94 $108.3

5.5 93 5.9

7.5 95 7.9

9.3 92 10.1

5.1 95 5.4

92.6 95 97.5
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-a limit), and constant percentage increases.. The Task Force's

'limited survey of 23 very large retirement systems 
(with total

Irl 1975-76 active membership of 4.5 million) revealed 
that post-

retirement adjustments averaged, from 1969 to 1978, 
about

one-half the increase in the Consumer Price Index. At least

87 percent of the large defined benefit plans featured 
manda-

tory employee contributions, usually at a simple percentage

of salary, and 92 percent of the employees were in plans with

some advanced funding.

MODEL TO FORECAST BENEFIT PAYOUT

The large defined benefit plans were divided into two

groups--teachers' plans and other plans. A review of the

responses to the Task Force survey and other actuarial 
mate-

rial led to the conclusion that these two types of 
plans

%were too dissimilar to combine. For example, the teachers

had in general more generous benefits, higher salaries, a

different age and sex distribution, and higher withdrawal

rates. Because each of these characteristics weighs-heavily

in a benefit projection, we developed two separate 
prototypi-

cal plans whose 1975 membership, total benefits, and average

annual salaries are shown in table I, page 5. Each proto-

type was designed to conform initially to these characteris-

tics. In addition, we used the Task Force data to determine

the number of years on which to base "final compensation'and to construct the two prototypical benefit formulas.

Other data sources were used in those areas that the

Task Force survey had not covered. The age and sex distri-

butions of the active-populations were based upon information

in the Census Bureau's "Current Population Survey" (January

1978). For age and benefit distributions of the 1975 retir-

ees, data were aggregated from actuarial valuations 
of several

large State, local and teachers' retirement systems. 
These

valuations also supplied us some data on retirement 
ages,

entry ages, withdrawal and disability rates, and salary
scales. Post-retirement cost-of-living adjustments were set

at half the future increases in the cost of living. We used

the Unisex Pension 1984 Table, adjusted for varying male-

female.ratios and future improvements in mortality.

PROJECTING BENEFITS

Within each prototype, benefits were projected for three

groups: persons retired in 1975, active employees in 1975,

and new entrants after 1975. Projections through the year

2020 of the growth both in teachers' and in other State and

local governments' work forces-were incorporated into the

model and served to predetermine the number of new entrants

needed each year in the future.
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The 1975 retirees were assigned an initial age and
benefit distribution and then "agedm using the assumed mor-
tality rates. A projection through 2020 of the cost of living
was used in computing the remaining retirees' post-retirement
cost-of-living adjustments. 1/

An age distribution from the BLS "Current Population
Survey" was imposed on the 1975 active employees in each pro-
totype. The total payroll (average salary times number of
-employees) was distributed initially among the age groups
using a merit scale to reflect a typical worker's career
salary progression, neglecting inflation. The career aver-
age annual merit increase was 1 percent for State and local
government employees and 1-1/2 percent for teachers, with
accelerated increases in the early years. At each year. of
the projection, salary growth forecasts were applied across
the board to the total payroll.

Those actives who survived" to retirement were accorded
a benefit using the average benefit formulas constructed from
the Task Force data. Retirement ages were spread uniformly
over a 10-year period, with the median age determined by areview of actuarial valuations and plan provisions.

Entry ages were set at 30 and 34 for the teachers' and
the State and local prototypes, respectively, and represent
the average entry age for a typical retiree. The benefit
formulas, entry ages, and retirement ages result in an average
replacement ratio (that is, percentage of final compensation)
of 52 percent for teachers and 50 percent for other State and
local retirees. Final compensation in both prototypes was
the average of the last 4 years of salary.

Augmenting the benefits

The average benefit formulas as computed-could be applied
directly only to those employees retiring because of-age and
service. Furthermore, the benefits so generated were confined
to the modeled population--that is, large defined benefitteachers' and other State and local pension plans. To obt-ain
projection for all 6,630 plans, the prototypical benefits had
to be augmented first for ancillary benefits and second for
all those plans outside the modeled population. Four augmen-
tations were made in each year of the projections.

The prototypes dealt exclusively with members who retired
because of age and service. Survivor benefits, disability

A/See p. 29, app. I.
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Benefits, and returns of contribution were not separately

calculated. Instead, we augmented the average benefit 
going

--to age and service retirees to take into account the payments

for these ancillary benefits. The augmentation factors we

used were based on the Bureau of the Census 
data for 1974

-to 1977.

Among the 297 large defined benefit plans were 
46 plans

- for police and firemen. Although 15 percent of the plans,

-',-they represented just 3 percent of the active 
employees and

:-t as such were considered too insignificant 
to merit their own

prototype. To take these plans into account, total benefits

were increased proportionately.

The combination and defined contribution plans 
were found

- to be similar to the large defined benefit plans in key finan-

cial areas. Differences in average benefit and average salary

for 1975 were recognized before augmenting the 
prototypes'

benefits by the ratio of total actives 
in all 379 plans to

total actives in the 297 defined benefit plans. 1/

The 6,251 small plans accounted in 1975 for .less than

5 percent of the active membership in State 
and local govern-

ment pension plans. The model's total benefit payments were

increased proportionately'to take into account these addi-

tional plans and thereby extend the model to the 
known 1975

universe of State and local government retirement 
systems.

Table 16 summarizes the assumptions used.

About 42 percent of State and local government systems

of all types were funded on a nonactuarial basis. 
Moreover,

many claiming to use an actuarial basis were not 
using the

* dynamic normal cost" approach 2/ recommended by GAO 
for all

Federal plans. The Task Force went on to estimate that only

20 to 25 percent of all State and local government 
pension

plans would meet ERISA's minimum funding standards.

1/See table 14.

2/This approach takes into account future cost-of-living in-

creases and general pay hikes.
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Age at retirement

APPENDIX II

Table 16

Base Case
Projection Assumptions

Median age 60 for teachers, with
10-year spreading
Median age 62 for State and local
employees, with 10-year spreading

3 0 for teachers
34 for State and local employees

Rates of mortality

.Rates of withdrawal
(original actives)

(New entrants)

Rates of disability

Unisex Pension-1984 Table, with
one-year setback for every 17
years of projection

Sample annual rates of termina-
tion are as follows:

Age Teachers State & local

15.9%
5.7%
2.6%
1.2%
0.6%
0.3%

16.0%
11.4%
7.4%
5.1%
3.9%
3.0%

35 5.4% 13.9%
40 1.1% 5.3%
45 0.4% 3.2%
50 0.2% 1.6%
55 0.1% 1.0%

Age Rate per thousand

25
30
35
40
45
50

0.600
0.672
0.768
0.920
1.926
1.920

Benefit formulas Teachers
1.85% x years of service x
final compensation.

State & local
l.78% x years of service x
final compensation.
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Table 16--Cont.

,-Final compensation Average of last 4 years of
salary.

2Averaqe service at 28 years

retirement

i : Replacement ratios Teachers 51.8%

State & local 49.7%

kAncillary benefits Teachers Projected as a
constant 7.6% of total payout.

State & local Projected as a
constant 16.4% of total payout.

withdrawal avments Teachers Projected at 9.5%

(Return of contributions) of total payout.

State & local Projected at
15.2% of total payout.

Governor ALEXANDER. In our State, all $43 million of the State
share of revenue goes to that. It is for the pensions for local school
teachers. That pays about a half to a third of is.

- On the surplus question, just to give you a rough idea of how big
-a surplus we have, or the kind of constraints we are under, if we
increased our budget this next year just to keep up with inflation,
gave no pay increase above that, no agency, no program got any-
Sthing more than an increase to keep up with inflation, it would

costt us $480 million new dollars. We only have $87 million new
-dolars, including our State revenue sharing monemyu

So we only have $87 million and we need ,48 million just to

stand still, so we are cutting severely in our State-and so are most
others.

Senator DuRuvizeoaz. Thank you very much.
Senator BwwuDL. Thank you very much, Governor Alexander.
Governor ALx . Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

.- (The prepared statement of Governor Alexander follows. Oral
testimonyy continues on p. 245.]
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TESTIMONY OF

GOVERNOR LAMAR ALEXANDER

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I am appearing today on behalf of the Nationsl Governors' Association

and the NGA Comittee on Executive Management and Fiscal Affairs on

which I serve. I am Co-Chairman, with Governor Harry Hughes of Maryland,

of the Committee's Task Force on Revenue Sharing. Governor Brendan Byrne

will also participate in these hearings.

The program we are discussing today, General Revenue Sharing, is

uniquely suited to meet the demands that will be placed on the Intergovern-

mental system in the 1980's. The following points support this conclusion:

* Revenue sharing permits state and local governments to

allocate federal dollars to their highest priorities at a

time when all public funds must be spent in the most effective

way possible.

* Revenue sharing is a productive method for using federal

funds at a time when increased productivity in the public

and private sectors is a major national goal.

* Revenue sharing is controllable at a time when a consensus

is building for slowed growth in federal spending.

* Revenue sharing promotes cooperation among the three levels

of government at a time when shifting roles will place new

strains on intergovernmental relations.

REVENUE SHARING FMDS SUPPORT HIGH PRIORITY PROGRAMS

General Revenue Sharing has an important role in an intergovernmental

grant system shaped by increased controversy over expenditure of federal

funds because it permits state and local governments to the money for
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high priorities. As the squeeze on federal fuhds increases, it will

become more difficult to maintain nationwide programs of categorical

aid that respond directly to problems in one region of the country but

are only marginally important to other areas.

The range of purposes for which states currently use revenue sharing

funds demonstrates that the program is now accomodating the diverse priority

needs of different sections of the nation. Over half of the money which

states receive are earmarked for education and social service programs.

Thirteen states spend all of their funds for educational programs; these

states are Florida, Illinois, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, North Dakota,

Oklahoma, Oregon, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, Virginia, and Wisconsin.

Eight states -- Alaska, California, Connecticut, Colorado, Idaho, Michigan,

Minnesota, and New Mexico -- spend all of their funds for social service

programs.

State funds are also used to:

* finance construction projects. These provide immediate job

opportunities and lasting benefits to state citizens and help

make public facilities accessible for handicapped persons.

* support pension benefits. This is an emerging areas of public

sector concern in light of the House Pension Task Force finding

that public pension plans face a $150-$175 billion unfunded

liability. Revenue sharing supports part of an effort in many

states to put their pension systems on an actuarially sound

basis, and many of the workers covered by pension plans

aided with state revenue sharing dollars are local government

employees. Tennessee uses the funds it receives for this purpose.
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inflation far outran what could reasonably have been expected when the

program was adopted. 1he result has been a substantial decline in the

value of revenue sharing. To have maintained the purchasing power of the

$6.1 billion outlay for revenue sharing in FY 1974, the program would have

to provide a little more than $10 billion this fiscal year. If the Congress

adopts the President's proposal that revenue sharing be renewed, but at a

constant dollar level, the value of revenue sharing would drop sometime

in FY 1981 to half the real value of the program in FY 1974 and would

continue to decline thereafter--how fast would depend upon the future rate

of inflation.

The declining value of the revenue sharing dollar parallels the course of

federal spending for grants-in-aid in recent years. Grants reached a high

point of 17.3 percent of the budget in FY 1978 and have been declining steadily

since. In the President's proposed budget, all grant programs--including income

assistance and Medicaid--account for 15.6 percent of federal spending. By

FY 1983 the Administration projects that grants will be one full percentage

point less, or 14.5 percent of the total federal budget.

The fiscal problems of the federal government, with its projected

budget of more than $600 billion, have not been caused by the $2 billion state

revenue sharing program, the cost of vhich--as we have seen--has hardly

changed in the last eight years. To the extent that grants-in-aid have

contributed to these problems, the difficulty has been the inability of

the Congress, with its more than 300 coittees and subcommittees, to

control hundreds of billions of dollars in narrow categorical grant programs.

REVENUE SHARING PROMOTES INTEROOVERN)ENTAL COOPERATION

Manda tes

In a time of scarce resources, cooperation between levels of government
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is vital if the goals and policies of government are to be accomplished.

The federal government has imposed on state 
and local governments about

1200 mandates, of which about 1,000 have been 
imposed since the

enactment of revenue sharing. General Revenue Sharing is one way

for the federal government to recognize the assistance state and

local governments have provided--at considerable expense in

some cases--in meeting these national goals. Through GRS, the federal

government can, in turn, provide assistance for locally-set priorities.

Intergovernmental mandates will continue to be an issue in the 1980's.

Then, as nov. the debate is likely to center around 
how the costs can be

met in an era of limited resources, not on whether the mandated programs

are justifiable or even desirable. I believe that General Revenue Sharing

plays a direct role in alleviating the burden that 
these important but

unfunded mandates place on state and local governments and that this

aspect of the program will take on increased importance during the belt-

tighting of this decade.

State Aid to Local Units of Government

Over the years, states have developed sizeable programs 
of aid to

local governments. The NGA Center for Policy.Research has calculated that

the level of state aid to localities was $78.1 billion(conpared to $16.6

billion in direct local aid provided by the federal government)in 
1977.

For example:

* In Tennessee, 25 percent of state tax revenues are used 
to

support local schools, and another 10 percent of state taxes

are shared with local governments.

* In Oreson, $1.6 billion is distributed from state funds to

local units of government to support a variety of programs,
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including education, tax relief, mental health, and drug abuse

prevention.

" In Connecticut, $572 million out of a total $2.6 billion

state budget will be spent for local programs of tax abatement,

aid to the elderly, urban aid, and education. The state is nov

implementing the results of a study on education equalization

and an Urban Action study.

* In Wisconsin, state aid payments account for approximately 50 percent

of total local government revenues.

* In New Jersey, 52 percent of state expenditures are for

local aid programs. The state pays 60 percent of the urban

school costs, and 100 percent of the state income tax goes to

ri local jurisdictions.

Al General Revenue Sharing has an important role in these extensive

programs of state aid to local governments. In some cases, revenue sharing

Z funds are used directly to finance a variety of local aid programs; in

other cases revenue sharing funds are not dedicated to local assistance

purposes but form part of the overall state revenues that make substantial

programs of local assistance possible. According to Bureau of Census figures,

over 40 percent of all state revenue sharing payments are passed directly

through to local units of government.

In this regard, you may be interested in research recently conducted

by the NGA Center for Policy Research on the relative degree to which state-

administered grants have been successful in targeting aid to "distressed"

cities between 1965 and 1977. The results of this research indicate that

state aid, in conjunction with federal funds that pass through the state,
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are more responsive to distressed cities than is 
direct federal aid to

cities. This conclusion was reached after analysis of four definitions

of hardship and two distinct measures of financial aid, and 
the analytical

work has been reviewed by scholars and government officials 
with expertise

in this field of research. The study gives added credence to au intuitive

belief that Governors have long held: that it makes sense for targeting

formulas to be devised by a level of government capable of taking 
a broad

view and of drawing on detailed knowledge of appropriate 
measures for

determining the need of program recipients. It suggests that programs

like General Revenue Sharing, which-establish a partnership 
between federal

funds and state priority-setting and targeting abilities, 
have a track

record for efficient targeting.

I am submitting a copy of the report for the record.

FISCAL CONDITION OF THE STATES

Mr. Chairman, I would be remiss if I closed my statement without

touching on an issue that has been raised in every debate 
in Congress this

session on the revenue sharing program, namely, the fiscal condition of the

states. It may be that this topic has become such an emotional one that

no amount of clarification will set the record straight. However, I think

it is Important that the facts be placed in the record of these 
hearings.

As you know, revenue sharing payments have never been based 
solely

on need; if they were, the program would not have included all state

governments and all 39,000 local governments in the nation. Congress was

well aware, when it first enacted revenue sharing, that it was creating 
a

program that had important dimensions, in terms of its implications 
for

federalism, beyond fiscal need. To be sure, need is a factor in the formula

for determining the amount of funds distributed to each government, but it

is not and never was intended to determine whether a government participated.
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But even assuming that need should be the primary criterion of partL-

cipation, the fiscal situation of the states does not justify elimination

of the state role. Our own fiscal surveys have shown state government

balances have been, in the aggregate, relatively small compared to expenditures,

in many cases below what municipal bond raters and other experts would

i recommend. Our estimates are that twenty-nLne states will have balances

below the 5 percent generally assumed to be necessary to meet emergencies in 1980.

- : This year in Tennessee, for example, we have $22 million in what is technically

_called a "surplus". It is not really a surplus. It would run the state

-for just two days. That is what we have set aside.

Operating balances at the state level are a function of uncertainty

about the future, not of excessive prosperity. Forty-eLght of the 50 states

V have legal constraints against incurring deficits and must maintain balances

to deal with emergencies, protect their credit rating, and provide reserves

against cash flow problems.

I have said that the existence of a surplus in a state reflects

uncertainty about the future. Because states cannot have deficits, they

f must plan for a surplus. But planning revenues and expenditures so they

come out at a precise point is a tricky business, as the members of this Sub-

comaittee well know. Let me illustrate the problem by discussing the effect

that incorrect Inflation projections has on revenue projections. In the

following table, the left hand column shows the Administration's inflation

forecast made early in the year and the right hand column gives the actual

December-to-December increase in the consumer price index.

Predicted Actual

197 5.32 6.82
-1978 6.12 9.02

- 1979 7.42 13.22
j/ 1980 6.32 (FT 80 Budget 10.42 (FY 81 Budget
ft, Prediction) Prediction)
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As a result of discrepancies such as this, actual receipts and expenditures

often vary from the projections. Recent underestimates of revenues by

federal agencies reflect the lack of precision in predicting even national

economic trends. For exaple, the U.S. Congressional Budget Office estimated

-in January 1979 that the VY 1979 federal government receipts would total

$453.3 billion whereas actual receipts were $12.6 billion (2.8Z) higher, or

S.$465.9 billion, largely because the Inflation rate was greater than projected

Inflation also caused state revenues in 1979 to be larger than projected,

while the failure of an expected economic slowdown to materialize helped

some states to hold expenditures slightly below projected levels.

This difficulty of translating national forecasts into revenue pro-

jections creates even more uncertainties in state-level revenue and expen-

diture estimates. When states, using national economic forecasts, underestimate

the rate of inflation, their balances rise because revenues respond more

quickly to inflationary forces than do expenditures. However, the record

clearly shovs that Inflation takes its toll on the expenditure side of state

budgets also, and the temporary balances rapidly 
evaporate.

State operating balances are necessary because of the accounting system

used at the state level. As Senate Majority Leader Robert 
Byrd and others

have noted, if the federal government were to use the state accounting system

and to separate its operating and capital expenditures, 
it too would have

a balance. Yet, its underlying fiscal condition would not have changed;

nothing would be different but the bookkeeping. Perhaps the best example

of how misleading undue emphasis on state balances can be is that California,

which is projecting a $1.5 billion balance for FY 1980, has just had its

bond rating downgraded by Standard and Poor. California is projecting a

minuscule $112 million balance for vy 1981, less than one percent of its

budget, and that does not take into account the very possible adoption

of a major new tax limitation in June.
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Thus, states are not in a good position to experience a major change

in funding responsibilities which failure to renew general revenue sharing

would entail. More important, if there is to be some sort-of shift of

costs from the federal government to the states, it would seem more logical

to make that shift by reducing categorical program funding rather than

revenue sharing. If the state leaders had to choose where to take a cut

of the magnitude that would be involved in non-renewal of general revenue

sharing, preference would be in programs at the federal level that Involve

high administrative costs and little flexibility. Revenue sharing has none

of these characteristics.

REAUTHORIZATION LEGISLATION

For the reasons I have explained in this testimony, I believe that

reauthorization legislation reported by this Subcommittee and approved

by the Congress must retain the present one-third allocation for the

states, the flexibility of state and local officials to decide how the

funds should be allocated, and the simple administrative structure that

makes revenue sharing so productive.

We would like to have the opportunity to submit written comments on

the reauthorization legislation you are considering when it is introduced.

In the meantime, I will simply note that we have reviewed the

Administration proposal that states be required to establish comissions

to study state-local fiscal relations as a condition of continued participation.

Although Governors support reauthorization of revenue sharing in its present

form we feel that a fresh look at the complicated fiscal relationship between

states and local governmentO could yield some useful results.

62-376 0 - *0 - It
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We strongly believe that the reauthorization legislation, if It

contains a commission requirement, must set up a balanced, simple 
process

that maintains the normal relationship between constitutionally 
created

"Institutions and ad hoc com missions. In addition, it should not place

roadblocks in the'vay of existing state processes for resolving Intergovernmental

questions. Approximately twenty states have already established state-local

advisory bodies.

In our view, the case for the commissions might be more persuasive

if the federal government would set the example by directing greater

attention to the recommendations of its own commission, 
the Advisory

'Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, which two years 
ago recommended

a coprehensive approach to federal aid reform. Neither the Administration

nor the Congress has yet responded to those recommendations, 
which were

based on the most comprehensive study of the federal aid 
system ever

undertaken and which the Governors have been urging for the last two

years as the most sensible way to control federal spending 
ani to reduce

- the cost of government at all levels.

CONCLUSION

Revenue sharing should continue as a part of the federal aid package

after 1980 because it permits controllability in a time of scarce resources,

priority setting by state and local governments, productive 
use of federal

funds, off-setting of unfunded federal mandates, and flexibility when 
the

roles of the three levels of government are in flux.

Mr. Chairman, the Governors greatly appreciate the leadership you

have shown with respect to revenue sharing and look forward to working with

you for reauthorization of this Important program.
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The research for this report yes completed under
the direction of the MA Committee on Ixecutive
Mna8ement and Fiscal Affairs by the NGA Center
for Policy Research, the Washington Representatives
of the Governors, and the National Conference of
State Lesislatures.

technical Note: Unless otherwise indicated, figures cited for each

st-ate's revenue sharing allocation are based on Entitlenent Period 10

payments (i.e., federal fiscal year 1979). Final EP 10 allocations

have not yet been calculated, so the state payments were constructed

from the second quarterly payments for EP 10 d~de on April 6, 1979.
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140W TE STATES USE GEIERA.
AVENUE SHARING FUNDS

Suctuty

This report shows how state governments expect to spend the funds allocated to
then under the general Revenue Sharing (GRS) program. Data Is drawn from a
survey of forty-nine states; information from New Hampshire has not been received
at this printing.

The states use revenue sharing funds as follows:

S EDUc ATION, The category for which the most states allocated their
revenue sharing resources was education. Nineteen states set aside
all or a substantial portion of their revenue sharing payments for
education purposes; the funds 'targeted to education total $744 million,
or 32 percent of all G4Sjpayments to states.

Thirteen state earmark all of their revenue sharing funds for education
purposes, ..Tvelve of these distribute the money to local units of
government to support elementary and secondary education; t ase states
are Florida, Illinois, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, North Dakota, Oklahoma,
Oregon, South Dakota, Utah, Virginia, and Wisconsin. Texas spends all of its
revenue sharing funds for higher education programs. An additional six states
allocate a substantial portion of the funds they receive for education
programs. These are Hawaii (23 percent), New York (29 percent), North Carolina
(37 percent), Ohio (75 percent), Pennsylvania (68 percent), and Rhode Island
(20 percent), In addition, nine states allocate their funds to state
-etireent systems, many of 'which cover elementary and secondary school
teachers and University professors.

SOCIAL SERVICES: Thirteen states earmark all or a portion of the

revenue sharing funds they receive for a variety of social services.
The funds spent for social services total $588 million or 26 percent
of all GRS payment tc states. Services supported with these funds
included retirement aid for the elderly, medical tare for the indigent,
and care for the mentally ill. States also use the funds for family
service, emergency medical, and environmental health programs.

States which spend their entire revenue sharing allocation for social
eise eprograss are Alaska, California, Connecticut, Colorado, Idaho,
Michigan, Minnesota. and New Mexico. In addition, five states allocate
a portion of their funds for social service programs. These are
Alabama(46 percent), Hawaii (78 percent) Yev York (29 percent),
Fennsylvania (3 percent), and Rhode Island (18 percent).
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WAPITAL IPR0V 'MNTS: Ten states use all or a subhtantial portion
of the General Revenue Sharing Payments they receive for capital im-

provements; the funds targeted to construction projects total $329

million , or 1' percent of all GRS payments to states. Funds are -. d

to build university buildings, public libraries, voc6!lonai-technical

sLchools, correction facilities, public hospitals, and hiShvays. GS

dollars have also been used to alleviate flooding problftd ad eliminate

hazardous road conditions. Funds are used in part to comply vich federa'

coostruction-codes, including OSHA regulations and regulations d.,ling

with accessibility of buildings to handicapped persons. Seven states

use all of their revenue sharing funds for construction purposes,

These are Arkansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts, M!ississippi,

Kissouri, and West Virginia. In addition, three states use a portion

of the funds they receive for capital improvements: Alabata (31 percent),

Kansas (64 percent), and North Carolina (44 percent).

PvSO BE4£TITS: vine states use all of their revenue shorieg ?ay*y3ets
-7 to cover the cost of retirement benefits for state or local e:plovees.

GRS payments ist aside for this purpose total $346 slltot; this amounts

to 15 percent of GPS payments to states.

According to an estimate of the House Pension Task Force, the unfunded

liability facing public plans is $175 billion. .anny of the states using

revenue sharing payments to help pay the cost of pension benefits 
are

operating under multi-yesr programs to put their pension systems on an

actuarially sound basis. Revenue sharing payments are helping vi;h

this effort. In eight of the nine states, CRS allocations help pay

the cost of teacher retirement systems; these funds augment efforts

by state governnents to aid education 3nd to reduce lo:al property

taxes noted elsewhere in this sunrary.

The nine states using their revenue sharing pay,2nts to support pension

benefits are Delaare, Georgia. Indiana, ?aine. Matylaad, ',ev Jersey,

South Carolina, Tennessee, and Washington.

TAX E3ATES: Four states set aside all or a substantial portion of

the revenue sharing funds they receive for tax rebates targeted to

homeou-ners, farmers, renters, and handicapped persons. Funds allocated

for this purpose total $70 million; this is 3 percent of the state share

of revenue sharing payments. The three states vhich put all of their

fundA into the tax rebates are Arizona. Iowa, and Vermont. Kansas sets

aside 26 percent of the funds it receives for this purpose.

-(ISCL. UMIOJS AID TO LOCAL.UNITS OF GOVEMLOUMT: In addition to the funds set

aside for elementary and secondary education, teacher 
pension funds, social

-- service paymets, local capital lprovements, and property tax relief, three

states eamark a portion of their revenue sharing funds for vaste water system

construction and operation of local courts. These funds account for 2 percent

of all General Revenue Sharing Payments to state 
governments. The states

vhich set aside a portion of the funds they receive for this purpose are

Alabama (1 percent), Kansas (5 percent), and Pennsylvania (34 percent).

T+
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STATE-IY-STATE SUMMAXT

~AJAMA
Revenue sharing payments to Alabama viii total $36 million in FY 1979. The

state distributes the funds it receives among five general areas: mental health
program, highway programs, corrections, economic and comunity development, and
the General Fund. This distribution has been used for the past three years, as
mandated by the legislature's appropriations bill. The largest portion of the
revenue sharing funds, $16.4 million, was allocated to the Mental Health Department.
These funds were used to operate and maintain the state's 11 mental institutions
for the mentally ill and mentally retarded.

The Highway Department received approximately $11 million in shared revenues.
Host of the funds were used to finance the Governor's Death Trap Elimination Program.

r Under the program, such road hazards as bad curves, narrow approaches to bridges,
and narrow bridge beds were eliminated. Some of the funds were also used to sup-

Z.i plement existing maintenance funds for the resurfacing of roads.

The Board of Corrections received $7 million from the revenue sharing funds.
S These funds help pay for the operation and maintenance of the state's 7 prisons and

i - 13 work release centers.

The Department ofiEconomic and Community Development received $500,000 last
year for the installment of local water systems in rural areas. Approximately 67
counties have been assisted in either the development or expansion of their water
treatment facilities.

The state of Alaska will receive $8 million in revenue sharing funds
- for FTY 1979. Alaska currently uses the funds to make up the state's matching

portion of the Medicaid program. In Alaska, the program is S0 state funded
1- and S3l federally funded; local units of government are not responsible for

defraying any of the costs of the program.

ARIZONA

Arizona will receive $26.6 million in revenue sharing funds in FT 1979. The
funds are all allocated to a program of homeowner tax relief under which the state
spends $95 million to rebate a portion of the tax bill of every Arizona hmeowner.

t, The amount that the state spends for this program has been increasing over the last
three years. On a statewide average, the tax relief program permits the state to
keep average homeowner property levies at less than 1.25 percent of full cash value.
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AIKAZSAS

Arkansas received $22.3 million in general 
revenue sharing funding for fiscal

1979. Under a 1977 state law, the first $20 tmilion of revenue sharing 
that the

state receives must be allocated to the State Highway Department for planning, ion-

struction, maintenance and improvement of state highways. 
The amount in excess of

$20 million' ($2.3 million in fiscal 1979) is placed in the Municipal Road Aid Program,

which promotes state-local-federal cooperation for highway 
construction. Each city

in Arkansas receives a portion of these funds based on the ratio of its population

to the total urban population in the state. The amount of state funds available

to a city covers 70 percent of the total local 
cost of a road project. Cities

apply-the state grant toward meeting the required 
10 percent or 30 percent match

needed to receive federal funds.

CALIFORNIA

The state of California uses its $29 million allocation under the revenue sharing

program to supplement federal payments to 100,000 
aged, blind, and disabled state

residents under the Supplemental Security Income (S$1) program. The revenue sharing

funds account for about one-third of the total 
state add-on to federal SSI payments.

The State of Colorado appropriated 
$34 million in federal general 

revenue

.sharing payments for fiscal year 1978-79. 
These funds were distributed to three

state agencies-the Department of 
Health, the Department of Social Services, and

the Department of Institutions.

Approximately $19.$ million 
of the revenue sharing funds 

was allocated to

the Department of Social Services, 
which divided the money among the following

four yelfareralated functional areas:

e medical Care for the Indigent! About $10 million was used to

reimburse hospitals for services provided to persons not eligible

for Medicaid benefits. Most recipients are lov-in'coe, 
single

individuals. The program supplies medical services 
to 10,000

individuals annually. The $10 million in revenue sharing 
funds

covers 45 percent of the cost 
of the program.

s Social Services Pam
" nts

, to Counties- Some $4 million of the $19.5

million is used to reimburse counties 
for their share of disproportionately

large welfare costs. The $4 million pays for 100 
percent of the program.

a Aid to the Zleedv and Disabledi The third area within social 
services

that uses revenue sharing funds is the Aid to the Needy and Disabled

program, which received $3.2 million. 
This program provides services

to individuals not eligible 
for the federal Supplemental 

Security

income (sSt) proSran.
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COLORADO (con't)

* Residential ahild Care Facilities: The balance of the $l,.5 million,
about $2 million, vaa used for the state's share of-the cost of
residential child care facilities for the placement and administration
functions of these facilities. The $2 million covers 100 percent of
the state share of this program.

The Department of-lostitutiocs allocated all of the $14.5 million it received
to operation and maintenance of its Comunity Mental Health Program. The depart-
ment provides approximately 50 percent of the funds needed by community centers
and clinics throughout the state for services to 77,000 persons. The other 50
percent of program costs comes fro federal grants, county government and other
sources. The use of these revenue sharing funds by the department is mandated by
the state legislature.

The Department of Health received approximately $43,000 in revenue sharing
funds, which it used to purchase vaccines and pay salaries for administering
personnel under an isunization program.

CONNECTICUT

The @)Ate of Connecticut allocates all of its revenue sharing funds,
$29 milion in F71979, to mental health programs. The funds help to support

Y outpatient care, training and education activities, occupational therapy,
community service and outreach efforts, social services, and programs at
stae hospitals and mental health centers. Approximately 20,000 Coneecticut
residents are served vith the help of the General Revenue Sharing payment.

The state of Delaware pays 70% of the cost of elementary and secondary education,and the $7 million in revenue sharing funds the state receives contributes to this
effort. Revenue sharing funds are allocated to the state pension system. Nore than
one-half of the 28,000 members of the system are employees of school districts.

In addition to providing direct aid to local school districts, revenue sharing
funds are being used to put the Delaware pension fund on an actuarily sound basis.
til 1970, the fund was operated on a pay-as-you-go basis, and a sizeable unfunded
liability was accumulated. (As of December 31, 1976, the unfunded liability of the; system was $391 million.) The state is nov under a 40-year program to fund the past
liability, and revenue sharing assists this undertaking.
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All of the $68 million in revenue sharing funds received by the state

of florida are allocated to the Flofida Education Finance Frogram (FE?)

through which the operation and maintenance costs of the state's local

school system. are paid. In 1979 the state share of the overall expenditure

for elementary and secondary education is approximately 59 
percent, and the

local share is 41 percent. Tn fiscal year 78-79, the FEF? total cost was

$2.177 billion, of which $1.285 billion was supplied by the 
state. The earmarking

of General ReVenue Shartin funds for local education reflect* the Governor's

ntention to increase the static's share of the financial support 
for the public

school system from 59 percent to 11 percent in 1980 in order 
to decrease the

tax burden placed on the local governments.

GEORGIA

The state of Georgia will receive $50.7 million in revenue sharing funds this

-fiscal year. Every year since 1974. the Georgia General Assembly has appropriated

4F- all of the state's revenue sharing funds to teachers' retirement as a portion of

A the employers' contribution. The state pays 832 of the cost of elementary and

V= 4 secondary education overall.

The estimated $11 million in revenue 
sharing funds allocated to the state Of

Hawaii will be used to paw part of 
the non-federal cost of a number of 

Social programs.

In Hawail, the state pays hef1ll non-federal shrede of costs 
for these programs,

while elsewhere local units of government 
are expected to pick up part of the

tab.

For the current fiscal year, the General Revenue Sharing 
payment to Hawaii

will be disbursed as follows:
e sm will be used as part of the statep ::dicaI Assisancel 

$3 million

matching funds required under the Medicaid program. Local governments

do not contribute to the Medicaid match, 
as they do in some states.

A Local EducationM: $2. million will be set aside to supplement 
the program

of aid for elementary and secondary 
education under which the state 

pays

100% of the cost of education in Hawaii. The jevenue sharing funds are

sufficient to pay the salaries of 140 teachers.

a Aid to Families with eoendent Children: 52 million will be .llocated for

the state match required under the AFDC program.

it : $.3 million in revenue sharing funds will pay

for 12percen ofeoal $- ....vailabl. from the state and federal governments

*for 1 untb d men.Otal-- health services. Under the propras, out-patient

a"d partial short-tern ho~pitaI care services are provided to 11.500 clets.
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HAWAII (con't)

* Health Care for Handicapped Children: $I million in revenue sharing funds will
offset 30% of the cost of providing health care for 3,700 handicapped children
under programs for crippled children and maternal and child health.

* .4ental Retardation: $1 million in revenue sharing funds viiI be used to
meet 48 percent of the total requirements for early identification and
treatment for 2,400 mentally retarded children in Hawaii.

" Programs for the Elderly: $.5 million will be set aside as 12 percent
of the total funds spent in Havaii for a wide variety of service programs
for 40,000 senior citizens.

IDAHO

The $8.5 million revenue sharing allocation which Idaho receives is
used as part of the matching share for the medical Assistance program. The
full match is provided by the State of Idaho; no local funds are required to
be set aside for the program. Availability of revenue sharing funds in 1Y
1980 will be particularly critical for Idoho In light of the $1.5 million deficit
projected in the state funds budgeted for Medicaid match in that year.

ILLINOIS

The revenue sharing entitlement of the state of Illinois, about $114 millionin fiscal year 1979, has always been allocated to the state program of aid to
education. All elementary-and secondary school districts receive state aid. About
40 percent of the total state of Illinol budget is allocated for education programs.

NDIANA

The revenue sharing entitlement for the state of Indiana in TV 1979 is
$46 million. For the past two years, all of Indiana's revenue sharing findshave been allocated by the budget Committee to the Teachers Retirement Fund.
Last fiscal year, these revenue sharing funds equalled approximately SSO.millionout of the total of $85 Killion in the retiremnt funds budget. The retirement
fund covers all 66,500 Indiana elementary and secondary school teachers and
employees of three of the state's five state universities (Indiana State, ball
State, and Vincennes).
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IOWA

Iowa used the entire $27.6 million state share of federal revenue sharing

payments it received in'the fiscal year ending last June 30 for a program of

property tax relief for homeowners and farmers. The total state expenditure for

this tax credit program was $122 million, vhich helped keep property taxes low

in the state without reducing the quality of education programs. Half of the

funds were used to reimburse counties that grant tax credits to homeowners who

live in their ov homes. The other half was used to reimburse counties that

grant agricultural land taX credits to the farmers who live on their own farms.

KANSAS

The state of Kansas expects to receive $20 million in General Revenue 
Sharing

funds in FY 1979. Last year, about $31 million in revenue sharing funds was avail-

able for expenditures in Kansas due to delayed 
construction schedules. The state

used $16.8 million for capital improvements 
for the state university system io .fis-

Cal 1978. Some $8.2 million was used for property tax rebates to homeowners and

renters targeted to aid the elderly and handicapped 
persons in the state. The re-

maiader of the revenue 'sharing funds was 
used for capital Improvement of vocational

" - and technical schools(S
2 
million); reimbursements to local governments for the operat-

ing'costs of the state district court system ($1.7 million); 
establishment of a public

- television system to serve rural areas currently 
not able to get public television

($600,000); construction of a new state supreme court building ($1 million); and

financing of communication systems for emergency 
medical services ($400,000).

Kentucky villa receive $36.8 allion in general revenue sharing funds in

Fy 1919. All state revenue sharing funds are used to support 
state capital

construction projects. This year Kentucky allocated its revenue sharing 
funds

as follows: 17 percent for construction projects designed to 
develop the

riverport system to facilitate the movement of goods; 13 percent for construction

of the Kentucky Natural Resources and 
Human Resources Laboratory; 14 percent for

construction of roads and lodges in the state park system; 12 percent for con-

struction projects designed to aid access of handicapped persons to state facilities;

12 percent for capital Improvements of 
state prisons; 9 percent for capital

improvements of state hospitals, nursing 
homes, and other health and social

service facilities; 6 percent for construction projects in support of 
the state

community college system; 5 percent 
for emergency maintenance, mainly mechanical

and electrical, of state-owned 
building; S percent to regular 

maintenance of

stace-owied buildings; and 7 percent for miscellaneous projects.
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L0UISiWN

Louisiana will receive $44 million in revenue'sharing funds for IT 1979.
Loulstada's entire revenue sharing allotment vent to the Department of Trans-
portation and Devblopment. The state identified transportation as shilgh
priority item because It provides statewide benefits and because the swampy
terrain In the state makes it both costly and difficult to build and maintain
a good -transportation system. Many roads built in Louisiana must be supported
by pilings, which adds to the expense of road construction projects.

MAI.E

General Revenue Sharing payments to Maine, currently $15.6 million, have
been used entirely to assist local governments sinee the program began. The
funds are earuatked for teachers' pensions, which'are fully paid through state
funds and revenue sharing. By defraying a portion of teacher pension costs,
revenue sharing is providing this year $1 of tax relief for each $1,000 in real
estate for each of the 500 cities and town# in Maine.

Maryland will receive $45.7 million under the General Revenue Sharing program
2 in T. 1979. All revenue sharing funds are used for retirement benefits and over half

of these funds are used for teachers'benefits. Teachers have 5Z of their salary
%Lthhield and contributed to their retirement fund. The State then matches this
amount at the time of retirement. Because the value of the earned credits and
benefits frequently exceed the amount which was withheld, the state makes up the
difference. Overall, the state pays approximately 33% of the total local education
costs.

ICASSACBTJSEFTS

The Comsiovealth of Massachusetts will receive $72.5 million under the
General Revenue Sharing legislation in FY 1979. All of the state's revenue
sharing allocation Is transferred to the General Debt Service Retirement Fund,
through which the Massachusetts construction and capital improvements program
is financed. Revenue sharing payments account for about 272 of all contributions
to the General Debt- Service Retirement Fund. If Massaachusetts were to lose its
revenue sharing allocation, a 3 percent tax increase or a 5 percent cut in programs
would be necessary in order to compensate for the loss.
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The state of Michigan will receive $96 million in revenue sharing funds
n FTY 1979.' The revenue sharing funds are appropriated for state mental health

programs and services. Specifically, revenue sharing funds are used to support
the operations (i.e., staff salaries, programs and services) in the state's 26

facilities for the treatment of mental conditions.

These Include 10 regional facilities providing care and treatment for the

mentally ill (five of which havespecialized children's units); 12 regional centers

for the developmentally disabled; one specialized clinic for research and training

which treats mentally ill adults and children; one center for examination, diag-

nosis, and treatment of individuals who are or have been under criminal indictment

and who are or may be mentally ill; one specialized facility for the treatment 
of

mentally ill children; and one center for the treatment of children who are both

mentally Ill and developmentally disabled.

During the current fiscal year, -Michigan state government will spend $492

million in-the state mental health pro rea Revenue sharing funds will be financing

approximately one-fifth of the total effort 1this area.

Without revenue sharing funds, the state would have to either cut existing

programs or raise taxes, the latter approach being very difficult given .MichLgan's

tax limitation amendment.

MINNESOTA

The state of Minnesota expects to receive $45.7 million in revenue

sharing funds in FTY 1979. Minnesota spends all of its allocation to match

.federal funds under the Medicaid program. About 20,000 Minnesota residents
are served 6y Medicaid.

XI3SISSIPPI

The state of Mississippi expects to receive $)3.-7 million in revenue
sharing funds in FTY 1979. Funds have been allocated for the renovation
Ad Construction of state and local buildings. The bulk of the state's
payment has been used for construction projects on College and university
campuses. Soms of the funds have been targeted to making the campuses
accessible to handicapped students in accordance with federal regulations.

Revenue sharing dollars have also been appropriated to the Library
Commission to be spent for renovation and new construction of libraries.
Local units of government must provide 50 percent of the cost of the library
project, and the state assists with the remaining 50 percent with revenue
sharing funds.

Other renovation and construction projects for which revenue sharing
funds have been allocated are state mental health hospitals. corrections
facilities, and improvements in the state capitol.
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MI SSOUUI

-Missouri will receive $43 million In General Revenue Sharing payments
in FY 1979. Revenue sharing funds are allocated for nev capital con-
struction and physical plant maintenance. These projects have fallen
into three main categories: higher education, mental health, and general
state improvement projects. The state has committed 'a significant portion
of Its revenue sharing entitlement to projects aimed at complying with
'such federal mandates as Title XIX of the Social Security Act (mental
health space requirements )and Section 504 of the Vocational Rehabilitation

' Act. The state has also used the funds to improve the facilities of the
U University of Missouri system, relieve overcrowding in the state's cor-

: rectional facilities, as well as to construct and maintain schools for
severely handicapped persons.

Montana uses its entire $8J million General Revenue Sharing payment for
elementary and secondary education programs in the state. The funds are targeted
to aid the least affluent counties in the state in maintaining quality education
programs where 40 mills of property taxation does not raise funds adequate to support
program at a standard level statewide. Localities have discretion to levy a limited
additional property tax which also is supplemented by the state If it does not raise
adequate funds. Under state law, property taxes raised for education purposes may
-not rlse above the level of 55 mills unless voters give their approval.

NEBRASKA

The state of Nebraska uses the $14.2 million it receives under the revenue
sharing program to support elementary and secondary education in the state. The
funds are allocated as general purpose aid and distributed to local school dis-
tricts under the state's $55 million Foundation/EqualIzatior, formula. The formula

_weighs average daily school attendance and local per pupil expenditures. The state
picks up 20 percent of the total cost of elementary and secondary education in
Nebraska.

NEVADA

* The revenue sharing payments to the state of Nevada are estimated at $ .7
million in FY 1979. All of the funds are transferred into the Distributive School
Fund, through which state aid is given to local school districts on the basis
of an equalization formula. The formula takes into account the aize, property
tax capacity, transportation needs, and size of the schools of each school district.
The federal revenue sharing funds represented 5.77 percent of the total Distributive
School Fund in 1977-78. Overall, the state pays about 50 percent of the total cost
of elementary and secondary education in Nevada.
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New Jersey state government will receive $75.5 million in FY 1979 under ;he
-' revenue sharing program. These funds are earmarked for the sttees share of social

security costs for state government employees.

l mination of GUS would affect not only state programs but would also be

detrimental to.local governments. The state budget supports more than one-third of

aIl public spending in the major cities of New Jersey. State goverment pays over

--4i 55 percent of all its resources in direct aid to locals and sends 100 percent of 
all

usevene from the state inione tax to local units of government. in addition, the.
state pays all of the local share of Medicaid, or $300 illion. New Jersey supports

als6st 60 percent of all urban school costs. For example in Newark, the state pays

' 76 percent of the school budget and in Camden 79 percent of the budget.

If GRS is eliminated, the costs of social security would have to be made up at

the expense of other programs including many of those involving local government.
New Jersey does not have a projected surplus large enough to fill that void. The

expected 1980 state budget balance is $36 million, less than I percent of the recom-

mended expenditures.

NWV MEXICO

o ew Mexico uses the $14 million in federal revenue sharing funds it receives

to support programs administered by the state's Department of Health and Eanviron-

pent. Progravq that have been supported by General Revenue Sharing funds include

- the Emergency Medical Services Program which provides emergency medical care to

rural residents the Family Service Program which provides family planning, nutrition,

and other services to women of child-bearing age, expanded comunity-based mental

health, developmental disability, alcohol ind drug abuse prograus and geriatric

treatment programs.

New York state will receive $256 million in revenue sharing funds in 1979. The

current plan of the state is to spend the funds for public education ($15 Million),

health ($62 million), public safety ($25 million), transportation ($24 million),

social development progrss($1 million), and a variety of other activities, including

recreation, housing, economic development, consumner, and environmental program.
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NORTH CArOLINA

The state of North Carolina viii receive $56.8 million in revenue sharingfunds in FY 1979. The state nov divides its allocation between construction
projects and education programs, as described below:

* Construction: About $25 million of North Carolina's entitlement
was appropriated for the construction of corrections, education,
and port facilities, hospitals, and other public buildings. Some
of the revenue sharing funding (particularly in the education
facilities, public buildings, and hospital projects) was spent for
compliance with federal codes, including OSHA regulations and the
Section 504 guidelines dealing with accessibility of buildings to
handicapped persons.

o Education: About $21 million of the state's revenue sharing funds
are'allocated for textbooks and school buses for elementary and
secondary schools. Revenue sharing funds support 1002 of the state
program in both cases. School textbook resources are allocated to
districts on the basis of school enrollment; under the school bus
transportation program, the state pays the cost of replacing buses
on an as-needed basis.

NORTH DAKOTA

The $ 6 million North Dakota received last year as its state revenue sharingallotment was spent entirely on education. The $ 6 million was distributed to
education.agenciss as part of a $180 million state foundation grant program. Underthis program, the state legislature determines the cost of education on a per pupil
basis. For the upcoming fiscal year, the statewide average is $920 per pupil. Fundsfrom the foundation grant program supplement spending by localities as needed to
bring them up to this level. The average tax levy at the county level raises about30 percent of the needed funds, ith the state supplementation paying for the remainder.

OHIO

Ohio used the $93 million it receives as the state's share of general revenuesharing to support three main functLons: the School Foundation Fund, higher educa-
tion, and general operating expenses for over 100 state agencies.

About half of the general revenue sharing money goes into the School FoundationFund. An Ohio statute guarantees state aid to localities based on their local taxeffort in an attempt to equalize the revenues raised by property "poor" and property"rich" communities and thereby maintain quality education throughout the state.
Counties which cannot raise a specified am.,unt per pupil through a standard tax levy'receive a supplement from the state to bring them up to a minimum statewide per pupilExpenditure. Localities with a high tax effort receive a second subsidy. Local schooldistricts have wide discretion in the way they spend the funds.

The other half of the state's revenue sharing payment is split about evenlybetween funding for higher education and general operating expenses for stateagencies. The largest proportion of aid for state agency operating expenses goes
for mental health and retardation programs.

2 6-376 0 - 60 - 12
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Oklahma will receive $23.7 million in federal general revenue sharing fuds
$ -19?9, all of which will be spent on education. In 1977-73, the education

bu$~for the state was $810.2 million. State aid accounted for 32 p#rcent of
eoia education funding , with revenue sharing funds makinS up 6.2 portent of the

state share. The revenue sharing money aids the state program to equalize education
expenditures throughout the state and maintain quality education programs for all
students. Counties which cannot raise a specified amount per pupil through a
standard tax levy receive a supplement from the state to bring them up to a minimum

statewide per pupil expenditure. Localities with a high tax effort receive a second
subsidy based on their tax effort and the wealth of the district.

The state of'Oregon will receive $25 million in revenue Sharing payments in
-- T 1979. All of the state's revenue sharing dollars are legislatively ap-
propriated to the Basic School Support Fund (ASSF). The total Iasic School
Support Fund in 1978-79 amounted to $341,000,000, of which federal revenue sharing
° mounted'to 7.72'percent. The BSSF represents a state contribution of 402 of
the total approved current operating expenditures of school districts statewide.
All school districts receive an apportionment from the Fund. The money is dis-
tributed for the purposes of:

- Transportation: Each district is reimbursed approximately

501 of the prior year's home to school transportation cost.

B Sasic Grants: Every district receives reimbursement in the form
of a basic $rant equal to 302 of its prior year's approved
operating expenditures up to a maximum of $501 per pupil. A
slightly higher allowance is made to those districts operating
necessary small schools.

* Equalization Allocation: Approximately 70 percent of the
districts qualify for equalization funds based upon the relative
ability of the district to support its approved program from
property tax sources.

* Chanted Enrollment Allocation: A comparatively small dollar
amount from the total appropriation is allocated to districts
demonstrating growth or decline in pupil population.

The state of Pennsylvania vill receive $111 million in General Revenue Sharing

funds in FY 1979. All of the money is transmitted to local units of government for

the following purposes:

9 Aid to Lool Education: $75.8 million is allocated for elementary and secon-

dary education purposs. About $55.1 illLon is earmarked for the education

of mentally retarded or handicapped children. Subsidies for pupil transporta-

tion account for $20.7 million of the state's revenue sharing funds.

" County Court Sstsn: $24 million is allocated for general support to local

courts.
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9 Jatevater Treatment: $13.6 Iptillion supports the cost of operating municipal
savage treatment plants. The state provides a grant equal to 2 percent of
the constructiOn costs of a treatment plant so that operating funds are avail-
able once a plant is in place.

* Environmental Health: -$3.3 million is allocated for local environmental
health programs. Host of the funds have been used for Inspection and
monitoring of rater supplies, public swiming poolsand radiologica4 health
and for rodent control.

RHODE SLAiD.

The state of Rhode Island vill receive $9. million in revenue sharing
funds in FY 1979. This year funds are allocated for a variety of programs.
including $3.5 million for health and hospital programs. $1.9 million for
higher education programs, $1.7 million for service programs for the elderly,
children, and youth, $700,000 for transportation and $670,000 for public safety
and corrections.

SOUTH CAROLLM

The state of South Carolina uses the $30.7 million in revenue sharing funds
it receives for the state retirement system and for social security contributions
for state employees. A portion of the state funds is allocated to the state teacher
retirement system.

Like many states, South Carolina offers a program of aid to local units of
government vhich is such larger than th federal revenue sharing payment received
by the state. South Carolina providesS$95.8 million in general purpose fiscal
assistance to municipalities and counties.

SOUTH DAXOTA

The entire amount of revenue sharing funds vhich South Dakota receives,
$7.7 million in FY 1979, is earmarked for elementary and secondary education
purposes. Funds are distributed on a classroom unit basis for general
purpose aid programs to local school districts. Instructions accompanying
the state aid payments to the school districts request that revenue sharing
funds be used for teacher salaries and non-federal programs, Revenue
sharing funds for FY 1979 constitute approximately 232 of the state share of
aid to elementary and secondary education.
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'11 The State of Tennessee will receive- $2.5 million. In revenue sharing patients in Fy
-- 979. Revenue sharing is used to help fund the teachers' retirement svstem. The State

-k-js "the employer's contribution for retirement and social security benefits for all public

.oo1 teachers in the state. In TY 1980, the cost to the state vii be more than $140
kilj on for.the two programs.

k " liocation of revenue sharing funds to the Teechers retirement System is part of
a& jnteneive effort by the state in recent years to ensure that pensions keep pace with

Aiflation od 'that the retirement system is operated on an actuarially sound basis. A
r3 percent cost-of-living increase for retirees yes recently enacted by the legislature,
'an4 the state is nov operating under a forty-year plan to fully fund the retirement system.

Revenue sharing payments provide approximately 43 percent of the employer con-
tributio for teachers' retirement programs. Some revenue sharing funds in Tennessee

have been allocated to education initiatives since the inception of the program, and
the funds received have gone to education exclusively-since FTY 1976.

The state of Texas will r ceive $111 million in revenue sharing funds
i sm IT 1979. A11 of the fubds are allocated to the University of Texas System,

tche Toxa A&M System, and twenty other state colleges and universities. The
aunds, are used to defray the day-to-day operating expenses of the univer-

s sietl, and a smll portion (112) is spent on capital improvements.

Utah viii receive $13.9 Imillion in General Revenue Sharing funds for FT 1979.
-During the past four years, Utah has Allocated its entire allotment to support the
public education system. Money is allocated to the general school program and is

- used for the operational expenses of'elemntary ard secondary schools. Thedistrib .
-tlan is adeon the basis of the number of pupils in a school. Revenue sharing accounts
-for approximately 5 percent of the state aid.

The @tate of Vermont riil. receive $6.8 million as its revenue sharing en-
tie~met in Ty 1979. ll of the state share is allocated to a property tax
re "ite fd, and Vermont tAxpaylrs are entitled to a credit for property tax

Apaid in excess of an established sliding scale in the caseof hOmov.ters or in

excess of 20 percent of gross rent in the case of ranters. tn 1977, about 15,000

elderly persons received a rebate under the program (about 40 percent of the total

Number of beneficiaries were over 65 years of ate) &ad about 76 percent of the

beneficiaries vere families with annual incomes of less than $8,000.

4 .
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VIRGINIA

The state of Virginia allocates the entire amount of its revenue sharing

program, $47 million this year, for its $412 million Basic School Aid Program.

The program is targeted to communities having a low 
"ability-to-pay" for education

and assists local school districts in meeting statewide standards of 
quality for

elementary and secondary. school programs.

WASHINGTON

The state of Washington uses its $31.5 million annual revenue sharing

allocation to finance costs associated with the state retirement systems. 
About

67 percent of the employees covered by the systems work for local units of

government, including all teachers in the state, all local lay enforcement

officers, all firefighters, most local judicial personnel, and all the other

employees of all local governments except Seattle, Spokane, and Tacoma. The

revenue sharing funds contribute to a 40-year state effort to ensure that the

pension plans are funded adequately so that they are capable of providing the

benefits to vhich participants are entitled.

WEST VIRGINIA

The state of WesstVirginia will receive about $21 million in revenue sharing

funds in FY 1979. In 14'8-79. the bulk of the funds has been allocated for the

construction of public hospitals ($8.6 million) and vocational-technical schools

($6.7 million). Some of the funds will be used to make the buildings accessible

to handicapped persons. In addition to these projects, funds have been earmarked

for park improvements ($1 million), alleviation of flooding problems by improving

municipal storm sever facilities ($500,COO), completion of a scenic overlook

($250,000), and expansion of a state-owned series of regional farmers' markets

($20,000).

WISCONSIN

In Wisconsin, the $53.3 million state share of revenue sharing is used.

entirely to offset local property taxes and is targeted to school districts

having a low taxing capacity relative to the rest of the state. One hundred

percent of Wisconsin's revenue sharing funds is allocated to the school aid

fund, through which the State of Wisconsin pays 40 percent of the statevide cost of

elementary and secondary education. The amount each district receives is deter-

mined under a formula vhich takes into account school enrollment and "equalized

value" (that is, the value of the property tax base adjusted by the state to

account for differing assessment practices in local jurisdictions.) General

Revenue Sharing funds account for about 9 percent of state aid to local education.
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WYOMING

Wyoming Vill receive $S million in revenue sharing funds in FY 1979. The
state allocates its share for the operating expenses of the DeparCent of Revenue

and Taxation. Percentage-vise, the state of Wyoming is growing at a tremendous

rate in order to produce coal and other fossil fuels for the rest of the nation.

Because of this growth, and the related "people problems" which accompany 
it,

Wyoming cannot afford to lose its revenue sharing allocation, which is approxi-

mately 3 percent of its annual budget. IncreaSes in tax base are years behind

the needs which must be provided by the state. Wyoming now, perhaps oor* than

ever before, needs all available funds. 0

-a
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SUMOARY OF REGO)MENDATIONS

INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of a review conducted by Governors over
the past eight months to obtain:

" an evaluation of federal grants-in-aid received by states; and

* suggestions for specific areas of intergovernmental assistance
in each state where greater program flexibility and/or
consolidation would produce savings.

The review was initiated by Governor Richard A. Snelling of Vermont,
Chairman of the Committee on Executive Management and Fiscal Affairs of the
National Governors' Association, in response to a request from President Carter
and James T. McIntyre, Jr., Dircctor of the Office of Management and Budget.

At a White House meeting in December 1978 the National Governors'
Association pledged to support President Carter and Mr. McIntyre in their
efforts to achieve a balanced federal budget by 1981. The Governors made
eight general recommendations to control federal spending and suggested
several significant reforms in the federal grant-in-aid system. President
Carter and Mr. McIntyre expressed appreciation for the Governors' support and
suggestions and asked them for specific recommendations for changes in inter-
governmental assistance. Governor Snelling and the Committee on Executive
Management and Fiscal Affairs agreed to take up this challenge for two reasons.
First, continuing the NGA support for a balanced federal budget an4 repeating
demands for reform in the grant-in-aid system without a concomitant effort to
focus on specific programs and elements of the federal grant system would be an
inadequate response to growing public sentiment for controlling public sector
growth. Second, the nation's Governors are in a strong position to evaluate
.the relative importance of Intergovernmental assistance programs, to
observe how they are administered, and to suggest improvements.

The conclusions that can be drawn from the survey responses are set
forth below. A summary of individual comments is presented in the section
entitled "Responses from Governors on Grant-In-Aid Priorities."

The Governors' review has been undertaken at a time when federal
domestic assistance has already been substantially reduced in real dollar terms.
In his fiscal year 1980 budget, the President proposed an $800 million increase
in grants-n-aid--a 1 percent increase over the fiscal year 1979 level of
$82.1 billion. But because the rate of inflation is more than 10 percent, the
spending power of grants-in-aid has been reduced by about $8 billion between
1979 and 1980.

The Governors offer this report in good faith that it will be used by the.
Administration and the Congress in undertaking comprehensive reforms in the
federal aid system along lines recommended not only by the Governors but also
by the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations. Such reforms include
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grant consolidation, simplified grant management procedures, improved

program design and evaluation, and review of realignments in the responsi-

bilities of each level of government. The savings that accrue from these

and other reforms should account for a substantial percentage of.,any further

reductions in federal grants to state and local governments.

The Governors should not bear the entire burden of recousending budget

reforms, however, nor should cuts in programs take place based solely on the

recommendations in this report, The Administration and Congress have an equal,

if not greater, responsibility to identify and undertake reforms in federal

programs. The Governors stand ready to work with the Administration and

Congress on a comprehensive approach to controlling government spending by

Increasing flexibility and reducing overhead costs in the federal aid system.

RCZOI(ENDATIONS

An Overhaul of the Federal rant-in-Aid System

The Governors' responses to the survey of federal grant-in-aid programs

reiterate a recurring theme embodied in policy positions of the National

Governors' Association: that the federal government, in designing and implement-

ing programs, fails to recognize the high level of state involvement in financing

and administering these programs. The Governors believe that reductions in the

total cost of the grant-in-aid system and improvements in service delivery can

result from the reforms advocated in this report.

Reaffirmation of the Governors' conviction that the grant-in-aid 
system

needs a thorough overhaul is the center ot their analysis and recommendations.

Such an overhaul should involve a program-by-program review and should 
result

in a series of grant consolidations and regulatory reforms designed to introduce

greater flexibility.

The Governors responding to the NGA grant-in-aid survey made two over-

riding recommendations:

a Federal grants-in-aid to state and local government should be

consolidated in at least the following areas:

employment and training
environmental protection
community and economic development
education
law enforcement
energy
social services
health

Governors believe that consolidation would ease problems of duplication

and excessive administrative requirements and would result in increased program

effectiveness and cost savings of up to 10 percent.
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e Consolidations should bring flexibility to the federal grant-
in-aid system, not overlay new requirements.

Governors stress that the federal aid system must respond to the diverse
needs of the states. The federal response to this diversity in the past has
been to expand categorical programs nationally to meet new needs rather than to
reallocate existing resources or to allow greater state discretion. Reducing
federal program costs and consolidating or realigning federal grant-in-aid
programs can be achieved only if this diversity is recognized. Greater
recognition of diversity as an element of federal aid reform can be achieved by
consolidating similar grant programs, giving the states the flexibility to target
the fun ds1 and simplifying administrative requirements.

In addition to grant consolidation and greater flexibility, the overhaul
of the grant-in-aid system must focus on administrative reforms such as
forward funding, standardizing "maintenance of effort" and "crosscutting"
requirements, and including, rather than bypassing, states in programs aimed at
local government.

Identifying Appropriate Program Responsibilities for Federal. State, and
Local Governments

The Governors believe that sorting out the roles of state, local, and
federal government is essential to fundamental reform of the grant-in-aid
system.

The three levels of government currently share funding responsibilities
for a wide variety of programs. While this cooperation was intended to easethe financing burden for each level of government, it has often led to

administrative complications and lack of accountability for effective delivery
of services.

Individual Governors have suggested that program responsibilities be
shifted so that state and local governments shoulder most of the cost and
administrative load for some programs while the federal government takes over
other efforts. Some Governors have suggested that state government assume
responsibility for education and the federal government take responsibility for
welfare, health insurance, and macro-economic stimulus programs. The Governors
recosend that a joint federal-state task force be appointed to study this
fundamental issue and to make recommendations in time for incorporation in the
FY 1982 budget proposals.

Evaluation of Federal Programs

As the remainder of this report demonstrates, Governors can make
substantive critiques of federal priorities and programs. However, an over-
riding problem concerning the operation of federal programs is the federal
government's inability to evaluate its own programs.
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It is not always realistic to expect states to critique federal programs
before agreeing to administer them. With some notable-exceptions, federal

funds are for dedicated purposes, and states are usually faced with the choice

of participating or not participating in each federal-program. Once this

decision is made, state officials concetrate their analyses on the largest

? federal program because it is not within their purview to.alter the basic

* guidelines or to reprogram the federal funds to higher state priorities.

states tend to focus on programs and problems that they are responsible

for finA-ziL-- and operating.

The federal government'needs-a stronger evaluative capacity. itate

officials would be more than willing to work closely with professional program

evaluators who are charged with determining the effectiveness of federal

programs from a national perspective.
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RESPONSES FROM GOVERNORS ON

GRANT-IN-AID PRIORITIES
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IN PRODUCT ION

In January, Governor Richard A. Selling, Chairman of the Comittee on
Executive Management and Fiscal Affairs, rote to each Governor requesting an
evs4uation of grant-in-aid program and suggestions for specific reforms. In
response to Governor Snelling's request, thirty-five states conmunicated with
his office or NGA; twenty-five states sent written responses.- The twenty-five

-responses are representative of the states in terms of geography and population.
Six responses were from the Northeast, seven from the Southeast, five from the
MLdwest, and seven from the West. Thirteen responses cane from states with
populations above the 1975 median for the fifty states; twelve came from states
with populations below the median. In addition, a written response was received
from the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands.

While the responses account for a majority of the states and provide a
representative sample, the program-specific comments outlined in this section
must be considered to be the views of-individual Governors who responded to
Governor Snelling rather than a consensus view of the members of the National
Governors' Association. The information request was intended to elicit Governors'
opinions on the federal grant-in-aid system and their priorities for the use of
federal funds in their respective states. It was not intended to be a methodolog-
ically precise instrument.

-6-
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.. Proarms tualuded is Review

National Institute of Corrections

Juvenile :Justice

Law inforc ment Assistance

Specific Grants:

Planning Grants
Technical Assistance
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hM S1IATIO OF JUSTICE

The Governors. had pixed reactios to federal administraion of justicee

programs. They placed a high priority on juvenile juitfcS and dlin4udncy

prevention programs and generally supported a few other programs administered

by the Law Enforcement Assistance Admit istration. -However, ibls G6 rnbrs

felt that LM programs veret ineffective in their states.

The major ontridution of LM fund has been in the teas of planning

and coordination'. Many Governors believe that before LAA Vas '&cted, "

insufficient thought vae given °to coordinating criminal justice services to

-develop a system in which relevant groups york out problems together. Since

the enactment of LOA, however, sany Govelnors see the value of such planning

and coordination. One Governor pointed out that LIAA-funded planning in his

state costs 3/10 of 1 percent of the annual cost of the criminal justice system.

He asked: "Do you know of a successful business with. . the kinds of

responsibilities of a criminal justice system which only used 3/10 of I percent

for planning and coordination?"

Governors felt that many programs under LIAA did not allow the flexibility

needed to handle law enforcement problem in their states. For example, one

Governor said:

"A great deal of research has already been conducted on the impact

of federal law enforcement assistance and alternatives to the LEA

program. Some of the areas that night be easily consolidated

or eliminated are the following:

a. The regional planning units' planning functions are largely

duplicative of the statewide council on criminal Justice administration,

b. The courts planning grants have been grossly misused by the

courts administrator's offices and have been used primarily to

operate the offices, rather than exclusively for judicia
1 planning.

c. In addition to the block grant system administered by the states,

a discretionary grant program is operated directly from Washington.

These fun4s are often received without input from the state planning

agency or from state or local officials. These projects may often

duplicate projects funded at the state level and often do not fit

into the state planning process and therefore could be subject to a

possible elimination.

d. LEAA was originally designed principally as a block grant program.

However, it is now divided into Part B funds for planning, Part X funds

for correction, and a separate block of money for juvenile delinquency.

Thus, it is turning more and sore into a categorical program. Considera-

tion needs to be given to going back to consolidation of grants with more

discretion to the state; some reduction of funding in this area could

accompany such flexibility."
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These comoents underscore the Governors' feeling that federal categorical
grent-in-sid programs in general do npt permit the flexibility necessary to
deal with the rauge and complexity of the problems the programs are designed
to solve. Another Governor conmentedo "Close scrutiny of the entire LZM
program is essential. Where local governments have replaced local funding
with federal subsidies for the se servko, the program should be phased out."

Finally, a few Governors believe thlt certain LKM programs he" not
lived up to their original intent and should be eliminated. For example, one
Governor responded: "I know of no other area here money has been spent less
effectively. The elimination of the $650,000,000 appropriation aloup with
the elimination of concomitant regulations would not significantly Ipair the
effectiveness of our law enforcement programs."

The general feeling is that most LAA programs, vith a major emphasis on
juvenile programs, should continue but with major revisions that reflect
Governors' concerns about overcetagorizatin and Ineffective progr. One
Governor Concluded: "Given our limited resources, we need to pay for those
prosrms that work effectively."
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EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING

Programs Included In Revie l

CRTA

Specific Progrems:

Job Corps

Youth Comnity Conedrvation and
Improvement Projects

WIN

Deployment Service

Specific Programs:

Job Hatching

Migrant and Seasonal Faruvorkers

Administrative Expenses

Unemployment Compensation Administration

Veteran Apprenticeship/On-the-Job Training

Senior Conity Service

OLS Statistical Program

OSRA

-10-
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D(PLOYMMr AND TRAIN ING

CETA

Governors' comments concerning the CETA program ranged from a call
for elimination of the program to consolidation of titles into a single
employment and training program. Consolidation of these program with
the WIN program was also suggested.

As administered prior to the 1978 amendments, CETA was criticized
by some Governors as too much of an "add on" program within state government.

As one Governor comented:

"I realize that CETA employees have been widely utilixed by every
level of local government. However, I personally believe that
local governments would rather have an increased amount of local
government revenue sharing in which they would have greater latitude
in expenditure than the CETA program. I also feel that the purposes
of the CETA program can be better addressed through a strengthening
of the training component.

I am suggesting that the CETA program be assessed on two fronts.
First, OMB should work closely with state and local budget officers,
Governors, and others to give consideration to expanding skill
training programs. Second, methods should be explored to subsidize local
governments in a way more acceptable to the American public."

Other Governors emphasized the value of the program but suggested
the consolidation of titles. One Governor said:

"We would recommend consolidation of all titles of this program, but
short of that, at least consolidating Titles i1-A, B. C, and D, and
IV, into a single training program, and providing additional
flexibility to the states to administer the program, would be
desirable."

A reduction from the current requirement that seven applications,
grants, or modifications be submitted to a single application or
modification for funding was recommended to facilitate administration
of the system. The staffing requirements of the CEIA program were also
addressed, particularly for advocate and compliance positions.

Consolidation of CETA with other job training programs was recomended
to decrease costs and increase effectiveness. Comments from Governors
included:

"Consolidation of the CETA and WIN programs could result in savings
through a reduction of administrative duplication. Both programs
provide basic manpower services and job skill development to the same
or similar client groups. An alternative to consolidation would
be elimination of these very staff-heavy programs with an accompanying
increase in state revenue sharing based on state employmentt rates
and the consumer price index."

-11-
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"Job Corps should be absorbed into other job training 
titles of CETA.

Proliferation of programs under CETA, Vocational Rlhabilitation,

Vocational Education, Work Incentive-Programs, 
and others results

in high administrative costs and poor cost-effecttveness."

Public Employment Services

Some Governors recommended concentration of 
job placement in state-

administered Employment Service offices. 
One Governor said:

"Employment services provided through the Department of 
Labor and

the U.S. Employment Service are duplicat6d by social services

agencies for specific client groups. Job development for isolated

client groups is done by welfare, corrections, and rehabilitation

agencies, while the real expertise and opportunity 
for job

development efforts is with the Employment Service 
office.

Some Governors deplored the red tape and unnecessary 
special programs

in the Employment Service. One Governor said:

"The real total Impact of nine different sub-programs which

(the state) is currently required tosttLff 
and operate, because

of special DOL mandates, is hard to estimate. 
Savings would be

realized through reduced reports, computer utilization, 
and other

administrative costs which are hidden within each 
program. If DES

had authority to shift funds between programs and did not have the

multitude of DOL performance criteria, significant 
savin-gs would result."

One Goveior estimated that administrative costs could be reduced by

16 percent If DOL mandates were eliminated. The 'Model Information and

Public Comaunication" program was used as an illustration 
of special

program efforts which "creep up from time to 
tire." The basic grant

should be broad enough to acco odate such special programs. Job Matching

was described as another effort that should 
be combined into existing

grants. One Governor questioned the need for 
an Employment Service

program designed to encourage the private sector to create more job

opportunities: "No special effort should be needed to assist a healthy

private sector expand its employment opportunities."

The Veteran's Apprenticeship Program

Operations by state labor agencies for the Veterans 
Administration are

both costly and declining in importance, according to two Governors'

cement s:

"The program could be run much more efficiently 
at some savings

to the federal government. For example, to enroll an apprentice

in the veter. ns program requires the completion 
of approximately

10 separate questionnaires and forms. By contrast this department

enrolls an apprentice by completing a single form."

"It is recommended that this Is a low priority program of domestic

aid to state governments and could be abolished at the federal

level."
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Governors' reactions to employment and training programs are sumarized
by this comment: "These program need consolidation and appear to be in need
of special attention in terms of simplification and removing red tape."

Costly duplication of services can be eliminated if Governors are
given the flexibility and respons-16ility to develop state employment
assistance plans that identify the employment needs of their constituents
and describe how the plans will work with and through the CEAprime
sponsor system, education agencies, vocational rehabilitation programs,
and economic development agencies.

The Governors support the general thrust of combining employment
and training programs and the provisions of the Administration's
welfare reform proposals that address that need. It is equally essential to

reduce the duplication of the federally controlled employment service
and the locally controlled CETA system.

-13-
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HUMAN SERVICES

Programs Included In Review

Child Support Enforcement

Child Welfare Services: State Grants

Child Abuse and Neglect

Aid to Families with Dependent Children

Title XX

Training Grants

Vocational Rehabilitation

Special Programs for Aging:
Title III, A & b

Nutrition Services for Aging

Other Programs for Aging (Employment,
Senior Centers. Ombudsman)

Rehabilitation Services and Facilities

and Training and Research

Disability Determination Programs

Comunity Services Administration

Specific Programs: VISTA
RSVP

Foster Grandparents
Headstart
Emergency Energy Conservation

Alcohol Abuse Programs

Drug Abuse Programs

Mental Health Programs

Medicaid

HAa't!% -in-ncing Research
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Medicare

Maternal and Child Health Services

Comprehensive Public Health Services

Comprehensive Health Planning

Crippled Children Services

Family Planning

Emergency Medical Services

Immunizat ion Program

Infant Death Program

Specific Disease Prograns

Health Professions Programs
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SWjWLF.VICES

Within the broad area of human servIces, the Governors 
made a

number of specific suggestions. These proposals are sumarized below.

CONSOLIDATIONS

At present, a multitude of assistance programs with different requirements

and different levels of assistance are directed to the same families or

individuals. Because of statutory prohibitions or 
administrative

resistance, the relationship of one 
program to another has not been analyzed

in any but a perfunctory way. The result is ineffective and wasteful

delivery of services.

The narrowness of prograr-s and competition 
n anong them create duplication

and confusion in service delivery and 
program administration. Many programs

have their own eligibility workers, 
accounting services, and planning groups

which produce an annual service plan 
intended in part to ensure adequate

coordination among programs. Unfortunately, coordination is often 
difficult

to achieve at the state level because programs are 
organized in an entirely

vertical system from federal agency 
to special client group.

Problems also are created when a 
federal agency undertakes a "reorganization"

-that does not seek to reduce or eliminate 
duplicative administrative procedures

and costs. One Governor cited the example of the recent reorganization

of the federal Social and Rehabilitative 
Services (SRS): "The recent reorganization

in the guise of improved efficiency, 
has created many more demands upon 

us

and an apparent increase in the size of the federal bureaucracy. 
When REW's

Division of SRS existed, the Yedicaid, 
AFD. and Title XX programs were monitored

by the single SRS organization. One regional staff person, for example,

processed our grant awards. We now have, under the organization, four

different systems. Such reorganization doesn't always bring about improvements

and consolidation, and, if not planned 
correctly, could create as many problems

as it solves."

Reasonable program consolidation services 
could improve and reduce costs

in the following areas:

# Title X

A number of Governors had suggestions 
for including categorical

programs under the Title XX quasi-block 
grant. Programs suggested for

inclusion are: Developmental Disabilities Act, Child 
Welfare Social

Services, Vocational Rehabilitation, 
Alcohol and Drug Abuse, and

some Community Services Act and Older 
Americans Act programs.

Faily Planning Prorams

Under the general family planning head, 
states may be funded under

two federal acts and four titles. One Governor suggested that "services

could be increased in family planning 
by one-third If these programs

were consolidated and we had more latitude. 
Conversely, we could cut

the costs of these programs by one-third 
and still have the same level

of operation."
-16-
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* Mental Health Programs

Governors recommended a basic federal block grant program for mental
health. They also supported the major consolidation proposal for the
alcohol and drug abuse program. There was also a suggestion for block
grants to states to fund coumnity rental health centers rather than

- individual grants to each center.

" Welfare and Other TransferProgreas

Short of complete overhaul of the welfare system, suggestions were
received for consolidations aimed at reducing administrative overhead.
One Governor proposed a consolidation of several categorical programs
into four basic areas: income assistance, energy conservation and
utility assistance, nutrition, and medical assistance.

* Environmental Health Programs

Water, air, and solid waste programs should be consolidated
into a single environmental block grant to states to provide
flexibility to meet individual states' most pressing needs.
In addition, Goverfors suggested that the meat and poultry inspection
program be combined with the interstate food inspection program to
allow for some efficiencies and greater state flexibility.

* Crippled Children Programs

One Governor recommended that the current programs could be combined
to provide flexibility and efficiency with no loss in services.

ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS

Most Governors participating in the survey suggested reforms and
changes in the administration of federal human service programs. The
following are excerpts from their reponses:

* Title XX

"Reducing planning and reporting requirements."
"Eliminate current eligibility requirements and require that 502
of individuals served be below the poverty level."
"Arbitrary reduction of Title XX to 1978 federal ceiling limits
states' ability to meet national guidelines for deinstitutionalization."

* Day Care

"Day Care programs are fragmented among Title XX, WIN, and Vocational
Rehabilitation. Eligibility requirements, subsidy amount, provider
standards, and methods of payment all vary, causing confusion and
administrative problems."

-17-
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* Food Subsidy Programs

"Continued funding for the basic food stamp program and the VIC program

should be reevaluated in terms of their effectiveness and efficiency.

These programs presuppose a funding mechanism and a program thrust

which ensures that low income clients will receive 
an acceptable

nutritious diet. However, under the present service delivery system

there appears to be little evidence that these objectives are being

achieved or could even be achieved through these funding sources. Also

there is a question as to whether the federal 
government can effectively

force clients to spend their income subsidies 
to achieve national

nutritional goals."

"Due to the dual eligibility requirements 
for Food Stamps and AFDC,

a possible reduction of $3,000,000 could 
be realized if the administration

of both Food Stamps and AFDC could be merged."

* Medicaid

"States should be given more latitude in establishing standards for

medical facility certification (especially 
staffing requirements).

More latitude is also needed in setting reimbursement rates, 
especially

nursing home rates, major improvements in 
controls on medical care

facility utilization, new options for providing 
home health services,

and finally, alternatives to current fee-for-service payment mechanisms."

0 Federal Mandate of State Administrative 
Structure

"The federal lavs which mandate state administrative 
structure for

relatively small programs should be changed. 
Examples are the requirements

for a separate administrative unit in 
the welfare department for the

WIN program for AFDC recipients, and a separate 
unit for child

support functions. States should be permitted to administer 
these

functions in the most cost effective manner, which may well be as

part of a larger related unit, instead of a separate unit."

Governors also expressed strong support 
for human services planning

reforms. One Governor commented:

milee the merits of providing an overall block grant 
for alcohol,

drug abuse, mental health administration, 
etc. are not totally

undebatable, certainly the planning requirements of those 
various

programs could be consolidated into one 
state plan which would

provide greater administrative control and 
less money spent on

planning at the state level."

PROGRAM RD ACTIONS

Some Governors identified specific programs as targets for reduction

or elimination. At least one Governor viewed tire following orograma 
as

duplicative or wasteful:

* the state office of economic opportunity 
program

* Title XX training

* suner youth recreation program of 
CSA

• the Business Enterprise program 
for the blind
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EDUCATION

Programs Included In Review

Grants for Disadvantaged Children

Migrants

In-State Institutions

Bilingual Education

Basic Skills Improvement

Strengthening State Departments of Education

Follow Through

Indian Education

Guidance, Counseling, and Testing

Emergency School Aid

Civil Rights Assistance and Training

School Assistance in Federally Affec'ted Areas

Education for ,he t!a-dlcapped

- Special Education Personnel Development

Higher Education and Student Assistance Programs

Vocational Education

Basic Grants to States

Consumer and Homemaking

State Advisory Council

Professional Development

Bilingual Vocational Training

Adult Education
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Library Resources

Library Services and Construction

School Library and Instructional Resources

Interlibrary Cooperation

Special Projects and Training

Environmental Education

Consumer Educat ion

Arts in Education

Career Education

Metric Education

Alcohol and Drug Abuse

Gifted and Talented

Women's Educational Equity

Indochinese Refugees

National Diffusion Program

Educational TV Programming

Community Schools

Educational Personnel Training

Teacher Centers

Teacher Corps
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EDUCATE IONl

'he number of federal categorical grant-in-aid programs for education
is extensive; ACIR has counted 78 federal elementary, secondary, and
vocational education programs. The Governors responding to the survey
reacted to the proliferation of categorical education grants with suggestions
for consolidation and administrative reform.

CONSOLIDATIOMS

Nearly all Governors had suggestions for consolidations. Some
envisioned broad comprehensive education block grants. Others suggested
combining similar programs on a more limited basis.

" Special Education and Handicapped Block Grant

"Consolidate all special education and handicapped programs,
equal employment opportunity programs, innovative education
programs, neglected and delinquent programs, etc. into a
single block grant program. If necessary, provide minimum
guidelines for use of funds."

" General Education Block Grant

"Eliminate all special grant programs and include some reduced
level of support in a general education block grant to states.
Consolidate such programs as adult basic education, dis-
advantaged youth, migrant, school library materials, right to
read, library research, program improvement and administrative
support and so forth."

" Bilingual Education Programs

"All programs combined including Bilingual Vocational Training."

"All programs except training combined, with a change in the
funding formula to a state entitlement."

" Early Childhood Education (Title XI)

"Combine with Innovation and Development."

" Telecomunications (Title XI)

"Consolidate with Communications Act (Title Ii) and Section 611
of Emergency School Aid Act."

" Other Programs

"Educational Proficiency - consolidate with Title II programs."

-21-
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"Women's Educational Equity - consolidate with Title 11 programs."

"Ethnic Heritage - consolidate with Title IV programs."

"Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education - consolidate with Title IV

programs."

ADMINISTRATIVE kEFORXMS

The Governors included two specific suggestions for administrative

changes to improve program efficiency or equity:

* Indirect Costs Rate for Research Grants

"All research grants to institutions of higher 
education currently

permit an open-ended indirect cost rate to be assessed from grant

funds. In lieu of this, federal grants should either 
cut that

procedure to a standard administrative 
percentage or require that

any administrative costs be absorbed by 
the recipient institution."

* Education of All Randicapped

"The present state plan requirements have become 
so detailed,

complex, and voluminous, and the safeguards, 
procedures, and

assurances so involved, that, as in Vocational Education, a

full-time staff is required to begin work on 
one plan even before

the preceding plan is approved. Lack of standardized terminology

and lack of clear-cut procedures for program development, operation.

and reporting make it very difficult to administer 
this program."

PR0(RAM ELIMINATION, SIGNIFICA-NT CUTS. AND REASSIG%.MDNT OF RESPONSIBILITIES

Several Governors made suggestions and cowents 
that, if acted upon,

would eli inate or at least significantly change 
programs and the delivery

of education services. One Governor commented on the broad question of

participation by both federal and state government 
in the same programs:

* Federal Impact Aid

"This aid is designed to pay the fair share of school taxes for

children of federal employees who reside on 
tax exempt federal

property. Conceptually, this program is reasonable, but 
it

has been known to be manipulated and misused fb some areas. It

is suggested that this program be considered as low priority and

that consideration be given to laws that allow 
(or require)

federal employees to pay their share of property 
taxes if they

have students attending public schools."

-22-
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" Library Service Construction Act

"This program operates on the premise that by increasing the
funding, more library services will be provided and state
legislatures viii make a greater financial comitaent to libraries.
This is not realistic, as legislatures have their own priorities.
There is no coordination from federal sources and funding for
school, public, academic, and special libraries."

* Teacher Corps and Teacher Centers

"A total of $134,472,000 was appropriated for this program in the
past fiscal year. This is a duplication of staff development
activities at the state level which could be eliminated without
an adverse impact on our educational system."

" Grant Eligibility

Although states are assuming a higher percentage of education
costs, eligibility requirements restrict their use of federal aid:

"The state, however, is not eligible to apply for 70 percent
of the elementary and secondary education program grants available.
Many of these grants are available only to local education agencies,
thus penalizing the state for having a centralized system."
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ENERGY

ProRrans Included In Review

Energy Extension Service

State Energy Conservation Program

Supplemental Energy Conservation Program

Research and Development: Fission, Fossil,

Solar, Goethermal, Electric, Etc.

-Energy Conservation for Schools. Hospitals,

Local Government and Public Care Institutions

Weatherization Assistance for Low Income
Persons

-24-
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ENERGY

The survey responses reflect the priority Governors place on energy
conservation as a key to combatting the energy shortage. As with other programs,
Governors feel that increased state flexibility resulting from consolidations
and more streamlined regulations could result in substantial dollar savings.
Among the coments made were:

"Reporting requirements for the State Energy Conservation and
the supplemental grant programs are very demanding and time
consuming; a 5 to 10 percent savings could be realized from fewer
requirements and greater flexibility."

"Comunity Services Administration energy-related programs
should be consolidated with DOE programs if they are not
included in comprehensive welfare reorganization. All funds
should be channelled directly to the states so that a
comprehens-ve program can be coordinated with state efforts."

In addition, the Governors support the concepts contained in the
Energy Kanagement Partnership Act (S. 1280/HR.4382), which would consolidate
all existing state energy grant programs and expand the states' capacity to
plan and manage a broad range of energy-related activities, including energy
conservation, renewable resource development, research and development, and
energy emergencies. This legislation is partly a result of a pledge the
administration made to the Governors in July 1977 to reexamine existing
federally assisted energy grant programs and propose measures to improve

k their management.

-25-
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NATURAL RESOURCES, ENVIRONMENT. ANT)RECREATION

Programs Included In Review

Drought Emergency Assistance

Boating Safety

- Water Pollution

Sewage Treatment Plant Construction

1< Water Resources Planning

Public Water System Supervision Grants

Pesticide Control

Air Pollution Control Grant

Water Quality Management State Plan

F Solid Waste Disposal Planning

L Construction Management Assistance

Lake Restoration Grants

Wildlife Research

Endangered Species

Anadromous Fish Conservation

Animal Damage Control

Cooperative Forestry

Forest Fire Control

General Forest Assistance Programs

Youth Conservation Corps

Young Adult Conservation Corps

Resource Conservation and Development

Fish Restoration
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Commercial Fisheries Research and
Development

Coastal Zone Managiment Program
Development
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NATURAL RESOURCES, ENVIRONMENT. AND RECREATION

Consolidation of grant programs was the comon theme of Governors'

comments in this area. Increased flexibility in directing funds to state

problem areas and the potential of significant economies were mentioned.

One Governor said;

'As any Governor is well aware, there are numerous grants available

to the states for wastewater treatment, safe drinking water, 
water

supply systems, air quality, solid waste management, and noise

pollution abatement. The administrators of the environmental

programs would much prefer to see a consolidation of these grants

into a single environmental block grant with a reduced level of

funding than to maintain the current congressional authorizations.

Not only would a significant savings result, but the interests 
of

the people of the states would be better served by applying these

limited dollars to our greatest areas of need."

Other Governors mentioned their support for the proposed "Integrated

Environmental Program Grant" bill now before Congress. The bill calls for

the consolidation of existing EPA categorical- programs on a voluntary basis

and gives Governors authority to transfer up to 20 percent 
of their states'

annual categorical funding among integrated programs to support their

management objectives.

Consolidation of categorical grants in three other natural resource

areas was recocmended: Heritage Grant Programs, Wildlife Grant Programs,

and Forest Service Programs. One response called attention to the recent

move toward flexibility, consolidation, and increased state 
responsibility

in this area, citing the Cooperative Forestry Act of 1978 
as.an example.

One Governor recommended state or private assumption of 
costs for three

programs: -Boating Safety, Comercial Fisheries Research and Development, 
and

Research on Sport Fish and Wildlife.

The Governors have supported the Administration's FY 1980 budget

request for $3.8 billion to finance sewage treatment facilities 
under the

Clean Water Act. This level of funding represents a 10 percent-reduction

from current-year appropriations of $4.2 billion and a 24 percent

reduction from the $5 billion that Congress had previously 
authorized.

While state allocation reductions would inhibit the states' 
ability to meet

national water clean-up goals, the Governors have agreed to support the

Administration's proposed reduction of $400 million in view of current

budget constraints.

However, Congress has indicated the desire for even further 
reductions

in FY 1980 funding for the program. If this trend of declining congressional

funding support continues, current federal requirements will have to be -

reexamined.
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ODMMITY AND ECONOMIC DEVEWPMENIT

Programs Included In Review

Project Grants:

EDA Title I Public Works

Title III Governor's Discretion

Title V Regional Commissions

Title IX Special Impact

HUD UDAG

CDBG

FtHA Rural Development Grants

Water and Waste Disposal

Fire Protection

Planning Grants:

EDA 301 Technical Assistance

301 Nulti-County Planning

302 Comprehensive Planning

302 Sub-State Planning

HUD 701 Comprehensive Planning

107 CDBG Planning

FmHA Ill Rural Development

Title V Regional Commissions

Local Programs:

EDA Title II Business Development

Title IV Trade Adjustment

FmHA Business and Industrial Loans

Historic Preservation Grants

-29-
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OMO(UNITY AD ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

In the words of one Governor, "Community and economic development programs

are perhaps the most impressive area for consolidation." NGA's Committee on

-Community and Economic Development has proposed an economic development block

.- ,-rant program that would consolidate most functions of the Economic Development

Administration as vell as some UD comunity development grants. This program

. would allow state, working extensively with local governments, to plan a

coordinated attack on economic developing problems.

In addition, Governors favored the retention and expansion of the Title V

regional commission program as the primary vehicle for multi-state economic

development. Another Governor commented, "Federal regulations in the 
Title V

program are minimal and the program is very flexible." Governors believe that

the flexibility of this program must not be eroded in the future.

In general, the responses indicated that Governors value 
highly project--

grant programs under EDA's Titles I, II, V, and IX. EDA planning-grants in

the 301 and 302 programs were rated as a priority in 
conjunction with overall

economic development strategies. Governors also favored retention of the

Farmers Home Administration rural development program 
(Section II), which

serves as a model of state-federal cooperation in many states.

Some Governors were critical of Economic Development Administration

Title II and Title IV programs, which operate primarily 
through localities.

Some Governors also criticized the administrative complexity 
of the coastal

zone management program. Some suggested that much of the work under this

-program should be co-nleted in the next few years and that a reevaluation of

the program's goals and funding level would be in order.

In general, Governors favored increased flexibility in community 
and economic

development programs so that states can adequately plan for the varied and changing

economic circumstances that confront them. Rapidly developing states in the

West, for example, have community development needs vastly 
different from those

states with aging infrastructures. Governors suggested that with a block grant

and economic development planning approach and strong 
regional commissions,

the total amount of funds flowing to community and economic 
development programs

can be utilized much more effectively.

-30-
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TRANSPORTATION

Programs Included in Review

State and Community Highway Safety

Basic Grants

Specific Programs:

Special Bridge Replacement
School Bus Training

Federal Aid to Highways:

Planning, Research and Development

Interstate

Urban Systems

Primary - Rural

Secondary - Rural

Forest Highways

Off-Systems Road Projects

Airport and Airway Development

Highway Beautification

Federal Railroad Administration

Urban Mass Transit Administration

-31-
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TRANSPORTATION

The Governors who responded to the survey agreed that 
the State and

Commoemity Highway Safety Basic Grant program is important. 
The traffic

safety program was described as helpful 
but difficult to operate because of the

justification process. "Block grants with annual reports on use of funds"

were reco mended.

The Governors supported securing adequate financing 
for the nation's

;baic road system--interstate, urban, primary, and 
secondary--and are

concerned that these top priority needs are not served 
effectively by the

-proliferation of categorical grant programs. 
In addressing this problem, one

Governor said that categories of uses for federal aid highway projects do not

necessarily coincide with real transportation needs. 
Another Governor suggested

that "the twenty-nine categorical programs of the Federal Highway Administration

should be consolidated to no ore than seven."

While the Governors have repeatedly urged the simplification 
and consolida-

_ tion of many of the categorical federal highway and public transportation

programs, a flexible approach to addressing priority 
investment needs is

particularly critical given the high inflation rate 
in construction costs and

budget constraints.

The combination of aging transportation facilities, 
escalating construction

costs, and dwindling resources requires that transportation 
systems be used

-as efficiently as possible. For this reason, Governors viewed federal assistance

for the reconstruction and maintenance of the interstate 
highway system as a top

priority in the years to come, as is assistance for renewing the primary and

secondary rural road systems. Resurfacing, restoring, and rehabilitating

the 3R programs--must be continued and expanded.

The growing need to conserve energy has increased 
state interest in federal

support of mass transit systems. There was consensus among the Governors that

the urban mass transit capital improvements and operating 
assistance programs

are crucial to promoting national energy conservation 
efforts. Because each

state has responsibility for planning and implementing 
urban and rural public

transportation programs, all transportation funds--except 
for directly

administered federal programs--should flow to the states 
for allocation to local

agencies through formulas developed with local officials.

The current airport development.aid program neither 
provides sufficient

flexibility to target funds to areas of greatest need 
nor takes into account

the Governors' role and responsibility for overall 
economic development within

their states. Local and regional airport plans should be integral elements 
in

overall state planning efforts. This objective can-be accomplished more

effectively with a strengthened state role in the administration 
of the general

aviation, commuter, reliever and small air carrier airport 
programs. The

Governors have therefore recommended a consolidation 
of airport development

grants for all but the nation's largest and busiest 
airports, to be administered

by the states under a block grant approach.

-32-
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GENERAL PURPOSE ASSISTANCE

Programs Included In Review

General Revenue Sharing

Counter-cyclical Fiscal Assistance

-33-
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GIERAL PURPOSE ASSISTANCE

The National Governors' Association has no higher priority 
than the renewal

of the General Revenue Sharing program. General Revenue Sharing embodies the

reform principles that the Governors believe are essential 
to the federal

grant-in-aid system. The Governors feel that this program has been a successful

experiment in promoting state and local initiatives to 
meet important program

goals and to advance national priorities. The lack of red tape and flexibility

bf revenue sharing has enabled the Governors to spend 
these dollars in areas

of most importance to their respective states. The following are some comments

reflecting this position:

"It is my opinion that the revenue sharing program should 
be the last

program to be reduced or cut. It is the most flexible of all aid

programs. . .State and local officials, who are the closest to the

needs of the people, can target the funds for use in areas they deem most

necessary. Finally, revenue sharing has the lowest overhead cost

of all programs.

"Revenue sharing is. . .one of the most effective federal assistance

programs available to state and local governments."

"Most of the growth in state government is a result of federal

programs. We view revenue sharing as simply returning to the

states a small part of the money we need to help administer 
these

federal programs."

As the current recession deepens, the fiscal position of 
state and local

governments may be imperiled. One of the key federal programs that can help

state and local governments overcome economic hard times is timely counter-

cyclical fiscal assistance. Many Governors believe that such assistance, if

provided on a basis that allows for effective planning, 
will have great value

during the current recession, and therefore they feel that 
the revenue sharing

program should be reenacted and should include state governments.

-34-
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FOREWORD

The issue of the responsiveness of state and federal aid to distressed

cities has generated a great deal of attention in recent years.

During periods of fiscal austerity, it is particularly important that

the federal and state governments distribute aid so as to reflect

the relative needs of our nation's largest cities. Whereas many

officials assert that direct federal aid to localities is the most

efficient way of allocating funds, the nation's governors have long

argued that state governments, working with local governments,

are better equipped to distribute state and federal funds to

distressed communities than is the more removed federal bureau-

cracy.
This monograph examines the relative degree to which a

combination of direct state aid and state-administered federal aid

has been responsive to distressed cities from 1965 to 1977. The

results of this study indicate that direct state aid, combined with

state-administered federal aid, is more responsive to distressed

cities than is direct federal assistance. This conclusion suggests

that bypassing state governments with direct federal aid may not

be in the interest of distressed cities, and that a stronger state role

in federal programs may be the most efficient way of distributing

intergovernmental assistance to localites.
DICK THORNBURGH

Governor of Pennsylvania
Chairman, NGA Committee on

Community and Economic Development

- ELLA T. GRASSO

Governor of Connecticut
Chairman, NGA Subcommittee on

Urban Policy
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BYPASSING THE STATES:
WRONG TURN FOR URBAN AID

J_ Introduction

In response to public sentiment against high taxes and government
expenditures, the Carter administration has pledged to balance
the federal budget. State governments have been under similar

O pressure to reduce spending and limit tax increases.' These parallel
forces require both levels of government to distribute their scarce
resources in a manner that recognizes the relative needs of dis-
tressed localities.

Cities receive state and federal aid in three ways:

0 direct state aid through programs such as education aid
formulas, state revenue sharing programs, and states' shar-
ing in the costs of city services

* state/federalprograms under which states distribute federal
and state funds to local jurisdictions using federal guidelines

* direct federal aid whereby the federal government distrib-
utes aid directly to a locality for suph programs as com-
munity development and anti-recessionary assistance

States and the federal government often disagree on the best
method for distributing aid. Federal officials often argue for direct
federal aid to localities. In contrast, governors believe that com-
bining direct state aid with state-administered federal aid results
in a more efficient and responsive system. The Advisory Commis-
sion on Intergovernmental Relations contends that direct federal
aid often ignores or undermines state plans and priorities in
program areas for which states bear substantial responsibilities,

This report was prepared by Fred Teitelbaum, director of research studies, and
Alice E. Simon, research associate, National Governors' Association Center for
Policy Research.
'Tax and Expenditure Limitations, 1978 (Washington, D.C.: National Governors'
Association, December 1978).
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creating "management as well as policy headaches for the states."'

This monograph addresses this-issue by examining the relative

degree to which a combination of direct state aid and state-

administered federal aid (hereinafter referred to as state/federal

aid) has been responsive to "distressed" cities from 1965 to 1977

versus the degree to which direct federal aid has been responsive

to these cities.
Two sets of measures of state/federal and direct federal aid

are employed in the analysis:

* per-capita state/federal and per capita direct federal aid

* the percentage of each city's general revenues derived from

state/federal and direct federal aid

Four indices of hardship are used to measure distress:

* Nathan and Adams' Hardship Index
* Congressional Budget OffiZ(CBO) Social Index

* CBO Economic Index
* CBO Fiscal Index

Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficients were com-

puted between each index and each of the two sets of assistance

measures to compare the relative responsiveness of state/federal

and direct federal aid to distressed cities. In general, the findings

of this study indicate that state/federal aid is consistently more

responsive to distressed cities than is direct federal aid.

1. Aid to American Cities

The federal government assists local governments through three

major funding sources: grants-in-aid (which include general rev-

enue sharing), loans, and tax expenditures. The largest of the three

is grants-in-aid. Direct federal aid to localities grew from $1.2

billion to $16.6 billion between 1965 and 1977 Areas in which the

federal government awards grants include: education, employ-

ment, energy, commerce and housing credit, transportation, com-

munity and regional development, health, administration of jus-

tice, and general purpose fiscal assistance.

2"A Tilt toward Washington Federalism in 1977." Intergovernmental Perspective,

vol. 4. no. I (Winter 1978). p. 6.
'U.S. Department of Commerce. Bureau of the Census, Governmental Finances in

1964-65, p. 20. and Governmental Finances in 1976-77. p. 19.
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In recent years, the federal government has increased its
support of central cities through direct subsidies, focusing on
distressed cities in particular. According to the Advisory Commis-
sion on Intergovernmental Relati6ns, this growth has been spurred
by the war on poverty programs instituted in the 1960s, the State
and Local Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972 (general revenue sharing),
the "blocking" of community development programs in 1974, and
various economic stimulus programs such as anti-recession fiscal
assistance, local public works, and Titles II and VI of the Compre-
hensive Employment and Training Act in 1976 and 1977. 4

States assist local governments primarily through state inter-
governmental transfer payments and direct state expenditures for
state-local functions. Major services supported by the states include
local schools, highways, public welfare, local criminal justice,
health, and general local government support. Although state
assistance to local governments has always been much larger in
absolute terms than federal assistance and state assistance has
increased substantially since 1965,s the rationale for many of the
direct federal-local programs has been the claim that "state
governments are generally unresponsive to the needs of the cities"
and that the federal government "is more responsive to urban
problems than state governments.'" To test the merits of this
rationale, it is necessary to compare the impact of direct federal
grants, which as we have seen totaled $16.6 billion in 1977, with
state-federal grants, which totaled $60.3 billion in that year7 on

4John Shannon, "Our Central Cities: Creatures of the State or Wards of the Federal
Government?" Remarks presented before the Committee on Taxation. Resources.
and Economic Development. Cambridge, Massachusetts, October 22, 1977. -

'In 1977, states spent from their own resources (exclusive of federal pass-through
funds) a total of $78.1 billion to help local governments, a 272 percent Increase
from the $20.9 billion spent in 1965. In both years, the state contribution far
exceeded that of the federal government, although the federal contribution, starting
from a lower base, has increased more rapidly. Most of the state spending is
through grants, often in conjunction with state aid, but a substantial portion is
through direct state expenditures that do not show up in local government budgets
and are therefore difficult to measure in-terms of their distributional impact. A
more comprehensive discussion of state aid to local governments can be found in
Allocation of State Funds to Local Jurisdictions (Washington, D.C.: National Gov-
ernors' Association, June 1978). For 1977 information, see Significant Features of
Fiscal Federalism, 1978-79 (Washington, D.C.: Advisory Commission on Intergov-
ernmental Relations, May 1979), p. 18.
$Thomas R. Dye and Thomas L. Hurley. "The Responsiveness of Federal and State
Governments to Urban Problems,"Journal of Politics, vol. 40, no. I (February 1978).
p. 203.
"Governmental Finances in 1976-77, p. 19.

3
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samples of the nation's largest cities. Such a comparison sheds

new light on the effectiveness of the state-federal partnership in

Responding to urban distress.

2. Defining Distress

Defining a city as either distressed or subject to extreme hardship

is a politically sensitive issue, given the amount of aid that is

targeted directly or indirectly on this basis. For example, should

cities in distress be restricted to only central urban areas or include

older suburban areas and/or surrounding rural areas? Which

economic, socioeconomic, and demographic indicators should be

used to measure levels of hardship? Because of the problems

inherent in developing a precise conceptual definition of distress,

both the government and academic communities have developed

a variety of indicators. Examples of measures of distress used in

the past include attributes of the economic condition of the areas,

the types of people inhabiting certain areas, and the "fiscal health"

of city governments.
A key issue to be considered with respect to the distribution

of funds to any urban area is the distinction between central cities

and the metropolitan areas in which they are located. In the

context of the responsiveness of aid to cities, emphasis is usually

placed on central cities rather than on localities in general.

Two general approaches are used to determine the relative

distress of cities, One defines distress in terms of disparities within

metropolitan areas, for example, a central city relative to its

suburbs. The other defines distress by measuring a city's level of

distress against that of another city.
The rationale behind measuring distress within metropolitan

areas is that the distress experienced by a central city is com-

pounded by more affluent people and businesses leaving the central

city for the suburbs. The Nathan and Adams' Central City Hardship

Index is based on this premise. It is a composite index, calculated

from 1970 census data, that measures the city-suburban ratio of

six socioeconomic and demographic indicators: the unemployment

rate, the number of persons either less than eighteen or over sixty-

fout years of age, the number of persons aged twenty-five or more

with less than twelve years of formal education, per capita income

level, the number of occupied housing units with more than one

person per room, and the number of families with incomes below
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125 percent of the low-income level.8 The ratios were standardized,
summed, and adjusted to a base of 100. A value below 100 indicates
that a central city is better off than its suburbs. The index was
calculated for the most populous cities in fifty-five of the sixty-six
largest standard metropolitan statistical areas (SMSAs having a
population of over 500,000 in 1970 (see Table 1)? Fifty-four of these
cities will be used in this analysis.'

The rationale behind the second approach is that cities differ
in their ability to provide services that meet the basic needs of
their citizens. In August 1978, the Congressional Budget Office
(CBO) issued a report on the responsiveness of federal aid to city
need that employed three such indices measuring three dimensions
of distress: social, economic, and fiscal. A sample of forty-five cities
was initially selected. However, because certain data were un-
available to calculate needed variables in each index, the final
sample sizes for the economic, social, and fiscal indices were thirty-
nine, forty-five, and thirty-eight, respectively."

The social need index is a combination of the Nathan and
Adams' inter-city and central city-suburban indices and is com-
posed of six measures of distress: unemployment, income, poverty,
dependency, education, and overcrowded housing. The economic
index is composed of measures reflecting changes in a city's
population, per capita income, manufacturing employment, total
employment within metropolitan areas, population density, and
proportion of housing stock built prior to 1940. Four measures
were used to ascertain fiscal need: tax effort, property tax base,

'1970 census data are the most current data available for the indicators used to
calculate this index. Consequently. an index of hardship that relies upon dated
socioeconomic and demographic data will not truly represent the current situation
of relevant localities.
'For an explanation of why eleven of these cities were omitted, see Richard P.
Nathan and Charles Adams, "Understanding Central City Hardship," Political
Science Quarterly, vol. 91, no. I (Spring 1976), p. 4 9 .
'°Recent census data indicate that the level of state revenues allocated to New York
City is extremely high relative to all other cities in this index. For example, in
1976, New York State's contribution to New York City's general revenue fund was
15 percent higher than the total amount of state contributions made by nine states
(in which the hardest-pressed cities are located) to their respective general revenue
funds. To avoid biasing the analysis, New York City was omitted.
"For a complete description of these indices, see U.S. House of Representatives,
Subcommittee on the City of the Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban
Affairs, City Need and the Responsiveness of Federal Grants Programs, 95th Congress,
2nd session, August 1978. These indices were used to examine the distribution of
general revenue sharing, community development block grants, anti-recession
fiscal assistance, CETA, and local public works assistance programs.
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Table 1

INDEX OF CENTRAL CITY HARDSHIP RELATIVE TO THE
BALANCE OF SMSA FOR FIFTY-FIVE SELECTED SMSAs

Primary Central Index Primary Central Index
-. City of SMSA Score Rank City of SMSA Score Rank

Newark 422 1 Cincinnati 148 27
Cleveland 331 2 Pittsburgh 146 28

C Hartford 317 3 Denver 143 29
Baltimore 256 4 Sacramento 135 30
Chicago 245 5 Minneapolis 131 31
St. Louis 231 6 Birmingham 131 32
Atlanta 226 7
Rochester 215 8 Jersey City 129 33

Y' Gary 213 9 Oklahoma City 128 34
Dayton 211 10 Indianapolis 124 35
(New York) (211) (-) Providence 121 36

Grand Rapids 119 37
C Detroit 210 11 Toledo 116 38

Richmond 209 12 Tampa 107 39
Philadelphia 205 13 Los Angeles 105 40
Boston 198 14 San Francisco 105 41
Milwaukee 195 15 Syracuse 103 42
Buffalo 189 16 Allentown 100 43
San Jose 181 17
Youngstown 180 18 Portland 100 44

Columbus 173 19 Omaha 98 45

Miami - 172 20 Dallas 97 46

New Orleans 168 21 Houston 93 47
Phoenix 85 48

Louisville 165 22 Norfolk 82 49
Akron 152 3 Salt Lake City 80 50
Kansas City, Mo. 152 24 San Diego 77 51
Springfield, Ma. 152 25 Seattle 67 52
Ft. Worth 149 26 Ft. Lauderdale 64 53

Greensboro 43 54

Source: Richard P. Nathan and Charles Adams, "Understanding Central City
Hardship," Political Science Quarterly. vol. 91, no. I (Spring 1976), Table 1. pp.
51-52.

and tax measures of service needs relative to tax base and tax

effort.
To ensure that the results of this study are not artifacts of the

hardship index used, the Nathan and Adams' and the three CBO
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Table 2

INDEX OF SOCIAL NEED
(39 cities)y

Index Index
City Score Rank City Score Rank

Newark 100 1 Pittsburgh - 43 20
Cleveland 67 2 (New York) (41) (21)
St. Louis 64 3 Sacramento 40 22
Detroit 62 4 Milwaukee 37 23
New Orleans 61 5 San Jose 37 24
Buffalo 61 6 Akron 37 25
Miami 60 7 Columbus 34 26
Gary 58 8 San Diego 30 27
Baltimore 55 9 Norfolk 30 28
Tampa 51 10 Oklahoma City 30 29
Birmingham 51 11 Kansas City, Mo. 29 30
Philadelphia 49 12 Los Angeles 27 31
Jersey City 48 13 Phoenix 24 32
Atlanta 47 14 San Francisco 22 33
Boston 45 15 Houston 21 34
Chicago 46 16 Indianapolis 21 35
Cincinnati 45 17 Denver 20 36
Louisville 45 18 Minneapolis 20 37
Rochester 44 19 Seattle 16 38

Dallas 11 39
'Thirty-eight cities were used in this analysis. New York City was omitted for
reasons cited on page 5.
Source: House of Representatives, City Need and the Responsiveness of Federal
Grants Programs, Table 11, pp. 44-45.

indices were all used as indicators of city distress. 2 Fifty-nine
cities appear in at least one of the indices, although no one index
contains all fifty-nine. Tables 2, 3. and 4 present the cities and
index scores for CBO's social, economic, and fiscal need indices,
respectively.

3. Measuring Aid to Distressed Cities

One approach to a distributional study would be to focus on the
extent to which programs designed to provide assistance to dis-

"A discussion of the problems inherent within each of these indices and the
interrelationships among them is presented in the Appendix.
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Table 3

INDEX OF ECONOMIC NEED
(45 cities)'

Index Index

City Score Rank City Score Rank

Newark
(New York)
Jersey City
Cleveland
Buffalo
Chicago
St. Louis
Boston
Patterson
Pittsburgh
Rochester
Philadelphia
San Francisco
Seattle
Detroit
Cincinnati
Akron
Milwaukee
Baltimore
Minneapolis
Albany
Gary

84
(80)
78
78
77
76
74
74
72
71
70
70
68
66
66
65
64
64
63
62
59
58

Los Angeles
KansaS City, Mo.
(Washington, D.C.)
New Orleans
Louisville
Columbus
San Bernadino
Atlanta
Birmingham
San Diego
Sacramento
Miami -
Denver
Norfolk
Indianapolis
Dallas
Oklahoma Ci-
Anaheim
El Paso
Tampa
Houston
San Jose
Phoenix

57
56
(54)
53
51
51
49
45
45
43
43
42
41
40
37
35
34
31
30
29
26
24
16

2324
(25)
26
27
28-
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

a Forty-three cities were used in this analysis. New York City was omitted for reasons
cited on page 5. Washington. D.C. was omitted because of its non-state status.
Source: House of Representatives, City Need and the Responsiveness of Federal
Grants Programs, Table 12. p. 48.

tressed cities accomplish that goal. Such an analysis would eval-

uate the responsiveness of each of these programs but would not

deal with the aggregate effect across programs. Yet, because

different levels of government or various states may have different

program approaches to alleviate distress among states and local-

ities, a program-by-program comparison of aid to localities has

significant limitations. For example, some states may allocate

relatively large amounts of economic and community development

assistance to their cities and less aid in the areas of social services

ty
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Table 4

- INDEX OF FISCAL NEED
(38 cities)'

Index Index
City Score Rank City Score Rank

(Washington, D.C.) (84) (1) Louisville 35 20

Boston 72 2 El Paso 34 21
(New York) (67) (3) Denver 33 - 22
Newark 65 4 Miami 31 23
St. Louis 61 5 Gary 31 24
Philadelphia 53 6 Tampa 29 25
Baltimore 52 7 Columbus 28 26
Jersey City 47 8 San Bernadino 28 27
Detroit 46 9 Albany 28 28
Birmingham 46 10 Akron 27 29
New Orleans 45 11 Sacramento 24 30
Patterson 45 12 Minneapolis 23 31
Buffalo 44 13 Indianapolis 22 32
Cincinnati 44 14 Phoenix 18 33
Norfolk 44 15 Los Angeles 18 34
Cleveland 42 16 San Diego 17 35
San Francisco 39 17 Seattle 13 36
Pittsburgh 37 18 San Jose 12 37
Rochester 36 19 Anaheim 10 38
&Thirty-six cities were used in the analysis. New York City was omitted for reasons
cited on page 5. Washington, D.C. was omitted because of its non-state status.
Source: House of Representatives, City Need and the Responsiveness of Federal
Grants Programs, Table 13. pp. 50-51.

and housing; other states may take the opposite approach to
alleviating distress. Consequently, there is a trade-off between
undertaking a program-by-program analysis, which involves pre-
cise but possibly misleading comparisons, and undertaking an
analysis of the total amount of aid, which combines programs that
are designed to target funds with those that are not. Because of
the unavailability of data on a program level and on the assumption
that all types of aid will directly or indirectly alleviate distress,
this study focuses upon the aggregate assistance provided by direct
federal and state/federal programs to city governments.

With this perspective in mind, this analysis employs two sets
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of measures of state/federal and direct federal aid to city govern-
ments. ' These measures are:

* per capita state/federal and per capita direct federal aid

* the percentage of each city's general revenues derived from

state/federal and direct federal aid

Per capita aid is defined as total dollars by source received by

a city divided by its population. The percentage bf each city's

general revenues from state/federal and direct federal aid was

derived by dividing each city's total general revenues into that

portion accounted for by state/federal and direct federal aid. Each

set of measures was constructed for 1965 and 1970 to 1977. 4

The data from which the measures were derived came from

7 Census of Government reports of the cities under examination. In

the context of this study, one problem of this data set is the

inability to separate from "state" contributions that portion of

f federal dollars that is passed through the states to the localities.

Thus, for example, in U.S. Census Bureau reports, funds ihat pass

through the states to a school district, such as under Title I of the

Elementary and Secondary Education Act, are counted as a state

contribution, not as federal assistance. Because the issue is not

whether states acting independently have a better record of

distributing aid to distressed cities than does the federal govern-

ment, but whether in conjunction with the federal government

states better allocate combined state and federal funds to distressed

cities, this data problem is not significant.
J-1 The reader also should be aware that some state and federal

aid that benefits city residents goes not to the city government but

to special districts for such purposes as schools, mass transit,

housing, and sewage treatment. Only the school funds are suffi-

ciently large and traceable as to lend themselves to adjustments
for purposes of this study. In some cities, school districts are part
of the city government and are included in the revenue figures

reported by the Census of Governments. However, thirty-five of

the fifty-nine cities that are in one or more of the samples in this

study have independent school districts that are not part of the

3 State-federal and direct federal contributions to welfare payments are not
included in any of the revenue measures as collected in the Census of Governments
because none of the cities in our samples directly administers welfare programs.
All of these distressed cities have bcn relieved of the burden of financing welfare
by state or county governments.
14Further explanation regarding the construction of these measures is presented in
the Appendix.
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-city government and whose revenues are not included in these

I data. In order to ensure comparability of revenue data across
cities, the budgets of these cities and their independent school
districts were combined. Adjusted state/federal and adjusted direct
federal aid figures reflect these school districts' revenues. Unfor-
tunately, adjustments could be made only for 1971 and 1976, as

' data on independent school district allocations were available only
for these two years. However, it appears that exclusion of these

i funds from the remaining years does not significantly alter the
basic conclusions of this study.

To determine whether state/federal aid or direct federal aid
is more closely related to urban distress, the relationship between
the two measures of aid and the four hardship indices was
examined. If state/federal aid is better distributed to distressed
cities, the relationship between the measures of state/federal aid

7 and the hardship indices will be stronger than that between direct
federal aid and the hardship indices. To test the strength of these
relationships, Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficients
were calculated. The Pearson Product Moment Correlation is a

- measure of the linear association between two variables. The
results of the test indicate the direction and strength of the
relationship. If the correlation coefficient is zero, there is no
relationship between the two variables being studied. The closer

_ the correlation is to 1.0 or - 1.0, the stronger the relationship
between the two variables. If the value is positive, a positive
change-in one variable is associated with a positive change in the

- other variable. In contrast, a negative correlation indicates that a
2 positive change in one variable is associated with a negative

change in the other.
Correlation coefficients were computed between the two

measures of state/federal aid and the hardship indices on the one
hand and between direct Tederal aid and the hardship indices on

* the other. The degree to which state/federal aid is responsive to
i distressed cities will be reflected in a higher positive correlation

coefficient between these two sets of variables-aid and hardship.
Consequently, by comparing the correlation coefficients between
state/federal aid and the hardship indices and the correlation
coefficients between direct federal aid and the hardship indices,
one can ascertain the relative responsiveness of state/federal aid
and direct federal aid to distressed cities. For example, if the
correlation coefficient between state/federal aid and the social
index is .5270 and the comparable correlation coefficient for direct
federal aid is .3507, state/federal aid is more highly related to the
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hardship index than is direct federal aid. This finding can be

interpreted as meaning state/federal aid is more responsive to

distressed cities than is direct federal aid. The correlations between

state/federal and direct federal aid and the hardship indices can

be compared only within each of the four indices independently.

To examine the relative distributional responsiveness of these two

sources of funds over time, correlation coefficients were computed

for 1965 and 1970 through 1977.

4. Results

Per Capita Aid. Allocations of state/federal and direct federal aid

on a per capita basis are, perhaps, the most direct measure of

assistance to the sample cities because they take into account

differences in the size of the populations. Table 5 shows the

correlation coefficients between state/federal and direct federal

aid and the four hardship indices. These correlations indicate that

regardless of the hardship index used, state/federal aid is more

responsive to distressed cities than is direct federal aid, and

state/federal aid becomes increasingly more responsive across

time.

In terms of the first conclusion, only in 1965 for both the social

and fiscal hardship indices are the correlations between direct

federal aid and these indices higher than those between state/

federal aid and the indices. In 1976, direct federal aid and

state/federal aid are distributed essentially the same with respect

to the fiscal hardship index. When the revenues for independent

school districts are included, state/federal aid is more responsive

in 1971 and 1976 on all indices.
Generally, these data suggest that state/federal aid is increas-

ingly more responsive from 1965 to 1976 on the economic and

fiscal indices and from 1965 to 1975 on the Nathan and Adams'

and social indices, and only slightly less responsive thereafter. For

example, the correlations between state/federal aid and the Nathan

and Adams' hardship index were .2101 in 1965, .5060 in 1975, and

.4830 in 1977.
A scrutiny of the responsiveness of direct federal aid to

distressed cities shows a somewhat different pattern. The corre-

lations using the social index were low in all years, the highest

correlation being .2438 in 1977. On the Nathan and Adams' index,

direct federal aid apparently was not very responsive to distressed

cities from 1965 to 1973. The correlations between per capita



Table 5

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PER CAPITA STATE/FEDERAL
AND DIRECT' FEDERAL AID AND HARDSHIP INDICES

Index 1965 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977
NATHAN/ADAMS INDEX

State/federal .2101 .2710 .2921 .3771 .4112 .4161 .5060 .4913 .4830
Direct federal .0735 .0862 .1595 .0759 .1259 .3129 .2516 .0888 .3144
Adjusted 'state/federal .2851 .5555
Adjusted direct federal .1102 .0764

CBO SOCIAL INDEX
State/federal .0261 .1333 .1510 .2679 .3312 .3529 .4391 .4096 .3962
Direct federal .0538 -. 0360 .0337 -. 0239 .0793 .1241 -.1851 .1156 .2438
Adjusted state/federal .1817 .5232
Adjusted direct federal .0169 .1146

CBO ECONOMIC INDEX
State/federal .3163 .3960 .3859 .4287 .4582 .4466 .4488 .4597 .4557
DireCt federal .1035 .2762 .3152 .2696 .2360 .25C5 .2622 .3258 .3612
Adjusted state/federal .4062 .5607
Adjusted direct federal .2768 .3153

CBO FISCAL INDEX
State/federal .3872 .3946 .4064 .4509 .5507 .5340 .5631 .5706 .5551
Direct federal .4347 .2265 .2960 .3330 .3121 .4183 .4955 .5742 .5040
Adjusted state/federal .4068 .5977
Adjusted direct federal .2778 .5643

aCorrelations of .2516..2679. .2585 and .2960 or greater are statistically significant to at least the .05 level for the Nathan and Adams'.
social, economic, and fiscal hardship indices, respectively.
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direct federal aid and this hardship measure were extremely low.

In contrast, the distribution of direct federal aid to distressed cities

improved in 1974, 1975, and 1977. However, the increase in federal

responsiveness is seen primarily in terms of the economic and

fiscal hardship indices. The correlations between direct federal aid

and the economic hardship index over time indicate that direct

federal aid was poorly allocated in 1965, improved significantly in

1970, and remained at that level fairly consistently until 1976

when it improved again. Using the fiscal hardship index, direct

federal aid was distributed well in 1965 and less well until 1974,

when it became more responsive.
In general, these correlations show that per capita state/federal

aid is much more responsive to distressed cities than is direct

federal aid, regardless of the measure used to reflect city hardship.

Moreover, as measured by per capita aid, state/federal assistance

to distressed cities has been rather well distributed since 1965 and

has been increasingly better allocated thereafter.

Aid as a Percent of a City's Budget. The relationships between

state/federal and direct federal aid as a percent of a city's budget

further buttress the findings that state/federal aid is more respon-

sive to distressed cities than is direct federal aid. As shown in

Table 6, only in 1965 for the social and fiscal hardship indices is

direct federal aid better distributed than state/federal aid. As

indicated by the negative correlations between direct federal aid

and the hardship indices, direct federal aid for all of the hardship

indices is so poorly allocated that a disproportionate amount of

aid appears to be distributed to the least distressed cities. In seven
of the nine years for the Nathan and Adams' index, six years for

the economic index, and five years for the other hardship indices,

direct federal aid as a percentage of a city's budget is negatively

related to the hardship indices. In most other years, the correlations

between these measures hover around zero, suggesting poor allo-

cation of direct federal aid to distressed cities.

In contrast, only in 1965 does the correlation for the social

hardship index indicate that state/federal aid is negatively related

to hardship. Using the Nathan and Adams' and the fiscal hardship

indices, state/federal aid is fairly well distributed to distressed

cities from 1965 to 1971 and better distributed thereafter. From

1970 to 1977, the correlations between this measure of aid and the

economic hardship index consistently range from a low of .3389

in 1971 to a high of .4443 in 1973. On the social hardship index,

state/federal aid to distressed cities is poorly distributed from



Table 6

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN STATE/FEDERAL AND DIRECT FEDERAL AID AS A PERCENT OF CITY
REVENUES AND HARDSHIP INDICES

Index 1965 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977
NATHAN/ADAMS INDEX

State/federal .1683 .1753 .1935 .3074 .3407 .2827 .4041 .4175 .3932
Direct federal .0167' -. 0004 .1047 -. 0630 -. 1435 -. 0177 -. 0708 -. 2371 -. 0740
Adjusted state/federal .1303 .4714
Adjusted direct federal -. 0319 -. 2479

CBO SOCIAL INDEX
State/federal -. 0573 .0703 .0754 .2308 .2908 .3244 .4154 .3913 .3764
Direct federal .0464 -. 0705 .0452 -. 0268 -. 0633 -. 0308 .0143 -. 0639 .0415
Adjusted state/federal .1629 .5618
Adjusted direct federal -. 0414 -. 1244

CBO ECONOMIC INDEX
State/federal .2483 .3827 .3389 .4258 .4443 .3804 .4250 .4310 .3907
Direct federal -. 0713 .0747 .1940 .0213 -. 1122 -. 1602 -. 2068 -. 1238 -. 0383
Adjusted state/federal' .1'837 .5261
Adjusted direct federal .0314 -. 1568

CBO FISCAL INDEX
State/federal .1131 .2001 .2011 .2910 .4021 .3288 .4133 .4120 .3429
Direct federal .2579 -. 0464 .0471 -.0615 -. 2001 -. 0960 -. 0738 .1075 .0142
Adjusted state/federal .2327 .4147
Adjusted direct federal .0265 .1931

& Correlations cif .2371, .2908. .2483 and .2910 are statistically significant to at least the .05 level for the Nathan and Adams', social,
A economic and fiscal hardship indices, respectively.
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1965 to 1971, fairly well distributed in 1972, and even better

distributed from 1973 through 1977. When independent school

district revenues are included, the correlations either remained

the same or increased, e tept fi 19 -71 on the Nathan and Adams'

and the economic hards ip indices.
Thus, using this measure of aid, state/federal aid is much

2 more responsive to distressed cities than is direct federal aid. This

conclusion is generally true- regardless of the hardship index used

or the year examined.

The Role of State Government in State-Local Functions. Through-

out this analysis, the underlying assumption has been that all of

the states represented in the four samples of cities have similar

views of the roles and functions of state governments relative to

their local governments; that is, the analysis assumed implicitly

that all of these states have similar perspectives regarding the

appropriate scope of governmental services that state, as opposed

to local, governments should provide, as well as which level of

government-state or local-should finance these services. States

that assume a larger role in the provision and financing of services

would be less likely to contribute mQrc funds to all cities, including

distressed cities, than those states that allow local governments to

provide and finance more services. 5 Thus, the findings reached in

this analysis might be artifacts of the systematic variation among

states in the scope of services provided for cities.

To determine whether the findings have been distorted by such

variations, correlatios -betweenthe measures of state/federal and

direct federal aid and the four hardship indices were calculated

controlling for the effect of the role of the sample states relative

to their localities. Thirty states are represented in the Nathan and

Adams' index; twenty-four in the social index; twenty-four in the

economic index; and twenty in the fiscal index. Two measures of

the state role versus the local role were employed: the proportion

of total state and local tax revenues generated by the state and the

percentage of state and local expenditures from own revenues

accounted for by state government. The higher a given state's

proportion of total state and local expenditures and revenues, the

larger the role that saeplays-in providing and financing services

relative to its localities.
As indicated by the partial correlations in Tables 7 through

"See James A. Maxwell and J. Richard Aronson, Financing State and Local

Governments, 3rd ed. (Washington. D.C.: Brookings Institution, 1977), pp. 31-32.
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10, the conclusion that state/federal aid is more responsive to
distressed cities than is direct federal aid is substantiated. While
the partial correlations between the measures of state/federal aid
and the four hardship indices are sometimes lower than those for
which no account was taken for the effect of differing state roles,
they are higher than the federal aid partial correlations with few
exceptions across all the measures and years; that is, the states
remain more responsive after taking into account the effects of the
differences in the roles they play with respect t6 their localities.
Thus, the proposition that state/federal funds are more responsive
to distressed cities than are direct federal funds is not altered when
the effects of different roles and functions of stAte governments are
taken into account.

5. Conclusion

On the basis of four hardship indices and two measures of financial
aid, this study found that a state-federal partnership in allocating
aid to local jurisdictions has produced greater responsiveness to
distressed cities than has federal aid alone. Among plausible
explanations for this finding are the substantial management
difficulties inherent in the federal attempt to deal directly with
vast numbers of local governments, the perceived need for direct
federal aid programs to include a sufficient number of local
jurisdictions to assure majority votes in the Congress, and the
inability of federal grant programs to take account of differing
fiscal relationships among levels of government. For example, the
percentage of state-local costs borne by state governments ranges
from 48.3 percent in New York to 79.5 percent in Hawaii. Similarly,
the functions of counties, townships, municipalities, and special
districts vary greatly from state to state; it is virtually impossible
for the federal government to accommodate these complex rela-
tionships in its aid programs.

In contrast, individual states deal with smaller numbers of
local governments, have a fuller understanding of their problems,
and therefore can deal with those problems in a more flexible
manner. States can target funds, for example, by buying out fixed
percentages of certain local government functions, such as court,
health, or education costs, that are disproportionately burdensome
to distressed areas. State formulas for distributing aid are not
immune to technical problems or to the need for building legislative
majorities, but these shortcomings may not be as pronounced at
the state level because of the smaller scale and more homogeneous
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Table 7

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PER CAPITA STATE/FEDERAL AND DIRECT FEDERAL AID AND HARDSHIP

INDICES CONTROLLING FOR STATE TAX REVENUE AS PERCENT OF STATE/LOCAL TAX REVENUESa

'Index

NATHAN/ADAMS INDEX
State/federal
Direct federal
Adjusted state/federal
Adjusted direct federal

CBO SOCIAL INDEX
State/federal
Direct federal
Adjusted state/federal
Adjusted direct federal

CBO ECONOMIC INDEX
State/federal
Direct federal
Adjusted state/federal
Adjusted direct federal

CBO FISCAL INDEX
State/federal
Direct federal
Adjusted state/federal
Adjusted direct federal

&Correlations of .2325. .3199. .2772 and .2832 or greater are
social, economic, and fiscal hardship indices, respectively.

.1863 .2503 .2533

.1270 .0638 .1375
.2670
.0959

.0066 .1141 .1341

.0815 -. 0450 .0317
.1721
.0195

.2914 .3667 .3394

.1804 .2772 .3365
.4020
.3151

.3905 .3998 .4108

.4444 .2267 .2989
.4063
.2832

.3357 .3693 .3800 .4245 .4085

.0350 .1454 .3421 .3225 .0563
.5060
.0503

.2539
- .0284

.3199 .3425 .3929 .3592

.0848 .1564 .2077 .1120
.4918
.1154

.3780 .4084 .3987 .3481 .3585

.2824 .2928 .4105 .3689 .3639
.5353
.3627

.4593 .5636

.3354 .3245
.5442 5321 .5406
.4628 .5684 .6026

.5786

.5981

.4205.2877

.3602

.2313

.3867

.3823

.5421.5160

statistically significant to at least the 0.5 level for the Nathan and Adams',

.1 artc 147n 1972 1973 1974 -lufo AWO I*"
IQR lqh 197"t



Table 8
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN STATE/FEDERAL AND DIRECT FEDERAL AID ASA PERCENT OF TOTAL CITY

REVENUES AND HARDSHIP INDICES CONTROLLING FOR STATE TAX REVENUES AS PERCENT OF
TOTAL STATE AND LOCAL TAX REVENUESa

Index 1965 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977
NATHAN/ADAMS INDEX

State/federal .1487 .1609 .1391 .2519 .2865 .2433 .3166 .3338 .3371
Direct federal .1278 -. 0108 .0936 -. 0783 -. 1185 .0411 .0267 -. 1702 -. 0072
Adjusted state/federal .1483 .4431
Adjusted direct federal -. 0128 -. 1963

CBO SOCIAL INDEX
State/federal -. 0725 .0544 .0524 .2140 .2775 .3128 .3699 .3441 .3446
Direct federal .1129 -. 0633 .0527 -. 0125 -. 0475 .0200 .1599 .0493 .1157
Adjusted state/federal .1664 .5476
Adjusted direct federal -. 0229 -. 0507

CBO ECONOMIC INDEX
State/federal .2239 .3517 .2685 .3578 .3800 .3124 .3160 .3313 .3208
Direct federal .0614 .0974 .2418 .0756 -. 0420 .0224 .0287 .0836 .1024
Adjusted state/federal .1991 .5312
Adjusted direct federal .1017 -. 0451

CBO FISCAL INDEX
State/federal .1141 .2040 .2047 .3022 .4227 .3398 .3613 .3611 .3091
Direct federal .2830 -. 0468 .0514 -. 0583 -. 2031 -. 1029 .0675 .2578 .0997
Adjusted state/federal .2331 .3997

- Adjusted direct federal .0337 .2908
gCorrelations of .2775, .2433. .2685, and .2830 or greater are statistically significant to at least the 0.5 level for the Nathan and Adams'.
social, economic, and fiscal hardship indices, respectively.



Table 9

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN PER CAPITA AID AND HARDSHIP INDICES CONTROLLING, FOR STATE
EXPENDITURES AS PERCENT OF STATE/LOCAL EXPENDITURES&

Index 1965 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

NATHAN/ADAMS INDEX
State/federal .2034, .2617 .2915 .3672 .4011 .4101 .5000 .4836 .4732

Direct federal .1207 .0970 .1642 .0774 .1828 .3492 .2693 .1043 .3140

Adjusted state/federal .2876 .5503

Adjusted direct federal , .1112 .0913

CBO SOCIAL INDEX
State/federal .0144 .1109 .1320 .2461 .3099 .3332 .4434 .4138 .3926

Direct federal .0889 .0268 .0477 -. 0105 .1037 .1937 .1948 .1187 .2464

Adjusted state/federal .1725 .5235

Adjusted direct federal .0358 .1179

CBO ECONOMIC INDEX
State/federal .3236 .3719 .3663 .4029 .4327 .4219 .4440 .4549 .4563

Direct federal .1962 .3403 .3590 .3137 .3054 .4045 .3142 .3565 .3677

Adju-sted state/federal .4135 .5689

Adjusted direct federal .3304 .3474

CBO FISCAL INDEX
State/federal .3858 .3749 .4039 .4497 .5519 .5398 .5923 .5997 .5730

Direct federal .4845 .2667 .3097 .3487 .3398 .4937 .4922 .5672 .4997

Adjusted state/federal .4063 .6004

Adjusted direct federal .2948 .5573

&Correlations of .2617, .3099. .3025, and .2948 or greater are statistically significant to at least the .05 level for the Nathan and Adams'.

social, economic and fiscal hardship indices, respectively.



Table 10

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN AID AS A PERCENT OF CITY REVENUE AND HARDSHIP INDICES
CONTROLLING FOR STATE EXPENDITURES AS PERCENT OF

TOTAL STATE AND LOCAL EXPENDITURESa

Index 1965 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977
NATHAN/ADAMS INDEX

State/federal .1862 .1729 .1921 .2960 .3284 .2832 .4035 .4138 .3888
Direct federal .1277 .0245 .1153 -. 0461 -. 0978 .0129 -. 0449 .2178 -. 0513
Adjusted state/federal .1519 .4715
Adjusted direct federal -. 0067 -. 2208

CBO SOCIAL INDEX
State/federal - .0476 .0531 .0576 .2111 .2710 .3049 .4166 .3419 .3738
Direct federal .1404 -. 0358 .0812 .0217 -. 0201 .0705. .0211 .0709 .0660
Adjusted state/federal .1711 .5648
Adjusted direct federal .0087 .1364

CBO ECONOMIC INDEX
State/federal .2889 .3542 .3143 .3971 .4163 .3468 .4204 .4282 .3904
Direct federal .0998 .1697 .2679 .1020 -. 0323 -. 0164 -. 1950 -. 0969 -. 0314
Adjusted state/federal .2015 .5506
Adjusted direct federal .1103 -. 1373

CBO FISCAL INDEX
State/federal .1229 .1632 .1955 .2875 .4037 .3272 .4556 .4436 .3597
Direct federal .3653 .0094 .0639 -. 0473 -. 1956 -. 0824 -. 1734 .0481 -. 0206
Adjusted state/federal .2344 .4077
Adjusted direct federal .0473 .1568

eCorrelations of .2832..2710, .2679 and .2875 or greater are statistically significant to at least the .05 level for the Nathan and Adams',
- social, economic and fiscal hardship indices, respectively.

S.*~ ~ *~~*.* **~*,. *..
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nature of the intergovernmental system. Finally, state aid programs
are much more likely to take account of fiscal relationships among
levels of government because these relationships are defined in

state laws, constitutional provisions and customs.
Governors have long argued that state governments, working

with local governments, are in a better position to allocate state

and federal funds to distressed communities than is a distant
federal bureaucracy. Consequently, the federal government should
not bypass the states in its efforts to define and respond to the
problems of distressed communities. While the data do not permit
a conclusion that states by themselves always respond successfully
to distressed cities, this analysis demonstrates that the state-

federal partnership works for the distressed cities of America.

Because most aid to cities originates from the state level, these

findings suggest that bypassing state governments with direct

federal-local aid may be counterproductive for those who seek

greater responsiveness to areas of need.
Within this context, states are pressing to gain flexibility in

coordinated management of federal grants-in-aid programs. No

longer do governors and legislatures appear to be the automatic
enemies of the distressed urban communities. In fact, mayors often

find more understanding of the problems of urban revitalization,
mass transit, and housing in the state capitols than inWashington.

The findings of this study suggest that the goal of greater public

sector responsiveness to areas of need should be accomplished
through a true state-federal partnership in which the states play
an important role.
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APPENDIX

Description of Measures Used In the Analysis

Per Capita State/Federal and Direct Federal Aid Measures. For
these measures, the following population data by city were used
to calculate per capita aid for both state/federal and direct federal
assistance. The formulas used for these calculations were:

* 1965 revenue data/1960 population
e 1970, 1971, and 1972 revenue data/1970 population
* 1973 and 1974 revenue data/1973 population
* 1975, 1976, and 1977 revenue data/1975 population

Percentage of Total State and Local Tax Revenues Generated by
State Government. For these measures, the following percentage
data were used as control variables for revenue data:

* 1967 percentages: applied to 1965 and 1970 revenue data
* 1971 percentages: applied to 1971, 1972, 1973, and 1974

revenue data
e 1975 percentages: applied to 1975 and 1976 revenue data
0 1977 percentages: applied to 1977 revenue data

Source: Significant Features of Fiscal Federalism, 1978-79 (Wash-
ington, D.C.: Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Rela-
tions, May 1979), Table 32, p. 50.

Percentage of Total State and Local Expenditures Generated from
Own Sources. For these measures, the following percentage data
were used as control variables for revenue data:

0 1966 percentages: applied to 1965 and 1970 revenue data
o 1971 percentages: applied to 1971, 1972, 1973 and 1974

revenue data
* 1975 percentages: applied to 1975 and 1976 revenue data
o 1977 percentages: applied to 1977 revenue data

Source: Significant Features of Fiscal Federalism, Table 8, p. 14.
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Adjustment Description

Thirty-five of the fifty-four cities selected for analysis from the
Nathan and Adams' Hardship Index have independent school

districts. The revenues allocated to these school districts are

separate from the monies included in the revenue figures recorded

by the Bureau of the Census. Therefore, the federal and state

revenue figures for these cities undercount the amount of money

available to a city. In addition, these independent school districts

serve both city and non-city resident students. City resident

students may also attend schools outside the'independent school

-district according to their residential location.
In order to reflect accurately the amount of education revenue

that should be added to the Census tabulations, data were collected

on the percentage of students attending a particular independent
school district who reside within that particular city. This per-

centage was applied to the total amount of state and federal

revenue allocated to that particular independent school district

and then added to the total state and federal revenue figures. The

result is the adjusted state/federal and adjusted direct federal

revenue figures. Percentage data were only available for 1971 and
1976.

Data Sources

Total Revenue, State Revenue, Federal Revenue, and Population.

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, City Govern-

ment Finances, 1964-65, GF 65, no. 4; 1969-70, GF 70, no. 4;

1970-71, GF 71, no. 4; 1971-72, GF 72, no. 4; 1972-73, GF 73, no.

4; 1973-74, GF 74, no. 4; 1974-75, GF 75, no. 4; 1975-76, GF 76,

no. 4; 1976-77, GF 77, no. 4; Table 5.

Nathan's Index. Richard P. Nathan and Charles Adams, "Under-

standing Central City Hardship," Political Science Quarterly, vol.

91, no. 1 (Spring 1976).

Social, Economic and Fiscal Need Index. Congressional Budget

Office, City Need and the Responsiveness of Federal Grant Programs,

a report prepared for the House Subcommittee on the City by

Peggi Cucitti of the CBO staff, August 1978.

State/Federal and Direct Federal Revenues Allocated to Inde-

pendent School Districts. U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau

of the Census, Fiscal Government Finances in Selected Metropolitan
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Areas and Large Counties: 1970-71, GF 71, no. 6; 1975-76, GF 76,
no. 6, Table 2.

Percent of Students in Independent School Districts within Sample
Cities. Data supplied by the Bureau of the Census.

Adjusted State/Federal and Adjusted Direct Federal Aid. Compiled
by NGA staff using City Government Finances, Government Finances
in Selected Metropolitan Areas, and data -supplied by the Bureau of
the Census.

Interrelationships among Indices

§ The use of these hardship indices does not imply that these indices
are ideal. The Nathan and Adams' index has two major drawbacks.
First, a relatively well off city in absolute terms, for example,
Denver, may appear distressed on the Nathan and Adams' index
only because the gap between it and its suburbs is greater than in
a poorer city that resembles its suburbs more closely. Second, four
of the six variables used in the Nathan and Adams' index do not
take into account population size and consequently may be biased
toward large cities. The CBO social index, which is a combination
of the Nathan and Adams' central city and city-suburban indices,
suffers from this same problem. In addition, the three indices used-
in the CBO study can also be criticized because the measures that
were used to tap social, economic, and fiscal distress of a city do
not take into account all facets or consider only some aspects of
the dimensions of distress to which these indices speak. It should
also be noted that these four hardship indices represent initial
attempts to measure distress and are solid attempts to address
this most difficult conceptual and measurement problem. Despite
these possible shortcomings, the relatively high correlations among
these indices suggest that all four of these indices reflect an
underlying phenomenon of distress.

CORRELATIONS AMONG THE NATHAN AND ADAMS', SOCIAL,
.7 ECONOMIC AND FISCAL INDICES

Nathan and
Adams Social Economic Fiscal

42 Nathan and Adams .8124 .5715 .5961
Social .8124 .5041 .6579
Economic .5715 .5041 .6353
Fiscal .5961 .6579 .6353
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It also should be noted that the National Governors' Associ-

ation has pointed out that conventional measures of distress used

in many federal programs often ignore the problems of small

communities, rural areas, and communities whose infrastructure

is overwhelmed by rapid growth because of energy development.

This study, however, focuses on whether state/federal aid is

responsive to the conventional measures of urban distress because

these conventional measures are part of the rationale for many

direct federal-local programs.
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Senator BRADLEY. We appreciate your testimony. We found it
extremely enlightening We will now proceed with our next witness,
the Governor of my State, New Jersey-our State, New Jersey-
Gov. Brendan Byrne.

Welcome to the subcommittee, Governor.
Governor BYRNE. Thank you. 't is nice to be here. I was going to

just join Governor Alexander, but he has to go somewhere else. He
is a pretty talented musician, outstanding tennis player, brilliant
administrator. You would think with all those qualities, he would
be a Democrat. [Laughter.]

I have some testimony prepared, Senators, and in deference to
your ability to read it, I will mark it, if I rmay, and just make a
couple of comments which I think will save some time.

'Senator BRADLEY. That will be fine.

STATEMENT OF HON. BRENDAN BYRNE, GOVERNOR, STATE OF
NEW JERSEY

Governor BYRNE. I suspect that Governor Alexander pointed out
that there is a popular myth abroad that all of the States are
running huge surpluses. I presented a budget which identified $210
million worth of deficit for the coming fiscal year and I asked the
legislature to try to find $210 million somewhere.

Besides from doing that, I identified a number of programs which
had to be deferred in New Jersey because we could not fund them.
I signed with very mixed emotions several bills, including one
dealing with the inspection of boarding homes in our State which
was a meaningless and maybe even a misleading gesture because
the bill had no funding attached to it and it cost money to do what
the legislature wanted done.

In my budget, I provideJ a 7-percent increase for aid to depend-
ent children.

So I could give you 100 more dramatic examples of things we
ought to be doing at the State level which cannot be done because
we do not have the money.

We also, in our State, take somewhere between 52 and 53 cents
out of every dollar that I run through the budget and we give that
back to local government by way of a type of State revenue shar-
ing.

And out of a budget of about $5 billion that would represent
some $2.5 billion.

I think that the Congress, in dealing with revenue sharing, is
dealing with something a little bit different from the concept of
just saving money-and I am in favor of saving money where you
can save it. I think that when you cut out revenue sharing, you are
not dealing with saving money, you are dealing in problem trans-
fers. You are transferring a problem from the Federal level to the
State level. And if the States are in the bind that I have just
described, and I think most of the industrial States and a lot of the
States with other problems are in that bind, our tendency, then, is
to cut out this, or at least to some extent, to cut out this State aid
to localities.

So what you are really talking about is moving the problem from
the Federal level to the State level to the local level. When you
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transfer it to the local level, you are transferring it, basically, to
the property tax.

In cities like Newark, N.J., where the property tax typically
represents 10 percent of the value of a house, to transfer more of
that problem to the local property tax becomes increasingly more
self-defeating because, as the property tax gets higher, the aban-
donment of the cities becomes more accelerated and the problem
more acute.

So I would just urge, and I have a good many statistics in my
presentation about what we are doing at the State level for cities

- like Newark and Camden, the fact that we pay 76 percent of the
cost of education in Newark and 79 percent in Camden, a lot of
statistics that buttress the point.

I think that when you are dealing here in the Congress with
questions of saving money, there ought to be a distinction made
between money that is really saved and problems that are only
transferred, and when you -are dealing with problems that are
transferred, there may be justification for transferring the prob-
lems.

I think that by transferring the problem of raising money from
the Federal income tax to a local property tax, you are creating
more problems than you solve, even if you get a headline about
balancing the budget. So I would ask the Congress to look at
revenue sharing in those terms.

If I could make one more minor point, it has to do with the
predictability of the budget process. You can do a lot of things if
you have time to do it. If you tell us to live without $75 or $80
million and you give me time to organize a way of-doing that,
whether it is increasing the property tax or doing without services
or what have you, it is a lot easier to do it than if you tell me now
that you are going to take $20, $30, or $60 million away from me
very suddenly.

I think all of us have a certain amount of control over what is
happening and the more advanced planning we can do, the better
control we have.

To respond irrationally to sudden changes in revenue sharing
that we are getting from the Federal Government is, I think, again
self-defeating.

So I ask the committee to take those matters into consideration
in your position. I understand the problems of inflation and I
understand the advantages of a balanced budget, but I think that
understanding has got to be in the proper context.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Governor.
I would like you to put on your philosophical hat, if you will, and

tell us what you think would be the longer term implications in
Federal-State relations if general revenue sharing was cut out for
the States.

Governor BYRNE. I am not sure that I understand what philos-
ophy you would like me to get at.

* Let me tell you a little bit about revenue sharing. I think if you
talk to 50 Governors and you ask them which Federal program
the like best, they would tell you revenue sharing.

They would tell you revenue sharing because it is a way of giving
back a few tax dollars to a State and letting the State make the
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judgment as to how to spend that money. As a matter of fact, .we
ive in our little State houses, but we sort of find out what is going

on here in that we talk to each other a little bit.
I have been talking to some of my fellow Governors lately and

one of them made a suggestion to take all of the Federal categori-
cal programs and you forget about them and just give us the one
pot of money and let us make the judgment as to how best to spend
it.

Revenue sharing is a way of letting us make the judgment on
how to spend the Federal money.

It also has the advantage of not setting up artificial criteria or
criteria which are relatively meaningless in the context of our
State problems.

Senator BRADLEY. I am thinking about your observation that
cutting out the State share of revenue sharing is just problem
transference. A number of other witnesses this morning have testi-
fied that ifyou cut State share you have to raise taxes in the State
in some form-property, sales, or income. Yet increasing taxes does
have some effect on private job creation, particularly in the manu-
facturing sector. I wonder if you could share with us what you
think it might mean in New Jersey if the State share was cut out
and you had to raise the money from other forms of taxation?
Whether that might not, indeed, perpetuate a trend of losing jobs
from a region that needs those jobs.

Governor BYRNE. We have just been through a dramatic experi-
ence in New Jersey. As I said I have identified $210 million of
deficit.

-One of the things we did at the end of last year was to impose
2_ modest increase on the corporate income tax and even that had a

chilling effect on the business climate of New Jersey.
There are two things that I would like to identify in response to

your question. One I think that a Federal income tax is probably,
as of now, with all of its problems and loopholes, still the fairest
form of taxation.

Second, when you dump a burden back on the States, then you
get the jockeying among States as to what kind of a tax I am going
to impose and when I am going to impose it and how many busi-
nesses are going to move out of my State into another State be-
cause we impose this form of tax and some other State imposes
that form of tax.

I think that it is destructive and would especially be destructive
in those States that have the kind of unemployment problems and
property tax burden problems that our State has.

Senator BRADLEY. Another aspect of your testimony was the
predictability point. Are you saying that if there is to be any
reduction in State share, it should at least be phased in?

Governor BYRNE. Yes. I think to tell me that next year I am
going to have $10 million less is something that gives me time to
reorganize my services, to identify those things where I can say to
a municipality hey, next year, you are going to get a passthrough
of $10 million less and here is the way we are all going to have to
adjust to it.

Senator BRADLEY. In New Jersey, what have you done with your
budget to target revenues?
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You say 52 cents of every dollar goes back to municipalities. How

do you actually target those funds? Do you feel that what has

happened in New Jersey in the way of targeting is something that

we mi ht think about at the Federal level as we look at the
budget.

Governor BYRNE. I have gone into that in some detail in my

testimony but the fact is that we have tried to target things like

urban aid and safe and clean street programs and other housing

programs in terms of what the local need has been.
We have targeted our economic development authority loans in

terms of- trying to solve problefs-in urban -aeas and frankly, I

would like to come back some day and testify on that whole eco-

nomic-there is an article in the Sun paper this morning about it.

I think if you are lookifi fo --- ny that has been ineffectively

lost to the Federal Government, that is one area where we could

have some productive discussions.
But we are in very many of our local aid formula targeting it to

problems and targeting it to need.
Senator BRADLEY. Senator Durenberger is not here, so I might as

well ask his questions.
Are you in favor of a 4- or 5-year reauthorization for revenue

sharing?
. Governor BYRNE. I think that the longer leadtime you give us,

the better off we are in being able to do things on an orderly basis.

Senator BRADLEY. OK.
Let me just go back to one other point. What happens to the

State share of general revenue sharing dollars in New Jersey? A

lot of thatmoney is passed through, as-I understand it.
Could you tell me exactly how much it is passed through, and

how it is passed through?
Governor BYRNE. We take it in as part of general revenues so

that I cannot trace it through. All I can tell you is that when we

take in--
Senator BRADLEY. Let me tell you how refreshing it is to hear a

Governor actually say that, as opposed to saying that they, use

general revenue sharing for this or that or whatever. I think you

are extremely correct and direct and honest to point to how you

use your general revenue funds. Fifty-two cents on every dollar

back to the local level is impressive.
I think that is what you were leading to.
Governor BYRNE. That is right.
Senator BRADLEY. All right.
I appreciate your testimony and your work in New Jersey and

look forward to talking with you soon about our State.
Governor BYRNE. Good. We are very proud of the job that Sena-

tor Bradley is doing for our State in Washington and it is always a

privilege and something I look forward to to talk to him either
formally or informally. If I had not said that, I would not run the

risk of further cross-examination.
Senator BRADLEY. And here is Senator Durenberger.
Senator DURENBERGER. I have a feeling I missed something.
I just express my appreciation to you, Governor, for the many

contributions that you have made, to my understanding or expand-
ing my understanding of the role between Federal and State Gov-
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ernment. I have seen you now in a variety of settings in your own
State, the back room, out here at the table and I compliment you
not only for your thoughtfulness but you are willing to spend time
impacting on this and on this process and I am indebted.

Thank you.
Governor BYRNE. Thank you. I am glad I stayed.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you, Governor.
[The prepared statement of Governor Byrne follows:]

TESTIMONY OF BRENDAN BYRNE, GovERNOR oF NEW JERSEY
I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today to stress our strong

support-indeed our absolute need-for the reauthorization and full funding of the
general revenue sharing program. General revenue sharing is vitally important to
this State, especially in this time of rising inflation, tight budgets and limited
resources. New Jersey receives approximately $225 million annually-state govern-
ment receives $76 million. This money is impossible to duplicate with our own
resources without extraordinary tax increases or massive program reductions, nei-
ther of which are desired by the citizens of our state.

Some groups have developed a rationale which suggests that states could be
eliminated from the general revenue sharing program because state governments
have large surpluses or because they have some other magical way to produce more
money. I oppose such rationale. Such arguments are faulty and misleading.

In New Jersey we project to end our fiscal year 1980 budget with a surplus which
will be less than 3 percent of appropriated dollars; and by the end of fiscal year
1981, our surplus will be less than half of I percent, on a budget of over $5 billion. I
think you will agree that this is an extremely narrow margin and does not provide
much room for error. Our projected surplus of $36 million would run the state for
about three days, and in addition, we have other obligations which are not readily
seen by looking at the fund balance statement. The existence of a surplus, for
example, does not mean that we are free of debt. Unlike the Federal government,
States have separate capital budgets and such budgets are supported by issuing
long-term bonds which become future obligations of the State. In addition to bonded
debt, states have unfunded pension liabilities which must be met, and in many
northeastern and mid-western states, we have large deficits in our unemployment
compensation funds which one way or another, will have an impact on the fiscal
status of states. Additionally, the budget which I recommended to the legislature
last month requires that $210 million be raised in new taxes if we are merely to
continue our existing programs-our total budget for fiscal year 1981 represents an
increase of less than 8 percent, significantly below the rate of inflation. Without
these new taxes, not only will we have no surplus, but sizable program reductions
will have to be made in an already modest budget.

More than one-half of our shortfall can be attributed to the Federal Government.
For example, we cannot anticipate the receipt of general revenue sharing without
authorization by the Congress, and recent changes in regulations by the Department
of Health and Human Services will require states to make more frequent deposits of
social security payments-this will cause us to appropriate an additional $40 mil-
lion. In addition, this state is providing $22 million to local governments to offset
the loss of anti-recession funds. This will be the second year in a row that state
government has had to recommend emergency appropriations to help mitigate the
loss of federal aid at the local level. We cannot afford these continued drains in the
state budget. And, we have great difficulty trying to manage our financial affairs
through the fits and starts of changing federa policies. As is evident by our small
surplus, by our need to raise new taxes, and our constant attempts to fill the
revenue voids created at the local level, we are operating at the base margin of
safety.

The elimination of the general revenue sharing would not only effect state pro-
grams, but it would also prove detrimental to local government. More than 52
percent of New Jersey's resources, including 100 percent of all revenue from the
income tax, provide direct aid to local governments. In New Jersey, this means $2.6
billion and this includes three-fourths of the non-federal welfare burden, and over
40 percent of the cost of local education. Not only is this amount quite large, but it
is well targeted to our areas most in need. For example, on the average 60 percent
of all urban school costs are borne by the state, with 76 percent of the school district
budget for Newark and 79 percent of the Camden school budget supported with
state aid. We target $52 million per year to 32 of our most needy municipalities
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based upon a formula which stresses need, and 75 percent of our in lieu of tax

payment program goes to our 32 urban aid cities.

In our urban aid cities, 34 percent of all municipal expenditures are supported

with State aid. In addition to direct payments to local governments, New Jersey also

pays the entire non-federal share of the $620 million medicaid program-a program

which is well-targeted in our most needy areas. In addition to these programs which

are supported directly by state revenues, we have many off-budget items which are

also targeted to our local areas and which require state direction. Our housing

finance agency is the leading producer of subsidized housing in the nation, and our

mortgage finance agency has successfully raised over $100 million for city mort-

gages and improvement loans. Major state complexes, such as medical schools,

colleges, and a major new justice complex give new life to central cities.

I cite these facts to stress the importance states like New Jersey place in allocat-

ing resources, time and planning talents to improve our local governments. To

suggest that a decrease in general revenue sharing would have no impact on states

and local governments is a belief that I feel few of us really share: and to suggest

further that the elimination of the state governments from revenue sharing would

have no impact on aid to the cities is naive and self-serving. It would have an

impact at least equal to the dollar cut-back in general revenue sharing to state

governments, and more importantly, it would severely damage the federal-state-

local partnership which has been nurtured in New Jersey during the latter half of

this decade. The cities and the state government need help beyond the resources

available from taxing sources presently in existence.
Most states have tremendous problems at both the state and local level. Most

states, in a partnership between executive and legislative branches and local gov-

ernments, are constantly reviewing their state-local fiscal structure in an attempt to

identify the most responsible way to meet the problems. I have already told you the

extent to which New Jersey has directed its resources to local problems, but I have

not told you what some of the impact has been. For example:

In five short years we have shifted our entire tax structure so that it is less

dependent on the property tax. In 1976, 53 percent of all state and local revenue

was raised by property taxes-in the current year, only 42 percent comes from the

property tax.
Our property taxes in 1979 are less than they were in 1976 by over $128 million.

State aid to local governments in the last five years has increased by $1.3 billion.

State support for local education has increased from 28 percent to 40 percent of

total costs, and the expenditures are based upon need-oriented formulae.

State aid has increased at a faster rate than any other component of the budget.

Let me now make some observations about the state commissions to study state

and local fiscal conditions which have recently been under discussion. General

revenue sharing has been successful in my judgment. It has been good for state and

local governments. At each level of the intergovernmental system, all of us have

issued the phrases "cut the red tape," "reduce the paperwork," and "simplify the

grant-in-aid system."
I understand the reasons behind the requirement that states establish these

commissions and can support the concept. As I mentioned previously, many states

continuously review the fiscal conditions of their local governments and the state's

responsibility for providing them with assistance where needed.
During the last seven years in New Jersey, I can think of.at least four major

studies which have included as their focus the study of intergovernmental relations.

In fact, I have just received a report from a group of mayors which I appointed to

study the state aid formulae. All of these study groups have had a significant

impact on state-local relations, and I would expect as the needs arise, I and other

governors will ask for further guidance. Many other states share similar experi-

ences.
Overly prescriptive mandates would be a mistake. The national governors' associ-

ation has made recommendations for changes in some of the commission r eure-

ments and I would urge you to review these recommendations and make mod ifica-

tions in the more punitive provisions if they are still a part of the proposal you will

be considering.
Our intergovernmental systeln is full of examples of where federal rules and

regulations or laws have credited unnecessary responsibilities and mandates for

state and local governments. Instead of creating morp burdensome mandates, let us

begin to examine in earnest ways to: streamline, the categorical grant system,

reduce the excessive reporting requirements, modify the maintenance of effort

provisions, and provide for better planning by authorizing forward funding for

major categorical programs.
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At the state level, we are faced year-in and year-out with federal programs that
provide no growth in funding, which in turn forces states to fund the inflationary
costs. For example, federal funding for the title XX social services program has not
increased in the last two years, but costs continue to rise which must be met with
state appropriations. Federal formulae for such major programs as welfare and
medicaid do not realistically measure or consider the fiscal capacity of states and
localities to bear this nation-wide phenomena. Why should, for example, New Jersey
-and other industrial states which provide a decent level of support for the poor in
our society be penalized for-this policy in the formula, such that we receive 50
percent reimbursement, and other states receive up to 82 percent. I believe the
resources of the federal bureaucracy can be better applied to solving the issues of
formula revision and improvements to the grant-in-aid system, than to-complicate a
viable, workable program which is overwhelmingly supported by state and local
governments throughout the country.

The State government will do its part, but we need the continued Federal commit-
' ment-at the very least we need reauthorization of the general revenue sharing

program.
I appreciate your kind attention, and I urge the support of you and your col-

leagues for the renewal of general revenue sharing.

Senator BRADLEY. Our final witness for today is Mr. Frank Fran-
cois, who is a councilman of Prince Georges County and president
of the National Association of Counties.

Mr. Francois?

STATEMENT OF FRANCIS B. FRANCOIS, COUNCILMAN, PRINCE
GEORGES COUNTY, MD., PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF COUNTIES
Mr. FRANCOIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We are very pleased to

be here today.
I am Francis B. Francois, as you noted. We do have a formal

statement which I would like to submit for the record, if I might,
and then just briefly skim through it and respond to questions
which you might have.

After this week, at least-and I doubt if there ever has been, but
certainly not after the last few days activity of a few thousand
county officials on Capitol Hill-I do not think there is any doubt
but that the National Association of Counties firmly supports the
reenactment of general revenue sharing.

This has been a longstanding policy of NACO and of the counties
which we represent, and we continue to hold that policy.

Some of the reasons as to why we do support it are, I think,
important.

We are, of course, acutely aware of the inflationary problems ii
which this Nation finds itself and of the need to exercise restraint
at all levels of government, We believe that NACO, over the years,
has become a responsible national organization.

For several years, we have tried to exercise, within our own
organization and among our members, a degree of fiscal restraint.
We have tried to help target programs which we think should be
trimmed and terminated. Sunset legislation regulatory reform and
grant reform legislation are all things wbich we have strongly
sponsored and we believe this is the right direction in which to
move.

At this time, though, we think that the reauthorization of gener-
41 revenue sharing and the development of a national Federal
spendingpolicy are not inconsistent or at cross-purposes. Indeed I
think we can share some of the views I just heard 'from some of the
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Z': Governors that, if anything, at a time like this we should increase,

-rather than decrease, or talk about eliminating general revenue

- sharing.
> We have, as I said, tried to deal with specific program cuts to

offset the need to cut budgets. It is difficult to do, but we will keep

trying to do it.
Ultimately, of course, the Congress is the jury as to which ones

of those programs ought to be cut back and which ones ought to be

maintained at their current level.
This week at our National Association of Counties legislative

conference meeting here in Washington I am pleased to note that

we did restrain ourselves on some spending programs, and held

- them back as far as the recommendation of our board, pending a

further look at just what is happening with the national budget.

In the case of revenue sharing, we are holding back nothing. We

believe it is a good program. We think it is one that ought to stay

in effect. It is a program that allows us flexibility to deal with the

differing mandates that we receive from State government, from

the Federal Government.
It is a program that, factually speaking, has suffered a cut in the

last several years simply because of inflation. A heavy cut that has

left us with less real dollars to work with but, nevertheless, the

program still functions and functions well.
Part of the issue, with respect to general revenue sharing, as I

have said, is to deal with the mandates that counties, especially,

must face from both the State level and the Federal level. A recent

survey by the University of California at Riverside identified some

- 1,000 mandates placed on local governments,_ and to quote from

that report, it says that nearly 500 of these are direct order man-
-fL dates, which have added to the cost of local government and al-

tered substantially the activities of local governments and their

budget pictures.
Because local governments are restrained, in the most part, and

County governments especially, to financing their activities with

the property tax, when you receive a mandate from the State or

the Federal Government saying "Thou shalt do this," and your

only recourse is the property tax, you are faced with a problem.

And general revenue sharing has been part of the answer to that

problem.
Now, compounding it, of course, is that in some states there are

limitations placed on the ability of county governments especially

lrX to tax. There are millage limitations imposed either from the State

level or, in some instances, locally which cannot be exceeded. With

j an inflationary period of the kind we now have, coupled with

mandated programs, county governments are very hardpressed.
Now, we believe that there are ways to restrain spending and to

better use much of the money which is currently available from

the Federal Government-and again, I come back to the issue of

Grant* reform. We hope that that legislation and the paperwork

reform legislation will move through Capitol Hill. We see large

savings there, estimated in the billions of dollars, which are i

essence wasted and which could be utilized to offset some of the

real needs that are out there.
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The issues of inflation, as I have said, are very much with us
these days, and we understand that problem. We are not, at this
time, asking for an increase in general revenue sharing,- although
we probably should be, to offset inflation because of budgetary
restraints.

We do, however, think it might be something worth looking at
-for the next 3, 4, or -5 years of an ongoing program, if inflation is
going to stay with us. We cannot keep doing what we are doing,
which is making the program swallow the full brunt of the prob-
lem.

The question of targeting has come up several times here today,
and I would like to address some of our comments here to that. Let
me, first of all, make clear that NACO has always backed the
concept of targeting to areas of need as a desirable goal. I want to
emphasize, though, that we are saying need, not geography.

Too often, for political or other reasons, we seem to set a central
city against a suburban jurisdiction just a block away, where the
suburban county may well have more problems than the central
city does. So in any targeting program, we would strongly urge
that need be the test and not geography.

We are cautious this time, however, in talking about the issue of
need, because we frankly do not have a context within which to
talk about. We are very disappointed that the Carter administra-
tion, while it has indicated it strongly backs revenue sharing, has
not yet presented a bill for us to meaningfully examine.

We have seen, as I am sure you have seen, computer runs. We
have seen proposed legislation. We have heard rumors, but we are
not going to react-and indeed, cannot responsibly react-to those
rumors until such time as we have a specific piece of legislation in
front of us.

This past week we had hoped again that we could bring the
talents of some 1,000 county officials to bear on analyzing the
President's bill. Our timing was off, or his was off, one or the other.

We will, of course, be back to you with our recommendations
once we see a bill itself. But I would like to underline a point that
was mentioned here earlier this morning, we act as if there was
already no targeting within general revenue sharing, and that
simply is not true.

The current program, with its three-factor formula, to a great
extent, does target the money to where it is most needed. The
Office of Revenue Sharing itself states that generally the formula
distributes a greater percentage of funds to the governments with
higher unemployment rates. It also says that the general revenue
sharing formula is relatively responsive to need, fiscal capacity and
effort, especially when compared to several other Federal pro-
grams, and it does tend to direct more funding per capita to high-
strained large cities than to those under moderate and low strain.

So we should not lose sight of the fact that we already have a
large amount of targeting in the general revenue sharing program.
We believe that the current formula, if enacted, is a targeted
formula, and that it achieves much of what one would hope to
achieve through targeting.

If we are going to do further targeting, though, we want to take
a look at it first. We hope that we do not get lost in the argument

62-376 0 - 80 - 1?
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v between minor shifts in money, and in the process lose the overall

7 program itself.
Another point I would like to make, relates to what general

,_,revenue sharing is being used for. More and more, it is being used

-for operating costs. Our local governments, our county govern-

on~ments, have come to depend on general revenue sharing as operat-
m-' lng revenue.

Why? In part, because of the mandate issue. In part, because of

, !_the legislative limitations on real property taxes which more and

more say that we must use other revenues, that is, general revenue

sharing, simply to pay policemen and firemen and build roads.

Therefore, any cut in general revenue sharing at this time, much

more so than 4 years ago, is going to mean a reduction in services

to people. We are to the point where we are not cutting capital

programs and golf courses, but where we are cutting policemen and

firemen out of the budget because general revenue sharing has

been reduced or eliminated.
'Mr. Chairman, my time has expired. Let me stop at that point,

V again referring to my formal statement as to a further explanation

of all of these and other points, and I open myself for any questions

you might have.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much for an excellent

- statement and an excellent summary.
On the last point, where the money is being spent, what factor

would you.say, or what role, do you think the factor of predicta-

bilty is playing in the increase in using the funds for operating

expenses rather than other--
Mr. FRANCOIS. I think, Senator, it has a big factor. I have trav-

eled a lot this-past year talking to county officials across the

Nation, and there is no question in my mind but that a continuing

program of general revenue sharing is being relied upon by public

officials all over this country.
They have come to accept, after 8 years, that it is a relatively

2 stable program, which is part of the reason it is being turned to for

operating funds. To now disrupt that, either in whole or in part, at

the county level, and the city level, I believe, is going to cause very

severe problems.
If there is to be any interruption of the program at the State

level, that is going to affect us, too. There are many States, as you

are well aware and as has been pointed out here in testimony early

? this morning, where the State passes through all or most of its

I: - general revenue sharing funds, to units of local government. For

example, one State that has not been mentioned, is South Dakota.

A relatively small State, in State labor all of the general revenue
sharing money goes directly to the local school systems.If that

--money is not there, then the county governments somehow are

going to have to find the money for those school systems. It will

not be a State burden, rest assured.
So yes, predictability, and reliability, are important. It is a pro-

gram that has become important for that reason, as a continuing
' source of revenue. To the extent that we damage it, we are going to

damage a lot of people.
Senator DURENBERGER. If I were to introduce a bill this afternoon

to reauthorize revenue sharing on the same terms that it has

-k -~
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existed in the past 3- or 4-year period of time, would you find
anything that you could not support in that bill or anything that
should be in that bill while I am doing it?

Mr. FRANCOIS. We would do everything possible to pass that
piece of legislation. We think that the best, the most reasonable,
the most rational thing to do is precisely that, to extend the cur-
rent program.

We believe that in the approaches that the President has offered
thus far where we are going to reprogram some $160 million or so
out of a $6 billion program, that it is a very small retargeting that

-is going to have a very high political cost. It will drag through a
Congress which is already very busy, and which is facing July
conventions and a lot of other issues.

We are not certain that those things can be resolved.
One day this week I sat in with the counties from Senator

Bradley's State as they sat around in consternation trying to figure
out what is happening. Eighteen counties, 14 of whom took cuts, 4
of which get increases, which is not so bad, but those 4 have
nothing in common-or so they said-and they are a little bit
baffled as to why these changes occurred.

We believe that the changes that are being tlked about are so
small that the amount of political discussion they are going to
entail is not going to be worth the cost, and that it would make
much more sense to simply extend the current program.

Senator DURENBERGER. I will bet those counties did not have
those problems before you were elected.

Senator BRADLEY. They had them in a much more severe condi-
tion until I wras elected. It.has actually gotten better.

I think that Senator Durenberger probably touched on the one
issue that is of gravest interest to me and that was your reaction to
the formula change. I did hear that.

What is your feeling about the commissions? Did yau ask about
that?

Senator DURENBERGER. No, except indirectly, and I think he
answered it.

Mr. FRANCOIS. I think I answered it indirectly. If they are in a
bill, we have several concerns about the concept, and especially
about the detailed approach which is being taken.

The commission, as in the legislation we saw, requires that there
be a series of time tables which must be responded to by set dates,
which presumably then ties up and disrupts the uniform flow of
funding that we believe is so important. But more fundamentally is
the question of whether or not the Federal Government ought to be
mandating that any State re-examine its fiscal priorities.

Many States are already doing that. To tie the revenue sharing
program to that is to imply a number of things. It is implying, first
of all, that the States and the local governments are not capable of
doing the jobs themselves-which I challenge. It is also imposing,
presumably, some form of a Federal uniformity on the approach
that is to be taken, which also bothers me.

But philosophically, it seems to be saying this, and I suspect this
is probably true of the Carter administration, that this is the first
step toward the dismantling of the revenue sharing program. It
appears to say that these commissions are an essential first step
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and, once they have done their work, then the next time around we

'do not need to reauthorize the program at all.
That, I think, is the most serious objection we have. We see

general revenue sharing as a good concept, a vitally needed concept

- at the State, city and county level that should be accepted as part

of the fabric of American government into the foreseeable future.

We cannot understand why it is opposed as strongly as It is by
some people and why we keep tinkering with it. We think we have

a good program.
It is one that, especially in these times when we must cut a

number of categorical and other programs, does assure some flexi-

ble Federal money to carry out Federal concerns and Federal man-

dates at all levels of Government.
It is, as has been said here, a program which we probably ought

to be talking about increasing, not lowering.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Francois, for your

testimony and I welcome any continued thinking you have about
the subject as we continue our deliberations.

Mr. FRANCOis. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Francois follows:]

STATEMENT OF FRANCIS B. FRANCOIS, COUNCILMAN, PRINCE GEORGES COUNTY, MD.

AND PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COUNTIES

t Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Subcommittee, I am Francis B.
Francois, Councilman from Prince George's County, Maryland and President of the

National Association of Counties. I am testifying here today not only as a repre-

sentative of my own urban county but on behalf of the urban, suburban and rural

counties throughout the United States.
Let me begin by expressing our appreciation to this Subcommittee for Initating an

examination of the issues surrounding reauthorization of the General Revenue

Sharing Program. As you know, the public interest groups representing state and

local government have been actively seeking Administration and Congressional
forums to discuss the many issues emerging in the renewal debate.

I would first like to express the general policy position of the National Association
of Counties and offer a background statement relevant to the basis of our position.

NACo's policy position, as indicated in our American County Platform totally

supports a permanent general revenue sharing program. Reauthorization is our

number one lgislative priority in this 96th Session of Congress. Furthermore, our

4" Taxation and Finance Policy Steering Committee recommends the Association sup-

port the continuation of a strengthened general revenue sharing program which

includes the following provisions:
1. Funds should be directly distributed to the states and general purpose local

governments. Continuation of this distribution method recognizes the inseparability
and interdependence of the Federal fiscal system.

2. Funds should be distributed through an automatic, annual appropriation to

entitlement jurisdictions, recognizing current costs of providing basic services and

reflecting annual increase to compensate for inflation
3. Adequate enforcement of the current civil rights, citizen participation, an

financial accountability provisions in the current law should be continued.
NACo feels the above provisions, in keeping with adopted policy, will in the long

run significantly serve to improve the fiscal conditions and economic stability of all

levels of government. -
We wish to emphasize that we are not insensitive to the fiscal responsibility we

all have to the health of our economy. Our policy also strongly recognizes that the

future of our system of Government depends upon our willingness to accept respon-

sibility for spending restraints and to assist the Federal government in developing a

rational spending policy. As many on this Subcommittee know, NAC has been out

front in many of the legislative efforts we feel addresses fiscal responsibility. In
paicular we would not our support for Sunset, Regulatory Reform and Grant
Reform legislation.

Reauthorization of general revenue sharing and the development of a national
federal spending policy are not inconsistent or at cross purposes. With limited
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federal funds available, we recognize that some programs may have to be eliminated
or reduced. This is a legitimate goal. But we strongly feel that general revenue
sharing must not be eliminated or reduced. This program should come first before
all others.

Having said this, your question will then be "What programs can you identify
that Congress can cut in order to accommodate revenue sharing reauthorization?"
This is a legitimate question and one which you have been consistent in asking. The
National Association of Counties is made up of elected officials each of whom reflect
differing communities and needs-urban, rural and suburban. We have tried to
establish a priority listing of the many categorical grant programs in which we have
an interest and have been unsuccessful. Each program has a purpose which ad-
dresses a need in some or many parts of the country and each has a vocal constitu-
ency. This is no different fr6m the pressures the members of congress face when an
aid area is facing termination. But we will continue to try to identify these pro-
grams for the benefit of both of us and, although we cannot single out- specific
programs, we can say to you that there is no divergency in our total support for
reauthorization of general revenue sharing.

Counties stand united behind general revenue sharing because, for a great-many
local governments, it is the one aid program that can be counted on to help cushion
the blow that inflation has dealt to our budgets. The county welfare dollar buys
fewer services; the road dollar provides less construction and lower maintenance
support; capital projects-such as juvenile homes, health clinics, alcohol and drug
abuse centers-must be deferred.

And while counties have launched anti-inflation programs and- have worked at
streamlining their bureaucracies and eliminating competing and overlapping pro-
grams, they are still lagging behind.

'We have witnessed a phenomenal growth of county government in the past
decade. More and more, counties are assuming responsibilities for services previ-
ously provided by municipal governments. Nonetheless, as these responsibilities
grow, counties are limited in their revenue generating power. The property tax still
accounts for 40 percent of local revenues. Even in fast growing suburban counties
with frequent reassessment, the property tax lags behind recent inflationary
increases.

It also must be remembered that many counties and municipal governments have
limitations on their property tax levies and sales tax rates imposed by the state.
And there is increasing tendency for states, among other things, to impose new
limitations in the name of property tax reform.

The state role in another aspect of local government operation also cannot be
overlooked-that of state mandates. Programs which are mandated by the state and
federal government make up a large part of county bud ets. A recent survey by the
University of California at Riverside put the number ofcombined mandates placed
on local governments at over one thousand.

The report went on to say that "nearly 500 of these are direct, order mandates
- . . which and I quote "have added to the cost of local government and have
altered, substantially, the activities of local governments and their budget mixes."

These mandated responsibilities, plus the basic costs of running a county govern-
ment, do not leave room for a county to deal with emergency situations like
recession and inflation.

We in county government realize that there is no one overall panacea in our
battle against inflation. But to cut back on federal assistance to state and local
governments would severely affect those programs our citizens have come to 'rely
on--especially those social programs whose sole purpose is to help the needy.
Cutting back on these "people" programs would only pass the buck on to county
governments which are obhated to help those in need. County governments are
already at the breaking point and there is nowhere they can turn to find the
additional revenue to sustain the ongoing programs-even at their current operat-
ing level.

Mr. Chairman, having talked at. some length about the need for continued federal
assistance to counties through revenue sharing, I would like to switch from legisla-
tive spending to legislative savings.

No one would argue that all federal domestic programs operate as efficiently and
as economically as they can. On the contrary, there are many areas of waste in
domestic programs caused by improper planning, inefficient operation and poor
evaluation. It is here that alllevels of government must work together to develop
well-coordinated programs which will reduce duplication and save money.

This type of effort is exemplified in current grant reform legislation which pro-
vides flexible general standards and centralizes the administration of national
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Mpoicy requirements affecting all federal grant programs. These reforms would

-ubstantially cut down on the administrative costs which each federal agency must

Spend ~to establish and monitor separate and duplicative regulations for each na-

tional program. --
In earlier testimony before this Subcommittee, NACo pointed out that there are

330 categorical project programs requiring competitive applications. Federal appro-

prnation for these project grants is about $30 billion a year or roughly 5 percent of

the overall federal budget. Estimating 30 percent of appropriations for administra-

tive-related costs for both the grantor and grantee, if half the existing grants were

consolidated, it would likely cut administrative costs in half for these programs..

amounting to between $3 to $4.5 billion a yer.
The $3 billion dollar savings is a popular target we would like Congress to look to

in saving on federal expenditures.
It is in this vein that counties urge the Administration and Congress to put a

greater emphasis on those programs which enable states and local governments to

-take advantage of federal funds without costly bureaucratic requirements and red

t pe. When certain specified amounts of money are authorized for an extended time

period, counties can better plan for the use of funds without creating a local

bureaucracy just to handle paperwork. The budget planning ability of local govern-

ments is our most important benefit from these types of automatic unrestricted-

funds.
General revenue sharing offers a fine example of this non-bureaucratic, action-

oriented approach. Revenue sharing offers local governments the flexibility of di-

7"- recting their resources into programs they know will best meet the needs of their

pple without requiring the creation of large bureaucracies at the federal or county

.level. It is for this important reason that state and local officials are unanimous in

their desire to see an extension of the program during the 96th Congress.
From here,-I would like to present NACo's views on some hard questions which

have been posed to us:
Question 1. In light of the many current demands on the federal budget, can the

federal government afford to fund general revenue sharing at current levels?

It is no news to the subcommittee that over the last seven years inflation has

eroded about 40 percent of the purchasing power of federal revenue sharing dollars.

The question as to whether current levels are sufficient is then answered by noting

that these current levels already represent a significant cut due to inflation. Howev-

er, these monies gain significant value when viewed in the context of their flexibil-

I-tty for use and automatic payment schedule. This is particularly true when on#

realizes that while there has been an increase in the dollar amount of federal

assistance, there has been a reduction in the real constant dollar value of grants-in-

aid. NACo is not suggesting we increase Federal aid to state and local governments

at a time when you are trying to balance the budget, but I would suggest we

increase Federal revenue sharing as the flexible support mechanism to bolster the

shortfall in the grants-in-aid categories used by our local governments.

Question 2. Given the increasing health of the state and local public sector, should

the revenue sharing program be modified to direct funds away from states and

localities which are extraordinarily wealthy or which are developing healthy fiscal

surpluses in their operating budgets?
The question asked is whether funds should be further targeted to fiscal need.

This, as you may guess, is a difficult question to answer given the fact that our

constituency, like yours, is made up of communities in all financial situations.

Everyone Is for "targeting" funds to genuine need but the complicating factor is the

penalty' " imposed on those you must take from. A hold-harmless provision would

abeapt answer except that assumes increased total program funding levels, should
A targeted program come into play.

NACo has always supported the idea that targeting to areas of need is a desirable

goal Let 'me emphasize however that we are saying "need", not geography. Too
often, for political or other reasons, need gets interpreted into the central confines

/ of a maJor city and residents of a needy, community-wnhcn halpens, tobe oneboc

outside a city's boundaries-are penalized because of where they live and are not

judged fairly on the conditions of how they live. That is why we are cautious. ,NACo,

absent any Administration proposal, supports reauthorization of the current pro-

gram and fohnula allocation.
I would like to mention a few points before moving on. These points revolve

around the basic priemise of whether or not there is increasing fiscal health of the-

state and local public sector and whether or not the current general revenue

sharing program is already targeted to need.
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Many who have written on the economic outlook for the public sector indicate
that the fiscal health of state and local government is already in a period of decline
and this trend will continue. To quote the Congressional Research Service:

The Council of Economic advisors (CEA) notes in the 1979 Economic Report of the
President, that, "The operating balance of the State and local sector which was in
surplus by about $6.6 billion in 1978, is expected to shift to a small deficit in 1979
and1980."I

The Council goes on to state: . given the strong demands by citizens to reduce
State and local taxes, a return to surplus seems unlikely over the next five years." *

In a recent issue, Fortune magazine warned of "great fiscal trouble" with the
State-local sector running a $10 billion deficit in the near future.*

Data Resources, Inc., a private economic consulting firm, has presented a forecast
of the State-local sector showing a $700 million surplus in 1979 and deficits of more
than $3 billion in both 1980 and 1981.'

The question you pose then must be viewed with caution so we do not get into the
_positon of having to revisit this issue and find we cannot address the problem of
-need on a timely basis. We must recognize that, given the continued projections of a
combination of inflation and recession, that state and local governments fiscal
positions will continue to erode and that reauthorization should reflect these condi-
tions.

As for targeting the program to areas of fiscal distress, I believe the question
should be clarifid to say "additional" targeting. The current program, through the
formula allocation process, has been shown to "provide far more per capita aid to
hard pressed central cities than to their affluent suburban neighbors." -

This is suported by the Office of Revenue Sharing which states:
Generally, the formula distributes a greater percentage of funds to governments

with higher unemployment rates.
The GRS formula is relatively responsive to need, fiscal capacity, and effort when

compared to selected other Federal programs. It also directs more funding per
capita to high strain large cities than to those under moderate and low strain.

It is our understanding that a great many categorical grant programs are directed
toward areas of distress and that high stress areas tend to receive a proportionally
higher percentage of these funds. The existing GRS formula, to NACo, appears
adequate.

Question 3. How are GRS funds being used at the state and local level? Are
revenue sharing funds being primarily used to fund operating or capital construc-
tion projects? Are GRS funds being used for the most essential needs of our state
and local communities?

The subcommittee is aware, I am sure, of the numerous studies that have been
conducted on General revenue sharing which show that a broad range of activities
have been funded over the life of this program. What is most revealing is recent
reports confirmed by the Office of Revenue Sharing, that

'There has been a shift over time in the use of GRS funds from new spending on
capital and operations to spending on program maintenance and revenue stabiliza-
tion."

This underscores the fact that these funds are revenues for existing operations
and services and not monies that can be banked. A good portion of these funds go to
public safety, transportation and environmental protection. I wish to add that of all
Federal funds, the GRS program is the only one where the monies can be used to
pay for unfunded Federal mandates on local government.

NACo, in conducting a small survey of its counties, has learned that a signficant
portion of county GRS funds go to public safety and public works. Of interest to
some of the members of this Subcommittee, is the following state breakdown of fund
use.

'Congressional Research Service, General Revenue Sharing and Alternatives, April 1979, and
U.S. Council of Economic Advisors. Economic Report of The President, January 1979.

1ACIR, Renewing General Revenue Sharing, Running the Congressional Gauntlet, June 4,
1979.

!Internal Memorandum: Office of Revenue Sharing, Options Relative to the Future of Gener-
al Revenue Sharing, September 1978.
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We understand that the sample size is lacking, but the general picture of activity
is viewed as an accurate reflection of the counties in these states.

As to whether the GRS funds are being used for the most essential needs, we

would emphatically say "yes." The whose premise of the program is that unrestrict-
ed aid should be available to address state and local need based on the view that

state and local elected officials are in the best position to judge what are their most
-pressing needs. This concept, bolstered by citizen participation mechanisms, is still a

valid and working concept and one that allows aid to be directed and used most

efficiently.
Question 4. The current general revenue sharing formula bases its allotments on

population, state or local tax effort, and per capita income of a State or locality. If

- the GRS program is to be reauthorized, would you recommend any changes in the

current allotment formula?
The National Association of Counties current policy supports the existing revenue

sharing formula bases. NACo was active in looking at alternatives in 1971 and in

1976 and we feel that the current formula bases represent a good compromise

among many factors involved in those earlier deliberations. Our .initial response to

computer runs provided by the Department of Treasury are mixed. We do know

that when there are winners and losers, the political problems of passing legislation
are sificantly made greater.

In csing, NACo wishes to emphasize that the reauthorization of general revenue

sharing as an entitlement program is critical to county government and to our

ability to assist Federal efforts at economic stabilization. We feel GRS meets both

national and local interests and is the only aid program that is completely adapt-

able to the diversity in our state-local system. It is the single best form of fiscal

federalism.
We thank you for this opportunity to share the views of the National Association

of Counties on this most imFortant subject. We look forward to working with you to
reenact the general revenue sharing program in its present form.

Thank you.

Senator BRADLEY. Before we adjourn, I would like to place Sena-
tor Moynihan's and Senator Dole's statement in the record as if

J they were here.
(The statements of Senators Moynihan and Dole follow:]

STATEMENT OF SENATOR MOYNIHAN

GENERAL REVENUE SHARING

Mr. Chairman, it is unfortunate that our'hearings on General Revehue Sharing
take place at a time when the future of the program seems to have become so

uncertain. We read in the press that the President will likely propose broad cuts in

the revenue sharing program, both for this fiscal year and for years following. Just

a few weeks ago, he had announced that he wouldcall for the extension of General

Revenue Sharing at its present level of funding. Althought I support the President's

strong commitment to cure inflation, I find it disturbing that his Administration's
social policies should fluctuate so wildly, simply on the basis of one month's econom-

ic data. What if next month's economic data are less alarming?. Will the fiscal

priorities change once again?
It is particularly disturbing that we should witness such abrupt gyrations with

respect to a program with the extraordinary success record of General Revenue
Sharing. Unlike so many other Federal programs, General Revenue Sharing has
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met every expectation of those of us who advocated it originally. It has functioned
smoothly and automatically, without the slightest taint of mismanagement or politi-
cal abuse. A year ago, I introduced a bill to extend the program, In its present form
beyond its curreent expiration date of September 30, 1980. This was the first bil
before the Senate to extend General Revenue Sharing, introduced long before the
Administration made its initial decision to seek continuation of the program. It was
clear to me a year ago, as it has been since the inception of the program, that
General Revenue Sharing is one of the most creative contributions to American
federalism in our recent history.

In hammering out the details of an anti-inflationary fiscal package, neither the
Administration nor the Congress can afford to lose sight of the underlying merit of
the program. It is premised on a simple but fundamental fact: the progressive
nature of federal taxation is such that as the economy grows the revenues of the
national government grow faster than do the revenues of State and local govern-
ments. In order to preserve a balanced federal system, it is of great importance that
we preserve the ability of State and local governments to respond to their distinc-
tive circumstances in their own ways. In that spirit, the idea began to be developed
in the Kennedy and Johnson administrations that the Federal government ought to
direct a portion of its growing revenues to states and localities without the restric-

I tions and specifications attached to categorical programs. This was a large idea. It
was developed and advanced by such distinguished political economists as Walter
Heller and Joseph Pechman. In time, it was proposed to Congress by President
Nixon and adopted in its present form in 1972.L: The program has lost none of its luster since then. The concept of federalism
which underlies it remains vital. And the economic trends upon which it is based
have proved durable. Even with revenue sharing, state and local taxes per capita
have more than doubled in the last decade. Had the Federal government kept its
aid at the levels experienced before enactment of revenue sharing, state taxes would
have risen still further, or services would have diminished, or-most likely-the
Federal government would have stepped in with yet more detailed and complicated
categorical efforts. This latter option would inevitably have reduced the indepen-
dence of the states and their abihty to manage their affairs.

We must not forget that by extending General Revenue Sharing at current
funding levels, we are deciding, implicitly, to reduce the costs of the program in real

2 terms. Last year alone, inflation eroded the value of General Revenue Sharing by
close to a billion dollars in real terms. I realize, given the current political environ-

7 meant, that the Corrgress would not agree to expand General Revenue Sharing, even
4 if only to compensate for inflation. But we ought not to exacerbate the erosion of

General Revenue Sharing by reducing the program outright. At least, we ought not
do so casually. If this is to happen, it should be the result of as sustained and
serious an examination of the proper workings of-a federal system as that which

z produced the original legislation. We must not, in our zeal to curb inflation, lash out
U at programs indiscriminately. And insofar as we do decide to trim federal spending,

we should first reduce those programs which have not proven effective, rather than
£ those which have.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DOLE

Mr. Chairman, as you and others have said, we are having these hearings because
the general sharing program expires at the end of the current fiscal year. I have

7 always supported general revenue sharing.
The providing of block grants by the central government to the States and local

governments is consistent with a philosophy of federalism that allows governmental
decisions to be made at the lowest possible level. Categorical, specific purpose,
programs run out to Washington, by contrast, often lead to over regulation and rule
byureaucratic fiat. In teIng run, control by officials in Washington is often

cocounterproductive to the aims of the programs and often leads to the disenchant-
ment with government that is so evident in this country.

This same philosophy of federalism has led Chairman Long and me, along with
several other Finance Committee Senators, to introduce a bill that would use the
block grant approach to reform the current family welfare program. This bill, we
believe, will show that welfare decisions can be made more effectively at the State
and local level than by the Federal welfare bureaucrats. Such local decisionmaking
will both be more efficient and do more for the truly needy in our society.
Because of my support for general revenue sharing, I was pleased to see the

administration propose a continuation of the program at current funding level. I
- understand that this position is now being reconsidered. Given the general economic
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crisis in this country, and particularly the over 18 percent inflation rate, I -fan se
why the administration Is rethinking its entire economic policy including its support

for this program.
I have long. argedinthe Senate that substantial cuts must be made in the

Federal spending programs if inflation is ever- going to be controlled. We cannot

-forever continue to spend money -we do not have. It is encouraging that this

elemental economic principle is now widely accepted. At the same time, I believe

that categorical programs should be cut before general revenue sharing. If we cut

specfic purpose programs and keep this broad-use money flowing, the State and

local government will be able to reorient their own spending to best serve their

citizens.
This program, I submit, will -make it easier for our citizens to live with other

spending cuts that we must make. I acknowledge, however, that every part of the

budget may need some trimming.
Finally, I note that the administration has proposed some changes in the gneral

revenue sharing program. For one thing, it has proposed that each state be required

to set up a commission "to develop recommendations for improving local financial

management and the balance between local fiscal resources and responsibilities." I

would like to know why this change has been suggested. What complaints has the

office of revenue sharing received that this commission will correct? My initial

reaction to this proposal is that it is just another example of how we continuously

create more government in this country.
I look forward to hearing the testimony of our witnesses today and hope that we

can quickly complete work in the committee on this important piece of legislation.

Senator BRADLEY. With that, these hearings will stand in recess
subject to the call of the Chair.

(Thereupon, at 12:20 p.m. the hearing in the above-entitled
matter was recessed, to reconvene subject to the call of the Chair.]

[By direction of the chairman the following communications were

made a part of the hearing record:]

STATEMENT or AFL-CIO PUBuC EMPLOYEE DEPARTMENT

The AFL-CIO Public Employee Department urges the reauthorization for five

more years of the Geneial Revenue Sharing Program.
Generally speaking, vith all of its weaknesses, the federal income tax is more

progressive and equitable then are the revenue collection methods of the States and

local governments. Then too, the problems of State and cities in meeting there

financial obligations and providing services necessary to modern communities, are-

in the-aggregate-a national problem; accordingly reauthorization at the present

$6.85 annual level is appropriate and desirable.
It does not seem that federal assumption of the welfare cost is imminent, neither

are other such policy changes which would somewhat relieve State or local govern-

ment of revenue requirements. Accordingly, the General Revenue Sharing can to a

degree help meet the ravages of inflation which all levels of government fact.

The high rate of unemployment in most of our metropolitan areas contribute to

our 6.2 percent national unemployment rate but jobs generated by the estimated

$88.9 billion in GRS in 1980 helped meet this problem.
We want to add special emphasis to an aspect of the testimony of March 6 by the

AFL-CIO although we cannot improve upon that statement. We quote:
We feel . . . that Congress should take this opportunity to improve the program's

effectiveness in targeting funds where needs are greatest. The Revenue Sharing Act

should also become a framework for assuring minimum, basic standards for State

and local government employees. The federal government has established certain

basic standards in legislation as the Fair Labor Standards Act and the Labor

Management Relations Act setting forth certain basic conditions for private sector

employment.
In 1974, Congress extended coverage of the Fair Labor Standards Act to additional

employees of State and local governments. In extending coverage ,) most of these

employees, Congress exercised its authority under the Commerce clause of the

Constitution. However, the Supreme Court (National League of Cities versus Usery)

held that this was not an appropriate exercise of Congress' power to regulate

commerce and denied coverage to the newly covered as well as to employees of

schools and hospitals who were previously covered and affirmed by the Supreme

Court. The majority opinion no that Congress might be able to seek coverage by
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exercisingg authority granted it under other sections of the Constitution such as the
Spending Power"

Now that Congress is considering extending the Revenue Sharing Act, it is appro-
priate to include the basic minimum wage and overtime provisions of the F air
Labor Standards Act in this statute. Such action would be a reaffirmation of theintent of the 1974 Fair Labor Standards Act in a manner cited by the Supreme
Court.

Similarly, standards granting State and local government workers the right toorganize and to bargain collectively should be a prerequisite for revenue sharing
funds. In 1935, the Congress found that it was in the public interest to establish amethod for determining the wishes of workers regarding their desires to be repre-
sented by a union and to assure workers a basic right to bargain collectivey with
employers concerning wages and conditions of employment. Congress found that the
denial of the right of employees to organize and the refusal to accept the procedure
of collective bargaining led to strikes and other forms of strife or unrest. In the 1935Wagner Act, Congess recognized the beneficial effects of establishing a system to
determine workers' desires regarding union representation and the encouragement
of collective bargaining. Similar requirements for State and local government em-ployees should be enacted to enhance their basic rights. Currently, 38 States and the
District of Columbia have statues or executive orders providing the legal framework
for collective bargaining for some or all of the employees. Comprehensive statutescovering all employees are currently in force in 23 States and the District ofColumbia.

The importance of States establishing full protection of the right of Public Em-ployees to collective bargaining cannot be overemphasized. The opportunity to ad-
vance this step is here, now.

STATEMENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FIRE FIGHTERS, AFL-CIO-CLC
The International Association of Fire Fighters is pleased to express our views

concerning the proposed ive-year extension of the General Revenue Sharing Pro-
gram included in the President's 1981 Budget. The IAFF represents over 175,000 firefighters working in Federal, State, and local capacities. Fire protection is a crucial
and basic service for all communities in this Nation. In this statement for therecord to the Senate Revenue Sharing Subcommittee, we wish to outline several
areas that trouble us regarding assertions that perhaps funds allocated to the States
should no longer be provided. We would also wish to remind the Subcommittee ofseveral reasons why the general revenue sharing program continues to be a neces-
sary element in the federalist tradition of shared responsibility.

Since the Subcommittee hearings on March 6, economic circumstances have com-
plled the Administration to propose alterations in the 1981 Budget proposals.

ereas the President initially supported a five-year extension of the General
Revenue Sharing program at current levels of $6.85 billion, on March 14, President
Carter outlined five elements of a new "anti-inflation" program. It was later dis-
closed that one component of the program involves eliminating the States' share ofgeneral revenues for a purported savings to the federal government of $1.7 billion.
This cut in funds, along with other provisions, is designed to balance the 1981
budget. This is to be done more to stem the inflationary 'psychology" since it is yet
to be demonstrated that the single act of putting the federal budget in balance will
substantially dampen our rampant inflationary spiral. At the same time, furtherharm will be perpetrated upon state and local governments already struggling to
provide basic services to their citizenry.

Opponents of the states' continued receipt of general revenue sharing funds point
to the existence of state budget surpluses and an inability of the states to transfer
funds by pass-through to needy local programs as reasons for eliminating -thepractice. They do not question that many local governments are in need of general
revenue sharings funds. In testimony before this Subcommittee, the AFL-CIO cor-rectly outlined the real reduction in general revenue sharing funds going to stateand local governments over the past five years. The AFL-CIO also outlined the
sources of the more recent modest growth in federal outlays to state and local
governments; primarily the result of the economic stimulus measures enacted in
1976 and 197i7.

Since revenue sharing payments have been capped at current levels for nearly
five years, state and local governments have really had to do more with less because
of steadily escalating inflation. Thus, concerning the charge that states have failedto commit adequate pass-through of funds to local governments, we must note thatstate governments have faced terrible choices in determining the amounts to be
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f tunneled to local government programs as the cost for all state and local govern-
ient services has been pushed upward by inflation. The AFL-CIO also identifled

the growth of payments to statesfor "categorical" programs. As a conseqdence, les
> money has been available as a proportion of total federal aid for state and locm

Sovernment functions in traditional areas of fire protection and other services. The
burden on the state and local governments to provide services that are essentially
national concerns has increased to the detriment of their ability to provide tradi-
tional and necessary local services.

Many states are prohibited by state constitution from accruing budget deficits. It
cannot be said that states sought to rid themselves of fiscal responsibility through
these measures and that these prohibitions againstbudget deficits cnvenently
allow state governments to rail against federal budget deficits. State government
officials have testified that, where surpluses exist, they are one-time occurrences.
Indeed, projections for state budget surpluses cannot be found when one looks at
fiscal year 1980 and beyond. Fire fighters in states such as California are already

dreading the moment when the full effects of measures such as IProposition 13 take
effect to further eradicate the providing of services such as fire protection. In an era

when tax burdens are prohibitive, the likelihood that property taxes can be hiked to
7 compensate for lost federal aid is dubious politically. If the states lose general

revenue funds, further cutbacks in services and increased recessionary pressures
will surely follow.

As citizens of this nation, fire fighters are only too well aware of the serious
economic problems we face. As public employees, we also realize the consequences
that the proposed cutback in general revenue funds will have in our cities and rural
areas. There will be fire fighter layoffs, with an attendant increase in fire deaths
and other casualties and greater loss of property. Costs of these tragedies will reach
far above $1.7 billion.

We face a current situation that is certainly difficult. We also have the opportuni-
ty to meet the challenges we face through bold and proper actions. Experts have

traced the growth of categorical grants through a period when we were to be
enhancing the federalist heritage of shared responsibility between federal and local
governments. Supposedly, an enlightened perspective would be reached regarding
what were properly federal responsibilities and what were properly local responsi-
bilities. Instead, categorical grants increased and the red-tape of standards and
reporting for states recipients of the categorical grants increased in costs and time
also.

The Administration seems to recognize that federal responsibility has its limits.
What must be explored is the proper mix of programs administered through federal
or state authority. The record reflects that of all such programs, general revenue
sharing has gone farthest toward the ideal situation of allowing state and local
governments the freedom to effectively allocate federal aid with a minimum of
abuse. The program is not deserving of reduction but it needs support from an
enlightened federal authority.

If restrictions are sought for the general revenue sharing program, they should be
based on achieving improved standards for state operation of their basic service
functions. One way to aid this process is to provide the mechanism that would
retard the growth of labor disputes through using the spending power of the
Congress to require states to comply with wage and hour provisions of the Fair
Labor Standards Act in order to qualify for revenue sharing funds. By targeting
funds to those states in compliance with FLSA standards, more effective service
could be provided by state and local governments. Many labor disputes in the pubic
sector could be avoided if basic employee rights were standardizni through the
application of the FLSA and the National Labor Relations Act. We 0so agree with
the AFL-CIO that changes in the allocation and enactment formula are desirous to
achieve targeting of funds to areas that are most in need of essential services.

2 Reduction or elimination of the 20 percent minimum payment floor and expansion
of the 145 of the statewide per capita allocation ceiling would allow more effective
identification of needy government units.

Elimination of the states' share of general revenues will bring about a deeper
recession, increased unemployment, and increased suffering for the citizens of this
nation.

7 As professional fire fighters, we have witnessed the tragic loss of life and property
that comes about when fire crews are understaffed and underequipped. There can
be no tradeoff of human suffering against $2 billion to balance a budget for "symbol-
ism" We urge the Subcommittee to continue its work to steady the national ship of
state through treachorous fiscal waters. We urge the Subcommittee to adopt the
changes proposed by the AFL-CIO that will allow the promise of fedealism as
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embodied in the Constitution to be realized in an improved general revenue sharing
program.

On behalf of our membership, the International Association of Fire fighters
extends our appreciation to the Subcommittee for the opportunity to contribute to
your deliberations on this most important program.

TOWN OF MONTCLAIR,
BOARD OF COMMISsiONERS-DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS,

Montclair,_N.J., February 15, 1980.
R-Ion. BILL BRADLEY,
U.S. Senator from New Jersey, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C
- DEAR SENATOR BRADLEY: As discussed with your Administrative Aide, Ms. Marcia
Aronoff, in your office on February 6, 1980, I respectfully request the privilege of
presenting oral and written testimony to the Subcommittee on Revenue Sharing,
Intergovernmental Revenue Impact and Economic Problems of the Senate Commit-
tee on Finance, which you Chair, to urge amendment of the General Revenue
Sharing renewal legislation to eliminate a serious inequity in entitlements which is
unjustly enriching most of the affluent, densely populated, suburban townships in
New Jersey, principally at the expense of many of New Jersey's large cities (encl. A,
3/27/78, p. 28).

SSpecifically, I would like to suggest that Sec. 108(DX3) of the Act be amended by
the addition of the italicized words as follows:

"(3) TowNsHIPs.-The term "township" includes equivalent sub-divisions of gov-
ernment having different designations (such as "towns") and shall be determined on
the basis of the same principles as are used by the Bureau of the Census for general
statistical purposes, except that, for the State of New Jersey, local governments
classified as type 3 (townships) by the Bureau of the Census, shall be reclassified as
type 2 (places), for the purposes of this Act only.'

-I also respectfully request that you ask the Department of the Treasury to run a
computer "trial" of the effects of such an amendment using EP-11 Initial Data
Elements, and understand that such an inquiry should be directed to the attention
of Mr. Robert Rafuse, Deputy Assistant Secretary for State and Local Finance. I
would appreciate receiving a copy of such a "trial" run when available.

The existing definition of Township in Sec. 108(DX3) is irrelevant in the distribu-
tion of general revenue sharing funds in New Jersey because the term "township" is
used interchangeably with the "place" terms of "city". "town", "village", and
"borough", as a designation only, with no functional differences. Such use creates
distortions in revenue sharing because municipalities, similarly situated except for
the presence or absence of the township designation, receive entitlements from
separate pots which are apportioned differently.

If you will kindly review the data elements and entitlements in the County of
Essex in New Jersey as shown on the Department of the Treasury computer
printouts for EP-10 and EP-11 which I left with Ms. Aronoff during my visit, you
will note that the townships of Cedar Grove, Livingston, Maplewood and Millburn
receive disproportionately large entitlements per capita for their data elements
compared with the places in the County (encl. B, 6/20/79; C, 6/21/79).

When the Village of South Orange changed its name to the 'Township of South
Orange Village" in 1977, the mere change of designation increased its general
revenue sharing entitlement from $73,791 in EP-9 to $336,587 in EP-10. Similarly
when the Borough of Fairfield reverted to the "Township of Fairfield" in 1978 by
referendum, its entitlement increased from $77,152 in EP-10 to $235,832 in EP-I1
(encl. B & C) and would have been $346,972 except for a 145% constraint rule (encl.
D, 1/18/80). These windfalls were at the expense of other municipalities in Essex
County and elsewhere in the State, since the State total for each entitlement period
did not change. Something obviously is wrong and is in need of correction.

New Jersey's Faulkner Act permits municipalities with Faulkner Act govern-
ments to change their designations by referendum pursuant to petition, with no
concurrence by the State legislature required. Without enactment of the suggested
amendment to Sec. 108(DX3), I fear that there will be a proliferation of such
designation changes to "townships" because there is such a strong incentive. For
example, I have calculated that the City of Trenton, by changing its designation to
the 'township of Trenton City", would receive a $545,000 increase in its general
revenue sharing (encl. E, 7/20/78).

This ' Township Inequity" has been recognized since 1972 and all efforts to correct
it to date have failed. There have been recurring suggestions of exhaustion of other
remedies. All such other remedies have now been exhausted, and amendment of the
Act which I have suggested is the last hope.
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'4,jn- 1978, Congressman Joseph G. Minish offered an amendment (encl. F. August

it $ p. 3) to Sec. 108(DX3) when the Act was first renewed but it failed on June 10 of

;,thoat year despite the overwhelming suppott of the New Jersey Congressional Dele-

--t ion (encl. A. p.- 22), because its possible impact on other States had not been
tfld&intf ied. It was subsequently learned that it would have applied to only 5 States,

Including New Jersey. My suggested amendment would apply to New Jersey alone,
eZ- &nd there is a precedent for such special legislation in the provision for Sheriffs'

-eOfes In Louisi, na which was enacted in the 1976n .
- A federal administrative remedy was sought by passage of New Jersey Senate Con-.

current Resolution 3004 which I personally drafted (enl. A, jpp. 23-25). SWft
3004 was unanimously passed by the New Jersey Senate on April 28, 1977 and

unanimously passed by the New Jersey General Assembly on June 30, 1977. In

addition, it was endorsed by Governor Brendan T. Byrne (encl. G, 7/27/77). This

Concurrent Resolution urged the Bureau of the Census to classify all New Jersey

municipalities in a single classification, but the relief sought was denied because
Census wished to retain the township designation for demographic reasons. My

: prOposed amendment would permit Census to retain such demographic distinctions.
In deinying the administrative relief sought by SCR 3004, Mr. Kurt L. Schmoke,

,,'-Assistant Director, Domestic Policy Staff, the White House suggested reclassifica-
tion of N.J. townships by State legislation (encl. A. pp. 38, 39). According ly, Senate

No. 907 (encl. H, 221/78), which I personally drafted was sponsored by Senator

Carmen A. Orechio and was passed by the New Jersey §enate on December 4, 1978.

According to a newspaper report (encl. J 12/271/78), Governor Byrne "told a press

conference he would sign the Senate bill". However, the bill was bottled up in the

Assembly Financ,3 Committee.
An identical companion bill, A-1414, was sponsored by Assemblyman John A.

-Girgenti and cleared the Assembly Municipal Government Committee but was not

calle l up by the Assembly Speaker. Both bills were thoroughly analyzed (encl. K &

L-, July '78 M, 9/14/78), based on Department of the Treasury "trial" printouts. In
addition, ahI municipaities in the 27th Legislative District, except the sole townshp,
'i '' resolutions favoring enactment of S-907 (enc. N, 4/26/79; 0, 3/19/79; P, if,

/79; Q, 4/17/79; R, 4/9/79; 5, 2/28/79; T, 3/7/79; U, 2/5/79). However, due to

- inaction by the General Assembly, the bills died at the end of the Legislative

Session last month.
I respectfully urge you to amend the General Revenue Sharing Act to end the

'Township Inequity" which has persisted for eight long years and has resulted in

gross misallocations of funds in New Jersey due to a quirk in the law. A favorable

response to my request to testify before your Subcommittee will be deeply appreci-
ated.

Sincerely yours, RICHARD I. BONSAL

Commissioner.

Note: The following enclosures were made a part of the committee
files.

LIST OF ENCLOSURES

Incioswes Date hem

A.............- Mar. 21, 918-.- Tesfm y re. Senate No. 901.
8.................. June 28, 9198.-- Essex Cuny Genal Revenue Sti! AlotioN, EP-10 Frt.
C--..-....u.. e 21, 918-.. Essex Couty GeeA Revn ShWi Aol tin, EP-1l kiliat

D--- - ......... j 1, 1980--- Meo from Offie of R"m n g irt: FaiMel TMNshi.
SJ20,199... Wortisheet Eftocat Irenon chawlo Towrtsw

f ............ k.......... Ai0s 1916 -- TWO rF K. 13361
-- . ...... ........ 21,9...-e of S sawr "SCR-304.

S YFeb. 21._978-. Sente No. 901 (sc offialC CWrit)
S -- -,-... --- . Dec. 21,l98- Tretio n adu re; Goerr B support of -901.

S .........M 919-. Ef e of 1S-90.byu*.
IEffect d S-907 by lalistnicLs~

0 ........... .. apt. 14. 1979 .... .Rmbo d Tow dmM Mep o t S-901.
----- ,-.--ja 23. 1919 Resw d Torouth d Ca" re. S-9071.
Q -. - ~Apr. 11, 1979.. Resohiio 01 Boog of Essex Flsr 8 -907.

pt9,1979e sak of oo d GloKp rtS-90.
S---- ........... K~ 28. 1979.--... Res6ol Ton of oMveda rt:-907.
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LIST OF ENCLOSURES-Continued

(ncioswes Date ftm
........... Mar. 1. 1979.-.-- Resotion Town ol Nu rt-1.

Feb. S, 1979 ...... RnWiofBro( c h Yfons .S-907.
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PROPOSED GENERAL REVENUE SHARING
EXTENSION

WEDNESDAY, MAY 21, 1980

U.S. SENATE, COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, SUBCOMMITTEE ON
REVENUE SHARING, INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE
IMPACTS AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS,

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met at 9:35 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room

2221 of the Dirksen Senate Office Bui ding, Senator Bill Bradley,
chairman of the subcommittee, presiding.

Present: Senators Bradley, Dole, Danforth, and Durenberger.
[The press release announcing this hearing and the bills, S. 2414,

S. 2574, S. 2678, and S. 2681 follow:]

(269)
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P.R. #H-26

PRESS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

FORM EDIATE 12UNITED STATES SENATE

May 12, 1980 SUBCO4MITTEE ON REVENUE SHARING
2227 DIRKSEN SENATE OFFICE BLDG.

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON REVENUE SHARING, INTERGOVERNMENTAL
REVENUE IMPACT, AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS TO HOLD HEARINGS ON

S. 2574 AND RELATED BILLS

The Honorable Bill Bradley (D., N.J.), Chairman of the

Subcommittee on Revenue Sharing, announced today that the Subcommittee

-will hold a hearing on the extension of the State and Local 
Fiscal

Assistance Act of 1972 (general revenue sharing). The hearing will be

held 6n Wednesday, May 21, 1980, beginning at 9:30 A.M., in Room 2227,

Dirksen Senate Office Building.

The Subcommittee will be reviewing S. 2574, introduced 
at the

request of the Administration. The bill provides for the extension of

general revenue sharing for 5 additional years. It also would eliminate

general revenue sharing payments to States and modify the 
intrastate

distribution of funds. The Subcamuittee will also hear testimony on
S. 2414, introduced by Senator Durenberger to extend general revenue

sharing for four years without modification, and S. 2681, 
introduced by

Senator Dole, and S. 2678 introduced by Senator Exon. 
The latter two

measures would extend general revenue sharing for 5 years 
and would give

State governments the option of receiving general revenue sharing funds

or specific categorical grants but not both.

The Honorable G. William Miller, Secretary of the Treasury

will be the lead-off witness. Additional witnesses requesting to_

testify will also be scheduled.

In announcing the hearing, Chairman Bradley stated 'The

general revenue sharing program is an efficient and cost-effective

intergovernmental program which helps State and local governments

provide essential services. It features decentralized decision-making
and flexibility, and serves as a balance and complement to 

the Federal

decision-making role in categorical programs.' Indicating that the

Subcommittee is concerned about the economic condition of State and local

governments, Bradley observed elimination of the Revenue Sharing funds

for States could significantly reduce State aid to 
local governments.'

According to the Senator, -the Subcommittee hopes to review in detail

the impact the various proposals would have on State and 
local finances

during this time of economic uncertainty.0

Requests to Testify.--The Chairman advised that witnesses

desiring to testify during this hearing must submit their 
requests in

writing to Michael Stern, Staff Director, Committee on Finance, 2227

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C. 20510, 
not later

than Monday, May 19, 1980. Witnesses will be notified s s-oonas
possible after this cutoff date as to when they are scheduled to appear.

If for some reason the witness is unable to appear, he may 
file a

written statement for the record of the hearing in lieu of a personal

appearance.
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Consolidated Testimony.--Senator Bradley also stated that the
Committee urges all witnesses who have a common position or with the
sap* general interest to consolidate their testimony and designate a
single spokesman to present their common viewpoint orslly to the
Committee. This procedure will enable the Committee to receive a wider
expression of views than it might otherwise obtain. The Chairman urged

very strongly that all witnesses exert a maximum effort, taking into
account the limited advance notice, to consolidate and coordinate their
statements.

Legislative Reorganization Act.--Senator Bradley stated that
the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946, as amended, requires all
witnesses appearing before the Committees of Congress *to file in
advance written statements of their proposed testimony, and to limit
their oral presentations to brief summaries of their argument."

Witnesses scheduled to testify must comply with the following
rules:

(1) A copy of the statement must be filed by noon the day
before the day the witness is scheduled to testify.

(2) All witnesses must include with their written statement
a sumkoary of the principal points included in the state-
ment.

(3) The written statements must be typed on letter-size
per (not legal size) and at least 100 copies must
Biibmitted by the close of business theday before
the witness is scheduled to testify.

(4) witnesses are not to read their written statements
to the Subcommittee, but are to confine their oral
presentations to a summary of the points included in
the statement.

(5) No more than ten minutes will be allowed for oral pre-
sentation.

Written Statements.--Witnesses who are not scheduled to make
an oral presentation, and others who desire to present their views to
the Subcommittee, are urged to prepare a written statement for sub-
mission and inclusion in the printed record of the hearings. These
written statements should be typewritten, not more than 25 double-
spaced pages in length, and mailed with five (5) copies to Michael Stern,
Staff Director, Committee on Finance, Room 2227, Dirksen Senate Office
Building, Washington, D. C. 20510, not later than Thursday, -June 26,1980.

P.R. #H-26
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96TH CONGRESS
2D SESSION .2414

To extend for 4 years the general revenue sharing program under the State and

Local Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MARCH 12 (legislative day, JANUARY 3), 1980

Mr. DURENBEROER (for himself, Mr. GAmI, Mr. HATCH, and Mr. PERCY)

introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to the

Committee on Finance

A BILL
To extend for 4 years the general revenue sharing program

under the State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. EXTENSION OF PROGRAM.

4 Paragraph (3) of section 105(c) of the State and Local

5 Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972 (31 U.S.C. 1224(c)) is

6 amended-

7 (1) by striking "and" at the end of subpara-

8 graph (C),
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2-

1 (2) by striking out the period at the end of sub-

.2 paragraph (D) and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon,

3 and

4 (3) by adding at the end thereof the following new

5 subparagraphs:

6 "(E) The entitlement period beginning Octo-

7 ber 1, 1980, and ending September 30, 1981;

8 "(F) The entitlement period beginning Octo-

9 ber 1, 1981, and ending September 30, 1982;

10 "(0) The entitlement period beginning Octo-

11 ber 1, 1982, and ending September 30, 1983; and

12 "(H) The entitlement period beginning Octo-

13 ber 1, 1983, and ending September 30, 1984.".

14 SEC. 2. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.

15 (a) Subparagraph (0) of section 108(c)(1) of the State

16 and Local Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972 (31 U.S.C.

17 1227(c)(1)) is amended by striking out "September 30,

18 1980" and inserting in lieu thereof "September 30, 1984".

19 (b) Paragraph (7) of section 141(b) of such Act (31

20 U.S.C. 1261(b)) is amended by striking out "and 1979" and

21 inserting in lieu thereof "1979, 1980, 1981, 1982, and

22 1983".
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96TH CONGRESS
2D SEssIoN S 2574

To authorize an extension and amendment of the revennte sharing program to

provide general purpose fiscal assistance to local governments, and for other

purposes.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

APRIL 16 (legislative day, JANuARY 3), 1980

Mr. LONO (for himself and Mr. MOYNIHAN) (by request) introduced the following

bill; which was read twice and referred to the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To authorize an extension and amendment of the revenue shar-

ing program to provide general purpose fiscal assistance to

local governments, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa.

2 lives of the United Stales of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Local Government Fiscal

4 Assistance Amendments of 1980".

5 SEC. 2. The Congress finds that-

6 (1) the vitality of State and local governments is

7 essential to this Nation's unique system of government

8 and to the welfare of the American people;
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2

1 (2) continuation of general purpose fiscal assist-

2 ance to local governments is fundamental to their ca-

3 pacity to provide basic public serviccs;

4 (3) provision of general-purpose fiscal assistance

5 on a basis that offers reasonable assurance of predict-

6 able funding is essential to provide localities with the

7 critically important capability of planning ahead in

8 order that the funds can be used to-support those serv-

9 ices and facilities most important to their citizens;

10 (4) localities exercise the same care and prudence

1i in their use of general-purpose fiscal assistance as they

12 do in the use of funds drawn from their own revenue

13 sources;

14 (5) the formula for allocating general-purpose

15 fiscal assistance should be revised so that the distribu-

16 tion of funds makes greater and more consistent contri-

17 butions to reducing intrastate fiscal inequities;

18 (6) the civil rights and public participation re-

19 quirements help ensure that decisions about the use of

20 local funds are made democratically and do not involve

21 discriminatory practices;

22 (7) the audit requirements ensure that funds are

23 spent in accordance with relevant Federal, State, and

24 local laws and contribute to a general upgrading of fi-
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1 nancial management practices employed by local gov-

2 ernments throughout the Nation;

3 (8) reduced funding for general fiscal assistance is

4 necessitated by the need to slow the rate of growth of

5 Federal expenditures, and it is appropriate that these

6 reductions be in payments to State governments be-

7 cause their capacity to adjust to the loss of the revenue

8 are superior to those of local governments; and

9 (9) the termination of revenue sharing payments

10 to the State governments will result in significant re-

11 ductions in State aid to many local governments, and

12 temporary, additional Federal assistance to localities

13 most likely to experience these losses is necessary to

14 assist them in adjusting to the lower levels of State

15 aid.

16 SEc. 3. Section 101 of the State and Local Fiscal As-

17 sistance Act (31 U.S.C. 1222 et seq.) is amended as follows:

18 "SEC. 101. SHORT TITLE.

19 "This title may be cited as the 'Local Government

20 Fiscal Assistance Act of 1980' ".

21 SEc. 4. Section 102 of the State and Local Fiscal As-

22 sistance Act (31 U.S.C. 11122) is amended-

23 (a) by striking "STATE A"D" from the title;

24 (b) by amending subsection (a) to read as fol-

25 lows-
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1 "(a) IN GENER,.-Except as otherwise provided in

2 this title, the Secretary shall, for each entitlement period, pay

3 out of the Trust Fund to each unit of local government a

4 total amount equal to the entitlement of such unit determined

5 under section 108 for such period. Such payments shall be

6 made in installments, but not less often than once for each

7 quarter, and shall be paid not later than 5 days after the

8 close of each quarter. Such payments for any entitlement

9 period may be initially made on the basis of estimates. Proper

10 adjustment shall be made in the amount of any payment to a

11 unit of local government to the extent that the payments pre-

12 viously made to such government under this subtitle were in

13 excess of or less than the amounts required to be paid.";

14 (c) by amending subsection (b) by striking "a

15 State government or"; and

16 (d) by amending subsection (c) as follows-

17 (1) by striking "State government and all"

18 and by striking "such" and inserting "a" in lieu

19 thereof;

20 (2) by designating the paragraph entitled

21 "RicovERY OF CERTAIN OVERPAYMENTS" as

22 subsection (d) and by inserting at the end thereof

23 the following new sentence: "No adjustment shall

24 be made to increase or decrease a payment made

25 for any entitlement period beginning prior to Oc-
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1 tober 1, 1980, on the basis of revisions to the

2 1970 census-based population and income esi-

3 mates for years prior to 1980 as a result of the

4 data from the 1980 census.".

5 SEC. 5. Section 105 of the State and Local Fiscal As-

6 sistance Act (31 U.S.C. 1224) is amended as follows:

7 (a) by striking "APPROPRIATIONS; AUTHORIZA-

8 TION OF ENTITLEMENTS" and inserting "AUTHORIZA-

9 TION OF APPROPRIATIONS OF ENTITLEMENTS." in

10 lieu thereof;

11 (b) by amending subsection (a) by striking "State

12 and" from paragraph (1);

13 (c) by striking the provisions of subsection (b), by

14 redesignating subsection (c) as (b) and by amending re-

15 designated subsection (b) to read as follows:

16 "(1) IN OENEBAL.-For each of the entitlement

17 periods described in paragraph (3), there are authorized

18 to be appropriated to the Trust Fund, $4,566,666,667

19 for the purpose of making the entitlement payments

20 hereinafter provided in section 106(a)(1) for such

21 periods.

22 "(2) NONCONTIGUOUS STATES 'ADUSTMBNT
23 AMOUNTs.-For eaoh of the' entijlemrnt periods d,

24 scribed in paragraph (3), there is- authorized to b

25 appropriated to the Trust Fund, $3,282,506 for the
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1 purpose of making the entitlement payments herein-

2 after provided in section 106(c)(1) for such periods.

3 "(3) ENTITLEMENT PEBRIODS.-The following en-

4 titlement periods are described in this paragraph-

5 "(A) The entitlement period beginning Octo-

6 ber 1, 1980, and ending September 30, 1981;

7 "(B) The entitlement period beginning Octo-

8 ber 1, 1981, and ending September 30, 1982;

9 "(0) The entitlement period beginning Octo-

10 ber 1, 1982, and ending September 30, 1983;

11 "(D) The entitlement period beginning Octo-

12 ber 1, 1983, and ending September 30, 1984; and

13 "(E) The entitlement period beginning Octo-

14 ber 1, 1984, and ending September 30, 1985.

15 "(4) "AUTHORIZATION OF TRANSITIONAL

16 AMOUNT.-In addition to the amounts authorized in

17 paragraphs (1) and (2), there is authorized to be appro-

18 priated to the Trust Fund $500,000,000 for each of

19 the entitlement periods beginning October 1, 1980, and

20 October 1, 1981, for the purpose of making entitlement

21 payments as provided in section 106(d) for such peri-

22 ods."; and

28 (d) by redesignating subsection (d) as (c), and

24 striking "State governments and" from redesignated

25 subsection (c).
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1 Szo. 6. Section 106 of the State and Local Fiscal As-

2 sistance Act (31 U.S.c. 1225) is amended As follows:

3 (a) by amending subsection (a) to read as follows:

4 "(a) IN OGENBAL.-There shall be allocated an entitle-

5 ment to each State for allocation to units of local government

6 as provided in section 108-

7 "(1) for each entitlement period begging on or

8 after October 1, 1980, out of amounts authorized

9 under section 105(bXl), for that entitlement period, an

10 amount that bears the same ratio to the amount au-

11 thorized under that section for that period as the

12 amount allocable to that State under subsection (b)

13 bears to the sum of the amounts allocable to all States

14 under subsection (b); and

15 "(2) for each entitlement period beginning October

16 1, 1980, and October 1, 1981, out of amounts author-

17 ized under section 105(bX4) for such periods, an

18 amount as determined under subsection (d)"-

19 (b) by amending paragraph (bX1) to read as

-20 follows:

21 "(1) IN OBN RAL.-For purposes of subsection

22 (aX), the amount allocable- to a StAte under this sub-

23 section for any entitlement pericd-ohsll-be:dete rmbied

24 -under paragraph (2), except -that'such-amount shall be

25 determined under paragraph (3) if, in the case of an
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8
1 entitlement period, beginning on or after October 1,

1980, the amount allocable to such State under para-

8 graph (3) is larger than the amount allocable to such

4 State under paragraph (2).";

5 (c) by amending paragraph (cX1) to read as fol-

6 lows:

7 "(1) IN ONERAL.-In addition to the amounts

8 allocated to the States under subsection (a), there shall

9 be allocated out of amounts authorized under section

10 105(b)(2) for each entitlement period beginning on or

41 11 after October 1, 1980, an additional amount to any

12 State in which civilian employees of the United States

13 Government receive an allowance under section 5941

14 of title 5, United States Code.";

15 (d) by amending the second sentence of paragraph

16 (c)(2) to read as follows: "If the total amount author-

17 ized under section 105MX2) for any entitlement period

18 beginning on or after October 1, 1980, is not sufficient

19 to pay in full the additional amounts allocable under

20 this subsection for that period, the Secretary shall

21 reduce proportionately the amounts so allocable."; and

22 (e) by inserting after subsection (e) the following

23 new subsection:

24 "(d) DETERMINATION OF TRANSITIONAL AMOUNT.-
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1 "(1) om OEimRAL.-In addition to the amounts

2 otherwise allocable under this section, there shall be

3 allocated to each State and the District of Columbia

4 for allocation to units of local government, as provided

5 in section 108, an additional entitlement out of the

6 $500,000,000 authorized under section 105(b)(4) for

7 each entitlement period beginning on or after October

8 1, 1980, and October 1, 1981.

9 "(2) TRANSITIONAL ALLOCATION.-For purposes

10 of paragraph (1), the amount allocable to a State under

11 this paragraph is the amount which bears the same

12 ratio to $492,600,000 as-

13 "(A) the aggregate amount (excluding State

14 government aid for education) transferred by a

15 State government to units of local government in

16 such State, bears to-

17 "(B) the sum of the amounts (excluding

18, State government aid for education) transferred by

19 all State governments to units of local govern-

20 ment.

21 "(C) for purposes of this paragraph, the

22 amount allocable to the District of Columbia for

23 the applicable entitlement periods shall be

24 $7,400,000.
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10
1 "(3) DEFIMTIONS.-For purposes of this para-

2 graph, the-

3 "(A) aggregate amount transferred by a

4 State government to units of qcal government in

5 such State shall be the State government inter-

6 governmental expenditures to units of local gov-

7 ernment in the State, as determined by the

8 Bureau of the Census for general statistical pur-

9 poses; and.

10 "(B) State aid for education shall be the

11 State government intergovernmental expenditures

12 for education to units of local government in the

13 State, as determined by the Bureau of the Census

14 for general statistical purposes.".

15 SEC. 7. Section 107 of the State and Local Fiscal As-

16 sistance Act (31 U.S.C. 1226) entitled "ENTITLEMENTS OF

17 STATE GOVERNMENTS" is repealed.

18 SEO. 8. Section 108 of the State and Local Fiscal As-

19 sistance Act (31 U.S.C. :1227) is amended as follows:

20 (a) by amending subsections (a), (b), and (c) to

21 read as follows:

22 "(a) IN GRNERAL.-The amount allocated for any enti-

23 tlement period to a State under section 106 shall be allocated

24 among the units of local government within such State in

25 accordance with this section.

A 7
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1 "(1) ALLOCATION TO UNITS OF LOCAL GOVERN-

2 MENT.-Except as otherwise provided in this section,

3 the amount allocated to a State under section 106

4 shall be allocated among the units of local government

5 (other than Indian tribes and Alaskan native villages)

6 located in that State so that each unit of local govern-

7 ment will receive an amount which bears the same

8 ratio to the total amount to be allocated to all such

9 units as-

10 "(A) the population of that unit of local gov-

11 ernment, multiplied by the general tax effort

12 factor of that unit of local government, multiplied

13 by the relative income factor of that unit of local

14 government, bears to

15 "(B) the sum of the products determined

16 under paragraph (A) for all such units.

17 "(2) INDIAN TRIBES AND ALASKAN NATIVE VIL-

18 LAOES.-If within a State there is an Indian tribe or

19 Alaskan native village which has a recognized govern-

20 ing body which performs substantial governmental

21 functions, then before applying paragraph (1) there.

22 shall be allocated to such tribe or village a portion of

23 the amount allocated to the State for the entitlement

24 period which equals the product resulting from multi-

25 plying-
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1 "(A) the population of that tribe or village

2 within that State, by

3 "(B) an amount equal to 110 percent of the

4 amount allocated to such State as determined

5 under section 106, divided by the population of

6 that State.

7 "(b) ENTITLEMENT.-

8 "(1) IN OENEAL.-Except as otherwise provided

9 in this subsection, the entitlement of any unit of local

10 government for any entitlement period shall be the

11 amount allocated to such unit under this section.

12 "(2) MAXIMUM AND mINIMUM PER CAPITA ENTI-

13 TLEMENT.-Subject to the provisions of paragraphs (3)

14 and (4), the per capita amount allocated to any unit of

15 local government within a State under this section for

16 any entitlement period shall not be less than 10 per-

17 cent nor more than 175 percent of the amount allo-

18 cated to the State under section 106, divided by the

19 population of that State.

20 "(3) InMTATION.-The amount allocated to any

21 unit of local government under this section for any en-

22 titlement period shall not exceed 25 percent of the sum

23 of-

62-376 0 - 00 - 19
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"(A) such government's adjusted taxes (as

determined without regard to subsection

109(d)(3)); and

"(B) the intergovernmental transfers of reve-

nue to such government (other than transfers to

such government under this subtitle).

"(4) ENTITLEMENT LESS THAN $200, OR GOV-

ERNING BODY WAIVES ENTITLEMENT.-If (but for this

paragraph) the entitlement of any unit of local govern-

ment-

"(A) would be less than $200 for any entitle-

ment period, or

"(B) is waived for any entitlement period by

the governing body of such unit,

then the amount of such entitlement for such period

shall (in lieu of being paid to such unit) be distributed

to other units of local government in the State in ac-

cordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary.

"(C) ADJUSTMENT OF ENTITLEMENT.-

"(1) IN OENEBA.-In adjusting the allocation of

any unit of local government, the Secretary shall make

any adjustment required under paragraph (bX2) first,

any adjustment required under paragraph (bX3) next,

any adjustment required under paragraph (b)(4) next,
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1 any adjustment required under subsection (e) next, and

2 any adjustment required under paragraph (3) last.

3 "(2) ADJUSTMENT FOR APPLICATION OF MAXI-

4 MUM OR MINIMUM PER CAPITA ENTITLEMENT AND

5 LIMITATION.-Except as otherwise provided in para-

6 graph (3), the Secretary shall adjust the allocations

7 made under this section to units of local government in

8 any State in order to bring those allocations into cor-

9 pliance with the provisions of paragraphs (b)(2) and

10 (b)(3).

11 "(3) EXCEPTION TO ADJUSTMENT APPLICA-

12 TION.-In any case in which (A) the amount allocated

13 to a unit of local government is reduced under subsec-

14 tion (b) by the Secretary, and (B) no other unit in the

15 State in which it is located may receive the amount on

16 account of the application of subsection (b), the amount

17 of that reduction shall be added to and increase the en-

18 titlement of all units of local government within the

19 State in proportion to their allocations, without regard

20 to the limitations in (b)(2) and (b)(3).";

21 (b) by striking "(1), (2), (3), (5), (6)(C), and (6)(D)

22 of subsection (b), and except for purposes of subsection

23 (c)," from paragraph (dX1) and by _inserting "(a)(),

24 (b)(2), (b)(3), (b)(4)(A), and section 109(d)(1)(0)" in lieu

25 thereof;
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1 (c) by striking" the provisions of paragraphs (4)

2 and (5) and redesignating paragraph (6) as (4); and

3 (d) by amending subsection (e) as follows:

4 (1) by inserting "and the parish of Orleans"

5 after the first reference to "East Baton Roge" in

6 paragraph (1);

7 (2) by striking "January 1, 1977" and in-

8 serting "October 1, 1980" in lieu thereof;

9 (3) by amending paragraph (2) to read as

10 follows:

11 "(2) REDUCTION OF ENTITLEMENT OF LOCAL

12 OOVERNMENTS.-The entitlements of the units of local

13 government of a county (parish) area for an entitlement

14 period shall be reduced proportionately by an amount

15 equal to the entitlement for the separate law enforce-

16- ment officer for such county (parish) area for such enti-

17 tlement period."; and

18 (4) by striking paragraphs (3) and (4).

19 SEC. 9. Section 109 of the State and Local Fiscal As-

20 sistance Act (31 U.S.C. 1228) is amended as follows:

21 (a) by inserting after paragraph (a)(7) the follow-

22 ing new paragraph:

23 "(8) INDIAN TRIBE AND ALASKAN NATIVE VIL-

24 LAGE POPULATION.-For entitlement periods begin-

25 ning on or after October 1, 1980, the Bureau of the
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1 Census shall develop population estimates for Indian

2 tribes and Alaskan native villages, in accordance with

3 regulations prescribed by the Secretary for purposes of

4 this -title, whenever such estimates are provided for

5 other classifications of units of local government. Such

6 estimates shall be used by the Secretary to determine

7 allocations in accordance with section 108(a)(2).";

8 (b) by striking the provisions of subsection (d);

9 (c) by inserting after paragraph (eXl)(B) the fol-

10 lowing new paragraph:

11 "(C) For a unit of local government with a

12 per capita income in excess of 115 percent of the

13 State per capita income, the general tax effort

14 shall be reduced by a percentage equal to the per-

15 centage point difference between its per capita

16 income and- 115 percent of the State's per capita

17 income. The per capita income of a State or unit

18 of local government shall be as determined by the

19 Bureau of the Census for general statistical pur-

20 poses.";

21 (d) by redesignating paragraph (e)(2)(B) as

22 (e)(2)(D) and by inserting after paragraph (eX2)(A) the

23 following new paragraphs:

24 "(B) PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING EDU-

25 CATION TAXEs.-To determine the -amount of
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1 compulsory contributions allocaLle to expenses for

2 education in cases where-

3 "() the tax revenues from a general

4 levy are deposited in a fund containing

5 nontax amounts; and

6 "(ii) appropriations or expenditures are

7 made from such fund for education and at

8 least one other purpose-

9 The Bureau of the Census shall multiply the ratio

10 of available taxes to total available amounts by

11 education expenditures (excluding dedicated

12 amounts) for such fund.

13 "(C) DEPIMTIONS.-For purposes of para-

14 graph (B) the term-

15 . ... "(i) available taxes means local tax rev-

16 enues not restricted to any particular ex-

17 penditure category as determined by the

18 Bureau of the Census;

19 "(ii) total available amounts means the

20 sum of unrestricted revenues, cash and in-

21 vestment assets expended during the year as

22 determined by the Bureau of the Census; and

23 "(ii) dedicated amounts (as defined by

24 .A hSeaetary and determined for each unit

25 by the Bureau of the Census) means moneys
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1 that must be spent on one or more specified-

2 expenditure categories.";

3 (e) by inserting after redesignated paragraph (eX2)

4 the following new paragraphs:

5 "(3) ADJUSTED TAXES RBDUCED.-Except as

6 otherwise provided, the adjusted taxes (as determined

T_ in accordance with paragraph (2)) of a unit of local

8 government with per capita adjusted taxes (as deter-

9 mined in accordance with paragraph (2)) in excess of

10 $250, and in excess of 250 percent of the average per

11 capita adjusted taxes of similarly classified units within

12 the State in which it is located (as determined by the

13 Bureau of the Census for general statistical purposes)

14 shall be reduced by the product resulting from: multi-

15 plying the population of such unit by the amount its

16 per capita adjusted taxes exceed an amount equal to
17 250 percent of the average per capita adjusted taxes

18 for similarly classified units: Provided, however, That

19 the per capita adjusted taxes of a unit shall not be re-

20 duced to an amount less than $250 or the State aver-

21 age per capita adjusted- taxes for similarly classified

22- - units (whichever is higher).

23 "(4) ExcEPTzo.-The provisions of paragraph

24. (3) shall not apply to a unit of local government that is
25 the only unit (other than an Indian tribe or Alaskan
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1 nativ-.q village) vAthin the county area in which it is lo-

2 cated. A unit shall be treated as located in a county

3 area if all or part of its geographic area is located in

4 such area.

5 "(5) DEUnNITIONS.-For purposes of paragraphs

6 (3) and (4) the term-

7 "(A) 'average per capita adjusted taxes'

8 means the sum of the adjusted taxes (as deter-

9 mined in accordance with paragraph (2)) for simi-

10 larly classified units of local government (as deter-

11 mined by the Bureau of the Census for general

12 statistical purposes), divided by the sum of the

13 population of such similarly classified units; and

14 "(B) per capita income shall be determined

15 on the basis of income as defined in paragraph

16

17 (f) by amending subsection (0 as follows:

18 (1) redesignating parigraph (3) &? (2); and

19 (2) by striking "county area" from redesig-

20 nated paragraph (2) and inserting "State" in lieu

21 thereof; and

22 (g) by redesignating subsections (e), (0, and (g) as

23 (d), (e), and (0, respectively.

24 SEa. 10. Section 121 of the State andijocal Fiscal As-

25 sistance Act (31 U.S.C. 1241) is amended:
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I (a) by striking "REPORT ON USE OF FUNDS:"

2 from the title; and,

3 (b) by striking the provisions of subsection (a) and

4 (d); and

5 (c) by redesignating subsections (b), (c), (e), (f),

6 and (g), as (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e), respectively.

7 SEC. 11. Section 123 of the State and Local Fiscal As-

8 sistance Act (31 U.S.C. 1243) is amended:

9 - (a) by amending subsection (a) as follows:

10 (1) by striking "State government or" and

11 "and with respect to a unit of local government";

12 (2) by striking "and" from the end of para-

13 graph (7);

14 (3) by amending paragraph (8) to read as fol-

15 lows-

16- "(8) it will comply with the provisions of section

17 121; and" ; and

18 (4) by inserting after paragraph (8) the fol-

19 lowing new paragraph:

20 "(9) it will comply with the provisions of subsec-

21 tion (c).";

22 _ (b) by amending subsection (c) as follows:

23 (1) by inserting at the end of paragraph (1)

24 the following new sentence: "For any entitlement

25 period beginning on or after October 1, 1980,
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1 such audit shall be conducted not less often than

2 once every two years, and shall include the finan-

3 cial statements for each such fiscal year. Such

4 audits shall be submitted to the Secretary for- p-

5 proval at such time- as required by regulations

6 prescribed-by the Secretary.";

7 (2) by striking the first reference to "State

8 or" from paragraph (2):

9 (3) by-striking "every 3 years" from para-

10 graph (2) and inserting "every 2 fiscal years (pro-

11 vided the financial statements for each fiscal year

12 are included in the audit)" in lieu thereof;

13 (4) by striking "3" from paragraph (3) and

14 inserting "2" in lieu thereof and inserting in that

15 paragraph "for each fiscal year" after "govern-

16 ment"; and

17 (5) by amending paragraph (5) to read as

18 follows:

19 "(5) WAIVER.-The Secretary may waive the re-

20 quirements of paragraph (1) or paragraph (2), in whole

21 or in part, with respect to any State government or

22 unit of local government for any fiscal year as to which

23 (in accordance with the regulations prescribed by the

24 Secretary) there is a finding that-
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1 "(A) the financial accounts of such govern-

2 ment for such period are not auditable, and that

3 such government demonstrates substantial prog-

4 ress toward making such financial accounts au-

5 ditable, or-

6 - "(B) such government is audited by a State

7 - audit agency which does not follow generally ac-

8 cepted auditing standards or which is not inde-

9 pendent (in accordance with regulations prescribed

10 by the Secretary): Provided, however, That such

11 State audit agency demonstrates progress toward

12 meeting generally accepted auditing standards or

13 becoming independent.".

14 SEc. 12. Section 141 of the State and Local Fiscal As-

15 sistance Act (31 U.S.C. 1261) shall be amended as follows:

16 (a) by inserting at the end of subsection (b) the

17 following new paragraph-

18 "(8) The one-year periods beginning October 1 of

19 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, and 1984."; and

20 (b) by amending paragraph (c)(1)(B) to read as

21 follows:

22 "() as a county area and as the sole unit of

23 local government in such area.".

24 SEo. 13. Section 143(a) of the State and Local Fiscal

25 Assistance Act (31 U.S.O. 1263(a)) is amended by striking
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1 "State which receives a notice of reduction in entitlement

2 under section 107(b), and any".

3 Si~o. 14. The State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act (31

4 U.S.C. 1221 et seq.) is amended by repealing section 145,

5 entitled "Study of Revenue Sharing and Federalism".

6 S~o. 15. The State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act (31

7 U.S.C, 1221 et seq.) is amended by inserting after section

8 145 the following new section:

9 "SEC. 146. FISCAL IMPACT REPORT.

10 "The reports required under section 105(aX2) to be sub-

11 mitted to the Congress for March 1, 1982, and for March 1,

12 1984, shall include an assessment of the fiscal impact on

13 State and local governments of the entitlement payments

14 made under this title. The assessments shall include esti-

15 mates of the extent to which the payments have: (1) resulted

16 in lower State and local taxes than would otherwise have

17 prevailed; (2) increased State and local expenditures, and the

18 functional allocation of those increases; and (3) caused higher

19 State and local fund balances. The assessment shall also esti-

20 mate how these fiscal impacts vary by region of the country,

21 by the underlying condition of State and local economies, by

22 the size and type of jurisdiction, and by the general nature of

23 State-local fiscal relationships including, but not limited to,

24 the nature and magnitude of State aid provided to local gov-

25 ernments; and in general, how the fiscal impacts differ from
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1 the impacts of the resources available to local governments

2 from their own sources.".

3 SEC. 16. The State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act (31

4 U.S.C. 1221 et seq.) is amended by inserting after new sec-

5 tion 146 the following new section:

6 "SEC. 147. EFFECTIVE DATE.

7 "Except as otherwise provided, the 'Local Government

8 Fiscal Assistance Amendments of 1980' shall apply to the

9 administration of the povisions of this title on or after Octo-

10 ber 1, 1980.".
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96TH CONGRESS 2678
2D SESSION

To extend for five years the operation of the State and Local Fiscal Assistance
Act of 1972, and to provide that each State will receive the State govern-
ment allocation only if it elects an equivalent reduction in the amount it
would otherwise receive in specific categorical grant programs.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MAY 8 (legislative day, J ,uAnjY 3), 1980

Mr. EXON introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to the
Committee on Finance

A BILL-
To extend for five years the operation of the State and Local

Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972, and to provide that each

State will receive the State government allocation only if it

elects an equivalent reduction in the amount it would other-
wise receive in specific categorical grant programs.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United Stales of America in Congress assembled,
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1 SECrION 1. EXTENSION OF PROGRAM; ESTABLISHMENT OF

2 SEPARATE ACCOUNTS.

3 (a) IN GsoRAI.-Subsection (c) of section 105 of the

4 State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972 (31 U.S.C.

5 1224) is amended-

6 (1) by striking out "and" at the end of subpara-

7 graph (C) of paragraph (3),

8 (2) by striking out the period at the end of sub-

9 paragraph (D) of paragraph (3) and inserting in lieu

10 thereof "; and", and

11 (3) by adding at the end of paragraph (3) the fol-

12 lowing new subparagraphs:

13 "(E) The entitlement period beginning Octo-

14 ber 1, 1980, and ending September 30, 1981;

15 "(F) The entitlement period beginning Octo-

16 ber 1, 1981, and ending September 30, 1982;

17 "(G) The entitlement period beginning Octo-

18 er 1, 1982,- and ending September 30, 1983;

I2 "(H) The entitlement period beginning Octo-

20 ber 1, 1983, and ending September 30, 1984; and

21 "(1) The entitlement period beginning Octo-

22 ber 1, 1984.1".

23 (b) ESTABLISHMENT OF SEPARATE A OuNr8 FOB

24 STATB GOWRuNmENTs AND LooAL GOVERNMNTS.-
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1 (1) IN ONEzuAL.-Subsectlon (a) of such section

2 (31 U.S.C. 1224(a)) is amended by adding at the end

3 thereof the following.new paragraph:

4 "(3) ESTABLISHMENT OF SEPARATE AC-

5 COUNTS.-

6 "(A) IN oNRAL.-For entitlement periods

7 beginning after September 30, 1980, the Secre-

8 tary shall establish within the Trust Fund a State

9 government account and a local government ac-

10 count.

11 "(B) STATE GOVERNMENT ACCOUNT.-The

12 State government account shall be credited only

13 with amounts transferred to that account under

14 section 107A(d). Amounts in the account may be

15 used only for the payments to State governments

16 provided by this subtitle.

17 "(0) LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACCOUNT.-The

18 local government account shall be credited only

19 with amounts appropriated to Ihe Trust Fund for

20 entitlement periods beginning after September 30,

21 1980. Amounts in the account may be used only

22 for the payments to local governments provided

23 by this subtitle.".

24 (2) REDUCTION IN AUTHORIZATION OF APPRO-

25 PRIATIONS.-Subsection (b) of such section (31 U.S.C.
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1 1224(b)) is amended by adding at the end thereof the

2 following new paragraph:

3 "(5) REDUCTION OF AUTHORIZATION FOB

4 FISCAL YEARS 1981 THROUGH 1985.-For the pur-

5 pose of applying this subsection in the case of an enti-

6 tlement period described in subparagraph (E), (F), (G),

7 (H), or (1) of paragraph (3), the amounts authorized

8 under paragraphs (1) and-(2) shall be reduced by one-

9 third.".

10 (c) CoNoBRmio AmENDMENTS.-

11 (1) Subparagraph (C) of section 108(c)(1) of such

12 Act is amended by striking out "September 30, 1980"

13 and inserting in lieu thereof "September 30, 1985".

14 (2) Paragraph (7) of section 141(b) of such Act is

15 amended by striking out "and 1979" and inserting in

16 lieu thereof "1979, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, and

17 1984".

18 SEC. 2. STATE GOVERNMENT MAY ELECT ENTITLEMENT IN

19 LIEU OF CATEGORICAL GRANT FUNDING.

20 Subtitle A of title I of thb State and Local Fiscal Assist-

21 ance Act of 1972 (31 U.S.C. 1221-1228) is amended by

22 inserting immediately after section 107 the following new

23 section:

62-376 0 - 80 - 20
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1 "SEC. 107A. STATE GOVERNMENT MAY ELECT ENTITLEMENT

2 IN LIEU OF CATEGORICAL GRANT FUNDING.

3 "(a) GENERAL RuLE.-Notwithstanding the provisions

4 of section 107, the amount-a State government shall be enti-

5 tied to receive under this subtitle for any entitlement period

6 beginning- after September 30, 1980, shall not exceed the

7 amount of the categorical grant funding reduction elected by

8 that State for that entitlement period.

9 "(b) CATEGORICAL GRANT FUNDING REDUCTION

10 ELECTION.-For purposes of this section, the amount of the

11 categorical grant funding reduction elected by a State for any

12 entitlement period is the sum of that State's allotments under

13 categorical grant programs for the fiscal year which coincides

14 with the entitlement period-

15 "(1) which have been designated by the chief ex-

16 ecutive officer of that State as categorical grant pro-

17 grams under which the State's allotment is to be trans-

18 ferred to the State government account established

19 under section 105(a)(3), and

20 "(2) under which the amount allotted to the State

21 for the fiscal year is transferred to that account.

22 "(c) DEFINITIONS; SPECIAL RULES.-For purposes of

23 this section-

24 '"(1) CATEGORICAL GRANT PROOAM.-The term

25 'categorical grant program' means any program for

26 which the budget authority is included in Appendix H
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1 of the Special Analyses, Budget of the United States

2 Government, 1981 (or in the corresponding part of the

3 Special Analyses, Budget of the United States, for any

4 subsequent fiscal year) other than-

5 "(A) any such program designated by the

6 President for the fiscal year as a program of

7 grants for payments to individuals, or

8 "(B) any such program under which each

9 State's allotment is not determined by reference

10 to the allotment of other States and which is not

11 intended to operate in all States (as determined

12 by the Secretary after consultation with the head

13 of the administering department or agency

14 charged with the administration of the program).

15 "(2) ALLOTMBNT.-The term 'allotment' means

16 any allotment, apportionment, or other division of fund-

17 ing under a categorical grant program, determined

18 before any reallotment, reapportionment, or redivision

19 of funding.

20 "(3) DESIGNATION BY CMEF EXECUTIVE OFFI-

21 cBB.-In order for the allotment of a State under a

22 categorical grant program to be transferred to the

23 State government account, the designation shall be-

24 "(A) irrevocable,
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1 "(B) made in writing, in such form and

2- manner as the Secretary may prescribe, by the

3 chief executive officer of that State, and

4 "(0) received by the Secretary, and by the

5 head of the department or agency charged with

6 administration of the program-

7 "(i) before September 1, 1980, for the

8 entitlement period beginning on October 1,

9 1980, and

10 "(i) before February 1 of each year

11 thereafter for any entitlement period begin-

12 ning in such year.

"13 "(d) Tu ASFEB OF ALLOTmENTS TO STATE GOvEBN-

14 MBNT AccoUNT.-Whenever the chief executive officer of a

15 State designates a categorical grant program under subsec-

16 tion (c)(3), the Secretary shall transfer the amount of that

17 State's allotment for the fiscal year under that program from

18 the appropriation for that program for the fiscal year to the

19 State government account established under section

20 105(a)(3). The amounts required to be transferred to the

21 Trust Fund under this subsection shall be transferred at least

22 quarterly from the account to which the appropriation is

23 credited to the State government account on the basis of esti-

24 mates made by the Secretary. Proper adjustment shall be

25 made in the amounts subsequently transferred to the extent
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1 prior estimates were in excess of or less than the amounts

2 required to be transferred.

3 "(e) APPLICATION WITH CERTAIN REALLOTMENT

4 PROVISIONs.-Notwithstanding any other provision of law

5 to the contrary now or hereafter enacted (except to the

6 extent that such provision explicitly overrides this subsec-

7 tion), if the chief executive officer of a State designates a _

8 categorical grant program under this section as a program

9 from which that State's allotment for the fiscal year is to be

10 transferred to the State government account established

11 under section 105(a)(3), then such transfer shall be treated,

12 for purposes of any provisions of law providing for the re-

13 allotment of amounts not paid under the program to a State

14 government, as if it constituted a payment to that State

15 under the program.".
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96TH CONGRESS.28181NS. 2681
To amend the State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972 to provide a five-

year extension of the general revenue sharing program and to provide that

each State make an annual election to receive its State government alloca-

tion or the equivalent amount in specific categorical grant programs, but not

both.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MAY 8 (legislative day, JANUARY 3), 1980

Mr. DOLE (for himself, Mr. BAKE, Mr. PERCY, Mr. MCCLURE, Mr. DoMENICI,

Mr. ARMSTRONG, and Mr. DANFORITH) introduced the following bill; which

was read twice and referred to the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To amend the State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972 to

provide a five-year extension of the general revenue sharing

program and to provide that each State make an annual

election to receive its State government allocation or the

equivalent amount in specific categorical grant programs,

but not both.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
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24 STATE GOVERNMENTS AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS.-
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SECTION 1. EXTENSION OF PROGRAM; ESTABLISHMENT OF

SEPARATE ACCOUNTS.

(a) IN GENERAL.-Subsection (c) of section 105 of the

State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972 (31 U.S.c.

1224) is amended-

(1) by striking out "and" at- the end of subpara-

graph (0) of paragraph (-),

(2) by striking out the period at the end of sub-

paragraph (D) of paragraph (3) and inserting in lieu

thereof "; and", and

(3) by adding at the end of paragraph (3) the fol-

lowing new subparagraphs:

"(E) The entitlement period beginning Octo-

ber 1, 1980, and ending September 30, 1981;

"(F) The entitlement period beginning Octo-

ber 1, 1981, and ending September 30, 1982;

"(0) The entitlement period beginning Octo-

ber 1, 1982, and ending September 30, 1983;

"(H) The entitlement period beginning Octo-

ber 1, 1983 and ending September 30, 1984; and

"(I) The entitlement period beginning Octo-

ber 1, 1984.".

(b) ESTABLISHMENT OF SEPARATE ACCOUNTS FOR
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1 (1) IN oGzNRAL.-Subsection (a) of such section

2 (31 U.S.C. 1224(a)) is amended by adding at the end

3 thereof the following new paragraph:

4 "(3) ESTABLISHMENT OF SEPARATE AC-

5 COUNTS.-

6 - "(A) IN GEN RAL.-For entitlement periods

7 beginning after September 30, 1980, the Secre-

8 tary shall establish within the Truat Fund a State

9 government account and a local government ac-

10 count.

11 "(B) STATE GOVERNMENT ACCOUNT.-

12 "(i)- AMOUNTS CREDITED TO AC-

13 COUNT.-The State government account

14 shall be credited only with amounts trans-

15 ferred to that account under section 107A(d).

16 "(ii) AMOUNTS TO BE PAID TO

17 STATES.-Amounts in the account may be

18 used only for the payments to State govern-

19 ments provided by this subtitle.

20 "(iii) MAXIMUM AMOUNT.-The

21 amount credited to the State government for

22 any entitlement period with respect to a

23 State shall not exceed one-half of the sum of

24 the amount credited to the local government
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1 account for that period with respect to all

2 local governments located in that State.

3 "(C) LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACCOUNT.-The

4 local government account shall be credited only

5 with amounts appropriated to the Trust Fund for

6 entitlement periods beginning after September 30,

7 1980. Amounts in the account may be used only

8 for the payments to local governments provided

9 by this subtitle.".

10 (2) REDUCTION IN AUTHORIZATION OF APPRO-

11 PRIATIONS.-Subsection (c) of such section (31 U.S.C.

12 1224(c)) is amended by adding at the end thereof the

13 following new paragraph:

14 "(5) REDUCTION OF AUTHORIZATION FOR

15 FISCAL YEARS 1981 THROUGH 1985.-For the pur-

16 pose of applying this subsection in the case of an enti-

17 tlement period described in subparagraph (E), (F), (0),

18-- (H), or (I) of paragraph (3), the amounts authorized

19 under paragraphs (1) and (2) shall be reduced by one-

20 third.".

"21 (c) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.-

22 (1) Subparagraph (C) of section 108(c)(1) of such

23 Act is amended by striking out "September 30, 1980"

24 and inserting in lieu thereof "September 30, 1985".
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1 (2) Paragraph (7) of section 141(b) of such Act is

2 amended by striking out "and 1979" and inserting in

3 lieu thereof "1979, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, and

4 1984".

5 SEC. 2. STATE GOVERNMENT MAY ELECT ENTITLEMENT IN

6 LIEU OF CATEGORICAL GRANT FUNDING.

7 Subtitle A of title I of the State and Local Fiscal Assist-

8 ance Act of 1972 (31 U.S.C. 1221-1228) is amended by

9 inserting immediately after section 107 the following new

10 section:

11 "SEC. 107A. STATE GOVERNMENT MAY ELECT ENTITLEMENT

12 IN LIEU OF CATEGORICAL GRANT FUNDING.

13 "(a) GENERAL RULE.-Notwithstanding the provisions

14 of section 107, the amount a State government shall be enti-

15 tied to receive under this subtitle for any entitlement period

16 beginning after September 30, 1980, shall not exceed the

17 amount of the categorical grant funding reduction elected by

18 that State for that entitlement period.

19 - "(b) CATEGORICAL GRANT FUNDING REDUCTION

20 ELC'TIoN.-For purposes of this section, the amount of the

21 categorical grant funding reduction elected by a State for any

22 entitlement period is the sum of that State's allotments under

23 categorical grant programs for the fiscal year which coincides

24 with the entitlement period-
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1 "(1) which have been designated by the chief ex-

2 ecutive officer of that State, after consultation with the

3 State legislature, as categorical grant programs under

4 which the State's allotment is to be transferred to the

5 State government account established under section

6 105(a)(3), and

7 "(2) under which the amount allotted to the State

8 for the fiscal year is transferred to that account.

9 "(c) DEFINITIONS; SPECIAL RULEs.-For purposes of

10 this section-

11 "(1) CATEGORICAL GRANT PROORAM.-The term

12 'categorical grant program' means any eligible program

13 for which the budget authority is included in Appendix

14 H of the Special Analyses, Budget of the United

15 States Government, 1981 (or in the corresponding part

16 of the Special Analyses, Budget of the United States,

17 for any subsequent fiscal year) other than-

18 "(A) any such program designated by the

19 President for the fiscal year as a program of

20 grants for payments to individuals, or

21 "(B) any such program which contains dis-

22 cretionary grant authority (as determined by the

23 Secretary after consultation with the head of the

24 administering department or agency charged with

25 the administration of the program).
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1 "(2) ELIGIBLE PROGRAM.--The term 'eligible

2 program' means any program related to any of the fol-

3 lowing functions:

4 "(A) Agriculture.

5 "(B) Energy.

"(C) Natural resources and environment. -

7 "(ID) Transportation, other than the Highway

8 Trust Fund.

9 "(E) Community and regional development.

10 "(F) Education, training, and social services

11 other than Unemployment Trust Fund: Social

12 Service.

13 "(0) Health, other than medicaid.

14 "(H) Administration of justice.

15 "(1) General government: intergovernmental

16 personnel assistance only.

17 "(3) ALLOTMENT.-The term 'allotment' means

18 any allotment, apportionment, or other division of fund-

19 ing under -a categorical grant program for State gov-

20 ernments for a fiscal year, determined before any real-

21 lotment, reapportionment, or redivision of funding.

22 "(4) DESIGNATION BY CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFI-

23 CEB.-In order for the allotment of a State under a

24 categorical grant program to be transferred to the

25 State government account, the designation shall be-
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1 "(A) irrevocable,

2 "(B) made in writing, in such form and

3 manner as the Secretary may prescribe, by the

4 chief executive officer of that State, and

5 "(CJ received by the Secretary, and by the

6 head of the department or agency charged with

7 administration of the program-

8 "(i) before September 1, 1980, for the

9 entitlement period beginning on October 1,

10 1980, and

11 "(ii) before May 15 of each year there-

12 after for any entitlement period beginning in

13 such year.

14 For entitlement periods beginning after September 30,

15 1981, the chief executive officer of a State shall submit

16 a tentative designation under paragraph (3) before Feb-

17 ruary 1 of the year in which the entitlement period

18 begins. If the amount of any allotment designated by

19 the chief executive officer of a State for an entitlement

20 period is different from the amount of the allotment

21 contemplated at the time of the designation because of

22 differences in amounts later appropriated or otherwise,

23 appropriate adjustments in designations shall be made,

24 in accordance with procedures prescribed by the Secre-
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1 tary, before September 15 of the year in which the en-

2 titlement period begins.

3 "(5) MULTISTATE PROJEOrs.-Whenever the

4 Secretary determines that a single project under a cat-

5 egorical grant program is being carried out in more

6 than one State, then-

7 "(A) in order for a designation of that pro-

8 gram to be given effect, it must be made by the

9 chief executive officers of a majority of the States

10 in which the project is being carried out, and

11 "(B) the designation shall be treated as

12 having been made by the chief executive officer of

13 each such State if it is made by the chief execu-

14 ive officers of a majority of the States in which

15 the project is being carried out.

16 For purposes of the preceding sentence, closely related

17 and coordinated projects which are being carried out in

18 more than one State shall be treated as a single proj-

19 ect.

20 "(d) TRANSFER OF ALLOTMENTS TO STATE GOVERN-

21 MENT AcCOUNT.- --Whenever the chief executive officer of a

22 State designates a categorical grant program under subsec-

23 tion (c)(4), the-Secretary shall transfer the amount of that

24 State's allotment for the fiscal year under that program from

25 the appropriation for that program for the fiscal year to-the
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1 State government account established under section

2 105(a)(3). The amounts required to be transferred to the

3 Trust Fund under this subsection shall be transferred at least

4 quarterly from the account to which the appropriation is

5 credited to the State government account on the basis of esti-

6 mates made by the Secretary. Proper adjustment shall be

7 made in the amounts subsequently transferred to the extent

8 prior estimates were in excess of or less than the amounts

9 required to be transferred.

10 "(e) APPLICATION WITH CERTAIN REALLOTMENT

11 PROVISIONS. -Notwithstanding any other provision of law

12 to the contrary now or hereafter enacted (except to the

13 extent that such provision explicitly overrides this subsec-

14 tion), if the chief executive officer of a State designates a

15 categorical grant program under this section as a program

16 from which that State's allotment for the fiscal year is to be

17 transferred to the State government account established

18 under section 105(a)(3), then such transfer shall be treated,

19 for purposes of any provisions of law providing for the real-

20 lotment of amounts not paid under the program to a State

21 government, as if it constituted a payment to that State

22 under the program.".
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Senator BRADLEY. The committee will come to order.
This is the second hearing of the Subcommittee on Revenue

Sharing, Intergovernmental Revenue Impact, and Other Economic
Problems, the second hearing on the reauthorization of the 1972
Revenue Sharing Act.

Today we have a long list of witnesses who will bring the com--
miittee their views of this important program and its role in the
fiscal picture of the country and of the States and localities of
America.

A number of things have occurred since the last hearing-things
that relate to the budget, to State revenue sharing, to targeted
fiscal assistance, to a wide variety of issues that affect the whole

->fiscal picture and intergovernmental relationships.
This morning I am pleased to have before the subcommittee a

colleague, Senator James Exon from Nebraska, who will offer us
-his views on general revenue sharing. Senator Exon, welcome to

' the committee. As a former Governor and as someone who has
thought about these problems a great deal, I am sure you can bring
an expertise and wisdom to it. We welcome you to the committee.

STATEMENT OF HON. J. JAMES EXON, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF NEBRASKA

Senator EXON. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I am
pleased to be here this morning to give you some views and to
support S. 2678, which is a bill that I have introduced in the
Senate.

I am pleased to testify on the subject of general revenue sharing
and specifically, Mr. Chairman, about S. 2678. But I am not pleased
to be the bearer of some rather bad tidings this morning with
regard to the future of general revenue sharing.

I am a member of the Senate House conference committee on the
first concurrent budget resolution. As a Senate conferee and as a
supporter of the Kassebaum-Bradley amendment- in the Senate,
and as a spokesman on behalf of continuing State revenue sharing
in the budget conference, I regret that I must report to you the fact
that there is virtually no chance that State revenue sharing will be
funded in the conference report on the first concurrent budget
resolution.

The bottom line for 1981 is a balanced budget, of course. The
conferees have been simply unable to fit all of the priority spend-
ing requests within the available revenue, even though there has
been substantial support in the House and an impressive vote in
the Senate on behalf of continuing State revenue sharing.

The conference committee will recommend, however, a continu-
ation of local revenue sharing basically at its current levels.

If the current Budget Committee conference kills the State reve-
V nue sharing plan as it has tentatively decided to do, it is ironic, but
tz perhaps fitting, since the Budget Committees of the Congress were

established to control priorities in spending.
(I emphasize the word "tentatively," Mr. Chairman, because we

are having great, great difficulty over there. In fact, last evening it
even got so tough it was indicated that the Conference might break
up and report back to the respective houses that we cannot agree.
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We are going at it again this morning and attempt to hammer out
some kind of a compromise.) f -_
. The reason spending got out of control in Congress was the factthat Federal categorical grant-in-aid programs were not phasedout-and I emphasize were' not phased out-when Federal revenuesharing was inaugurated. It was never the intent, I submit, forCongress to fund both revenue sharing without scaling back oncategorical grant programs.
.The revenue sharing program was established to allow State andlocal, governments to set more of their own priorities and get awayfrom the rigidity and redtape of the many categorical programs.The Congress, however, continued through its authorization andappropriations committees to fund both types of grant in aid. Then,rather than cutting back on one approach or the other, Congressestablished budget committees to set an overall spending ceiling.These committees are now doing their job. They are forcing theCongress to make the choice between categorical grants and States'share of general revenue. If either State revenue sharing or certaincategorical grants must come to an end, and if the authorizing andappropriations committees will not realistically give up funding thecategorical programs through which they have special relationship.ments with certain constituencies, then State revenue sharing aswe have known it, must be deleted from the bud et.But I come here today, Mr. Chairman, with a rill which I believeis one of the last hopes to preserve the very worthy State revenuesharing program. The bill I am offering is founded on the realiza-tion that the authorizing and appropriations committees of the,Congress will not, based upon history of the past several years,easily consolidate, terminate or otherwise end categorical grant-in-

aid programs.
If the committees of the Congress were willing to do this, thesaving could be used to continue State revenue sharing. Knowingthat this is not going to happen, however, my bill approaches thequestion of consolidation, termination, and budget savings by shift-ing the focus of categorical grant funding from Washington to the

50 States.
My bill would allow each State through its Governor to consoli-date, terminate, package or otherwise rearrange categorical grantsto fit the needs of the State's own constituents. After all, Statesparticipate in categorical grant-in-aid programs on a voluntarybasis. They are not compelled by law to apply for their share of thefunds, and the States often have primarily or at least shared re-sponsibility under the Constitution for the governmental functions

addressed by the categorical grant program.
The bill f am offering is therefore in the best traditions of thefederal system of government, with its divisions of powers betweenthe Central Government and the individual States.The way S. 2678 would work is simply this. When an amount ofcategorical grant funds is set aside for State government by aparticular formula to address a certain need or population, theS te would have the option of rejecting the grant entirely-anoption, of course, which it already has now-applying for the grantunder the conditions set forth by law and regulations-another

option that it currently has-or choosing a new option which my

62-376 0 - 80 - 21
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-bill addresses, and- that is notifying the funding agency that the
-State will not apply for its share 'of the funds but that the funds
should be transferred from the funding agency directly into the
reveftue sharing trust fund and credited to that State's account on
a dollar-for-dollar basis.

Let me give you an example of how S. 2678 would operate. When
I was Governor of Nebraska, we participated in many Federal
programs that we felt were well-intentioned; but, although the
Congress was well-meaning, the redtape, the rules and regulations
and fighting the bureaucracy simply weren't worth it.

For example, the State of Nebraska passed a comprehensive law,
5 and State tax funds were increased by many millions of dollars, in

order to provide appropriate education for the handicapped. A few
years later, the Congress passed the "Education for the Handi-
capped Act," which was similar in both philosophical approach and
intent to the Nebraska law that we had already passed and had
functioning.

When the State of Nebraska applied for Federal funds provided
under the Handicapped Education Act, however, it found that the
amount of the funding was very small in comparison to what the
State of Nebraska was already providing, but that the Federal
funds had a myriad of petty and impractical rules and regulations
which were attached if we wanted to use those funds.

The State of Nebraska has seriously considered dropping out of
the Federal program in this area and giving up the Federal money
simply because of the problems and the needless expense associated
with accepting the Federal categorical funds for the education of
the handicapped.

Under my bill, the State of Nebraska would have had the option
to consolidate all of the different Federal categorical grants for
education of the handicapped, notify the new Federal Department
of Education it will not be applying for the funds in the categorical
program, and have those funds directed back, if you will, to the
State of Nebraska through the revenue sharing trust fund.

I am sure that all of those who have been Governors or State
legislators or other State officials can recount other examples in
many areas where they could have utilized Federal money to much
greater advantage had they been allowed to exchange the rigid
categorical grant moneys for the more flexibile revenue sharing
approach.

The Exon alternative which I am advocating here.this morning
does not incur any additional spending. In fact, by funding the
revenue sharing trust fund through transfers from the categorical
grant program and not funding the revenue sharing trust fund
directly by congressional appropriation, there will be significant
savings.

Furthermore, the bill I am proposing avoids the difficult question
of a precise and just allocation formula for State revenue sharing
money. The amount of the State revenue sharing that each State
would receive would be directly dependent upon the amount of
categorical programs it voluntarily relinquishes.

Mr. Chairman, I think you can see why there are many advan-
tages to the bill that I am suggesting. It saves money; it potentially
allows for a more efficient use of Federal moneys at the State level;
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it provides an answer to the question of categorical grants versus
State revenue sharing without forging difficult and complicated
legislation through the committees of the Congress-which have
special relationships to certain clientele and groups; and the noble
objective set forth in the original revenue sharing act is preserved
for the States even in view of the action to eliminate revenue
sharing in the budget we are now discussing.

It allows us to continue the idea of letting the States make the
best use of the dollars that they receive in the form of revenue
sharing from Washington.

I would not be honest with this subcommittee, however, if I did
not discuss with you some of the potential objections which would
be raised against S. 2678. One objection that will almost certainly
be raised is that Governors, acting on behalf of their States will
transfer large amounts of categorical grant funds into the revenue
sharing trust fund, will use revenue sharing money for, say, tax
relief, and the needs which would be addressed through the cate-
gorical program will go unmet. I do not believe this is a likely
prospect. Federal categorical programs have been operating in
many years in almost all of the States and have built up important
constituencies which desire to see a continuation of the programs
as intended by the Congress.

The more likely result of S. 2678 is that constituent groups in the
States would work cooperatively with State officials to tailor pro-
grams more to their own needs. Furthermore, the very existence of
the additional option provided under this bill will afford State
officials and constituent groups important leverage over other at-
tempts by the Federal bureaucracy to make programs conform to
their own preconceived notion regardless of the intent of the Con-

_gress.
I do not see, therefore, any wholesale shifting of money away

from the priorities established over the years by the Congress to
meet the country's real needs, but rather I see this bill as a weapon
to aid State officials and their constituencies in addressing the
same problems the Congress has identified.

The objection also may be raised that S. 2678 is a good idea but it
is not administratively possible. I reject this notion from the outset.
After my experience as Governor of a State, I am sure that the
Governors know how to make this work.

Would Governors willingly give up categorical grants in advance
of knowing their final congressional appropriation in exchange for
revenue sharing? It is a good question. My experience has been
that indeed they would. The differing budget cycles of the Federal
and State Governments certainly are going to be a problem in
some cases, but I think that this is an objection that certainly
should not be given other than its normal due consideration.

Before drawing my testimony to a close, Mr. Chairman, I want to
say that I am very pleased that Senator Dole, who has come into
the room now along with several other members, has introduced an
approach to revenue sharing that is very similar to my bill. There
are some differences between the Exon and Dole bill, and I would
like to address some of these differences.

The basic differences in the Exon and Dole bills are, first, that
the Dole bill limits the amount of categorical gant money which
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could be transferred into State revenue-sharing. The limitation is

one-half of the amount set aside for local governments in the same

.State, therefore maintaining the same two-thirds/one-third split

which exists under the current revenue-sharing law.

Second, the Dole bill limits the participating categorical grant

programs more restrictively than does the Exon bill. Whereas nei-

ther bill applies to categorical grants which are actually payments

to individuals, nor to programs which are essentially discretionary

in nature and not intended to operate in all States, the Dole bill

further limits participation to certain functional areas of the

budget. If I understand the Dole bill correctly, and I may not,

categorical grants in veterans' functions and highway trust funds

and the transportation function, along with certain other functions

and programs are off limits.
My response to these differences is this. While it may be appro-

priate to set dollar limitation on transfers of a program limitation

y specifying eligible programs, I would not endorse Senator Dole'

approach completely in this area. First, by limiting the amount of

transfers by a dollar limitation, the savings which can be achieved

through the use of flexible revenue sharing funding rather than

categorical funds is also limited. People knowledgeable in the sub-

ject of intergovernmental relations assert that general revenue

sharing is 10 or even 20 percent more efficient than categorical

funding. Limiting State participation limits the savings and effi-

ciencies which can be achieved by the States which desire to par-

ticipate in this new concept.
When Congress is almost surely going to end direct funding of

State revenue sharing, the States should be allowed to maximize

categorical grant transfers in order to compensate for this funding

reduction.
Furthermore, while the Congress may wish to exempt certain

categorical programs from S. 2678, I would not necessarily recom-

mend the exemptions provided in the other bill. As a former Gover-

nor, I am aware of the categorical programs in the veterans' func-

tion which logically should be subject to State consolidation efforts.

In addition, I am not sure that the rationale behind exempting

the *Highway Trust Fund while not exempting some of the other

transportation grants, as in the area of mass transportation, has

been as well thought out as it should be.
Mr. Chairman, let me express my appreciation to you and to the

Finance Committee for this opportunity to testify here this morn-

ing. I hope your subcommittee and the full Finance Committee wil

seriously consider this new approach to a very old problem.

I do not come before you to tell you that S. 2678 is a perfect bill.

I will be happy to receive constructive suggestions as to how it

might be changed or improved in order to make it more workable.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. If I can answer any ques-

tions, I will be happy to try and do so.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Senator Exon, for your

testimony and your creative suggestion on this problem.
As a member of the Budget Committee and as a former" Gover-

nor, could you tell us how the Budget Committee would be able to

determine what cuts by function were going to be made by the

various Governors around the country.
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Senator EXON. Mr. Chairman, the Budget Committee, of course,
would not do that because, as you know, the Budget Committee is
not a specific authorization committee. The idea of the Budget
Committee is to set overall spending limits.

With regard to this categorical grant program, once again, the
bill simply says that whatever money is appropriated through the
processes of the Federal Government, through the authorizing com-
mittee, through the limitations of overall spending by the Budget
Committee, and the choices that are made by votes in the House
and Senate, whatever comes out that goes into categorical grants,-
the State simply would have an option of going in and taking all or
any part of that money and simply saying we aren't going to apply
for that particular grant.

When that happened, the bureaucrats in Washington would be
required to simply transfer that money into the State general-
revenue-sharing fund and the States would have the option of
doing with that as they will.

I would just emphasize that under my bill, under the extreme,
the Governor of a State could say, We don't want any of the
categorical grants as funded by the Congress to be funded in that
manner. We aren't going to apply for any of them. This, in essence,
would transfer all of them into this special State revenue-sharing
fund and they could spend it the way they wanted.

I think a legitimate objection to this plan under that kind of a
scenario would be that it might be that we in the Congress feel
that we should have certain such and such money for such and
such a program. Let's take the handicapped programs. Let's take
the mentally handicapped people. We might think it is critically
important. It would be true under the Exon plan that the Governor
of any State could thwart, if he wanted to, the intention of that
particular funding in that particular area.

The other side of that is that the idea, as I understood it, when
general revenue sharing was created was basically to get away
from the Federal Government telling the States how to use the
revenue that had been cited to be shared. As I pointed out in the
opening part of my statement, it was clear that it was intended on
an ongoing basis to phase out both categorical grants and make the
States the master of what they feel are their critical responsibil-
ities and obligations to their constituencies out there rather than
in Washington.

Senator BRADLEY. The Federal revenue-sharing program has
been at about $6.9 billion, and total Federal grants to State and
local government are close to $85 billion. Under your proposal
could a State in effect, or could all the States chose to receive, the
$85 billion in a revenue-sharing program?

Senator ExoN. Mr. Chairman, that is correct, subject to the
limitations I previously discussed.

Senator BRADLEY. Do you feel that a Governor can make those
decisions? My impression is that sometimes Governors-in Nebras-
ka that was never the case-but in some States the Governors
don't always get their way with legislatures. I was curious whether
they might disagree with the categoricals that you might want to
cut.

How would that be resolved?
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Senator EXON. I am very appreciative of the fact that the chair-
-- nan made an exception. Actually, the way -it would work, Mr.

,Chairman, is that in Nebraska and in all of the other States, you
t_ have to have an appropriations process. I really think that the way

this should be handled is that if the Governor of Nebraska feels
ithat a particular categorical program is not worthwhile or not

helpful to his State, he would exercise the options suggested in the
Exon bill.

Then that money would go into the trust fund, and I think that
tthat then becomes a function of the State treasury, and it could not
nbe spent for a particular program without being appropriated by

t he State legislature. So that gets that legislative body involved.
'Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much.
Senator Dole, I am sorry, I know you had an opening statement

to make.
Senator DOLE. I have no questions. I just wanted to say to the

-Governor, or Senator, whichever title you prefer, that I appreciate
your comments concerning our proposal. I think it is an indication

tthat probably neither one is perfect, but maybe there are enough of -
us who have pretty much the same idea that we might be able to

"'forge some, not compromise, but just something that will work.
I really appreciate your testimony and hope we can work with

you on' putting together a package of some kind that will pass the
Congress and meet the needs of the State, and also the problems of
the budget.

Senator ExoN. I thank you very much, Senator Dole. I certainly
do not claim that my bill is perfect, and it might be that we could
well get together. Obviously, as I said, both of these measures are

oin tended to do the same thing.
Senator, BRADLEY. Senator Danforth.
Senator' DANFORTH. I think that there are certain similarities

between-this issue and another one that Senator Exon and I were
involved i6 a few weeks ago on the floor of the Senate, namely, the

institutionalized persons bill. Obviously there are differences of
° opinion in the Senate on the merits or-demerits-of that bill and

the merits of revenue sharing.
It seems to me that the fundamental question, the underlying

question is, What is the role of the Federal Government and State
and local governments? Where are decisions supposed to be made

.k71 in this country, and to what extent do we have a system, preserve
a system or recreate a system in which decisions can be made
somewhere other than in Washington?

It is interesting to me that a former Governor-for two terms is
-- that right?

Senator EXON. That is right.
Senator DANFORTH [continuing]. That the former Governor of

'--Nebraska sees the issues so clearly and has spent so much time
and energy addressing himself to the question.

I don't have any final views of the details of your bill, but I think
that the uestions you raise are exactly the right ones and really
are--andI wonder if you would agree-the same sorts of questions
that were raised a couple of weeks ago.

Senator ExoN. I would agree with you, Senator Danforth, that
- What will really back you here is States rights and cooperation that
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I think is very necessary between the Federal Government and
State governments. I think that while the categorical grant pro-
grams have done a tremendous amount of good in lots of areas, I
think once again it sets up, and practical experience would show, it
sets up controversies between the Federal and State governments.

Oftentimes, the best intentions of the Members of the House and
Senate are thwarted; but when you get the Federal bureaucracy
with a "we' know it all" attitude trying to run a program, a good
program that was well thought out and sometimes well funded,
when the Federal bureaucracy comes between the appropriating
authorities in the Federal Government and authorities that have to
carry out those responsibilities on the local level, we have seen
time and time again we have not made efficient use of the tax-
payer's dollar.

Think a move like this would establish a new era of cooperation
between the Federal Government and the States. For example, let's
say that the Governor of Nebraska wanted to do away with some
kind of a program that I as a Senator who voted for him might feel
very strongly about.

I would think that in a case like that, the Governor of Nebraska
and both U.S. Senators and the Members of the House of Repre-
sentatives would be consulting together. We could probably at least
have some input ag to what changes are going to be made in the
program. The overall hammer, of course, that we have here in
Washington is that should the State, should the Governor, should
the legislature not handle this money as we had basically intended,
there is always the chance that we could hammer it down, down,
down and eliminate it altogether.

So I do think that as the Federal appropriating authority, we
would have some indirect control, which is probably all we need in
this particular area.

Senator BRADLEY. Senator Durenberger.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Jim, you have lived in your Governorship with the implementa-

_tion of a specific revenue-sharing program. Just by way of back-
ground from where my question or questions Would come from, I
was very involved in the mid- to late sixties in the beginning of the
program.

So I come from a somewhat different perspective on revenue
sharing, a perspective that says the concept of revenue sharing is
not just another grant-in-aid program to State and local govern-
ment.

But it is a reflection of the concern that State and local govern-
ments have about an unindexed income tax system in this country
which is draining financial resources into the Federal Treasury.
This makes it very, very difficult for local government in particu-
lar, which is dependent not on an income tax in most States but on
property taxes, to meet local needs at a local level through local
resources.

So I come at this whole thing with a philosophy that says a
portion of that bracket creep, a portion of that windfall inflation
tax that occurs every year on people's income ought to go back
automatically to State and local government without any strings
attached.
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Now, that is a clear philosophical difference-with those who feel
that this is an income redistribution program or it is a substitute

-a-for categorical grants or whatever. But I guess when I go back to
my State and hear criticisms of revenue sharing, the criticism is
only this: Why don't we keep the money in the first place? Why do
-we have to send it to Washington and then have it come back to

So I have been somewhat frustrated on this subcommittee by the
iack of proposals from- the administration, the lack of proposals
from anybody until all of a sudden now in the last couple of weeks
we have your bill and we have Bob Dole's bill and we even, I think,

40-are going to have something from the administration today for the
first time since they promised it to us way back in February.

So I dumped in a bill that I don't necessarily believe in 100
I -percent which seems to me very practical. That is, just reinstitute

,the program on the same basis that has been in existence in the
-ipwevious 8 years for the next 4 years.

IRi My first question to you, then, I guess is if we run out of time in
-,-.this process, if we can't do things the right way as you would
I perceive it or as Bob Dole would perceive it or as Bill Bradley

%'would perceive it or as the administration would perceive it, do you
find some serious failures in the existing system as a former Gover-

2 nor that would make it difficult for you to support reinstitution of
1 revenue sharing on the basis that presently exists?

Senator EXON. Yes, David, I would certainly feel that we have to
make some changes. Let me explain it to you. When Federal reve-

.. nue sharing came about, all at once as Governor of the State of
-Nebraska, I found myself in the wonderful position of receiving a

.".- -bonanza from Washington without strings attached.
Now, the first shock of that was really something when you have

jw6rked in the State government for a long time and you recognize
£ that anything that comes from Washington has all kinds of strings

attached to it.
So it was one of those things that hit us. As I understand it-an

? some of you were here then-but as I understand it, basically when
-the Nixon administration originally proposed revenue sharing, it
was to do essentially what the Exon and Dole bills are attempting
to do, basically to eliminate the categorical grant program and

T, --,-allow the flexibility to spend that monev in the States.
What happened somewhere along the way to the passage of the

bill was that people here would not give up the categorical grants
to take care of their constituencies back home. So a happy compro-
i mise was reached that will continue the grant-in-aid programs and
will set up more money over here.

During discussions of this inside the Budget Committee, that
background was probably what aided in the creation of a Budget
Committee to try to set some overall spending limits and goals.

So I guess basically we are agreeing. I think that I buy the basic
philosophy that it would be better not to take this money away
from people at home. I would only caution you somewhat in that
regard, however.
I do not know what overall contribution to the Federal Treasury

Minnesota makes, but I do know that in some of the States that
t are not wealthy, they do considerably better on the sharing of
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revenue to carry on their activities at the State level than they
would if we left that money at home.

But that doesn't mean that that still isn't a good philosophy.
-What we have done, I think, is come up with a combination of
basically all of the worst programs that have fed the everincreas
ing demands for budget increases at the Federal level that all of us
are wrestling with at this time.

This would be, hopefully, a step back to exercising some control
at ' this level and make the local officials, the Governor and the
State legislatures and the local officials share in the responsibility
of how this money can be best used.For example, When we got our
first year's revenue sharing in Nebraska, I recommended and the
legislature went along with appropriating about half of it for State
aid to education, I think a very worthy program that we needed in
Nebraska.

Now, you can have all kinds of arguments as to whether or not
-,that is a proper use of Federal revenue-sharing funds, but in this
case the Governor of Nebraska and the State legislature, and I

w think correctly so, felt that it was much better to put this money
? into a program like this than go out and start some brandnew
S...initiatives where you start brandnew spending programs that are

not designed to hold down taxation at the local level.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Senator Exon, for your

- :; testimony today.
Senator ExoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, members

of the committee.
Senator BRADLEY. Our next witness will be the Honorable G.

William Miller, Secretary of the Treasury.
Senator DoLE. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I might just take a

minute to insert my statement. I am not going to read it, but I
would just say that I certainly appreciate Senator Bradley having
these hearings. I think it is an indication of the widespread, bi-
partisan interest in the area under discussion.

I am pleased that Secretary Miller is here. I am familiar with
Senator Durenberger's bill which would simply renew the revenue-
sharing program with full funding for 5 years, and I am also
familiar with Senator Kassebaum s efforts, along with Senator
Bradley, to at least salvage some part of revenue sharing. I under-
stand the Budget Committee, or at least the budget conference, has
not agreed to that effort in the Senate.

- I appreciate very much the testimony of Senator Exon. He did
discuss his legislation and the legislation introduced by myself,
Senator Danforth and Senator Baker and others. So I believe that
we are in pursuit of some solution to a problem.

I I will ask that my entire statement be made a part of the record,
along with some talking points on our particular proposal, which

--gives the strength and also the weaknesses as we see them in
looking at our proposal. As I indicated ta Senator Exon, perhaps we
can all get together on and forge some remedy-that would be
helpful to the States, and at the same time come within the budget
restraints.

[The prepared statement of Senator Dole follqws:]
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STATEMENT OF SENAToR DoLE

Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for promptly scheduling hearings on the
several proposals that have been introduced to renew the federal general revenue
sharing program. We ought to decide as soon as possible what form the renewal
legislation will take. Timely action on thi queston WI make it easier for state and
local governments to plan their own fiscal affairs for the coming year.

I am particularly pleased that Secretary Miller has agreed to appear before the
subcommittee to explain the details of the administration proposal to renew revenue
sharing. In general, the administration would eliminate the states' one third share
6f the revenue sharing funds and would make adjustments in the allocation formula
by which funds are distributed to various communities within each state. Certainly,
any, proposed changes in a program that has been as successful as revenue sharing
ought to be scrutinized very carefully before they are adopted.

However, there are other proposals before us that merit at least as much con.sid.
eration as the administration bill. For example, Senator Durenberger has intmo
ducked legislation that would simply renew the revenue sharing program at full
funding for five years. The question is, for those of us who would like-to see the
states' share preserved, how can that money be provided without increasing spend-
ing in the budget? That is, how can we maintain control over the level of federal
funds flowing to the states? This question was recently debated in the senate's

i- consideration of the First Concurrent Budget Resolution and the matter is now
being worked out in conference. The Senate adopted the Kassebaum amendment

which was cosponsored by our distinguished chairman, Senator Bradley. That
amendment leaves room in the budget or approximately 40 percent funding of the
states' share of revenue sharing. The funding for that 40 percent share is provided
by making offsetting reductions in certain categorical grant programs that go to the
states. -

The states and the governors have called loudly and clearly for continuation of
the states' portion of revenue sharing. They also agree on the need for budgetary
restraint. Many of the governors have indicated that they would prefer reductions
in categorical grant funding rather than- reductions in revenue sharing. The prob-
lem has been that the governors and the states have been unable to reach a
consensus on the categorical grant programs they would prefer to see reduced. It
would seem to this Senator that the most appropriate solution would be to allow
each state to choose its own set of reductions in categorical grant funding. States
-could then take their share of revenue sharing funds in lieu of those categorical
grant reductions.

Mr. Chairman, the approach I have just described is contained in S. 2681, my bill
to renew the general revenue sharing program. Under this bill each state would
have to choose and commit itself to accepting certain reductions in categorical grant
aid. To the extent those reductions are made, the state could take revenue sharing
funds in lieu of the categorical grant funding. However, no state could receive more
in revenue sharing funds than it presently receives under the existing revenue
sharing program. I believe that this proposal will preserve the states' share without

3i- violating budget restraint. It will also restore the original concept of revenue shar.-
ing, which was not to increase the total level of federal aid to the states, but to
make a form of that aid more flexibile and adaptable to the varying needs of staes
and localities. Furthermore,' under my proposal we would get some idea of which
categorical aid programs are most valuable to the states. In effect, the states will be
voting on various categorical programs when they make their elections of programs
to be cut.

In a federal system of government each level of governmental authority ought to
make those decisions for which it is best suited. If my proposal is adopted state and
local governments will have more flexibility in meeting the day-to-day needs of our
citizens. I think that that is a desirable goal, and I hope the witnesses will take time
to address themselves to the alternative proposals that are before the Finance
Committee. I would just like to add that S. 2681 is cosponsored by the distinguished
minority leader, Senator Baker. The other cosponsors are Senator Percy, Senator
McClure, Senator Domenic, Senator Danforth, and Senator Armstrong.

4 With those remarks I would just like to welcome today's witnesses. I look forward
to hearing your testimony.

TALKiNo Poirwrs-DoLz Rzv E SHARINO PROPOSAL, S. 2681

The Dole bill has-two outstanding virtues. It allows for continuation of the states'
share of revenue sharing and it does so in a way that guarantees budgetary

--. restraint. This is because each state must agree to equivalent reductions in other
federal funds in order to receive revenue sharing funds.
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While the Dole proposal does not increase total federal funds flowing to the states,

it should be welcomed by the states. Representatives of the Governors' Association
have stated that they would prefer cuts in categorical grant programs to cuts in
revenue sharing. 8. 2681_provides a means by which each state can choose its own
categorical grant cuts, reflecting its own priorities.

Revenue sharing funds are of vital importance to both state-and local govern-nments. This is because they offer states and localities the most flexibility In how
they are used. At a time when severe economic problems threaten to undermine
government's ability to provide basic services, it makes no sense to deny state andlocal governments the funds that would be most helpful in managing the economic
crisis.

Cutting the states' share does not just hurt the states. It is estimated that, on the
average, about 40 percent of the states' share is passed through to local govern-

L ments. Thus this is an issue for cities and towns as well as states.The opponents of the states' share argue that "the Federal government has no
revenues to share" and "if the States want Us to balance the budget, we'll do it attheir expense." The Dole proposal cuts through these arguments by casting the
states' share in the form of a substitute for other federal funding: the states' share
would not be financed through a deficit.

When the Federal government is absorbing a record share of our national wealththrou h taxes (from taxflation, the Windfall Profits Tax, and other proposals) itshould be obliged to return some of those revenues to state and local governments
whose revenue base is undermined by excessive federal taxation.

The bill Introduced by Senator Exon, S. 2678, is similar to the Dole proposal.However, the Exon bill does not expressly limit the states to their allocated shareunder the existing revenue sharing program. Nor does the Exon bill provide formultistate projects and adjustments in appropriations, both of which are covered inSthe Dole bill.
The Dole proposal carries forward the original goal of revenue sharing, which wasto give state and local governments more direct authority over revenues collected by

the Federal government but spent at the state and local level.
As the national government has grown at the expense of state and local govern-ments, the authority of those governments has been undermined. The Dole proposal

would help bring a better distribution of power and responsibility among thesethree levels of government, as was intended by the original revenue sharing
proposal.

-Under the Dole bill a wide range of programs would be eligible for the stateselection for a funding reduction. Accordingly, there is every reason to believe that
no one program would be devastated, since the actual reductions may be expected to
cut across that range.

At the same time, the bill can provide a useful experiment in evaluating categori-cal grant programs. We will see which programs are most important to the states,
when they elect their cuts.

The range of programs eligible for reduction is also sensibly limited. For example,
income security programs and Medicaid are excluded, as is the highway trust fund
and veterans' benerits. Generally, the programs excluded are either appropriately aprimary concern of the national government, or they involve payments to individ-
uals that may be regarded as entitlements.

The following points counter possible arguments against the Dole revenue sharing
bill:

The Dole proposal would guarantee a genuine trade-off of categorical grant fundsfor revenue sharing funds. Categorical funds transferred to a state's revenue shar-
Ing account would be deemed paid out of monies allocated to the categorical grantprograms that are cut. This way, the money a state foregoes under a categorical
program can not be reallocated to other states under that program.

While states cannot be certain how much grant funding will be available in a
given year, they can make an informed judgment based on historical experience.: Obviously,. any new grant programs would have to be worked into the process.

An element of uncertainty still remains, but the bill provides that the states'
election of categorical reductions would be modified as necessary in light of changesIn authorization or appropriations with respect to the categorical programs. Howev-
er, there is no more uncertainty than presently exists under categorical programs-
the problem lies with the unstructured array of grant programs, and in possibledelays in authorizations and appropriations with respect to those programs. The
Dole proposal at least gives the states more flexibility in planning the use of suchfunds as are made available by Congress, and enables them to have reasonable
certainty that a certain amount of revenue sharing funds will be made available.
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Along these lines, legislation (S. 878) is pending.in the Governmental Operations

Committee that would simplify and permit consolidation of Federal assistance pro-

grams to state and local governments. This approach is consistent with the Dole
revenue sharing bill and with the trend towards block grant funding. The trend is,

and should be, toward simplification and more flexibility for grant recipients.
- No doubt the agencies that administer the categorical programs will object to the

Dole proposal, because it limits their direct -authority over some of the funds

appropriated by Congress. No doubt some additional paperwork would be involved.
However, some paperwork would also be cut, as states move away from more
strictly tied categorical programs and toward the freer revenue sharing payments.
Besides, all legislation requires administrative adjustment and working in-the

question is whether the net result is an improvement. The Dole proposal would be

an improvement, and could point the way towards a simpler, more streamlined

approach to Federal aid for state and local governments. The Advisory Commission

on Intergovernmental Relations has for a long time advocated such a simplification

(Treasury Secretary Miller is a member of the Commission).

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you, Senator Dole.
Welcome to the subcommittee, Mr. Secretary. Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. G. WILLIAM MILLER, SECRETARY OF
THE TREASURY

Secretary MILLER. Mr. Chairman, I have submitted to you a

prepared statement which I would suggest, with your permission,
be included in the record.

Senator BRADLEY. Without objection, so ordered.
Secretary MILLER. Then I would make a few comments to sum-

marize that statement so that it would be a basis for our further
discussion.

I am pleased to have this opportunity to discuss with you the

program to extend and somewhat modify the program for revenue
sharing with States and local governments. The President is com-
mitted to the principle of unrestricted fiscal assistance.

As you all know, the current program involves funding of $6.9
billion a year, of which one-third, or $2.3 billion, has gone to State

governments, and two-thirds, or $4.6 billion, to local governments.
In the context of the current conditions-including the situation

as to inflation, the outlook for Feoeral spending and budgets, the

need to reduce Federal spending-we are proposing a reduction in

revenue sharing through elimination of the State share.
There are some other basic proposals that we are making, and

those are to extend the program with this change for- 5 years, to

continue to allocate payments to localities at the current level of
$4.6 billion per year, to make some changes and improvements in

the targeting among local governments to-we believe-achieve
greater equity, and, on a temporary basis, to supplement the fund-
ing for local governments by $500 million a year in two years,
fiscal year 1981 and 1982, to aid in the transition from the period
of revenue sharing payments to State governments to the period
when there would be none.

The revenue sharing program originally came into being when
there was a fiscal mismatch between the ability of governments to
raise money and their service responsibilities. The capacity of the
Federal Government in the early seventies was substantial in in-
creasing its revenues while the public service burdens on States
and local governments were substantial.

Today that situation has changed somewhat. The State govern-
ments have improved their condition. Some of the demographic
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features that led to high burdens on State and local governments
have changed. With the aging population and many requirements
on the Federal Government for services to the Nation at large,
there is a somewhat different situation.

This leads us to believe that it would be appropriate at this time
of fiscal austerity to discontinue the payments to State govern-
ments and to concentrate the effort on the local governments
where a serious fiscal mismatch continues.

The heart of revenue sharing, of course, is the distribution for-
mula, how the moneys get to the localities. We are suggesting some
changes, rather modest in overall effect. We are proposing to keep
the essential logic of the allocation system but to try to make some
improvements that target the funds better to the jurisdictions that
have the lowest incomes and the highest service burdens, and to
achieve a more equal treatment of like types of communities.

In particular, we are proposing that the allocation among States,
the interstate distribution, remain unchanged. As to the allocation
inside a State, the intrastate allocation, we are proposing to elimi-
nate the two-tier allocation, that is, the process of first allocating to
counties and then to local government areas inside the counties.

The purpose of this detiering proposal is to achieve a situation
where like local governments with similar populations, tax effort,
and incomes are treated equally. The present system results in
some distortion.

Another change we are proposing is to increase the maximum
per capita revenue sharing payment to a particular local govern-
ment from the present cap of 145 percent of the statewide average
to 175 percent. Correspondingly, we are proposing to reduce the
minimum payment from the present 20 percent to 10 percent.

The purpose here, again, is to try to allocate the limited funds to
the areas that have the greatest tax burdens and the greatest
needs.

Another constraint, based on the jurisdiction's general revenues,
limits the amount of revenue sharing paid to any one local govern-
ment to 50 percent of its total adjusted taxes and transfers. We areproposing to reduce that to 25 percent, so that revenue sharing
would not become as large as one-third of local budgets, as it now
is in many communities.

There is one other change, and that is to deal with communities
that have substantially higher-than-average incomes. We are pro-
posing that, for local governments where the per capita income is
above 115 percent of the State average there be some gradual
scaledown in the payment beyond that provided in the current
formula, the scaledown being related to tax effort as a means to
adjust the allocation to well-to-do communities, thereby preserving
funds for those who are more needy.

Finally, there is a proposal to deal with the areas where local
governments, in-ffect, are able to export a good deal of their taxes
where they do not represent a burden on local citizens. The juris-
dictions affected are tax enclaves where, because of special circum-
stances-vacation areas as one example, which are seasonal, cycli-
cal areas-they can export their taxes. We would adjust the for-
mula to try to reflect more normal tax efforts. This is done through
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T adjusting when the amount of tax effort exceeds 250 percent of the
average for the State. It Would be a gradual scaledown.

The effect of these formula modifications would be to reallocate
about 5 percent of the funds. So in terms of dollars, it is not
enormous; but in terms of equities and benefits, we think it is
important. It means that well-to-do jurisdictions would receive
somewhat less. It means that lower income jurisdictions-some
-large cities, some small-would receive more, and small towns and
poor rural areas would also receive somewhat more.

On the subject of compliance matters-the civil rights req ire-
:-ments, the public participation, the audit procedures-we are pro-

posing to continue these. However, as to audit, we are proposing
that, for any jurisdiction receiving over $25,000, the audits be at
least once every 2 years for all of the years of the jurisdiction,
rather than the present formula, wiiich was phasing in the require-
ment by auditing 1 out of 3 years.

So in the future we propose to require an audit of all years and
-do so at least every other year.

In addition to the continuation cf the $4.6 billion revenue shar-
ing for local governments, we are proposing additional payments
totaling $500 million per year for 2 years, which would also go to
local governments. The purpose of this is to ease the burden of the
loss of revenue sharing to State governments, which will result in
reduced State aid to local governments.

It is our estimate, from a study of the likely effects in nine States
7 of terminating revenue sharing to States, that State aid to local

governments over time would probably be reduced by as much as
$1.4 billion per year. Now, the amount of $500 million we are

_proposing is the way to cushion that loss. It is not unlike the $900
million that the Senate has proposed in the budget resolution, but
we are proposing to target it directly to local areas rather than to
the State.

This $500 million is proposed to be allocated among States in
proportion to the degree of assistance which State governments are
now giving to local governments. That particular method was se-
lected as the best proxy for determining where losses of assistance
to communities would take place in cutting out State revenue
sharing.

So it is an effort to try to hit the areas that would be most
affected. Once the decision is made as to allocation among States,
the allocation inside a State, the intrastate allocation, would follow
the regular formula. There would be no variation there.

The transition, as I mentioned, would be for 2 years.
Mr. Chairman, I think we all recognize that a vital and respon-

sive Federal system should be a national priority. It is important,
as we renew this program and look at its future, that there be a
thorough review by the Congress and a discussion of the merits and
possible adjustments.

We believe that the revenue sharing program we are proposing
would address the fiscal problems of local governments in the

Q 1980's, and would help build a firm financial foundation for govern.
ment in America.

Thank you very much.
Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Secretary. thank you for your testimony.
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We are clearly heading into a recession. In an effort to balance
the budget, we already have made deep cuts in transportation,
education, CETA jobs, and a lot of vital social programs, cuts that
literally paralyze some States such as mine.

Do you think that it is appropriate at this precise time to cut out
the State's share of revenue sharing as well, thereby aggravating
the dislocations that local governments and State governments are
going to have to face in the coming year.

Secretary MILLER. The discontinuance, Mr. Chairman, would be
for fiscal year 1981. The way revenue sharing is handled, the
reduction would not take effect until calendar year 1981. The final
revenue sharing payments under the current program will be in
the first quarter of fiscal year 1981, so the reduction that we -are
talking about for fiscal year 1981 for States would be $1.7 billion.

The answer to your question is that I do believe it is appropriate
to make this reduction for several reasons. I think it is a national
purpose that we bring Federal spending under control.

While that may be difficult and require some sacrifices and
adjustment, I think that the total objective of regaining control of
spending and avoiding the escalation, the geometric progression,
that could lead us to higher and higher deficits and larger and
larger claims of the Federal Government on the economic system,
and a reduction correspondingly of the private sector activity in
creating jobs is a national direction that we must pursue.

State governments have had, since the early seventies, improve-
ment in their fiscal condition. In recent years there has been a
surplus. It is true during a recession that surplus may evaporate.

Senator BRADLEY. Fifty percent of that surplus is in three States,
and Standard and Poors say it is reasonable to keep a 5-percent
surplus, particularly if your constitution mandates that you have a
balanced budget.

Secretary MILLER. Some States have had more surplus than
others, that is correct. Revenue sharing represents 1 percent of
State revenues. In that sense, I think even the States that have not
had as comfortable a financial position are in a position to adjust
their expenses and their taxing to cover the loss.

It would be ideal if we could do all things for all people. I think
in terms of national policy, we have to tighten our belts, and here
is a place where I think we could do it.

As to local governments, the flexibility is not as great. They do
not have as much control over the amount of services needed and
over their taxing ability. The States have more flexibility, and the
amount of money in relation to the scale of State expenditures
makes it a manageable situation.

We do not propose, of course, to cut payments to local govern-
ments. We intend for 2 years to try to increase them and make up
for some of the support they have had from State governments so
that we can make this cut in State revenue and cause as little
dislocation as possible.

Senator BRADLEY. How many States would you estimate would
run deficits if you cut out-the-full State share-to run deficits or be
forced to impose taxes?

Secretary MILLE. I am sure that I have a number of States in
mind. I would have to get-the number of States, Mr. Chairman. I
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know that this year State governments are expected to be in deficit
by $8 billion. I believe that is the number. I don't know how many
States that is. I can get that.

Senator BRADLEY. The list is almost 20 States.
Secretary MILLEI. Is it? Yes.
Senator BRADLEY. If the administration is committed to this tran-

sitional assistance, why were you not more active in assuring that
there was authority in the budget for transitional assistance?

Secretary MILLER. Our budget proposal includes it. The budget
resolution in the House, of course, has not accepted our position.
The Senate, through your particular efforts, has included tentative-
ly $900 million, perhaps handling it in a little different way.

Our proposal of $500 million is something that might be a rea-

sonable compromise between the House and the Senate positions.
Senator BRADLEY. But you feel that the Treasury has been active

in trying to promote that interest on Capitol Hill?
Secretary MILLER. We have been trying to. We certainly have. I

have testified very strongly for it in the House. Of course, in the
Senate you have allocated money which would allow us to have
room for this. So we feel that it is very much needed. There is no
question that localities are going to be pinched very hard and we
should try to ease the burden.

Senator BRADLEY. Senator Dole.
Senator DOLE. Secretary Miller, have you had an opportunity to

look at some of the other proposals, Senator Durenberger's and
also that of Senator Exon, who just testified? A number of the rest

'of us have proposals that would at least address some of the very
problems you address to give the States an option by reducing
categorical aid programs.

Are those proposals under study by Treasury?
Secretary MILLER. Senator Dole, they are. Let me say that as I

understand Senator Durenberger's bill, it would extend revenue
sharing as it is, or at least the amounts. You know our view on
that. Since we must cut some $17 billion from Federal spending in
fiscal year 1981, all things considered, eliminating payments to
States is one area where we could make a cut.

On the bills that you and Senator Exon have introduced, I have
become generally familiar with them. I would like to make a few
comments about it and say that we do need to study it more. I
think my offhand reaction from my study of it to this point is that
I appreciate the concept. The implementation of it gives me consid-
erable problems.

We look over the list of categorical grants and we see administra-
tive problems in trying to have an optional system. We see a
number of areas where a national purpose is served, and I am not
sure we want to give up that national purpose on a helter skelter
basis, on a hit or miss basis.

There are matters of environment, matters of conservation, mat-
ters of transportation. There could be a cherry picking result. If we
are not careful, we could end up with the worst of all worlds,
where States with certain kinds of needs pick this way and that

Where also is the problem of timing because many of these pro-

grams are on different time schedules, so how you phase it in and
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avoid being whipsawed, I am not sure. I can appreciate what you
are trying to get at. I am just not sure whether it could be adminis-
tered very well.

Senator DOLE. Right. Well, that is one of the areas we are ad-
dressing. There is a bill, as I understand it, in the Government
Operations Committee, S. 878, which would simplify consolidation
of Federal assistance programs with State and local governments.
This is consistent, I think, with the approach that some of us would
take. That might help simplify the administration.

On the other hand, I don't see too much wrong with the Gover-
nors of various States determining which of the -categorical aid
programs are worthwhile, if that can be done. But I think we
would appreciate, and I am certain it is probably in the works,
some detailed analysis as you see it as far as administration.

It may be that changes can be made and we can reach some
agreement. As I understand your statement, the administration
proposes essentially three major changes. You eliminate the State's
one-third share, you have a $500-million transitional fund for fiscal
1981 and 1982, and you make about a half-dozen changes in the
allocation formula.

Secretary MILLER. The intrastate formula, yes.
Senator DOLE. Yes. So the $500 million transitional fund is not

distributed according to the existing allocation to States but is
based on State aid to local governments. Just to take a few States,
for example, if the old formula Were used, each State's allocation of
shared revenues would rise by about 10.9 percent.

Instead, for example, New York was up 23 percent; California
nearly 17; Wisconsin, 25; Indiana, 15; Kansas, 4; Missouri, 3; Dela-
ware, 4. Is there any relationship between this formula and the
financial difficulty of a State?

Secretary MILLER. Senator, our approach is to make the alloca-
tion based upon the financial needs of communities rather than the
State, and the purpose of the allocation is to say where are local
governments depending on State aid heavily, and allocate the $500
million where that is true, and therefore to make up what other-
wise will be a loss.

Of course, we are not proposing to make up 100 percent of the
loss in State assistance, but what would appear to be about maybe
35 or 38 percent of it. So that is the theory. It does not go to the
capacity of a State government. Your point, I suppose, has some
validity. A wealthy State adding assistance to local governments
perhaps could find some other way to keep it going. It is hard for
us to judge that.

So we just think that the best thing in a transition is to base it
on making sure that at least a third or more of State aid likely to
be lost could be made up. It is that simple, the best we can think
of.

Senator DOLE. I have other questions. I will wait.
Secretary BRADLEY. Senator Danforth.
Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Secretary, let me ask you a question

concerning the administration's theory, a broad question on the
reason for allocation formulas. Why do we have such things as
allocation -formulas? What is the adminstration's theory behind
them?

62-3?6 0 - SO - 22
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Secretary MILUR. The administration's theory-is the continu-
-..- ation of a theory developed much earlier. I asume that the origi-
J-1"-'-nal founders of this concept would agree with what I am saying
-,-"because I think the whole philosophy is basically the same. t is
U that revenue sharing would try to allocate Federal resources to
.,where there was a fiscal mismatch, a disproportionate capacity to

-raise revenues in a State or a locality, and a higher degree of
service responsibilities that need to be met.

That, I think, is behind it. That is the reason, I believe, that the
formulas have developed. They have been very controversial.

Senator DANFORTH. Do you agree with that theory?
Secretary MILLER. I think the general philosophy is correct.
Senator DANFORTH. Is that the reason for the changes that have

been proposed in the formulas?
Secretary MILLER. Yes.
Senator DANFORTH. That this is a matter which should be looked

at from time to time, whether the formulas are adequate.
Secretary MILLER. I think there should be good continuity to this

. program and that it should not be whipsawed around. I think that,
when it is reviewed every 4 or 5 years, we do need to examine the
changes that have taken place in our system.

The reason we are making these changes is not to change the
fundamental philosophy. It is to try to target a little better on the
basis of experience, on the basis of a 1-year study by our Office of

T, Revenue Sharing, to see where the shoe is pinching more and
whether, in the one case, money is going to where it is needed, and
in the other cases, whether money is going where it is just being
put in a savings account because the local government doesn't need
it.

Senator DANFORTH. If there is a limited amount of money for
-revenue sharing, it would stand to reason that Gary, Ind. should
get consideration of a greater sort than, say, Palm Springs, Calif. Is
that the concept?

Secretary MIUR. That would be my concept.
Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Secretary, I know the administration's

position with respect to the States, but does something of the same
problem exist with respect to States? Are there some States which
are relatively well off and have a very bright economic future, and
other States which are going to have increasingly hard times"

Secretary MILLER. I think that is generally true. Of course, we
have a formula now that, I believe, takes that into account. As you
know, the formula for interstate allocation was extremely difficult
to hammer out and resulted in a best of Senate syst*;m or House
system as a compromise.

W Senator DANFORTH. That is the practicality of politics.
Secretary MILLER. Yes, that is right.
Senator DANFORTH. Everybody does his best, and generally the

1ir - chairman of the Finance Committee does better than anybody else.
(General laughter.]

Secretary ILLR. There are those who do well.
Senator DANFORTH. What is the theory, do you think, that should

'be applied if there is to be a State allocation formula?
Secretary MILLm. I believe that the present formula properly

takes into account population, income levels, tax effort, the degree
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of urban concentration, and State income tax collections. These are
not irrational. I suppose one could spread out the formula.

I think our view was that there was very little additional im-
provement we could make on that allocation system based on expe-
rience. It does seem to end up going in different directions.

The average per capita revenue sharing payment has been about
$32 per person, and it varies from a high per State of $57, I think,
to $24, so there is substantial variability.

Senator DANFORTH. IS the theory of the administration's position,
again, the same with the States as it is with localities, namely, that
there should be a greater consideration for those States which are
hard-pressed economically, and, on the other hand, the States
which are doing very well, which have a very strong tax base,
which have sources of wealth that are perhaps not universally
shared, should not come off as well in revenue sharing or other
Federal reimbursements?

Secretary MILLER. Senator Danforth, in general, yes. I think our
feeling has been that the formula that now exists, while perhaps
not perfect, does that in an adequate way.Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Secretary, I wonder if I could just be
indulged in one other short point. Several months ago the Finance
Committee asked the Treasury Department for a report on the
likely effect of the decontrol of oil prices and increased severance
tax and royalty incomes from decontrol on revenue sharing.

It was my understanding that Treasury was working on such a
report, and I wonder if you have any idea when it will be available.

Secretary MILLER. I understand that within 2 weeks we will have
that available.

Your point, if I may indulge for a second, I think the point that'ou have been targetting toward, is the question of whether there
is a major change from severance taxes, either now or prospective-
ly, that would change the wealth of States and change the need for
formula. There may well be in the future.

I guess our view now is that, with the lag of data-because the
formula uses figures that are about 3 years old because these are
the most recent reliable data we can get-our study would indicate
that in the next 5 years it is not likely that the increase in
severance taxes in the States that have natural resources-oil, gas,
coal, whatever-are going to create a significant distortion in the
allocation.

There are two reasons. One, the increased tax collections will
come in slowly. Two, these States will have higher per capita
incomes, which will reduce their allocation.

Now, States that rely on these kinds of taxes, I believe, were
getting 8.5 percent of their revenues from severance taxes when
revenue sharing was last renewed 4 or 5 years ago. I think this
ratio is now about 12 percent. So there has been that change from
8 percent of their revenues to 12 percent. Maybe in an individual
State it is higher, but that is roughly what it is.

Given the data lags, increasing severance taxes will have some
effect and would have to be weighed. Our view is that this is not a
time when that would need to be done in order to avoid major
distortions.

Senator BRADLEY. Senator Durenberger.
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Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you.
Mr. Secretary, I think that what Senator Danforth is suggesting

I. to you is that before we use the recession and the inflation and the
balancing of the budget as a rationale for eliminating State reve-
nue sharing, that we really need, particularly those of us who sat
through the hearings and the markup and, everything else on the
windfall profits tax, we really need to know that what we are doing

'in eliminating State revenue sharing is the right thing to do.
The fiscal mismatch that you spoke to that relates particularly

to local government,-the mismatch between its responsibilities and
- its resources, is more than adequate justification- for revenue shar-
.; ing. But I think what some of us believe on this committee, as

2 Senator Danforth spoke to very eloquently on the floor of the
Senate, is that the major problem of the eighties in this fiscal
mismatch area is going to be the mismatch between the States.

It seems to me it would be a very serious mistake for us to
. -abandon either the concept or the actuality of State revenue shar-

ing at this particular point in time when we have not adequately
addressed the nature of the problem, the dimensions of the prob-
lem, the consequences of the problem. I, frankly, think it is coming
on a lot faster than you think it is coming on.

When I read, even before the windfall profits tax was passed, of
contests in Alaska to give away money, it is coming on one whale
of a lot faster than 8.5 percent a year, 12 percent a year, or

- whatever you are saying. I think that is one strong argument.
A second question you make a point in, I think, the second page

of your printed statement, that a lot of changes have taken place
since 1972: It is no longer true that State, local, and particularly
State revenue systems are inferior; they have made major strides
in broadening and refining their tax systems.

t I would suggest that perhaps you have information available to
that would indicate that one of the reasons that the States

i ave made a lot of progress, particularly in State revenue sharing
with local government, is the fact of State revenue sharing.

Would you comment on that?
Secretary MiLL . Undoubtedly, the State revenue sharing has in

many instances resulted in additional assistance to local govern-
ments. No question. That is one of the reasons we have proposed
the transition, so that if States are to continue that, they would
have enough years to adjust their own tax base and programs to
avoid disturbances to the local governments. That is the reason for
our transition.

Senator DURENBERGER. Do you have studies available to you that
would indicate the impact on State revenue sharing with local
governments that has come about since 1972, and any kind of
evidence that in part, at least, it is due to State revenue sharing?

Secretary MILLER. We have done some studies. One of the prob-
lems, of course, is that revenue sharing is fungible. While we
require States to report how they use their revenue sharing, quite
frankly, they can list almost anything. That merely means that the

K payments go into a common pot. The net effect is that revenue
sharing is merely another source of revenue to the State.

• So we have felt that the indications of use of the State share do
not really reflect the fiscal impact. As a result of that, we had
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Peat, Marwick, Mitchell do a study of nine States to see what
would really be the impacts if you withdrew revenue sharing, and
not what their reports are, because I think that is different.

This study led us to the conclusion that termination of the State
share would result in about $1.4 billion less aid for localities than
they now receive. We tried to get that allocated by category. This
was based upon what happens if a State does not have the revenue:
How would it adjust?

Most of the adjustment would appear to be -accomplished by
reduced expenditures rather than by increasing taxes. So that is
the anlysis that has been done.

Senator DURENBERGER. On the other side of the argument, which
is inflation, balancing the budget, reducing outlay, can you tell me
what analysis the administration went through in coming to the
conclusion that it would bind its outlay reduction at State revenue
sharing rather than at inflation-causing programs like social secu-
rity, medicare, railroad retirement, or other categorical grant pro-
grams that are heavily impacted by inflation, such as the food
stamp program and a variety of other programs, that when you
measure the dollars involved, are substantially greater than the
dollars involved in State revenue sharing?

Secretary MILLER. In our effort to propose a balanced budget to
the Congress, we looked at every possibility for reductions. Categor-
ical grants have been reduced by something like $4.25 billion, the
State share of revenue sharing by $1.7 billion in fiscal year 1981,
and we eliminated a countercyclical proposal for $1 billion.

Those add up to the areas where we have tackled particular
issues. We went across the board, however, on many other pro-
grams. In food stamps, there will be some tightening up. In Federal
retirement programs, we are proposing savings of $1.5 billion by
going to once-a-year indexing instead of twice a year.

We are proposing Federal pay reforms that would save $2.7
billion per year. We would like to propose some change in the
indexing of many of the payments. Our consultations to date have

-failed to identify an alternate method. I think we have felt that we
need to study it and come back with some specific proposals, but
there is a potential for considerable saving in this area without
really changing the fundamental purpose or value of the benefits.

So I think we have done many things, and I think we would like
to do more things in the future.

Senator DURENBERGER. As you recite the things you have done,
this is the only area in which you basically recommended a policy
change. You haven't recommended a policy change in any of the
categorical grant programs. You have only said let's spend less
money on them, or let's tighten up administration or something
like that.

Why is it that this program was chosen to make a major policy
change in the relationship between Federal, State and local govern-
ment, rather than any one of these much more expensive and in
many cases inflation-causing programs?

Secretary MILLER. We proposed eliminating countercyclical aid,
which is eliminating a program. We proposed deferring and elimi-
nating another program. But if one looks at this functionally, and
if our analysis is correct that of the $2.3 billion going to State
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governments, $1.4 billion goes on to localities, then, in fact, we are
cutting back a program rather than eliminating it.

A ain, one can criticize all these judgments, and Congress cer-
tainly can work its will. Our judgment is this was a place in which
A -cut could be made where there is the capacity to adjust at the

<State level, and there are means to reduce spending or to increase
local taxes to deal with the service requirements; and that, in the
overall scheme of things, this was an appropriate place to cut.

Nothing should be immune from examination. If there are other
places where we could have eliminated or cut, we would welcome

-,suggestions. I have a list here of all the cuts we have proposed to
be made, and they are pretty widespread. We hope that they will

.-gain support.
Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Secretary, in response to Senator Dan-

"forth's questioning, I thought I did hear you say that you recog-
f nized that over the next decade, some States were going to be
4e-better off than other States as a result of their natural endow-

ments and tax bases, and so forth. Is that correct?
Secretary MILLER. Yes. This has historically always been true.

oI Parts of the country go through economic cycles where they have
.'advantage. The early development of the industrial revolution in
- the Northeast gave it a comparative advantage. The development
-of the financial markets there gave it an advantage.

"The agriculture parts of the Nation were poor and now there has
7 : been a shift for many reasons.. The resource base is the greatest

relative change. As energy prices escalate because of factors
-beyond our control, they do change the wealth mix.

Senator BRADLEY. It- is also true, given your analysis, that at
Uiimes when there was comparative advantage with one region of

-F the country, the Federal budget did, in fact, offset that comparative
> advantage by sending Federal dollars to the more depressed region
i of the country.

Secretary MILLER. I think we have long had a philosophy-I say
not forever, but for substantial period o,' time-of trying to address
that imbalance by giving assistance to areas in more need. There
have been programs both in defense spending, locations, categorical
grants, and all kinds of ways to help, that is true.

Senator BRADLEY. Could you tell me, with reference to the- 1981
e--budget what is there that reflects this concern and that reallocates

resources to the more depressed areas of the country. What analy-
sis has the Treasury Department done in considering this problem
and its impact on the political economy of this country over the
next decade?

Secretary MILLER. I think the budget is full of programs that
-continue to address the issues. The aid to mass transit helps cer-
tain areas. The UDAG programs help certain areas. EDA helps
certain areas.

2 Senator BRADLEY. I am asking whether you feel the present level
of analysis and the present categorical *rant programs sufficiently
address the problems that are emerging and becoming clearer

,__every day as we see the success of some States irscally and the
failure of other States?

Secretary MILLER. Mr. Chairman, I think that we are in a living,
dynamic system, and I think that anything that was good last year
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and remains so this year, we still have to look at and adapt. I
would not think we have a perfect system. To the degree to which
we are imperfect, I think our job is to try to improve it.

Our effort here is, I hope, in that direction. While we do not yet
find a basis for changing the congressional system for allocating
among States, our minds are not closed on this. If there is a better
system, we are not locked in. We have been trying to deal with it
on the intrastate basis very directly because we think there have
been some very demonstrable inequities.
inWhere you know you have exactly the same kind of communities
in the same State getting different revenue sharing payments just

because of a method of allocation, we are trying to correct that.
Among States, we have felt, as I say, that the wealth generation
will change the formula because incomes and income taxes change.

But if the formula could be improved, we are certainly not closed
to that.

Senator BRADLEY. All of those programs that you have men-
tioned that were intended to redress the imbalance have been cut
this year, and the only program that you are suggesting prospec-
tively to redress the imbalance is this $500 million transitional
assistance.

Could you tell me who in the Department of the Treasury, what
part of the Department of the Treasury, is charged with the re-
sponsibility for analyzing the impact of this imbalance over the
next 10 years and developing the programs that might redress that
imbalance more specifically?

Secretary MILLER. In our case, of course, our domestic policy
group is the one that looks at this sort of thing. Mr. Altman is
here, our Assistant Secretary.

Senator BRADLEY. What is the level of analysis that is presently
going on?

Secretary MILLER. Our analysis is not for the whole Government.It is for thei areas of Treasury responsibility, which relate partially
to the area I have mentioned and partially also in our tax policy
area, where tax policies are looked at for the same reason.

Senator BRADLEY. For example, you have been asked to do the
study on the impact of oil price decontrol on various State govern-
ments. Are there any other current studies going on that would be
illustrative of this concern?

Secretary MILLER. I am told that we have no formal studies; that
we are continuing to look, again, at our areas of responsibility,
which are the State and local financing and the taxing areas.

In terms of the broader issue that you are raising, Mr. Chair-
man, I think that it is somewhat beyond the Treasury Department
itself. I think it relates more to some of the work of the Economic
Policy Group, where we are looking at the automobile industry, for
example.

We are looking at the steel industry and we are looking at those
kinds of issues. We are doing some work on the reindustrialization
of America, to look at the broader questions you are raising. That
is not purely Treasury. That is an interagency activity.

Senator BRADLEY. Specifically with reference to the administra-
tion's proposed transitional assistance, there have been other sug-
gestions for the allocation of those moneys, countercyclical aid and
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assistance directly to States based on fiscal need among them.
What is your reaction to those two suggestions?
Secretary MILLER. On the fiscal assistance, we have a proposal

that has been through both houses of Congress for some targeted
fiscal assistance. We still would like to see that go to conference

Aand be approved, and it could be immediately available to go to
-distressed areas.

The variation between the House and Senate is something like
_ between two hundred and some odd million.

Senator BRADLEY. $340 million.
Secrete MILLER. $340 million. And we would like to see thatimtrmediate y. "

Senator BRAILEY. Do you think that is enough? If the adminis-
tration was devising the type of program that would address the
problem, do you think that is enough?

Secretary MILLER. I think that it is not entirely enough, but I
-think it was better that we do that than that we continue to defer
it, which is what we have been doing.

Senator BRADLEY. What figure do you think might be more ap-
propriate to address the needs of these areas?

Secretary MILLER. Mr. Chairman, I would be hard pressed for a
_number. I think we have felt that the overall budgetary plan that
we have submitted will address in aggregate-not just targeted
iscal assistance but other Government programs as well-the over-
all economic pattern we are now going into, including the kinds of

"trade adjustment assistance, unemployment assistance, the other
programs that--
i Senator BRADLEY. The thing I am getting at is this of the figure

is between $200 million and $340 million for the 1980 budget, and
1the administration has proposed $500 million for the 1981 budget

for a very similar type of program, what was the analysis that
-imade you believe that the-$500 million was needed in 1981?

Secretary MILLER. It was our judgment that, of the $1.4 billion
likely decrease in State aid for localities that would come about

' from removal of revenue sharing payments to the States, roughly
one-third of that was an adequate--

Senator BRADLEY. The $1.4 billion? What is the $1.4 billion?
Secretary MILLER. The $1.4 billion is an estimate that, if the

,-State share of revenue sharing is terminated we think from our
study that States would adjust their assistance to local govern-

g ments by a total of $1.4 billion.
Senator BRADLEY. You mean they would raise their taxes to-
Secretary MILLER. The States would not give $1.4 billion to local

governments they have been giving, in the aggregate. In other
*6rds, this is an analysis of how we think they would adjust their
budgets.

Bae on going-into nine States in detail-and the nine States
'included a sampling of agricultural States and industrial States to

et a data base-we project that without the State share of revenue
,Sharing, that about $1.4 billion less will go to communities from

qStates, and that since one-fourth of that will be available in fiscal
y--year 1981, that if we would make up another $500 million, that we
-would be roughly 60 percent covered in 1981.
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hIn the next year you would be roughly one-third covered, and

this would allow time for the States and local governments to
adjust the programs.

Senator BRADLEY. If the committee will indulge just one quick
question, earlier you noted that the 1981 budget was amended to
provide an additional $900 million in authority and $700 million in
outlays for revenue sharing, and you mentioned that that might be

I where the money for transitional assistance would come from.
My question to you is that if that was your assumption, why

wasn't the administration supportive of the Kassebaum-Bradley
amendment?

Secretary MILLER. I was not aware that we took any action one
way or the other. I think the amendment came up rather quickly. I
wasn't even aware of it being offered. I believe it passed without
our assistance, which shows the weight of the merits.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you.
Senator Dole.
Senator DOLE. To follow on, there is the $500 million in the

budget, then, for this transitional assistance. That money is in the
budget?

Secretary MILLER. It is in our proposal. It has not been approved
by the House in passing its budget resolution. The Senate accepted
the $900 million, which is slightly different in its allocation. It is

A -going- to States rather than being allocated directly to communities
as we have proposed.

So our proposal has not been accepted by either the Senate or
the House. The House accepted no transitional assistance. The
-Senate has accepted the Bradley-Kassebaum $900 million.

Senator DOLE. As I understand it, you have lost in conference? If
there is no money in the budget, what do you propose to do?

Secretary MILLER. We are going to continue to try to seek its
inclusion.

Senator DOLE. You are not relying on the import fee, I hope, for
Anything.Secretary MILLER. No, sir, not for anything.

Senator DOLE. Pardon?
Secretary MILLER. We are not relying on the import fee for any

of the funding; we are relying on that to conserve energy.
Senator DOLE. Is there some new study out that indicates it

would do that?
Secretary MILLER. Yes, sir.
Senator DOLE. It is one that escaped our attention, then.
Secretary MILLER. I know that we would all like to save more

energy. If we would be willing to have a large gasoline tax passed

by Congress, that would probably aid us. We could recycle it and so
ZVI forth. That hasn't caught on.

Senator DOLE. Why not just speed up decontrol, and maybe con-
serve energy and raised prices?

Secretary MILLER. And increase the funds to the producers
rather than in the gasoline conservation fee where we are passing
those funds to our Government rather than to the producers.

Senator DOLE. I don't want to get off onto the import fee. I
assume we will have a chance to discuss that--

Secretary MILLRz. That will be the headline.
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Senator DOLE. Right. But just going down the list, we just by
chance took a look at the formula you used and applied it to the 20
States represented on this committee. Five do better and fifteen

don't do as well as we would do under the normal allocation, if that

is any indication wha this committee might do. You have 5 bene-
fiting and 15 losing, so we might have our own difference.

Let's take the chairman of this committee, who has some influ-

ence. Louisiana would receive about half as much under your

formula as they would under using the usual allocation system.
Secretary MILLER. They would receive about half as much? i
Senator DOLE. That is my understanding, right. I like Wisconsin,

Michigan, New York, California, Ohio and New Jersey, but I like

Kansas even more. We are going to be dropped down to about 0.38
percent. Wisconsin would get about 5.51 percent. It looks almost

like a New York aid proposal. They would get about a quarter of

the $500 million, followed by California, Ohio, New Jersey and

other very important States as we look down the road. [General
laughter.]

Or up the road, depending. I guess the question is why didn't we

just use the usual allocation system? You didn't take into account
State aid to education, is that correct?

f Secretary MILLER. That is correct. That is, of course, handled in a

different channel. It is not in this program.
Senator DOLE. I am told by my staff that States can get about

10.9 percent more under the usual allocation. So if you start going
down the committee, for example, in Kansas we would drop to

about less than half that amount. The only States who would

benefit represented on this committee are Minnesota, New Jersey,
New York, Wisconsin and Wyoming. All of the other States repre-

sented on this committee would receive less, which would indicate
to me that there might be some disagreement with the formula.

I would think the same would be true on the House side where
you have got congressional districts involved. _

Secretary MILLER. We realize, Senator Dole, that any formula
has that problem. One of the problems of seeking perfection is that

everyone wants a share. What we have merely tried to do is to say

where the hardship is going to come from discontinuing State

revenue sharing in terms of the effect on local governments.
As to State governments, again, as I have pointed out, the whole

program is 1 percent of their revenues. I think States can adapt to

the loss of 1 percent. I think communities will have a harder time

doing so. The formula that we selected, and we are not defending it

as perfect-again, we would welcome any constructive suggestions
to improve it-but the purpose of it was to say where are local
governments going to be losing out, and how do we help them?

If that is true, we thought that the proxy for that is where are

they getting aid now? It is there we would put the money. The

formula then comes out the-way it comes out. In California, the per

capita grant is a lot lower than in many other States. The highest

per capita grant happens to be-to the District of Columbia, where

local assistance is more involved.
It is true that New York gets about. $6.60 per capita, Wisconsin

$5.80, and so forth. But States come out the way the formula
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works, and that is based on trying to replace this aid to local
governments.

Senator DOLE. I don't want to belabor it. They come vultwith less
than they would if we used the usual allocation.

Secretary MILLER. Some would come out with less and some
more.

Senator DOLE. If I look at the committee which has the jurisdic-
tion over the program, three-fourths come out with less and one-
fourth with more. Maybe that isn't the way/we ought to decide this
formula, but in my 12 years here it has been known to happen.
[General laughter.]

You go to the floor to vote,'and everybody has a list and you look
at whether your State does better or worse under my formula than
they do under someone else's formula.

Secretary MILLER. Every time we go through this program we
make the computer operators happy because we have to do a
computer run for everyone and see what happens in his district.

Senator DOLE. It seems to me if you are just talking about a 2-
year transition, there is not much reason to disturb the present
allocation. That is the point that probably will be discussed. I was
just hoping we would have an opportunity to have Treasury input
on other proposals that are before the committee.

I think the administration proposal now is before us and there
are others before us, and maybe we can do what we should do
under the restraint that we have without doing violence to the
fiscal 1981 budget.

Secretary MILLER. We are prepared to run an analys.3 and would
be happy to provide you the figures. I think we have a program set
up so we can do that.

Senator DURENBERGER. One observation on the impact on States.
Apparently the chairman of the subcommittee has some figures
that indicate at least 20 States will be running deficits. r just
wanted to call to his attention and to yours, if you are going to go
back and analyze that figure, that there are a number of States
that have already made the cuts that you anticipated they would.

I think my own State went through quite an argument. The
legislature wanted to assume that there would be revenue sharing,
and the Governor said let's not assume it. As a result, we cut back
services in Minnesotaby approximately $50 million and made our
contribution to the $1.4 billion.

I would just argue that this isn't good public policy, but that is
the kind of effect that we are asking for.

On the subject of your decontrol study, may I ask whether or not
that studyr will also look at State taxing policies and the impact of
those policies on alternative fuel? I am concerned principally about
coal.

Secretary MILLER. Excuse me. I will have to get a little input
from the people doing the study. Why don't you just answer?

Mr. ATEN. Bob Aten, the Treasury staff, State and Local Finance.
For the same reason that we have talked about before, the lag in
the data elements, the effect of coal and the massive increases in
production that people are talking about will probably occur late
enough not to have any substantial impact on the interstate alloca
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tion under the revenue sharing formula during the present re-
newal period.

Secretary MILLER. I think your question is whether State taxing
itself would affect--

Senator DURENBERGER. I was going to get to Bob's point in the
next question. My principal question was, in the study of the
impact of decontrol of oil that we asked for last fall in this commit-
tee, are you logically going beyond the impact of decontrol on
severance and royalty-taxes into the alternative fuel sources such
as coal?

Mr. ATEN. The particular study that I am talking about-and I
am not sure it tracks what you asked for last fall-the one we are
responding to is a letter that we got from the Committee in Febru-
ary. What we are trying to do is to look at major energy-related
severance tax effects.

We are not looking at royalties because, again, royalties are not
part of the State and local tax amounts which are used to calculate
the interstate allocation.

Senator DURENBERGER. SO let me ask the Secretary if he believes
that royalties ought to be included in determining principally the
ability of the States to finance public service. Should they be
another measure of income rather than just personal income and
other income figures?

Secretary MILLER. As you know, tax effort has excluded other
kinds of income. It excluded rents, operations, utilities, royalties
and what not. As to a change of circumstances, I would reserve
judgment. Your point is well taken. It may be that this is a differ-
ent situation than the traditional kinds of revenues we were leav-
ing out of the formula.

I believe our Tax Policy Group is looking at some of these issues.
*That may be why I am not getting you a good answer right now.
We have another office that is doing some of this question of the
decontrol. Perhaps I could get you a more specific answer.

Senator DURENBERGER. My last question relates to tax indexing.
Do you have a current position on the merits of indexing inflation
out of the--

Secretary MILLER. Our taxing system generally?
Senator DURENBERGER. Yes.
Secretary MILLER. Yes, I am generally opposed to it. The problem

with indexing is that it contributes to the illusion that we can get
rid of the burden of inflation. The trouble is that it destroys the
opposition to inflation. If everyone is indexed perfectly, then you
would just accept inflation as a way of life.

_I think that we have to have penalties for inflation, so that we
can marshall the American people to get rid of it.

I think that it is a deadly disease. We have indexed too many
things; I wish we could unindex them. Then we could be sure that
everybody is getting a bite of this dreadful disease. Then they

.,w6uld be out there putting pressure on all of us to change it. As
soon as we make it easy, then no problem. Every time we have
inflation, the result is that nobody cares. Then the result is bad
long-term policy.

Senator DURENBERGER. As I recall, that was your stated public
position, when you came into the administration. I just noticed that
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there were a lot of people who held that position, that same posi-
tion, at the time that you first stated it, and they have changed
their opinions in light of what has happened to the economy, and
what has happened to this country since then.

In a sense, I suppose that I am disappointed that you have not
changed your position.

Secretary MILLER. You know, real income in the past 5 years, I
think, has grown about-5 percent in this country despite inflation.
We should do l etter,- we could do better.

I retain my position that the best way to do it is to go back to
fundamentals, not try to index ourselves away from the realities of
inflation, but to face them squarely. They are hard. They are
difficult. Unless we reverse inflation, the inflationary forces, we
will become a second-rate nation.

If we had a perfect indexing system where everyone held their
relative shares, then inflation would not hurt anyone. It would just
destroy society.

Senator DURENBEROER. There are a lot of people in this country
who would agree with you as far as the--indexing of wages and
entitlement programs, and that sort of thing.'Those are the sort of
people being made insensitive to the impact of inflation.

On the other side, the biggest problem that we have is the one
institution affecting us that is totally insensitive to inflation. That
is the government.

The only way that you make it sensitive is by taking the infa-
tion out of the revenue side of government.

Secretary MILLER. There is another way of course.
A few years ago, the Federal Government was borrowing 26

percent of all the capital raised in the American economy. This
year we are down below 10 percent. If we can continue on our
austerity, we can get down below one percent. I think we would do
more to fight inflation and restore real incomes if we return the
capital markets to the private sector where the availability of
capital, which would be available at lower interest rates if the
Government weren't a major borrower, would allow investment,
productivity, jobs-all the things we need.

Conversely, if we index the tax system, unless we can cut spend-
at the same time, all we are going to do is be back in there

borrowing more because we won't be collecting enough to cover our
outgo. We all know that two-thirds of our budget is now uncontrol--
lable. It would take, I think, more power than Congress has to do
the-

Senator DURENBERGER. But only because of indexing.
Secretary MILLER. Not entirely. Again, I would wonder if Con-

gress has the will even to remove the existing indexing-for people
who perceive themselves to be disadvantaged in society and seek to
be protected in their way. Social Security is a case in point. So it is
a tough problem.

I think we all have to struggle with it. I think we are all seeking
the same objective. I can't fault intellectual approaches that may
be different from my own. I just believe that overall we have got to
work together to go at the basic policies we need to take out
inflation. It is only then that our country will be returned to the
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preeminence-which it needs for its own economic well-being and to
enhance its leadership in the world.

So these are common objectives.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. I appreciate your

giving us so much time. We still have 17 witnesses left.
[The prepared statement of Secretary Miller follows:]
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STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE G. WILLIAM MILLER
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON REVENUE SHARING,
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUE IMPACT, AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

Mr. Chairman and Members of this distinguished Subcom-
mittees

My purpose today is to discuss the President's proposal
for a new Revenue Sharing Program. The proposed bill, S. 2574,
the Local Government Fiscal Assistance Amendments of 1980,"
was submitted to Congress on April 16, 1980. It expresses the
President's continued commitment to the principle of general
fiscal assistance.

The current Revenue Sharing Program is funded through fiscal
1980 at an annual rate of $6.9 billion. Since the Program was
enacted in 1972, one-third of the payments have been allocated
to State governments and two-thirds to localities. The need for
a balanced 1981 budget has caused the Pre3ident to propose that,
in the future, no Revenue Sharing payments be made to States.
The future Program would involve, therefore, only payments to
local governments. These would be made at the rate of $4.6 billion
annually, the present level, and be distributed on the same entitle-
ment basis as the current Program.

As you know, persistent inflation continues to be our nation's
most pressing economic problem, and the Administration has redoubled
its efforts to reduce it. A central element of the intensified anti-
inflation program is greater fiscal discipline, leading to a balanced
Federal budget in fiscal year 1981. To achieve that balance, the
Administration has proposed to reduce 1981 outlays by $17.2 billion.
It was necessary to eliminate funding for Revenue Sharing payments
to State governments as part of this outlay reduction. The need to
cut Federal spending to reduce inflation must take precedence.

M-495
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Revenue Sharing payments currently represent about 1.1 per-
cent of the total general revenues of State governments. The
States have a far greater ability than localities to -absorb a loss
of this magnitude, given both their current financial condition
and their legal authority to adjust revenues and expenditures.

.owever, the loss by State governments of $2.3 billion per
year in Revenue Sharing payments is likely to force them to cut
back their own payments of aid to local governments. To assist
localities, especially those experiencing the most fiscal stress,
in adjusting to the reduced amounts of State aid, the President
has proposed that an additional $500 million in transitional
assistance be paid to local governments in fiscal years 1981 and
1982.

Why Revenue Sharing?

Before turning to our recommendations for the new Program,
let me review the history of Federal Revenue Sharing. The Program
was first enacted in 197-2 to redress a Ofiscal mismatch." Federal
taxes were perceived to be more equitable and responsive to
economic growth than the taxes levied by State and local govern-
ments. At the same time, it was believed that the demands for
State and local government services were rising more rapidly than
the demands for the services provided by the Federal government.

- Many changes have taken place since 1972. it is no longer
true that State and local--and particularly State--revenue
systems are inferior. They have made major strides in broaden-
ing and refining their tax systems so that they are more equitable
and more responsive to economic change.

At the same time, it is no longer clear that expenditure
demands are rising most rapidly at the State and'local level. For
instance, the pressure for increasing education expenditures at
the State and local level has eased. At the same time, the aging
of our population presents the Federal government with rapidly
escalating outlays for social security and medical care.

Because of these trends, the underlying rationale for
Revenue Sharing needs to be reconsidered, and the Program adapted
to changed circumstances. A 'fiscal mismatch' remains the overrid-
ing problem. But the mismatch is quite different from the one
addressed by the original Program.

The primary fiscal problem of the American federal system
today is the imbalance between resources and responsibilities at
the local level. Many local governments in our nation have
responsibilities for providing public services that are dispro-
portionate to the fiscal resources to which they have access.
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The objective of the new Revenue Sharing Program must be to
ensure the access of every general-purpose local government to
fiscal resources in reasonable proportion to its responsibilities
for providing public services.

Fiscal imbalances are due in part to the workings of our
economy. In some cases, the resources of local governments are
inadequate because their economies are declining or lagging
behind growth in the rest of the nation as industry shifts to
other areas. This is a continuing problem in many areas of the
Northeast and upper Midwest. In other cases# resources are
inadequate because the locality's economy is underdeveloped.
This problem is especially acute in the South and in many rural
areas throughout the nation. Neither of these reasons for in-
adequate fiscal resources is easily overcome by local initiatives,
or even by State action. Revenue Sharing is essential to enable
localities whose economies are weak to provide adequate levels
of public services.

The Administration's proposals are designed to relieve the
fiscal problems of the most acutely stressed local governments.
This will be accomplished by improved targeting of Revenue Sharing
payments to local governments making an above-average tax effort
and whose residents have below-average Incomes. With Revenue
Sharing relieving the most serious disparities, the States will
be able to devote their energies and resources to addressing the
underlying structural sources of local fiscal problems. Treasury
will be monitoring the extent to which the Revenue Sharing Program
continues to assist State governments to fulfill their responsi-
bilities for solving local fiscal problems.

Better Targeting of Revenue Sharing

The heart of the Revenue Sharing Program is the formula
that allocates funds to over 39,000 local jurisdictions. This
formula is generally sound. However,'our analysis over the past
two years has indicated that certain modifications should be
made to ensure that the distribution of funds makes a consistent
contribution to the reduction of disparities in local fiscal
capacities. Briefly, under the proposed legislation

1. Current procedures for distributing funds among States
remain unchanged. These procedures allocate resources
in accordance with general patterns of need and are
based on carefully wrought compromises between a host
of legitimate political interests. However, the
$500 million in transitional assistance in fiscal
years 1981 and 1982 will be allocated in proportion
to the current amount of aid provided by each State
to its general-purpose local governments.

62-376 0 - 80 - 23
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2. The essential logic of the intrastate distribu-
tion formula is valid and should be maintained.
However, the formula has been adjusted so that
higher levels of funding are directed toward
full-service jurisdictions whose residents have
comparatively lower incomes and bear high tax
burdens.

3. The allocation procedure of the intrastate
distribution has been modified so that
jurisdictions of comparable size with the same
incomes and tax efforts receive the same Revenue
Sharing payments.

4. The revised formula is consistent with the
principle that virtually every general-purpose
local government in the nation should participate
in the Program.

These recommendations, although modest, will significantly

improve the equity of the Revenue Sharing Program. They are based

on discussions with intergovernmental fiscal experts throughout
the country, and with officials at all levels of government. The

proposal also reflects the conclusions of a year-long review by

the Office of Revenue Sharing of the impacts of the current

formula and known alternatives, and an additional year of research

and development conducted by Treasury's Office of State and Local
Finance.

The Proposed Allocation of Local Revenue Sharing Funds

Let me now describe our specific recommendations for a new,

five-year Revenue Sharing Program involving $4.6 billion in annual

payments to local governments.

Interstate Distribution

The allocation of funds under the current Program begins

with an interstate allocation. Each State (not the State
government) receives the higher amount of what it would receive

under the three-factor Senate formula (population, relative
income, and tax effort) or the five-factor House formula (pop-

ulation, tax effort, creative income, income tax receipts, and

urbanized population). This approach reflects a compromise
effected when the Program was first approved by Congress. It is

particularly important to continue the interstate allocation pro-

cedure because the sectional and regional conflicts it resolves

may be even more intense today than they were in 1972.
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It should be pointed out that these procedures have more
to recommend them than the fact that they effectively resolve
significant conflicts in our national politics. For example,
the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations reports
that the interstate distribution of Revenue Sharing funds is
generally consistent with its index of fiscal stress.

Intrastate Allocation of Funds

Once the Revenue Sharing funds are allocated among the States,
the intrastate allocation procedure begins. The fundamental
strength of the allocation of Revenue Sharing funds rests with this
intrastate formula. The key variables of the formula--population,
relative income, and tax effort--direct funds among county areas
within a State and within each area in a manner that tends to
reduce disparities in the fiscal capacities of local governments.
In its current form, however, the capacity of the intrastate
formula to contribute to fiscal equity is unduly limited in several
important respects. Thus, we are proposing several changes.

1. De-Tiering

The current formula first allocates funds to county areas
within a State and then to individual jurisdictions within each
county. This "tiering' procedure causes some significant
inequities in the allocation of funds. For example, low- and
moderate-income jurisdictions in relatively wealthy counties
receive substantially less -funding than they would receive if
they were located in a county with a per capita income the same
as their own. Conversely, wealthy jurisdictions located in
relatively low-income counties receive disproportionately high
payments.

To eliminate these inequities, the Administration is proposing
to eliminate the initial allocation to county areas. Indeed, all
local governments -within a State will compete for funds on a common
basis. As a result, all jurisdictions with the same income levels
and tax efforts in a given State will receive the same level of
funding on a per capita basis.

2. Maximum and Minimum Grant

The formula now ensures each locality a per capita Revenue
Sharing payment equal to 20 percent of the average per capita
payment to all local governments in the same State. The formula
also limits per capita grants to 145 percent of the State average.
The minimum guarantees a substantial level of funding for all
jurisdictions, regardless of their wealth or the scope of their
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responsibilities. The maximum limits the funding available to
severely stressed jurisdictions that is, those with relatively
low per capita incomes and very high tax efforts.

In order to reduce the seriousness of the inequities intro-
duced by these constraints, the Administration is recommending
that the minimum be lowered from 20 to 10 percent and that the
maximum be raised from 145 to 175 percent. The 175-percent
limitation is needed to avoid directing a disproportionate share
of Revenue Sharing funds to large cities in several States. The
10-percent lower limit is appropriate because no single formula
change should result in more than a 50 percent reduction in funding.

3. Budget Constraint

Some limited-purpose jurisdictions collect very small amounts
of taxes and receive little intergovernmental revenue. For such
governments, the minimum-payment provision results in payments
sufficient to finance a very large proportion of their budgets.
To limit these governments' dependency on Revenue Sharing, the
current formula restricts the amount of the grant to 50 percent of
a jurisdiction's total adjusted (non-education) tax collections and
intergovernmental revenues (not including Revenue Sharing). This
provision is commonly referred to as the budget constraint. As this
constraint is currently defined, Revenue Sharing is financing one-
third of the budgets of more than 500 jurisdictions. (In contrast,
Revenue Sharing finances less than 6 percent of the budgets of all
local governments.)

As presently constituted, this provision has provided a strong
incentive for the preservation of limited-purpose jurisdictions.
Every increase of a dollar in local tax revenue or intergovernmental
transfers received by such a locality, if the minimum payment is
limited by the budget constraint, qualifies it for an additional 50
cents in Revenue Sharing funds.

Reduction of the minimum per capita payment from 20 percent
to 10 percent will reduce the significance of this inequity, but
no government receiving the minimum should be able to-finance
more than a fifth of its budget from Revenue Sharing. Thus, we
are recommending that the budget constraint be reduced from 50 to
25 percent. This recommendation is in keeping with the principle
that no single formula change should result in more than a 50 per-
cent reduction in any locality's funding.

The reduction of the budget constraint necessitates a com-
plementary formula change. Under the current formula, funds not
allocable to a city or town because of the budget constraint are
assigned to the county government that overlies the jurisdiction.
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If the county government is also constrained, the funds are
allocated to the State government. Since State governments
will no longer be eligible to receive Revenue Sharing, the
Administration is proposing that these funds be reallocated to
unconstrained local governments throughout the State.

4. Scale-Down for High-Income Jurisdictions

From the beginning of the Revenue Sharing Program, concern
has been expressed that wealthy Jurisdictions receive exces-
sively large payments. Many very high-income communities now
receive Revenue Sharing payments that cannot be justified by
any reasonable concept of need. This is thoroughly inconsistent
with the fundamental objectives of the Program. Thus, we are
proposing that the Revenue Sharing entitlements of very high-
income Jurisdictions be scaled-down, -at a moderately more rapid
rate than the current formula provides, by an amount that increases
with the income level of the jurisdiction.

This can best be accomplished by the following formula modi-
fications for each jurisdiction with a per capita income higher
than 115 percent of its State's average, the jurisdiction's
tax-effort factor in the formula will be reduced by somewhat more
than the percentage that its per capita income exceeds 115 percent
of the State average. The rationale for initiating the scale-down
at 115 percent is to limit the effect of the provision to the
wealthiest 10 percent of all local governments.

5. Normalization of Adjusted Taxes

The current Revenue Sharing formula credits several hundred
relatively small Jurisdictions with very high tax effort, but in
actual fact their citizens are not subject to onerous tax burdens.
These Jurisdictions are *tax enclaves' that export very large
proportions of their taxes. In order to normalize the tax efforts
of such Jurisdictions, the following formula modification is
proposed the adjusted taxes included in the calculation of tax
effort for a jurisdiction will be reduced by one dollar per capita
below 250 percent of the per capita adjusted taxes of similar
jurisdictions in the Stete (counties, cities, or towns) for each
dollar that its per capita adjusted taxes exceed 250 percent of
that statewide average.

This provision would not apply to a jurisdiction with per
capita adjusted taxes under $250, or to a jurisdiction that is

the sole local government for its geographic area (for example,
a city-county government). The $250 limitation is designed to

protect counties and townships that provide fairly high levels
of services in States where the overwhelming majority of similar
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governments provide only very limited services* The sole-
government limitation protects jurisdictions whose taxes are

high simply because they are responsible for services that are

provided by two or more overlying jurisdictions elsewhere in

the State.

Overview of the Impacts of the Formula modifications

In the aggregate, the proposed formula changes will shift

approximately $228 million among local governments (about 5 per-

cent of total payments to localities). In terms of net impacts

cities, Indian tribes, and rural counties realize the largest

gains; urban counties experience modest losses# and townships

fairly significant losses. Computer printouts detailing the

consequences of the Administration's proposals for every local

government in the nation have been made available to this Sub-

committee.

In general, the formula changes will increase funding for

large cities, and will improve the responsiveness of the alloca-

tion to variations in tax effort and per capita income. Wealthy

jurisdictions will experience substantial reductions in funding.

Payments to a majority of the nation's 105 largest county govern-

ments, typically suburban jurisdictions, will be reduced moderatelyl

a few very high-income counties will experience large reductions.

Lower-income counties will experience moderate gains. Small towns

and poor rural jurisdictions that offer a full range of local

services will be provided additional funds.

The consequences of the formula changes vary from State to

State depending on interactions between local government organiza-

tion and geographical patterns or demographic structure. For

example, the impacts on major cities tend to be different in the

Northeast and Midwest from those in the South and Southwest. In

the Northeast and Midwest, most very large cities have relatively
low per capita incomes and much higher tax efforts compared with

the rest of their States, and especially compared with their

surrounding suburbs. As a consequence, they will experience
increases in Revenue Sharing funding under the revised formula,

often at the expense of their suburbs. In the South and Southwest,

many cities have per capita incomes significantly higher than

the rest of their States. Consequently, the new formula shifts

Revenue Sharing funds from these jurisdictions to relatively
poor, high-tax-effort jurisdictions, often in the rural areas
of those States.

Compliance Requirements

Under the present Program, no recipient may discriminate
on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, age, handi-

cap, or religion in activities funded by Revenue Sharing. In
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addition, recipients must hold public hearings on their budgets
to provide their residents an opportunity to comment on proposed
appropriations of the Revenue Sharing grants. The Administration
recommends continuation of these compliance requirements.

Jurisdictions receiving annual payments totaling $25,000
or more must have an audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards at least once every three years under the
present Program. The Administration proposes to require a4
audit of every year's books conducted at least once every other
year during the new Program.

Transitional Assistance

The termination of Revenue Sharing payments to State govern-
ments, beginning in January 1981, will reduce State revenues by
$2.3 billion per year. Revenue Sharing is a relatively minor
component of State budgets--averaging 2 percent of .heir total
tax receipts. Nevertheless, the loss of Revenue Sharing payments
to State governments is likely to result in substantial reductions
in the aid that the States provide to their localities.

Reliable estimates of the likely losses in State aid are
not available for most individual local governments because the
fiscal impact analysis necessary to identify the magnitudes
of such losses has been done in only a few cases. For the
same reason, estimates of the aggregate losses to all localities
in each State are also unavailable. However, a recent study
commissioned by the Treasury Department -f the fiscal impacts
of terminating Revenue Sharing payments to the States concludes
that the total loss to local governments nationwide may be
as large as $1.4 billion.

Accordingly, the Administration has recommended that an
additional $500 million be distributed to all local governments
along with their regular Revenue Sharing payments in fiscal
years 1981 and 1982. The objective will be to give local govern-
ments time to adjust their financial plans to the loss of State
aid.

Even though estimates of direct local losses of State aid
are unavailable, we expect that the losses will be most severe
in States where aid to local governments is a large proportion
of State government budgets. On the other hand, in States where
such aid is a less important factor in State budgets, the local
losses are likely to be relat-ively minor. Accordingly, the
Administration is proposing that the $500 million in transitional
assistance be allocated among the States in proportion to the
amount of aid that each State government pays to its general-
purpose local governments for purposes other than education. For

-(
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example, if a particular State accounts for 5 percent of all

State aid to general-purpose local governments in the country,

that'State will receive 5 percent of the $500 million, or an

additional $25 million in 1981 and 1982.

The transitional assistance will be added to each State's

share of the $4.6 billion in regular Revenue Sharing payments,

The total amount allocated to a State will then be distributed

among all general-purpose local governments in the State by 
the

revised Revenue Sharing formula.

This procedure for allocating the transitional assistance

was designed to ensure (1) that the funds will be distributed

to local governments in States where the loss of Revenue Sharing

is most likely to reduce State aid to local governments, and

(2) that the distribution of the payments within each State will

favor the fiscally stressed local governments that are most

likely to need help in adjusting to the loss of State aid.

Conclusion

The President believes, and I believe, that through Revenue

Sharing we can address the fiscal problems of local governments

in the 19801s, and build a firm financial foundation for the

future of government in America. A vital and responsive federal

system should be a national priority. But setting priorities,

and finding ways to meet them, always require debate. I hope my

appearance here today will contribute to that debate.

o0o
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Senator BRADLEY. Next will be the Resident Commissioner of
Puerto Rico, Mr. Corrada.

Your full statement will be made a part of the record. You can
summarize your statement or proceed in any way you wish.

STATEMENT BY BALTASAR CORRADA, RESIDENT
COMMISSIONER OF PUERTO RICO

Mr. CORRADA. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and honor-
able members of the subcommittee.

I am accompanied today by Mayor Ramon Luis Rivera, the
mayor of the city of Bayamon, one of the largest cities in Puerto
Rico, and a member of the Puerto Rico Mayor's Federation. There
are two mayor organizations in Puerto Rico, one composed of the
Mayor's Association, and the chairman of that association will
later testify, and the other composed of 40 mayors of the principal
cities in Puerto Rico-the Mayor's Federation, of which Mr. Rivera
is a member.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, thank you for
this opportunity to speak to you on behalf of 3.5 million U.S.
citizens in Puerto Rico and the other U.S. territories on the reau-
thorization of the general revenue sharing program.

Since its enactment, the general revenue sharing program has
excluded Puerto Rico and the U.S. territories from participation,
essentially because these jurisdictions do not pay Federal income
taxes. This total exclusion cannot be justified any longer in 1980.

In an effort to balance the Federal budget, it is expected that
Congress will be reducing or eliminating a host of Federal domestic
assistance program funds which will result in the loss of millions of
Federal dollars for Puerto Rico and the territories.

While these cuts will also affect thousands of communities on the
mainland, they will at least be able to count on revenue sharing
funds to cushion the impact of these cuts. Puerto Rico and the
territories will not have this cushion to fall back on.

A short review of the relevant statistics brings home quite bru-
tall the degree of unfairness in continuing the policy of total
exclusion of the territories from the general revenue sharing pro-
gram. Let me use Puerto Rico as an example for this exercise.

Puerto Rico has over 3.3 million U.S. citizens, ranking 25th in
the Nation on the basis of population. However, it is fourth in the
Nation in total number of poor, with over half the population
qualifying for food stamps, and official unemployment hovering at
17 percent.

F;. ihiose who claim that Puerto Rico is already well taken care
of by Federal aid programs, let me point out that in spite of the
fact that we are fourth in the number of poor in the Nation,
according to 1978 Census Bureau data, Puerto Rico received $344 in
Federal aid per capita, which is $1 below the U.S. median.

Twenty-four States and the District of Columbia received more
Federal aid per capita than Puerto Rico. The District of Columbia
alone received $1,639 per capita in Federal aid in 1978. Appendix A
of my testimony contains a State-by-State list of Federal aid per
capita, which I would like to submit for the record.

(The material referred to follows:]
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APPENDIX k.-FEDERAL AID TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, 1978

kaToW federS aid Federi aid We

Uw ed S aes $ 2............. ......... ..... .............. ............. $...........3............................ ......... $15,293 $345
NlRio .......... 1,15 344
A abaM a ......... ........................................................... . .......................... ......... 1,241 332

....... ....... ............... 408 1,012
....... ......................................................................... . . . 163 324

A~ ansas ................... . ............. . .... . .............. -................. 119 356
Ca na ...... . .......... .. __ ............. .... 8.013 359

........... ..................................... ............................ . . . .... 826 309
C ene c but .. - . . .................... .......... .............................................................. 1,053 340
Deaw are ... ................................................................ . . ................. . . . ......... 22 5 286
Dstrilod Of 0.......... . ..... . . .......................... . ........ ................ 1,105 1,639
fRO a . ..................... .. ....................................................... . ....................... ...... 2,364 215
Ge.ri ................................. ............ ..... ........... ...... 2.031 401
Hawaw ....... ............................................ .................. ................. 3 ............... . . 413 460

.. . ............................................. . . . ... 36 383........ ............................ .................................. ............. ...... ................. .......... ............ 3.467 308
. 2............... ............ 3.. ................ ............. 1.260 234

Iowa ............. ...... 191 215
ansas ............................... ... ....... 616 262

l.usky .............. . . 1,133 324
-.....-----------... .. .. ... . .. . ... ... 1.318 342M aine _ _ _.. ...... .. .... .. ............... ---_ _ --. ... ... ........ .............. ............................ 470 43 1

Marla d ..-...--- ... . .... ...................................... .... -............ ... ....................... 1,318 318
Massachusetts.. .. .... .......... 2,582 447

---- -- ~ . ..... . .. ..------ - 3,280 351
Mea............................ ...................... ... ...... .......... 3,351 331

.......... . . . .............. I............. .............. 916 381
Missouri_ . .......... ........... ................ .............. ............ .............. ... .......... 1,279 263
Mona . . ....... .................. 397 506

-ka -- ....... 459 293
S................. .-.... 269 408

New Ha p hire ........................ ................. ........ . ..................................... 289 332
New Jersey -....-.--.--.------.-.- ........... ........ . ...................... 2,552 348
New .ex.o.... .......... ..... ...... 608 502
New York ............... 8,313 472
mort Car( W _ .. ... ........... ..... . ......................... .1. .................. 2.................. .... 1,656 297

ort Damo sa -............................ .............................. . ............................................ 259 397
O io ....-.-.... .................. . .................................. . . ..... 2,905 270
Owahoma... . ...................... ..... ...... ............ 931 325Oregon . ........... ...... I----............ ... ...... I................... ........... ........................... 1,015 440
Pen sylvania ............ ..... ........................................................................................................ 3,912 333
Rhode ................. ..................... . .......................... ................................... 388 415
Sooth ... ........ . .- - .... ..- . ....... .... 903 309
Sout Dakota ....... ............... .........- .................. ........... ................ 288 411

.en essee . ...................... ........... .............. ......... 1,331 305
Texas .......................... ......................................................................................................... 3,295 253
Utah ........ ...... ......... . .......... .. ...................................... .... 434 332
Vern . . ...... . 241 495
vignia -........................ ........................... ..................................................... 1,468 285
W ashington ........................................ ..........................................- .................. 1,311 347
W est Wv aM ....... . . . ................................................... ................................... 108 381
W- -consin ............... ...... ..................... . .... 1.601 343
Wy.uS ......... ........................... ........... . ... 236 S5

Sorc. IWisc Abskta d e US. (10ft 6on).' 8ea of Wb Cems, US. Oqwtmeund of cmc, at p. 291.

Mr. CORRADA. Moreover, U.S. citizens in Puerto Rico and the
U.S. Territories do not enjoy equal treatment in several large key
domestic programs, which has forced our local governments to
make up the difference through higher local tax efforts.

For example, we are excluded totally from the SSI program,
which represents a loss of some $370 million for Puerto Rico alone,
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and under the medicaid program, we are limited to a $30 million
ceiling, or $120 million less than what we would receive under
equal treatment.

If you then look at the level of local tax effort, which is a key
factor in the revenue-sharing allocation formula, you will discover
that Puerto Rican income tax is the highest in the Nation, bar
none, higher even than the Federal income tax. Yet, there are
seven States-eight if you include Alaska's recent changes virtual-
ly eliminating their income tax-which receive general-revenue-
sharing funds even though they do not have a State income tax.

I submit Appendix B for the record, which lists State income tax
rates across the Nation. Indeed, on a per capita basis, only 15
States and the District of Columbia surpassed Puerto Rico in 1978
State government tax collectiosn9,-according to the Census Bureau.
This information is included-in -Appendix C, which I submit for the
record.

[The material referredtAofollows:]

APPlDIX- B-.--E TAXES

raxaW &WA rates (Wrcht)

Puer o ........ .. 1 lo.
Aemec................... ...... . . . .. o ....

Dueto l lut ...... ... ..... ........ .......... ...: 1 117 .... ........ ...

A . ............ ... .... .... Iom _n_ .
eoriaS. ............ .. 21IV to.. .......... ..... ................... ............ _ _ ........ ............. 1 t0 7 ....... .................

caf ............... . .......... ... . _...... I to ).--.... -..........
Coo - -- ..... . .. ... ............. 3 ... ..... ................U nnmectici ................... .................. No 6v om u ..........

S ... ................ . ...... 1.5 to 16
District of ..... . ................... ......... 21o . ... ..... .......

....ia. ....... ..... . . ........ No i ....
......... ...................... -........ ......... .2 b1 .. .............................Howa ...... .......... .... _ ........ ...... .......... ... ............ ....... .2.25 1 to I .. ........ .... ....

a o ......... . ..... ....... 2 1o 7.5 .... .............
felas ....... ..................... ............ c ........ .. ...........

lowz ..... .......... ............. .......... ........ .............. .... ........0 , o 1 .. ............. ...
IaM s ............ ................. ........................... ............... - S1o9 .... .......... .

l { ck ................ ............... ................. .................. 2 o .......... .. ....... ....
Kenu kyn .............................. ................ ... ................. ...- 2 10 6 _ _ ................. .......

Maine~~~~~ ~~~ .. . ....... .... ....... ................................ I oO.............. ....... ......
r ... ................. 21 ....................

...... ...... . ......... . .. 2.o... .. _4 ............ .......... ............ _... ............... ............. 5............. .1 ..... ......................
... ....... ..... .... ... .. ....... .. ... ........... . 6....... 4 . ...... .................. ......

ii m s b.......................... ..... ....... ........ .............. ........ 1.6 to 16 ............ ..............

......__...... .................. .............. ... ...... ..................... 2 1to 1 I .......... ...
Nd ak ............. .._........ ..... ............ .................. ........... (11 percent of * mted

federal ine tax
klty).

Nevada~~~~~~~~~ .... .... .... . .... ..... . .... .................. No Wnoe lax .............
W or Harr ie ......... . ..... ... .... ... ... ........ ..5. . . .......... ... ..
Now Jersey .. ............................. .... ....... ........ 2 to 14. .............
NM llexc ............... ........... .. .............. 0.S Iog.. ...........
NOW York. ... ......... .......... ....... ........ ... ...... ... 2 bo 14 .. ............................
I" .a n ......................... . . ...... .... 3 lo 7. ...... .......
"k DA 1 ------ ... .. ..... .. ............ ........... I to ... .. ...... .

axa* income bac s
tow. MAmount Ainm!

overr

$200 $215,400
2,00 200,000
1,000 5,000
4.000 400,000
1,000 6,000
2,999 25,000
2,000 15,500
1,000 10,000

1,000 100,000
100 25.00

1,000 25,000
500 30,000

1,000 5.000

2,O00 25,000
3,000 8,000

10,00 50,000
2,000 25,000
1,000 3,000

(a) (,)
(,) (a)

500 27,500
5,000 5,O00
1,000 9,000
1,000 35,000

(a) (1)

(a)
20,000

2,000
1,000
2,000
3.000

()
20.000

100,000
23.000
10,000
30.000
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APPENDIX B.-INCOME TAXES--Coitinued

Tax"e kcm bracket
State T" m rates (Pere) Lowedt Amowt Ihest Aimrd

............. 0.5 to 3 .5 .... .... 5,000 40,000
0 .5 16. 200 15000

-- . to 00_.0 0............0....... 500 I00
Pe m lv i -- ----------- ----------- _---------- ... .... .. 2 ............... . ... ... , ,

- Isld --------. . . . ........... (19 percent of wm dfi (S) (I)
Federal km tax
-ity).

South C __ .................. .. ........................ 2 o ...... 2.000 10,000
South aNo ................
e _...........-..- .... -.-. - . .............................. ('
: T xa .......... ................................... ... .............. ............ NO k " UX ........ .... ......

Utah .. .......................... 2.25 I1.15 .. 150 4,500
...Vermont ...... 23 percent of Federal (') (')

nc m tmeax).
1- W gra ........................-..-- .... 2 to 5_5 ....................... 3.000 12,000

- W ashin"to _ _... ............ ...............------- ..................... w income tax ........

Wedt ........ ...... ...................... -2.1 o 9.6.-.. ......... 2,000 200,000
3.4 to 3,000 40,000

............. ......... ....................... ......... No km lc x....... .....

Sources: 1Wisfie Ab*at or O US. (IOM Edtion)," Breau of Nt C~ens, US. tr orxi4 d Coomierce. aip. 302. Pwb Io
(D1.eCE d t Tresuy.

APPENDIX C.-STATE GOVERNMENT TAX COLLECTIONS'. 1978

1oW cokcte+ e
ke(inperoes)

Puerto I..c......................... ............ .............. $1,192 $534
Alabama ...... ......... ............ ....... ............................................... .................... ........ 1,589 425

. . . . ................ .. ................ .... .. 563 1,391
A, r ....... ... ...... ... .......... ........ .............. ........ ......... .................... ........... .. ....... 1,301 55

Akmansas ................. .................. ...................................... . ... 926 424
w orria .... ....._ _. .............. ................. ... ............... ........................ .. ................... 15,018 614

Colorado .... ............ ............................................................... .. ................................... 1,212 454
Co ecticut ................................... ..... ............... .......................... 1,550 500
Y oist fIcto ib .... ... 8........... ................................... ......................... ........................48 1,258
Delaw are .............. . ................. ................... ...... . ............ ........ ......... . .......... 450 112

Florida .................. ... ... ....... ............ 3,164 438
Georga ........................................................... ..................................... 2.184 430

aw ......... . ........... .................... ................ 8......... 42
....... .. ......................... ..... ............ ... . ............. 416 414

. . .... ............................. ...... .. ..................... 5,714 514
.. ....... . . . ......................... ............................. 2,455 451

Iow a .................... .............. .............. ............................. ....................._.. ......... 1,402 484
Kansas .... .................................. . ........................ 1,051 448

S..................... ............ ..... ........... . ................................................... 1,842 521
- a . ................. ................ . ................................ ....................... IM 499

aie .............................. . .......... ....................... ....... ... 521 483
Ma rand ....... ............ 1 ........ .... ........................... .............. ............ .......... I...... ............... .......... . 2,405 8
Mae~1ac s .. ........................ ............. .... 3,301 582

.Ihi .n ... ....... . .......... . . .............. ....... .................... ........ 5. ........... 5,445 593
mi a .......... . .................... . .. ......... . ........ 2,159 6 8

..ississii- ................. . .. ... . .......................... 1,094 455
M issm ..................................................................... 1,184 361
moa n ................................... ................... ... ............................. 33 431

. ................. ............. ...................................... ... ......................... 680 435
Nevada .. ................. ................................................. 391 592
New Hampshire ..................... . ................... .............................. 240 276
New Jersey .......... .. ......... ........ . . . . . . ..... 3,440 469
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APPENDIX C.-STATE GOVERNMENT TAX COLLECTIONS s, 1978--Continued

Ara TOW oakm CChC

New Medc . . 761 628
NOW .. 10934 616
North - - --...... . .... . ......................... ... 2,60 468
modtDakota ...................................... . . . . 310 475
o ... .. ....................................................... ............................ .................. 4,135 385

RhdIsland..... ................................................... ... . ~ 458 490SAuth rola ............. ............................. ................. . ..... 1364 461

S OA ... . ....... ..... . .. 224 325
Temesee ... . .. ........... _ __ -.................. 1,104 391
Te.as ... ... ........................... .. ....................................... 5,M 414
U. . . ..... .. 606 464
*mon - ..... .. 34 480
Wga ............. 2,336 454
Was1 ,o ... ..... 2,448 649
West Y g i ....... .. ... ....... ........ . 981 521
w-co a ........ ....... ....... . . . 3,089 660

28 682

Abbs loc e s al e Sla s txes, and kcftm ON rdvdiwh and c ra m come laze, rMa fud aes. genIal sad g ros
xaer aod Iobaccoprodt lazes, ad foto VW&~ and erator's icens

Sac Isi Astad d Me U. (100(b [66m): 8n of De Cess U.S mpAl 0 Comm, 0 w 14. 301. W 878.

Mr. CORRADA. The third element in the allocation formula for
revenue sharing-besides population and tax effort-is per capita
income. Puerto Rico's per capita income in 1976 was $2,414, almost
$1,000 less- than Mississippi's 1975 per capita income-$3,323-
which is the lowest among the 50 States, according to the latest
Censtus data.

Mr. Chairman, my desire would be for statelike treatment for
Puerto Rico in this program. But we know the old argument that
we don't pay Federal income taxes. We are asking for basic fair-
ness and equity. We cannot continue to use this "us versus them"
argument today within our Nation, dividing our citizens into
classes.

We are all one Nation. We are all American citizens. The exclu-
sion of Puerto Rico and the U.S. Territories from Federal income
tax coverage was a conscious policy decision made by Congress
decades ago to aid these offshore jurisdictions in their economic
development.

Indeed' the true beneficiaries of this tax exemption policy are
those U.9. corporations and their stockholders with investments in
these islands who also benefit from local public services. It does not
make any sense to negate this Federal tax policy by forcing Puerto
Rico and the Territories, already fiscally stressed, to come up with
even more local funds to make up for these Federal budget cuts.

In 1977, the Congress saw through this tired argument and
'granted at my request a I-percent set-aside to Puerto Rico and the
Territories in the countercyclical program, which is the companion
program of General Revenue Sharing. How can we in fairness
allow one and disallow the other, and in light of the clear evidence
of need we have shown to you today?
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Furthermore, of course, as you know, the countercyclical fiscal
assistance program is not being reauthorized, so we are losing or
will be losing sore of those funds also.

Naturally, we would like to have an equal share of general
.. revenue sharing, but we realize that to some extent we must defer

to the tax argument to reach a compromise. But I also know that
qyou understand that the other extreme, total exclusion, is just as

unreasonable and inequitable.
We need to provide our citizens with police and fire protection,

, health and education programs, parks, recreation, sanitation, high-
ways, and the many other essential public services which our main-
land communities provide today with the help of revenue sharing
funds.

You will listen today, Mr. Chairman, to an argument made by
Mr. Benjamin Cole, mayor of the city of Mayaguez, that I should be
asking or the 3.3 percent of equal treatment of Puerto Rico as a

I State. I would like to ask for that. It is quite ironic that Mr. Cole
would want Puerto Rico to be treated as a State, yet he does not
favor statehood for Puerto Rico. He will be telling Puerto Ricans
down there not to support statehood, but he will come up here and
tell you that he wants Puerto Rico to be treated like a State under
this program.

I expect to ask that Puerto Rico be treated as a State, with full
-dignity, when we are partners in this Union. I will be the first one
to ask for treatment as a State, and I often do ask for Puerto Rico's
treatment as a State. I feel I have a right to do so because I also

i believe that Puerto Rico should have some other responsibilities of
statehood as well.

I am not asking in this particular program that Puerto Rico be
treated as a State, because we don't pay Federal taxes, although
that is the position that I usually take with reference to programs
-that are favoring individuals in Puerto Rico, as I believe that we
Should be treated as a State.

Finally, if I may be allowed to proceed for one more minute, Mr.
Chairman, I would like to state that with reference to how that 1-
percent set-aside is applied, if you decide that there should be a

- State share as well as a local community rhare of revenue sharing,
like under the existing legislation that one-third goes to the State
and two-thirds to the local communities, I believe that also in the
case of Puerto Rico, one-third should go to the State government
and two-thirds to the local communities.

In the event that the State share is eliminated from this pro-
gram, then I submit that in the case of Puerto Rico, the full
amount should go to the units of local governments, which are the
78 municipalities in the island, under a plan to be submitted by the
Governor of Puerto Rico and the Governors of the other territories,

_ to the U.S. Treasury Department as to how these funds will be
allocated in Puerto Rico on the basis of local tax effort, population,
and income per capita.

So that while the Governor would be responsible in submitting
the plan to the U.S. Treasury Department, the formula would be
on that basis and the Governor would simply be a conduit so that
these funds are properly distributed on that basis to the units of
-local government.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.,
Senator BRADLzY. Thank you very much, Mr. Corrada. I don't

have questions because I think I fully understand your testimony.
Our conversations have answered many of my questions.

Mr. CORRADA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BRADLEY. Senator Dole.
Senator DoLE. I appreciate very much your testimony. You made

it very clear. I have no questions.
Mr. CORRADA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the

subcommittee.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you, Mr. Corrada.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Corrada follows:]

TESTIMONY BY BALTASAR CORRADA, RESIDENT COMMISSIONER OF PUERTO RioO

Mr. Chairman, honorable members of the Subcommittee-thank you for this
opportunity to speak to you today on behalf of the 3V million U.S. citizens in
Puerto Rico and the other U.S. Territories on the reauthorization of the General
Revenue Sharing Program.

Since its enactment, the General Revenue Sharing Program has excluded Puerto
Rico and the U.S. Territories front participation because these jurisdictions do not
pay Federal income taxes.

This total exclusion cannot be justified any longer in 1980.
In an effort to balance the Federal budget, it is expected that Congress will be

reducing or eliminating a host of Federal domestic assistanceprogram funds which
-will result in a loss of millions of Federal dollars for Puerto Rico and the Territor.
Aes. While these cuts will also affect thousands of communities on the mainland,
they will at least be able to count on revenue sharing funds to cushion the impact of
these cuts. Puerto Rico and the Territories will not have this cushion to fall back
On.

A short review of the relevant statistics bring home quite brutally the degree of
unfairness in continuing the policy of total exclusion of the Territories from the
General Revenue Sharing Program. Let me use Puerto Rico as an example in ths
exercise:

Puerto Rico has over 3.3 million U.S. citizens, ranking 25th in the nation on the
basis of population. However, it is 4th in the nation in total number of poor, with
over half of the population qualifying for food stamps, and official unemployment
hovering at 17 percent. For those who claim that Puerto Rico is already well taken
care of by Federal aid programs, let me point out that according to 1978 Census
Bureau data, Puerto Rico received $344 in Federal aid per capita, which is the U.S.
median. Twenty.four states and the District of Columbia received more Federal aid
per capita than Puerto Rico. The District of Columbia alone received $1,639 per
capita in Federal aid in 1978. Appendix A of my testimony contains a state-by-state
list of Federal aid per capita, which I submit for the record.

Moreover, U.S. citizens in Puerto Rico and the U.S. Territories do not enjoy equal
treatment in several large key domestic programs, which has forced our local

i governments to make up the difference through higher local tax efforts.
For example, we are excluded totally from the SSI program, which represents a

loss of some $370 million for Puerto Rico alone, and under the Medicaid program,
we are limited to a $30 million ceiling, or $120 million less than we would receive
under equal treatment.

If you then look at the level of local tax effort, which is a key factor in the
revenue sharing allocation formula, you will discover that the Puerto Rican income
tax is the highest in the nation, bar none, higher even than the Federal income tax.
Yet, there are seven states-eight, if you include Alaska's recent changes virtually
eliminating their income tax-which receive general revenue sharing funds even
though they do not have a state income tax. I submit Appendix B for the record,
which lists state income tax rates across the nation. Indeed, on a per capita basis,
only 15 states and the District of Columbia surpassed Puerto Rico in 1978 State
government tax collections, according to the Census Bureau. This information is
included in Appendix C, which I submit for the record.

The third element in the allocation formula for revenue sharing (besides popula-
tion and tax effort) is per capita income. Puerto Rico's per capita income hi 1976
was $2 414 almost $1,000 less than Mississippi's 1975 per capita income ($3,323),
which is the lowest among the fifty states, according to the latest Census data.
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Mr. Chairman, my desire would be for state-like tretnent or Puerto Rico in this
program. But, we know the old argument that we don't pay Federal income taxes.
We are asking for basic fairness and equity. We cannot continue to us

-i ersus them" argument today within our nation, dividing our citizens into clauses.
-We are all one nation. The exclusion of Puerto Rico and the U.S. Territories from

Federal income tax coverage was a conscious policy decision made by Congress
ades ago to aid these offshore jurisdictions in their economic development.

- .zded, the true beneficiaries of this tax exemption policy are those U.S. corpora-
1ions and their stockholders with investments in these islands who also benefit from
local public services. It does not make any sense to negate this Federal tax policy by
forcing Puerto Rico and the Territories, already fiscally stressed, to come up with
-even more local funds to make up for these Federal budget cuts.

In 1977, the Congress saw through this tired argument and granted at my request
a 1% set-aside to Puerto Rico and the Territories in the countercyclical program,
which is the companion program of general revenue sharing. How can we in

- fairness allow one and disallow the other, and in light of the clear evidence of need
we have shown to you today? This is particularly true now that it is expected that

-the countercyclical fiscal assistance program will not be authorized.
Naturally, we would like to have an equal share of GRS, but we realize that to

some extent we must defer to the tax argument to reach a compromise. But, I also
know that you understand that the other extreme-total exclusion-is just as un-
reasonable and inequitable. We need to provide our citizens with police and fire
protection, with health and education programs, with parks, sanitation, highways
and the many other essential public services which our mainland communities
provide today with the help of revenue sharing funds.

Therefore, Mr. Chairman, I hope that your Committee will agree that a 1% set-
side for Puerto Rico and the U.S. Territories should be included in the GRS reauth-
orization bill. This is a very modest figure, Mr. Chairman. The "Economic Study of
Puerto Rico," a two-volume report published just last February by the U.S. Com-
nmerce Department, states that according to the U.S. Treasury Department, if
Puerto Rico had received state-like treatment in the GRS program, it would have
received, during entitlement period number 6 (July 1975 to June 1976), an estimated

210 million, or over 3.3 percent of the national total for that period. This level of
-allocation would have ranked Puerto Rico eighth in total GRS funds and first in
GRS funds per capita among the states.

But, we are not asking for that 3.3 percent, Mr. Chairman. We know well how
-difficult it is to propose equal treatment given the Federal income tax exemption.
Rather, we believe a 1 percent level would reasonably span both extremes of total

A ORS exclusion and full state-like treatment.
- --Also, Mr. Chairman, we do not favor any proposal which would grant some

participation for us in GRS at the expense of allocations to other mainland jurisdic-
-tions. Our request should not be viewed as one which seeks to shave away any GRS

funds to be allocated nationally. Otherwise, our 1 percent proposal would never
receive serious consideration on its merits. I hope this point clarifies any concern
you may have on this question.

Mr. Chairman, we obviously want to receive state-like treatment someday, but we
want it as full-fledged partners in the Union. That day is not too far off, Mr.
Chairman. But, in the meantime, some relief should be provided to Puerto Rico and
the Territories under the set-aside formula I am proposing.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Senator BRADLEY. Our next witness will be Dr. Richard Nathan,
director of the Princeton Urban and, Regional Research Center,
Princeton University, in Princeton, N.J.

Welcome to the subcommittee, Mr. Nathan. You may proceed.

--STATEMENT OF RICHARD NATHAN, DIRECTOR OF THE PRINCE-
TON URBAN AND REGIONAL RESEARCH CENTER, PRINCETON

5_ UNIVERSITY, PRINCETON, NJ.

Mr. NATHAN. Thank you.
I am going to just read a couple of comments from my testimony

and ask that it be put in the record.
In a column written 4 years ago, in the year of the first exten-

sion of the revenue sharing program, Roland Evans, Jr. and Robert
Novak wrote, "Federal-State relations, no matter how important, is
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perhaps the most confusing -and surely the most deadly boring of
all political issues."

Confusing, yes. Boring to many people. Nevertheless, the issues
before this subcommittee as you consider the second legislative
extension of the general revenue sharing program are tremendous-
ly important for American federalism and domestic public policy.

The essential idea of this testimony is to urge the subcommittee
to take a longer look at the intergovernmental fiscal scene, and not
to be inordinately swayed by the retrenchment fever of this year.

In 1976, it was felt by proponents of the revenue sharing pro-
gram that it should last another 4 years so it would expire on the
eve of a Presidential election, at precisely the time when the pres-
sures would be the strongest, it was felt, for the continuation of
this fiscal flow into the coffers of 39,000 State and local govern-
ments.

It was not expected then that in 1980 a crescendo of domestic
budget cutting would make the election this year a time of chal-
lenge and testing for the general revenue sharing program. Only a
miracle on the scale of the Red Sea parting would save the State
share of revenue sharing today. The local share, which apparently
is going to remain intact, has depreciated by 30 percent over the
past 8 years.

A year ago, Senator Bradley, in a speech which you made before
the U.S. Conference of Mayors, you listed three revenue sharing
programs that the Congress would be considering this year: general
revenue sharing, targeted fiscal assistance, and a standby counter-
cyclical program. You said that you felt there is merit in consider-
ing these three programs together as three components of a single
package of intergovernmental assistance.

My basic point in this testimony is best expressed in the form of
a question. Are there ways that Congress can move toward a three-
part revenue sharing law in 1980, even if some parts of this pro-
gram will not be funded in 1981?

The answer that I hope can be given is that we should not forgo
a multiple or broader strategy this year, and that in fact, there
may be benefits to proceeding on this basis. One possible benefit of
a three-part revenue sharing approach in 1980 has to do with the
condition of the economy. If the economy turns down sharply this
year-and the first quarter figures have just been revised down-
ward-it would be advantageous to have a program designed and
agreed to that could provide payments to communities hard hit by
high unemployment, either in the form of structural fiscal assist-
ance or in the form of a standby countercyclical revenue sharing
program.

My understanding is that it is not possible for the Congress to
authorize an entitlement program in any year if it is not funded in
that year. What this means, I gather, is that you cannot authorize
this year such measures as, first, the restoration of the one-third
share for the States in the revenue sharing program, which I would
favor; second, a program for 1982, not for 1981 but for 1982, of aid
for communities which have structural economic problems; and
three, a standby or countercyclical revenue sharing program to aid
communities hard hit by the decline in the national economy.

62-376 0 - 80 - 24
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Nevertheless, there may be steps short of actual authorization
.4,which would make it possible to. move quickly in the future if
,,either the political mood or the economic conditions change suffi-
ciently to warrant an expansion of the revenue sharing program.

Again, I would ask a question. Would it not be possible in report
._language by the committee to come to agreement on the concept,
on the approach and on the operations of these three components

:f a revenue-sharing package as just described?
I would add, Mr. Chairman, that so much useful work has been

-done in getting ready for the debate this year on the reauthoriza-
tion of the revenue sharing program that it seems to me it would

be a shame to let this moment go by without in some way having
the Congress set forth a contingency plan that reflects a consensus

J on the issues discussed this year, which then could be acted upon
quickly next year should there be support for a multiple revenue
sharing program.

The administration, in conjunction with its budget revisions this
year proposed something which is called transitional assistance.
The administration went so far as to develop what I consider an

j-extraordinarily ill-considered proposal for distributing this $500
million.

The Senate, I am happy to say, under the Kassebaum-Bradley-
-Durenberger amendment, added $700 million to budget function
850 without adopting this distribution proposal.

I have included this background in my testimony to lead up to a
-discussion of some formula ideas that we have been experimenting

.-T:with at Princeton. At this point in my testimony, I have what is
lviike a cigarette pack warning which reads: "As an aside to the
reader who has gotten this far: Now you see why Evans and Novak-said Federal-State relations is the most deadly boring of all politi-
c -Cal issues."

: Turning to the formula approach that we have been working on,
IAit is based on four objectives which are listed in my testimony. The

-first objective is to rely on the State to allocate and administer
these transitional or special funds. The second principle is that it
should be based on an allocational system and national data that
are easily accessible, widely recognized as reliable, and can be
updated periodically.

The third principle is what I call efficiency. "Targeting" is last
4_-year's word; efficiency is a better term in the current policy set-

ting. By that I mean providing money to the communities with the
- greatest need.The fourth criterion is simplicity, using a straightforward, un-

complicated eligibility formula.
The testimony goes on to describe work that we have done, and

since then we have developed it a little more fully, where we use
:_the urban development action grant program eligibility test to
-identify urban need. I brought with me today a variant which also
-takes into account rural poverty and puts the two together.

There are actually three variations, the data we have show how
t he States would be affected if you allocate funds to the State on
the basis of the areas with urban need an4 rural need.

Once a share is determined for a State, the States would then
suballocate these funds. There are many options that could be
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adopted at that point. We have been looking at the New Jersey
program for providing special funds for needy communities. A good
argument can be made to leave it to the States to distribute this

K money to communities that have particular needs; New Jersey does
a good job in this respect. So do other States. Another approach is

' suggested in the prepared statement.
finally, in my testimony on page 17, Mr. Chairman, I touch upon

other issues. I commend the administration for some of the formula
changes it has proposed, which were formula changes that have
been considered in our Brookings Institution research on this sub-
ject.

I mention some formula changes, which I would be hap to
discuss, also the issue of severance taxes. Then I have a lnal
sentence which says that if I haven't proven that Evans and Novak
are entirely correct, I will try to do so in answering questions.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Dr. Nathan.
I am curious about the UDAG-type formula you propose. We are

now talking about no moneys for a State share, for a transitional
assistance for a countercyclical program. However, if we were to
have a State share with a different kind of formula, could you tell
us why you think that the UDAG formula is appropriate for a
State share allocation. Why shouldn't other factors be taken into

4. consideration for determination of State eligibility and for the for-
mula elements involved in the distribution of the moneys.
Mr. NATHAN. What we have been seeking to do in the work that

I described is to identify urban areas that have particular needs. In
this period in which the State share is being reduced-and you
can t provide, apparently, the full State share-the funds that are
provided to the States would then be provided on a basis that gives
special recognition to urban areas and in the variant to the formu-
la that I mentioned, also rural areas with a high concentration of
poverty.

It seems to me that this is a pretty simple and hopefully useful
approach. That is, to say how many and what kinds of areas of
urban need are there in a State, and what kinds of rural needs
does a particular State have? Then, use that as the basis for
determining the reduced but prorated share of funds that the State
governments would get.

Then it seems to me that one option-and I think I would favor
this-would be to say to the States that each State should adopt its

5 own formula for determining how to allocate these moneys below
the State level. You could require that it all be suballocated to
urban communities and rural communities with special needs.

One way of doing this which is mentioned in the testimony
would be to say that the States can adopt a formula, any formula
that they want-and various different iterations, of course, are
possible--that provides money on a uniform basis. The formula
could, for example apply the same way to all communities that are
eligible under the urban development action grant program, with a
set-aside for rural areas.

Now, what that would do is give the States a lot of discretion;
but at the same time it would identify the places that have what is

Y customarily regarded as social and economic need; they would be
the places affected by these restored funds.
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Senator BRADLEY. What do you think of the proposal of Senator
Exon and the distinguished member of this committee, Senator
Dole, about how to rewrite revenue sharing for the States?

Mr. NATHAN. I have looked at that and have talked to some
pople about it. I think in concept it certainly moves in the right
drection, placing more reliance on State governments and letting

-_? them set priorities and pick out areas in which they want to set
iA their own priorities.

The way I understand the legislation is that States would identi-
fy categorical grant-in-aid programs that they would then cash out
and then they would recoup those funds. The Dole amendment, in

71_ 7 particular, eliminates the welfare, AFDC, medicaid and highway
programs from such treatment.

So I went through the report on grants-in-aid for 1979 of the
Secretary of the Treasury to pick out all of the closed-ended formu-
la grants that would lend themselves to such treatment. You
couldn't do it for open-ended formula grants, and I really don't
think you could do it for a project grant because you don t know

6- what projects are going to be approved.
I have a list, curiously for the State of Kansas, of all of the

closed-ended formula grants that could be on the menu for the
Governor. I would make two points about this. One, there are not
as many programs as some people think, although there are
enough to recoup the full State share. Second, the difficulties-
political and tactical and programmatic-of cashing out these pro-
grams are going to be very great.

If in later questioning it would be helpful to do so, I could list
some of those programs, but I won't do that now.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much.
Senator Dole.
Senator DOLE. I am not certain I have a question. I thnk you

have addressed the one that I had. I was going to ask you about
what you may have done with reference to the legislation intro-
duced by myself and others, Senator Exon, Senator Baker and
Senator Danforth. I think it would be helpful for u , I think, to
have that information you have already put together.

I am not certain it need to be made a part of the record, but if it
could be furnished to us because we are working on some of the
problems that you have already foreseen. The Congressional
Budget Office is also working on how much might be available, and
that would be very helpful to us if we could just maybe pick it up

- after you finish.
Mr. NATHAN. Fine, Senator. I understand that some effort was

made to get CBO to give you an estimate of the affected programs
and they said it would take a month to do that. I am skeptical

-about that because, indeed, the characteristics of the programs you
would have to look at can, as I indicated, be identified. Then you
can go through the annual report on grant funds to each State and
pick out those programs.

There are 161 columns in the report. It didn't take me very long
yesterday to look across those columns and identify the programs

'z that might be candidates. I will be happy later to provide that
information to your staff. I have talked to people about this propos-
al, and if I can help refine it, I would like to do that.
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Senator BRADLEY. Senator Danforth.
Senator DANFORTH. As to where we go from here right now, let's

suppose that for 1981 there is $4.6 billion plus another half-billion,
just any number around that area where we have $5 billion for
something that looks like revenue sharing that we can divide up to
the best of our ability.

We could drop the State share completely, or we could revive-
countercyclical. I don't mean just in principle but in fact. Of
course, if you took this $4.6 billion and you gave it to State govern-
ments and there were no pass-through requirements, which I take
it you are talking about, that would reduce what would otherwise
be available for local governments.

Now, -what is the best way for us to approach this at the time of
budget stringency? I think that there are two subquestions there.
First is the question of where the greatest need is, how you can
most wisely use the available dollars.

The second is the political judgment. There are those who feel
that the future of local revenue sharing is integrally bound up with
the future of State revenue sharing, and that the survival of one
depends on the other, depends on the kind of coalition of support
that now exists.

That is my sole question. What do we do?
Mr. NATHAN. If I could answer you in three parts, and really on

three levels, I would like to do that. First of all, I remember when
we were working on revenue sharing when I was in the Govern-
ment back in the early seventies. The original Heller-Pechman
plan, of course, provided funds just to the States, and the States
would allocate the funds to local governments or use them in some
appropriate way.

That was rejected, and since then we have come a very long way,
I feel, in changing our governmental system by increasingly provid-
ing Federal grant funds directly to localities. I think the time has
come for a reconsideration on that point, and that is why I am
personally unhappy to see the State share the victim of the budget
ax this year.

So the first point I would make is that if I could spend your $4.6
billion to go back in time to a decade ago, the Heller-Pechman
plan, or if you know Joe Pechman, the Pechman-Heller plan, I
think we ought to consider some portion of the funds going to the
States.

There is recent research by the National Governors Association
and b the National Academy of Public Administration that shows
that States do a good job of targeting; in fact it is arguable, and
demonstrable in New Jersey, that State governments do better
targeting than the Federal Government is doing in this period--in
which we talk about targeting so much in Washington.

The second point I would make is a practical one, and that is
that having been around this town, until recently, quite a lot, I
guess I think that focusing on the Treasury Department proposals
is not enough. Many are good, but some of them may have prob-
lems-for instance, the way in which they do the de-tiering raises
questions as they de-tier, that is, get rid of tiering for county areas,
in a way that nobody else has done. It is different from what we
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-id in our research; the National Science Foundation research did
not do it that way.

The third part of my answer to you relates to my testimony. I
sllgget-and I would make this my main answer-that maybe the
committee could write into its report proposals for report language

That says we want to restore the State share in this way, and if we
,don't restore the full share, we want to do this: We want to have a
eountercyclical program that looks like this, building on the best

"Ideas of the House and Senate and Treasury expertise; and we
want to have a structural program focused on the permanent needs

of distressed communities that looks like this; and lay out the
A.-elements or at least the concepts where there is some level of
-agreement, or the issues that particularly ought to be considered

, 4 and worked out in the final stages of development of such a pro-
--gram.

4- In this way, there will be on the record in a very authoritative
way a blueprint that could be turned to if the unemployment rate
goes up as high as some people think it will this year, or if the
w ood changes on the State share or the efficiency principle.

In these times of constant pie or even budget cutting, the princi-
ple of efficiency of defining and dealing with the places that have

'the most serious needs would be dealt with in a way that there
would be something to turn to.

So I think the idea of some contingency planning is the most
:practical thing at this juncture. I also think you should look very
'hard at the Treasury proposals, the 115-percent cap. There are a
lot of questions, I think, about that, too. There are questions about

',the way they do the de-tiering.
Basically I think they move in the right direction, I would like to

say, on the 145-percent ceiling, on the 20-percent floor, and on the
>so-called budget constraint. I have been through all the figures in

-getting ready to come down here, so if at some point I could be
helpful, I would be happy to do that. But that is about all I think I

- should say in a general way responding to your question about
strategy now.

Senator BRADLEY. Senator Durenberger.
Senator DURENBEROER. Dick, I think you know the respect with

,,which members of this subcommittee hold you and your judgment.
11If I could try to summarize your recommendation to us, given the
fact somebody told me recently there are only about 40 legiltive

days left in this part of the session, I understand your message to
<be this is probably the best time to address ourselves to a 4-year

,-reauthorization of revenue sharing and try to set in place for the
next 4 years in this country a philosophy of the interrelationships

.,between Fed4cral, State, and local government.
Am I correct in that sort of brief summary?
Mr. NATHAN. That is correct, Senator. I think that people felt is

>was very clever 4 years ago to have, instead of 5 years, a 4-year
extensioni. But now it doesn't look so good. Therefore, I think you

- have to consider ways in which you can make the best of the
current situation.

-There are very important issues of domestic government raised
by the revenue-sharing program. Increasingly, revenue sharing and
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formula issues have become th3 key issues of American domestic
public policy at the level of the National Government.

So I think even in 40 legislative days, that at least consideration
ought to be given to seeing whether there aren't some points, ideas,
general descriptions of strategy that members of your committee
could agree to, things that ought to be done next, such that there
would be a report that would be, in effect, a blueprint or a map
that you could turn back to when the economy and the political
situation shift, as indeed they both are shifting in this decennial
year.

I think that one of the things to do would be to restore the State
share, and to say if the full amount isn't restored, we want the
State to have a key position, and this is how we want to provide
funds if the full amount isn't restored. Second, we think there
should be authority, and indeed, maybe there could be authority
for a countercyclical program.

I have always said that ARFA, the antirecessionary fiscal assist-
ance act, would have had the worst acronym in Washington if they
had called it the budgetary anti-recessionary fiscal assistance act.
It is really important. It sounds very technical. I bet I have testi-
fied 15 times, and that is not exaggerated-I make my living at
this-on revenue sharing legislation. Last time the act was up for
revewal in 1976, my wife asked me what we would do if the
program wasn't extended.

There are a lot of issues, very important issues, that are not
going to go away. A whole year has been spent thrashing about on
these issues, and it shouldn t just be chucked away. Someone ought
to figure out a way to draw together, in the name of an authorita-
tive and thoughtful group like this Subcommittee, ideas that you
want to come back to.

There is a House formula that the House hates for targeting
money, and the Senate dislikes it too. There is a Senate bill that
the House doesn't like. There are all kinds of questions of what
your triggers ought to be, whether you should use unemployment
data-I think you should not. The best trigger for countercyclical
aid is decline in the gross national product two quarters in a row in
real terms.

There are things that are widely agreed to now, is what I am
saying, and it seems a shame in the furious pace of budget cutting
to not take account of those things and to fail to record them in a
way that you could go back to them and people would remember
that you had made these decisions about guidelines and possible
future directions that you could reference again.

There is a lot of learning and a lot of expertise that, it seems to
me, could be drawn on in ways that would make it more efficient
in future rounds. These same formula issues come up on lots of
programs. This Subcommittee, indeed, is closest to the most critical
issues of definition and formulas.

When I worked as a Senate aide 20 years ago and a formula was
changed, nobody knew what you had done except for one or two
committee staff members who were very experienced. Today in the
age of what I call the politics of the printout, everybody votes on a
formula issue with a printout on their desk that tells them how
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much money their jurisdiction is going to get per capita in relation
to income, in relation to and in comparison to other jursdictions.

That accumulates a tremendous body of knowledge which is hard
to work with. Now that you have been working with it and some
ideas, it seems to me, have developed on which there is agreement
and which are good ideas that make sense, my fallback position is
to suggest that you preserve that work so that you can go back to
it. Senator DURENBERGER. It seems to me that there are, and I think
some of this has come up this morning, two really rather powerful
related issues here, and unfortunately or fortunately, they both
have some substantial constituencies involved with them.

One is the issue that you have been addressing in terms of the
changes that have taken place in this country over the last 8 years
and the argument that perhaps the old Heller-Pechman approach
of more money going to the States because they do a better job of
State revenue sharing with local governments needs to be ad-
dressed.

Of course, that is being reflected in all of the bills that you see
coming up now. It started with our resolution on the floor, let's
start cutting into categorical and substitute revenue sharing. It is
now in the Dole bill where the decisions on the system are going to
be made at the State level.

It is in part in the administration's proposal where the decisions
are made at this level rather than at the State level. That seems to
me to be a very major issue.

The other one that we have been touching on here today is the
issue of fiscal disparity, and particularly the State fiscal disparities.
I notice at the end of your statement you make reference to sever-
ance taxes and so forth. If you would just take a minute to com-
ment on the importance of that-issue as it relates particularly to
energy-related mineral resources, and how you think that that
should be related to the policy issues that we have on revenue
sharing, I would appreciate it.

Mr. NATHAN. I could discuss some formula ideas that I have
heard about and looked at myself and, indeed, that we have
worked with. This gets into very complex issues of measurement
and definition.

The larger point, it seems to me, has to be looked at in this way.
By the action of the National Government in decontrol and the
imposition of the windfall profits tax, there are 10 to 12 States in
this country, in particular, which will have very large gains in
revenue over this next decade, particularly as the data gets up-
dated. The Secretary is right about that.

There are huge changes in our intergovernmental fiscal system
brought about by the new economics of energy and particularly oil
price decontrol, though this applies to all depletable mineral re-
sources where the tax on those resources can be exported.

Now, we have made certain policies, and it seems to me in our
formula decisions which the Government makes every day in a
myriad of ways, we have to take what I would call compensatory
action. We have got to adjust for that. This requires create think-
ing about what are the best adjustment techniques.
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Decontrol is a very important action which has huge implications
for domestic public finance. Now there is a need for compensating
adjustments in many program areas, including the revenue sharing
program-I would like to see it dealt with now, even-but I know
that that is probably not likely, and it is true that the data does
lag for updating.

Already in 1979 the fastest growing taxes at the State and local
level in the United States are severance taxes. So we may be
kidding ourselves that we have got as much time as we are told
before we need to look at this issue.

I started out by saying I know some proposals that involve com-
plex measures of definition and formula that I could talk about.
Rut the larger question is one of principle, of compensatory action
to adjust to a tremendous change in the terms of trade and the
functioning of our public economy and, indeed, our total economy.

I think there are ways to do that. The revenue sharing program,
any program that uses tax effort, raises that question obviously
and immediately. But the question is raised in many other areas.
Indeed, I would go back and say that in this proposal, which is the
basis of the testimony that I made today, for laying out some
guidelines for the future, that surely should be one of the issues
that should be addressed if you were to adopt this kind of an
approach.

The last time I testified on revenue sharing, which was just a
couple of months ago, I concentrated on the first part of your
question, which is the State share. I discussed some research find-
ings which show that the notion that States don't care about de-
pressed communities is one that we ought to examine much more
closely, particularly in relation to what has been happening in
Washington as the budget cuts are coming in the most targeted
programs, time and time again.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Dr. Nathan, for your
usual fine effort in enlightening the subcommittee and giving us
some direction. I wish you a pleasant trip home. Thank you.

[The piellared statement of Mr. Nathan follows:]
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Richard P. Nathan
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"The Most Deadly Boring Political Issue"

In a column written four years ago (in the year of the first extension

of the revenue sharing program) Roland Evans, Jr. and Robert Novak wrote,

"...federal-state relations, no matter how important, is perhaps the most

confusing -- and surely the most deadly boring -- of all political issues."

Confusing, yes, and boring to many. Nevertheless, the issues before

this Subcommittee, as you consider the second legislative extension of the

general revenue sharing program, are tremendously important for American

federalism and domestic public policy.

The essential message of this testimony is to urge the Subcommittee

to take a longer look at the intergovernmental fiscal scene, and not to be

inordinately swayed by the retrenchment fever of 1980.

In 1976, it was felt by proponents of revenue sharing that the program
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should last another four years so it would expire on the eve of a Presiden-

tiai election, at precisely the time when the pressures presumably would be

strongest for the continuation of this fiscal flow into the coffers of

39,000 State and local governments. It was not expected that in 1980

a crescendo of domestic budget cutting (most fiercely felt in this Body)

would make the election a time for challenge and test ing for the revenue

sharing program. Only a miracle on the scale of the Red Sea parting

would save the State share of revenue sharing today. The local share,

which remains Intact, has depreciated by 30 percent over tha past eight

years. A 1972 revenue sharing dollar for Jersey City. Minneapolis, or

St. Louis is today worth 70 cents in real purchasing power. For the

States, the strong likelihood is that decisions made this year will mean

that a 1972 revenue sharing dollar will have no purchasing power at all

in 1981.

The message of this Washington watcher and revenue sharing afficionado

is to avoid drawing firm and final conclusions about this program and the

issues it involves on the eve of a Presidential campaign -- the absolute

worst time to generalize about anything.

A Multiple Approach

A year ago, Senator Bradley, in a speech to the U.S. Conference of

Mayors, listed three revenue sharing programs that the Congress would be

considering this year: (1) general revenue sharing, (2) targeted fiscal
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assistance, and (3) a standby counterdyclical program. He said he felt

"there is merit in considering these three programs together as three

components of a single package of Intergovernmental assistance."

The unrelenting Eastward movement of Proposition 13 has changed the

signals since then and it looks increasingly as if the revenue sharing

program will be tackled for a loss in 1980.

But the legislation before this Committee is not for just 1981 --

It is, according to the Administrations's proposal, for 1982, 1983, 1984,

and 1985 as well. The world doesn't end this year, though some may think

so to judge from all of the hand wringing that is being done about the

current mood of fiscal austerity in Washington on domestic policy issues.

The point is best expressed in the form of a question: Are there

ways the Congress can move towards a three-part revenue sharing law in

1980, even if some parts of this( program will not be funded in 1981?

The answer that I hope can be given is that we should not forego a

multiple strategy this year, and that, in fact, there may be benefits to

proceeding on this basis.

One possible benefit to a three-part revenue sharing approach In 1980

has to do with the condition of the economy. If the economy turns down

sharply this year, as many economists now forecast, it would be advantageous

to have a program designed and agreed to that could provide payments to

communities hard hit by high unemployment, either in the form of structural

fiscal assistance or in the form of a standby countercyclical revenue
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sharing program.

Understanding is that it is not possible for the Congress to

authorize an entitlement program in any year if it is not funded in that

year. What this means, I gather, is that you cannot authorize this

year such measures as: (1) the restoration of the one-third State

share of revenue sharing in 1982; (2) a program for 1982 of aid for

communities which have. deep structural economic problems; and (3)

a standby countercyclical aid program to aid communities hard hit

by a decline in the national economy. Nevertheless, there may be

steps short of actual authorization which would make it possible to

move quickly in the future if either the political mood or economic

conditions change sufficiently to warrant an expansion of the revenue

sharing program. Again a question: Would it not be possible in report

language by the Committee to come to agreement on the concept, approach,

and operation of the three components of a revenue sharing package de-

scribed in this paragraph? So much useful work has been done getting

ready for the debate on the re-authorization of the revenue sharing

program this year that it would be a shame to let the moment go by

without in this way, or some other appropriate way, having the Congress

set forth a set of contingency plans that reflect a concensus on the

issues discussed this year which then could be acted upon quickly next

year should there be support for a multiple revenue sharing strategy

along the lines proposed by Senator Bradley and others.
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The availability of such contingency plans with the status of

Congressional report language would mean that the Congress could move

more quickly to make payments, and have them made when they are needed,

if it is determined that a fiscal stimulus is required later this year

or next. Such a strategy can be thought of as precautionary. It would

not be binding. If a decision were made against having a. stimulus or

in favor of having one administered in some other form (for example,

in the form of a tax cut or added funds for job programs or local public

works) then these contingency plans would simply not be put into effect.

In this context, it seems to me -- albeit a visitor from New Jersey

-- that some of the ideas discussed as recently as last month could be

revived. Let me be specific.

"Transitional Assistance"

The Administration, in conjunction with its arch 1980 budget re-

visions for fiscal 1981, proposed that there be $500 million in the form

of what is now called "transitional assistance"-to meet the needs of

places that iiould be inordinantly affected by the withdrawal of the State

share of the general revenue sharing program.

The Administration went so far as to develop and announce an extra-

ordinarily ill-considered proposal a;i to how this $500 million should be

distributed.

The Senate, without I am happy to say adopting the Administration's

distributional plan, added $700 to Budget function 850 in the 1981 budget

resolution, on a basis that involved purposes similar to those of the
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Administration's recommendation for "transitional assistance."

i have included this background in my testimony to lead up to

a discussion of formula ideas we have been experimenting with at the

Urban and Regional Research Center of Princeton University. This work

was undertaken in response to the Administration's proposal for "tran-

sitional assistance."

Let me comment a minute on some definitions. "Transitional

assistance" was designed to offset part of the loss of the State

share-of general revenue sharing for needy localities and to be

administered through the States.

"Targeted fiscal assistance," on the other hand, is a Carter

Administration proposal, which for the initiated has its roots in

ARFA and SUFA. It was envisioned as direct federal-local aid to meet

structural (as opposed to cyclical) needs and presumably to be pro-

vided on a permanent (as opposed to countercyclical) basis, though.

in this mysterious world of intergovernmental finance, the Administration

asked that "targeted fiscal assistance" be a temporary program. (Don't

ask me to explain this).

An aside to the reader who has gotten this far: Now you see why
Evans and Novak said federal-state relations is "the most deadly
boring of all political issues."

Back to the point made earlier about the formula approach we have ex-

perimented with for "transitional assistance."
'

In light of the strongly
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negative reaction to the Carter Administration's distributional scheme

for these funds, we decided to look for a more acceptable distributional

approach which would meet the following criteria:

1. State role - relying on State governments to allocate and
administer these funds;

2. Established - based on an allocatlonal system and national
data that are easily accessible, widely recog-
nized as reliable, and can be updated periodically;

3. Efficiency - providing money to the cities with the greatest
need;

4. Simple - using a straightforward, uncomplicated eligi-
bility formula.

A Proposal

There are many different approaches which could employ these criteria.

This testimony describes a plan based on UDAG eligibility. Forty-eight

states have cities and urban counties which meet the UDAG eligibility

standards of physical and economic distress. The six criteria are: age

of housing, per capita income, population lag/decline, unemployment, job

lag/decline, and poverty. Eligible areas must meet three of these six;

four if the poverty standard is not met. The UDAG definition of distress

was chosen becuase it can be relatively easily updated and because of its

comprehensiveness, flexibility, and general acceptance.

Our proposal would allocate money to the States (using $500 million
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dollars as the base) according to the following formulae

UDAG eligible state population
Total state population

Allocations are based on each State's score on this measure in proportion

to the scores of other states. Table I shows the per capita allocations

and per capita rank for thirty-nine States with UDAG eligible places in

SMSAs or that are urban counties.*
k 

The calculations are preliminary. They

are, as noted, based on data from SHSA cities and urban counties. The

population of eligible cities outside SHSAs is not included. This wobld

not affect the general relationships shown, but it would affect the eligi-

bility and amounts received by less densely populated States. Eleven States

are not included in Table 1; nine of these States have UDAG eligible places

and would be included if data for non-metrolitan UDAG cities were included

in these calculations.

Once a State share is determined, the States would suballocate these

funds. They could be required to distribute all (or most) of these funds

tb localities,"and could futhermore be limited to an allocation to UDAG

eligible places, using a formula which the State decides is appropriate

for distributing funds to this group of eligible places.

For those who have such curious tastes as to be very interested in

All data on UDAG eligibility is taken from 1980 eligibility rolls.
Population figures for States, counties and cities are Bureau of the
Census estimates for 1977.

* An alternative to the plan shown in table I would earmark a portion
of the overall funds for rural areas within each State. Additional
information can be provided on this alternative.

62-176 0 - $0 - 25
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Table 1

State-based Allocation of $500 Killion in Transitional

Assistance Using UDAG Eligibility Criteria

(States ranked by per capita amount received)

State Allocation Dollars per Capita
(in millions)

New York $82.65 $4.61

Pennsylvania 41.00 3.48

Massachusetts 20.15 3.48

Illinois 38.15 3.39

California 68.50 3.13

Indiana 16.35 3.07

Rhode Island 2.75 2.94

Ohio 29.15 2.72

Connecticut 7.50 2.41

Michigan 21.60 2.37

New Jersey 17.20 2.35

Washington 8.35 2.28

Missouri 10.75 2.24

Louisiana 8.50 2.17

Utah 2.65 2.09

Alabama 7.50 2.03

Colorado 5.25 2.00

Wisconsin 9.10 1.96

Kansas 4.40 1.89
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Table 1 (cont.)

State Allocation Dollars per Capita
(in millions)

Florida $1.70 $1.86

Texas 23.45 1.83

Maryland 7.30 1.76

Minnesota 6.90 1.73

Georgia 8.55 1.69

New Hampshire 1.35 1.59

Oregon 3.45 1.45

Virginia 6.80 1.32

Kentucky 4.30 1.24

Delaware .65 1.12

W31st Virginia 2.00 1.08

Maine 1.15 1.06

S. Carolina 3.00 1.04

S. Dakota .70 1.02

Iowa 2.90 1.01

Tennessee 4.30 1.00

Arkansas 1.85 .86

Montana .55 .72

N. Carolina 2.60 .47

Miasisippi 1.00 .42
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the arcane world of grant-in-aid formulas, it will be obvious 
that there

are many variations possible under the approach 
described here. The key

is that, if the State share is not fully restored, then .there is an argu-

ment -- I would say a strong argument -for coming up with a plan that

would allocate whatever money is restored, to fiscally 
and economically

distressed places that will be hurt the most by the 
elimination of the

State share of revenue sharing.

Table 2 shows the fifteen States with the highest amounts 
of per

capita allocations using this approach and UDAG eligible 
cities in each

of these States.

Table 3 shows the amounts that would be provided to 
two cities in

each of these States, assuming that the States allocate 
these funds to

each eligible UDAG place according to its share of 
unemployment in that

State.

The View From New Jersey

While it may be that New Jersey is too far away to participate 
anymore

in the development of revenue sharing legislative ideas, 
let me at the risk

of being impractical offer some suggestions for combining 
the various ele-

ments discussed here.

Several courses of action are available for drawing together these

ideas. One would be to develop a contingency plan which includes 
the

restoration of the one-third State share of revenue sharing for 1982 
along

-with a back-up plan for "transitional assistance" to go 
into effect only
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Table 2

UDAG Eligible Areas in 15 Highest Per Capita Aid States

(States listed alphabetically)

Eligible Metro City/Urban County UDAGsSTATE

California

Connecticut

nilinois

Pasadena
Pico Rivera
Pozona
Richtmond
Pversiee
Sacra-ento
San BernEadino
San rrancisco
Santa Barbara
Santa Cruz
Santa .onica
Seaside
South Gate
Stockton
Riverside Cot" ty
Fresno County
Kern County

Nme London
Nor-ark
NorVicih
Waterbury
West Haven

Peoria
Rantoul
Rockford
Rock Island
Springfield
Urbana
Wauke gan
MPadison County

A1harbra
Bake rs field
Bellflo;:cr
Berkeley
Burbank
Chula-Vis t a
Compton
El Yonte
Glendale
Hawthorne
Inglewood
Lompoc
Long Beach
Los Angeles
Norark
-Oak la-nd
Ontario

Bridgeport
Hartford
Meriden
-New Britain
New Haven

Illinois
Chicago
Cicero
Decatur
East St. Louis
Joliet
Kon:kee
Moline
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Indiana

Louisiana

Massachusetts

Michigan

Missouri

New Jersey

88

Table 2 (con.)

Eligible Metro City/Urban County UDAGs

Anderson
loo-ting ton

East Chicago
Evanst-Ille
Fort Va)ne
Gary
Ua=aond

Alexandria
Lake Charles
Monroe

Boston
Brockton
Brookline
Cambridge
Chicopee
Fall River
Fitchburg
Haverhill
Holyoke
Lawrence
Leominster

Battle Creek
Bay City
Dearborn
Detroit
East Lansing
Flint
Grand Rapids
Jackson

Kansas City
St. Joseph

Asbury Park
Atlantic
Bayonne
Bloomfield
Bridgeton
Camden
Clifton
East Orange
Elizabeth
Irvington
Jersey City

dIM CIapol!sKoko=o

tiunice
South Eend
Terre Haute
West Lafayette

New Orleans
Shreveport

Lowell
Lynn
Malden
Medford
New Bedford
Pittsfield
Quincy
Sommerville
Springfield
Waltham
Worcester

Kalamazoo
Lansing
Lincoln Park
Muskegon
Muskegon Heights
Pontiac
Saginaw

St. Louis
Springfield

Long Branch
Nillville
Newark
New Brunswick
Passaic
Paterson
Perth Amboy
Trenton
Union City
Vineland
Hudson County
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.-. Tabls-2-U-ont.)

STATE Eligible Metro City/Urban County UDAGs

New York Albany Rochester
Binghamton Rome
Buffalo Schenectady
Elmira Syracuse
Mount Vernon Troy
New Rochelle Union Town
New York Utica
Niagara Falls White*Plains
Poughkeepsie Yonkers

Ohio Akron Lima
Canton Lorain
Cincinnati asfield
Cleveland Marietta
Cleveland Heights Hiddletown
Columbus Springfield
Dayton- Steubenville
Elyla Toledo
Hamilton City Warren
Lakewood Youngstown

Pennsylvania Allentown Reading
Altoona Scranton
Bethlehem Upper Darby

Chester Wilkes-Barre
Easton Williamsport
Erie - York
Harrisburg Beaver County
Hazleton Luzerne County
Johnstown Washington County
Lancaster Westmoreland County
Philadelphia York County
Pittsburgh

Rhode Island Cranston Providence
Pawtucket

Utah Ogden Salt Lake City
Provo

Washington Everett Tacoma
Seattle Yakima
Spokane
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Table 3

City Allocations of State Aid Distributed by

Unemployment Shares for 15 Highest

Per Capita Aid States

(Two largest eligible cities in each state)

City

Los Angeles

San Francisco

Allocat ion
(in millions)

$25.6

6.4

Connecticut Bridgeport

Hartford

Chicago

Rockport

Fort Wayne

Indianapolis

New Orleans

Shreveport

Boston

Worcester

Detroit

Grand Rapids

29.0

1.0

5.9

1.3

12.7

1.3

Dollars per capita

$9.27

9.77

10.21

10.00

9.47

7.32

7.68

9.37

9.09

7.95

9.54

7.87

9.85

7.03

State

California

Illinois

Indiana

Louisiana

Massachusetts

ichigan
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Ciqty

Missouri Kansas City

St. Louis

Nov Jersey Jersey City

Newark

New York Buffalo

New York City

Ohio Cleveland

Columbus

Pennsylvania Philaaelphia

Pittsburgh

Rhode Island Cranston

Providence

Utah Ogden

Salt Lake City

Washington Seattle

Spokane

Table 3 (coat.)

Allocation
(in millions)

$4.3

4.8

1.9

3.7

4.9

65.2

* 17.7

4.0

Dollars per capita

$9.38

9.27

8.18

11.41

12.56

8.93

9.69

7.70

9.96

9.04

6.80

9.94

11.09

8.96

9.06

7.99
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if less than the one-third State share is appropriated.

Such a plan could also include the rebirth of ARFA. By the way,

if this program had been called the Budgetary Anti-Recession Fiscal

Assistance, this countercyclical form of revenue sharing would have

had the worst, acronym in Washington. A third structural fiscal assis-

tance plan could also be included in this package, perhaps using some

variation of the State-based/UDAG eligibility plan just described.

Other Issues

Other important issues are raised by the Administration's extension

proposal. Personally, I am delighted that the Administration has now

dropped its paternalistic "Mickey House" plan for State fiscal planning

commissions, even though they were dropped for the wrong reason -- namely

because the State share was dropped also.

On a more positive note the Administration is to be commended for

its forward-looking proposals for formula changes such as, raising the

ceiling, lowering the floor and de-tiering the program. These changes

are consistent with a large body of formula research (ours at Brookings

Included) and move In the direction of a more rationale (to me anyway)

allocation of resources according to the relative conditions and needs

of the receiving jurisdictions. I know that some Subcommittee members

have considered other changes, for example, to delete severance taxes

from the calculation of tax effort. I support changes in this area
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in light of the *new economics of oil" and especially as a consequence

of oil-price decontrol.

Hr. Chairman, if I have not proven Evans and Novak entirely correct

on the dullness of my subject, I would be happy to try to do so now in

answering questions.
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Excerpt* fron 1outirns

Revenue Shring, Brookings, 1976

RICHARD P. NATUAN

ALLEYN D. MANVEL

SUSANNAH E. CALKINS

and assocfaies

Reverarae ShawringI

TIKE IltOOMINGS INSTtTLTEO.N

WaekIfoatM D.C.
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lM Formula In Perspective

The foreging sections examine a number of posie changes In the
romnula provisions of the revenue-sharing law. The authors' conclusions
are summarized below and future steps to be taken an noted briefly.

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

Fkst, per capita Income as a proxy for the relative fiscal capacity of
various areas and jurisdictions should be replaced by other types of
comparative measures: (1) for state areas, annually updated estimates

of the potential tax capacity (or total revenue-ralsing capacity) of state

and local governments, to be developed by the Bureau of the Census or

tlhe Treasury Department; (2) for individual municipalities and town-
ships, annual state-certified figures as to their equalized taxable property
value, and (3) for county areas, either corresponding state-certified

figures as to taxable property values or estimates of potential local tax

capacity to be developed annually by the Bureau of the Census or the
Treasury Department.

Second, the arbitrary provision In the law by which two-thirds of All

revenue-sharing funds are designated for local -distribution In each state
should be amended so that the state-local proportion would vary from

state to state according to the relative fiscal roles of the two levels of

government. The split could be based on any one of several alternative
financial measures-for example, tax revenue, all general revenue raised
(as proposed by the administration's revenue-sharing bill), or all direct
expenditures. If desired, the overall national two-to-one local preference
could be maintained by giving added weight to the local component of
whatever measure is employed for this purpose.

Third, the provisions which limit the per capita amount of shared

revenue for county areas and individual municipalities and townships to

145 percent of the statewide local per capita should be eliminated. Such

action would benefit the most hard-pressed local jurisdictions, curtail
the law's bias in favor of multilayered local government, simplify its

administration, and make the resulting allocations far more under-
standable to concerned officials and the public.

Fourth, the 20 percent per capita floor for the entitlements of indi-

vidual municipalities and townships should be eliminated. It works con-
sistently against consequential local governments and accounts for much
of the law's strong tendency to shore up marginal jurisdictions.

Fifth, the provision that no local government may receive shared

revenue amounting to more than 50 percent of the sum of its nonschool

tax revenue plus its intergovernmental receipts in the base year has the

desirable effect of limiting amounts that the 20 percent floor provision

would otherwise direct to nearly 1,600 small governments. A similar

result could be achieved by eliminating the 20 per cent floor and raising
to a higher level the $200-a-year minimum for local government entitle-

ments. But even then, if the 145 percent ceiling provisions were elimi-

nated, as suggested above, some version of the 50 percent ceiling would

be desirable to constrain the effect of the distributional formula in certain

circumstances, notably In regard to industrial enclaves and resort com-

munities. This provision should be revised, however, to eliminate the

measure of intergovernmental receipts and instead to tie the-limit only
to nonschool tax revenue.
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Usth, If provision for Indian trile and Alaskan active villages Is

outinued In the law, the method for determining thi entitlements

toM be revised so as to spread the costs nationally or by state, rather

than by reducing the amounts otherwise due local governments only

In he particular counties In which tribal members reside, which Is the

dect of present provisions. A logical alternative would be to establish

a separate and distinct arrangement for Indian tribes and Alaskan

sau villages, one specifcally related to their particular conditions and

No speci ic sulgesdons for statutory change are offered to deal with

Problems that result from the exclusion of nontax revenue (and In the

Case of local governments, of tax revenue for educatlr.n) in measuring

dI relative fscal effort of various areas and jurisdictions. Those prob-

lem. are Important and merit careful attention as part of any debate over
possb extension of the revenue-sharing law.

LOOKING AHEAD

Farther consideration of possible changes in the formula provisions of

dhe revenue-sharing law requires the developmect and analysis of com-

prehenslve nationwide data on the impact of alternative formulas. Such

an effort currently is under way as part of the ongoing Brookings monitor-

InS project on the revenue-sharing ,r.gram, with support from a sup-

plementary grant by the National Science Foundation. The results will

appear t the second published volume from this projecL
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Three Illuetrative Alternative Inter-State Allocation

Formulas for Transitional Assistance

Formula 1: UDAG Population Share Formula (Table I in testimony)

UDAG eligible state population
sum of above for all states

Formula la: UDAG Population and Rural Poverty Share Formula

UDAG eligible state + Rural state population

population living in poverty*
sum of above for all states

Formula lb: Weighted UDAG Population and Rural Poverty Share Formula

2 (UDAG eligible state
population)

sum of above

+ Rural state population
living in poverty -

for all states

* The rural state population living in poverty is computed using 1977

estimates of the rural population in each state and 1970 estimates

of rural poverty in each state.



3 Possible Inter-state Formulas for Allocating $500 Million

(Per capita)

state Ila lb

Alabama $2.03 $2.56 $2.35

Arkansas .86 2.43 1.83

California 3.13 2.67 2.91

Colorado 2.00 1.68 1.85

Connecticut 2.41 2.04 2.22

Delaware 1.12 1.28 1.28

Florida 1.86 1.94 1.93

Georgia- 1.69 - 2.04 1.90

Illinois 3.39 2.95 3.19

Indiana 3.07 2.79 2.95

Iova 1.01 1.45 1.28

Kansas 1.89 2.18 2.06

Kentucky 1.24 2.28 1.84

Louisiana 2.17 2.68 2.48

Maine 1.06 1.72 1.41

Maryland 1.76 1.57 1 .68

Massachusetts 3.48 2.94 3.23

Michigan 2.37 2.08 2.24

62-376 0 - 00 - 26



State

nesota

Mississippi

Missouri

Montana

New Hampshire

New Jersey

New York

North Carolina

Ohio

Oregon

Pennsylvania

Rhode Island

South Carolina

South Dakota

Tennessee

Texas

Utah

Virginia

Washington

West Virginia

Wisconsin

398

1

$1.73

.42

2.24

.72

1.59

2 .35

4.61

.47

2.72

1.45

3.48

2.94

1.04

1.02

1.00

1.83

2.09

1.32

2.28

1.08

1.96

la

$1.86

2.62

2.39

1.88

1.73

1 .99

3.93

1.33

2.43

1.58

3.05

2.50

1.94

2.08

1.56

1.94

1.96

1.68

2.14

2.15

1.96

lb

$1.83

1.65

2.35

1.14

1.71

2.17

4.27

.94

2.58

1.55

3.27

2.74

1.55

1.62

1.31

1.90

2.03

1.53

2.22

1.67

1.98
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Senator BRADLEY. Our next witnesses are Richard I. Bonsai, com-
missioner of the town of Montclair, N.J., and Arthur Holland, the
mayor of Trenton, N.J., and William T. Merritt.

Welcome to the committee, Mr. Bonsal and Mayor Holland. I
want to ask you, if you could, to abbreviate your remarks because
we do have a number of other witnesses.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD I. BONSAL, COMMISSIONER OF THE
TOWN OF MONTCLAIR, N.J., ACCOMPANIED BY ARTHUR J.
HOLLAND, MAYOR OF TRENTON, NJ.; AND WILLIAM T. MER-
RITr, COUNCILMAN OF PLAINFIELD, NJ.

Mr. BONSAL. Accompanying me today is Mayor Arthur Holland
on my left, of the city of Trenton, and Councilman William Merritt
of Plainfield. Mr. Pascrell of Paterson was unable to be here. I will

gve the principal remarks, which I will abbreviate, and then
ayor H an will comment briefly.

It is a privilege to be here to seek legislative correction of an
inequity in the allocation of general revenue sharing funds, be-

tween townships on the one hand, and other municipalities such as
cities, towns, villages and burroughs on the other hand. The town-
ship designation has been creating severe distortions in the fund-
ing, principally to the disadvantage of the large cities.

When the general revenue sharing legislation was last up for
renewal 4 years ago, I testified before Chairman Fountain's House
subcommittee and submitted a statement to the Senate Committee
on Finance seeking relief from this inequity, but to no avail. At
that time, Congressman Minish submitted a corrective amendment
to the House of Representatives, but that too failed.

Since then, with the assistance of the cities of Paterson, Trenton,
Plainfield -and other New Jersey municipalities, various alternative
avenues of relief have been pursued in an effort to have townships
and nontownships compete simultaneously with each other within
their respective county areas in our State, the only State which has
had a long-time, ongoing concern about the matter. Governor

I Byrne has been supportive of these efforts, for which we are deeply
appreciative.

Our long sought goal now seems to have been more than met by
the new provision in the administration bill, S.2574, which would
eliminate all tiers and cause all types of local governments to
compete simultaneously with each other within their respective
States.

For years, because of the difficulty in having any changes made,
we have sought relief from the township inequity in New Jersey
alone. The administration has now responded by eliminating the
township distinction throughout the entire country, with the dis-
tinctions at to county areas and county governments eliminated
also. This is breathtaking.

Having had so many disappointments, however, we are con-
cerned about the support for enactment of the administration's
new provision. Should the provision be amended out of the bill, the
township inequity would continue in New Jersey, where the prob-

7 lem is acute.
Worse still, under New Jersey law, nontownships, by independ-

ent action, can reclassify themselves as townships for demographic
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an revenue sharing purposes. By this means, South Orange in-
Screased its entitlement from $73,000 to $336,000- Similarly, Fair-

-field increased from $77,000 to $235,000 and now West Orange

contemplates changing to township for an increase from $252,000

-to an estimated $939,000. These increases, of course, are at the

expense of other local governments.
Thus, should the administration provision fail, a worsening situa-

Z tion may further deteriorate. This would be most unjust.

7 Therefore, it is our plea that, as a fallback alternative, section
108(dX3) of the act be amended to eliminate distinctions between

townships and other municipalities in New Jersey alone, for the

pulses of the act only. The Louisiana rule is ample precedent for

suc special legislation.
-I would also like to comment on one additional rovision of the

bill, the so-called wealthy jurisdiction provision, wlich provides a

deduction from the general tax effort factor equal to the percent-

age that a municipatity's per capita income exceeds 115 percent of

its State's average per capital income.
I urge that this-new provision be studied further and question

whether it is targeted as intended. Per capita income is at best a

I crude measure of wealth because of variations in income distribu-
tion. Use of per capital income as the single measure of wealth can

constrain needy as well as wealthy jurisdictions.
For example, the provision will cost my hometown of Montclair

$113,000 per year. Yet Montclair is one of 32 New Jersey munici-

palities designated for State urban-aid funding. We have a $13
million urban renewal project, two additional neighborhood strat-

Segy areas, the fifth highest percentage of food stamp recipients in
the county, and three public housing projects. The property tax

abatement on this housing alone costs us $115 per-month per unit

or $138,000 per year for 100 units-and we have 342 such units.

Montclair is not the bastion of privilege our municipality high
per capital income would indicate. I urge that we and others simi-

larly situated be exempted from the new wealthy jurisdiction provi-

sion.
Please consider it. Thank you.
Senator BRADLEY. Mayor Holland.
Mr. HOLLAND. Senator, it is most appropriate that Commissioner

Bonsai be the spokesman, in that he has almost made this a life's

work. He is to be commended, I think, and be thanked by mayors

across the State who feel as he does about this matter.

We are here primarily to correct what is a quirk. Just because a

- few States and townships supply services to incorporated communi-

ties within their boundaries, townships across the country share on
that basis. We would hope, and this bill will do it, that detiering

will be put into effect.
There are others who would be here. The mayor of Irvington,

Robert Miller, for example, has written in his support of this

legislation -
Senator BRADLEY. You may submit his letter to the record.
Mr. HOLLAND. __es. we nave heard from the treasurer, Wade

Cooper, of Lower Township in Cape May. I have a letter here from

the mayor of West Orange which is addressed to the U.S. Senate,
which I haven't presumed to open but which I do assume is in

support of our stand in this matter.
(The following were subsequently supplied for the record:]
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR
CITY OF TRENTON. NEW JERSEY 08608

ARTHUR J. HOLLAND
a .. May 22, 1980

- .. ,1-,..

Off~v-f4rwr i9 ref ~t~ d ey
- 4104 Dirksen Senate Office Building

Wasiington, D. C. 20515

Dear Ms. Darling:

Enclosed please find testimony provided to our office by Hon.
Thomas S. Dunn, Mayor of the City of Elizabeth, New Jersey, Hon.
Anthony H. DeFino, Mayor of the City of West New York, New Jersey,
Hon. Samuel A. Spina, Mayor of the City of West Orange, New
Jersey, and Hon. Robert H. Miller, Mayor of the City of
Irvington, New Jersey. Also enclosed is a copy of a telephone
message received in our office from Mr. Wade Cooper, Treasurer
of Lower Township, Cape May, New Jersey. We would like to have
this information added to the testimony presented by Mayor
Holland, Commissioner Bonsai, Mr. Pascrell and others to the
Senate Finance Committee on May 21, 1980 at said Committee's
hearing in Room 2221 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building, in
support of the Carte- Administration's bill (S.2574) on General
Revenue Sharing reauthorization.

Your cooperation will be appreciated very much. Should you have
any questions on this matter, contact me at (609) 989-3032.

Sincerely,

Robert M. Boyles, I
Legislative Aide

RMB:vp
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,The following message was received in the Office of the Mayor,

City of Trenton, New Jersey, Tuesday, May 20, at 3:55 p.m. The

message was dictated to me by Mr. John Papetti, Finance Director

for Elizabeth.

Mayor Arthur J. Holland
City of Trenton
City Hall
Trenton, New Jersey 08608

Dear Mayor Holland:

I sincerely regret that my present schedule does not permit

me to accompany you to Washington, D.C. on May 21, 1980. Please

convey to the United States Senate Finance Committee that I

wholeheartedly endorse and vigorously support President Carter's

General Revenue Sharing Reauthorization B ill (S.2574). The

City of Elizabeth has used the entire revenue sharing funds

in the past for police salaries ani wages, thus avoiding lay-

offs and providing essential services to-the City. Any restriction

or loss to the City of this money would cause great harm to

the City of Elizabeth and its residents.

Sincerely yours,

Thomas S. Dunn, Mayor
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ANTHONY M. DE FINO

May 19, 1980

Mayor Arthur J. Holland
319 East State Street
Trenton, NJ 08608

Dear Mayor Holland:

I am in receipt of your letter dated May 15, 1980, in which you
advised my office that yourself and Commissioner Richard I. Bonsai
of Montclair Township will be attending a meeting of the U.S.
Senate Finance Committee on May 21st. You further stated that at
said time you will testify in support of the Carter Administration's
General Revenue Sharing reauthorization bill (S.2574).

I am also aware that under such proposed bill my municipality,
- West New York, NJ, will receive the amount of $183,813 in revenue

sharing monies. I am also aware that said financial assistance
is of the utmost importance to not only my municipality, but many
municipalities throughout the state.

I regret that I cannot accompany you to said meeting, but I wish
that you would extend to the U.S. Senate Finance Committee that I
am in full accord with the reauthorization bill S.2574. Thank you
for your time and consideration on the above matter, and I wish
you the-best of success at the meeting on May 21st.

Ve truly yours,

Anthony M. DeFino
Mayor

pm
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OFFICE0 OF TEN IYATOR

6AKXUM. A. SM~A

Hay 20, 1980

The United States Senate
Finance Committee

Washington, D.C. 20020

Gentlemen

The Town of West Orange completely supports 
the

General Revenue Sharing Reauthorization 
Bill S.2574.

Revenue Sharing has been an important 
financial

aid to our town. New Jersey, by law, has a cap on the

amount of money that can be appropriated.

If Revenue Sharing is not reauthorized the

results would be layoffs and cutbacks 
in necessary programs.

The Town of West Orange urges the 
passing of

Senate'Bi]l S.2574.

Very- truly yours,

SSaMao
- mayor

SAS lal
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.pahm x Aw

May 16, 1980

The-Hono~kabte Ruahett Long
Ckaiatman
Senate Finance Committee
U. S. Senate
WdoAhington, P. C.

Vea&k Senatoa Long:a

I am w4ting to u~ge youA app~o vat o6 Senate Bitt
No. 2574 which wowtdl kenew the Geneitat Revenue Shaking
P~tog4M JOA live yeaa..

I believe that thi4 bitt, the Local Gove4nuent
Fizcdt A66ihtance Act 06 1980, betteA takgUt4 o,6A&Ltanee
to comunitlea moht in need. I an pdatiC dAty in 6tav04
ol Section 8 which woutd amend Section 108 06 the -ext6ting
tegihtation. The odMendments woutd Aevihe the exciting
604LMUtd4 to PoAe accu~Atety channel Revenue SheAtng 6undh6
to communities which a~e .061 in need. Thie direction 06
6und6 would be. accoupltiahed by iteducing the minimum pex
Capitol Revenue Sha~.inq o6 a municipality 15'tom 201 to 10%
oj the 4tdte'Z attocation and ~Aiaing the xaximuN 6'com_
145% to 115%.

Two otheA change which would help to dOCOmptis6h thi6-
iuoae a4cuuadte diAection o6 Revenue Shoaking 6unda aAe 11e-
duction 06 the tiloitaltion o6 the amount 06 Lunda any ie-
ripient may receive jiom 501 %o the a6ui 06 the adjusted
tdxeh and inteiyoVe~nmentat tlAdna6etA aeceived by that
government to 25114nd by p~oviaiona 604 ddjuatment o6 the
tax e6jo~t 604t tlca goveitnment6 wiA.t C apita ddjua6ted
taXeh& in exce,66 co6 $250 and in exce.a 06 250 pelicent oj the
dve~tage peA capita adjuated gt4a taxe6 06 &i~itdk4 goveln-
menth within the 4tate.

Thia 004e accukatt toiigeting 06 Revenue Sha'iing dunda
would dahiht the local goveAnuenth& which have been au66eliing
di~p~kopo'tionatety 640. the unhealthy Atatet06 economy and
which wilt experience g4eateli AU66e~ing a6 the cu44en~t
economic 4towdown continued. 06 couliaeD 14vineton iA one
ojte muia iidtiea in thiA cdttqO,%y and wojzd beneii; Leg-

t ee aendent. W Atongy u gouli Auppolit ol 640.te
iltation and the auppo~t 06 te committee a4 a whole.

Since~tely youA,
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Senator BRADLEY. We thank you for your consideration and we
p4hope that revenue sharing will be reenacted and, with other ac-

tions, that for detiering.
Senator BRADLEY. Councilman.
Mr. MSrrF. The sentiments of our situation have been ex-

-.-pressed by Commissioner Bonsal and Mayor Holland. Cities sueh as
ours continuously receive disproportionate kinds of revenues in
reference to revenue sharing. We all consider the times and the
situations that we all live in. However, cities such as Plainfield,
especially, which has disproportionate numbers of persons who are
unemployed, suffer from these kinds of conditions, especially with

k our State cap, which places other kinds of pressures on us.
So increases that we can receive from this change Would be very

helpful.
Senator BRADLEY. First let me say, Mr. Bonsal, that I am aware

of your work, and I think that Mayor Holland paid proper trib-
ute--I would as well-for your efforts, which have been enormous
Over the last few years, in calling attention to this disparity, which

d, I am sure was not intended in the original revenue sharing legisla-
tion.

As you have correctly pointed out, I think we have addressed it
in a general sense through this year's detiering proposal. Do you
see anyhing in the older tiering formula that should be main-
tained?

Mr. BONSAL. First of all, Mr. Chairman, let me thank you for
your kind remarks. I do not have the broad overview- that the
.-committee has and the staff has of the other States. I am aware of

', tlhe distribution within the State of New Jersey and the disparate
per capita constraints that were imposed when we had the county
area system which we have now.

I think it is a tremendous improvement and a great advance for
equity to have all local governments within the State competing

-simultaneously. I am not aware of any advantages of the system
-which hopefully we will move from.r Senator BRADLEY. I want to thank all three of you for coming
-down and making these statements for the record. I think that is
i Important. It is particularly important just from the standpoint of
the realization on the part of colleagues that there is this disparity.

IThe numbers speak for themselves and you have read those num-
,bers into the record, and each of you are officials in communities

where this kind of plan has had an unfortunate effect.
So I am pleased and gratified that you are here today, and I

think that your contribution has been significant and will be
heard.

'Mr. BONSAL. Thank you very much.
-"--'_ Senator BRADLEY. Thank you.

[The prepared statement and resolution of Mr. Bonsai follow:]
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STATEMENT BY

COMMISSIONER RICHARD I. BONSAL
DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

TOWN OF MONTCLAIR, NEW JERSEY'

ON BEHALF OF

THE TOWN OF MONTCLAIR, CITY OF PATERSON, CITY OF TRENTON,

CITY OF PLAINFIELD AND OTHER NEW JERSEY MUNICIPALITIES

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON REVENUE SHARING, INTERGOVERNMENTAL

REVENUE IMPACT AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS

OF THE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
,UNITED STATES SENATE

-RE: PROMOTING MORE EQUITABLE LOCAL GOVERNMENT
ALLOCATIONS OF GENERAL REVENUE SHARING IN NEW JERSEY

BY ENACTING THE DETIERING PROVISION OF S. 2574

OR BY AMENDING SEC. 108 (D) (3) OF THE ACT

MAY 21, 1980
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SUMMARY

1, --An Amendment Is urgently needed to the general revenue sharing act to

correct a serious inequity in New Jersey's local government entitlements

which unjustly enriches most of the affluent, densely populated, suburban

townships, principally at the expense of many of the State's large cities.

2. This OTownship Inequity' is a problem of serious concern in New Jersey alone.

Efforts have been made to correct the "Inequityo since general revenue

sharing was commenced in 1972.

3. The "Inequity* has worsened in New Jersey as municipalities have inde-

pendently changed their designations to 'township'. By such means, the

entitlements of South Orange Village increased from $73,791 to $336,587

and the Borough of Fairfield increased from $77,152 to $235,832. The

entitlement of West Orange may increase from $252,043 to $939,712. sub-

sequent to its prospective change.

4. Enactment is sought of the detiering provision in the Administration

Bill, S. 2574, which causes all types of local governments (other than

Indian tribes and Alaskan native villages) to compete for general revenue

sharing allocations simultaneously with each other within their respective

States.

S. Should this Administration provision not be enacted, it is urged that,

alternatively, Section 108 %0) (3) of the Act, the 4Townships" definition,

be amended to reclassify New Jersey townships to the same classification

as other New Jersey municipalities for purposes of general revenue sharing

only. The Louisiana Rule is a precedent for such special legislation.
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STATEMENT

My name is Richard I. Bonsai. I am a business man, and also a Com-

missioner of the Town of Montclair in the County of Essex in New Jersey, where I

have served as Director of the Department of Public Works since 1976 and Director

of the Department of Revenue and Finance from 1972 to 1976.

Since 1977, the Town of Montclair, the Cities of Trenton, Paterson,

Plaiunfield and other municipalities have worked cooperatively 
to correct a serious

inequity 4n New Jersey's intra-county general revenue sharing entitlements uhich

has unjustly enriched most of the affluent, densely populated, 
suburban townships,

principally at the expense of many of the State's large 
cities. Earlier efforts

to correct this problem date from the inception of the general revenue sr,-ring

program in 1972.

We are here to urge that this "Township Inequity" be 
eliminated either:

1., by enacting the detiering provision in the Administration 
Bill, S. 2574, to

cause all types of local governments (other than Indian tribes and Alaskan native

villages) to compete simultaneously with each other within their 
respective States,

or; 2., alternatively, should t..s provision of S. 2574 not be 
enacted, by amend-

ing the definition of *Townships" in Sec. 108 (0) (3) 
of the act by the addition

of the underlined words as follows:

(3) TOWNSHIPS. - The tern "township includes equivalent

subdivisions of government having different designations

(such as Otowns') and shall be determined on the basis

of the same principles as are used by the Bureau of the

Census for general statistical purposes, except that.

for the State of New Jersey, local governments classified

as type 3 (townships) by the Bureau of the Census, shall
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be reclassified as type 2 (places), for the

purpose of this Act only.

The existing definition of "towrhip
" in Sec. 108 (0) (3) results

in the creation in each county of three intra-county *pots", one each for

the county government, the townshiprand the Oplaceso, i.e., the cities,

towns, villages and boroughs as a group. Since the income factor does not

apply in the formula by which the act apportions the intra-county 
Mpotsm,

there is a large overallocation to the township *pot" and a large underalloca-

tion to the places "pot" in each county in which townships as a group have a

high per capita income and places as a group have a low capita income. The

-intra "pot' allocations are then excessively high for such townships and woe-

fully low for such places. Many counties In New Jersey are afflicted with

this problem, which has become known as the 'Township Inequity'.

The effect of the proposed amendment to Sec. 108 (D) (3) would be

to provide for only two "pots', instead of three, for intra-county alloca-

tions in New Jersey, one for the county government and the other for all of

the municipal governments including the townships. Thus all municipalities

in New Jersey would be treated equitably by the same allocation procedure.

- This is appropriate because, in New Jersey, the term "township" is used

interchangeably with the "place" terms of "city", "town", "village' and

borough", as a designation only, with no functional differences. This distinc-

tion without a difference" does not Justify separate funding for general

revenue sharing purposes with the resulting disparities.
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The Bureau of the Census has determined that only six States are

organized like New Jersey with all of their mqnicipalitles having general 
put-

pose governments, regardless of designation, with no unorganized areas and

no dependent Jurisdications 1. The other five such States are Massachusetts,

New Hampshire, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island and Wisconsin. Of these six, New

Jersey alone has sought, over a period of many years down to the present,

to have the "Township Inequity' corrected.

Thus, should the detiering provision of S. 2574 fail to be enacted,

we seek special legislation to correct the uTownship Inequity" In New Jersey

alone. The Louisiana Rule is a precedent for such special legislation.

In 1976,-I received a letter from the General Counsel of the Treasury,

Richard R. Albrecht, dated September 1 of that year 2, expressing the aware-

ness of Treasury of the degree to which New Jersey's townships and places are

governmentally similar, but advising that the Bureau of the Census did not

seem to feel that it could justify reclassifying the governments below the

county level in our State. The letter also expressed concern about the impact

of such reclassification on the other States which are organized as New Jersey

is.

Now, however, with the precedent of the Louisiana Rule, our proposed

amendment to Sec. 108 (D) (3) will maintain the integrity of the demographic

concerns of the Bureau of the Census and will not impact on any other State,

lSource: U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1977 Census

of Governments, Volume 1, No. 1, Governmental Organization, page 3,

column 2

2 Appendix A, pages 16-17
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however it may be organized. Therefore, the relief we pray for ought to be

granted.

The "Township Inequity" in New Jersey is of a very substantial

magnitude. I have calculated that in Just the four counties of Essex, Hudson,

Mercer and Passaic, the 19 townships in these counties will receive, in the

12 months of the current entitlement period 11, about $2.5 million more than

they would if they were treated as other municipalities 3. This is an average

windfall of $130,000 per year for each of these townships. Since the total of

all entitlements is a constant for each entitlement period, this huge sun is

at the expense of many other municipalities, with the largest impact on cities.

For example, the current deprivations to the larger cities of these four

counties are calculated to be: East Orange, $102,491; Jersay City, $151,112;

Trenton, $591,726; Paterson, $258,840; Passaic, $83,029; and Clifton, $62,005.
3

The record is replete with New Jersey's efforts to correct the

"Township Inequity". The concerns of Congressman Joseph G. Minish, 11th

District, Neoc Jersey about general revenue sharing allocations were recorded

in the Congressional Record on October 12, 1972. The Town of Montclair, New

Jersey, passed its first of a number of resolutions urging more equitable

revenue sharing allocations on December 12, 1972. In a letter of December 29,

1972 to the Secretary of the Treasury, Hr. Ninish stated, 'Townships are

treated differently than towns, villages, cities, and other types of local

governments". He also stated, "For example, the communities of Verona and

3 Appendix B, C, D & E, pages 18-21, Windfall portions of township entitlements:
- Essex, $1,116,774; Hudson, $277,917; Mercer, $609,254; Passaic, $484,496

6

62-376 0 - 80 - 27
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Cedar Grove border each other, differ in population by only a few hundred,

cover almost identical land areas, and have similar concerns, taxes 
and income

levels. Yet Cedar Grove has been granted nearly six times the amount of 
money

as Verona." (It should be noted that Cedar Grove is a Township, while Verona

is a Borough.) -

On October 23, 1975, while renewal of the general revenue sharing

act was being considered, I presented oral and written testimony 
urging an

end to separate township allocations in New Jersey at a hearing on 
H.R. 6558

before Chairman L. H. Fountain's Subcommittee of the Committee on Governmental

Operations of the House of Representatives.

On June 10, 1976, Mr. Finish strongly urged the House "to correct

this absurd Inequity" by passing an amendment
4 to H.R. 6558 but his amendment

failed of passage despite the overwhelming support of the New Jersey 
Congression-

al Delegation
" because its possible impact on other States had not yet been

Identified
6 .

During the debate, Mr. Minish stated,with reference to Cedar Grove

and Verona, "They have similar concerns and tax levels and the same 
type of

mayor-council government. While the per capita income levels of the two

communities do differ to some extent, this is not sufficient justification

for the township of Cedar Grove receiving six times the amount of revenue

sharing money as the borough of Verona. Thus far, under the revenue sharing

4 Appendix F, page 22
5 Appendix G, page 23

6 Congressional Record, pages K 5644 - H 5646
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program, Verona has received a total of $213,333 while Cedar Grove's total is

$1,242,151." 6

On August 25, 1976, 1 submitted written testimony to The Committee

on Finance of the United Stateg Senate urging elimination of the "Township

Inequity" by enactment of the Minish Amendment 7, but to no avail.

A federal administrative remedy thereupon was sought by passage of

New Jersey Senate Concurrent Resolution SCR-30048without dissent, by the New

Jersey Senate on April 28, 1977 and the New Jersey General Assembly on June 30,

1977. In addition, it was endorsed by Governor Brendan T: Byrne 9. This Con-

current Resolution urged the Bureau of the Census to classify all New Jersey

municipalities in a single classification, but the relief sought was denied-

because Census wished to retain the township designation for demographic reasons.

The amendment we are proposing now would permit Census to retain such demographic

distinctions and this has been confirmed by a letter dated March 11, 1980 from

Mr. Vincent P. Barabba, Director of the Bureau of the Census 
19.

A conference was held at the Office of Revenue Sharing on August 24,

1977 to pursue the relief sought by SCR-3004. The conference was attended by

Mayors Arthur J. Holland and Lawrence F. Kramer of Trenton and Paterson, respec-

tively, together with members of their staffs, officials of Plainfield and Montclair,

officials of the Office of Revenue Sharing and the Bureau of the Census, and-

representatives of Congressmen Minish and Rinaldo and of the House Government

Operi.dons Committee.

'6 Congressional Record, pages H 5644 - H 5646
7 U. S. Government Printing Office 76-822 0, pages 219-244
8 Appendix H, pages 24-26
9 Appendix 1, page 271 9 Appendix R, page 39, 3rd paragraph
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In denying the relief sought by SCR-3004, Mr. Kurt L. Schmoke,

Assistant Director, Domestic Policy Staff, the White House, in a letter dated

October 20, 1977 1, suggested rec-lassification of New Jersey townships by

State legislation.

Accordingly, a bill, Senate No. 90711, sponsoredby Senator Carmen

A. Orechio, 27th Legislative District, was introduced before the New Jersey

State Senate on January 27, 1978, and was passed by the State Senate on-

December 4, 1978. The bill provided substantial, but not complete, relief

because the Bureau of the Census, for demographic reasons, would not recognize

reclassifications below a threshold population density of 500 persons per

square mile. A front page newspaper report 12 stated that Governor Byrne

"told a press conference he would sign the Senate Bill". However, the bill

was bottled up in the Assembly Finance Committee.

An identical companion bill, A-1414, sponsored by Assemblyman John

A. Girgenti, 35th Legislative District, was introduced on Hay 22, 1978 and

cleared the Assembly Municipal Government Committee, but was not called up

by the Speaker.

To measure the depth of support for S-907 (A-1414), a request was

made of all seven municipalities, other than the one township, in the 27th

Legislative District of New Jersey to pass resolutions supporting the legisla-

tion and all seven, comprising over 92% of the population of the Dlstrictr 
did

10 Appendix a, pages 28, 29

11 Appendix K, pages 30-32
12 AppendixL, page 33
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,,-.-,-so, even though two of them, being constrained by the 20% rule, would not have

gained an additional dollar 13 Typical was the resolution of the Borough

of Verona 14 which would have received no benefit whatsoever. It-stated,

"Be it resolved by the Mayor and Council of the
Borough of Verona, N. J.

WHEREAS, Assembly 1414 and Senate 907 entitled
"Urban Township Redesignation Bills" have been
placed before the legislature for consideration
and-

WHEREAS, serious inequities exist throughout
the State of New Jersey because of an improper
interpretation of "Township", and

WHEREAS, the municipalities of similar income
and character are receiving disproportionate
Federal revenue sharing payments, and

WHEREAS, equity among New Jersey municipalities
should be a guiding principle,

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Mayor
and Council of the Borough of Verona do endorse
A-1414 and S-907 in order that equity and fair-
ness can be achieved.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that Senate and Assembly
members of the Essex County delegation receive
copies of this resolution as well as municipalities
within the County of Essex.*

Despite all efforts to have the legislation enacted, however,

the bills died at the end of the legislative session in January 1980, due

toinaction by the general Assembly, two years after the introduction of S-907.

Even though further action by the New Jersey Legislature is unlikely,

existing State law permits municipalities to change their designations to

1"Appendix M, page 34

14 Appendix N, page 35
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township, and benefit from the "Township Inequity" to the detriment 
of other

municipalities. Municipalities having charters pursuant to New Jersey's

-'Optional Municipal Charter Law (Faulkner Act) can change their designations

by referendum alone, without the necessity of concurrence by the 
Legislature.

In appearing before Chairman Fountain's Subcommittee of the

Government Operations Committee of the House of Representatives 
on October

_-:23, 1975, 1 testified that Montclair could receive 223% more revenue sharing,

'T according to data elements for EP-1 plus EP-2, by changing its designation to

township -

In my written testimony to the Committee on Finance of the United

States Senate on August 25, 1976 16, 1 advised that the Town of Montclair

could increase its entitlements by $534,552 or 232.9%, according 
to EP-6

data elements, by changing its designation to township. Montclair's governing

body remained unanimous in opting not to do this, as It was felt that the

"inequity* should be corrected and not made worse. Furthermore, it seemed

inconceivable that such unilateral reclassifications by municipalities 
would

hAve been tolerated by State or federal authoritieS. However, we were mistaken.

In 1977 the Village of South Orange changed its name to the 
"Township

of South Orange Villageo. The Legislature ratified the new name and the mere

change of designation increased South Orange's general revenue sharing entitle-

ments from $73,791 in EP-9 to $336,587 in EP-1O. It should be noted that South

lsTranscript of Hearings of Subcommittee of House Government Operations

Committee, page 847

16U. S. Government Printing Office 76-811 0, pages 233, 242
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Orange has a per capita income of $10,899 which is the seventh highest of all

of New Jersey's 567 municipalities, according to the data elements for EP-1i.

Similarly, when the Borough of Fairfield became the 'Township of Fairfield" in

1978, its entitlement increased from $77,152 in EP-1O to $235,832 in EP-11 17

and would have been $346,972 except for the 145% constraint rule 28. Fairfield

having a Faulkner Act charter, changed its designation by referendum alone.

In April 1980, the Town of West Orange, which has a Faulkner Act

government, announced its intention to reclassify itself as a township to

gain additional general revenue sharing funds. Although the anticipated gain

was said to be $200,000, I estimate there would be a bonanza of $687,669 2o.

This huge increase, from $252,043 to $939,712, would hurt every other Essex

County municipality which is not already constrained by the 145% or the 20% rule.

Furthermore, 60% of the gain would be at the expense of other municipalities

and county governments throughout the State.

If the Congress does not eliminate township distinctions, I fear that

there will be a proliferation of such designation changes to *townships" because

the incentive is so strong. For example, I have calculated that the City of

Trenton, which has a Faulkner Act charter, could independently change its

designation to the *Township of Trenton City', and receive a $545,000 increase

in its general revenue sharing. If all else falls, the Town of Montclair,

which will have a Faulkner Act charter on July 1, 1980, and many other munici-

palities may have-no choice but to become townsh ips, and that would be a shame.

It would require awkward nomenclature, such as aTnwnship of Montclair Town',

and, more importantly, would violate principles of equity.

17 Appendix 0 & P, pages 36, 37
18 Appendix Q, page 38
2 0 Appendix S, page 40
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A question has arisen about whether New Jersey should be granted the

-relief it seeks, because the most recent State action was blocked in the Legis-

ilature, indicating opposition.

lWe submit that the record amply justifies relief. The bill in

question, N. J. Senate No. 907, the only option available at the 
time, provided

an incomplete solution, because Census would not recognize reclassification 
of

-.--sparsely populated townships for demographic reasons. This caused anomolies

in certain counties, such as Mercer, in which the- unreclassified townships

would have gained additional windfalls. Nonetheless, the bill was not defeated.

It passed the N. J. Senate and was reported to be supported by the 
Governor,

7 but was assigned to an inappropriate Committee of the General Assembly 
where

it languished.

Although such legislation was not enacted, the Legislature and the

7 Governor are on record in favor of a complete reclassification of all New Jersey

townships by the federal government to correct the WTownship Inequity'. 
This

is an important point. N. J. Senate Concurrent Resolution No. 3004 8 so attests

as to both houses of the Legislature, as does the Governors supportive 
letter 9.

Furthermore, the Minish Amendment, which would have provided complete

reclassification of New Jersey townships, received the overwhelming 
support of

the New Jersey Congressional Delegation 5 in the House of Representatives. The

vote was 11 for, I against and 3 paired for.

Finally, as to the opposition, naturally the townships which stood

-  Appendix G, page 23
Appendix H, page 24-26

9 Appendix I, page 27
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to lose their windfalls were in opposition. However, almost all of them had very

low tax rates for municipal purposes, and could have made up the lost revenue by

'increased tax rates which still would have been low compared with the cities in

their counties. Furthermore, the bill had no provision for retroactivity.

We are elated that the Administration has included a provision in

S. 2574 which will eliminate all intra-State tiers
21 and cause all types of local-

governments (other than Indian tribes and Alaskan native villages)to compete

simultaneously with each other within their respective States.

We applaud the Administration for recognizing that the "Township

--- Inequity" is a serious problem which merits correction. The broad applicability

of the new detiering provision is unequivocal evidence of the Administation's

concern.

Although the detiering concept is not new (I had recommended complete

detiering to the Director of the Office of Revenue Sharing as early as.February

197522), it has proved so difficult to have any changes made in general revenue

sharing that for years we have pursued a limited goal of seeking relief from the

_--"Township Inequity" in New Jersey alone. The administration's broid new provision

to eliminate intra-State township distinctions, and County area and County govern-

ment distinctions also, is positively breathtaking.

In testifying before Chairman L. H. Fountain's House Subcommittee on

April 16, 1980 together with Mayor Arthur J. Holland of Trenton, I presented an

April 15, 1980 letter from Governor Brendan T. Byrne
2 3, in which the Governor

- reaffirmed his support of eliminating the township distinction as irrelevant

2Appendix T, page 41
22Appendix U & V, pages 42 & 43
23Appendlx W, page 44
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In New Jersey, his only reservation being a desire to review the 
data before

deciding whether the change most equitably and appropriately should 
be applied

intra-county, intra-State or nationally.

While Mayor Holland and I, as well as othersin New Jersey associated

with us in this endeavor, fully support and urge enactment 
of the detiering

provision of S. 2674, we have misgivings that this new provision's 
very broad-

ness may limit its-support because of the widespread changes 
it would cause,

possibly resulting in the provision being amended out of 
the Bill, thereby

perpetrating the *inequity" in New Jersey where the problem 
is acute. This

would be a dreadful fate for such an urgently need reform.

Should the detiering provision in S. 2574 fail to be enacted, 
we

urge that, as a fall-back alternative, the definition of 'Townships" in Sec. 108

(0) (3) of the Act be amended to eliminate the distinction 
between townships

and other municipalities In New Jersey alone, for the purposes of the Act only.

The Louisiana Rule is adequate precedent for such special 
legislation.

Thank you.
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APPENDIX A

tilt ~OUN6EL OF THE TRtEASURY~I;I M41 MaN. D.C. 20220

SEPI1 1976

Dear Commissioner Bonsai:

I have been given responsibility within the Treasury Depart-
ment for the renewal of General Revenue Sharing. On behalf of
President Ford, I would like to express-apprec nation for the
copy of your report to the Senate Finance Committee recommending

-amendment of H.R. 13367 which you sent to the President.

The Treasury Department has given careful attention to
the issues raised in your paper. Our conclusion is that while
a real problem is raised relative to the use of separate intra-
county 'pots" for places and townships in allocating revenue
sharing funds, a suitable solution to the problem has not presented
itself.

Please find enclosed a copy of my letter to Chairman Fountain
of the House Government Operations Subcommittee oh Intergovernmental
Relations and Human Resources on this subject.

Since the preparation of this letter additional relevant
data have come to our attention. This data indicates that use
of a common intra-county 'pot* for places and townships in New
Jersey would in some counties not result in a distribution of
revenue sharing monies more in line with tax effort or taxes per
capita.

The proposal by Representative Minish described in your
report would utilize a common place-township "pot" only for the
four States where the entirety of the State's territory is
divided into general purpose municipalities and townships none
of which overlap.

In commenting on this proposal, I would first call attention
to the June 10, 1976 letter from Census Director Barabba to
Mr. Finish which you reprint in your report. This letter states
that a number of other States almost meet the criteria contained
in the Minish proposal. Thus, these criteria would not establish
a clear-cut standard by which to vary the intra-county allocation
method.
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APPENDIX A (CONTINUED)
-2-

More importantly# the criteria do not really relate 
to

anything which is relevant to deciding whether 
places and town-

ships should be dealt with separately or 
not. The separate

upoto approach resulted from the fact 
that in some States places

and townships overlap and, more importantly, 
the thought that

these two types of units are usually quantitatively 
different.

As a matter of fact, in Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and

Wisconsin, the other three States which 
would meet the standards

of the Minish amendment, townships and 
places generally differ

significantly in terms of population, per 
capita income, per

capita taxes, and tax effort. Consequently, the standArd for

determining which mode of allocation is to be used, does not

seem to be a reasonable one.

In conclusion, I think you are to be commended 
for the

careful study you have given to the subject 
of your report to

the Finance Coeittee. We at the Treasury are aware that New

Jersey is almost unique in the degree to which 
its townships

and places are governmentally similar. 
In fact, we have even

inquired of the Bureau of the Census 
if there are grounds to

reclassify governments below the county 
level in your State.

The Bureau does not seem to feel that 
such action could be

justified.

Again, your interest in this important matter is

appreciated.

Sincerely,

CRichard R. Albrecht
General Counsel

Mr. Richard I. Bonsal
Commissioner
Department of Public Works
647 Bloomfield Avenue
Montclair, N.J. 07042

Attachment
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APPENDIX B
ESSEX COUNTY ALLOCATIONS

WITH TOWNSHIPS RECLASSIFIED THE SAn£ AS OTHER MUNICIPALITIES

Basis: Entitlement Period 11 Data Elements

Actual Reclassified Change

Municipalities Entitlement Entitlement
(Est.)

Cedar Grove Township 305,086 78,861 - 226,225'

Livingston Township 259,287 122,634" - 136,653 #

Maplewood Township 395,276 102,174 - 293,)':2 #

Millburn Township 199,828 84,639* - 115,189 #

South Orange Township_ 268,992 69,531 - 199,461 1

Fairfield Township 235,832"* 89,688 - 146,144 #

- Township Total 1,664,301 547,527 - 1,116,774 #

Belleville Town 289,037 315,462 + 26,425

Bloomfield Town 344,108 375,568 + 31,460

Caldwell Borough 45,289 49,429 + 4,140

East Orange City 1,121,072 1,223,563 + 102,491

Essex Fells Borough 10,299* 10,299* 0

Glen Ridge Borough 34,508 37,663 + 3,155

Irvington Town 494,104 539,277 + 45,173

Montclair Town 171,844 187,555 + 15,711

Newark City 9,673,757 ** 9,673,757 0

North Caldwell Borough 28,552 * 28,552 * 0

Nutley Town 174,566 190,525 + 15,959

Orange City 448,847 489,881 + 41,034

Roseland Borough 39,911 43,559 + 3,648

Verona Borough 60,936* 60,936 * 0

West Caldwell Borough 61,151 66,741 + 5,590

West Orange Town 252,043 275,086 + 23,043

Places Total 13,250,024 13,567,853 317,829

Cocbined Total 14,914,325 14,115,380 - 798,945

* Constrained by 20% rule #Windfall portion /M a-1o

** Constrained by 145% rule of entitlement

Notes: South Orarge,as a Village, was allocated $73,791 in EP-9.
Fairfield,, as a Bo , was allocated $77,152 in EP-lO.

Actual entitlement is based on U. S. Treasury Department Printout.

Reclassiied entitlement (est.) is subject to refinement by computer

to reflect redistribution of constrained overages/underages throughout
thp State. 1o
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APPENDIX C

HUDSON COUNTY ALLOCATIONS

WITH TOWNSHIPS RECLASSIFIED THE SAME AS OTHER MUNICIPALITIES

Basis: Entitlement Period 11 Data Elements

** Constrained by 145% rule

Actual Reclassified Change
Entitlement Entitlement

(Est.)

North Bergen Township 881,192 676,376 - 204,816 #

Weehawken Township 314,505 241,404 - 73,101 f

Township Totals 1,195,697 917,780 - 277,917

-Bayonne City 961,470 985,945 + 24,475

East Newark Borough 57,033 57,033** 0

Guttenberg Town 60,949 62,501 + 1,552

Harrison Town 344,412 353,180 + 3,768

Hoboken City 948,861 973,014 + 24,153

Jersey City City 5,936,379 6,087,491 + 151,112

Kearny Town 689,934 707,496 + 17,562

Secaucus Town 232,690 238,613 + 5,923

Union City City 942,593 966,587 + 23,994

West New York Town 734,888 753,595 + 18,707

Places Total 10,909,209 11,185,455 + 276,246

Combined Total 12,104,906 12,103,235 - 1,671

Notes: Actual entitlement is based on U. S. Treasury Department Printout.

Reclassified entitlement (est.) is subject to refinement by computer
to reflect redistribution of constrained overages/underages throughout

the State.

OWindfall portion of entitlement
-- 19

/W .1-eo
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- APPENDIX D

MERCER COUNTY ALLOCATIONS

WITH TOWNSHIPS RECLASSIFIED THE SAME AS OTHER MUNICIPALITIES

Basis: Entitlement Period It Data Elements

* Constrained by 20% rule A,0 a-o

Notes: Actual entitlement is based on U. S. Treasury Oepartment Printout.

Reclassified entitlement (est.) is subject to refinement by computer
to reflect redistribution of constrained overages/underages throughout
the State.

# Windfall portion of entitlement

Actual Reclassified Change
Municipalities Enticlteent Entitflement a([St.)

East Windsor Township 280,010 201,881 78,129 #
Ewing Township 247,026 178,100 [- 68,926 #

Hamilton Township 1,071,795 772,740 - 299,055 #
Hopewell Township 56,337 43,059 - 13,278 #
Lawrence Township 407,748 293,977 113,771 #
Princeton Township 58,104 * 58,104" 0
Washington Township 53,298 38,426 - 14,872 #
West Windsor Township 76,061 54,838 21,223 #

Townships Total 2,250,379 , 1,641,125 609,254#

Hightstown Borough 32,269 44,439 + 12,170

Hopewell Borough 9,003* 9,003 0
Pennington Borough 9,546 9,546* 0

Princeton Borough 52,642 61,795 + - 9,153
Trenton City 1,568,905 ! 2,160,631 + 591,726

Places Total 1,672,365 2,285,414 + 613,049

Combined Total 3,922,744 3,926,539 + 3,795
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PASSAIC COUNTY ALLOCATIONS

WITH TOWNSHIPS RECLASSIFIED THE SANE AS OTHER MUNICIPALITIES

Basis: Entitlement Period 11 Data Elements

Actual Reclassified
Entitlement Entitlement Change

(Est.)

Little Falls Township 103,982 69,083 - 34,899 #

Wayne Township 806,260 535,660 - 270,600 #

West Milford Township 533,325 354,328 - 178,997 #

Township Totals 1,443,567 959,071 - 484,496 #

Bloomingdale Borough 88,530 97,140 + 8,610

Clifton City 637,564 699,569 + 62,005

Haledon Borough 45,289 49,693 + 4,404

Hawthorne Borough 116,628 127,970 + 11,342

North Haledon Borough 49,918 54,773 + 4,855

Passaic City 853,729 936,758 + 83,029

Paterson City 2,661,486 2,920,326 + 258,840

Pompton Lakes Borough 76,219 83,632 + 7,413

Prospect Park Borough 33i834 37,124 + 3,290

Ringwood Borough 139,719 153,308 + 13,589

Totown Borough 104,232 114,368 + 10,136

Wanaque Borough 101,058 110,886 + 9,828

West Paterson Borough 73,568 80,722 + 7,154

Places Total 4,981,774 5,466,269 + 484,495

Combined Total 6,425,341 6,425,340 1

Notes: Actual entitlement is based on U. S. Treasury Department Printout.

Reclassified entitlement (est.) is subject to refinement by computer
to reflect distribution of constrained-overages/underages throughout

the State. tldindfall portion

of entitlement
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THE MIIISH AMENDMENT TO H.R. 13367

(Defeated June IO, 1976: Ayes 158, Noes 229, Not Voting 44)

Section 108 (0) (3) of the Act Is amended as follows:

"(3) TOWNSHIPS. - The term "Township" Includes equivalent

subdivisions of government having different designations

(such as "Towns"), and shall be determined on the basis of the

same principles as are used by the Bureau of the Census for

general statistical purposes, but shall not Include any

subdivisions of government located in States which have the

entirety of their territorial limits divided into general purpose

municipalities and townships (as defined by the Bureau of the

Census for general statistical purposes), none of which overlap."

Note: The special criteria of the Minish Amendment would have
applied only to Massachusetts, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island, and Wisconsin.

SOURCE: Congressional Record, Vol., No.89, page H5644

22

62-376 0 - 80 - 28
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VOTE OF THE NEW JERSEY DELEGATION

ON THE FINISH AMENDMENT TO H.R. 11367

AYES: II

NOES:

Florio

Hughes

Howard

Fenwick

Magui re

Roe

Rod i no

Finish

- Rinaldo

Meyne r

Patten

Forsythe

NOT VOTING: 3 Thompson (paired for)

Heistoski (paired for)

Daniels (paired for)

SOURCE: Congressional Record, Vol. 122, No. 89, page H5646
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APPENDIX H
Passed by New Jersey State Senate on April 28, 1977

Passed by New Jersey State General Assembly on June 30, 1977

SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION No. 3001

STATE- OF NEW JERSEY

INJ'l{ODUCED JANUARY 11, 19i;

By Sei. tors (IRECHIO, JLIPMAN, GIREE.IIER'hG, t)D1, IM-
PERIALE, AJERLINO, IARESSA, BURS'EIN, DlUGAN nu.

),IUSTO

Referred to Conunittce on County and Municipnl (overnment

A Co 'Cu"ENT REML.TIotiO urging the Bureau of Censit of ie
United States Deparlmen t of Comnerce to classify atl New
Jersey municipalities in a single calegoriy for genIeral stalistie.l1

purposes.

I WHERF.AS, The entirely of the territorial limit-; of the State of
2 New Jersey i' divided ito 21 tvuzties, noite of which overlap;
3 and

4 WI EAAs, The entirely of the territorial limits of each county is
5 divided into equivaleaat subdivi.ions of government having
6 different designations, such as townships, cilies, towns, village
7 and boroughs, none of which overlap; and

8 W ,ERES, The entirety of the territorial limits of the State of
,9 New Jersey is divided into 567 such suldivisions, none of which
10 overlap; and

11 Wnrap.s, The laws of the State of New Jersey empower each such

12 subdivision, irrespective of deAignation, I act as a general

13 purpose local government tn levy ad valoren tuxes on a unifoan
14 basis on the tiouexempt real property mid certain busines
15 personal property within its territorial limits, And fo provide
16 or arrange to provide certain general services for its idividual,
17 group, commercial and indu%triAl inabitants; and

-18 WHZsZAS, Within the Stale of New Jersey. there are no differences
19 of form or function between township p And other equivalent
20 subdivisions of government which justify separate elassifiation
21 for general statistical purposes by the Bureau of the Census of
22 the Department of Commerce of the United States, and
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2

23 Wxhny.tAs, Acordilsg to tMP e.\iiig dktuii lioi hy the .aid

24 Bureau of tile Census, townlshipr within the State of New Jersey

2L are classified separately fiora other equivalent sublivisions of

26 government for general stnlistical purposes: and

27 WHEF..S, Such determination, when applied to tetion 108 (d) (3)

28 of the State and Local Fiscal As.sisti.ce Art of 3972, as amended

29 (31 U.S.C. 1221 et seq.) has resulted in inequitable allocations

30 of Veneral revenue sharing funds between to-,n-hips and other

31 equivalent suidivi.ivis within the State of New Jersey whereby

32 some s-l0lis ision. have* unfairly liwnfiled mid ollwrs, including

33 most of the Stale's major cities , have Isoen wifairly penalized;

34 now, therefore

1 Br IT Pt$OLVEu by fle 'Se:ule of lite Stte of K'ea Jersey (tle

2 Gcsetol Asemubly roxcurriu.g):

1 That the Bureau of the Census of the Detiirtniet of Coiunerce

2 of the United States be urged to find.and determine that, within

3 the State of New Jersey, all subdivisions of government below

4 ti county go'vrinient lIe'l liavig different 11.i:1iiaions, such

5 as townships, cities, towns, villages and boroughs, be classifiedl in

6 a single category for general statistical purposes; and

7 BE IT lTamRas IZSOLvEn that a certified copy of this concurrent

8 resolution be forwarded to the director of the said Bureau of the

9 Census and to each of the members of the House of Representatives

10 and Senate of the United States who represent New Jersey.

STATEMENT

The Federal revenue-sharing formula makes a distinction

between townships and municipalities because in most states the

former represent jurisdictions (usually sparsely populated) which

are not incorporated and which exercise few of the governmental

powers normally aligned to local governments. The revenue.

sharing law provides that money be allocated selmratoly to town.

ships and to other municipalities.

This distinction is not relevant to New Jersey, where a towniship

enjoys the same full municipal authority as any other municipality.

"Township" here It only n name, not a pcculiar classification of

local jurisdiction.

But because revenue-sharing moneys are allocated out of what

are effectively two separate accounts, townships in many parts

of the state receive different allocations than nearby communities

of similar social characteristics that go under the name of town,
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borough, city or village. In some (but niot ail) counties, such ill

Essex, the separate clnsification enables townships to escape

sharing the "township" share of the county entillement with the

county's largest and neediest city. This means the other munici-

palities must forego a larger share of their potential revenue-

sharing because the major city draws its entitlement from their

smaller "pot".

If this inequity were eliminated in New Jersey, the entire nllocn-

tion per county would come out of a single nocount. In Es..ex, for

example, this would mean that Newark's share would be calculated

on a larger base; $593,5,3.00 more would go to that city. The

smaller cities and towns in Essex would also gain, since the money

previously segregated for Essex townslips would now be In the

one county-wide funding pool.

Because the Federal revenue-sharing formula relies on census

data, this resolution is directed to eliminating the ditinction in

census reports between New Jersey townships and other

municipalities.

The listing below indicates how the current false distinction

penalizes large and needy communities. It presents the revenue-

sharing gain for fourteen communities if the township inequity

were cured.

EFFECT ON SELECTED CITIES IF TOWNSHIP

INEQUITY IS ELIMINATED

Basis: Entitlement Period 6 (7/1/75 to 6/30/76)

city
Bayonne

Camden ...
Clifton

East Orange
E lizabeth ...

Jersey City

Linden

Newark

New Brunswick
Pasai.c
Paterson

Gain in General Revenue
Sharing Allocation

. + 34,584
+ 367,176

. + 43,537
+ 55,552

+ 115,656
+ 149,180

+ 40092

....... + 593,523
. + 40.746

........ + 37,198
+ 175,114

Perth Amboy ............... ......... + 5%910
Plainfield .. ....................... + 50,620

Trenton ... . ......................... + 5 498

,S mes: Department of the Treasury. General Revenue Sharing

RS-M38-A 03-22-76 2D.03:53 Printout of Normal Alloca.

tio vs Trial No. 68 Allocation.
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ST'rn ox' z, .t in it -. v

Oi'YXC 0 or lE Oo'rlt'OT4

11ENDAN 7. BYRNE

July 27, 1977

Mr. Manuel Plotkin, Director
Bureau of Census
Federal Building No. 3
Suitland, Maryland 20233

Dear Hr. Plotkin.

I would like to convey to you my support for Senate Concurrent

Resolution No. 3004.

Although New Jersey does not require gubernatorial review of con-

current resolutions, I wish to express my endorsement for the concept

which this resolution advances. The distinction between townships and

•-municipalities is irrelevant in its application to the distribution of

general revenue sharing funds in New Jersey. I hereby endorse efforts

to seek an administrative change from the Bureau of the Census whereby

all units of government below the county level in New Jersey be classified

in a single category for statistical purposes.

Sincerely,

- C09GOVEIOR/
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

October 20, 1977

Dear Mr. Bonsai:

Thank you for your letter to the President of August 25,
on the classification of units of local government in
New Jersey.

The Department of the Treasury implements the General Revenue

Sharing Program according to the provisions of the State and

Local Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972 (Public Law 92-512) as

amended by the State and Local Fiscal Assistance Amendments
of 1976 (Public Law 94-488). Section 108(d)(1) of the statute

clearly specifies that the classification of local governments

shall be determined on the basis of the same principles as

are used by the Bureau of the Census for general statistical
purposes.

As you mentioned in your letter, a meeting on the New Jersey

situation was held on August 2d, 1977 at the Office of Revenue

Sharing. The Census Bureau representatives at the meeting

made it clear that that Agency did not intend to reclassify
New Jersey local governments at this time.

Since the meeting the Census Bureau has reaffirmed its position

that the distinction between cities, towns, villages, and

boroughs on the one hand, and townships on the other, is not

based primarily on governmental or corporate differences bet-

ween these types of entities. The classification takes into

account the demographic contrasts as to density and character

of settlement that still distinguish most townships, even in

New Jersey, from most cities, towns, villages, and boroughs.

The Census Bureau finds that such demographic distinctions

are too great to justify treating all local governments in

New Jersey alike for general statistical purposes. Con-

sequently, the Office of Revenue Sharing has no basis for

making a change in its treatment of New Jersey governments.
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Since the Census Bureau does not intend to reclassify
N ew Jersey townships, perhaps the most appropriate way
toachieve such a change in classification would be through

-y.State action altering the legal designation of larger town-
5ships to another type of municipality. The Office of Revenue
;Sharing will be pleased to forward any State legislative
Proposal to the Census Bureau for an analysis of how that

-agency would treat the classification of governments under

such legislation.

kI cannot comment on your claim that the Governor's recent

classificationin of South Orange to a township from a village

-will greatly increase its revenue sharing allocation at the

-expense of the City of Newark. Your letter gave no indi-

.cation as to the methodology or computations which 
were used

to arrive at these figures. The Office of Revenue Sharing
'will reclassify South Orange for future computer allocations

oncee the Census Bureau recognizes the change in South Orange's
,_.-corporate status.

:Any reclassification of New Jersey governments, however, will

'have no effect on revenue sharing allocations until at least

Entitlement Period 10 (October 1, 1978 - September 30, 1979).

-The data definitions for the allocations and entitlements 
of

recipient governments for Entitlement Period 9 were declared

,!final on June 15, 1977 by an entry published in 
the Federal

Register on June 13, 1977 (42 FR 30261).

7 trust this information will be useful to you. Please let
--me know if I can be of further assistance on this matter.

sincerely,

Krt L. Schmoke
Assistant Director
Domestic Policy Staff

~r. Richard I. Bonsal
Commissioner
Town of Montclair
Montclair, New Jersey 07042
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VS''X -I'FVIVIAL C01' ]HlElVII

SENATE, No. 901

STATE OF NEW JERSEY

INTRODUCED F1.'.IH[U,\Y 27. 1918

By Senator CRECIIIO

Referred In Conminitie on Connty and tnnicipal oovvrmiimlit

Ax Ac-r concerning the redesignation of densely populated

townships.

1 BM 3T XNAC'Tk.i, by thie SM 11c a1d (OCnCrat .. sL',nbty of lite StIC

2 of New Jersey:
1 1. This act shall be known ind may be vited as the "Urban

2 Towiship Redesignatioi; Act."

1 2. Tite Lgislnfure hereby lichd Ihat ithe clnssikicttion for

2 general statistical purposes of Iowishijs within tli State that

3 are densely populated and Ihie|ehy urban in chiara.er, in a sivimle

4 classificitioin with tow.-n.hips that nre less d.kisely populated and

5 thereby rural in ebaracter, distorIe statitical grouping, of nmu-

6 nicipalities according to their urban character; sail, that Such

7 single classification of nil New ,lcr..ey inwnship.- clients ,istortions

8 and inequities in the allocation of Federal ahm, such . General

9 ]Revenue Sharing, among New ,er.ey mnnicipaliie.

10 The Legislature, therefore, declares it to be the plolie policy of

11 this State to facilitate more meaningful statiblical elassificalions

12 of municipalities and more equitable alocalions, (of Federal aid,

13 such as General Revenue Sharing.

14 The Legislature further declares it to be the public policy

15 of this State to insure that townships that are den.ely populated

16 are rede-signated purs|aant to the provisions of this act to enalle

17 them to be classified for general satntirtivial pnriose. together

18 with cities, towns, villages and boroughs, nd separately from

19 more rural townships so (lint no confusions, nain costruetions or

20 misrepresentations may thwart the purposes hereof.

1 3. As used in this act:

2 a. "Municipality" means a city, town, village, borough or

8 township within this State.
Z' -z NmAN- -Matur es, ts *.. 4a.d Ilw.arm [I.,] is th abeIs bIM

€-:. ~ ~ ~ i N IOR euw&Me~ **a 1,|Istsm" so bcldl is 11W law..... .
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4 1. e~~liure.'ii' iiei-4 tile 11nitedl States Bilucan Of tile

1141!pil:' r4d n- tit-III 1:flit- 1 ~il it ionl density of

10 Ji. ''l).hrnlin'' nicauNs tilt 'omlphkte legal1 nalic~ of a inluilii

11 Ivp~ity ;ii,'nrdii'g tn U., visir or anygenieral iticorporation .a0,

12 C-elt IS p rovided] ill M i. adI.

13 v. -Dlirvi*tor'' nwas t13P Pireclor of t(eliei isiun of Local

14 (overninivii Sen-ites.

15 f. "J~ivision'' nican-s the Division of Local (uvernrncnt Services

16 ill flit- Slate l01.cjia piet of 00'onnu11ify A ffairs.

17 g."Nan~de.4gnationi miiis the rede-giiated oinille legal

3S ijame of a niuivpalii. xsiiki is ulesigimted as a I'lownsbiji"

19) aiudn I its chinatter or auuy general incorrjiaI iun ;act nd is

00 dousely pojuulate, n% provided ill this not.

21 ]1. ''0ld designation"' newun the designation )f a (nwishtip

-22 innnotli~itly prior to its liccmning densely populated, as providvid

231 ill this arle.

3 4. The Dieeor of Ilit. Division of 1,oval ovpc'ne Sorvices

2 shallt nminiiai n cerlifled, citrwnt listing of pipaition densities

3 for each township calentilted by dividing the population amcrdig

I to the met rcecnt decenniail ('Cisti% comiadited by the Ceisuis

5 Bureau, by the most rewent land area as dleeninedI by the New

G; .Ier..:y *[Office of lenuaiijbic and Economic Ainalysis'

7 'lb palsi )d of Comiui1l 1 iff airs'.

2 to its charter or nny general ineorporilion acrt, ndi is densely

3 poptilate vi s dleterminedl by t ie di rector f rom cilculat ions. based on

4 population data aceordig to the, 1970 census of fit, CenstiS Buretau,

5 or which lx'comes densely poptdlateil as doernihed by tie director

6 from catleulatins based oin popuintion datai according to any sub-

7 seqnient de-cimnni ensutz conitcte by tile Census Miroauu, im-

8 mnediately shall become redesignated not follows:

9 a. The rirst two words of lte new designation salll be "Town

10 of "; and,

11 1). The last wordl of lte niew dei'.'iatioui shiall, be "Townshlpit',

12 unless lte ohl dlcsigntion invladesi the word "City," "8Town,''

13 ''Village,'' or 11Iharongha' in edition to lte wrdl ''Townsip,''

14 in which ease tile last word of the new desigiattion ithall be vicb

16 word other than "Tammship"; and,
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10 c. The word. b teen the irsi two words m11 it last word

17 of the new dusig,11tion shall be nl of tile uords of the uld

18 deignaflnv in Ise same order, c.Ncept that ihe words "Township,"

19 "(ity," '"Towev," "'Village" or "Borough" shall be, delved, and

20 the word "of," if it otherwise would be the thirdword as well as

21 the second word of the new designation, shall be deleted or the

22 third word.

1 6. 'ihe n ew designailion of a densely populated former township,

2 as provided in this act, shall replace and supersede the old

3 designation of such towNvship ns saited in its charter or any general

4 incorporation act.

1 7. The new designation of a former township, which has been

2 rcdesiguat!ed m-provided in this act, may t' antended in accordance

3 with the laws of this State, provided that such nuiended designation

4 shall not include the word "township."

1 8. Notice shall be provided, as follows:

2 a. The Director of the Division of Local Government Services

3 shall forward a cerlified copy of this act, within 5 days followhig

4 its enactment, to the Director of the Censub Bureau, and to the

5 D;ctor of the Ofce of Revenue Sharing of the United States.

6 u. The Director of the Division of Local GOuvernment Services

7 shall notify each municipality, which is designated as a "township"

8 according to its charter or any general incorporation act and has

9 ceased to be a "township" as provided heren, of its new designa-

10 tion with 10 days of the date of sucli redesignation.

1 *-. Nothing cowtaiued iu this act s, ull be coasts ucd so as to ao cl

2 the form of governincnt of an.rrtoicuship redesignatcd pursuant1 to

3 this act. This act shall be limited to the clas.ifc cios of munici.

4 politics for the'iiurposcs specijtcd herein, and shall szot bc co.

5 if rued to alter, modify, or amend tiny sta lte or regulation of this

6 btate as the same presently applies to the townships herein re-

7 designated as towns.

1 10. I the first budget year go which the provisions of this act

2 apply, any muanicipality which rcceivcs a distribution of federal

3 revenue sharing funds in an amount less than that which such

4 municipality received in the immediately preceding budget year,

5 shall be entitled to an ezeeption from the ocal budget limitations

6 imposed pursuant to P. L. 1970, c. 68 (C. 40.4:4-45.1 et seq.) in the

7 amount of the reduction of such distribution.

8 Thfr lirr-lusr uf tlhe I siitioU "/ Isral Uasrruir'ms .%'rirrs shalu

9 certify to each such municipality the amount of ths exception to

10 which it is entitled pursuat to this sectin.*

I oVj "j. This act shall take effect immediately.
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EFFECT 0F!S-907 (A-1414) ON THE 27th LEGISLATIVE DISTRICT

CHANGE IN GENERAL REVENUE SHARING GRANT

Basis: Entitlement Period 10 (Prelim.)

Present Resulting Present
Grant. Grant, Grant

Per Capita Per Capita Amount

Resulting Gain (.) or
Grant, Loss (-)
Pinount Amount

* Bloomfield Town

* Caldwell Borough

Cedar Grove Twp.

* Essex Fells Borough

-- Glen Ridge Borough
* Montclair Town

* Nutley Town

* Verona Borough

Total

53,112
8,411

12,888
2.569
8.552

42,301
31,477

14,786

174,096

$ 7.06
4.62

27.44
4.10
4.10
4.52
5.67
4.10

$ 7.15

$ 7.74
5.06
6.37
4.10
4.39

4.96
6.21
4.10

$375,350
38.889

353,699
10,533
35,064

191,622
178,639
60,624

$411,358
42,619
82.134

10.533
37.547

210,005
195,776
60,624

$ 6.03 $1,244.420 $1,050,596

+ $ 36,008
* 3.730
- 271.565

0
* 2,483

18,383
+ 17,137

oo
0 $ 8

- $193,824 X

* Passed Resolutions urging enactment of S-907 (A-1414) -
Combined population: 152,656 or 87.7% of District Total

* Passed Resolution of conditional support for provisions of S-907 (A-1414) -
Combined population with above: 161.208 or 92.6% of District Total

NOTE: Cedar Grove's per capita grant of $27.44 compares with Newark's
per capita grant of $29.72. the maximum legally permitted in tte current Entitlement Period.

Prepared by:

Richard I. Bonsal

April 30, 1979

Municipality 1976
Population
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.~SVLUTION
._-______-__ F DL U T I( EB 8 s ?9

Be ft resolved by the Mayor ad Counci of the BorougA of Verona, N.J. ml

WHEREAS, Assembly 1414 and Senate 907 entitled 'Urbun Towisip ld Iie' inzt'

" Bills" have been placed before the legislature for cotisidcratior,, ani

WH;-REAS, serious Inequities exist throughout the state of Weg Jersey because of 3r.

improper interpretation or "Township", and

WHEREAS, the municipalities of similar income ard character are reccivJnr 
disprop.or-

tionate Federal revenue sharing paymen'.s, arid

WEEAS, equity among New*Jersey municipalities should be a guidinr principle,

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Mayor & Council of the Borough of Verona

do endorse Al414 and S907 in order that equity and fairness can be achieved.

BE IT FURTHER kESOLVED that Senate and Assembly members of the Essex County dele.atlo

receive copies of this resolution as well as municipalities within the County of

Essex. _

Record of Council Vote

cilman 
A je

Albrlght t "

anciosi

LeVecciusso

/.Broug: " e
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room: date. 111818o Revenue Sharing
Data and Demography
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A PP ENDIXC R
. EITEO STATES DPA!RTMENT OF COMMERCE

*Iurem of .he Conam
Wa&*hingtOn 00 233

OFFrIC OF TH DIRECTOR

i MAR I I 98

Mr. Richard I. Bonsai
Commissioner
Board of Commissioners
Department of Public Works
Montclair, New Jersey 07042

Dear Hr. Bonsal:

This is in response to your letter of February 22, 1980, which
concerns the position of the Bureau of the Census on a proposal

iL to alter the classification of township governments in New Jersey
in connection with the Federal Revenue Sharing Program. The
Census Bureau takes no position on the desirability of making
such a change for revenue sharing purposes.

The Bureau of the Census Is, of course, interested In maintaining
the stability of its statistical classification methods and cri-
teria. The value of any data series depends in large part on the
uniformity and historical consistency of the categories in which
the data are presented.

We would, however, have no objection from an operational standpoint
to the type of amendment you are proposing. As you point out, the
State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act now includes a number of
provisions which explicitly authorize the treatment of governmental
organizations or transactions at variance with the way in which
they are handled by the Bureau of the Census In its general statis-
tical programs, and-the Bureau is able to-accommodate such variations.

Please let us know if any further Information is needed on this
matter.

i : Sncer1y

VINCENT P. BARABBA
Director TOWN OF MOTCOLQA

Bureau of the Census OTW

MA 7 ftO

AN
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APPENDIX S
ESSEX COUNTY ALLOCATIONS

WITH WEST ORANGE RECLASSIFIED AS A TOWNSHIP

Basis: Entitlement Period 11 Data Elements and Present Procedure

Actual Reclassified
Municipalities Entitlement Entitlement Change

(Est.)

Cedar Grove Township 305,086 269,396 - 35,690

Livingston Township 259,287 228,954 - 30,333

Maplewood Township 395,276 349,035 - 46,241

Millburn Township 199,828 176,451 - 23,377

South Orange Township 268,992 237,524 - 31,468

Fairfield Township 235,832 235,832 - 0

West Orange Township 252,043 939,712 + 687,669

Township Total 1,916,344 2,436,904 + $20,560

Belleville Town 289,037 279,232 - 9,805

Bloomfield Town 344,108 332,435 - 11,673

Caldwell Borough 45,289 43,752 - 1,537

East Orange City 1,121,072 1,083,040 - 38,032

Essex Fells Borough 10,299 10,299 0

Glen Ridge Borough 34,508 33,846* - 662

Irvington Town 494,104 477,342 - 16,762

Montclair Town 171,844 168,776 - 3,068

Newark City 9,673,757"* 9,673,757 0

North Caldwell Borough 28,552 28,552 0

Nutley Town 174,566 168,644 - 5,922

Orange City 448,847 433,620 - 15,227

Roseland Borough 39,911 38,557 - 1,354

Verona Borough 60,936 60,936* 0

West Caldwell Borough 61,151 59,076 - 2,075

Places Total 12,997,981 12,891,864 - 106,117

Combined Total 14,914,325 15,328,768 + 414,443

RB 4-80

* Constrained by 20% rule

* Constrained by 1451 rule

Notes: Actual entitlement is based on U. S. Treasury Department Printout.

Reclassified entitlement (est.) is subject to refinement by computer

to reflect redistribution of constrained overages/underages throughout
theState. 40
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APPENDIX T

ALLOCATI.NOFGENERAL REVENUEASJARING FUNDS

PER 1980 DETIERIN( PROVISION CE._S.2519

Subtotal for N. J. Subtotal for 49 oJ I States (+ D. C.
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APPENDIX U

ALLOCATION OF GENERAL REVENUE SHARING FUNDS

Montclair subtotal for 17
govt. share other municipalities

in Essex County

Source: Proposals for Correcting Weaknesses In the General Revenue Sharing
Program, To: Mr. drahas W. att, Director, ORS, From: Commissioner
Richard 1. Bonsai, Montclair, N. J., Feb. 10, 1975, page 10
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APPENDIX V

PROPOSED ALLOCATION OF GENERAL REVENUE SHARING FUNDS

Source: Proposals for Correct'ng W93knesses in the General Reverse Sharing
Program, To: Mr. Graham W. Watt, Director, ORS, From: Comissioner
Richard 1. Bonsal, Montclair, N. J., Feb. 10, 1975, page 12
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APPENDIX W

STATE OP N eW JERSEY

O'FrIcE OF THE GOVERNOR

TiE.NTON
086 5

- 6l: o T SvYRNE
April 15, 1980

Comissioner Richard 1. Bonsal
Director, Departrent of Public Works
Municipal Building
Montclair, New Jersey 07042

Dear Commissioner Bonsai:

In July of 1977, 1 did communicate with the Bureau of the Census con-
cerning the distinction betweep townships and municipalities. I share
your concern that such a distinction now utilized in the General Revenue
Sharing program has led to certain inequities, and I concur that such
distinctions between townships and non-townships are not relevant in the
State of New Jersey where both perfom the sare functions.

The merits of your position are clear. What is needed, however, is a
greater understanding of what the full impact of treating all such local
govern nents equally would be within the State as a whole, within individual
counties and the impact nationally. Clearly, we need the necessary data
to make a final Judgment on what is the most equitable and appropriate way
to resolve this problem.

I applaud you for your efforts in this regard and will continue to work
with you and with Congressman Hinish, who has played such a leadership
role in this effort on your behalf, to develop the best possible resolution.

Since ely,

LI.
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_COWISSIONER BONSAL May 27, 1980

WHEREAS, the Administration's General Revenue Sharing Renewal
- Bill, S. 2574 and H.R. 7077, contains a new provision for scaling-down

the allocations of so-called wealthy jurisdictions and

S o WHEREAS, the Town of Montclair, in the County of Essex, in the
State of New Jersey, has an income profile which includes many high income
persons and many low income persons nuch that its per capita income would
subject it to the scale-down of the said provision; and

WHEREAS, the said Town of Montclair has significant aspects
of need rather than of wealth, having been designated by the State of
New Jersey as one of thirty-two municipalities in the State qualified
for Urban Aid funding and having a $13 million urban renewal project,
two additionAl neighborhood strategy areas, the sixth highest percentage
of food stamp recipients of the twenty-two municipalities in the County
and three public housing projects totaling 342 units which cost the Town
in tax abatement alone $115.00 per month per unit or $138,000.00 per
year per 100 units; and

WHEREAS, per capita income is already taken into account twice
in the allocation formula, once by itself and again in the general tax

_ effort factor; and

WHEREAS, per capita income alone is a crude measure of wealth
for application of the said wealthy jurisdiction proposal; now therefore

BE IT RESOLVED that the Town of Montclair, in the County of
Essex, in the State of New Jersey, urges the President and the Congress
of the United States that the new wealthy jurisdiction proposal of the
General Revenue Sharing Renewal Bill be amended to include an exemption
for local governments recognized to be needy as evidenced by the funding
and construction of public housing which has property tax abatement; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that copies of this resolution be for-
2, warded to thri President of the United States, the Secretary of the Treasury

of the United States, the Subcommittee on Revenue Sharing, Intergovern-
mental Revenue Impact and Economic Problems of the Committee on Finance
of the United States Senate, the Subcommittee on Intergovernmental
Relations and Human Resources of the Committee on Government Operations
of the United States House of Representatives, the United States Senators
from the State of New Jersey and the Member of the United States House
of Representatives from the l1th Congressional District of the State of
New Jersey.

I hereby certify the foregoing to be a true copy of a resolution
adopted by the Board of Commissioners of the Town of Montclair,
in the County of Essex, at its meeting heA May 27, 1980.

C k of /the- Tow& -Montclair, N.J.
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Senator BRADLEY., Our next witness is John Petersen, director of
government finance and research, and Jeffrey Esser, director of

-liaison, Municipal Finance Officers Association.
7 If you gentlemen 1vill keep in mind the pressures that build on a

freshman subcommittee chairman toward the end of the hearing
process.

"STATEMENT OF JOHN PETERSEN, DIRECTOR OF THE GOVERN.
MENT FINANCE RESEARCH CENTER, ACCOMPANIED BY JEF-
FREY ESSER, DIRECTOR OF LIAISON, MUNICIPAL FINANCE
OFFICERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. EsSER. Mr. Chairman, we are well aware of the hour and we
will summariz7 our statements.

I am Jeffrey L. Esser, director of liaison for the Municipal Fi-
nance Officeis Association. We appreciate this opportunity to pre-
sent the views of State and local government finance officer from
throughout the United States on the general revenue sharing pro-
gram.

The MFOA has been a strong supporter of the general revenue
-sharing program since we adopted our first resolution of support in
-1969. My intent in providing you with these introductory comments
to the testimony is to indicate-the strong support of the MFOA for
general revenue sharing.

We do not want to duplicate the testimony that has already been
presented to you by the organizations representing State and local
government officials. The primary purpose of this appearance is so
that the independent Government Finance Research Center of
MFOA can provide the subcommittee with current information on
the fiscal condition of cities and the State of the tax exempt bond
market.

Mr. Chairman, it is my pleasure to introduce to you and the
subcommittee Mr. John Petersen, who is the director of the Gov-
ernment Finance Research Center.

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Petersen,
Mr. PETERSEN. I would like to submit for your consideration a

study that was recently completed by our center with the Joint
Economic Committee of the U.S. Congress concerning city financial
conditions.

Senator BRADLEY. It will be submitted for the record.
[The material referred to follows:]
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April 16 , 1980

The Honorable Lloyd Bentsen
Chairman
Joint Economic Covaittee
U. 7 Congress
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I am pleased to transmit herewith a study prepared for
the use of the Subcommittee on Fiscal and Intergovernmental
Policy of the Joint Economic Cosittee entitled 'Trends in
the Fiscal Condition of Cities: 1978-1980.0

This study assesses the fiscal condition of over 300
cities with-populations greater than 10,000. It analyzes
their current revenues and expenditures, balance sheet,
assets and liabilities, borrowing, employment patterns,
and capital and selected functional expenditures. The
study reports 1978 and 1979 data as well as 1980 projections.

The Subcommittee is particularly grateful to the city
officials who gave so generously of their time and expertise
in completing our lengthy and detailed survey. I an hopeful
that this report will be useful to Members of Congress, the
Executive Branch, acd State and local officials in determining
policies for the coming year.

The study was conducted by Deborah Matz of the Committee
staff and John Petersen of the Government Finance Research
Center of the Municipal Finance Officers Association. Research
assistance was provided by Michael Nardone of the Committee
staff and Jack Haley and Michael O'Hanlon of MFOA.

Sincerero

William-S. Moorhead
Chairman, Subcommittee
on Fiscal and
Intergovernmental Policy

(iLL)
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II'TFOFUCTIOI A!:r CUMMPY

This report is a reflection of t~e Cut'omittee's

continuing Jnterert in and co;jitrent to.analyzinq the

fiscal condition of Arperican cities. Confucted jointly

by tIe Covernment Finance Research Center of the

Municipal finance Officers Association and the

Sutcoiw.ittee, this survey is intended to provide an up-

to-date and comprehensive picture of recent trends in

city governments finances.

Tihe survey was failed to-539-cities with populations

* of 10,000 or.-ore, of which 302 responded. Throughout,

the data are reported on thehasis.of city size. To

-.enhance comparability, the-New York City data are not

-included in-this report. (Additional discussion of the

m ethodology of the- survey can be- found in the

methodology Section.)

The major findings are:

For. all cities, current:expenditures are

rising faster than current revenues. As a

-result, the percentage of cities with

operating deficit& increased between 1978-

19.79 and' by 1980 a greater proportion of

-1-
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cities are anticipating deficits than are

anticipating surpluses.

In the wake of Proposition 13 and similar

measures, city property tax receipts

declined in absolute terms and as a

proportion of total city revenues in fiscal

year 1979. Although property tax receipts

are anticipated to rebound somewhat in 1980,

their overall significance in city budgets

has greatly diminished in the past two

years.

Federal funds used for city opereting

purposes have declined both absolutely and

as a proportion of current total revenues

for all sizes of cities except the largest

cities during the period under review.

Federal aid to the largest cities increased

slightly in absolute terms while declining

relative to other revenue sources.

Reductions in property tax and Federal aid

revenues are being partially offset by

increases in local non-property taxes, as

well as by new and increased user charges

and State aid.

In terms of their balance sheets, cities

evidently have been successful in
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strengthening their overall asset position

in 1978 and 1979 and have maintained wood

levels of liquidity. However, a sustained

move toward operating deficits could erode

these positions and subject cities to cash-

flow problems.

City capital outlays, buoyed by Federal

grants, generally increased between 1978 and

1979. Further increase is planned for 1980,

especially by the largest cities, as cities

plan to catch up on deferred capital.

spending plans. However, these plans are-

contingent on increases -in long-term

borrowing and, for the largest cities, a

dramatic upsurge in Federal grants for

capital purposes. Failure to borrow and to

receive Federal capital grants will torpedo

the anticipated growth in such spending.

In contrast to general government activity,

expenditures and revenues of self-supporting

city enterprises (such as water, sewer,

electric, and transit utilities) have grown.

sharply over the period for cities of all

sizes. However, growth in expenditures has

outstripped revenue growth. As a result,

the operating revenues -net of operating

expenditures have dropped rapidly,

. ; -3-
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A especially in the case of the largest

cities. Failure to reverse this trend could

halt the capital spending plans of many city

enterprises, especially in times of tight

monetary conditions.

City long-term borrowing has teen eratic

during the period 1978 and 1979, a pattern

anticipated to continue into 1980. Most

noticeable -- and in keeping with the surge

in enterprise capital spending -- has been

the growth in long-term debt incurred for

enterprise activities, As a result of low

levels of borrowing for general government

purposes, there has been practically no

growth in such (usually tax-supported) debt

outstanding.

* For all cities, the simple average of the

change in their total workforces between

1978-1979 was only 0.9 percent and the

change in. their full-time, permanent

workforces averaged only 2 percent. For

1980, the small and largest cities plan

reductions in full-time workers and all

cities foresee reductions in their total

workforces, including part-time and CETA

workers.

-4-
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except for smoll cities, all cities

experienced large reductions in their CETP

workforcet in 1979. All categories of

cities are projecting further larce

reductions in 1980.

Police, fire, ond sanitation expenditures

increased at a greater rate than total

expenditures between 1978 and 1979, and the

same trend is projected for 1960. Vages and

salaries, however, lagged the increase in

the total of such expenditures and, in all

cases, fell well short of the rate of

inflation.

Conclusions

Despite the fact that the period under study was one

of economic recovery, cities, generally, have not

flourished. An increasing proportion of cities

experienced operating deficits in 1978 and 1979, a

trend which is projected to continue in 1980.

in the coning decade, one can expect a growing

number of cities to experience severe fiscal stress.

Most cities enhanced their solvency in recent years as

a result of three factors: national economic recovery,

increased direct Federal assistance, and deferred

capital expenditures. These. factors, however, are
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changing. For most cities, the unexpectedly high rate

; of inflation will probably increase city expenditures

more than revenues.

Generally, projected city Ludoets have tended to be

conservative, with revenues intentionally

underestimated and expenditures overstated. As a

result, a greater number of cities tend to budget for-

operating deficits than actually realize them.

However, the unexpectedly high rate of inflation this

year may ultimately force expenditures to meet or

exceed budgeted amounts. For example, the modest wage

and salary increases in 1979 (an average of 4.9 percent

in the largest cities) indicates that negotiated

settlements in 1980 may exceed budget projections.

Also, increased reliance on cyclically sensitive

income and sales taxes and u~er charges renders more

and more cities vulnerable to fiscal stress in economic

downswings. In addition, Federal aid to cities has

tapered off and is rapidly declining in real terms, a

trend not likely to be reversed in the near future.

- Finally, expenditures which have been deferred will

ultimately need to be made to maintain a viable city

r operation. It seems likely that employees will demand

compensatory increases in 1980 to make up for losses to

inflation. In addition, because in past years capital

expenditures have frequently been deferred to adjust

for revenue shortfalls, the deterioration of the
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capital plant in a-any cities has reached a critical

stage. Capital expenditures, therefore, ray be

deferred in-the future, only at the risk of physical

collapse.

Above and beyond these potential proLlems, it

appears that the burden of substituting user charges

and sales-and income taxes for property taxes is likely

to be Lorne by the lower income populations. These

taxes and fees are generally a flat rate from which

none of the population is exempted. If services

previously provided by the general fund are now placed

on a user-pays-cost besis, lower income residents are

likely to be more adversely affected than higher income

individuals.

While the fiscal outlook for cities is stern, there

are sore favorable prospects on the horizon. It is

clear that cities have already begun to retrench. They

will not be caught by surprise, City workforces are

,getting leaner. Cities are attempting to hold the line

on expenditures and already rely more on user-pays-cost

revenues. In addition, Federal aid dependency is

already in decline and-cities'consequently have begun

the process- of adjusting to less assistance from that

source. -Thus, because many cities have begun the

-retrenchment process, further retrenchment may not be

as difficult or as disruptive as initial efforts may

have been.
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METHODOLOGY

Cities -- like other governments-- typically keep

their books and control their activities through a

series of funds. Because of this, It is frequently

difficult to get a comprehensive picture of their

financial activities unless special pains are taken to

recognize the accounting and programmatic distinctions

among the fund groups. The survey attempted to

simplify some of these difficulties by asking cities to

consolidate their finances into two major groups:

first, the finances of "general government" activities

that are typically supported by general revenues

(primarily taxes) and second, the "enterprise"

activities that are run largely on a self-supporting

basis through the "sale" of certain goods and services

by weans of user charges and fees. Furthermore, withfn

the general government accounting structure, capital

outlays and debt transactions are frequently carried on

through use of separate funds, often using receipts

that are restricted to those purposes.

I

It must be recognized, therefore, that to develop

estimates of overall financial operations and

conditions, certain simplifications and consolidations

were necessary. These were l ,gely left to the
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respondents to perform, relying on a set of careful

definitions to guide their judgments as to the most

appropriate categorization -and compilation (see

Appendix II). Therefore, while the individual

financial items should be generally comparable among

cities in the survey, they cay not be directly

comparable to figures reported elsewhere-regarding city

finances, including the cities' own financial reports.

This survey was maileC to 539 cities with

populations of 10,000 or more. Throughout, the data

*are reported on the basis of city size. To enhance

-comparability, New York City data are not --included in

the report.

Survey Sample And Responses Sy City Size

City Size Surveyed Responded

Small 278 - 129
(10,000-49,999)

Hedium 107 60
(50,000-99,999)

Large . 97 60
(100,000-249,999)

Largest 57 45
(250,000 and over)*

Total 539 302

* -Excluding New York City. ..

A list of the respondents is found in Appendix I.

All data have been compiled in accordance with the
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fiscal year -of the reporting jurisdiction. Throughout,

all references to years refer to fiscal years. Because

the survey was mailed in the Fall, 1979, and some

cities have fiscal years which eni with the calendar

year, IS79 "actual" data may, in sove instances,

represent estimates. In all cases, 1980 data represent

budgeted and anticipated outlay. All per capita

amounts in this report are Lased on 1975 population

data.

-10-
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•GEREVAL OPERATING PEVENUES AND EXPENDITURES

The first set of survey questions related to a

combined statement of each city's general government

current operating receipts and current expenditures.

Normally, most general government expenditures and

receipts will be contained in the-city's general fund.

However, because of different accounting structures and

service responsibilities, general government activities

may be accounted for in a variety of other funds.

Therefore, governments were asked to combine all city

funds except enterprises (or special utility funds),

intergovernmental service funds, and those trust funds

for wh ich the city acts only as a fiduciary. The

questionnaire asked for a breakdown of current receipts

by major types of taxes and other current revenues from

own sources, and those State and Federal grants used

for current operating purposes (as opposed to capital,

outlays). The desired result was for a complete

picture of those revenues used to provide current city

expenditures (as opposed to their capital outlays).

In addition to the current expenditures, cities were

also asked in this part of the questionnaire to give

their outlays for debt service. Although the repayment

of principal in yearly debt service does not constitute
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a current operating expenditure, as a practical matter,

such payments usually are made out of current revenues.

Since these contractual commitments are not

postponable, they constitute an ongoing drain on

-current revenues as do most current operating costs.

In each category of cities, the increase in revenues

from 1978 to 1979 fell short of the increase in

expenditures (see Table 1). The largest disparity

occurred in the small cities which averaged a 4 percent

increase in current revenues 4nd a 9.5 percent increase

in current expenditures in 1979 over 1978. The same

trend of expenditure increases exceeding current

revenue increases is projected for 1980. In each case,

the projected increase in revenues for 1980 is less

than the increase in revenues experienced in 1979- In

both the smallest and largest cities, the increase in

expenditures is expected to fall short of the 1979

increase, while, in the case of the medium and large

cities, the increase in expenditures is expected to

exceed the previous year's.

Operating Surpluses And Deficits

Table 2 classifies cities by those experiencing

operating surpluses or deficits as defined by the

survey. In each.category of cities, the proportion of

cities with an operating surplus declined between 1978
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TABLE 1

CURRENT REVENUES AND CURRENT EXPENDITURESPER CAPITA

1978 1979 % Change V Chae

CitySize (Act.) (Act.) 1980a 1978-1979 1979-180

small

a. Revenue $270.11 $281.03 $292.07 4.01 3.9%
b. Expenditures $261.07 $285.86 $309.24 9.5% 8.2%

Medium

a. Revenue $284.17 $293.02 $300.79 3.1% 2.7%
b. Expenditures $266.95 $282.15 $302.19 5.7% 7.1%

Large

a. Revenue $332.94 $352.32 $365.76 5.8% 3.8
b. Expenditures $335.29 $355.78 $381.31 6.1% 7.2%

Largest

a. Revenue $424.15 $444.32 $459.35 4.8% 3.4%
b. Expenditures $409.71 $443.25 $466.51 8.2% 5.2%

1980a-budgeted or anticipated amounts for Fiscal Year 1980
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TABLE 2

BUDGETED AND ACTUAL REVENUES, EXPENDITURES,
SURPLUSES AND DEFICITS -

1978 1978 1979 1979 1980
Budgeted Actual Budgeted Actual Budgeted

S ua ll C it ie s $

a. Avg. Revenue per
Capita $252.90 $270.11 $268.92 $281.03 $292.07

b. Avg. Expenditure per
Capita $252.01 $261.07 $288.24 $285,86 $309.24

4. Percentage of Cities
in Surplus 43.7% 69.70 32.8% 54.6% 43.7%

d. A". Surplu~n. thou.) .959, .784 52.1-: 752 593
e. Surplus/Expenditures 13.8 12.8% 6.8% 10.6% 8.3%
f. Percentage in Deficit 56.3% 30.3% 67.2% 45.4% 56.3%
g. Avg. Deficit(in thou.) 701 1,005 1,028 1,192 1,281
h. Deficit/Expenditure 10.6% 11.0 13.2% 14.2% 13.8%

Medium-Cities:

a. Avg. Revenue per
Capita $268.33 $284.17 $280.88 $293.02 $300.79

b. Avg. Expenditure per
Capita $267.36 $266.95 $283.78 $282.15 $302.19

c. Percentage of Cities
in Surplus 45.6% 64.7% 41.2% 55.9% 51.5%

d. Avg. Surplug(in thou.) 2,495 2,997 3,084 3,070 2,576
e. Surplus/Expenditures 12.5% 14.6% 14.4% 15.0% 12.7%
f. Percentage in Deficit 54.4% 35.3t 58.8% 44.1 48.5%
g. Avg. Deficit(in thou.) 1,961 1,995 2,513 2,122 2,939
h. Deficit/Expenditure 10.6% 12.0% 12.8% 10.7t 12.6%

Large Cities:

a. Avg. Revenue per
Capita $316.58 $332,94 $341.57 $352.32 $365.76

b. Avg. Expenditure per
Capita $335.44 $335.29 $357.16 $355.78 $381.31

c. Percentage of Cities
in Surplus 30.5% 67.8% 30.5% 49.2% 32.2%

d. Avg. Surplus(in thou.) 2,634 2,769 2,675 2,810 2,737
e. Surplus/gxpenditures 5.1% 6.2% 5.1% 6.2% 5.0%
f. Percentage in Deficit 69.5% 32.2% 69.5 50.8 67.8%
g. Avg. Deficit(in thou.) 5,200 6,917 4,518 3,731 4,718
h. Deficit/Expenditure 10.5% 11.3% 8.4% 6.2% 8.2%

Largest Cities (exoludin,
Now York City)s

a. Avg. Revenue per
Capita $402.83 $424.15 $427.10 $444.32 $459.35

b. Avg. Expenditure per
Capita $403.36 $409.71 $435.55 $443.25 $466.51

c. Percentage of Cities
in Surplus 40.9% 68.2% 31.8% 52.3% 34.1%

d. Avg. Surplus(in thou. 19,558 17,063 12,690 16,972 15,018
e, Surplus/Expenditures 5.7% 6.1% 3.4% 5.3% 4.3%
f, Percentage in Deficit 59.1% 31.8% 68.2% 47.7% 65.9%
g. Avg. Deficit(in thou. 14,104 8,314 13,641 17,186 14,538
h. Deficit/Expenditure 7.5% 4.2% 6.1% 7.5% 5.6%
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and 1979. This trend, too, is projected to continue

into 1980. For those smallest and largest cities that

realized operating surpluses in 1979 and that are

projecting surpluses for 1980, the surplus as a

percentage of total expenditures has declined from 1978

to 1979 and is expected to drop further in 1980.

The ratio of operating surplus to expenditures

increased slightly between 1978-1979 for cities in the

medium category and remained the same for those in the

large category. But cities in both of these categories

are projecting a reduction in this ratio in 1980. The

number of cities with operating deficits increased in

each size category from 1978 to 1979 and is expected to

increase further in 1980. In both the small and the

largest cities, the mean percentage of the deficit to

total expenditures increased between 1978 and 1979,

while, in the medium bnd large cities, the percentage

was reduced. The reverse is true for 1980 projections

-- the smallest and largest cities are projecting that

the ratio of the operating deficit to total

expenditures will decline somewhat from the 1979 level#

while the medium cities are predicting an increase in

this ratio.

In each size category, the proportion'of cities

experiencing operating surpluses exceeded by

considerable margin the proportion of cities in deficit

in 1978. In 1979, the margin narrowed significantly
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and, by 1980, in three out of the four categories --

small cities, large cities, and the largest cities -- a

larger proportion of cities is projecting deficits than

is projecting surpluses.

It should be noted that the above tendency toward

deficits in 1980 way, in fact, be due in part to

conservative budgeting practices. In each category of

cities, for both 1978 and 1979, the percentage of

cities projecting deficits was significantly larger

than the percentage that actually had an operating

deficit. However, a review of the original budget

projections and the actual budget for 1978 arid 1979

indicates that, in most categories, those cities which

both projected and realized a current budget deficit

had an actual average deficit that exceeded the

projected amount (see Table 2). For those governments

which had budgeted operating surpluses in 1978 and

"1979, there is no clear trend. In some instances, the

actual average surplus exceeded the projected amount

and, in other instances, it fell short.

According to Table 3, conservative budget practices

seem to be a common practice. Actual current

expenditures were. less than budgeted expenditures for

cities in the medium and large categories in 1978. In

1979, this was true of small cities in addition to the

medium and large cities. Actual current revenues, on

the other- hand, exceeded budgeted amounts for all
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TABLE 3

ACTUAL EXPENDITURE
1 

AND RECEIPTS
AS A RATIO OF

THOSF BUDGETED FOR GENERAL GOVERNMENT
CURRENT OPERATING PURPOSES

----- oluding debt service.

-17-

ACtual/Bdgeted Aotual/Budgeted
Current Mditure Current Revenues

City Size 1978 1979 1978 1979

Small 1.039 0.992 1.068 1.045

Medium 0.998 0.995 1.059 1.043

Large 0.992 0.998 1.052 1.031

Largest 1.017 1.021 1.053 1.040
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categories of cities in both 1978 and .1979. The

largest cities, on the other hand, tended to

underestimate current expenditures, thus leaving less

of a buffer between them and underestimated revenues.

On the basis of this experience, it might be assumed

that expenditures are budgeted high and revenues, low.

However, this may not be the case in 1980. The

unexpectedly high rate of inflation in,our national

economy may force expenditures close to or above

budgeted amounts. Unlike many states, most cities do

not have income and sales taxes and will not,

therefore, be the recipients of unplanned revenues from

these price-sensitive sources in the coming year.

Therefore, notwithstanding prevalent conservative

budget practices, the 1980 projections ought to be

viewed in light of the national economic factors which

will be influencing them.

Components Of Current Revenue

Probably the single most interesting change

occurring in the components of current city revenues is

the reduction in property tax receipts, :both absolutely

and as a proportion of total revenues (see Tables 4 and

5). While taxable property values generally increased

between 1978 and 1979, property tax receipts decreased

in all size categories. This has resulted in a decline

in the proportion of property tax receipts to total
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TABLE 4

GOMPOITIOU OF CURENT UNUAL REENS-
IN -PER CAPITA AMOUNTS AND

*AWfLL PBRCIT "CuANG

(Act.) .) ' 1980a 1978-179 1979-1980

Total Current Revenue.
8"_1 _ $270.11 $201.03 $292.07 4.0 3..9%

1. Property Tax #110.56 8107.74 $114.43 -2.S 6.2
2. Other Local Taxes 8 57.31 $ 64.59 $ 69.16 12.7 7.1
3. User Charges 8 13.60 $ 14.72 $ 14.98 6,.2 " 1.6
4. Fees & Misc. 8 33.56 $ 35.49 $ 34.00 5.8 -4.2
5. State Aid* $ 37.72 $ 42.1 8 $43.67 11.9 3.5
6. Fed Aid* 17.36 $ 16.24 $ 15.83 -6.4 -2.5

Total Current RevenUe
Na= a ikiu $284.17 $293.02 $300.79 3.1% 2.7%

1. Property Tax $105.98 $100.53 $108.52 -5.2 7.9
2. Other LOCal Taxes $ 56.50 $ 62.89 $ 66.79 11.3 6.2
3. User Charges $ 17.26 $ 16.86 $ 18.72 -2.4 11.0
4. Fees & Misc. $ 37.63 $ 43.57 $ 39.85 15.8 -8.5
5. State kid $ 37.11 $ 42.83 $ 44.14 15.4 3.1
6. Fed Akii $ 29.67 $ 26.34 $ 22.79 -11.2 -13.5

Total Current ReVenueS
Lavm Cities $332.94 $352.32 S365.76 5.80 3.8

1. Property Tax $124.94 $121.96 $130.49 -2.4 7.0
2. Other Local Taxes $ 68.16 $ 75.08 $ 78.10 10.1 5.0
3. User Charges $ 15.93 $ 16.35 $ 18.0 2.6 11.3
4. Fees a Misc. $ 41.47 $ 48.13 $ 48.10 16.1 -0.1
5. State Aid $ 47.28 $ 56.30 $ 60.21 19.1 6.9
6. Fed id $ 35.16 $ 34.50 $ 29.97 -1.8 -13.1

Total Current RevenueLaret Cities
$424.15 $444.32 $459.35 4.8t 3.40

1. Property Tax $120.67 $109.89 $114.38 -8.9 4.1
2. Other Local Taxes $104.39 $114.07 $123.71 9.3 8.5
3. User Chargee $ 20.36 $ 22.14 $ 25.12 8.7 13.5
4. Fees & Misc. $ 50.24 $ 57.07 $ 63.67 13.6 11.6
5. State Aid $ 59.83 $ 72.00 $ 68.16 20.3 -5.3
6. Fed'id $ 68.65 $ 69.15 8 64.30 0.7 -7.0

Includes only that aid used for operating purposes.
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CO4MOITION OF CURRIM GNZRAL RBVXM ,,

Total Current ReVenues
& Ro0ipts I Sm1al
cities - --

1. Property Tax
2. Other Local Taxes
13. User Charges- 5

4. Fees & Kisa.
5. State Aid*
6. Fed Aid5

Total Current Revenues
G Receipts aMedium
Cities .-

1. Property Tax
2. Other Local Taxes
3. User Charges
4. Fees & Micso.
5. state Aid
6. Fed Aid

Total Current Revenues
& Receipts Large
cities-10.

1. property Tax
2. Other Local Taxes
3. User Charges
4. Fees & Misc.
5. State Aid
6. Fed Aid

.Total Current Revenues
& Receipts +Largest
Cities

1. Property Tax
2. Other Local Taxes
3. User Charges
4. Fees & Miso.
S. State Aid1
6. Fed Aid

I I

100.00

40.9.
a1.2
5.0

12,4
14.0
6.4

100.0

37.3
19.9
6.1

13.2
13.1
10.4

100.0
37.s
20.5
4.8

12.5
14.2
10.6

100.0

28.5
24.6
4.8

11.8
14.1
16.2

100.0%

30.3
23.0
5.2

12.6
1S.0
5.8

100.0

34.3
21.5
5.8

14.9
14.6
9.0

100.0

34.6
21.3
4.6
13.7.
16.0
9.8'.

100.0

24.7
25.7
5.0

12.8
16;2
15.6

Includes only that aid
operating purposes.

used for current general government
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revenues in all size categories, with the largest

cities realizing the greatest redudti0n in property tax

receipts as a proportion of total revenues -- from 28.5

percent in 1978 to 24.7 percent in 1979. For 1980,

cities of all sizes are projecting slight increases in

their property tax revenues over 1979. However, in no

city category does the projected proportion of property

tax receipts to total-current revenues in 1980 equal

that of 1978. These results tend to he skewed somewhat

by the enormous decline in property tax revenues in

California cities in 1979. However, even when the

California cities are excluded, property tax revenues

for all other cities increased by only 2 percent in

1979. (For a comparison of selected items for

California and non-California cities, see Appendix

111.)

Similarly, Federal aid used for operating purposes

declined in all size categories except the largest

cities from 1978 to 1979 and represented for all sizes

an increasingly smaller proportion of total revenues.

Here, again, additional reductions -in Federal aid

absolutely land in relation to total revenues are

projected in all size categories for 1980. The

reductions in property tax receipts and Federal aid

relative to total revenues were compensated for by

,increases in other local taxes, fees and miscellaneous
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revenue, and State aid between 1978 and 1979. This"

trend has occurred in all size categories.

It- is evident that the fiscal mix of city

governments is undergoing a rapid change. While the

reduction in Federal aid is beyond the control of local

officials apparently the tax and expenditure

limitation movements have encouraged local governments

to substitute for reliance on property taxes more

reliance on other forms of revenues. Thus, the revenue

burden is being redistributed from real property owners

to the population-at-large and, in particular, to the

users of certain facilities and services.

Traditionally, property tax receipts have tended to

show less elasticity than sales or income taxes, and

.remained relatively constant despite changes In the

economic cycles. Unlike property taxes, sales and

income taxes and certain user fees tend to increase in

upswings and decline in downswing. While the property

tax remains the most significant local revenue source,

the number of local governments that have adopted

alternative revenue sources is substantial and destined

to grow. Although for the most part only the largest

cities have income taxes, a growing number of local

governments have been utilizing sales taxes and ....it is

evident that user charges and fees are becoming popular

sources of funds. Because these revenue sources tend

to be more cyclically sensitive, it is likely that, in
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coming years, cities will be increasingly prone to

fiscal swings reflecting changing economic conditions.

Although questions relating to the final incidence

of local taxes remain unresolved, it appears that a

shift from property taxes to local sales and income

taxes, and user charges and fees may adversely affect

lower-income residents. Lower-income families and

individuals tend to reside in rental apartments and

property tax reductions may not te reflected in reduced

rents. At the same time, bany locally raised sales and

income taxes are levied at a flat rate with no

exemptions. Furthermore, city services, such as

recreation, libraries, and education programs that in

-thetpast.have been provided from general funds, will,.

increasingly be placed on a user-pays-cost basis. Low-

income residents who must now pay directly for these

services or lose them will, therefore, be more

adversely affected by the new taxes and charges than

higher income individuals.
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GENPAL COVEPNVENT BALANCE SHEET

Primary interest in the balance sheet data for the

general operating funds relates to the quantity and

quality of assets with respect to current liabilities

(those due within one year) and the ongoing transaction

needs of the city in carrying out its daily operations.

The cities were asked to supply balance sheet

information pertaining to current assets and

liabilities available to support general government

operating activities. Accordingly, they were asked to

exclude those funds held for trust accounts, debt

service, capital projects, and bond funds, since these

are typically restricted to capital purposes or the

repayment of debt, and are not available fdr other

general purposes. The assets reported, therefore,

should serve as a reasonably good proxy for funds

generally available for supporting the current

operating activities of cities.

There are various possible measures of liquidity and

two of the more important are the "current" ratio,

which is the ratio of current assets to current

liabilities and the "quick" ratio, which is the ratio

of cash and investments -to current liabilities.

Generally, if a government is supporting its spending

-24-
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by increasing short-term liabilities (or by liquidating

its assets) these ratios will L e decreasing. The

"cuick' ratio is a useful measure of the liquidity of

the assets themselves and how quickly they can be

converted to cash. This may be important if the other

assets (taxes collected and accounts receivable) prove

to be illiquid. A third measure of liquidity is the

ratio of net current assets (working capital) to total

expenditures.. Governments that have low ratios (few

net assets to expenditures) may find themselves having

cash-flow problems and forced to borrow in the case of

short-falls in revenues or other receipts.

As may be seen in Table 6, the ratio of current

assets to liabilities has not shown any particular

trend during the period for all the city categories,

except that there appears to he some decline in the

current ratio anticipated for 1980. Also, there

appears to be some deterioration of the ratio of cash

and investments to liabilities in the small and medium

cities, although the larger cities seem to improve or

maintain their ratios. On average, however, the city

balance sheets do not - reflect any noticeable

deterioration over the period in either of the ratios.

Perhaps more meaningful is the ratio of net current

assets to current operating expenditures. This,

reflects the working capital available to meet the

recurring financing needs of the cities. In this
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TABLE 6

RATIOS OF CURRENT ASSETS TO CURRENT
LIABILITIES AND CASH AND INVESTMENTS

TO CURRENT LIABILITIES

-26-

_ _ _ _ _........L278 1979 1I8,

small Cities

1. Assets to Liabilities 3.46 3.33 3.38
2. Cash and Investments to

Liabilities 2.40 2.36 2.24

Medium Cities

1. Assets to Liabilities 3.72 3.49 3.29
2. Cash and Investments to

Liabilities 2.79 2.64 2.49

Large Cities

1. Assets to Liabilities 3.53 3.62 3.72
2. Cash and Investments to

Liabilities 2.31 2.28 2.39

Largest Cities

1. Assets to Liabilities 2.58 2.79 2.25
2. Cash and Investments to

Liabilities 1.86 2.10 1.66 -
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regard, the-results shown in table 7 indicate that the

ratio of net assets to operating expenditures grew from

1978 to 1979 but are anticipated to decline in 1980._

It should be noted that the working capital ratio of

governments declines with city size. In other words,

the largest cities tend to experience a lower coverage

of expenditures by net assets than do smaller units.

This should not be see as a sign of weakness, but

rather a demonstration of the economies of scale in

liquid asset management by larger units.

-27-
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TABLE 7

NET?-CURRENT ASETS AT ED OF YEAR
AS A P3AC3ITAZ OF CURRENT OPERATING MWEDITURES

-28-
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CAPITAL OUTLAYS AND FINANCING

The survey contained questions designed to determine

recent trends in city capital outlays and how they are

being financed. As in the case of operating

expenditures,-the distinction was made between general

government capital expenditures and those on behalf of

city utility enterprise-.activities. This section

discusses only those capital expenditures associated

with activities of a general purpose nature.

Capital expenditures by cities showed growth from

1978, 1979, and 1980 anticipated, although the trends

were by no means smooth. Perhaps the most notable

feature of the capital outlay pattern shown in Table 8

is the large percentage increases planned for 1980 by

the small and largest cities. Obviously, fulfillment

of these plAns will require the existence of sufficient

funds, a point to be discussed below. Suffice it to

say, cities- are planning for a major Increase in

.capital spending.

In gauging anticipated 1980 capital expenditures, it

should be noted that cities on average have fallen far

.below their budgeted amounts. Referring to Table 9, it

can be seen that actual capital expenditures in 1978

and 1979 averaged only about 70 to 80 percent of-those

-29-
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TWAI 8

GMhhAL GOVNMT CAPITAL IXPINDITURXS
PZR CAPITAL

.. Percent Change

5ity e 1978 111979 1980a 1978-1979 1979-1980

small

Medium

Large

Largest

$34.08

45.36

56.37

59.75

$36.26

52.74

_54.52

66.32

$ 49.95

56.69

63.29

103.29

6.381

16.26

-- 27

11.00

37.741

7.50

16.08

55.73
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TABLE 9

ACTUAL EXPENDITURES AND RECEIPTS
AS A RATIO OF

THOSE BUDGED FOR GENERAL GOVERNMENT
CAPITAL PURPOSES

-31-

Actual/Budget ctualBUdget
Capil 1 dinLtures Capital Reipts

City Size 1978 1979 1978 1979

Small 0.727 0.740 0.853 0.790

Medium 0.800 0.834 0.896 0.919

Large 0.830 0.770 0.865 0.794

Largest 0.760 0.795 0.811 0.745
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that were planned. Such "undershooting" of the

budgeted amounts may stem front. several factors,

including delays in receipts of grant or borrowed

funds, various construction delays, a conservative

tendency to overestimate the rate of takedown of funds,

and perhaps a conscious budget policy of using the

capital expenditure accounts as a cushion for

additional liquidity. In the latter regard, it is

important to note that capital expenditures have

typically been used as a tuffer whereby shortfalls in

revenues or unforeseen current -expenditures can be

financed by deferring capital outlays. Pecause

deferrals of capital expenditures in recent years have

so exacerbated the-deterioration of the physical plant

in some cities, capital exFenditures may not be

deferrable in the future.

- Sources of Capital expenditure Funds

In general, there are three major ways to finance

capital expenditures: through cur-ent revenues,

intergovernmental grants, ane borrowing. Beyond this

generalization, tracing the rtchanics of financing

long-term expenditures can become complex. Payments on

majo coital projects often Exten,1 over a long period

of time. Their financing presents special

opportunities for temporary or interim financing

-32-
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arrangements to take place before the final or

definitive method of paying for them is employed.

On the other band, many capital outlays for

equipment and ninor facilities are relatively small and

recurring, and are typically financed out of current

receipts or accumulated reserves. The variety of

sources of funds creates special problems for*

determining how long-lived improvements are financed in

any one time period.

Through the years, major capital outlays of city

governments, usually involving substantial construction

costs, have been financed by long-term borrowing. A

traditional rule of thumb has been that 50 percent of

the dollar volume is financed by the sale of bonds.

Recently, however, intergovernmental grants --

especially those from the Federal Government -- have

come to occupy :a major role. This trend toward

reliance on Federal grant support of city capital

outlays was accelerated in the late 1970s with, the

enactment of the Public Works Employment Act of 1976

and 197.7 which authorized $6 billion for the State and

local sector, with approximately $1 billion in cash

payments still to flow, much of it to cities.

Table 10 provides, by city size, the composition of

financing sources of. capital outlays for the cities

surveyed for 1978, 1979, and 1980 anticipated. On

-33--
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TABLE 10

GEMRAL GOVERNMENT
CAPITAL OUTLAY FINANCING

PESRCNTAGZ COMPOSITION

...... _ 1978 1979 1980&

Small Citieg

1. Borrowing, Short-term 16.2% 11.00 7.1%
2. Borrowing, Long-term 14.1 14.1 20.4
3. State Aid 4.8 5.0 7.5
4. Federal-Aid 29.6 30.6 23.2
S. Current Revenue 28.6 31.4 30.2
6. Prior Reser%;es* 6.6 7.9 11.6

Medium Cities

1. Borrowing, Short-term 7.2% 9.2% 12.2%
2. Borrowing, Long-term 13.1 14.6 17.2-,
3. State Aid 6.3 5.5 5.4
47 Federal Aid 34.3 34.9 22.9
5. Current Revenue 21.1 20.7 26.2
6. Prior Reserves 17.8 15.2 16.3

100.0

Large Cities

1. Borrowing, Short-term 2.1% 4.7% 2.9%
2. Borrowing, Long-term 28.1 24.4- 38.4
3. State Aid 5.3 4.7 6.7
4. Federal Aid 27.4 34.0 31.2
5. Current Revenue 12.7 14.4 12.2
6. Prior Reserves 24.4 17.7 8.6

Largest Cities

1. Borrowing, Short-term 4.8% 4.7% 1.7%
2. Borrowing, Long-term 27.0 29.6 26.1
3. State Aid 8.1 7.6 5.6
4. Federal Aid 34.5 29.9 44.8
5. Current Revenue 18.6 18.8 17.6
6. Prior Reserves 7.0 9.4 4.2

Reserves of current revenues accumulated in previous periods.
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average, cities reported a higher receipt of funds f6r

capital purposes then capital expenditures., which

showed some accumulation of cash reserves to meet

future outlays on projects in progress.

As may be seen, the data show-that the sources-of

financing were fairly equally divided between

borrowing, intergovernmental payments, and current

revenues and reserves. During the period in question,

the proportionate importance of sources remained fairly

stable. They do not vary radically among the sizes of

units, except that the smaller jurisdictions appear

somewhat more dependent upon short-term borrowing,

current revenues, and prior reserves, while-the larger

cities have greater dependence on long-term borrowing

and State and Pederal intergovernmental assistance.

- Review of the sources by percentage also show that,

while all but the largest cities budgeted for some

decline in the relative importance of Federal

assistance in 1980, the largest cities anticipated a

sizeable increase. Clearly, the general government

capital outlays of the largest cities -- which are

expected to-rise dramatically in 1980 -- are most

dependent on-their.actually receiving Federal aid.

-35-
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Short-Term Borrowing

The questionnaire was designed to permit a

distribution of short-term borrowing on the basis of

how such interim financing would be permanently funded.

Table 11 presents the percentage distributions of

short-term borrowing among the sources of ultimate

funding for capital projects. This, in turn, permits'

-the allocation of total capital funds among the major

types of sources: long-term borrowing,

intergovernmenCal aid, and current revenues and

reserves.

The results of these allocations for the average of

the three fiscal years surveyed are presented in Table

12. As noted above, they show a very heavy reliance on

the part of all cities on intergovernmental payments

and current revenues and reserves of past revenues,

with long-term borrowing of relatively greater

significance for the large and largest units. Clearly,

reductions in Federal aid and bond market difficulties

coming at the same time can cause massive dislocations

of capital spending plans, especially for the major

cities, which depend op these sources for approximately

70 percent of their capital outlay funds. Recent and

anticipated trends in city borrowing and indebtedness

are discussed in more detail below.

-36-
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TABLE 11

METHOD OF FINANCING SHORT-TERM BORROWING
PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION BY ULTIMATE

FOR CAPITAL PURPOSES
FUNDING SOURCE

Small Cities Medi'Cities L a Cities Largest Cities1Z978 1979 1980a 1978 1979 1980a i1978 ,.1979 90 1978 11979 1- -0

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Current
Revenues 22.4 33.8 53.4 53.9 39.4 22.2 31.8 12.1 7.6 43.4 43.5 40.0

Long-Term

Debt 55.1 38.1 1.9 29.0 49.0 56.6 37.9 87.9 79.4 49.2 48.0 45.6

State Aid - - - 1.2 0.63 - - - - 5.62 6.7 9.68

Federal Aid 1.92 0.24 1.13 - - - 8.7 - 12.9 1.73 1.7 -

Not Reported 20.6 27.7 43.5 15.9 11.0 15.7 21.6 - - - - -
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TABLE 12

PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF
ULTIMATE SOURCES OF CAPITAL FUNDSe

AVERAGE FOR 1978 THROUGH 1980 ANTICIPATED

-38-

Percentage
Compositjo n

Small Cities: -

a. Long-term Borrowing 20.60
b. IntergoVernmental Aid 33.7
c. Current Revenues and Reserves 42.5
d. Unallocable 3.2
e. Total 100.0%

Medium Cities:

a. Long-term -Borrowing 19.5%
b. Intergovernmental Aid 36.6
c. Current Revenues and Reserves 42.5
d. Unallocable 1.4
e. Total 100.0%

Large Cities:

a. Long-term Borrowing 32.6%
b. Intergovernmental Aid 36.5
c. Current Revenues and Reserves 10.5
d. Unallocable 0.4
e. Total 100.0

Largest Cities:

a. Long-term Borrowing 29.4%
b. Intergovernmental Aid 43.9
c. Current Revenues and Reserves 26.7
d. nallocable 0.0
e. Total 100.0%
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ENTERPRISE FUND FINANCES

The survey contained questions designed to determine

recent trends in city enterprise fund activities.

Enterprise activities, as defined in the survey, are

those government functions that are generally self-

supporting through user charges (as opposed to general

government revenues) and that are operated by the city;

and accounted for in separate enterprise or special

utility funds. Common city enterprise functions are

water and sewer (when funded by user charges),

electric, gas, airports, and local transit. This

section discusses enterprise revenue and expenditures

for both operating and capital activities.

As seen in Tables 13 and 14, the per capita total

revenues end expenditures for enterprise fund

activities showed growth in all city size

classifications over the period 1978 through 1980. The

largest rates of increase were seen in the srall and

largest cities, while the medium and large cities

- experienced somewhat slower growth. In all but one

instance, the rate of increase in Loth expenditures and

revenues is expected to be higher between 1979-1980

than it was between 1970-1979. moreover, expenditures

are rising iuore rapidly than revenues.

-39-
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TAL )

ENTERPRISE FUND REVNUES_.
PER CAPITA

_ Includes operating-revenuea, state and Federal aid, and other
revenues.

-40-

Percent Change

city size-- 1978 1979 198o a 1978-1979 1tq7*-tqaa

Small $115.67 $138.65 $163.30 19.870 19.780

Medium 116.49 123.23 137.85 5.79 11.86

Large 109.82 117.74 128.61 7.22 9.23

Largest 147.61 167.16 198.87. 13.24 18.96
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TABLE 14

ENTERPRISE FUND TOTAL EXPENDITURESW/
PER CAPITA

_/ Includes operating expenses, interest expense, and capital
expenditures while excluding depreciation.

-41-

Percent Change

City Size 1978 1979 1980a "1978-1979 1979-19U

Small $105.45 $140.80 $184.25 33.52% 30.86%

Medium 110.77 128.48 149.75 15.98 16.55

Large 124.86 134.73 151.65 7.90 12.56

Largest 163.96 185.87 222.21 11.78 19.55
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Focusing on total revenues and expenditures of

.enterprises can be misleading, however. Enterprises

receive revenues from a variety of sources, inclu-ding

user charges, grants from States and the Federal

Government, ane other miscellaneous receipts.

Furthermore, most capital spending by enterprises is -

financed by long-term borrowing. Because these

government entities conduct activities on a self-

supporting basis, particular attention is given to

operating revenues derived from the performance of.

services in relationship to those recurring expenses

needed to pay for day-to-day' operations. Thus, the

questionnaire was designed to derive a net operating

revenue figure for the enterprise fund. Changes in net

operating revenue give a good indication of how well

charges for services are keeping pace with the current

expenditures incurred in providing them.

Table 15 gives the-:average enterprise net revenues

per capita for the cities in the survey. Except for

the small increase between 1978 and 1979 in the largest

cities, net operating revenues have shown a steady

decline over the years. It should be noted that in

-1980 the largest cities are anticipating a sharp drop

in net..revenues as operating expenditures are-expected

to. increase at more than twice the rate of operating

revenues.-

-42-
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*ARLK 15 -

ENTERPRISE UND NMET OPERATING VENUES
PER CAPITA

-43-
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The decline in the overall current position of the

enterprise fund can also be shown by the upward trend

of the enterprise fund operating ratio (see Table 16).

The operating ratio for the enterprise fund is

increasing, because the operating expenditures are

increasing at a faster rate than the operating

revenues. The largest cities are expecting the ratio

to increase to 0.99 in 1980, which means that they will

be able to just cover oPerating expenses with operating

revenues. If the Increase in expenses is greater than

expected in 1980, or if the trend continues into 1981,

.- the largest city enterprise-funds, on average, will be

operating at a deficit. If this occurs, capital

expenditures may have to be forgone in order to cover

operating expenses and problems of gaining access to

the bond market will be underscored.

City enterprises are typically heavy users of

capital funds and make substantial capital outlays. As

may be seen in Table 17, there has been generally

-substantial growth during the period 1978-1979,

particularly on the part of small cities.

-44-
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TABLE 16

ENTERPRISE FUND OPERATING RATIO

-4S-

city size 1978 : 97M 1980a

Small 0.81 0.87 0.88

Medium 0.85 0.88 0.93

Large 0.86 0.89 0.91

Largest 0.90 0.90 0.99
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TABLE 17

ENTERPRISE FUND CAPITAL OUTLAYS
PER CAPITA

-46-

Percent Change

city size 1978 1979 1980a 19-78-197_9 LV7§;198

Small $26.65 $46.67 $78.02 75.121 67.171

-Medium 31.40 37.38 42.90 19.04 14.77

Large 48.61 47.10 51.93 -3.11 10.25

Largest 47.68 54.79 63.76 14.91 16.37
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LONG-TERY BORROWING AND DEBT OUTSTANDING

Cities in the survey were asked to identify the

amount of long-term --debt outstanding by type of

security and by whether it was for general government

or city enterprise purposes. It should be noted that,
-

although most general government long-term debt was

tax-supported general obligations, some limited

obligation "revenue bond" borrowing was done for

general government-purposes. Likewise, some general

obligation debt was reported as sold for enterprise

purposes.

The years 1978 and 1979 were active ones in the

municipal bond market but not necessarily for all city

government borrowers. Since the latter part of 1979

and thus far in 1980, the capital markets have been

under severe pressure, with many borrowing plans being

sidetracked. As Table 18 indicates, the average per

capita borrowing by the cities in the sample fluctuated

sharply from year to year and showed no sustained

01 trend. Also, there was no great difference, on

average, in per capita borrowing among the size

categories. However, borrowing for enterprise purposes

AV uniformly tended to exceed borrowing for general

government purposes.
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TABLE 18

LONG-TER4 BORROWING PER CAPITA
FOR GENERAL GOVERNMENTAL AND ENTERPRISE PURPOSES

-48-

City Size 1978 1979 1980a

S all

a. General Government $21.48 $14.42 $27.88
b. Enterprise 58.92 15.45 50.56
c. Total 80.40 29.87 78.44

Medium

a. General Government $11.83 $17.40 $18.27
b. Enterprise 26.28 40.97 28.69
c. Total 38.11 58.37 46.96

Large

a. General Government $39.81 $16.47 $34-20
b. Enterprise 42.21 16.81 30.19
c. Total 82.02 33.28 64.39

Largest

a. General Government $28.28 $30.25 $25.23
b. Enterprise 32.87 52.04 39.11
c. Total 61.15 82.29 64.34
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The relatively higher levels of enterprise borrowing

is also reflected in the growth trends in debt

outstanding as shown in Table-19. It should be noted

that the outstanding debt issued for general government

purposes is estimated to have actually decreased in

some years for all but the largest cities, as cities

were retiring more debt than they were creating through

new borrowings. Enterprise debt, however, grew

rapidly. This reflects a national trend at all levels

of government to reduce reliance on tax-supported debt

and to enlarge the use of limited obligations secured

%n nontax revenue sources. Table 19 shows a fairly

large planned increase in long-tern debt outstanding,

particularly on the part of small cities. Although

this is not out of line with the level of borrowings in

1978, the current, extremely high interest rates in the

tax-exempt bond market will probably severely curb

these borrowing plans.
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TABLE 19

ANNUAL GROWTH IN GENERAL GOVERNOR T
AND ENTERPRISE DEBT

W Less than 0.05 percent change.

-50-

.Percent Chane
City Size 1978 1979 1939a

a. General Government Debt 0.1% -0.10 7.2%

b. Enterprise Debt 32.9 2.9 21.9

o. Total 15.0 1.6 15.1

Medium

a. General Government Debt -1.80 * 0.4%

b. Enterprise Debt 9.4 16.4 8.6

o. Total 3.6 8.6 5.0

Large

a. General Government Debt -2.1% -6.4% -0.1%

b. Enterprise Debt 15.4 3.9 7.6

o. Total 3.9 -2.2 2.7

Largest,

a. General Government Debt 1.10 3.4%

b. Enterprise Debt 9.4 8.1 7.8

0. Total 3.7 5.7 4.6
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CHANGES IN WOPNFOPCF

In this question, citiec were asked to report the

average nurLer of employees on their payroll in 1978,

1979, and 1980 anticipated broken down on the basis of

full-tite permanent, CFTA, and part-time and seasonal

employees.

-Despite the fact that the years under study were

years of national economic recovery, in each size

category, total city workforces were only slightly

increased, remained the some, or were reduced between

1978 and 1979 (see Table 20). The Increase in the

number of full-time, permanent employees between 1978

and 1979 for all city categories, averaged only 2

percent.

The projections for 1980 are for net reductions in

full-time, permanent employees in the small and largest

size categories and for small increases in the middle

two categories_.- Thus, in order to promote sound fiscal

heal-t it appears that cities are exercising

considerable restraint in increasing the size of their

workforces. This restraint end, in some cases, nt

reductions in the workforces should be weighed when

considering the fiscal situation in these cities.

Frequently, a pocitive balance sheet masks underlying
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TAbLE 20

CHANGES IN WOREFORCE

1978 1979 0 Change I Change

(Act.) (Act.) 1980a 1978-1979 1979-1980

Small Cities

1. Full Time 267 274 274 2.7% -0.1%.
2. CETA 22 30 15 34.7 -49.5
3. Part Time-Seas. 79 81 81 1.4 1.0
4. Total 369 385 370 4.3 -3.7

Ve4iun Cities

1. Full Time 731 748 766 2.40 2.50
2. CRTA 118 106 77 -10.0 -27.2
3, Part Time-Seas. 146 141 142 -3.4 0.9
4. Total 995 995 986 0.0 -0.9

Large Cities

1. Full Time 1,838 1,859 1,902 1.11 2.30
2. CRTA 365 306 253 -16.0 -17.3
3. Part Time-Seas. 342 349 345 1.8 -1.0
4. Total 2,545 2,514 2,501 -1.2 -0.5

Largest Cities

1. Full Time 8,938 9,060 8,873 1.4% -2.1%
2. CETA 1,042 940 701 -9.8 -25.4
3. Part Time-Seas. 849 896 867 5.5 -3.2
4. Total 10,829 10,895 10,441 0.6 -4.2

-52-
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erosion of the tax base, reduced service levels; and

shrunken workforces.

Changes in Workforce By Unemployrent Level

In 1979, with the exception of high unemployment

cities, all other categories of cities experienced very

slow growth or net declines in their total workforces

(see Table 21). Similarly, the full-time, permanent

workforces of the low and medium unemployment,

categories increased slightly or experienced slight net

reductions between 1978 and 1979. The high

unemployment categories -- with the exception of the

large city-high unemployment category -- experienced

muich more rapid growth in their total workforces than

either the low or medium unemployment-cities in each

category. This phenonenom seems largely to be

attributable to changes in the number of CETA workers.

The large increase in the total workforce in the small

city-high unemployment category results from the

extremely large (117.6 percent) increase in their CETA

workforces. Likewise, the increase in the CETA

workforces in the medium size-high unemployment cities

is also partly responsible for the increase in their

total workforces.

Unlike the above situations, largest cities in the

high unemployment category experienced a very slight

(0.3 percent) average increase in their CETA

-53-
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CHANGES 1N WOREPORCI
BY CITY SIZE AND VWWOYIT LIM

1978.. 1978-1979 1979-1980
1978 t __ 1 Chance

LOW Fledium High zLov eium Hgh Lo xl exuumm q
Un . Un!M-. OnMup Q MwV_ On!.mo up. anew. I4P.

Small Citire.aae.Uep

Full Time 212 325 315 3.4% 2.2% 2.3% 1.90 -3.01 1.6%

CETA 13 26 40 -22.1 12.9 117.6 -43.1 -2. -6.1

Part Tibm-
Seasonal 70 97 74 4.1 -4.0 7.5 -0.1 3. -0.7

Total 295 449 429 2.4 1.5 13.9 -0.1 -3.3 -10.8

Full Tim 617 852 827 1.5 -1.2 8.7 2.5 1.9 3.0

CETA 68 171 162 -11.3 -25.4 12.9 -37.2 -17.3 -28.9

Part Tim-
Seasonal 130 196 115 3.7 -5.3 -17.4 2.4 -2.6 5.3

Total 815 1.220 1,104 0.8 -5.2 6.6 -0.4 -0.9 -1.8
Lare Cities ....

Full Tim 1,630 1,893 2,315 2.0 0.4 0.6 1.8 3.2 2.1

CSTA 312 244 706 -15.3 -12.6 -18.7 -27.5 -11.7 -8.1

Part Tim-

Seasonal 281 397 422 0.9 2.3 2.6 -4.5 3.0 -0.8

Total 2,223 2,534 3,443 -0.6- -0.6 -3.1 -2.5 1.9 0.0
-r---st-C--t-e- -

Full Time 5,958 10,274 L,546 -1.2 0.0 7.3 4.9 -0.7 -12.3

CETA 557 1,351 1,382 -18.7 -10.4 0.3 -18.6 -29.3 -21.4

Part Time-
Seasonal 460 943 1,539 0.7 -7.5 30.7 7.1 -4.5 07.5

Total 6.975 112,568- .,467 -2.4 -1.7 9.0 3.5 -3.8- 12.5
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workforces. These cities experienced a significant

average increase, however, in their full-time,

permanent workforces. It seems likely that, as the

CETA workers completed their temporary public

employment tenure, the local governrentc continued to

7 employ them at their own expense. At the same tinte,

the CETA workforces in the large city-high unemployment

category experienced a significant net reduction (-18.7

percent). These data indicate that notwithstanding a

similar high rate of unemployment, small cities were

increasing their CrTA workforces rapidly while, in

larger cities, the CETA workforces were remaining

virtually constant or being reduced.

Almost all categories of cities are projecting net

reductions or very slight increases in their total

workforces in 1980. The smallest and'largest cities in

the high unemployment category are projecting the

greatest reductions in their total workforces (-10.8

percent and -12.5 percent, respectively). Cities in

all size categories, regardless of unemployment level,

are projecting large reductions in their CETA

workforces. Almost all categories of cities are

planning only minor increases in their full-time,

permanent workforces. The small cities with medium.

unemployment, and the largest cities with medium, and

high unemployment are anticipating net reductions in

their full-time, permanent workforce. The greatest
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such reduction is anticipated by the largest cities

with high unemployment (-12.3 percent).
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POLICE, FIRE, AND SANITATION EXPENDITURES

In an effort to determine the status of primary

services, cities were requested to report expenditures

for police, fire, and sanitation. For each, they

reported wages and salaries (excluding fringe

benefits), other current expenditures (including fringe

benefits and excluding wages and salaries), and capital

outlays.

In all categories- of cities, expenditures for

police, fire, and sanitation generally increased by a

greater -rate than total expenditures between 1978 and

1979 (see Table 22). The two exceptions to this were

sanitation expenditures in the medium and largest

cities -- both of which increased by a smaller rate

than total expenditures in those categories. The

projections for 1900 indicate that all city categories

are anticipating that total police, fire, and

sanitation expenditures will each Le increased at a

greater rate than total expenditures are expected to be

increased in 1980.

The small cities increased per capita expenditures

for police, fire, and sanitation at a faster rate than

any other size category in 1979. They also increased

police, fire, and sanitation wages and salaries by more
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TABLE 22

PER CAPITA POLICE, FIRE, AND SANITATION EXPENDITURES

1978 1957 0 Change I Change
(Act.) (Act.) 1980a 1978-1979 1979-1980

-small Cities _________________

Police 

I

a. Wages & Salaries $31.94 $35.10 $38.85 9.9% 10.7%
b. Other Current - 10.55 11.81 12.78 11.9 8.2
0. Capital 1.56 1.78 1.52 14.1 -14.6
d. Total 44.01 48.66 53.15 10.6 9.2

lire

a. Wages & Salaries $32.97 $26.32 $29.40 9.8% 11.7%
b. Other Current 7.29 7.95 8.61 9.1 8.3
c. Capital 1.03 1.32 1.36 28.2 3.0
d. Total 32.33 35.55 39.37 101i0 10.7

Sanitation

a. Wages & Salaries $ 7.84 $ 8.48 $ 9.22 8.2% b.71
b. Other Current 9.48 10.46 11.69 10.3 11.8
o. Capital 1.64 2.24 2.46 36.6 9.8
d. Total 19.01 21.17 23.38 11.4 10.4

Medium Cities ......

Police

a. Wages i Salaries $33.87 $36.60 $40.89 8.1% 11.7%
b. Other Current 9.41 10.27 12:00 9.1 16.8
c. Capital 1.64 1.23 1.28 -25.0 4.1
d. Total 44.92 48.10 54.19 7.1 .12.7

Fire

a. Wages & Salaries $27.11 $28.72 $30.97 5.9% 7.8
b. Other Current 5.95 6.53 7.56 9.7 15.8
0. Capital 0.87 0.93 0.90 6.9 --3.2
d. Total 33.94 36.18 39.43 6.6 9.0

Sanitation

a. Wages & Salaries $ 7.56 $ 7.93 $ 8.53 4.9% 7.61

b. Other Current 6.62 6.63 7.89 0.1 19.0

a. Capital 3.22 2.91 2.73 -9.6 -6.2
d. Total 17.38 17.48 19.15 0.6 9.6
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TABLE 22
(CONTINUED)

1978 1979 % Change % Change

(Act.) (Act.) 1980a 1978-1979 1979-1980

Large Cities

Police

a. Wages & Salaries $35.66 $38.64 $42.99 8.41 11.31
b. Other Current 10.99 12.19 13.91 10.9 14.1
-. Capital 0.84 1.15 1.53 36.9 33.0
d. Total 47.50 51.98 58.44 9.4 12.4

Fire

a. Wages & Salaries $28.89 $30.99 $33.62 7.3% 815%
b. Other Current 7.04 8.05 8.90 14.3 10.6
o. Capital 0.61 0.73 0.65 19.7 -11.0
d. Total 36.53 39.78 43.16 8.9 8.5

Sanitation

a. Wages & Salaries $ 9.68 $10.16 $10.80 5.0t 6.3%
b. Other Current 7.50 8.28 9.36 10.4 13.0
c. Capital 1.00 1.18 2.01 18.0 70.3
d. Total 18.18 19.62 22.17 7.9 13.0

Largest Cities

Police

a. Wages &Salaries $61.33 $64.32 $68.50 4.91 6.5%
b. Other Current 19.05 22.62 25.72 187 13.7
o. Capital 1.20 1.31 1.98 9.2 51.1
d. Total 81.58 88.25 96.21 8.2 9.0

Fire

a. Wages & Salaries $32.50 $34.09 $37.13 4.9% 8.9%
b. Other Current 9.10 11.14 12.49 22.4 12.1
o. Capital 1.02 0.86 0.82 -15.7 -4.7
d. Total 42.63 46.09 50.44 8.1 9.4

Sanitation

a. Wages &Salaries $13.03 $31.68 $14.58 5.0% 6.6%
b. Other Current 10.10 10.91 12.81 8.0 17.4
c. Capital 1.37 1.17 2.23 -14.6 90.6
d. Total 24.50 25.76 29.62 5.1 15.0
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than any -other size- category in that year. The

smallest Uage Lill increases occurred in the largest

cities, which on average increased the per capita wages

for police, fire, and sanitation by 4.9 percent for!

each function in 1979. These cities also significantly

reduced their capital expenditures for toth fire and

sanitation services in that year. Insofar as the

projections for 1980, little pattern emerges on the

basis of city size, except that the smallest increases

in wages-will continue to Le seen in the largest

cities. However, such cities are also proposing the

largest increase in capital expenditures for police and

sanitation services. If such capital spending

increases are not realized by the largest cities, then

the total increases projected for such services will

fall significantly telow the total increases projected

by the other size cities.

In light of the double-digit inflation being

experienced nationally, some of these wage projections

will probably be exceeded in upcoming negotiations of

current contracts. For example, police, fire, and

sanitation wages in the largest cities,-as indicated

above, increased by an average of only 4.9 percent

between 1978 and 1979. It seems likely that, in the

coming year, employees in these cities will attempt to,

compensate for the effect of inflation on their 1979 as

well as their 1980 wages. As a result, budget
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projections, which have been sufficiently conservative

in the past, vay turn out to have underestimated

certain cost, particularly wages, due to the rapid

inflation afflicting the nation.
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CITIES RESPONDING TO THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE QUESTIONNAIRE
LISTED ALPHABETICALLY BY STATE WITHIN POPULATION SIZE GROUPS

POPULATION GROUP 10.000 THRU 49.999

ALABAMA
ANNISTON

ARKANSAS
WEST MEMPHIS

ARIZONA
FLAGSTAFF

CALIFORNIA
BEVERLY HILLS
CORONA
GLENDORA
LA MESA
LA MIRADA
PACIFICA
PIEDMONT
PLACENTIA
REDOING
ROSEVILLE
SANTA FE SPRINGS
SANTA MARIA
SEAL BEACH
SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO
UKIA1
WOODLAND
YUBA CITY

CULORADO
CONNERCE CITY
ENGLEWOOD
LITTLETON
NORTHGLENN

CONNECTICUT
EAST HAVEN
NAUGATUCK
WINDSOR

FLORIDA
BELLE GLADE
FORT MYERS
MIRAMAR
PLANTATION
SARASOTA
SOUTH MIAMI

GEORGIA
EAST POINT
ROSWELL
VALDOSTA

IDAHO
MOSCOW

ILLINOIS
DE KALB
DIXON
ELMWOOO PARK
GRANITE CITY
LAKE FOREST
NORTH CHICAGO
PALATINE
PARK FOREST
ROLLING MEADOWS
SCHAUMURG
ST CARLES
STREAMWOOD
WESTCHESTER
WHEATON

KANSAS
LENEXA
PITTSBURG
PRAIRIE VILLAGE

KENTUCKY
COVINGTON
NEWPORT
RICNOND

LOUISIANA
MORGAN CITY

MASSACHUSETS
CHELSEA
FOXBOROUGH
LEXINGTON
MARLBOROUGH
SALEM
SOUTHBRIOGE

MARY LAND
ROCKVI LLE

MICHIGAN
BATTLE CREEK
ESCANABA
GARDEN CITY
GROSSE POINTE PARK
INKSTER
MADISON HEIGHTS
MONROE
MUSKEGON
NORTON SHORES

MINNESOTA
BROOKLYN PARK

ASTINGS
SHOREVIEW
WORTHINGTON

MISSOURI
CRESTWOOD
ST PETERS

NORTH CAROLINA
ALBEMARLE
BURLINGTON
WILSON

NORTH DAKOTA
JAMESTOWN

NEBRASKA
GRAND ISLAND

NEW JERSEY
FAIRVIEW
HACKENSACK
LOWER
MOUNT LAUREL
NEW HANOVER
OCEAN
PHILLIPSBURG
PLAINFIELD
RED BANK

NEW MEXICO
FARMINGTON

NEVADA
NORTH LAS VEGAS

NEW YORK
LACKAWANNA
PORT CHESTER
POUGHKEEPSIE

OHIO
BEDFORD
ROCKY RIVER

OKLAHOMA
EDMON

OREGON
ALBANY
CORVALLIS
SPRINGFIELD

PENNSYLVANIA
STATE COLLEGE

RHODE ISLAND
COVENTRY
NORTH KINGSTON

SOUTH CAROLINA
ANDERSON

SOUTH DAKOTA
BROOKINGS

TENNESSEE
KINGSPORT

TEXAS
EULESS
FREEPORT
LUFKIN
TEMPLE
WHITE SETTLEMENT

VIRGINIA
VIENNA

WASHINGTON
KIRKLAND
OLYMPIA
RENTON

WISCONSIN
BELOIT
EAU CLAIRE
GLENDALE
GREENOALE



CITIES RESPONDING TO THE .JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE QUESTIONNAIRE
LISTED ALPHABETICALLY BY STATE WITHIN POPULATION SIZE GROUPS

POPULATION GROUP 50.000 THRU 99.999

ALABAMA
TUSCALOOSA

ARIZONA
SCOTTSDALE
TEMPE

CALIFORNIA
ALAMEDA
BELLFLOWER
COMPTON
CONCORD
DALY CITY
FOUNTAIN VALLEY
HAWTHORNE
NEWPORT BEACH
OCEANSIDE
ONTARIO
OXNARD
POMONA
RICHMOND
SALINAS
SANTA ROSA
WEST COVINA
WESTMINSTER

COLORADO
0% FORT COLLINS
W CONNECTICUT

BRISTOL
EAST HARTFORD
NEW BRITAIN

DELAWARE
WILMINGTON

FLORIDA
GAINESVILLE
MIAMI BEACH
PENSACOLA

IOWA
DUBUQUE
SIOUX CITY
WATERLOO

ILLINOIS
CHAMPAIGN
SKOKIE

INDIANIA
BLOOMINGTON

KANSAS I
OVERLAND PARK

LOUISIANA'
LAFAYETTE
MONROE

MASSACHUSETS
PITTSFIELD
WEYMOUTH

MICHIGAN
ROSEVILLE
ROYAL OAK
SAGINAW
STERLING HEIGHTS
TROY

MISSOURI
COLUMBIA

MONTANA
BILLINGS

NORTH CAROLINA
HIGH POINT
WILMINGTON

NORTH DAKOTA
FARGO

NEW JERSEY
CAMDEN
EAST ORANGE
HAMILTON
TRENTON
UNION CITY
WOODBRIDGE

NEW YORK
TROY

OHIO
KETTERING
PARMA
SPRINGFIELD

OKLAHOMA
ENID
LAWTON

PENNSYLVANIA
LOWER MERION

RHODE ISLAND
PAWTUCKET

TEXAS
ODESSA
PORT ARTHUR
SAN ANGELO
WICHITA FALLS
HASTINGS
SHOREVIEW
WORTHINGTON

VIRGINIA
ROANOKE

WISCONSIN
GREEN BAY
OSHKOSH
WEST ALLIS

WEST VIRGINIA
CHARLESTON



CZTIES RESPONDING TO THE JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE QUESTIONNAIRE
LISTED ALPHABETICALLY BY STATE WITHIN POPULATION SIZE GROUPS

POPULATION GROUP 100.000 THRU 249.999

ALASKA
ANCHORAGE

ALABAMA
HUNTSVILLE
MOBILE
MONTGOMERY

ARKANSAS
LITTLE ROCK

ARIZONA
MESA

CALIFORNIA
BERKELEY
FRESNO
GARDEN GROVE
GLENDALE
HUNTINGTON BEACH
PASADENA
SANTA ANA
STOCKTON
TORRANCE

COLORADO
COLORADO SPRINGS
LAKEWOOD
PUEBLO

CONNECTICUT
BRIDGEPORT
HARTFORD
STAMFORD

FLORIDA
FORT LAUDERDALE
HOLLYWOOD
ST PETERSBURG

GEORGIA
COLUMUS
MACON

IOWA
CEDAR RAPIDS
DES MOINES

IDAHO
BOISE

ILLINOIS
ROCKFORD

INDIANIA
FORT WAYNE

KANSAS
TOPEKA

LOUISIANA
SHREVEPORT

MASSAC'USETS
SPRINGFIELD
WORCESTER

MICHIGAN
WARREN

MISSOURI
INDEPENDENCE
SPRINGFIELD

MISSISSIPPI
JACKSON

NORTH CAROLINA
GREENSBORO
RALEIGH
WINSTON-SALEM

NEBRASKA
LINCOLN

NEW JERSEY
ELIZABETH

NEVADA
'LAS VEGAS

OHIO
DAYTON

PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN

SOUTH CAROLINA
COLUMBIA

TENNESSEE
KNOXVILLE

TEXAS
AMARILLO
BEAUMONT
LUBBOCK
WACO

VIRGINIA
CHESAPEAKE
HAMPTON
NEWPORT NEWS
PORTSMOUTH
RICHMOND
VIRGINIA BEACH

WASHINGTON
SPOKANE

WISCONSIN
MADISON



CITIES RESPONDING TO THE JOINT ECONOMIC CONNITTEE QUESTIONNAIRE
LISTED ALPHABETICALLY BY STATE WITHIN POPULATION SIZE GROUPS

POPULATION GROUP 250.000 & OVER

ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM

ARIZONA
PHOENIX
TUCSON

CALIFORNIA
LONG BEACH
LOS ANGELES
OAKLAND
SACRAMENTO
SAN DIEGO
SAN FRANCISCO

COLORADO
DENVER

FLORIDA
JACKSONVILLE
TAMPA

GEORGIA
ATLANTA

HAWAI I
HONOLULU

ILLINOIS
CHICAGO

KANSAS
WICHITA

LOUISIANA
BATON ROUGE
NEW ORLEANS

MASSACHIUSETS
BOSTON

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE

MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS
ST PAUL

MISSOURI
KANSAS CITY
ST LOUIS

NORTH CAROLINA
CHARLOTTE

NEBRASKA
OMAHA

NEW JERSEY
NEWARK

NEW YORK
BUFFALO
NEW YORK
ROCHESTER

OHIO
CINCINNATI
COLUIBUS

OKLAHOMA
OKLAHONA CITY
TULSA

OREGON
PORTLAND

PENNSYLVANIA
PHILADELPHIA

TENNESSEE
MEMPHIS
NASHVILLE-OAVIDSON

TEXAS
AUSTIN
DALLAS
FORT WORTH
HOUSTON
SAN ANTONIO

VIRGINIA
NORFOLK

WISCONSIN
MILWAUKEE
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APPENDIX II

GLOSSARY

Accounts Payable - Liabilities on open account owed to
private persons or businesses for goods and services
received by a government unit (but not including
amounts due other funds of the same government unit).

Capital Expenditures (outlays) - Direct expenditures
for construction of buildings, roads and other.
improvements, and for purchases of equipment, land and
existing structures. Includes amounts for additions,
replacement and major alterations to fixed works and
structures.- However, expenditures for repairs of such
works and structures are classified as current
operating expenditures.

Current Assets - Those assets that are available or can
be made readily available- to meet the cost of
operations or to pay current liabilities.

Debt Service - The amount of money necessary to pay the
interest on the outstanding debt and the principal of
maturing bonded debt (not payable from a Sinking Fund)

- or to provide a Sinking Fund for the redemption of
bonds payable from this fund.

Enterprise Activities - As defined here, these are
government functions that are generally self-supporting
through user charges (as opposed to general government
revenues) and that are operated by the city, and
accounted for in enterprise or special utility funds.
Common city enterprise functions are water and sewer
(when funded by user charges), electric, gas, airports,
and local transit.

Enterprise Fund - To account for operations (a) that

are financed and operated in a -manner similar to
private business enterprises where the intent of the
governing body is that the costs (expenses, including
depreciation) of providing goods or services to the
general public on a continuing basis be financed or
recovered primarily through user charges or (b) where
the governing body has decided that periodic
determination of revenues earned, expenses incurred,
and/or net income .is appropriate for capital
maintenance, public policy, management control,
accountability, or other purposes.
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General Fund - The fund that is available for any

legally authorized purpose ane that is, therefore, used

to account for all revenues and all activities not

provided for in other funds. The General Fund is used

to finance the ordinary operations of a covernental

unit.

General Covernment Activities - rasic services that are

primaril fn by general revenues, e.g., police

ane fire, health and hospitals, sewerage, sanitation,

education, streets,. parks and recreation, courts, and

general administration.

General Cbligation Debt - Debt for whose payment the

full faith and credit of the issuing body are pledged.

General obligation debts are considered.to be those

payable from taxcs and other general revenues.

Internal Service Funds - To account for the financing

of goods and services provided by one department or

agency to other departments or agencies of the

governmental unit# or to other governmental units on a

cost-reimbursement basis.

Limited Liability Debt - Vebt, the principal of and

interest on which are to be paid solely from a specific

source (such as the service enterprise). Such debt

does not represent an obligation against a city's

general revenue.

Long-Term Debt - Debt payable more than 1 year after

date of issue.

Operating Expenditures - Expenditures for compensation,

supplies, materials, and contract services that are

used in current operations. Not included in this is

the expenditure for capital or fixed assets.

Operating Revenues - Revenues derived from the current

operation of a government, i.e., property taxes,

personal property taxes, user charges and all licenses

and fees. In the case of enterprise activities,

operating revenues would include revenue from the sale

of goods and services.

Original Budget - The amount budgeted at the beginning

of the fiscal year and prior to any amendments that

have occurred during that year.

Permanent Wmployee - Those employees who are employed

by Rhe municipality on a continuous full-time basis,

not those funded by CETA, nor those who are considered

part-time-or seasonal employees.
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Sanitation r (Other than scwera~e) -Street cleaning,
and~1Tt ion and disposal of garLage and otber waste.

O.Lort-Tera. Dett Cutstandir ; - Interest-Learing debt
ryak:le witinl1yeer fro, 'late of issue, such an tone1

anticirction notes, revenue anticir~zation notes and tax
anticipation notes and wvrrents. Include obligations
having no fixed raturity fate If rvyatle front, a tax
levied for cc-lectio. in the yeer -in their Issuance.

Sinkir19 Fund - t~ fund esta llisbeel for periodlical
conriTutlon (anO earnings thereon) to provide for the
retirerent of outetanCrinj Oel~t specified to he retired
from-such funft~.

-68-
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APPFITDIX III

COPPAPISOl1 (F SELUCTrF SUpVrY ImiE S
FCP CALIFOPNIA AD YOV-CAL.IFOLI'IA CITIF'

In June, 1978, just before the start of fiscal year

1979 for California cities, the voters in that State

approved Proposition 13, a constitutional amendment

that rolled back an6 placed a limit on property taxes.

Cities and other local jurisdictions moved quickly to

sun-non up other revenue sources and to cut tack

expenditures, while the State of California adopted a

massive progran, of assistance to help-local governments

replace their suddenly shrinking property tax receipts.

While cities in other states, either under mandate or

voluntarily, also held back on property taxes, no state

matched the size anO sweep of the California reduction

in local property tax collections.

TaLle III-1 compares selected survey results for the

37 California cities versus the 242 in other states.

As nay te seen, total current revenue grew slightly in

California between 1978 and 1979, while property taxes

were cut sharply (about 50 percent) for cities of all

sizes. A major lift was provided by large increases in

state aid, ranging from 15 to 76 percent (for the

largest cities in that state). Current expenditures
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TABLE I1-1

COMPARISON OF SELECTED SURVEY ITEMS
FOR CALIFORNIA AND NON-CALIFORNIA CITIES:

MEAN RATIOS OF GROWTH, 1978-1979 AND 1979-1980

-70-

1978-1979 1979-1980a

Calif.___ Other calif. Other

Small

a. Current Revenues 1.7% 4.5% -0.2% 4.71
b. Property Tax -52.4 2.9 15.4 5.7
c. State Aid 24.0 -7.2 - 4 .-b 5.0
d. Current Expenditure 4.3 10.3 10.8 7.9
e. Capital Outlays -3.8 8.9 83.7 27.6
f. Total Employees -3.4 5.5 -0.2 -4.1

Medium

a. Current Revenue 1.1% 3.5% -1.6% 3.6%
b. Property Tax -49.4 1.1 18.6 7.2
c. State Aid 47.7 9.7 -5.1 5.0
d. Current Expenditure 1.2 7.2 10.2 6.8
e. Capital Outlays -16.8 30.4 19.0 4.3
f. Total Employees -8.9 1.9 -0.8 -1.0

Large

a. Current Revenue 4.5% 6.0% 3.8% 3.8%
b. Property Tax -50.6 1.7 -15.9 6.6
c. State Aid S3. 16.1 -4.3 8.3
d. Current Expenditure 7.0 7.9 4.7 8.1
e. Capital Outlays -10.7 -2.6 5.4 17.0
f. Total Employees -3.2 -1.0 -3.7 -0.2

Largest

a. Current Revenue 0.6% 5.7% 1.8% 3.7%
b. Property Tax -52.4 2.2 20.5 2.1
c. State Aid 75.9 10.9 -30.2 1.3
d. Current Expenditure -0.5 11.2 6.1 4.9
e. Capital Outlays 5.4 11.6 -2.(V 61.2
f. Total Employees -1.5 1.0 -5.8 -3.8
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also reflected the FuCgetary pressure. Caritol outlays

were reduced in all California cities except the

largest and total city employment (including full-time,

part-tine, and CCEA workers) elso declined.

Projected 1979 and 1930 changes reflect some reLound

in California and nationwide anticipated in the

property tax, although overall current revenue qr-owth

will remain slow. Except for the large city category

(which has seen a continuing decline in prorcrty tax

levies), California cities also anticipate faster

growth in current expenditures than cities in other

states. The sare is true for capital outlays, except

for the largest California cities uicth foresee a

decline in 1980. Last, total city employment continues

in a decline, a trend on which cities in the other

states seer now to te efftarked.
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APPENDIX IV

AGGPECATE ESTIMATES PnSED o SURVEY RESULTS

The results of the city survey have been uniformly

presented by city size, using per capita averages

(based on 1975 'population) to enhance comparability.

It is possible, however, to use the results to generate

overall per capita averages for all cities in the

survey universe; that is, all cities (excluding New

York) with populations in excess of 10,000 as of 1975.

Table IV-1 gives for certain kei financial items the

overall per capita results using the weighting factors

described below. Again, the reader is cautioned that

the reported results pertain to the cities in the

survey universe and, therefore, reflect atout 68

percent of all city behavior (because of the exclusion

of New York City and those units of less than 10,000

population).

Overall per capita current revenues for general

operating purposes rose at a very slow rate (4.3

percent) between 1978 and 1979 and is projected to grow

even more slowly (3.9 percent) in 1980 according to the

anticipated data supplied by the respondents. Current

expenditures, on the other hand, are budgeted to grow
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TABLE XV- '

CITY AVERAGES -- ALL CITIES IN SURVEY UNIVERSE --

SELECTED FINANCIAL ITEMS (DOLLARS PER CAPITA)

... ............. .... ... Percent ChangeGeneral Government 1978 1979 1980a e97 r-1979 979-198a_

Current Revenues $348 $363 $377 4.3% 3.8%

Outlays:

Current Expenditures 308 '331 359 7.5 8.6

Debt Service 27 27 29 * 4.4

Capital Outlays 53 58 75 ( 60) 9.4 29.3 (3.5)

Total 388 417 463 (448) 7.5 11.0 (7.4)

Source of Capital Funds 62 65 81 ( 65) 4.8 24.6 (')

Enterprise Funds .....,_,____"_..................

Total Revenues $151 $171 $196 13.9% 14.6%

Outlays:

Current Expenditures 102 120 135 17.6 12.5

Capital Outlays 41 52 65 26.8 25.9

Total 143 172 200 20.3 16.3

Less than 0.05 percent.
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at a somewhat faster rate in 1980 than they did in

1979. As noted in the main report, a consequence of

this will be growing operating deficits on the part of

city governments.

General government capital outlays showed faster

growth in 1979 and are budgeted for extremely rapid

growth in 1980. However, as the text of the report

indicates, capital budgetE have been consistently

overestimated. Allowing foi realization of only 80

percent of the capital spending plans would reduce the

projected actual amount to a point where only a 3.5

percent increase woule be realized, as is shown

parenthetically in the tale. This result also would

be more in keeping with the realities of current

municipal bond market conditions and ongoing reductions

in Federal aid.

Capital fund sources are anticipated to rise by 29

percent in 1980. Put, as in the case of capital

outlays, cities have typically overstated their sources

of capital funds. Adjusting for only an 00 percent

realization rate, the rate of growth projected for

1979-1980 drops to zero. This would indicate a growing

erosion in the buffer between capital outlays and funds

available to finance there.

Total general government per capita outlays are a

composite of current operting, debt service, and
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capital expenditure outlays. E r.,ay Le seen in Table

TV-l, grcwtt, Jn total cjeneral outlays was ectivated to

te 7.5 percent for all cities on average Letween 1978

and 1979. As previously noted, the 11 percent increase

in per capita spending projected for 1900 depends

heavily on realizing capital spending -increases. The

parenthetical figure reflects an adjustment for the

lower growth rate irn the capital outlay com ponent, with

the result that total general expenditure growth drops

to only 3.5 percent.

Table IV-l also gives overall per capita average

estir.atee for enterprise fund financial aggregates. In

the nost part, total revenues and expenditures have

grown and are projected to continue growing at rates

greater than those for the general government

activities. Capital expenditure- show especially

strong growth, both in 1978-1979, and 1980 anticipated.

Again, realization of these capital spending increases

in 1930 will depend heavily on the ability of the

>) enterprise utilities to sell debt issues, a situation

very much in doubt Ir early 1980.

To derive the above overall averages for city data,

the group averages by city size were weighted by the

estimated contribution of each class to total economic

activity of all cities. As a proxy for overall

activity, the total of general revenues and utility

revenues was used, as defined by the U. D bureau of

-75-
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the Census, Census of GoverrVerts. The total revenues

for cities in each population grcup wee calculated for

1977, the latest year for bhich such date are

fvailat lc, and the prbportion of aggregate total

revenues represented by those cities in cack population

class was computeC. Table IV-2 gives the proportion of

total revenues-represented Ly city size classes In the

survey.

The incrtance of individual financial itews will

vary arong the city size classes, r:onetbeless, the

weighting factors represented by the above proportions,

when applied to the respective strata averages, should

give a rezsonale estimate cf average dollar-weighteC

experience for all cities in the sarrle universe. It

should be noted that not including cities of under

10,000 in the population leaves to only 10.3 percent of

the total dollar value of total city 'revenue oMitted

from the sa,3le.
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TABLE IV-2

WEIGHTING FACTORS

Excluding New York City.

1977- Percentages
City Size Total Revenues All Universe

(000's of pop.) (millions) Cities Sampled*

over 250 $21,721 30.45% 44.60%
100 to 249.9 7,798 10.93 16.01
50 to 99.9 6,482 9.09 13.31
10 to 49.9 12,699 17.80 , 26.08

Sample Subtotal 48,700 68.27 100.00

New York City $15,262 21.39%
Below 10,000 7,378 10.34

Total $71,340 100.00%
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Mr. PErERSEN. Thank you.
The study dealt with the period 1978, 1979, and 1980 fiscal years

a0nd the budgeted and anticipated expenditures and revenues by
city governments. As is true with all surveys, there are a number

4of caveats that need to be borne in mind when analyzing the
Results. I am not going to bore you with the details here but will

:try and skim along the surface of the results which I think might
be of greatest interest to you.

First of all, for all cities general operating expenditures have
j been rising faster than have been current revenues, but neither

has been rising so fast as the rate of inflation, that is, the prices
that State and local governments pay.

Between 1978 and 1979-and I am talking fiscal years of the
cities now-revenues rose by an average of 4.3 percent and are

S. projected to rise by only 3.5 percent between 1979 and 1980. Mean-
,while, current expenditures rose-by 7.9 percent between 1978 and
'979, and are projected to rise somewhat more slowly, by 6.6 per-
cent, between 1979 and 1980.

-During this interval prices have been rising at the rate of 8 to 10
percent. So, clearly, we have a real contraction in city government

|n this Nation today.
This trend of expenditures rising faster than revenues is not

isUstainable over any prolonged period of time. Many cities are in
the process of spending down financial balances that they built up
in 1977 and 1978. As a result, cities of all sizes are increasingly

-headed toward deficit positions in their current operating accounts.
That is, they are spending more each period than they are taking
in in terms of revenues.

The percentage of cities experiencing operating deficits increased
--between 1978 and 1979 and is anticipated to increase further in

1980. Cities on average in 1978 experienced operating surpluses of
$10.72 per capita, which was equal to about 3.1 percent of their

7 current revenue. So on average, there was a surplus among cities
in fiscal year 1978.

By 1979, the operating margin had tightened to such an extent
that cities, on average, were virtually breaking even. In other

-words, there was no surplus to speak of at all. According to the
survey results-and here we are speaking of approximately 302

L-cities that replied-cities of all sizes throughout the country are
contemplating operating deficits for fiscal year 1980, with an aver-
age deficit amounting to about $10.35 per capita, which is equal to
about 2.7-percent of their anticipated current revenues.

Now, I might add, again trying to put these numbers into con-
text, that the general revenue sharing receipts of cities average
around $18 per capita in 1978.

It should be noted that the above figures are overall averages,
-and for many jurisdictions the shortfalls are anticipated to be
much greater.

I see I have run out of time and haven't been able to get into the
bond market, but if I may just take one more minute--

Senator BRADLEY. Certainly. Take another minute.
Mr. PrTERSEN. We have had, as you know, extremely disruptive

conditions in the municipal bond market, with interest rates show-
ing a great deal of volatility. There was a dramatic rise of about 2
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percentage points between January and early April of this year,
and then a sudden dropping down of interest rates.

During that interval of time, we calculated that approximately
$1.3 billion in State and local long-term borrowing was postponed.
However, given the shortness of the disruption in the market, I
doubt if it is going to have any prolonged effect on the capital
spending plans of cities. I think what is going to have a bigger
effect is the withdrawal of Federal assistance, which we now find is
financing about one-third of all city government capital expendi-
tures in this country.

Senator BRADLEY. Tell me, do you find that the municipal crunch
is coming in any one area of the country more than other areas of
the country? I noticed you said that it was throughout the country,
but have you done more specific analysis?

Mr. PETERSEN. We have not done a specific analysis by region of
the country, although the mateial is capable of supporting that
kind of analysis. I think it is fair to say, and this is by general
observation, that the conventional wisdom on the subject is prob-
ably accurate. Clearly, in the Northeast and in the Midwest parts
of the country, we tend to see more pressure.

Of course, we also see pressure in California as a result of recent
enactments out in that State, which, made financing local govern-
ment more difficult. I think that in part, borrowing difficulty is
due to economic circumstances; but now we find cities having to
contend with the constitutional and statutory restrictions on their
taxing ability, yet in many cases they still are working under
mandated expenditures.

Third, we have a dramatic change in their actual receipts and, of
course, in their expectations of Federal assistance. Particularly in
the case of the cities, we find many of them are highly leveraged
and have become quite dependent on the source of funds.

Senator BRADLEY. Did you say there were $4.5 billion worth of
decisions that municipalities have made not to go to the bond
market?

Mr. PETERSEN. Yes it was $1.3 billion, Senator.
Senator BRADLEY. 43 billion.

L Mr. PETERSEN. And those were publicly announced sales that
were canceled during a 4-month interval.

Senator BRADLEY. Right. Now, that was when the interest rates
went up to 20 percent. Of course, the tax exempt rate is much
lower, but reflects that.

Mr. PTERSEN. Yes.
Senator BRADLEY. If 20-percent interest rates should happen

again and we do not have the success that we have had this time in
having them drop quickly, how long do you think municipal gov-
ernments could go on withholding from issuing bonds on the
market without there being a significant pinch on the local govern-
ment-and therefore a legitimate and strong claim on the Federal

j budget?
Mr. PETERSEN. Well, there have been studies done about the

imnacts of the tight money periods in the past. We were able to
collect some evidence regarding the period of time before these
effects have finally really grabbed on capital spending. I will just
hazard a guess of somewhere in the vicinity of 6 months to a year.
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We had very tight markets, as you will recall, in late 1975 and
1976, and some impact on catital spending.

Senator BRADLEY. How would you define tight markets? This
time last year, tight markets would have been 12 percent.

Mr. PETERSEN. I would say in this period of time tight markets
are probably where we start running into double digits on the tax-
exempt bond interest rate. For good quality municipal bonds at 20
years maturity, the bond buyer index hit about 9.5 percent this
spring. Of course, that is an average, and you have got to remem-
ber that half the rates were above the average and half below.

For those jurisdictions that start running into 10- and 11-percent
interest costs, in many cases they are slamming into interest rate
ceilings. In other cases, they simply don't feel they can justify what
would be the debt service required, the interest cost burden re-
quired to support an issue.

Senator BRADLEY. So you think that it takes 6 months to a year
of those kinds of conditions before they would really feel a pinch at
the local level.

Mr. PETERSEN. Yes, I believe that is true. Again, keeping this in
perspective, I believe that many local jurisdictions do have interim
means of financing. We did see an uptick in short-term borrowing,
also at very high rates. In many cases the borrowing is being done
in anticipation of the actual construction.

What I am thinking of here, Senator, is in terms of if they can't
borrow today, how far down the line are we going to see some
tapering off in construction, in actual expenditures. I would say 6
months is probably a reasonably good guess.

Senator BRADLEY. Fine,
Thank you very much, gentlemen, and you will submit your

entire statement for the record as well as the report.
Mr. PETERSEN. We will, indeed.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you for your help.
(The prepared statement of Messrs. Esser and Petersen follows:]

TmIMONY OF THE MUNICIPAL FINANCE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am Jeffrey L. Esser, Director
of Liaison of the Municipal Finance Officers Association' (MFOA). We appreciate
this opportunity to present the views of State and local government finance officers
from throughout the United States on the General Revenue Sharing Program. The
Municipal Officers Association has been a strong supporter of the General Revenue
Sharing Program since we adopted our first resolution of support in 1969. Serving
as the fiscal managers of State, county, and cit' governments, we know that the
revenue sharing program serves as the centerpiece of our intergovernmental aid
and cooperation system. As you know, general revenue sharing is more important to
State and local governments than any other Federal grant-in-aid effort.

My intent in providing you with these introductory comments to the testimony is
to indicate the strong support of the Municipal Finance Officers Association of the
General Revenue Sharing Program. We do not want to duplicate the testimony that
has already been presented th you by representatives of the organizations represent-
ing State and local government officials. The primary purpose of this appearance is
so that the independent Government Finance Research Center of MFOA can pro-
vide this subcommittee with current information on the fiscal condition of cities and
the state of the tax-exempt bond market. It is important for you to know that the
Government Finance Research Center is a separate operating division of the MFOA

I The Municipal Finance Officers Associations represents 8.000 members who are State and
local government finance officials, appointive or elective, and public fnance socialists. MFOA
is headquartered in Chicago, Illinois, and also maintains a Washington, D.C.. ofice.
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and that it develop$ manages, and performs research of the highest professional
and independent quality.

Last week, the Municipal Finance Officers Association held its annual conference.
Our organization considered the proposal that the administration has forwarded to
Congress concerning increasing the general revenue sharing audit mandate. The
members of our organization adopted a position in opposition to increasing the
Federal requirement. The statement (which is attached) indicates the following view
on annual independent audits:"While we strongly support an annual independent audit and continuing improve-
ments in the implementation of annual governmental financial reporting based on
generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP), we have concerns about the desir-
ability of mandating these improvements through the Federal Revenue Sharing
Act."

Mr. Chairman, it is my pleasure to introduce to you and this subcommittee Mr.
John E. Petersen, who is the director of the Government Finance Research Center.

MUNICIPAL FINANCE OFFICERS ASSOCIATION-POLICY STATEMENT

ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING REQUIREMENTS OF THE FEDERAL GENERAL REVENUE

SHARING ACT

Since its inception, the Municipal Finance Officers Association of the United
States and Canada (MFOA) has supported efforts to improve the concepts and
principles dealing with governmental accounting and financial reporting. That sup.
port has been, and continues to be, evidenced by such activities as the development
and financial support of the National Council on Governmental Accounting (NCA)
(and its predecessor bodies), the development of the Certificate of Conformance in
Financial Reporting Program, publication of thousands of books and articles on
governmental accounting and financial reporting, and the development of several
seminar and training programs designed to assist accounting and financial report-
ing practitioners sharpen their skills. At the same time, MFOA has urged that state
and local governments subject the financial statements contained in their compre-
hensive annual financial report to review by an independent auditor and has made
an annual audit of such reports a requirement for the Certificate of Conformance.

While we strongly support an annual independent audit and continuing improve-
ments in the implementation of annual governmental financial reporting based on
generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP), we have concerns about the desir-
ability of mandating these improvements through the Federal Revenue Sharing Act.
In testimony before the Federal Congress, MFOA representatives pointed out the
progress that has occurred in these areas over a lengthy period. We also pointed out
potential problem areas that could develop from a federally mandated annual audit
as part of a renewed Federal Revenue Sharing program.

However, we do recognize the necessity ofcontinuing progress in implementing
GAAP-based financial reporting and the extension of the annual audit to cover a
such reports. Therefore, the MFOA will prepare guidelines and such other materials
as are necessary to achieve the desired goal of GAAP-based financial reporting for
all governmental entities and annual audits of all state and local government
financial reports.

With the demonstrated progress that has been achieved in the implementation of
GAAP-based financial reporting by governmental units and the continuing exten-
sion of annual audits of those reports, we oppose an expansion of the current
General Revenue Sharing requirement which mandates the submission of one audit
every three years.

CURRENT TRENDS IN CITY FINANCIAL CONDITION

(By John E. Petersen)

In the Fall of 1979, the Government Finance Research Center of the MFOA in
conjunction with the Joint Economic Committee of the U.S. Congress conducted a
survey of city financial conditions. Of the 539 cities surveyed, 302 provided usable
responses. Generally, the study was designed to provide estimates for all city gov-
ernments in the nation, classifying cities by population size.

As with most financial surveys, care must be taken in analyzing the results until
the definitions and methodology are fully understood. These matters are explained
fully in the underlying study., Here, however, we can highlight some of the survey's

Te major results are contained In U.S. Congress, Joint Economic Committee, 'Trends in the
Fiscal Condition of Cities: 1978-80" Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office (April, 1980).
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results as they pertain to understanding the current trends in city financial condi-
tion.2

For all cities, operating expenditures have been rising faster than current rev-
Senues. Between 1978 and 1979, revenues rose on the average by 4.3 percent and are
projected to rise by only 3.5 percent between 1979 and 1980. Meanwhile, current
expenditures rose by 7. percent between 1978 and 1979 and are projected to rise
somewhat more slowly, by 6.6 percent, between 1979 and 1980.

This trend of expenditures rising faster than revenues is not sustainable over any
-= prolonged period of time: many cities are in the process of "spending down',' finan-

cial balances built up-In 1977 and 1978. As a result, cities are increasingly headed
toward deficit positions in their current operating accounts. The percentage of cities
experiencing operating deficits increased between 1978 and 1979, and is anticipated
to Increase further in 1980.

Table 1 provides an overview of the current operating results-current revenues
minus current outlays-for cities categorized by population size. To improve compa-
rability, the net surplus or deficit isishow n per capita terms and as a percentage
of total current revenues. As may be seen, cities on average in 1978 experienced
operating surpluses of $10.72 per capita, equal to 3.1 percent of their current
revenues. Cities of all sizes had surplus except for those in the large bracket

) (100,000 to 250,000 population in 1977), which had a small current deficit of $2.35
per capita. By fiscal year 1979, the operating margin had tightened, small cities
moved to a deficit position and the positive surplus for the medium-sized and the
largest cities diminished. For all cities, on average, the operating surplus dropet
practically zero in 1979. According to the survey, cities of all sizes are contem a ting
operating deficits for fiscal year 1980, with the deficit moving to $10.35 per capita,
equal to 2.7 percent of anticipated revenues. It should be noted that these are
overall averages and for many jurisdictions the shortfalls are anticipated to be
much greater.

TABLE I.-OPERATING SURPLUSES AND DEFICITS FOR CITIES, PER CAPITA AND AS A PERCENTAGE
OF CURRENT REVENUES

Cy .ize 1918 1979 1980'

Per caots .. ................................ ......... ... ............................. .. ....... ................ $9.04 - $4.83 - $17.17

Percent o revues ............. ...............................-. .............................. 33 - 1 - 5.9

Per ca ta ...... . 0................... .............................................................-.............. $11.22 0.87 - $1.40
Percent o even es ........ ............... ................................. ....-......................... .. 6.1 V - .5

Lagt
P caper -a ........ .-............... $....5.......... ................... ........... -5.... ....... -$2.35 -S3.46 -$15.55
Percent o( revenues ........................................................................ ... .......... ... - .7 - 1 .0 - 4.3

tugesL
Pe c pt ..................................... ....................... ....... . . ........ .... $14.44 $1.07 - $1.16
Pecent of revenues .......................................................... ........................ 3.4 .2 - 1.6

AverW.
PerC t a .......... .......-...... ...... ........................ ................... .... $10.72 $,11 - -10.35
Pece o ( u" ... ...... . ....... ...................-.......... . ................. 3A - 2.8

'Las ha 005 eCeOL.
The conclusion to be drawn from the above is that the fiscal condition for cities is

rapidly tightening. Although most cities were able to accumulate operating surplus-

es in the ate1970's, the slow growth in current revenues can only be offset for so
long by spending down balances.

'The financial data refer to the fiscal years of the cities. The results have been categorized by
city size as follows:

Most data are presented in per capita amounts, using 1976 population figures for the cities.
Where overall city averages are shown, they are weighted by the total dollar volume of revenues
(general and enterprise) for all cities in that population category.

, Pon5o (illS)

.... - - -- --- 50,000 to90.99
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San Pqtpuflo (1975).

LI 100,00b O 249,99
L" (adidi New York City and 9w Osd of ChAi ) ..... . 250,000 ad ow

Judging by past experience, it is unlikely that cities can allow themselves to drop
very far into operating deficits. The survey results do show that, typically, cities
have overestimated outlays and underestunated revenues and this conservative
behavior probably accounts for much of the projected 1980 deficit. Nonetheless, the
growing rigidity -of revenues (especially in property taxes) and the rapid escalation
in copts will require quick moves toward retrenchment and even more rapid curtail-
ing of city expenditures. It is also worth pointing out that the rustal pressures are
not confined to the nation's largest cities. In fact, large cities and small cities both
moved to operating deficits earlier than the largest units and see them as a larger
percentage of revenues.

A major-perhaps revolutionary--change is ocurring in the way in which cities
raise revenues. The major varieties of current revenues and their trend between
fiscal years 1978 and 1980 are shown in Table 2, again in per capita amounts and by
city size.

TABLE 2.-AOMPOSITION OF CURRENT GENERAL REVENUES IN PER CAPITA AMOUNTS AND ANNUAL
PERCENT CHANGE

powud pmt
ToWfi rava 1U l (acu) J" ) 10' chp 1978- dw 19I-

19 So

SMal cites .............................. . .... .. $270.11 $281.03 5292.07 4.0 3.9

Proery t ................. ........ .... . ....... 110.56 101.74 114.43 - 2.5 6.2
Local taxes ........................... -.-.... . 57.31 64.59 69.16 12.1 1.1

fe d arges ...................................................... 13.60 14.12 14.98 8.2 1.6
Fees W4 ou s ...................................... 33.56 35.49 34.00 5.8 - 4.2
Sate aId ....................... . .... 37.12 42.18 43.67 11.9 3.5
feder aid' . ........ ...... 17.36 1624 15.83 -6.4 -2.5

Malin dies .......... _............. .......... 214111 293.02 300.79 3.1 2.1

Poper y tax ............. ..................... .. ...... 105.98 100.53 108.52 - 5.2 7.9
elocat taxes .. ............... ....... 56.50 62.89 66.79 11.3 6.2

User d g ..........................................chag...... 17.28 15.86 18.12 - 2.4 11.0
Feesand -is a ..... ..... .................... . 37.63 43.57 39.85 15.8 -8.5
State .. ...... 31.11 42.83 44.14 15.4 3.1
Feaer aid ......................... 29.67 26.34 22.79 -11.2 -13.5

Large cties . ........ ...... 332.94 352.32 365.76 5.8 3.8

rop .- ......... 124.94 121.96 130.49 -2.4 7.0
Other c taes .................... ... 68.16 75.08 7.80 10.1 5.0
Use da ...... ... ................................ 15.93 1635 18.20 2.6 11.3
Fees and mieiareous .. 41.47 48.13 48.10 16.1 -0.1
state aid ........................................................ 47.28 56.30 60.21 19.1 6.9
federal aid ......... .... ............... ................ ............ 35.15 34.50 29.97 -1.8 -13.1

Largest cstes.. ................................. ....... 424.15 444.32 459.35 4.8 3.4

PrWoerty ta ... .................... 120.67 1099 114.38 -8.9 4.1
Oter local taxes ... ........................................ 104.39 114.07 - 123.71 9.3 8.5
User cares ...... ............ .......... 20.36 22,14 25.12 8.1 13.5
Fees and u ... 50.24 51.01 63.67 13.6 11.6
Sate a ' 5 ...... ....... ............................. 2 ......... 0.... S9.3 12.00 68.15 203 - 5.3

dera d'.. ... .. ...... ...... 68.65 69.15 64.30 0) -. 0

fldu Whl %il d us ed lot cWang papa

In the wake of Proposition 13 In California and similar measures in other states,
city property tax receipts declined in absolute terms between fiscal years 1978 a
1979. Although city property tax receipts are anticipated to rebound in 1980, the

L6
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&*er significance of that source to city budgets has greatly diminished in the past
-two YOMz.

At the same time, the survey revealed that Federal funds used for city operating

pwposee ae also declining, having declined both absolutely and as a proportion of

-crrent total revenues for all sizes of cities except the largest cities between 1978
W 1979. All cities forsee a decline in Federal aid continuing into 1980.

Reductions in property tax collections and Federal aid revenues are being par-

i tally offset by Increases in local nonpropert, taxes, as well as by new and increased
Aner charges. State aid to cities-heavily influenced by the California bailout follow-

ilng Propositlon 13-also surged by 16 percent in 1979. Cities, however, foresee little
growth from that source In 1980.

In terms of their balance sheets, cities evidently were successful in strengthening

Their overall asset position in 1978 and 1979 and generally have maintained gzzd
levels of liquldity. However, a sustained move toward operating deficits such as

'ticipated or 1980 would erode these positions and could subject cities to cash-flow
problems.

SCity general government capital outlays, Increased between 1978 and 1979, being

*Ic financed about one-third of all such expenditures (Table 3). Further increase
Is -planned for 1980 as cities (especially the largest) attempt to catch up on deferred
apltal spending pfans. However, these plans are contingent on increaeinlog-

.erm borrowing and, for the largest cities, a dramatic upsurge in Federal grants for

w€ pital purposes. In view of the contemplated reductions in Federal aid, it seems

4oaet unlikely that increased grants will be forthcoming. Failure to borrow and to

recive Federal capital grants will curtail the projected growth in such spending.

TABLE 3.-GENERAL GOVERNMENT CAPITAL OUTLAY FINANCING PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION

Borron g. sho -r m .................................. .. . ..... .... ..... .. ....... 16.2 11.0 .1

8aroft i o -term ....... .......... ................ . ...... ...... . 14.1 14.1 20.4
S tt aid .............. .............. -.................. ..... ........ ....... ..... ...... 4.8 5.0 1.5

Federal aid ................................. .................................................... .......... 29.6 30.6 23.2
C re re nue .......... ...... ... .. . . . ... 28.6 31.4 30.2

S Pri.. . ...... 6.6 1.9 11.6
Total . ................ .................. ... ................... ........ ..... .......... ..... ......... 100.0 100.0 I00.0

Borr short -term ................. ....... ......... .. 1.2 9.2 12.2

Borrowing on m ....... ........ ........ 13.1 14.6 1.2
V S A ................ ..'..... .... ...................... ........ ... ... .... .. .. ... .. . 6 .3 5 .5 5 .4

Federal aid .. ....................... ... . ............................ ....... ... 34.3 34.9 22.9

umr e W .......... ............ ........... .... 21.1 20.7 26.2

Prior rrves . ........................ew........... 11.8 15.2 16.3

to ..... ................... ...... ............. 100.0 I0.0 100.0
tlags dues:

orowin sh.tm............ ......... .. 2.1 4.1 2.9
o t n .. ...... ........... .......... ... 28.1 24.4 38.4

Stah aid - -. -. - -. . ....... - - ...-..... ......... 5.3 4.1 6.7
Fedea ........... 21.4 34.0 31.2
01ret ........ ....... .. 12.1 14.4 12.2
Priorere s .. .. ......... . ........................ ........... ... 24.4 11.7 6

Total ......... .......... ..... ............. 100.0 I00 100.0

,orro tng. .. 4.8 41 11
m fr r o ong -te. n ... ....... .................................................. ........ ..... 21.0 29.6 26.1

Stale 8.1 7.6 5.6
l............ ....... 34.5 29.9 44.8

Wa n e .... . ..... . ......... ...... ..... 186 18.8 11.6

Prior r W s-..........-- 7.0 9.4 4.2

Total ~ . ... ....... 100.0 100.0 100.0

hm arl wom w a piw prmd

62-376 0 - O0 - 35
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In contrast to general government activity (which is largely tax-supported), city
enterprises (such as water, sewer, electric, and transportation utilities) grew sharply
over the period for cities of all sizes. However, growth in expenditures by utilities
has outstripped revenue growth. As a result, the operating revenues net of operat-
ing expenditures have dropped rapidly, especially in the case of the largest cities.
Failure to reverse this negative trend in operating results could halt the capital
spending plans of many city enterprises, especially in times of tight monetary
conditions.

City long-terms borrowing has been eratic during the period of 1978 and 1979, a
pattern anticipated to continue into 1980, especially in view of the volatility of
interest rates. Most noticeable-and in keeping with the surge in enterprise capital
spending-has been the growth in long-term debt incurred for enterprise activities.
Because of low levels of borrowing for general government purposes, there has been
practically no growth in such (usually tax-supported) debt outstanding.

As noted above, city capital outlays-whether for general government or enter-

prise activities-are dependent on aces to the bond market. Early 1980 saw a
dramatic tightening in the bond markets with high levels of bond postponements, as
many jurisdictions either slammed into interest rate ceilings or simply felt that the

4K interest rates had become too high. Between January 3 and April of this year,
municipal bond rates shot up from 7.32 percent to 9.44 percent as measured by the
Bond Buyer 20-Bond Index. Then, in roughly a month, they dropped over 2 percent-
age points to 7.11 by May 8. A large volume of state and local bonds was postponed
approximatelyy $1.3 billion in public announced sales during the first four months of

S this year). In view of the thus far temporary nature of the disruption, it is unlikely

that those postponements have affected capital spending greatly over the long hal
However, they do reveal that a return to high borrowing rates could sidetrack debt
issuances and-as has occurred in the past-curtail city capital spending plans.

t Some conclusions
In the coming years, one can expect a growing number of cities to experience

fiscal stress. Most cities enhanced their solvency in recent years as a result of three
factors: national economic recovery, increased direct Federal assistance, and a slow-
ing down of expenditures. More recently, however, revenues have slowed dramati-
cally and, although cities have accumulated reserves, they can cover imbalances by
that means for only so long.

Generally, projected city budgets have tended to be conservative, with revenues
intentionally underestimated and expenditures overstated. As a result, a greater
number of cities tend to budget - for operating deficits than actually realize them.
However, the unexpectedly high rate of inflation this year may ultimately force
expenditures to meet or exceed budgeted amounts. The ability of cities to increase
taxes appears limited in view of recessionary conditions, statutory restrictions, and
popular resistance.

Increased reliance on cyclically sensitive income and sales taxes and user charges,
7 where such is possible, renders cities more vulnerable to fiscal stress in economic

downswings. In addition, Federal aid to cities has already tapered off and seems
destined to drop further. State aid helped to fill the gap in 1979 but continued
growth from that quarter is problematic. Finally, expenditures that have been

ti deferred will ultimately need to be made to maintain viable city operations.
City public employment has turned a corner. For all cities, the average of the

k- change in their total workforces between 1978-1979 was under one percent. The
e : increase in their full-time, permanent workforces averaged only 2 percent, but this

reflected placing CETA employees on the regular payroll. For 1980, all cities foresee
reductions in their total workforces, including full-time, part-time and CETA
workers.

In addition, because in past years capital expenditures have frequently been
foregone to adjust for revenue shortfalls, the deterioration of the capital plant in
many cities has reached a critical stage. Capital expenditures, therefore, may be
deferred in the future, only at the risk of physical collapse.

While the fiscal outlook for cities is stern, there are some favorable prospects on
the horizon. It is clear that cities have already begun to retrench. They will not be
caught by surprise. City workforces are getting leaner. Cities are attempting to hold
the line on expenditures and already rely more on user-pays-cost revenues. In
addition, Federal aid dependency has already begun to decline and cities conse-
quently have begun the process of adjusting to less assistance from that source.
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Senator BRADLEY. The next witness is the Honorable Benjamin
.Cole, the Mayor of Mayaguez, Puerto Rico.

Welcome to the subcommittee, Mayor. I hope you can, as with
most of the witnesses, abbreviate your comments.

STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN COLE, MAYOR OF MAYAGUEZ,
PUERTO RICO

Mr. CoLE. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, first of
.all I want to request that you please include the complete state-
ment that I submitted for the record.

'Senator BRADLEY. Without objection, it will be included.
Mr. CoLz. Thank you, sir.
The Puerto Rico Mayors Association, which I am honored to

Reside, is a nonpolitical organization, and our goals are to strive
for the general welfare of the municipalities, Let me say here that
-don't see why Commissioner Corrada made a statement saying

[that he had the mayor of Bayamon with him. He could have
brought the 78 mayors of Puerto Rico because we are all for the
k5me purpose. We are behind this legislation and we support it.
7 There is little difference between him and myself. Everybody
,knows that he is for statehood in Puerto Rico; I am for the Com-

>onwealth of Puerto Rico. But this is not a matter for discussion
in this committee; therefore, I don't see why he brought this to the
committee.

The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico receives equal treatment in
"the majority of the Federal programs in which it participates.
-However, in several mayor programs, including revenue sharing, it
Sis completely excluded. We find no valid justification -for excluding
,or treating differently the American citizens in Puerto Rico under
these programs.

The discriminatory treatment becomes purely arbitrary, especial-
-ly when you consider that the U.S. Government has agreed to
.provide SSI benefits to the residents of the Marianas, and that
-aiens who reside in the U.S. mainland are also eligible for benefits
from the same programs that U.S. citizens of Puerto Rico are
denied.

Furthermore, it is an elementary principle of public finance that
no citizen has a right to any specific return for his tax dollars, and
correlatively, a citizen who pays no taxes cannot be excluded from
the benefits of a State or Federal legislation simply because he
does not contribute directly to the public treasury.

We have not seen the Congress of the United States establishing
quotas or placing limits on the participation of Puerto Ricans resid
ing in the island when the time has come to go to war and defend
the United States from its enemies. By itself, the Puerto Rican
-contribution to the United States defense effort merits the inclu-
sion of Puerto Rico under all present and future Federal programs.
2 The other reason, and, in fact, the main reason for appearing

-before you today is that we disagree with Congressman Baltasar
IOCorrada as to the manner in which revenue sharing should be
extended to and implemented in the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico.

Mr. Corrada is requesting that the program be authorized in the
same manner the antirecession fiscal assistance program was ex-
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tended, which would award the funds allocated to the Island to the
Commonwealth government. We favor the allocation formula pres-
ently in the law and used in the mainland, which permits the local
governments to receive the funds directly without the intervention
of the State government.

In the case of Puerto Rico, the anti-recession program was ad-
ministered by the State government, and the municipalities were
specifically instructed on the use the moneys. Congressman Cor-
rada acknowledges, in a letter to Senator Bradley, that our munici-
palities have the same problems that the general revenue sharing
program seeks to redress. But if Mr. Corrada's petition were to be
enacted into law, then the local governments of Puerto Rico would
be deprived of the much-needed funds which we will use to imple-
ment our own-local-priorities.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for accepting this statement on behalf
of the Puerto Rico-Mayor's Association. We support the-inclusion of
Puerto Rico in the Revenue Sharing Act, but we recommend that it
be taken into consideration the way it is implemented in Puerto
Rico.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mayor Cole. Your state-
ment is in the record and we are considering this matter. I think
your contribution to our discussion is significant.

I think that your viewpoint is different than your colleague from
Puerto Rico, but in the debate about what will happen, your view-
point will be given equal weight with his in consideration of some
way to resolve this question.

Please give my regards to the citizens of Mayaguez.
Mr. CoLE. I will. Thank you.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Cole follows:]
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SUMMARY OF THE PRINCIPAL POINTS
INCLUDED IN THE STATEMENT BY THE

HONORABLE BENJAMIN COLE, PRESIDENT OF
THE PUERTO RICO MAYORS ASSOCIATION

* The Puerto Rico Mayors Association is an organization
composed of local governments from the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico (from hereon referred to as the Commonwealth.)

* The Commonwealth receives equal treatment in the
majority of the federal programs, but it is completely
excluded from the Revenue Sharing Program; -there is no
valid justification for excluding the American citizens
of the Commonwealth. The legal and constitutional validity
of the present treatment is questionable.

* The Puerto Rican contribution to the United States
defense efforts during World Wars I and III, the Korean and
Vietnam conflicts, merits, by itself, the inclusion of the

V Commonwealth under all present and future federal programs.
J For example, in Korea alone Puerto Rico had one casuaLty

for every 600 inhabitants, as compared to one for every
1,125 inhabitants in the continental United States.

* The local governments of the Commonwealth disagree

V with Congressman Baltasar Corrada as to the manner in which
Revenue Sharing should be extended to and implemented in the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

-Congressman Corrada is requesting a one percent (it)
set-aside for the Commonwealth and the territories utilizing
population as the distributing factor, and that such allocation
of funds be awarded to the state governments. We oppose this
request.

* The local governments of the Commonwealth favor the
allocation formula presently in the law, which permits local
governments to receive the funds directly. We favor equal
treatment under the program and concur with Mr. Corrada in
favoring the use of population as the distributing factor
if the other factors required under the present set-up are
not available or are deemed unreliable by the U.S. government.

• The Imunicipio' is one of the political subdivisions of
the Commonwealth. It is an autonomous political body with the
governmental powers to govern itself in order to fulfill the
needs of the local constituencies. The mayor, as chief executive,
is responsible for the implementation of all programs considered
of benefit to the population.
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* The financial resources of the local governments of
the Commonwealth are quite limited, to the extent that we
depend on federal funds to fulfill all our needs.

P Puerto Rico has never received revenue sharing
dollars thus. permitting the funds to be allocated
directly to the local governments would have no impact
whatsoever on the state budget of the Commonwealth. Further,
it cannot miss what it never had.

* There are NO guarantees that the Puerto Rican govern-
ment will share revenue sharing dollars with our local
governments in any manner. Congress must provide said
guarantee by not delegating its legislative powers to the
Governor of the Commonwealth and mandating that the revenue
sharing dollars be allocated directly to our local governments
as is the case in the 50 states of the country.
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STATEMENT BY THE HON. BENJAMIN COLE, PRESIDENT OP THE PUERTO

RICO MAYORS ASSOCIATION AND MAYOR OF MAYAGUEZ, PUERTO RICO,

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON REVENUE SHARING, INTERGOVERNMENTAL

REVENUE IMPACT AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS OF THE U.S. SENATE

MAY 21, 1980

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. Thank you

very much for affording us the opportunity to discuss with

you the proposed inclusion of the Commonwealth of Puerto

Rico under the Revenue Sharing Program reauthorization.

Today I am accompanied by Mr. Jose A. Ortiz-Daliot,

our counsel in Washington, D.C.

The Puerto Rico Mayors Association, which I am honored

to preside, is composed of 38 local chief executives from

the Commonwealth. Our organization is non-political and

our goals are to strive-for the general welfare of our

*municipios" (municipalities). We are certain that those

chief executives who do not belong to the Association share

our concerns and desire to be included in revenue sharing and

receive the much needed funds directly into their local chests.

The Commonwealth of Puerto Rico receives equal treatment

(state-like treatment) in the majority of the federal programs

in which it participates-. However, in several major programs

it is either completely excluded or receiving other than equal

treatment.

1. Economic Study of Puerto Rico, Department-of Commerce,
December 1979, Vol. I, page 175.
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SUMMARY OF DIFFERENTIAL TREATMENT ACCORDED TO 2/
PUERTO RICO IN MAJOR FEDERAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS-

PROGRAM

I) General Revenue
Sharing

2) Supplemental Security
Income (SSI)--Title
XVI of SSA

3) Prouty--Title II
of SSA

4) AFDC-- (Title IV of
SSA) and Adult Cate-
gorical Programs
(OA, AB, APTD)

5) Social Services

6) Medicaid--Title XIX
of SSA

7) Educationally
Deprived Children--
Title I of ESEA

8) Anti-Recessional
Financial
Assistance (ARFA)-

PUERTO RICO

Excluded

Excluded

Excluded

Ceiling: $24
million A
Match: 50%

Ceiling: $15
million **
Match: 75%

Ceiling: $30
million
Match: 50%

Ceiling of 75% of
formula allocation

"Set aside" of
I%* * * of National
appropriation

STATES AND
DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA

100% Federal

100% Federal

100% Federal

No Ceiling

50-83%

$2.5 billion

75%

No Ceiling

50-83%

100t Federal

1001 Federal to
be distributed
according to
state unemploy-
ment rate
above 6%

2. Id., at page 185.

' Adult categorical programs replaced by SSI.
** Funds available to Puerto Rico if unused by the States.

It I% of national appropriation distributed among Puerto
Rico, Guam, the Virgin Island, and American Samoa
according to each's share of the total population.
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We find no valid justification for excluding or -

treating differently the American citizens of Puerto Rico

,,under these programs. As you can see from the chart

.presented before, five of the programs are authorized by

the Social Security Act and administered by the Department

-of Health and Welfare.

These exclusions and limitations on Puerto Rican

.participation in social programs are particularly onerous

_because they affect basic human needs. Furthermore, United

,States citizens in Puerto Rico are denied equal benefits

solely on the basis of place of residence. If these same

individuals were to move to the mainland, they could receive

full benefits, while other citizens would lose said benefit

,-if they relocated from the mainland to Puerto Rico-'.

Regarding the exclusions and differential treatment,

the U.S. Department of Commerce had this to say in its

Economic Study of Puerto Rico:

" There is no apparent consistent rationale underlying
the mixture of exclusions, ceilings, and differential
matching rates that are currently applied by congress
to Puerto Rico in its Federal program participation.
Rather than the strict consideration of the criterion
of need, a variety 6f political and economic arguments
have been used by Congress to determine levels of
Federal assistance to, and to justify individual acts

of differential treatment for, Puerto Rico.

3. Id., page 76.
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Traditionally, these Congressional arguments have

been that (emphasis added):
1. The residents of Puerto Rico do not contribute

to the Federal Treasury by virtue of Puerto Rico's

exemption from the U.S. Internal Revenue Laws 4/.

2. The cost of extending equal treatment to

Puerto Rico under all Federal grant programs would

be extremely high, and Puerto Rico could receive a

disproportionately large share of the total Federal

funds available for poverty programs; and
3. The large influx of Federal funds into Puerto

Rico under state-like treatment would have a disruptive
impact on the Puerto Rican economy. 5/

Of these arguments, we feel that the exemption from

.federal taxation is the one most commonly used.

- The results of this blatant discriminatory treatment
are twofold First, Congressional policy in these areas

deprives the residents of Puerto Rico from receiving much-

needed benefits to face the harsh economic reAlities of

the island. It is a well-known fact that 'the financial

problems facing the territories and possessions are

more severe that the financial problems that are facing

the States...' 6/. Discriminatory treatment to these

areas becomes t-hen 'irrational, conceptually unsound,

and purely arbitrary,' 7/ especially when you consider

that the Federal government has agreed to provide SSI

4. This argument is not completely true, since the following

individuals residing in Puerto Rico pay federal income tax:

U.S. mainland residents temporarily living in Puerto Rico,

employees of U.S. government agencies (mostly Puerto Ricans),

members of the U.S. Armed Forces, and bona fide residents

of Puerto Rico of all categories who have income from

sources outside of Puerto Rico. Furthermore, Puerto Rico

makes a significant, if indirect, contribution of federal

income taxes. The Commonwealth, we understand, is the

second domestic purchaser of U.S. goods and rates 10th

in the world as a market for U.S. products. Therefore,

the federal income taxes paid by all those employees
laboring at those U.S. industries marketing their products

in Puerto Rico are the direct responsibility of the Puerto

Ricans living in the Island.
5. Supra, note 1, at page 176.
6. Luis R. Davila, "The Blood Tax: The Puerto Rican Contribution

to the U.S. War Effort," Revista del olegio de Abogados

de Puerto Rico, Vol. 40, Nov. 1979, No. 4, page 603.

7. Richard B. Cappalli, 'Excerpt from Discussion Paper on

Testing the Constitutionality of Discrimination Against
Puerto Rico in Federal Aid Programs," (San Juan, Puerto

Rico, Office of the Governor, September 5, 1975), unpublished

memo, page 3. (See article cited in note 3.)
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benefits to the residents of the Cosn-onwealth of the
Marianas, and the fact that aliens who reside in the
U.S. mainland are also elegible to benefit from the
same social programs that the United States
citizens of Puerto Rico are denied. Secondly, it
deprives the citizens of the Island from participating
in national wealth redistribution programs through
which the wealth of the Nation is equitably shared.
The basic nature of the aforementioned programs and

the Congressional policy for differential treatment
towards Puerto Rico have been viewed as two inherently
contradictory policies. (emphasis added)

The programs are consciously redistributional;
aiming at redistributing income from those who have
resources to those who do not. Puerto Ricans do not
pay Federal taxes because of the Congressional judgment
that the Island, as a whole, is too poor to be able to
contribute. Therefore, rather than being a
justification for lower Federal benefit levels in
Puerto Rico, the fact of no Federal taxes is an
argument in favor of the full application of
Federal aid __

The legal and constitutional validity of the present

Congressional differential treatment has been assessed by

the now Secretary of the Department of Health and Welfare,

Patricia Roberts Harris, in the following terms:

Where, as in the case of Puerto Rico, the persons
whose rights are to be determined are United States
citizens, there seems to be little legal justification
for applying a different practical standard based upon

Af the fact that the individual resides in Puerto Rico__/.

Whatever becomes the ultimate contour of United
States-Puerto Rican citizenship, it is essential that
nothing in the interest of the development of a
particular political form be permitted to delay or
limit the uniformity of treatment and rights which
are coming to be a part of United States citizenshipL

0 / ."

@ 8. id.
9. Patricia Roberts Harris, "Developmental Problems in the

Concept of Citizenship with Particular Attention to the
United States-Puerto Rico Citizenship," 15 Howard Law
Journal 47 (1968), page 53.

10. Id., at 57.
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Additionally, a different treatment for the residents

of Puerto Rico clearly violates the parameters set by

President Carter's human rights policy and his present

commitment to his fellow citizens in the island

a Too long have some sectors of Washington approached

Puerto Rico on a dividing 'we-you' basis, forgetting

that Puerto Rico is an island where over three million

American citizens live.... The Constitution of the

United States does not distinguish between second class

citizens. We do not have in our country first and

second class citizens. We are all Americans without

distinction of color, creed, sex, religion, and as

the 1976 Democratic Platform so ablyl7 tated at last,

without distinction of language. -

Furthermore, it is an elementary principle of public

finance that no citizen has a right to any specific return

for his-tax dollars and, correlatively, a citizen who pays

no taxes cannot be excluded from the benefits of state or

federal legislation simply because he does not contribute

(directly) to the public treasury.

We may add that to take the fact of non-payment of

taxes into consideration for the purpose of validating the

exclusion is antiethical to the moral and constitutional

principles upon which our relation is based and repugnant

to the idea of equality of all its citizens. American

citizens residents of Puerto Rico may be called into the

Armed Forces and have given many lives in the defense of

the nation.
1 2/

11. Message from President Elect Jimy Carter to Governor
Carlos Romero-Barcelo, delivered on January 2, 1977.

The San Juan Star, January 3, 1977, page 1.

12. Santiago Rosario v. Califano, Civil No. 77-303,

Opinion rendered October 1, 1979. U.S. District Court

for the District of Puerto Rico.
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We have not seen the Congress of the United States

establishing quotas or placing limits in the participation

of Puerto Ricans residing in the Island when time has come

to go to war and defend the United States from its enemies.

We have served proudly in the United States armed

forces, Our contribution dates back to 1899 when the

Congress authorized the military government ruling Puerto

Rico to organize a body of native troops. This resulted

in the formation of the Puerto Rico Battalion of Volunteer

Infantry with four one-hundred men companies assigned to
13/

the cities of San Juan, Ponce and 
Mayaguez.-

In 1916 at the beginning of World War I, the legislature

of Puerto Rico requested the Congress to extend the Selective

---Service Act to Puerto Rico, which was made extensive to the

Island in 191714. As a result, 17,855 Puerto Ricans

volunteered into the U.S. Armed Forces, and many more were

drafted
1 5'

During World War II, 65,034 Puerto Ricans served, of

which 23,198 were volunteers. But our major defense

contribution was yet to come.

The Korean conflict lasted from June 1950 to July 1953

and during that period more than 61,000 Puerto Ricans served

13. Supra note 10 at 618.
14. Id. /
15. Id.
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in the United States Armed Forces
16 . Puerto Rico's

manpower contribution in raw numbers surpassed the

individual contribution made by twenty States, the District

of Columbia, and any other territory in the Union 17/.

Moreover, out of 3,049 Puerto Rican

casualties, 731 soldiers were killed in action and 2,318
18/

were seriously wounded-- . What is more, in terms of per

caoita contribution, Puerto Rico ranked second only to

Hawaii in men wounded and third in the nation in the

categories of battle deaths and total casualties

In Korea, Puerto Rico had

one casualty for every 600 inhabitants as compared to one

casualty for every 1,125 inhabitants in the continental

United States. likewise, one out of every 42 American

casualties was a Puerto Rican!g9

In Vietnam we suffered 270 battle deaths, placing us

39th in that category among the states and other

20
territories and possessions-"0 .

By itself, the Puerto Rican contribution to the U.S.

defense effort merits the inclusion of Puerto Rico under all

present and future federal programs. We feel that the

16. Id., page 623.
17. Id.
18. Id.
19. Id.
20. Id., page 626.
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arguments used for excluding Puerto Rico lose their

persuasiveness.

On the contrary, the U.S. policy of recruiting and

drafting military personnel in the Island has been based

on the premise that Puerto Ricans, as loyal American

citizens, have the same duties and responsibilities as their

counterparts in the mainland. Our defense efforts have

been carried out loyally, willingly, and with great pride

and dignity.

-For all the above we feel that Puerto Rico must be

included under the Revenue Sharing Program.

The other reason for appearing before you today is

that we disagree with Congressman Baltasar Corrada as to

the manner in which Revenue Sharing should be extended to

and implemented in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

Mr. Corrada is requesting that the program be

authorized in the same manner the Anti-Recession Assistance

was extended, which would award the funds allocated to the

Island to the state government. We favor the allocation

formula presently in the law and used in the mainland,

which permits the local governments to receive the funds

without the intervention of the state governments.

We feel we must dispel any doubts in relation to our



nature as an autonomous political body, our ability to

govern ourselves, our governmental powers, and our

responsibilities in serving and fulfilling the needs and

priorities of our local constituencies. In the past

we have encountered some federal public officials who

believe that our municipalities are powerless creatures

completely under the sole control and discretion of the

Commonwealth (central) government. They are wrong.

The "municipio" is one of the political subdivisions

in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the other being the

state (central or Commonwealth) government. The basic

acts or powers which the municipality enjoys as an

autonomous body are the following:

--Elect those who govern it. This includes the

members of the Municipal Assembly (local legislative body);

--The power to organize its internal operations,

including the designation of necessary personnel to carry

out its functions and duties;

--The power to impose local taxes over those articles

that it determines are compatible with the fiscal regime

of the state;

--The capacity to elaborate and administer its own

budget and to freely-and effectively conduct its financial

operations;
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--The right to take over the responsibility for

providing the public services of a local character and to

agree on the implementation of those programs which it

considers most important to the welfare of the municipality

and its population;

--The guarantee that its acts can only be questioned

judicially, and the right to sue and be sued.

Although the municipalities in the Commonwealth of

Puerto Rico have lost some of their powers, which has given

rise to a debate on whether this is a healthy exercise of

public administration, there are some very important services

and duties which, although they 
are not of the exclusive

jurisdiction and responsibility of the municipal government,

their administration and operation is shared by the two

political subdivisions, the state and the municipalities.

These services and duties are: Hospitals, recreation,

21/1
social welfare, public works-, traffic, marketplaces, and

slaughterhouses. The construction of these facilities is

the sole responsibility of the municipal government, in most

22/cases

The municipal governments have a reduced expression

regarding public order23/, education, sewers, and urban

planning. However, in most instances, the original

construction of facilities for the above services is

21. Public works grants under the Public Works Act of 1976
were funneled directly to the municipalities. Said
grants were used to build numerous public works facilities
such as schools, roads, health centers, recreation centers,
etc., without the intervention of the central government.

62-376 0 - 80 - 36
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conducted by-the municipalities . Besides, medical

services are almost always exclusively financed by the

local governments.

At the same time, the municipalities have complete

jurisdiction over the collection and disposition of

solid waste, all street lighting, and the care and

administration of cemeteries, as well as the regulation

22. Title 21, Laws of Puerto Rico Annotated, S1107,
reads as follows:
The municipalities shall have full legislative and

administrative powers in all matters of a municipal
nature which redound to the benefit to the people and
for their development and progress, and are authorized
to develop general welfare programs and to create
the necessary organizations for such purpose.

* In the exercise of these powers they shall further

have ample power to, among other things, acquire,
construct, improve, and reconstruct public works of
all types and of any nature and they shall also have
full legislative and administrative powers in all
matters of general benefit for the municipalities,
including, but without limitation, the power to
acquire, construct, improve and reconstruct public
works of all types, including, but without limitation,
facilities for schools, charities, sanitation,
recreation and hospitalization, public buildings, jails,
cemeteries, markets, slaughterhouses, highways, roads,
streets, sewers, bridges, wharves, quays, sidewalks,
recreation parks and parking areas, water supply,
lighting, as well as the power to acquire the lands
and equipment necessary or convenient therefor.0

23. Nonetheless, several municipal governments have their
own police force.

24. Community Block grants from HUD are awarded directly
to the municipalities and are also used to construct
facilities such as the ones mentioned.
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of public activities, including folkloric ceLebrations,

the use and disposition of municipal properties, civil

defense, and the provision of basic services to the

community, such as recreational activities.

To summarize, the municipality is one of the political

subdivisions in the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. The mayor

as chief executive is responsible for the implementation of

all programs considered of benefit to the population.

Equally important is the fact that the mayor is politically

responsible for the success or failure of those programs,

even more than the elected officials at higher levels of

government.

Because of the importance and the Impact of the figure

of the mayor, he is the officer called upon to consider

and handle all problems affecting his community. The

mayor's office is the recipient of petitions for assistance

from both rural and urban area residents to solve the basic

problems afflicting the municipality's constituency. While

these requests and duties become unlimited, the financial

resources for implementing the solutions are limited. The

only source of income or revenues is the property taxZ5/and

25. Property taxes are imposed on all persons based upon an
assessed valuation of taxable real and personal property.
The property tax is imposed on the basis of two rates
one fixed by the Commonwealth legislature (state
government) and the other by the municipal assembly in
each one of Puerto Rico's municipalities. The rate of

(cont. page 14)
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is26/
the payment of local permits-. The remaining revenues

must be obtained through Federal programs of assistance

which enable the local governments to implement those

programs considered fundamental for the welfare of the

community. This last resource is seriously threatened by

the state government and is allocated to only fulfill the

state government's priorities. In the case of Puerto Rico,

the Anti-Recession Fiscal Assistance Progran was administered

by the state government, and the municipalities were

speficically instructed on the use of the monies. The local

priority was not taken into consideration, nor were any

options left open to the municipality.

(Cont. of note 25)...the municipality's tax depends on the
amount of the municipal debt and the extent to which it
uses its authority to finance certain general expenses
from the proceeds of the tax. There is no limit on
the rate of tax imposed for debt service purposes;
however, for general expenses the municipal tax rate
cannot exceed 2%.

The Department of the Treasury of Puerto Rico collects
all proceeds from both the Commonwealth and the muni-
cipal property taxes, but returns to each municipality
that part collected under the latter's respective rate.

26. The laws of Puerto Rico permit municipalities to impose
directly on business within their jurisdiction a licence
tax. The tax, based upon the volume of business of
such enterprises , is, in effect, a tax on gross
receipts. The rates vary up to a maximum of 1% for
financing businesses and a 0.3% for all others.

NOTEs Sources for contents of notes 25 and 26 wre: What You
Should Know About Taxes in Puerto Rico, Department of the
Treasury of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and Tax and
Trade Guide, prepared by Arthur Andersen and Company, a
CPA firm.
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Even in the case of the Local Public Works Act, the

municipalities of the Commonwealth received lower amounts

in relation to the states' share, in comparison with the

other local governments in the U.S. mainland. This

represents the most serious threat at present, one

which could jeopardize the very existence of local

governments and bring forth the creation of a super

government which has no knowledge of the local needs and

which cannot allocate the necessary time and human

resources to help the residents of the localities. For

this reason, the municipality needs to exist so that

it may continue to help alleviate the needs, provide

the services, and serve as the leader and spokesperson of

the small communities on the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

Revenue sharing was enacted as a form of aid to

the hard-pressed units of state and local governments to

27'
be spent on almost any type of service or project-i. The

municipalities of Puerto Rico are presently very hard

pressed for operational funds. Their fiscal situation,

topped by President Carter's budget cuts, has had a

definite impact on our municipalities28/ Two concrete

27. Making Civil Rights Sense Out of Revenue Sharing, U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights, February 1975.

28. Congressman Corrada's office has estimated that funds

to Puerto Rico will be reduced in the neighborhood of
$100 million. Other estimates put that figure around

$200 million. Nonetheless, the Commonwealth's Federal
Affairs Office has informed us that it is preparing a
more precise impact statement on the effect of the
budget cuts on Puerto Rico.
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examples are the public service employment jobs of CETA-
-/

30/
and the community block grants program .

In regard to Revenue Sharing, President Carter has

recommended the elimination of the state governments'

share. Allowing the government of Puerto Rico to receive

the funds would be contrary to the President's desire and

also contrary to the concept of the program.

Puerto Rico has never received revenue sharing

dollars, so cutting the state's share has no impact on

Puerto Rico's state budget. It cannot miss what it never

had before.

Congressman Corrada ackowledges in his letter to

the Hon. Bill Bradley Of February 25, 1980, that our

municipalities have the same problems that the General

Revenue Sharing program seeks to redress.

We go one step further. Our municipalities'

problems are compounded by the fact that while in the U.S.

the monies go directly to local governments, in Puerto Rico

they are received by the Commonwealth government and

distributed according to the Governor's priorities while

ours go ignored. We are referring to the counter-cyclical

assistance in which Puerto Rico was the recipient of $12.5

29. The Puerto Rico Federal Affairs Administration estimates
that 38,000 public service jobs will be affected if
the Senate CETA proposal is approved.

30. The Puerto Rico Federal Affairs Administration has no
precise estimates, but acknowledges there will be a
reduction on funds flowing to the island.
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million during the period between September 1977 and

March 197831V Not one cent of said amount went to fulfill

local government priorities.

If Mr. Corrada's petition were to be enacted into law,

then the local governments of Puerto Rico would be deprived

of the much-needed funds which could enable them to

implement their local priorities, since the control and

manner in which the monies will be allocated and expended

would be under the absolute control of the Governor of

Puerto Rico. The chief executives of the "municipios"

of the Commonwealth cannot support this position.

The beneficiary of Congressman Corrada's petition for

inclusion in the revenue sharing program will be the

Governor of Puerto Rico, who could use the revenue sharing

funds to solely fulfill the priorities of his administration.

There are no guarantees that the Puerto Rican

government will share the revenue sharing dollars allocated

to the Governor of Puerto Rico in any manner. This manner

of distribution, as requested by our representative, is

not supported by the Congressional intent behind the

Revenue Sharing Program. Congress must provide our local

cMef-executives with the guarantee that they, too, will

be able to deliver the basic and essential government

services as they deem appropriate.

31. Report on Alternative Methods of Allocating Federal
Intergovernmental Assistance, U.S. Department of the
Treasury, Office of Revenue Sharing, March 1978.
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Furthermore, the association we represent favors

.equal treatment for Poerto Rico under the Revenue Sharing

program as well as under the Anti-Recession program,

-not just the one percent (1t) set-aside that Mr. Corrada

4Iis requesting. The reasons we outlined above more than

-justify this position.

We understand that statistical problems were the obstacle

Jfor not advocating the includion of Puerto Rido and the

32/
territories in the regular allocation process-.

We feel that while this argument may be valid, it

should not be taken as the scapegoat for not extending

'Revenue Sharing to Puerto Rico's municipalities. An

alternative formula considering population only was designed

i-in the case of the Anti-Recessional Financial Assistance

_ (ARFA) program. The important issue here is whether Congress

-wants to include Puerto Rico or not under the Revenue Sharing

program. If the answer is in the negative then there is

no need to go any further'l but if the willingness and desire

,to extend these benefits exist, then Congress can and will

design an appropriate formula. A formula where our

municipalities will not be short changed.

We must also stress the fact that we are not discussing

here a jurisdiction that lacks the pertinent statistical

data 
3/ . We have data on population, tax effort, and

_-32. Supra, note 1.
33. Supra, note I at page 123 said: "It can be noted that

for those areas wherein U.S. agencies have been contracted
for technical assistance, there is a data collection
process underway which rates in comparability to that of
efforts underway stateside (e.g., Puerto Rico).

=
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34/
per capita income-. It appears to us that the problem

is one of reconciliation between our standards and the

federal ones. This could be the opportunity for said

reconciliation or,if it is not viable at this moment,

the alternative formula route can be followed.

We urge the Committee members to extend Revenue

Sharing to our municipalities which, as Mr. Corrada has

stated, are in great need.

To conclude, we want to extend our thanks once

again to the members of this Congress for granting us the

opportunity to state the position of the local governments in

the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

Furthermore, we urge the members of the Committee

to help us motivate Congressman Corrada to work closely

with us in developing a viable formula for our local

governments. In the past our approaches to him have

been ignored.

Thank you very much.

34. The Commonweaith Federal Affairs Administration in
Washington, D.C. informed us a few weeks ago that
per capita income data was presently being calculated
for all the municipalities. The Bureau of Economic
Analysis of the U.S. Department of Commerce designed
methodology for this/purpose.
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Our next witness is John McCart, executive director of AFL-CIO
Public Employee Department.

STATEMENT OF JOHN A. McCART, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, AFL-
CIO PUBLIC EMPLOYEE DEPARTMENT

Mr. MCCART. Mr. Chairman, we have supplied the subcommittee
with copies of our formal statement. I would like to proceed to
briefly summarize the principal points.

The statement projects a series of principles with respect to the
pending bills. Of them, we find that S. 2574 is the preferable
measure as far as meeting current needs, with the exception of the
exclusion of State governments from eligibility for revenue sharing
funds.

The twin evils, inflation and recession, State and local govern-
ments are facing today has resulted in severe curtailments of edu-
cational, recreational and cultural services. Now we are seeing the
threat of significant reduction in essential services such as fire,
police and prison personnel.

This, together with the actions that have been taken by some
State legislatures and through referenda by the citizens of various
communities to limit spending means that the State, county and
city governments are still experiencing very, very serious problems
and will in the immediate future.

We set forth a series of principles, some of which are contained
in the bill to which I have referred, and one or two of which are
not. What I would like to emphasize is simply two points. We
believe that this legislation should carry some basic minimum
protections for State and local government workers, such as the
application of the national minimum wage law, and a requirement
for those States that have not already enacted legislation on the
subject to meet minimum standards recognizing the rights of work-
ers to organize and to bargain collectively.

The U.S. Supreme Court several years ago struck down the appli-
cation of the Fair Labor Standards Act to State and city workers
on the theory of the commerce clause. However, the majority opin-
ion indicated the possibility that if Congress were to utilize the
spending power for this purpose, that the Supreme Court might
take a different view.

So we are suggesting to the subcommittee that it use this reve-
nue spending method to provide minimum standards of protection
for those who are employed by State and local governments.

That concludes my formal statement, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BwRwuy. Thank you very much, Mr. McCart. I appreci-

ateyour testimony.
r. MCCAAT. Thank you so much.

[The prepared statement of Mr. McCart follows:]

STATEME r OF JOHN A. McCAirr, Exwuitv DRwwOR, AFL-CO Punuc
SEMPLOYM DEPARTMENT

The AFL-CIO Public Employee Department (PED) appreciates the opportunity to
comment on behalf of our thirty-five (35) national unions, on reauthorization of the
general revenue sharing (ORS) p . We urge reauthorization of the general
revenue sharing (OSR) program for five more years.

The two million public employees we represent work at every level of American
government and, as citizens and taxpayers, are concerned with stre"thenipy the
aidlity of state and local governments to suply efectve services to their citizens
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One million membes of PED unions, who work at the state and local levels, are
even more immediately concerned.

We have studied S. 2414, which would extend the authority for four years; S. 2678,
reducing specific categorical grants by the amounts otherwise applicable to a state
government; and have noted the similar purpose described in S. 2681. The bill most
clearly meeting the current need, except for impairing state grants, is S. 2574.

Generally speaking, the federal income tax is more progressive and equitable
than state and local government systems. The problems of states, counties and cities
in meet'.m their financial obligations and providing services expected of modern
communities are, in the aggregate, a national problem. Accordingly, reauthorization
at the present $6.85 billion annual level is desirable and appropriae.

National policy changes to relieve the onerous expenditures by state and local
governments, including welfare reform, are not immune L Accordingly, OHS is
essential to help meet the ravages of inflation, which all levels of government face.

The high rate of unemployment in most metropolitan areas contributes to our 7
percent national unemployment rate, but jobs generated by the estimated $8.8
billion in GRS in 1980 aided substantially to combat the fiscal crisis confronting
many communities.

Throughout the country, community after community has found it necessary to
curtail services to the public. Educational, cultural and recreational facilities have
been reduced.

Now, the arrival of the recession, with its prospects of a reduced tax base,
threatens the security functions residents have a right to expect. Fire, police and

prison departments are affected. Hundreds of workers in those operations are facing
loss of their jobs. ./

Our major concerns with respect to revenue sharing are these.
The language and enforcement of the statute should ensure that the GRS funds

are supplements to state and local government tax revenues, not an alternative
system of categorical grant programs.

We urge an allocation formula, which targets funds to jurisdictions extending a
hih level of public services to a large number of economically disadvantaged
citizens in their populations.

It should be clear without any doubt that Congress intends to include education
as an activity for local GRS fun

As a matter of national policy, the program should reward those states, which
raise their own revenues through progressive tax structures.

Civil rights enforcement should be mandated under the general revenue sharing
program, including a procedure for updating inadequate data reflecting a systematic
pattern of discrimination.

Of particular importance to government employees would be a statement of policy
on positive provisions in the bill. The act should come a framework for asurn
minimum, basic standards for state and local government employees. Theh f e er al
government has established certain fundamental requirements In law, such as the
Fair Labor Standards Act and the National Labor Relations Act, setting forth
minimums and rules for private sector employment.

Employees of state and local public employers were accorded coverage under the
Fair Labor Standards Act in 1974, based on the "commerce clause" in the U.S.
constitution. However, a five-to-four U.S. Supreme Court decision, in National
League of Cities v. User, held that the "commerce clause" does apply and that the
Tenth Amendment reserve such powers to the states. Nevertheless, the majority
opinion suggest d that grese might be authorized to extend coverage to public

employees under other sections of the constitution, such as the "p power.

ration of the revenue sharing bills affords Congress the ity to
take two needed actions. First, it can reaffirm its intent in the 91r Fair Labor
Standards Act amendments in the manner suggested above by the Court. Second,
standards can be specified in the legislation for states opting to partcipate in R,
which have not already done so, to provide statutory protection for the right for
stat and local government workers to organize and bargain collectively.

The denial 6f such protection to =publi service workers is inconsistent with
national policies. It Is inconsistent with the 1978 Civil Service Reform Act. That law
delineates the right of federal employees to in unions and negotiate agreements. It
is inconsistent with similar rights enjoyed by employees of the U.S. Postal Servio,
and local transit authorities o ting under the Urban Ma Transit Ac..

Such lWislative policy would coincide with the philosophy contained in the Na-
tional Labor Relations Act, based on continuous congressional expresons since
1935.
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The Department can think of few congressional actions which would produce a
greater measure of justice or satisfy a more pressing need. PED asks that the
Subcommittee give it the most serious attention.

Senator BRADLzy. Our next witnesses are William Taylor, direc-
tor of the Center for National Policy Review, and Woodrow Gins-
burg and Janet Sklar.

With such'a distinguished panel, I am sorry that we have so few
minutes and so few Senators. Your full statements will be placed in
the record, and I hope that you will be brief in summarizing since
we are 5 minutes late right now.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM TAYLOR, DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER
FOR NATIONAL POLICY REVIEW, SPEAKING ON BEHALF OF
THE REVENUE SHARING REFORM PROJECT, ACCOMPANIED
BY WOODROW GINSBURG, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH AND
PUBLIC POLItY, CENTER FOR COMMUNITY CHANGE; AND
JANET DAMTOFT, URBAN POLICY DEPARTMENT DIRECTOR,
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS EDUCATION FUND

Mr. TAYLOR. I am speaking for a group of organizations that did
intensive investigation of the revenue sharing program back in
1975 and 1976, aqd made the recommendations which resulted in
some important changes in the law, both in civil rights and in
citizen participation.

Our major continuing concern about the program is equity,
whether the formula for distributing funds to State and local gov-
ernments is responsive to need. Now, the Congress did make an
effort in 1972 to take need into account, but our contention is that
the formula had major defects and did not respond adequately to
communities with the largest number of poor people and the great-
est needs for service and the least access to revenue.

Equity, we think, is even more crucial a matter at a time when
the program is not growing and when there are efforts to make
substantial cuts. We have a couple of points on equity that we
would just like to outline for you today.

The first is that we agree with Members of the Senate that the
needs of the country will not be served by eliminating the State
share or by making other types of across-the-board cuts. Eliminat-
ing the State share would hurt not just a few States that are
running surpluses but those that are making a major effort to
respond to the needs of hard-pressed communities.

We also don't think that cutting the State share would contrib-
ute to a healthy fiscal partnership in our Federal system. We agree
with Dick Nathan that the States are responsible for establishing a
rational, efficient system of local governance; and if they were to
be bypassed completely while GRS continued to provide direct as-
sistance to some 39,000 local units of government, the chances of
imuelling States to assume more responsibility for modernizing and
making local governance more efficient wold be greatly reduce.

So we think that instead of eliminating the State share, what we
propose is a revision in the formula for allocating GRS funds
among the States. The new formula would be designed to reward
States for distributing their own revenues in an equitable and
responsive way.
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I won't go into a description of how that formula would work,
but we do think it would accomplish some of the objectives that
were raised by questions here this morning.

As to the formula for distributing funds to localities, we think
that considerations of equity and need would be well-served if the
Congress adopted the five changes that have been recommended by
the Carter administration, and we emphasize those that go to tax
effort as well as the maximums and the minimums.

Indeed, we would go further and establish a threshold of need
which would eliminate some of the communities that, while they
have needs, are well able to meet them out of their own resources.
It is interesting to us that there are some wealthy communities in
the country that are getting relatively equal amounts right now to
the Buffalos and Atlantas and Memphises and Columbuses and
Oaklaends of the country, and that shouldn't really continue.

I would like to make one last point if time will permit, and that
is about the civil rights provisions of the revenue sharing program.
We were pleased, of course, that the amendments that we advocat-
ed and that were adopted in 1976 have resulted in some progress.
But there is a huge backlog of uninvestigated complaints at ORS,
and the agency isn't even monitoring adequately the settlement
agreements that it has reached.

We think that Congress ought to insist on better performance by
the agency and ought to provide it with the resources that will
enable it to hire the staff to do the job. At a time when we have
increasing unemployment, when there are major complaints about
services that are provided, including services that are provided by
police departments, and that has been a lot of what the controver-
sy has been about, it would be very shortsighted for Congress not
to make this additional expenditure to deal with problems that we
should have dealt with a long time ago.

We appreciate your indulgence and will be glad to answer any
questions.

Senator BRADULv. I have no questions.
Would any of your panelists like to make a statement in two

sentences?
Mr. GINSBURG. I would just thank you for your interest in this. I

particularly would like to emphasize one point about the considera-
tion of the allocation formula is still a major issue. I am delighted
to see you and some of your colleagues on the committee recogniz-
ing that the opportunity to do this, though the time is short, comes
only once eve 4 ears.

We strongly endorse every effort to look at that formula and see
if we cannot introduce some greater degree of equity in it.

Ms. DA toorr. I will just say that the League ofWomen Voters
will be submitting a separate statement of its support for full
funding of general revenue sharing and associating ourselves with
the equity formula changes.

Senator BRALE. Thank you very much for your testimony.
(The prepared statement of Mr. Taylor follows:]
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Summy of Principal Points

This is the consolidated testimony of four groups, the Center for

Coamity Change, the Center for National Policy Review, the League of

Women Voters of the United States and the National Urban Coalition. Our

principal concern is to ensure that the General Revenue Sharing program be

designed so that funds are distributed in a fair and equitable mner. To

this end, we favor:

-targeting of funds to areas of greatest need

-- the five formula adjustments proposed in the Administration's bill

-- consideration of a threshold of need as a standard for eligibility

-- retention of the state share

-- elimination of energy related severance taxes in the computation of the

tax effort factor

-- use of the state share as a reward or incentive for states to aid their

own localities adequately and equitably (a documentation of this concept

is included in our testimony).

These four groups are committed to the retention and implementation of

the compliance provisions of the General Revenue Sharing program. The Office

of Revenue Sharing should be provided with adequate resources to enforce the

citizen participation, civil rights and auditing requirements and to provide

information about then to public officials and citizens. We support the

recommendation that an audit be required every two years.
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Mr. Chair and members of the subcomittee:

y na is William Taylor and I am the director of the Center for

National Policy Review. I will be presenting consolidated testimony with the

Center for Commnity Qap, the laagu of Women Voters of the Uhited States end

the National Urban Coalition. With as today are Woodrow Ginsburg of the Center

for Commuity Change, Janet Damtoft of the League of Women Voters and Morton

Sklar of the Center for National Policy Review. A separate statement In

support of GeCnral Renue Sharing reauthorization will be submitted for the

record by the League of Women Voters. The Center for National Policy Review

ill also submit a statement documenting the case for improved civil rights

enforcement.

These four groups conducted an extensive national monitoring project

on the General Revenue Sharing program from 1973 to 1976 in preparation for

the reauthorization of the program in 1976. Our principal concern v to

determine whether GRS funds were being divtributed in a fair and equitable

manner. This consideration remains our primary goal today.

As a result of our studies, we recommended a change in the allocation

formula to mak. the program more responsive to the needs of disadvantaged

communities. Our recommendations for a change in the distribution formula

did not become part of the 1976 renewal. However, the inequities in the

distribution of funds still exist and our concern is heightened by current

economic conditions and the threat of severe cuts in the Federal programs
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designed to aid our rvediest citizens mad their communities. We favor the

concept of targeting the funds distributed through General Revenue Sharing

to the areas of greatest need. In developing the original formula, Congress

clearly Intended to distribute the funds in proportion to need, using the

Inverse of per capita income as a primary factor n the allocation formula

and as an indication of fiscal capacity. oreover, simple justice end any

consideration of fairness would dictate that the needs of our most

disadvantaged citizens end communities should not be neglected in order to

ensure that every coaunity, no matter how small or how wealthy, receives

a share of the pot. Mrn times when resources are scarce, it become even

more essential that they be used wtere the need is greatest. Just as we

support targeting in the distribution of funds, we would hope that if cuts

mset be made in the program, they be targeted in such a way as to avoid

putting the burden on those least able to bear it. We have been considering

several different options for making the GRS program more equitable nd better

targeted to used.

The legislation proposed by the Administration addresses several slf-

evident inequities, recommending five changes or adjustments in the

distribution formula for localities. We are also concerned that the GRS

program should not reward inefficient, small, limited function units of

government (those that Assistant Secretary of the Treasury Altman has called

"toy government") or wealthy tax enclaves nor serve as n Incentive for their

formation or continuance. Although information on the full impact of these

changes has not been made available, they appear to be a move in the right

direction. we would support them as a minimum. Two relate to minima mud

maximum allotments. Tn the present program, no jurisdiction (except county

governments) receives less then 20 percent of the average per capita allotment

62-376 0 - 40 - 37
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for its state. Similarly, no jurisdiction receives sore than 145 percent of

the average. The floor gives marginally eligible commnities a greater

smmt than their needs would merit, while the ceiling reduces the amount

that the most needy commmities can receive. We would support any proposal

to ease or remove these arbitrary restrictions. Another Administration

recondatioe would cheap the maimm proportion of revenue sharing funds

to other general revenues that a comimty receives from 50 percent to 25

percent. This would also reduce the distribution of scarce resources to

marginally eligible, limited function governments, aid merits support. Two

reco-eendationas address themselves to the tax effort factor, adjusting the

level so that tax enclaves or small extremely wealthy communities would not

benefit unduly. All of these changes serve to redistribute funds within a

state in a more equitable manner, better targeted to need.

In addition to endorsing the changes recomnded by the Administration,

our groups also urge that, without altering the basic formula for allocating

rvnue sharing funds among local jurisdictions, all localities be required

to met a basic threshold of need before receiving an allocation. Havens of

privilege such as Beverly Hills, California and Scarsdale, New York have per

capita incomes that are more than three times the national average. Other

places, Including Greenwich, Conecticut; Winnetka, Illinois; Groese Point,

Michigan and Shaker eights, Ohio hae per capita incomes more than twice the

national average. All of these jurisdictions, of course, have needs for

muicipal services, but all can meet those needs out of their own revenues.

hat possible justification can the. be for a formula which allocates $14.83

for every citizen of the wealthy suburb of Greenwich while distributing like

amounts ($16-$17) to the citizens of Atlanta, Georgia; Buffalo, Nev York;

)bphIs, Tennsees; Columbus, Ohio and Oakland, California? Wile the
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Aministration'a proposal would modeat.y reduce the inequities, we submit

that it does not gV far enough.

Certainly, establIshing a threshold of need which will eliwiaste very

wealthy Jurisdictions would be preferable to efforts to save money by

eliminating the state share or by imposing an across-the-board percentage

cut. The latter approach would be a classic application of Anatole France's

lw which, "in its majesty, forbids the rich and poor alike to sleep under

bridges and beg alm in the street."

Although it is true that the Administration and the House Budget

Costatee have recomnded reducing the GRS program by cutting out the states,

we are aware that Senate conferees have been working to keep at least part of

the state share, as recommnded by the Senate budget Committee. We command

their efforts. The financial conditions asons states vary widely. Some

states have resources that exceed their needs. Other states are under severe

fiscal stress. We have attached a chart showing a rankiij of the states

according to a "stress index" developed by ACIR. States also vary widely in

the degree to which they aid their localities. Such factors should be

considered in determining cuts as well as allocations. The states have an

important role to play in the Federal system and are fundantally responsible

for the fate of their localities. If they are cut out of such an important

program as General Revenue Sharing, this responsibility is impaired.

Whatever the fate of the states' GRS allocation in this session, the

whole issue of statelfederal partnership will continue to be en important

factor in the development of a natLonal urban policy. Therefore, we vent to

share with this subcomttee a discussion of our findings on how the state

share of a revenue sharing program might be made more equitable.
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A first step In adjusting allocation* to states would addressa basic

Inequity in the present formula, one which vll become proiresslvely more

acute as energy prices increase. As you know, one of the factors in the GUS

allocation formula is tax effort. Indeed, Paul Dommal of the Brookings

Institution has determined that it is more influential than per capita income.

It serves as an indicator of the effort that the state (or community)

makes In raising its own revenues to met its needs, and of the tax burden

on the citizens within the jurisdiction. However, energy related severance

taxes are a "windfall" and are paid by energy consumers everywhere. They

therefore serve to distort the tax effort factor and to direct more fund&----

to those areas with the most resources. Since GUS funds are allocated to

the states first, using a formula that includes tax effort, and then

allocated to localities within states, the distortion will persist even if

the state share is eliminated. We support the exclusion of energy related

severance taxes from the tax effort factor.

A more vide-ranging approach would be to establish a threshold of need

for states to be eligible for funds. We have not been able to develop this

idea, but would advocate its consideration. Possible measures of need

include the ACIR "stress index," the percentage of the population below the

poverty level, per capita income or value of tax base.

In addition to these proposals, we have a aajor suggestion to make

to the committee to introduce more equity into the allocation of revenue

sharing funds. My formula for allocating funds amng the states should

create m incentive to states to target their own revenues to

those commities that have the greatest needs. States that make the

strongest effort to adjust such major service needs as public education and

to compensate for fiscal disparities among local districts ought to be
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basic needs of hard pressed local Jurisdictions should be penalized. It

ses little sense, particularly in an era of economic stringency, for the

Federal government to distribute funds to states in total disregard of bow

the states are addressing basic public needs. If an incentive system can be

devised which is effective in inducing states to do a better job of tegetin$,

it my ultimately reduce the fiscal burden the Federal govenment now fates

In meeting local needs that states now fail to address.

In order to advance our purpose of introducing greater equity into the

allocation of GIS funds and because we are concerned about the role of the

states in t.he program, the four organizations which I represent contracted

with Astrid Herget of George Washington University to investigate the

possibility of using the state share as a vehicle for change.

Dr. Merget's challenge was to translate into a formula the concept of

distributing the state share of revenue sharing funds in such # vay as to

increase or reward equity. The result combines a measure of equalization of

expenditures for local education within a state with a -asure of absolute

state dollar contributions per pupil.

The first measure used indicates the extent to which disparities are

reduced ameng the school districts within a state. The second, the absolute

value of per pupil expenditures from the state, indicates the aWaLtudeof

education as a public need, the relative cost differences and the priority

accorded to education by the varLc-us states. Together, they can be used to

estimate each state's effort to distribute adequate amounts of aid for educa-

tion in an equitable way. The attached table shove a rank order of the states

according to this combined measure.

State effort for education was used to represent all state aid to localL-
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ties for the following reasons:

I. Education ranks a the single largest expenditure category for all

local governments. It competes for the same tax base as do functions financed

by general purpose governments.

2. Most states make efforts to aid financially distressed school districts

to some extent. This trend has been growing because of court decisions

requiring the mitigation of disparities,

3. Education has substantial effects on the distribution of income.

It can enhance the income-earing potential of individuals and ultimately its

benefits extend even beyond the community.

4. More than in any other functional area, there is an established,

nationally consistent and reliable data base available.

Incentives and disincentives for state aid to localities in need can be

Incorporated into the state share of revenue sharing. The rank order of states

would be divided into quintLles. Either all or a portion of the state share

would be distributed according to the quintile in which a state fell. Thus,

states ranking high on the scale would receive a reward for effective fiscal

partnership with their localities. The middle quintile would receive the

aaount allotted under the present formula. Those states which are below average

In their response to education needs would receive a reduced amount. These

states would then have an added incentive to reduce disparities and to allocate

adequate resources to education.

This approach serves both as a reward end an incentive system and, ost

important, recognizes the states' vital responsibility to their localities as

a national policy objective.

Ad important part of the study conducted by these four groups before
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reavtborization In 1976 focused on the implemsntation of the Gas program at

the local level. Our studies led to recoimdations for strengthening the

provisions mandating citizen participation, civil tights and public

accountability. We were influential in securing the adoption of these

important provisions as part of the 1976 renewal legislation. We are

committed to ensuring that these provisions are not only retained in the

Act, but that they be adequately implemented and enforced.

We have been engaged in a limited survey of our respective affiliates

to determine the impact of the 1976 Amendments. Each group is preparing a

background paper on Its findings and these can be made available to the

committee. Our renewed study has reinforced our belief that these

regulations serve an essential role in providing accessibility and

accountability. We do not recommend any legislative changes at this time.

Some weaknesses persist, however. For example, although there has

been some improvement in the enforcement of the civil rights provisions,

there is an enormous backlog of cases still unclosed (883) and 91 of those

are still pending since before 1977. There are indications that the Office

of Revenue Sharing is ext-emely reluctant to apply the sanction of terminating

funds. Although Office of Revenue Sharing investigators find noncompliance

to exist in 75% of the cases they investigate, there have been hearings held

in only four cases and sanctions applied in only five out of the 1,069

complaints filed since 1976. The average time for investigations and the

issuing of a finding letter has been at least 10 months, although the lav

specifies 90 days. Uhile the number of cases has increased each year, the -

actual level of civil rights staff has been decreasing in the past two years

and the number of investigators is about one-quarter less than a year ago.

There are no requests for additional staff in the upcoming budget for the

Office of Revenue Sharing.
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-The provision for an audit has been credited with bringing about

silwLficat improvemnts in the accounting procedures of both localities

and states. H ver. at this time, only 251 of the required audits have

been received and amitored, and the deadline is September 30, 1980. One

reason for this is that communities were only required to submit an audit

for one year out of the three program years, end most chose the last year.

Our research verifies that the citizen participation provision

is essential to assure that the public has access to the decision making

process. In many commities, however, compliance has been minimal and the

attitude of public officials has discouraged meaningful implementation of

this provision.

We recomnd that the Office of Revenue Sharing be given adequate staff

to enforce these provisions. We also support the Administration recommdation

that at least tvo audits be required for a five year renewal period.

Our foremost concern remains the equitable distribution of funds under

the Ceneral Revenue Sharing program. In this time of inflation and austerity,

distressed couniities become the victims of both economic conditions and the

weapons used to mitigate them. Local government is labor intensive and

dependent on the property tax. Its expenditures, therefore, are expanding at

a greater rate than its revenues. Many communities in need report that they

have been using their GRS funds to perform essential services; and inflation

has increased their dependence on this source of revenue. The credit crunch

and high interest rates hit those cities hardest which must replace or

rehabilitate deteriorating capital plants. If dccay is not halted end private

development not encouraged, the tax base is further eroded end unemployment

worsens. At the same time, budget cuts applied to "controllable" domestic

expenditures vill affect the state and local sector disproportionately. It

is unlikely that these cuts viii be targeted or equitably distributed to

protect fiscally distressed communities. It is essential, therefore, that

well-targeted fiscal assistance be continued, with adjustments made to remove

existing inequities.
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TALE I

Ranking of states according to ACIR "stress index," using selected fiscal and
economic indicators (public welfare burden, direct family tax burden, economic
growth, econo-ic well-being)

Massachuse t
New York
Witstons in
Rhode Island
Pennsylvania
Vermont

New Jersey
California
Maryland
Michigan

Maine
Hawaii
Minr.esota
Kentucky
Connecticut
Delaware
D.C.
New Hampshire
Illinois
Iowa

Nebraska
Missouri
Ohio
Oregon
Georgia
inidana
Mississippi
Arizona
North Carolina
South Carolina

Idaho
Alabaza
U tah
Colorado
.%rkansas
Knasas
Virginia
Montana
South Dakota
Iklahoma

147.5
140.2
133.7
132.9
132.2
120.2
119.2
118.8
117.9
117.6

117.1
116.4
114.3
113.9
112.6
110.3
109.8
109.8
108.5
107.7

106.7
106.6
104.5
103.3
101.6
100.9
100.6
99.9
99.8
99.6

99.2
98.6
98.5
98.2
97.2
97.0
96.8
96.5
94.6
91.8

Tennessee
hew xico
West Virginia
Vashing on
Louisiana
North Dakota
Nevada
Florida
Texas
Alaska
yozing

91.7
89.2
89.0
88.3
86.4
85.8
83.4
81.9
81.6
70.7
68.5
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TABLE II

Ranking of States by Equalization
a 

and State Per Pupil Expenditureb

for Local Education

Rank State
c  

Z Value

I Alaska +17.0974
2 Delaware + 7.3710
3 Minnesota + 4.5974
4 hawaii + 4.2272
5 Washington + 3.1585
6 New York + 2.5173
7 D.C. + 2.3397
8 Pennsylvania + 1.9626
9 Michigan + 1.6772
10 Massachusetts + 1.4795
11 New Mexico + 1.1457
12 Arizona + 0.8534
13 Kentucky + 0.8376
14 Florida + 0.5088
15 Oklahoma + 0.3862
16 New Jersey + 0.2847
17 Colorado + 0.0996
18 Tennessee - 0.0422
19 California - 0.1035
20 Illinois - 0.1289
21 Ohio - 0.1569
22 Indiana - 0.2119
23 North Carolina - 0.2538

24 -West Virginia - 0.2690
25 North Dakota - 0.4511
26 Texas - 0.4891
27 Maryland - 0.5470
28 Alabama - 0.6871
29 South Carolina - 0.6948
30 Virginia - 0.7041
31 Louisiana - 0.7398
32 Missouri - 0.9775
33 Georgia - 1.0663
34 Utah - 1.0793
35 Arkansas - 1.2327
36 Wisconsin - 1.3538
37 Kansas - 1.5444
38 Wyoming - 1.6122
39 - Maine - 1.7265
40 - Mississippi - 1.7926
41 Iova - 2.3242
42 Idaho - 2.3266
43 Rhode Island - 2.5156
44 Vermont - 2.5203
45 Connecticut - 2.7715
46 Oregon - 3.0362
47 Neveda - 3.4018
48 Nebraska - 3.6858
49 South Dakota - 4.2291
so New Hampshire - 6.3196

a. Based on equalization of disparities across school districts in per pupil
expenditures from all sources.
b. Based on absolute dollar value of state own source revenue per pupil expended
for local education
c. Excludes .ontana
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At this time I would like to submit for the record a statement by
Senator Lloyd Bentsen, who is also a member of this subcommittee
and is not here today.

[The statement of Senator Bentsen follows:]

STATEMENT OF SENATOR LLwo Bm rN

I am pleased to be here today for the Subcommittee's hearing on the administra-
tion's long-awaited revenue sharing reauthorization proposal, as contained in S.
2674. I am very interested in the testimony of Secretary Miller, as well as that of
the other witnesses. The Subcommittee and the rest of the Congress must move
expeditously if a new authorization is to be in place before the current one expires
on September 30 of this year.

It is particularly gratifying to me to see the Administration proposing elimination
of the state portion of revenue sharing-a change I recommended in January, 1979,

--when I introduced S. 263 for the same purpose. I believed then, and I believe now,
that it makes no sense at all to have the federal government expand its deficit
financing at current interest rates in order to send $2.3 billion a year to state
governments which are experiencing budget surpluses. To continue this is merely
"debt sharing", not revenue sharing.

At the same time, I ampleased that the Administration has chosen to continue
funding the local portion of revenue sharing, which provides much-needed resources
to our cities and localities. These funds are essential for the well-being of these
jurisdictions which do not have the same revenue-raising powers as the states.

Recent efforts to balance the federal budget have focused considerable attention
on the revenue sharing program. The thrust of these efforts has been to reduce the
program's funding, chiefly by eliminating the state portion altogether. This ap-
proach was attempted last year for the fiscal year 1980 budget by both the Budget

Appropriations Committees, and again recently by the Rouse and Senate
budget Cormmittees, which recommended elimination of the state portion in their
.. ctivye versions of the First Concurrent Resolution on the fiscal year 1981

et. As we saw recently, the Senate in floor debate restored a portion of the
state share of revenOD sharing in response to an amendment co-sponsored by the
distinguished Senator from New Jersey, our Subcommittee Chairman. The ultimate
outcome of this debate should be decided in the next few days, as the Budget
Conference report out their agreements.

I support efforts to eliminate the state portion of revenue sharing, and believe
such a move is one of the keys to balancing the budget for fiscal year 1981. The
Joint Economic Committee, which I chair, recommended in its 1979 Report that

.61 action be taken, and recommended in its 1980 Report that federal spending be
held to fixed percentage of the Gross National Product. Measures such as these are
the top priorities in our economic game plan.

In general, I oppose continuation of the state portion for three major reasons:
1. the relative financial conditions of the federal government vs. the majority

of state governments;
2. a philosophical position that the government which spends the revenue

ought to raise that revenue. I believe we are weakening federalism when we
separate the pleasure of spending from the pain of taxing; and

.the fact that the program has not replaced other grant programs to the
states, as originally intended. but has supplemented them. Shortly after I
introduced S. 263, I asked three Governors at a Joint Economic Committee
hearing which categorical grants could be cut in order to retain state revenue
sharing. Although they promised to provide me with a list, I have never
received it.

Beyond this, the state portion has not been used to "help the states help them-
selves" by enhancing their revenue-raising capabilities; it has often been used to
offset what otherwise would have been reduced state spending levels, or to reduce
state taxes. For example, data from the Spring, 1980, issue of "Intergovernmental
Perspectives," a publication of the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Re-
lations (ACIR), shows that in 1979 26 states reduces either the rate or the base of
their personal income tax, while 17 states reduced either the rate or the base of
their general sales tax. Additionally, 27 states enacted some sort of tax relief for
h o ers. The April 19, 1980, issue of The National Journal noted that for 1980,
46 states anticipate budget surpluses-32 of them in excess of the sum they will
receive from revenue sharing. Although I favor tax reductions whenever possible,
should not be able to make them with borrowed federal money.
4W l the elimination of the state portion of revenue sharing will undoubtedly
cause some temporary disruptions in state finances in Texas and elsewhere, they
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can be overcome. We must all expect some sacrifices if together we are to turn the
economy around, and I am hopeful that concerned, forward-looking officials win join
in supporting fiscal responsibility and controlled federal spending. I am cogaftent
that this era of fiscal limitations can, and in fact must, also be an era of innovation
and creativity.

Senator BRaADiY. The hearing will stand in recess subject to the
call of the Chair.

ereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the hearing was concluded.]
y direction of the chairman the following communications were

made a part of the hearing record:]
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR HOWARD BAKER

HEARINGS OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE ON GENERAL REVENUE SHARING

It is sy pleasure today to support Senator Dole's authorizing

legislation for the states' participation in the General Revenue Sharing

program. As the Chair knows, I have been a constant supporter of revenue

sharing since its inception, and share his concern that the program

not be needlessly eliminated in the naie of fiscal integrity. The two

are not mutually exclusive; in fact, they are quite compatible.

The budget debate on revenue sharing raised two apparently contradic-

tory goals: a balanced budget and a sharing of federal revenues. We would

do well to remember that revenue sharing was never intended to be a division

of a federal surplus. It was a conscious decision to take advantage of the

efficient federal tax collection system and capitalize on the decision-

making capabilities of state and local governments far more attuned to their

particular needs and ci rcumstances.

Implicit in our common desire to share federal revenues is the

necessity of preserving a vital and creative dual system of government.

A vigorous federalism requires that each level of government has the

capability to address its own problems.

Over the past few years there has been an unchecked flow of wealth

and power to a federal bureaucracy only vaguely accountable to the

American people. In my view so many of our current problems result from

our continuing failure to stem this tide of federal encroachment and

put-the right power in the hands of the right people at the right level

of government.

Revenue sharing is the only federal program enacted in the last

forty years which seeks to reverse the trend toward centralization. It
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has encouraged restraints in taxation at the state and local levels.

It has increased needed services at those levels and reduced the

authority of the federal bureaucracy at the same time.

During the budget debates, revenue sharing was described as a

luxury that the national government can no longer afford and one that

the states no longer need. It was also noted, with some derision,

that the states were unable to agree on reductions in categorical grants

to compensate for increases in revenue sharing.

Revenue sharing should not be viewed as a luxury but as a commit-

ment to a true, working partnership among the various levels and

branches of government. We who serve in Washington must act as

guardians of this system and welcome the decentralization of power that

characterizes it. I believe that the states are equally as competent If

not more competent than the federal government in maximizing the efficient

use of federal revenues.

The inability of the governors to agree on specific reductions in

federal categorical grants reflects our failure, not theirs. They are

being responsive to the particular needs of their states. Federal

programs have been designed on the erroneous assumption that every

program is equally desired by each state. The variety of priorities

reflects the differences among the several states. This variety is the

strength of American federalism and should be treasured, not castigated.

S. 2681 capitalizes on the existence of differences in the categorical

grant preferences of the states. It permits each state to make reductions

in specified categorical grants and transfer such funds to its revenue

sharing account established and maintained by the Treasury Department.

No state is permitted to transfer funds in excess of its General Revenue

Sharing entitlement under current law.
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This legislation can not violate the ceilings established by the

Budget resolution nor will it seriously undermine the integrity of any

one program. The differences which prevented agreement among the governors

during the budget debates provide a reasonable certainty that reductions

will be spread across the entire spectrum of categorical grant programs.

S.2681 guarantees that savings will be achieved because additional

revenue sharing funds are not credited to a state's account in the absence

of identified reductions. If the states choose not to reduce categorical

grants, this legislation will have no impact. But, for those states

that would prefer to opt for reductions, this legislation will provide-

flexibility to target fiscal resources as the individual circumstances

of the states may warrant.

I am convinced that this mechanism is consistent with a responsible

fiscal policy and the principles of federalism. It is consistent with

the federal budget process and will allow the states to plan for future

expenditures with a measure of flexibility and certainty.

I know that the members of the Finance Committee recognize the

importance of preserving General Revenue Sharing and the participation

of both state and local governments, and will do their utmost to preserve

this vital program.

Thank you.
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tiSRNAN PADILLA. M.D.
MAYOR

CITY OF SAN JUAN

may 21, 1980

Honorable William W. Bradley
4104 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Bradley:

I am writing to you in support of the reauthorization of the General

Avenue Sharing Program and, more specifically, the inclusion of Puerto
Rico and the other U.S. territories in this desperately needed program.

You have already received the excellent testimony of Resident Com-
missioner Baltasar Corrada before your su ittee stating the case for
our inclusio-

1
l re revenue sharing program. I do not wish to repeat in

detail all those arguments that Kr. Corrada made so well in his testimony,
but rather to detail to you some points which relate specifically to San

Juan, a city of 500,000 persons , one of six cities in excess of 100,000.

San Juan must be classified as a distressed city with a profile much
like many mainland cities of the northeast and elsewhere, but with one
major exception. It has a high incidence of poverty, crime, low per
capita income, high unemployment, a low tax base, poor housing stock with

a highr incidence of overcrowding. The one major exception from the
Classic models of a distressed city is that we have an expanding popula-
tion, not a diminishing one. But the bulk of this population is poor --

persons arriving from the countryside where conditions are oftentimes -

even worse, and many Puerto Ricans returning from the mainland.

In order to cope with the needs of our city, San Juan must rely upon
large amotnts of Federal funds, as do so many other distressed jurisdic-

tions of our nation. We have been treated quite fairly in most federal

programs. We are a recipient of approximately -$22 million per year in WUD

Conamity Development Block Grant funds. We have been an entitlement city

under the CETA program. The programs of EAI CSA, LEAA, HEW and Interior
have been extremely helpful to us.

At the same time, Puerto Ricans pay extremely high state and local

taxes. With a per capita income of $2,414 in 1976, far below that of any

state, Puerto Ricans pay the highest state income tax rate in the nation,
and only 15 states surpass Puerto Rico in per capita state government tax
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c collections and excise taxes (the State collects property taxes on behalf
of nmLcipalities). So it cannot be said that Puerto Rico is relying on
the Federal government for support while not carrying its own freight.

but in spite of the heavy tax burden on our citizens, businesses and
industries, we do unfortunately rely on federal funds to provide many of
our necessary public services and to overcome our housing and economic
development deficiencies. Cuts in federal domestic programs will seriously
affect our ability to provide minimal services.

A case in point is the drastic cuts planned and already sustained in
the CETA program. The City of San Juan received over $24 million in CETA
Public Service Employment (PSE) funds in 1979. Our 1980 CETA allocation,

due to cutbacks in the national program, was only $9 million. Contrary to
the belief of many that CETA has been wasteful, in San Juan we have utilized
these funds for essential services. These funds have supported 232 positions
in the sanitation department, 100 police officer slots, 152 positions in the
city hospital and health department, and numerous other important positions.

As Mayor of San Juan and as a member of the Board of Trustees of the
U.S. Conference of Mayors, I am well aware of the need to fight inflation,
which has seriously thiaatened the basic foundations of our economy. One
of the tools chosen by the President to control Inflation is the limitation
of federal spending and the balancing of the federal budget. As our share
Of this effort, cities look forward to losing countercyclical funding, the
urban parks program, LEAA programs, HEW programs and cuts in many other
programs which they are very dependent upon.

Fortunately for many mainland cities which depend upon these programs,
revenue sharing funds have also been available to help fund needed services.
in recognition of this, the Administration has designed a $500 million
"phase-down" program to protect distressed local areas from a loss of
state support due to the proposed elimination of the state share of general

revenue sharing.

Unfortunately for Puerto Rican cities, these revenue sharing funds
have never been available. There will be no general revenue sharing funds
to ease the burden of cuts in other categorical prograuss no phase-down
program to let us down gently. The drastic cuts in CETA and other essen-
tial federal programs to the cities will have a profoundly negative impact

on the economy of San Juan and its ability to provide essential community
services. Our only recourse will be to seriously curtail many public ser-
vices and to use the limited local revenues available.

I am very much aware of the argument often used against our partici-
pation in the revenue sharing program: that because Puerto Rico does not

pay federal income taxes, it should not share in its distribution. As a
conc..sion to this argument, we have limited our request to 1% rather than
full treatment as a state. But I wish to point out that although we do

not pay federal income taxes, that does not mean that we do not contribute
to the well being of the U.S. economy. Quite to the contrary, the Income
tax benefit accrues more to the corporate taxpayer than to the individual,
most of whom in Puerto Rico have low incomes. A majority of these corporate

62-376 0 - 80 - 38
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taxpayers are U.S. firms who have opened operations in Puerto Rico. Also
related-to Puerto Rico's contribution to the U.S. economy is the market

which Puerto Rico represents to mainland exporters. In 1976 Puerto Rico

imported $3.4 billion in goods and materials from the U.S. mainland,

exceeding by $572 million the cost of Puerto Rican exports to the mainland.

Another point which is pertinent to the argument against Puerto Rican

inclusion in the program concerns the real nature and purpose of GRS. The

program is really a fiscal assistance program designed to benefit those

localities most in need of assistance. n fact, it is the stated objective

of the Administration to change the present GPS formula for distribution in

a way which will reduce the fiscal disparities within each state and responds

to the needs of fiscally stressed local governments. - It is useful to look

at two cities of comparable size to San Juan, which are both normally

classified as "distressed." The City of Atlanta, with a population of 426,000

receives approximately $7.2 million per annum in revenue sharing funds and

is due an increase to $9.8 million should Administration proposals be adopted.

Buffalo, New York, population 400,000, receives $6 million per annum currently,

with an increase to $9.8 million proposed. San Juan, a larger city with more

severe distress factors (including an extremely low per capita income figure

used in the revenue sharing formula) receives nothing.

I therefore urge your support for the inclusion of Puerto Rico and the

other U.S. Territories in the general revenue sharing program as a one per-

cent set-aside. I think a strong case is made for our inclusion, not just

because the City of San Juan and other local jurisdictions throughout Puerto

Rico and the Territories need the funds, but also because it makes good

economic sense to have a consistent policy of federal aid to Puerto Rico,

rather than to give with one hand and withhold with the other.

One further point needs to be mentioned. While I know that foreign

relations is not the perview of your committee, I am sure that it is a con-

cern to you as a Senator. The future of Puerto Rico is important not

only to the people of Puerto Rico and the rest of the United States, but

also of special interest and concern to our neighbors in the Caribbean and

Latin America. A Puerto Rico which can successfully meet the challenge of

developing a strong economy and providing for the welfare of its citizens

is the best way I can think of to counter the threats of undemocratic

systems. The Cuban model is a bankrupt one. What better way to prove the

superiority of our own model than the successful future development of Puerto

Rico in achieving a standard of living comparable to that which we are proud

of on the mainland.

Thank you very much for taking my views into consideration.

Sincerely urs

'!ernan padilla
Mayor

cc: Members of Subcommittee on Revenue

Sharing, Intergovernmental Revenue

Impact and Economic Problems
v
1
Kr. William Morris
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STATEMEWT

on

REAUTHORIZATION OF GENERAL REVENUE SHARING

before th

SUBCOtUTTIEE ON REVENUE SEAktLNG, INIERGOVERNMEN AL

REVENUE IMPACT AND ECO;',-XIC PROBLEMS

of the

SENATE CO?*UTTEE ON FINANCE

for the

CHABER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES

by

William D. Kelleher*

Nay 30, 1980

This statement is presented by the Chamber of Commerce of the

United States on behalf of its 97,000 members consisting of business firm,

trade associations and state and local chambers of commerce. The U.S. Chamber

welcomes this opportunity to express its vievs on the various proposals

before the subcomittee to reauthorize the State and Local Fiscal Assistance

Act of 1972, commonly known as general revenue sharir4 (CRS).

We are pleased to offer support and suggestions for improving

the intergovernmental grant system' through programs like revenue sharing.

Although we support general revenue sharing specifically, our overall policy

supports a general reduction in federal spending, statutory spending

limitations, tax reductions and long range tax policy directed to keeping

spending and receipts balanced over the course of the business cycle as the

best hope for combatting inflation.

*Associate Director for Construction, Housing and Comunity Development,

Chamber of Commerce of the United States
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RATIONALE FOR SdPPORT OF GENERAL REVENUE SHARING

In general, the Chamber's support of general revenue sharing is

based on the following:

- The general revenue-sharing program h* the minimum of bureaucracy

involved in distributing funds to nearly 39,000 state and local

goverremnts. Less than I percent of the funds appropriated for

this program are lost to administrative costs.

- Revenue sharing Is cost-effective- Funds can be used for the_

most urgent local needs, and projects financed by the program

are costing less to complete than are projects funded with
categorical grants.

- An Important requirement in the CRS program is that each recipient

of more than $25,000 per year must complete an audit of all local

funds, based upon standards developed by the American Institute

of Certified Public Accountants, at least once every three years.

The audit must include all state and local funds, not just

revenue sharing money. In view of the fiscal crisis in many of

the nation's cities, this requirement does much to improve the

auditing procedures of local governments and provides for greater

accountability of local governments to their citizens.

- Host of all, the ORS program is doing exactly what it was intended,

to do. It is flexible, and allows local officials the ability to

decide locally what their specific community needs are and how

best to address those needs.

The Chamber has had a long-standing interest in this important

domestic program. The Chamber was the first business organization to

support the concept of general revenue sharing early in the 1970's. After

study, the Chamber's Board of Directors decided that general revenue sharing

was a preferable alternative to federal grant-in-aid programs that resulted

in increased federal direction and control over wide areas of state and

local government activity.

Prior to the Cngressional debate on reauthorization of the program

in 1975, the Chamber surveyed local chambers and found overwhelming support

for the program. We reported those results to the Congress.
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A similar survey was completed in August, 1979, and we will refer

-to the findings of that survey later in this testimony. In addition,

the Chamber's Community and Urban Affairs Committee, whose members include

representatives of major business firm concerned with cominity affairs,

also reviewed the current revenue sharing program for the latest year.

RESEARCH STUDIES

In otder to make appropriate recommendations regarding revenue

sharing, our committee examined several research studies about thv- impact of

the program and reviewed federal grant programs in general.

The major studies the comittee used in- its review of revenue sharing

were;
- Monitoring Revenue Sharing: The Brookings TustItution (an updated

interim analysis dated November, 1978)

- The Fiscal Impact of General Revenue Sharing on Local Governments,

Adams and Crippen, Ohio State University (in conjunction with

Brookings), November, 1978

Each of the studies had specific limitations, but did provide useful

information shoving general trends.

Several observations from these studies and other materials are worth

noting. The Chamber's committee found that GRS was channeled into four

main areas: Public Safety, Transportation, Environmental Protection, and

Recreation. Fiscal impact changed over the life of the GRS program,

reflecting varying fiscal conditions of the recipient governments.

Relative to other programs, GRS has grown slowly over the period

1975-78 - a total of 11.3 percent. Using estimates for 1979 and 1980, the

total growth for the five-year period 1975-80 is 11.9 percent. This amounts

to an estimated increase of only .6 percent for 1979 and 1980. In contrast,

ftom 1975 to 1978, other forms of federal grants grew at an average rate

of 18.4 percent.

When compared with other federal grant programs, CRS, while one of

the most effective programs, represents a very small percentage of the total

Intergovernmental aid package. In 1979, general revenue sharing was $6.8 billion
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of a total grant program of $82.8 billion. This is approximately 8.2 percent.

It is clear that the revenue sharing program has not succumbed to the

uncontrolled growth pattern that characterizes most categorical grant program.

U.S. CHAMBER RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE FISCAL 1981 BUDGET

Although the U.S. Chamber supports continuation of general revenue

sharing, inflation is our major problem. Dr. Richard Lesher, President of

the-Chamber, testified before the House Committee on the Budget that Congress

and the Administration should:

a Reject all controls on wages, prices, and credit.

a Cut federal spending in fiscal 1981 to 21 percent of gross

national product (QLP)

* Enact a spending limitation to move spending from 21 percent

of GNP in fiscal1981 to 20 percent in subsequent years, as

H.R. 5371 would do.

a Cut federal taxes by $25 billion in 1980 to reduce the tax

bias against capital formation by enacting the capital cost

recovery system proposed in H.R. 4646, cute in corporate

rates, and proposals to reduce the tax bias against individual

savers and investors.

* Limit taxes over the longer run to a share of GNP consistent

with the lower spending limit we propose. Taxes and spending

should be balanced over the course of the business cycle at

the lowest expenditure level which will provide essential public

services and meet the requirements -oinational security.

a Place an immediate freeze on federal hiring retroactive to

March 1, 1980, followed by a reduction in force through

attrition throughout the calendar year. Similar limitations

and reductions of the ranks of temporary and consultant

classifications are also necessary.

* Freeze regulatory agency budgets as a sign that Congress is

serious about reducing regulatory impediments to increasing

productivity and growth.
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* Freeze the issuance of new regulations except those deemed

absolutely necessary under the low.

M ove toward a budget balanced over the course of the business

cycle. A balanced budget should not be achieved in fiscal

1981 by arbitrarily allowing unlegislated increases in taxes

to create the illusion that the government's fiscal house Is

in order.

In addition, the Congressional Budget Office has made an extensive

report to the Congress on how the budget may be cut. Please see Attachment A

for our comments on that report.

GRS AND CONSOLIDATION OR ELIMINATION OF FEDERAL GRANTS

While government spending must be decreased, similar priority must

be given to ending the proliferation of categorical grant programs. The

National Governor's Association, the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental

Relations (ACIR) and other organizations concerned with state and local

government have repeatedly called for consolidation of the more effective

categorical grant programs. In 1977, ACIR released a report, "The

Intergovernmental Grant System: An Assessment and Proposed Policies," that

identified 172 programs as candidates for consolidation. As an example of

waste and overlap, the ACIR report cited seven different highway safety

grants, each for some particular activity, such as bridge replacement or

incentives for seatbelts; a half dozen grants for forest-related progr ; 23

ifor pollution control and abatement; 36 for social services; and 78 for

elementary, secondary and vocational education.

The National Governor's Association, in response to a request from the

President and the Director of the Office of Management and Bugdget, released

a report in September, 1979 that listed recommendations on specific areas of

Intergovernmental assistance in each state where greater program flexibility

and/or consolidation would produce savings. Among the recomendations:

consolidation of CETA with other job training programs; inclusion of human

service categorical grants under the Title XX quasi-block grant program; and

elimination of the state office of economic opportunity program, Title XX
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training. and summer youth recreation program of the Community Services

Administration. Several Governors recommended that the Teacher Corps and

Teacher Centers -- for which $134 million was appropriated in 1979 -- could

be eliminated entirely without an adverse impact on our educational system.

These recomendations represent responsible actions in light of

today's economic conditions, which have changed dramatically since revenue

sharing was extended in 1975. Our nation is beset by double digit Inflation

and voters are saying clearly that they have had enough of inflation-generated

higher taxes, of deficit spending, of too much government regulation and of

government paternalism -- all of which characterize the maj,,rity of federal

grants-in-aid programs.

There also are proposals before the Subcommittee to allow each

state the option of receiving either GRS funds or support from a number

of categorical grant programs administered by specific federal agencies

or departments. The Chamber thinks these proposals could be a step in the

right direction. They allow those closest to the impact of both categorical

grants and GRS to decide which is more effective in solving a state or local

problem. They also recognize the need for diversity in formulating programs

to address conditions unique to each state.

This approach to assisting state and local government helps to

highlight those categorical grant programs that do not serve a real state

or local need or have outlived their usefulness and -an be eliminated without

causing the loss of a significant service to the public. Making states choose

between categorical programs or CRS encourages priority setting and allows a

state to eliminate an unnecessary program or forego participating in a new

one without denying its citizens a fair return on their federal tax dollars.

We should not penalize those states that solve or avoid certain problems by

forcing them to either lose revenue or apply for specific categorical grants

they do not need and may not want.

CRS AND FEDERAL CONTROL

General revenue sharing is one federal program that is relatively

free of costly, cumbersome and restrictive regulations -- "strings."
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T.h* program has worked well, because it is controlled by state and local

7-Iis that represent the attitudes and decisions of the local citizenry.

It is Important that revenue sharing be continued, without any

,-,additional federal controls. Congress must not turn this effective and

- d kvidely supported program into a quasi grant-in-aid program to satisfy

special interest groups who would use revenue sharing as a vehicle to attain

their self-centered objectives.

The AFL-CIO has testified that the new Revenue Sharing Act should

- include the basic minimum wage and overtime provisions of the Fair Labor

*t-Mdrsa Act. The AFL-CIO has also testified that, as a prerequisite for

-revenue sharing funds, states and localities should be required to adopt

bo.. r-nagement standards equivalent to those set forth in the National

.-Labor Relation_ Act.

The Chamber is strongly opposed to these recomendations. as well

_ continuation of compliance with the Davis-Bacon Act wage standards in

- the new revenue sharing program. Prevailing wages should be set by the

.market place not by an agency in Washington, thousands of miles away from

5-titizens who are most affected by its decisions. Elimination of Davis-Bacon

r--fequirements will not only save money, it will also permit the states and

local governments to ake more effective use of the dollars allocated to
them.

Moreover, we stress again the fact that revenue sharing has a very

&Zlo0 administrative costs of under I percent, compared to categorical

a prant-in-aid programs where administrative costs are estimated to average

14 percent. It is obvious that there is better utilization of the taxpayers'

-dollart in the general revenue sharing program than in grant-in-aid assistance.

There has been considerable debate on whether or not the states should

[continue to receive any revenue sharing funds. Testimony from state and

LOUl public official organizations indicate that a substantial amount of

the state share of revenue sharing funds is returned to local governments.

'Prior research reports by the Brookings Institution revealed that in fiscal

S1975 over 26 percent of state ORS funds were transferred to local goverumera.

IF.I
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The National Governor's Association reports that, according to U.S. Treasury

Department figures, over 40 percent of all state revenue sharing payments

are passed directly through to local joits of government. Based upon these

reports, elimination of the state share of revenue sharing would have a

significant adverse effect on local governments.

The U.S. Chamber recomnds that states not be removed from the-

program. Instead, we recommend that any reductions be proportionately shared

by state and local governments. This will continue to reinforce the sound

working relationships between the states and local governments as they expend

these funds for citizens who will be most helped by both better local and

sttte services. The health and future of our social and political institutions

will not be served if the role of the states in general revenue sharing is

weakened or eliminated.

U.S. CHAMBER SURVEY RESULTS

Let me turn to the final part of our testimony -- the results of the

U.S. Chamber's survey of local chambers of commerce that I referred to earlier.

The survey was sent to 659 local chambers of commerce. It was

intended to measure their local experience and secure their legislative

recommendations vis-a-vis reauthorization of revenue sharing. Their responses

do not have the status of mandating Chamber policy. They are indicative.

of current attitudes and are presented for the information of members of the

Cowaittee as they examine the important issues related to this bill.

I have appended the tabulations as Attachment B to this testimony for

the committee's review. There were 245 responses, or a return rate of 37 percent,

broken down as follows: 190 responses, or 77.5 percent of the total, reported

on city units of governments; 55 responses, or 22.5 percent, reported on county

units of government. Based on the 245 responses to the survey, the GRS program

is strongly supported by local chambers of commerce throughout the nation.

A significant number of local chambers (45 percent) that support GRS

are located in the "sunbelt" and represent communities in the 25,000 to

259,000 population range. Based on 234 responses on what action these chambers
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plan to take on the question of revenue sharing reauthorization, 170 or

6-73 percent stated they plan to support reauthorization.

The CRS program is rated highly as having a positive impact on the

i comunulties that are represented by these local chambere of commerce. Of

the 245 responses, 208 or 85 percent of the total rated the CS program as

being beneficial; 189 or 77 percent Indicated that the GRS program wes being

=-Usd to its fullest potential in meeting community needs.

While there is strong support from local chambers to continue the

M OU program, ye asked these chambers to identify major problem that prevented

_the program from being even more effective in their communities. Three key

I issues vere identified as having a negative impact on the GRS program. They

evet the imposition of Davis-Bacon Act requirements, uncertainty as to the

continuation of the program and fear of increased Federal government control

over the use of ORS funds.

The results of the survey indicate that if GR5 funds vera not

available, public safety, recreation and multi-purpose general government

-roorams vould be the most likely to be cut back or eliminated. Based on
-197 responses, 163 or 83 percent indicated that CRS funds total between

1 _-l percent and 15 percent of their county government's total budget; 34
ia--ot 17 percent of the total respondents stated that the percentage of GRS funds

in their community government's total budget was between 16 percent and

26 percent.

The local chambers of commerce that participated in this survey oppose

I "targeting" CRS funds to distressed areas or communities of greatest need.

V&If there were alternatives, they would prefer more federal aid In the form of

reVenue sharing as opposed to categorical or block grants.

F,
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The U.S. Chamber supports reauthorization of general revenue sharing.

If any cuts are made in funding levels, they should be shared proportionately

between state md local governments.

The Chamber opposes provisions in the reauthorization revenue sharing

program that vould require state and local governments to include the basic

minimum rage and overtime provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act or to

adopt labor-mansageent standards equivalent to those set forth in the National

Labor elatious Act, as a prerequisite for revenue sharing funds. The

U.S. Chamber slso opposes continuation of compliance vith the inflationary

Davis-Bacon Act wage standards provisions in the hew revenue sharing program.

GRS should remain unfettered by excessive Federal regulation and

control that cripples the effectiveness of other Federal aid program. Except

for the requirements insuring compliance vith the applicable civil rights

laws and protections against fraud and abuse, the decisions on the use of funds

froa a reauthorized ORS program should be made at the local level.
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cao-ucanMM aONs ON ZUwCTrotIs IN DERAL SPENDING
An urgent problem that substantially weakens GRS and our economy in

general in inflation. Cutting back on unneeded governmnt programs would

reduce federal spending - the leading cause of inflation.

We urge the Congress to reexamine the federal aid system that is

expected to exceed $96 billion in fiscal 1981 and to reduce federal spending

on unneeded, duplicative or excessive social and economic programs that do

little to met the real needs of citizens.

Revenue sharing Is widely supported at the local level because it has

been am effective program, and that is why the Chamber supports reauthorization.

Support for revenue sharing is not inconsistent with our call for cutting

back on federal spending. The growth and shape of the current federal budget

is largely the consequence of congressional decisions related to other federal

assistance programs.

The Committee is aware of the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) report

on how the federal budget could be reduced. The report, which was released in

February, 1980, was written in response to a request by members of the House

Budget Committee for possible strategies that could lead to a reduction in

the site of the federal budget. The Chamber has reviewed this report and

specifically supports the following CBO strategies to reduce the federal

budget:
*Administrative I!provements in Public Assistance Programs - By
establishing a nationvie monthly intone reporting system, along
with a one-month retrospective accounting system, the cost of
public assistance programs would be reduced by 1.8 billion over
a five year period beginning in 1981.

*Change in Trisger For Unemployment Insurance Extended Benefits -
"A cumulative five-year savings of $2 billion beginning in 1981
would result if the-national insured unemployment rate of 4.5 percent
for extended benefits was eliminated.

*Modifications in Federal Compensation Practices -

a. Federal Workmen's Compensation: Based on General Accounting
Office (GAO) reports, this program is abused, both in the
determination of initial eligibility and in the continuation
of benefits. GAO recommends that the employing agency be
allowed to appeal workmen's compensation awards and to require
physical examinations by physicians chosen by the agency. In

- addition, a three-day waiting period should be reinstated before
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any compensation is paid.

b. Civil Service Disability - Federal employees are eligible for
civil service disability retirement if unable to perform one
or more significant functions of their present Job, whereas to
qualify for Social Security disability the applicant must be
unable to hold any gainful employment. Hence, the probability
for civil service disability is greater than it would be if
private sector standards were adopted.

c. Civil Service Retirement - Federal retirees benefit from
cost-of-living increases that occur prior to actual retirement.

Under current lay, employees may calculate their annuities as
if they had retired prior to the previous cost-of-living
adjustment. Also, the first cost-of-living increase after
retirement is not prorated to reflect the number of months
in retirement status.

Cumulative Five-Year Savings Beginning in 1981 -
Workmen's Compensation $ .153 billion
Civil Service Disability $ .827 billion
Civil Service Retirement $1.3 billion

*Termination of Certain Social Security Benefits -
a. Phase Out Students Benefits - Payments to unmarried dependents

between 18 and 21 who are full-time students (dependent
benefits otherwise stop at age 18) should be terminated. A

cumulative five-year savings of $6.4 billion would result.

b. Eliminate Minlmum Benefit - This benefit is usually paid to
retirees who have spent most of their working careers in
noncovered employment, typically goverment. Most have
earned pensions under other programs and those actually in
need could be protected by Supplemental Security Income and
other welfare programs. By eliminating this benefit, a
cumulative five-year savings of $790 million would
be achieved.

*Adiuatment of Social Security Cost-of-Living Increases: 85 Percent

of CPI Instead 100 Percent - Every July, Social Security benefits
payments are adjusted upward by amounts equivalent to tho percentage
rise In the CPI during the preceding year. If the law were changed
so that the July 1, 1980, increase and all subsequent annual increases
were limited to 85 percent of the Inflation rate instead of 100
percent, the outlay savings would be nearly $14 billion a year by
1985 for a cumulative five-year savings of $39.6 billion. The
Chamber supports this proposal on the basis that no group should
be exempted from the impact of inflation. Moreover, these savings
could permit partial reduction In payroll tax increases scheduled
for January 1981.
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*Os*_-a-year o t-of-Uvin_ Adlustments for Federal retirees Currently.
monthly benefits for federal civilian and military retirees are

adjusted twice a year to reflect current changes in the CPI. If
adjustments were made once a year, as is the practice for Social

Security benefits, savings would exceed $5.2 billion over a

five-year period.

*Cappla of Pay R ses for Federal White-Colfar E=lovees - Salary

increases levels for federal white-collar employees should rise to

about 10.3 percent in 1981 and on an average of 8.6 percent annually

in the next four years. If increases were capped at 7.5 percent,

the savings would be in excess of $3.4 billion over the next five

years.

*Reduction of FundBin for CETA PubUc Service Employment Title VI -
By reducing the number of public service employment jobs to 150,000,

during each of the next five fiscal years, the total outlay savings
'Z in Title VI would equal approximately 13.2 billion.

*Relaxation of Davis-Bacon Wale Requirements - The February 1980 CBO

report states that at least $759 million would be saved over a
five-year period if Davis-Bacon wage requirements were relaxed.
The Davis-Bacon Act should be repealed entirely rather than relaxed.

Davis-Bacon has a significant negative impact on the revenue
sharing program. Davis-Bacon wage rates mst be paid to all laborers

employed on construction projects funded by 25 percent or more of

revenue sharing monies. The impact of this has been to inflate

the cost of such construction projects, giving local governments
less construction to the dollar. General Accounting Office has

issued nine reports since 1962, all critical of the Davis-Bacon

Act's economic impact and the administration of the law by the

Department of Labor. All of GAO's studies have clearly shown that

the Act addr from three percent to 15 percent to the cost of -"

construction.

I These cost-saving proposals by the Congressional Budget Office warrant

_he-mOst serious consideration by this and other congressional committees.

These proposals supported by the U.S. Chamber vould reduce the federal budget

4y $64.3 billion over the next five years. This would more than offset the

ecost of reauthorization of revenue sharing over a similar period at current

or reduced spending levels.
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Sectional Reponses NE. 23S22 ATTACHMENT 5

Cities 0l32
SE 35

SURVEY 01 GU.'ERAL REVENL SHARING sW 1*
CA1ER OF COIWRCE OF THE UNITED STATES ' 2990

Nam e_ _ __ _ _

Organization_

Rase of Commmity and State

Mit of Govertment: &.200 City b._Towrship .. ___oUnty

1. On a scale of one to ton, hcw would you rate the impact that the General Revenue
Sharim4 (GS) program has had In our community? (Circle one number and one word.)
2 0 2 0 f 7 17 46 3 84
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10

Haraful Neutral Bneficial
A 18 .166

2. On a scale of one to tens to what extent has the GPKS program been %ed to its fuJllest
tentil inour cot nIt1 (Circle one number and one word.)

o6 14 41 37 69
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

LeAst Average Fullest
4 36 147

3. Can you identify a major problem or obstacle in the CRS program that keeps the
program from being used to its fullest potential, in your community?
state the problem and use additional sheets if necessary.) SEE REPORT

4.If G funds were not available as a supplement to your cosmnity government's present
budget, what programs related to the following would most likely have to be cut back
or eliminated as a result? (Check all that apply.)

a.LIL Public safety - S. 119 Recreation
b.__LEnvronmental protection h. 70 Libraries
c. 54 Public transportation i. 58 Social services agedlpoor
d.._ S Health J. 18 Financial eministration
e. 42 Economic development k.46 Housing/community development
f.'-T-ulti-purpose general government

5. Whet is the percentage of GCS funds in your community government's total budget? over

6. How has the majority of GMS funds been used io your community since 1975? (Check three
that apply.)

a.ll2As a source of income to supplement the local budget
b.1297or capital expenditures
c4Q.-For salaries sador employment of smicipal employees
d.77_To maintain current tax levels
e.2_To reduce personal and/or property taxes
f.69_For operating expenditures
.l_ For surplus accumuletfon

h. 'T0ther (please state )

7. If the CRS program is condi-kued, should th-e program be desigiied to place greater

emphasis on targeting f-ns to:

a. 10 Distressed areas
b."nCorsunities of greatest need
c._lS4Prefer no targeting of funds
d . o opinion
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U., s the GM progetm helped to LWrove your eommaity government'e eftectiveiess
I& ay of the following areas? (Check all that apply.)
a~~~aa/3...a Ialug

b.1i8_ mttag 00m1MMty meedo

a.3A.. lsspoesivensee to public opinion

d,..-..Gover t leadership

e,..Pot iare of amy effect

*. If the fore (but not the total amount) of Federal aid to your community voe*

ehesad in the future, which one of the following elternetiveie would your

organization prefer?

e..j Hor of the total tn block grants

b.jj.iore of the total in categortce satnt@

c. 151 re of the total in revenue sharing

d._32 Keep the 0it about a" It is

10. Whet action does your organization currently plan to take on legislation attoeding

the GM program beyond its September 30, 1950, eptration date

a.._L We plan to support eStenston of the program

b4, .YVe plan to oppose exteneton of the proore*

C.Ai ._ do not plan to take ay action

11. What it your comumity's present population?

a._14 under 10.O00 C.)%-25,OOO,999 *.J9 "" --

b. j.1io.000-24,999 d, j100,000
4
.?9,99 f,,Ll million or sore

12. Cornents! (Your additional Comeents re Invited. Please tLs additt"fl paper If

mecasairy.) qV!_kkino. -443. rercentage of Total Pudgat

Please complete aid return the questionnaife by July 30, 1019.

VrNDZLL C. SLACK
Associate director
Co unity and lsittl-0el Develoment Gtoup
Chamber of Couwmce of the United States
1615 H Strest. N.V.
Washington. D.C. ?0067

1- .---.. 606-10 ...... t1
1I-20 -.... 1

(CiTlVA ONLY)

62-376 0 - 10 - 39
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CountLos Only Sectional Responses i $
NC 12.

SURVEY ON GENERAL REVENUE SHARING W 6- "St 13

CHAJBER OF COERCE OF THE UNITED STATES sv 1,
$5

Ham __ _ __ _

Organization

Nams of Community and State

Unit of Goverrment: a.C___tty b. Township c. 5 County

1. On a scale of one to ten, how would you rate the impact that tte General Revenue
S sharing (Gs) program has bad inyour community? (Circle one number and one word.)

S 2 1 1 1 10 1022
4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Harmful Neutral beneficial
49 42

2. On a scale of one to ten, to ,hat extent has the GUS program been used to its fullest

potential in your community? (CIcle one number and one word.)
I 1 0 1 1 1 7 81 2

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10

Least Average Fullest
3 10 42

3. Can you identify a major problem or obstacle in the CRS program that keeps the

program from being used to its fullest potential in your community? (Please

state the proble- and use additional sheets if necessary.)

4. If GAS funds were not available as a supplement to your community governnont's present

budget, what programs related to the following would most likely have to be cut back

or eliminated as a result? (Check all that apply.)

a. 23 Public safety g.13 Recreation -

b. 135-Envronmental protection h.-Librarles

c. 10 Public transportation iJI-Social services ared/poor

d. 1$ Health J. 7 -Financial adainistraticn

0. 0_ Economic development k. 5 Housinglcomzu0iLty development

f. 25 _ lti-purpose general government

S. What is the percentage of GUS funds in your community government's total budget? over,&

6. How has the majority of GS funds been used in your community since 1975? (Check three

that apply.)

a.36_As a source of income to supplement the Jocal budget

b.15 For capital expenditures
c. i4 For salaries and/or employment of municipal employees
d.-2-To maintain current tax levels

.6 To reduce personal and/or property taxes
f. 22 For operating expenditures
g. IFor surplus accumulation
h. 3 Other (please state )

7. If the CRS program is continued, should the program V designed to place gretetr

emphasis on targeting funds to:

a. 1 DIstressed areas
b. 6 Communities of greatest need
c.. JFrerer no targeting of funds
d. 2 No opinion
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6. Hag the GOS program helped to improve your conunity Sovernset's effectiveness
in any of the following areas? (Check all that apply.)

a.jjYinncial planning

b. 39Meeting community needs

C.
2
7.asponsiveness to public opinion

d.
1 2
_Goverrment leadership

*.5 Not weare of any effect

9. If the form (but not the total amount) of Federal aid to your community vere
chanted In the future, vhich one of the following alternatives vould your
organization prefer?

.J .More of the total in block grants

b. 2 More of the total In categorical grants

c. 41 More of the total in revenue sharing

d. 6 Keep the nix about as it is

10. What action does your organization currently plan to take on Legislation extendi

the GUS program beyond its Septeaber 30. 1980, expiration date?

a. 30 We plan to support extension of the program

b, ... We plan to oppose extension of the program

c. 14 Va do not plan to take any action

11. What is your comolity's pr

a. blunder 10,000

b. 1.10,000-24,999

12. Comentsl (Your additional
necessary.)

esent population?

c. 21 25,000-99,999

d. 11 100,000-249.999

moments are invited. Please

*._10_250,000,000-999,999

f._j 1 million or more

use additional paper if

GUS Percentage of Eudlet

Please complete and return the questionnaire by July 30, 1979, to:
1-5 .--- 19

WINDiLL C. AIACX, 6-10 ---- 16
Associate Director 11-15- .... 4
Coammiaity and Regional Development Group 16-20 ---- 2
Chamber of Comwerce of the United States 21-25 ----- I
1615 H Street, N.W. 26 - 2
Washington, D.C. 20062

(COUNTIES ONLY)

ng
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STATEMNA T or m. AMERICAN FEDEOATioN OF STATE, COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL
_ EMPLWYEEB

Mr. Chairman, I am Jerry Wurf, President of the one million member American
Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME), a union made up
of men and women who work for local and state government in irtually every state
In this country.

P Our union embraced the original concept of General Revenue Sharing as a device
for returning federal dollars to local and state governments when it was first
proposed by the Administration of President Richard Nixon In 1912. At that point
we were probably the only union--certainly the only large union-to support reve-
nue sharing. Jam proud to say that this year we are joined by the AF"TO and
virtually all elements of the American labor movement in our support for reauthori-
zation and full funding of General Revenue Sharing.

Many of my colleagues in the labor movement, and some of our friends in the
Congress, previously viewed revenue sharing as a threat to the important system of
categorical grant-in-aid programs that were constructed by the Congress during the
Eisenhower, Kennedy and Johnson Administrations. We argued, however, that the
two approaches should not be mutually exclusive-that General Revenue Sharing
represented a progressive and dependable source of funds for the provision of public
services by the states and cities, while the grant programs were quite specific and
targetable.

In other words, the notion behind revenue sharing was to provide a permanent
and stable source of revenues for those governments best equip to provide the
broad range of services that our citizens need. It was a way to help strengthen local
and state government without intruding upon the decision-making process at that
level. -

Sine its inception in 1972, General Revenue Sharin has been a vital ingredient
to the fiscal health of the 50 states and the nearly 40,000 local governmental units
in this nation. It probably has done more than any other federal aid program to
insure state and local government control-not control from Washington-over
spending decisions. It has helped to guarantee a basic level of services such as
health care and sanitary control, law enforcement and public protection, public
education and child care, transportation, emergency assistance and the host of other
responsibilities which fall upon our states, our counties and our cities.

The general-purpose nature of General Revenue Sharing funds has kept decision-
making decentialized-leavin* it to elected officials and administrators at the local
level to set their own priorities and to assemble the proper mix of programs and
services that people in their localities demand. The intent was to strengthengoven:-
ment closest to the people.

Given all that, I'm hard-pressed to understand why the present Administration
and the Congressional Budget Committees-with their repeated concern for reduc-
ing the federal presence and eliminating waste and inefficiency-would target the
state share of revenue sharing as-part of a so-called anti-inflation package of federal--
spending cuts.

In fact, the general thrust of the domestic budget cuts proposed by the Carter
Administration and by the Budget Committees is to slash general funding programs
such as revenue sharing, countercyclical aid, CETA and other human service pro-
grams. These are broad assistance programs which give local and state government
officials maximum flexibility in meeting citizen needs. l

I don't think any responsible observer believes that the quantity of services
offered by most local or state governments are unreasonable. And in all the years
that I've represented public employees, I've never heard anyone anywhere say that
the quality of public services was excessive.

But if the Congress concurs with the budget cut proposals advanced by the Carter
Administration, we will be undoing a decade of effort by the Congress and Presi-
dents from both parties to make federal support for local and state government
efforts more productive and more efficient.

I suppose it's heretical to say so, ven the current mood in the Congress and the
Administration, but this sudden rush to balance the budget in the name of fighting
inflation is really just so much bunk.

The budget proposals pending in Congress are calling for cuts in aid to the states
and cities, cuts in youth employment, CSTA and urban development grants, cuts in
Medicaid funding and food stamps. These spending reductions will have no signif-
cant ima ct on our inflation problem. The Congressional Budget Office has esti-
mated tht if all these cutsgo through, they'll reduce the inflation rate by about
one-tenth of ) percent by the end of 1981. These spending cuts alone, according to the
Congressional Budget Oufice, would cost 400,006 working Americans their jobs in
1981. The President's credit controls and other economic plans for the next year and
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a half will cost an additional one million one hundred thousand Americans their
jobs. As a consequence of current budget cuts and other policies over eight million
Americans will be out of work by the end of 1981.

It is clear that the proposed budget cuts in combination with other economic
policies will give the President the recession he feels he needs to friht inflation. It is
equally clear, however, that when the recession comes it will eliminate any hope of
balancing the federal budget.

Apart from the reduced federal revenues that will result from a general economic
slowdown, adding one and one-half million Americans to the army of the unem-
ployed will add roughly $30 billion to the federal deficit-$22 billion in revenue lost
and $8 billion in payments for unemployment insurance, food stamps and other
programs that provide subsistence for those who will lose their jobs.

There's no question that inflation is a critical problem that must be dealt with
effectively. But budget-balancing at the expense of working people, poor people, sick
people and old people is no way to fight inflation. And tinkering with an effective
program like General Revenue Sharing promises to do substantial harm to the
quality of life in much of America, without promising any relief from the ravages of
inflation.

According to a survey of 100 cities conducted by the U.S. Conference of Mayors, 49
cities in 24 states would face serious revenue losses if the state share of the Revenue
Sha program were eliminated. Our cities and our states, in general, cannot
suffer huge federal aid losses and continue to finance current levels of public
services.

Cities and states that are in a position to do so will, of course, raise their local
taxes to try to offset their losses in federal funds. In most instances this will mean
higher property taxes, the most common means of raising local revenues. Thus, the
flow of relatively progressive federal taxes back to local governments will be sup-
planted by the general regressive tax on homes and real property. This means more
inequity heaped upon low and moderate income taxpayers.

But in many places that won't be possible. In many states and cities, the cuts will
simply translate into sweeping reductions in the quality of health care provides, in
fewer police in the community, in fewer people monitoring water quality, sewage
treatment and building and fire codes. It will mean an even lower quality of public
institutional care in state after state. God knows, it's a national scandal now how
few resources are being allocated to care for the sick, the aging and the helpless
among us.

It is popular to deal with General Revenue Sharing allocations for the states
separately from local government assistance. The conventional wisdom, after all, is
that while many American cities are legitimately in need of federal funds, the
states have surpluses.

It is a fact, unfortunately, that some governors like to play games with their
budgets-understating revenue forecasts in order to look "prudent" at the end of
the fiscal year. This kind of game-playing by Governor Brown in California involved
building up a huge state surplus at a time when taxpayers were feeling real pain.
That helped create the climate for the passage of the Jarvis-Gann Proposition 13
referendum in California.

But California is not America. Federal Government figures show, in fact, that
very few states are carrying surpluses. In fact the state and local sector as a whole
is in deficit, and is expected to remain in deficit throughout 1981. The states most in
need are the states least able to impose new taxes to support public services.

In New York State, the state's share of General Revenue Sharing for fiscal year
1981 would amount to about $248 million. That is more than one-third of the total
increase in state spending proposed by Governor Carey in a state budget that calls
for drastic cutbacks in existing programs and the reduction of the state work force
by more than 9,000 workers. Such a cut in a state like New York will surely result
in reduced public services and layoffs that will only translate into federal payments
for unemployment insurance and other support programs.

In Massachusetts, the state's share of General Revenue Sharing accounts for one-
fourth of the total new state monies for 1981.

The $110 million that is allocated for Pennsylvania each year amounts to 16
percent of the total increase in state spending budgeted there in fiscal year 1981.

The governors of New Jersey and Connecticut have proposed tax increases to
balance their budgets. But Connecticut assumes a continuation of state revenue
sharing in their fiscal year 1981 budget. And without state GRS New Jersey will
certainly have fiscal difficulties.

I deeply regret the House Budget Committee's decision-evidently with Admini&-
tration compliance-to eliminate the $1.7 billion needed in the fiscal year 1981
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budget and the $2.4 million thereafter to fund the state share. If that decision is not
- overturned, I foresee a fiscal disaster for many of our states.
2~It would also be a disaster for many local governments. A substantial portion of
the revenue sharing money which goes to state governments is channelled on to the

counties and cties. Accordig to the National Governors' Association, about $922
million, or 40.1 percent of the state share of GRS allocations in fiscal year 1980 was
passed through to locai governments. This is most common in, but not limited to,
those states that have hard-pressed, older urban areas.

New York Governor Carey has said that if General Revenue Sharing payments to
the state are cut off, then the State of New York should cut its own revenue-
sharing" program to urban areas. That could cost New York City alone over $3
million.

In Oregon all of the state GRS money is allocated to support schools $25 million).
Limitations on state expenditures and local property taxes will inhibit the ability of

_ governments in Oregon to make up the lost revenue.
Wisconsin gave its entire $50 million in state GRS funds to school programs, the

biggest share to the troubled school system in Milwaukee. The State faces a deficit
for fiscal year 1981. If ORS state funds are cut out, the school will lose their funds.

In Chairman Bradley's home state of New Jery the state has no budget surplus.
-They've earmarked their $75 million in state ORS for the state's share of social

2 security costs for state government employees. The state, which Is facing difficult
economic times, will be hard-pressed to find the funds to meet this expense and
continue its generous contributions of state aid to its localities.

These cuts would work a hardship on local and state governments in the best of
economic times. But now that the Administration seems likely, at last, to get its
long-sought recession, the states and cities will face considerably greater costs for
unemployment compensation, social services and welfare aid.

The recession will bring with it higher unemployment, a fall-off in local income
and sales tax revenues. At the same time, governments will face higher costs for

- everything they buy because of inflation. I can't think of a worse time to revoke the
commitment made by the Federal Government to provide a steady and stable flow
of federal dollars to assist state and local governments in meeting their obligations.

The Administration has proposed $500 million as a substitute for the state shae
of General Revenue Sharing. It is no substitute at all. It's only in the arithmetic of
the "new thrift" that $500 million equals $2.3 billion. It should be noted in addition
that the $500 million would have to substitute for all cuts in aid to state and local
governments included in the budget proposals now before Con gress. The real cut in
iid to state and local governments Included in the President's and the Budget
Committee's plans is closer to $7 billion.

A The Administration has proposed to allocate the $500 million, first among states
according to the state's share of aid to localities, and then among localities on the
basis of the general revenue sharing formula. If the monies are allocated on the
basis of the Administration's revenue sharing formula, the money will be spread far
too thinly to make up for the massive cuts in hard-pressed urban areas which are
scheduled to occur in the President's and the Congress' current budget plan for
1981. This issue may be moot, however, as the Budget Committees have recently

- decided not to fund this program.
As I mentioned earlier, General Revenue Sharing represents a progressive form of

local government taxation not available in many states. In some respects it has
served as a lever to encourage the reform of regressive state and local tax
structures.

In our testimony suporting the original General Revenue Sharing program in
1972, we proposed stblishing a formula to reward states with a better-than
average reliance on progressive income taxes, and a less-than-average reliance on
regressive sales and property taxes. While there have been improvements in some
areas, state and local tax systems remain, on the whole, extremely regressive. We
support further attempts to prod states and localities into promoting progressive
taxation methods.

Ab With regard to the allocation formula used under General Revenue Sharing, we
favor raising the ceiling on the maximum allowable revenue sharing payment from
145 percent of the average statewide per capita allocation to 175 percent. Cities such
:as Baltimore, Philadelphia and Detroit, currently in desperate need of more state
and federal aid, would see their revenue sharing payments increase with enactment
of this provision.

Finally, we wholeheartedly endorse a countercyclical aid program within the
scope of General Revenue Sharing to increase aid to states and localities most
affected by economic slowdowns. Since the financial strain of a slowed economy
,aries from sUtae to state and locality to locality, a countercyclical program could
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9 ffctively target funds to the most distressed jurisdictions A onemcal il
within the General Revenue Sharing Act, more importantly, would e perma-

nent the Federal Government's commitment to aid Irmancially troubled sates and

Localities.
-: We than you for this opportunity to express our views to the Committee about

.vital piece of legislation Our Intimate involvement with the workings of states

t. and localities, and the link -tween the program and the livelihood of many of our

members make our commitment to the passage of a comprehensive and equitable

IZ'Y General Revenue Sharing program a steadfast one.
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THE CITY OF WEST LIBERTY
PHOS 74S-&$"ll 14""0 l

WIW UKRTY, KENTUCKY 41471

MRS. SCOTY16 L FRANKLIN p1An? K TUSTY
MAYOR CITY CLERK

June 9, 1980

Mr. Michael Stern, Staff Director
Senate Finance Committee
2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C.' 20510

Dear Mr. Stern:

As it has come to my attention that the Revenue Sharing
monies that we receive, is to be cut anywhere from 50%-
62%, 1 would like to take this opportunity to explain to
ou how The City of West Liberty, Kentucky, and others
like it, use this money.

During the 2% years that I have been mayor, we have used this
money primarily for police salaries. We have also purchased
needed equipment, such as a truck for City use. Over this
period of time, our Revenue Sharing money has been cut with
each new entitlement.

With 55% of our population (around 3,000) on fixed incomes,
a raise in taxes would be disastrous. Therefore, without
the Revenue Sharing funds, the services the City provides
would have to be stopped. We have 52 streets that we main-
tain, and that is 52 streets the police department must
patrol. At this time we have four patrolmen and the chief
of police. As you can see, a cut-back would have a tragic
effect on our town. The influx of people from out of state
due to lack of jobs, has caused our police department more
patroling and more overtime.

I ai* very concerned about this matter, as the survival of
small rural cities such as ours, is absolutely dependent on
Revenue Sharing money. Any help you can give us, or any -
advice on what I can do, will be greatly appreciated.

Thank you.

Sincerely,.

Mrs. Scottyee B. Franklin, Mayor
City of West Liberty

SBF/dhw
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WMS LiSMV, KNUCY 41472

MAS. L,"TYUU S. FRANKLIN SKARl K. RUSTY

MAYORCITY CLURX

June 4, 1980

The Honorable Jimny Carter
President of the United States-
White House, Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20515

Mr. President:

I would like to bring to your attention the importance of
Revenue Sharing monies to rural comunities such as West
Liberty. It is absolutely vital if we are to continue
to provide services to our citizens.

We are a small community with a population of around 3,000
people, and very little money to operate on. in 1974 our
city took in $25,026.32. Six years later in 1980, we ex-
pact to collect only $35,175.00. This is just not enough
to cover the cost of the services we provide.

Among these services is our street department. We do our
best to maintain 52 streets within the city, and sometimes
our beat just isn't good enough. We do not have sufficient
funds to do all the paving and up-keep that our streets are
in need of.

We are a class seven city in fire protection. We have about
twenty men who work on a volunteer basis, and do an excellent
job.. We have two fire trucks at present, but if something
should happen to one or both of them, we have no means with
which to replace them.

We have a city owned and operated water plant. It is a very
good system operating at only one fifth its capacity, due to
the fact that we cannot afford to-pipe water to needy people
outside city limits.

We have a trained police force, consisting of five men, paid
out of Revenue Sharing money. With a city of this size, this
is minimal police protection. Our city is small but growing,
and we now have an influx of people from out of state. We have
no jobs for these people, ,th only one factory in the city,
and a little farmin& and mining in the county. We cannot risk
cutting our police force, but without Revenue Sharing Funds,
we simply cannot pay them.
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As you can see, we desperately need all the help we can get,and I strongly feel that if any chnages. are to be made inthis program, it should be to further help small rural
communities, rather than take away what we nov receive.
Anything you can do to help us, would be grealty appreciated.

Also, I would very juch like the opportunity to speak beforethe Senate Subcomnittee Hearings. I feel I have an obligationto my city and others like it to do all I can to fight for this
program. It is absolutely necessary to the survival of thesesmall comunities. Please give this your most serious conside-
ation, and if there is anything you can advise me to do, I am
anxious to hear from you.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Mrs. tScottyee~' Franklin, Mayor
City of West Liberty.

SBF/dhw
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STATEMENT BEFk[,\THE SUBCOMITTEE ON

REVENUE SHARING

OF THE SENATE FINANCE COflITTEE

OF THE EXTENSION OF THE REVENUE SHARING ACT OF 1972

BY FLORENCE R. RUBIN, URBAN POLICY CHAIR
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF THE UNITED STATES

JUNE 26, 1980

The League of Women Voters is a multi-faceted citizen's education and political

action organization with 1400 Leagues in all 50 states, Puerto Rico, the

Virgin Islands, and the District of Columbia. This statement underscores

the League's support of the reauthorization of General Revenue Sharing

at the present annual level of funding--$6.85 billion. We also urge

specific formula adjustments that would better target General Revenue

Sharing funds to areas of greatest need, with particular emphasis on the

nation's distressed cities. We support multi-year renewal to ensure the

necessary predictability for orderly financial planning. We also want to

call your attention to our participation in 1975 and 1976 in a major coalition

effort in favor of mandated citize participation, civil rights enforcement

and auditing requirements, which were enacted as amendments to the General

Revenue Sharing Act. we believe these provisions have had a beneficial

influence on the program, and want to underscore our support for their

continuation.
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In June 1979 the LWVUS completely a study of urban problems conducted by

local League affiliates in each of the 50 states. League members in

suburban, rural and urban communities all across the country are concerned

about the well-being of the nation's cities and believe that special

federal attention should be directed to cities experiencing fiscal

distress--largely as a result of national or regional economic trends

beyond their control. This distress is shared by the many Jobless, low

income and minority residents concentrated within their borders. Despite

promising signs of revival in some parts of some cities, the fact remains

that many cities are still suffering severe financial hardship. Their

service needs are high; their tax revenues are inadequate despite a

generally high tax effort; and they are forced to rely heavily on federal

and state aid.

In looking at how the federal government can best address these problems the

League has endorsed unrestricted financial assistance as one effective

strategy. The addition of General Revenue Sharing (GRS) to local budgets

since 1972 has been a vital factor in keeping cities solvent and in main-

taining services needed for a decent quality of life. Our members were

impressed by such comments as that of the mayor of Newark, "The federal

government has many programs that assist us in our efforts to provide the

vitally needed new social services for our residents. However except

for General Revenue Sharing, you offer us no program that enables us to

offset the destructive-burden of paying for the services we already provide."
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During the last several months our research and education affiliate, the

i League of Women Voters Education Fund, has participated In a joint project

with the Center for Community Change, the Center for National Policy Review

> and the National Urban Coalition to examine the options for achieving

greater equity in the distribution of General Revenue Sharinr funds.

Details are set forth in the joint testimony given on Nay 21.

The following list highlights the suggestions the League of Women Voters

would support to improve the General Revenue Sharing program:

o Targeted formula: The five formula changes that have been suggested by

the Administration in allocating the local shares are a move in the right

direction. While the present formula does direct money to central cities,

the five changes would improve the targeting: lowering the floor from

20 percent to 10 percent and rousing the ceiling from 145 percent to-

175 percent of the statewide per capita average, limiting a locality's

payment to no more than 25 percent of its budget and using factors to

scale down funding for'high income jurisdictions and for tax enclaves.

The League supports their intent--although we have not had an opportunity

to see their full distributive effects.

o Eligibility standards: We urge you to go a step further by establishing

a threshold of need for eligibility of both localities and states to

participate in GRS. We are mindful of the political unpalatability of

eliminating jurisdictions from the program, but we find it difficult to

countenance the distribution of tight federal funds to jurisdictions or
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states that don't need help while others are struggling to stay solvent

or to maintain minimum levels of service. In particular, the effect of

severance taxes that are providing bonanzas for some states should be

taken into account In allocating funds to states.

o Incentives to states: Allocation of at least a portion of the states'

share among states according to a formula that takes into account 1) the

degree of equalization exhibited by each state in Its local assistance

programs and 2) a measure of need. The accompanying suimary developed

by the Revenue Sharing Reform Project (RSRP) suggests ways of developing

such a formula. The result would bi to reward states that are distributing

aid in an equalizing way and to favor poorer states.

We also urge you to consider whether- the counties should continue to serve

as the distributors of GRS to the jurisdictions within their borders or

whether direct distribution to the general purpose governments would serve

equity better. There is evidence that elimination of the county middleman

would have a favorable effect on central cities.

A word about the states' role in General Revenue Sharing: The LWVUS supports

the thesis that states have an important, albeit often poorly filled role

in assisting their distressed cities. We would be sorry to see the states'

share lost for that reason. Our major concern however is the loss of

$2.3 billion from the program. While It is true that some states have

large surpluses and will not suffer noticeably if the state share is dropped,

others will.' We would hope that if not all of the state share can be saved,
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LL*kt least part till remain for distribution to states with the greatest

need or for reallocation to distressed cities.

k And, last but certainly hot least, the League continues to support the 1976

M GS amendments that we helped to pass. Each of these amendments--mandated

citizen participation, civil rights enforcement and auditing and accounting

requirements--has -2 vital role in ensuring accountability to the federal

government and to the residents of each jurisdiction receiving funds.

With the approach of the renewal debate, we canvassed League leaders across

the country for their perceptions on how the 1976 amendments are working.

Using these results and the League's long experience with citizen participa-

tion In government programs, the League of Women Voters Education Fund has

prepared an analysis on the impact of the amendment mandating citizen parti-

iv- cipation. I will summarize some of the major points from this paper, which

we are submitting to the committee with this statement.

8y the one easily quantifiable measure--citizen attendance at hearings--the

impact of the citizen participation requirements appears to be disappointing,

a closer look however shows that the requirement has already had limited

_'-success. Even more significantly, experience under the mandate suggests ways

to develop a more effective citizen-government partnership for determining

local priorities for spending GRS funds through the local budget.

Using increased citizen access to decisionmaking as an initial yardstick,

League observersifind that the GRS requirements have been successful;

virtually all local governments are complying at least minimally. The
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success of the next steps--citizen response and impact--is mixed due to

a number of readily identifiable factors:

--GRS does not fit the best conditions for citizen participation since it

involves year-round involvement in local budget process;

--citizens are not convinced that they can have a real impact on decision-

* making since their Involvement is often sought-at the end of the priority

setting process rather than at the beginning; and

--officials often openly discourage or fail to solicit effectively citizen

interest and input.

To overcome these obstacles, League members call for a greater effort on

the part of local officials to involve citizens year round in the budget

process. Many public officials are not clear on the benefits of

citizen participation and do not know how to promote it effectively.

League observers reported that where local officials were committed to

citizen participation and encouraged it, citizens did have an impact on

setting budget priorities.

The state of the art of citizen participation can be advanced on two fronts:

--Research and demonstrations In citizen participation techniques. The

League has identified some methods to bring citizens into the decision-

making process early and effectively--budget advisory committees,

neighborhood task forces, systematic surveys of citizen priorities, and

revival of regular town meetings. But clearly much more research and

experimentation is needed.
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--Training for public officials, both in the value of citizen participation

and technical assistance in proven techniques.

We submit that this is an agenda that the Office of Revenue Sharing should

adopt. For its part the League of Women Voters will continue to foster

greater participation among citizens to help make this model legislation

live up to Its potential.

In the matter of civil rights enforcement we urge that the Office of

Revenue Sharing be given the resources to administer Its responsibilities

irt a more expeditious manner. While enforcement of civil rights has

improved there is still a problem of delay. Local governments have

improved-accounting and auditing practices to a certain degree in response

to the mandated audit provision in 1976, and biennial audits appear to

be a reasonable requirement for the next round of revenue sharing.

In conclusion, let me express the League's concern that the perceived

need to balance the federal budget by cutting expenditures will have

disproportionately severe impacts on the poor of this country--particularly

on the poor in urban areas. We believe it is imperative that the bulk of

the burden of adjusting our economy not be placed upon the backs of the

poor--those who are least able to shoulder the strain.

We urge you not to renege on this nations's commitment to meeting the needs

of the disadvantaged. The League has a long-standing commitment to

eradicating poverty and discrimination. We have supported many federal

programs aimed at Improving the access of low and moderate income Americans

to better education, housing, employment, and Income assistance across the

C nation. Because the fiscal health of our cities is a critical factor In

the well-being of our nation and her people, we support multi-year

continuation of General Revenue Sharing at the same $6.85 billion annual

level. We further urge to target the funds to areas of greatest need.

6- 376 0 - So -0
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SUMM4ARY OF A PROPOSAL TO ALLOCATE THE STATE SHARE OF

GENERAL REVENUE SHARING TO PROVIDE AN INCENTIVE FOR STATES

-TO ADEQUATELY AND EQUITABLY AID THEIR LOCALITIES

DEVELOPED BY

DR. ASTRID MERGET, GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

FOR THE

REVENUE SHARING REFORM PROJECT

CENTER FOR COMMUNITY CHANGE

CENTER FOR NATIONAL POLICY REVIEW

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF THE UNITED STATES

NATIONAL URBAN COALITION
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in the current debate over the state share of revenue sharing, two issues

are repeatedly raised: The states have 'a historical, constitutional and moral

responsibility for their localities, and the fiscal relationships between the

,estates and localities vary widely across the nation.

Concerned that the state share of revenue sharing funds be distributed

-in such a way as to increase or reward equity, the four organizations comprising

the Revenue Sharing Reform Proect contracted with Astrid 1hrget of George

ih Wshington University to translate this concept into a formUla. The result

"Atbines a measure of equalization of expenditures for local education within

2ia state with a measure of absolute state dollar contributions per pupil.

The first measure used indicates the extent to which disparities are

reduced among the school districts within, a state. The second, the absolute

"value of per pupil expenditures from the state, indicates the magnitude 
of

--education a a public need, the relative cost differences and the priority

5'accorded to education by the various states. Together, they can be used to

_,_estimate each state's effort to distribute adequate amounts of aid for educa-

-tion in an equitable way. The attached table shows a rank order of the states

according to this combined measure.

State effort for education was used to represent all state aid to locali-

ties for the following reasons"

1. Education ranks as the single largest expenditure category for all

-local governments. It competes for the same tax base as do functions financed

by general purpose governments.

2. Host states sake efforts to aid financially distressed school districts

to som extent. This trend has been towing because of court decisions
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requiring the mitigation of disparities.

3. Education has substantial effects on the distribution of Income.

it can enhance the Incom-esarning potential of individuals and ultimately its

benefits extend even beyond the commiaty.

4. More than In ay other functional area, there is an established,

nationally consistent and reliable data base available.

Incentives nd disincentives for state aid to localities In need can be

incorporated into the state share of revenue sharing. The rank order of states

would be divided into quintiles. Either all or a portion of the state shar

would be distributed according to the. quintile in which a state fell. Thus,

states ranking high on the scale would receive a reward for effective fiscal

partnership with their localities. The middle quintile would receive the

amount allotted under the present formula. Those states which are below average

in their response to education needs would receive a reduced amat. Thse

states would then have sn added incentive to reduce disparities ad to allocate

adequate resources to education.

This approach serves both as a reward and en Incentive system ad, most

important, recognizes the states' vital responsibility to their localities as

a national policy objective.
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Ranking of States by Equalizationa and State Per Pupil Expenditureb
for Local Education

2
3
4
5
6

"* 7
8

10

12
13
14
15
16
17
1
S19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

S38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
so

State 

Alaska
Delaware
Minnesota
Hawaii
Washington
New York
D.C.
Pennsylvania
Michigan
Massachusetts
New Mexico
Arizona
Kentucky
Florida
Oklahoma
New Jersey
Colorado
Tennessee
California
Illinois
Ohio
Indiana -
North Carolina
West Virginia
North Dakota
Texa
Maryland*
Alabama
South Carolina
Virginia
Louisiana
Missouri
Georgia
Utah
Arkansas
Wisconsin
Kansas
Wyoming
Maine
Mississippi
Iowa
Idaho
Rhode Island
Vermonr
Connecticut
Oregon
Nevada
Nebraska
South Dakota
New Hampshire

a. Based on equalization of disparities across school districts in per pupil
expenditures from all sources.
b. Based on absolute dollar value of state own source revenue per pupil expended
for local education
C. Includes Montana

Z Value

+17.0974
+ 7.3710
+ 4.5974
+ 4.2272
+ 3.1585
+ 2.5173
+ 2.3397
+ 1.9626
+ 1.6772
+ 1.4795
+ 1.1457
+ 0.8534
,+ 0.8376
* 0.5088
+ 0.3862
+ 0.2847
+ 0.0996
- 0.0422
- 0.1035
- 0.1289
- 0.1569
- 0.2119
- 0.2538
- 0.2690
- 0.4511
- 0.4891
- 0.5470
- 0.6871
- 0.6948
- 0.7041

0.7398
- 0.9775
- 1.0663
- 1.0793
- 1.2327
- 1.3538
- 1.5444
- 1.6122
- 1.7265
- 1.7926
- 2.3242
- 2.3266
- 2.5156
- 2.5203
- 2.7715
- 3.0362

3.4018
- 3.6858
- 4.2291
- 6.3196
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CITIZEN PARTICIPATING AND GENERAL RXZEU SHARING

1976 - 1980

Prepared By

League of Women Voters Education Fund
1730 M Street, N.W.

Washingto, D.C. 20036

For The

Revenue Sharing Reform Project

I maintain that the most powerful, and perhaps the only, su
which we stil possess of interesting men in the welfare of
their country, is to make then partakers in the government.

Alexis do Tocquaville

INTRODUCTIOM

The last ten years have son a dramatic rise In the number of federal

program requiring some form of citizen participation. According to the

1979 study by the Advisory Comission an Intergovernmental Relations, 155

federal great progras--or almost one-third of the total--now include

mandated citizen participation. Nearly 80 percent of these requirements

have been adopted since 1970. ua given the two hundred-year American

tradition of ianding citizen involvement in government, this trend signals

a quantum change in the way the federal government does business and in the

-way It expects state and local governments to conduct their business. It

-is crucial for both citizens and government officials that these programs

live up to their potential.

By- far the broadest of the new citizen participation inmates is

contained in the 1976 amdments to the State and Local Fiscal Assistance

Act-the General Revenue Sharing (ORS) program. The original 1972 GRS law

contained bare-bones requirements that recipient state and local governments

publish reports of their planed and actual use of GUS fmda. By 1976, when

reautborization of GQS was before Congress, a growing number of citizens
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a-d organizations had come to believe that a major, conceptual chants in

citizen participation opportunities vas a logical and necessary adjunct to

the new concept of revenue sharing itself.

The no-strings-attached federal money flowing to state and local

government under GRS replaced an array of categorical grant programs that

In most cases had built-in constituencies of interested citizens. Even

though the 1972 law directed recipient local governmnts to spend the GRS

Funds for eight broad functions, the direct governent-citizen ties of the

categorical grant concept were considerably weakened. Proposals to drop all

such restrictions on use in the reauthorized program (proposals generated

at least partially by widespread acknowledgement of ths fungibility of G"S

dollars) reinforced the conviction of many citizens that the new law should

contain safeguards to assure that the use of GRS funds would be determined

by citizens and officials in partnership. Just as revenue sharing can be

viewed as an effort to dilute the power of "big government," the expansion

of citizen participation has been viewed as part of the effort to "find a

better way to manage big government." The findings of an extensive GRS

monitoring project conducted by the league of Women Voters Education Fund,

Canter for Comunity Change, National Urban Coalition md Center for

National Policy Review before the 1976 renewal reinforced these views and

played a major role in developing proposals that were incorporated into the

legislation.

Congressional legislators agreed that a citizen voice was essential in

local decisions on G S'spanding, and the 1976 renewal legislation considerably

expanded the mintra. steps that recipient local jurisdictions were required

to take to open up the process to citizens' access and input.
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Tn brief, governments accepting GS funds must hold a public hearing

on the proposed use of the funds and a second hearing on the compete budget

in uhich GRS funds are included. The time and place of the hearings must

be accessible to citizens, and notice of the hearings must be advertised in

wmera-circulation newspapers serving the jurisdiction. Copies of the

proposed and enacted budgets and a report n the actual use of the OR fund

must be available for public review. Governmmts must make special efforts

to notify bilingual and foreign language media of GRS hearings and to provide

senior citizens vith opportunities to participate. The clear intent is to

-bring an expanded cast of characters into the bargaining over "locally

determined priorities" for the use of GRS money and to link GS decision

making to broader decisions about the overall budget.

In the second session of the 96th Congress, the General Revenue Sharing

program is one again up for reauthorization. The League of Women Voters

(i ), therefore, undertook to survey local and state League leaders across

the country for their perceptions on how the citizen participation require-

ments of the UIS program are working. The survey was not designed to be a

rigorous, scientific study. Rather, it was intended to solicit League leaders'

judpmnts as to the effects of the GRS requirement@ on citizen access to

government decision making, on the accountability of. local government to its

- constituents and on the Impact of citizen participation on the vay local

governmnts spend their GRS dollars. Comnts on citizen participation in

federal programs were also received as part of local and state Leagues'

annual reports to the League's national office.

One of the guiding principles of the League of Women Voters is that,

democraticc government depends on the informed and active participation of

its citizens and requires that governmental bodies protect the citizen's
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right to know by giving adequate notice of proposed action, holding open

inmtings and making public records accessible." League members are solidly

In favor of the CU citi en participation requirements and of all program

-that aman4ate citizen participation In state and local government implemante-

tion of federally funded program. They viev effective government as an

ongoing, working partnership between citizens and officials, one in which

the citizen's role goes far beyond traditional parmters of voting and

__-Legislative lobbying.

A citizen perspective on citizen participation is crucial, especially

since-a number of studies, most notably that of the Advisory Commission on

qTatergoveramsntal relations, have reported on government officials' perspec-

tives. League mebers' observations offer a good base to begin the evaluation"

,of citizen participation from the public perspective. League mnbers'

-familiarity with and active participation In their comnities, as well as

their high level of political sophistication and careful objectivity make

.them expert reporters on the interfaces between citizens and government.

however, further research Is needed to determine If League perceptions and

judgments reflect the views of other segments of the public.

The debate on the goals of citizen participation has tvo sides, each

wlth Its strong protagonists. Oae side rgues that involving citizens in the

decision king process is a worthwhile end in itself. The other side

maintains that the value of citizen participation lies in its ability to

influence public policy. This paper responds to both points of viev, by

focusing on League assessments of three aspects of citizen participation in

Central revenue sharing:

1. Citizen access to the GRS processes

2. Citizen response to participation opportunities
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3. Citizen impact on the allocation decisions.

League perceptions in these three areas are clearly drawn. Using

increased access as a yardstick, League reporters find that GRS requirements

have been successful: virtually all local governments we surveyed were in

compliance with mandates. The success of the other aspects-citlzen

response and impact-is mixed, due to factors which are discussed in the

sections of the paper below.

ACCESS AMD ACOOURTASILITT

Have the ORS citizen participation requirements enhanced the public's

"right to knov"? gave they increased citizens' access to the GRS process at

the local level? In short, are local governments iA..plying with the mandates

of the law?

The answer frost Leagues is a nearly uns lmou yes. LW leaders in local

jurisdictions of all sizes in all parts of the country report that their

government officials are complying, at least with the mnium requirements

for public notices end hearings on general revenue sharing. (Results are

emmarized in the chart on the next page.) They identify this as a major

success of the GRS amndmnts because the increased accessibility of the

administrative decision making process to the advice and assistance of

citizens is a definite step forward in the accountability and responsiveness--

and therefore, the effectiveness-of local government. Similar findings

have been reported by Richard Cole, associate professor at George Washington

University, whose survey of cities over fifty thousand shows a jump in the

number of cities holding hearings from 50-60 percent between 1973 end 1976

to 83 percent in 1977 end 97 percent in 1978.

A number of sample comants from Leagues follow:

-Perry County. Indiana: 'KAndates for citizen participation are opening up
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SURVEY OF SELECT D LZWUES Of WHIR VOTERS
G EIOS 7 GEMBAL RIVENUI SAlING
CITZZEN PARTICIPATION REQUIRE41M

Percent nsevring "Yes"

City Size (in Thousands)

Survey Questions 0

NCTUR PARTICIPATION

11rat Hearing
ij0 Day Notice Gie? 98 100 100 95 100 100 99

WiKd 1Hedia Coverage? 59 61 72 73 64 50 62

40 Day Notice Given? 98 10o 100 98 1oo 100 99

1 Bdet Smiary Included
In-Notice 84 87 94 93 100 92 89

-Pubi Comments Invited? 83 85 94 86 92 92 85
-Convenient Place, Tim & Dote? 95 88 97 84 89 92 92
mSelor Citizen Participation

Urged? 58 73 69 78 55 82 66
City Budget Documents Availablet? 78 82 94 76 80 100 84
kAtesndehce (Z MAnens "Poor") 75 90 79 55 83 80 78

,-,DID W 1976 MHDITS HAV AN
IHPACI ON:

Public awareness of Use of
OU FundsaI

z,-CLtLis Pertic pa ion in the
Budget Process?

GRS f hunds are Allocated?
Aec5e0*s]ability of City Jobs,

rogps oa, Services, Facilities
tor the Handicapped, Woma,
HInorities?

Pical Accountability of
PulcOfficias?

50 53 46 41 33 40 42

33 23 30

39 20 50

29 27 35 40 66 30 33

36 45 48 27 37 12 38
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our local governments' processes, and that's good and such needed. Our public

officials are becomugt aware that they should Ube seeking public Input."

-Delta County, Colorado: "here also seem to be more awareness at the

local level of government, particularly in the town councils, that the public

needs to be involved."

-Kalamazoo, Michigan: "The Important thing is that citizens are given a

chance to speak up."

-Tacoma-Pierce County, Washington: '"andatory citizen participation has a

general, positive effect, especially since lass of It would take place if it

vere optional. . . . A big plus is the ever-expanding education of the

citizenry as a result of direct involvement in government functions."

-Indianola-Warren County, lowa: "In that citizens are encouraged to attend

these meetings, that their opinions are solicited and ostensibly listened to,

the effect is good. Any process that gets more people involved and paying

attention to govetnental procedures-that encourages the to vatch the

developments and decisions that coas from'these eetings-has soe good effects."

-Col mbus, Ohio: "We have found that citizen participation requirments -

have provided us with access to some agencies and programs that we might not

have had otherwise. The presence of 'others' in this capacity seem to serve

a useful purpose in itself."

As noted, a recurring theme in these and other com nts from Lague

observers is that the most effective government-that Is, genment that is

most satisfactory to the public and its elected or appointed representatives-

is a result of an open, ongoing partnership between citizens and officials.

League members consider increased citizen access to decision nking as the

first crucial step toward an effective, mutually beneficial govermant-citizen

partnership. And they judge citizen participation mechanisms according to
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hAut degree they enhance this working partnership. As cue league comentator

from Moscow, Idaho put it, "Mandatory citizen participation promotes more

public awareness, which in turn puts more pressure on the elected officials

to implement these program in the best interest of all."

CITIZEN RESPONSE

With the "chance to speak up" guaranteed, are citizens taking advantage

of the new avenues of participation and assuming an expanded role in the CR

-decision makIng process? League accounts show that they-are, but not to the

i extent that proponents of the amendments had hoped. Many of the League

leaders surveyed reported low and often disappointing citizen turnouts at

the mandated CIS public hearings--findings that parallel those of a number

--of other studies. Perhaps LW7 members realize better thn most observers,

howevere, the combination of ren8ons contributing to the generally modest

ci .tizen response to GRS participation possibilities.

Institutional Factors Working Aginst Citizen Response

& comon thread running through eague members' counts is a recognition

of the inherent factors in the CRS program working against effective citizen

Involvement in and impact n the spending.of their comunities' GRS funds.

Leagues' experience over the years has shown that the most effective citizen

participation is " q ck and clean"; that is, it involves a clear, short-term

, charge with quite, specific targets and goals (for example : Should a new waste

treatment plant be built, and if so, where should it be located?). The best-

case scenario also includes clear, easily understood tools, with a mnlimum

of technical expertise or specialized knowledge required. It is readily

-apparent that the nature of the General Revenue Sharing program mans that

it does not fit these .44al conditions for effective citizen participation.

The impact of revenue sharing funds on local and state budgets is
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'trexmly difficult, if not impossible, to track. Recipient governments

must notify the public as to the way they propose to use-and then actually

use-these funds, but because ORS money is frequently used to "free up" other

money in the local budget, the actual ipact of RS is not alvays traceable.

This fugibility of dollars means that to understand and effectively

participate in the allocation of general revenue sharing dollars, citizens

must, to a great extent, understand and get involved in the entire year-

round local budget process, which most citizens perceive as complex, dull

and difficult to affect.

Many citizens are put off by the necessity of having to lea the

intricacies and politics of micipal budgeting in order to have an imact

on how GRS money is spent end hoy it relates to the budget as a whole. As

the president of the Hamiton-Fairfield Area, Ohio LWV put it: "Apparently,

the public seem intimidated by the concept of a budget--be it a general

operating budget or a GRS proposed budget. We need better citizen education

for this task." League leaders also agreed with other observers that the

public views the budget process as particularly resistant to influence by

citizens. Budgets seem to be made up almost entirely of "givens."

Moreover, the mandated opportunities for citizen input in the budget

process-according to both citizens and officials-come, too late in the

process to maize citizen influence on decisions. Citizens' frequent

perception that "the decisions have already been ade" by the time public

hearings are held is supported by the ACI's conclusion that, "The major

difficulty with public hearings is that they often come late in the develop-

emnt of a plan or program. Citizen participation then may have the after-

the-fact effect of voicing objections rather than shaping program." And

specifically relating to the budget process, ACIR found that it "really is
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not key to the process of local or state decision making. Rather it ts an

and product in which the budget often merely represents previous comitrants

to long-standing programs, and responses to citizens' and other views

expressed throughout the year."

The additional obstacle--the apathy and sometimes hostility to citizen

participation on the part of public officials-is discussed belov on page 14.

Building Citizen Response

LW commntator do report soe encouraging evidence regarding citizen

response to the GRS mandates, but they also offer an importsnt observation.

A number of Leagues report that even without the education called for' by the

lamilton-Fairfield, Ohio League leader cited above, nd with generally

minimal encouragement, citizen participation is increasing to a modest degree.

Other Leagues, while noticing some incremental Improvements in citizen turn-

out, point out that getting the public involved in budgeting will certainly

take more time-and initiative:

-Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: "Citizens do not respond in great numbers to

scheduled hearings. It is new to then, but it is hoped that they will

respond more fully in the future."

-Perry County, Indiana: "As regards the response of the public, these

mandates are Just beginning to make en impact."

-Santa Maria Valley, California: "V do see an increasing citizen awareness

and hopefully participation will ncrease."

-Lebanon County, Pennsylvmaia: "Open meetings on revenue sharing have met

with response locally and have given input into county commiesioners' plans

for the money."

-leaufort County, South Carolina: "Sometimes small pressure groups attend

a meting, push for their ovn limited Interests end succeed. Other time,
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even though notices of public hearings have been published, a, .-4e attends.
. . . There are times, however, when there is good discussion by members of

the public, and without the mandate for citizen participation, their valuable
input might have been lost. When Beaufort County Council held a public
hearing on the budget, some 500 people attended."

In its report on "Citizen Participation in the American Federal System,"
the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations found that the
Impressions of government officials generally agree with the mixed reports
from leagues. According to ACIR's data: " . . 34 of city and 41? of
county respondents stated that citizen participation had Increased in their
budget process during the last few years. Twenty percent of the-city and 292
of the county officials said that the increases have been moderate or
substantial. When asked if the increased participation was because of
reveus sharing, 44? of the city and 491 of the county officials answered

in the affirmLi."

While League members are careful not to "oversell" the evidence on
citizen turnout, their comments should not be construed as implying that this
level of citizen response is high enough or that nothing can be done to
increase it. In their reports, LW leaders identify a number of elements
that are crucial to increasing this modest citizen response. They say that
greater success depends on using the CRS citizen participation requirements as
a Jming-off point toward a closer citLzen-governmat partnership rather than
as a formula to be complied with by rote. This task of building confidence
that citizen participation can work for both citizens and officials will be
discussed later in this report, after a look at citizens' Impact thus far.

DEPACT OF CITIZEN PARTICIPATIrON ON THE USE OF 013 FUNDS
Access, accountability and citizen turnout are the Important building

4--
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blocks of n ongoing public-private partnership. Nmy believe this is a

sufficient and in Itself, but my others aSree with Julius Wilson (quoted

In CitI-en Participation In Public Adinistration by Willis u. Stewat, Jr.)

FU that citizen participation is "useful to the extent that it produces change

in public policy." Uhen masuring citizen participation in (s in terms of

iampct, tangible results can be found only if there is a discernible change

in public policy--in this case, in the way general revnua sharing funds are

used. Oe of the Vals of the 1976 amndmnts was to insure a local citizen

voice in the setting of priorities for the use of G18 money, end Lagues do

_ have so-- success stories of this kind to relate:

-Flint Are, michigan: "A very small number of individuals have been

watching where revenue sharing and CDBG funds have been placed for some time

ad begun to speak at every opportunity about the need to balance municipal

i rtovnts with neiShbothood investments . a • end at long last, the city

council has begun to direct the development of a housing policy and am over-

all urban policy perhaps m vent too such too soon."

-UaHilton-Fairifiold Area, Ohio: 'e have hammred away at our county

c comnissimers for greater human services use of federal revenue sharing funds.

. . our impact has increased this last year."

- lack Uawk-Bremer Conties, lova: "Our league did a study of citizen input

for revenue sharing funds about two years ago. . . . We cam out of that

study believing-that citizen input was vital and could make a very great

difference in the way federal program were implemsnted at the local level."

-Glan Ellyn, Illinois: "The increased requirements for public notice and

involvement, as well as the tighter reporting structure, have brought more

people into the budgeting process end made officials feel that the uses made

of public funds are being more closely scrutinized. As a result, GRS funds

4 are more likely to supplemnt rather than supplant local funds, an outcome

62-376 0 s
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mere In beeping with the original intent of the legislation."

-Burlingtoa, Iowat "lb feel citizen participation now mandated for many

government program has had great effect n governmental bodies. The best

example locally had to do with general revenue sharing an both the aunicipal

and county levels. . . . It was not until separate public hearings ware

mandated that representatives of local groups began to realize that money

for worthwhile projects was available and that if enough pressure was exerted

UPOn elected officials, revenue sharing fnds would be granted for peopla-

progra rather than all of these funds going for 'fancy equipmt' for

elected officials.

Z -Minneapolis. Minnsota, "The citizen participation requirements were wed

as a positive reinforcer in citizen efforts to create a fair, clear system

for citizen participation and to get technical and financial assistance from

city government to meet citizen participation responsibilities. Citizens

have also used the requirements as a lever to force more public discussion

and citizen participation when they felt decisions were being made without

adequate hearings."

-ays, Kansas: "The required public hearings on expenditure of revenue

sharing funds aided in salvaging funding for city hum resources. This

IL year the city manger had simply cut out human resources funding for agencies

that in the past had been provided by Oha city. The two meetings required

by law for CR8 planning involving the public provided an opportunity to 'get

out the troops' . . . with the result that the city government restored most

of the human resources funds."

Scattered com ts from Leaegue, then, confirm the conclusions of

several other studies that citizen participation can have an impact on CU

and the budget process. ACIR reports, for example, that "432 of city and

y 442 of county officials said that citizen participation measurably affected
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THE IMPACT 01 OFCIALS' ATTITUDES O CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

As noted above, league members view the present period as a time of

confideace-building--awn both citizens and officials-that citizen

participation can be efficacious and can result in better programs and

poLcles. Even at its beat, this citisen-goverament cooperation Is a

delicate partnership--one that depends to a very rest extent on attitudes

and perceptions if it is to grove and succeed. To put it simply, both sides

of the partnership must believe it can work-and must see evidence that the

other partner believes it as ell-before citizen participation can be

effective. Ad although some officials express disappointment at low citizen

turnout for hearings and view this as evidence of citizens' lack of interest

in building a dialogue, leagues more often see it a evidence that mny

citizen participation programs leave too much to citizen, initiative. It is

clear that the greater responsibility for evolving an effective partnership

ies with government officials, because of their greater expertise on the

issues and their role as decision makers.

Because citizens most often start with a perception that government

processes are closed to their input and influence, time and effort mst be

taken to alter that attitude. The comatmant to effective citizen

participation on the part of the government partners mst be apparent end

genuine (and not just minimal compliance with a federal "mAst") before

citizens will find it worthwhile to participate in hearings and other

mechanism designed to solicit their views. It should be noted that the

Office of eenaue Sharing (ORS) concluded in 1978 that the level of citizen

participation in GRS 'was high in Jurisdictions where public officials were

receptive to participation and where the overall level of citizen interest
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In government wae ih."

Nothing is more damaging to citizens' willinges to invest tim and

effort In participation mechanisms than a perception that their role 1o ,

form, that they are there as "vindow-dressing," that the dectsiams ham
already been aids. Citizens who pt this message from their direct or

Indirect encouters with government vil quickly cease iking the effort to

participate. ?be perception that "trying to work through the system is

futile" is the moet sariowI mapedinent to a active and Involved c4tlseamy.

And the fact is that smo officials, while fulfilling the basic citizen

participation requirements for GUS, nevertheless convey this "don't bother"

message to citizens.

The comments from 1&ague members on this point are particularly telling

-St. Lawrence County, Nev York, succinctly outlines the components of a

successful citizen participation partnership: It "depends partly on the kind

and extent of citizen participation provided for; partly on the 'goo4 faith'

of the agency Involved and the extent of its comitmnt to effedtive,

substantive citizen input; partly on the citizens who participate."

-Central Lane County, Orson: "he effectiveness of citizens is very

dependent upon the personality s involved md if the agency is Just fulfilling

the letter of the lav or really wants to hear from citizens."

When this crucial "good faith" and "commitment" are lacking, the

citizen participation process is demoralized and ineffective.

-Cache County, Utah: "There Is n6 serious colmmtment to this concept by

local governnt. As a result, the letter of the law is follwd by

publishing notices of public hearings, but no real effort is put forth to

Inform the public."

-South Solano County, Californias "Kany officials in our area do not feel that
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need for citizen participation; therefore, their minds are made up no matter

what suggestions are made by citizens."

-Lexington, Kentucky: "There seem to be a general attitude held by

professionals that citizens cannot really grasp an Issue or solve a problem,

' along with a reluctance to 'share the power."'

-Beloit, Wisconsin: ringss don't work for us. [In reference to a public

hearing on the budget), our city mager told us the mey was already

spoken for. When I asked what would be done with our 'input,' he said it

would be buried."

-Wisconsin Rapids, Wisconsin: "ocal results of citizen participation are

less than perfect. For example, at our couty revenue sharing budget-hearing,

it seemed that although the meeting had been called for citizen input, there

was no viable way to change that budget. The budget meting was no sore

then a rubber stamp gathering."

, -Columbia Area, South Carolina: '"MetLngs are poorly announced-usually In

the classified section of the paper. The letter of the law is fulfilled but

Ei- the spirit is not. A quote from the head of our local plun g coiLssion-

'Well, if nobody shows up at hearings . . . we Just do what we have planed

anywy'-seems indicative of the attitude toward citizen participation."

-Watauga Couty, North Carolina: "Most required citizen participation efforts

in this rural town and county are of a pro form nature. Public hearing

are the best example, perhaps. by the time the public is invited to

participate in a process-revenue sharing budgets, for example-the decisions

k have been sade sand struck in marblet The problem is, of course, to get

. people Interested In the process early enough to sake their voices heard

before decisions are finalized."

-Bri County, Inina: "Advertisemants ere In the legal section and not
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noticeable. . . . Comty coinLsasicers have already made up their minds an

the spending of ftads before the hearing . .

-Vemtura County, California: "Citizen participation in not taken seriously

by elected officials. (According to fens official], citizen participation

is voting for him every two year.!) Because of this, the public is usually

not Inforud in enough tim to be effective, nor do average citizens have

access to resources (smey, time, expertise) that business, Industry end

other lobbies have to make their voices heard. itxon Input is not used an

wisely as it could be. Education i- needed."

0viously, the stifling effect of negative or indifferent official

attitudes en the svelop t of meaningful citizen participation is consider-

able. Mere compliance with the minimm federal requirements, 4hila it does

Increase citizen access to government process, is often not enough to

effectively encourage citizen turnout end Is no Indication at' all of officials'

attitudes and openness toward real citizen imact on decision making.

Leasues' Ooinnts identify two different explanations for officials'

lack of effective outreach to citizen participants: hostility or igormnce.

Citizens-often view officials' failure to undertake this responsibility as

the result of a negative attitude toward maingful citizen Involvement In

the deci ion making proess-reluctanc. to share the power or uawillingass

to cope with a process that is likely to be "Inefficient" and that is unlikely-

at least at first-to mat traditional ametary measures of cost-effectiveness.

So&ck attitudes show a serious lack of understanding of the Amrican

-emeratL system: d as long as they hold way, effective citizen participa-

ti Is unlikely, if nt Imossible. PartLcipatory dcracy in certainly

! not the simplest or most efficient way to conduct government, but it is the

best wy-ss de TocqusvLle noted-to Interest citizens in the welfare of
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A number of 8Asgue reports suggest another reason behind many officials'

failure to effectively bring the public into the decision making processes

gof ovateint. According to LW commity observers, officials frequently

falU to encourage and use citizen Input effectively because they don't know

bow3

-41. Pleasant Area, Michigan: "Our experience has been that local goveramant

bodies tend to not know how to use of &sess the Input given by citizens Into

the budget process. Plans may be made down to the finest detail and to alter

. thosee plans presents a disruption."

-- lint, vichi an: "VS feel there is a need for citizens to try and develop

skils in public participation, but ve also believe that program staff have

to learn how and when to solicit, as veil as to develop techniques for

utilizing, citizen Input.

S-Msdina, (hio: "All government officials who are required to participate

-(in citizen participation processes] by virtue of their position do not

necessarily have the interest, tim8 or expertise to be knowledgeable in 
so

many f ieldo of specialization and so can be poor or ineffective representatives."

-Delta County, Colorado (with a note of optimism): "Although ve have a way

to go before local governmant is adept at using and soliciting public

1 participation, we feel that things are moving in the right direction."

In addition to specific comments like these, it is likely that the many

League references to notices of public hearings being "buried" in classified

or legal sections of the newspaper or other letter-of-the-lw types of

behavior may also be indications of a lack of imagination on the part of

officials rather than, necessarily, outright attempts to discourage citizen

pati- cipation. Many local and state officials simply do not kew how to

%5
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Intiate* md operate n effective lovemt-itizen partnership; they fall

back, then, on the literal federal requiremats due to a lack of experience

a d exertise &A aecheiques for tmproving community relations.

UIDGIWM TU GAP

It is clear that in any cases, extra effort is necessary for the

evolution of effective govermnt-citizea partnerships. It is the spirit of

the citizen participation mdates-rater than Just the letter of the law-

that is the critical factor for success. It mst also be apparent that, in

mat instances, citizen-volunteers are not equipped to supply this extra

outreach.

Umyever, a few exceptions, in which local leagues took on this tak,

are worth noting here:

-The Columbus, Indiana League invited a representative from the Office of

Revenue .Shring to town for a seris of three public meetings for officials

ad citizens on public participation In general revenue sharing. League

membre there are confident that the metings hav* heightened local officials'

awareness of citizen participation.

-In South San Mateo County, California, the League is actively supporting

formation of a citizens' budget review committee "to advise the Board of

7 Supervisors on comun ty priorities for spending county funds and to educate

the comauity concerning county resources and the extent to which the county

has discretion in using then."

-The LWV of Br*s, Kentucky is in the midst of a uulti-year effort to

improve and encourage citizen participation in the GIS process. Their first

step as the research and writing of a publication that clearly and-simply

explains to the citizen bow to make an impact on the allocation of CRS funds.

The League, with the endorsement ad encouragement of the ORS, received GRS
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ituas from their local gomrnt to finas the production and distribution

-qt the hmedook. A ntS official is reportedly interested in possible

%Ationa application of the Ueres leapes project. Masawhiles, the LW is

'ai ng vorkAhops. la cooperation with city officials, based an its handbook.

Many commiti, however, are not lucky enough to have an orgmisation

4 -f cities, vith enough people-power, tim, expertise and other resources

-to take on this role of bridg-builder betveen-public sad government. Most

citiens pethaps adopting a once-buzued-twice-shy attitude, clearly consider

this the responsibility of governmet officials.

However, many offficials my not have fully recognized that citizen

participation programs hae added a significant dImuslon to their roles as

:policy oskers. Indeed, it is realistic to expect officials to alter their

,l-og-held conceptions about the respective roles of citizens md professionals,

as wll as established priorities of efficiency end cost-effectiveness in

f'-governnt, with no impetus except the issuance of federal citizen participa-

.tion regulations. Reports from League observers identify the obvious need

training. Assuming that either citizens or officials have all the training

and experience necessary to enable then to develop jointly en effective

participatory system is naive. League mbers clearly feel that government

officials charged with citizen participation responsibilities often need

cossciou mes-raisLn8 as to the potential and importance of citizen

participation as vell as technical training in how to design and refine a

process that will encourage and utilize citizen Input. The state of the art

is not yet far enough advanced so that all the mawers are at hand, but there

, is enough experience and expertise available to provide officials vith sow

-'basic theory and guidelines.
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A fruitful direction for further study of effective *itizen participation

is Indicated by Philip B. Coulter and William H. Stewart, Jr. in their paper,

"The Status of Citizen Participation In Formulating Public Policy," In the

conference report blic Action and Social Chants. Citing the relative

naes of the pheomnon and the lack of sufficient studies to determine

how and why it vorks, Coulter end Stewart say that, "The beat that can be

done at this tin is to identify the conditions and practices in American

states and localities that seen to occasion the appearance of greater success

of citizen participation." Their hypothesis of these "exesplary" character-

istics includes.

--official recognition both of the citir;en participation program and of the

worth of citizen participation,

-training for officials in working with citizen participants;

-training end technical assistance for citizens;

-fully developed maechanisus foe participation that are "Seared to citizen

and problem needs rather than unreflective application of the rudimentary

mchanisms required by law"; and

-an effort to encourage high levels of citizen participation Instead of just

the legally required minimm.

The closeness with which the "exsplary" characteristics parallel the

observations of LeaSue conmentators strongly suggests the value of further

research in these areas. For now, however, the potential of citizen

participation should not be muted or denied by a lack of basic how-to

training and consciousness-raising for those government professionals most

directly involved in its success or failure. Ideally, officials should be

encouraged to look upon the development of effective citizen participation

processes a a creative challenge-a way to increase citizens' satisfaction
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with government. Citizens need training ae'vell, to help the understand the

5schaniw of the budget process and giw tha realistic expectations of

_',their potential imact on decision mi king.

In the entimes , counts from Lagu observers and officials point out

'tne obvious direction for improving both the satisfaction and the imact of

citizen participation in the budget process: bring citizens into the process

earli r. This could be accomplished by changing the GRS citizen participation

regulations, or it can be encouraged on an ad hoc basis by the O8S.

Probably the mst valuable effort govermont professionals could make

Is to vork to Set citizens involved in the year-round processes that shape

the budget. The critical elements are conveying to citizens a genuine

iLnterst in their input and ambitiously reaching out for it.

COtIQUSIMI

League members comnd the increased citizen access to government that

-the citizen participation requiremnts for general revenue aering and other

federal programs have guaranteed. They confirm that officials are complying

vith G S mandstes-even though often at mnin.mal L'eI, Despite low

Citizen turnout in many cases, LWV observers also report that under the righ&

L- conditions, citizen participation can and does have-& direct impact on local

:budget processes-in terms of both general accountability and specific

decisions on spending @S funds.

WIhen citizen response fails to materialize or whan citizen involvement

appears to be ineffective, Leag leaders aost often cite a perception that

citizen participation has not really been incorporated into government

decision making, despite compliance with the letter of the law. The sejor

variable for success, then, is the attitude of the responsible government

-officials. Unfortunately, Lague mebers conclude that many officials
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apparently vent to keep citizen. on the outside or dott know bow to bring

then In successfully. The fact that the federal regulations only equive

citizen participation at the end of the decision making process undoubtedly

contributes to this problem, since many officials comply only with the letter

of the lMF

it is clear that In these first years of this soe decade-old, foeUated

citisn-oveUsaont partnership, the most important task is to reshape

attitudes and to develop processes that will enable citizen participatiom to

reach its potential. The key word is potential. Citizen participation is

an Integral part of the American system of govemant of. by and for the

people, and It out be evaluated in that light. nalyseas that .q psoach

citizen participation from a aonetery "cost/benefit" perspective are bond

to be negatively skewed, because the benefits of this renewed partnehip--

to citizens, professionals and our democratic system-are impossible to

quantify and have yet to be fully realized. The goal of future analysis

evaluation should be to determine bow ve can realize those bqefits.

Therefore, more research Into how best to develop effective citizen

participation program is urgently needed. To citizens, "effective" citizen

participation mans that they are better able to give decision umers their

perspective and Input and that decision makers know better how to 'nounp

citizen input and incorporate it Into their decision making. It also san

that both sides of the partnership believe the time and energy put Into the

process are essential to good govarunt. As David Mathews has s aid,

a revival of participatory nachanise is essential in douastic/socia. matters

because vhat wokss' is so dependent on a public Investment in mting m

issue and a sense of comunity about it."

It is time to systematically explore and evaluate such possible
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"participatory mechanisms." To move this aenda forward will require the

efforts of several sectors. Congress, for its part, has adopted the

legislative framework under which citizen participation should be able to

flourish. No weakeing or change in the citizen participation amndmant is

indicated, but ore enthusiastic implementation is. The Office of Revenue

sharing, given even modest resources, should initLte an aggressive, positive

program to foster citizen participation. Until now, OR$ has iLted its

efforts to directions on how local officials can met the minimm requiemnts

for scheduling hearings and providing budget information and hearing notices.

1%w nitiatives should help local officials understand the values of

participatory democracy to their own local Sovernmnts and should provide

training in the use of practical, effective techniques that involve citizens

at each crucial stage of the budget process. Regional workshops for local

officials, reinforced by written information, are suggested a first steps.

In addition, training citizens should be part of ORB' responsibility.

Demonstration projects in citizen participation techniques-both proven and

innovatLve-should be sponsored in different regions both to advance the state

of the art and to provide outreach to local officials and citizens. Some

Ideas; already Identified by the LW, that should be considered:

-budget advisory coimttees-sscted to facilitate discussion among various

seents of the public and government, with paid staff and other funding

-neighborhood task forces

-budget workshops for citizens

-technical assistance for citizen groups

-technical and Institutional information written in understandable language

(uhile citizens need to leam sous of the fiscal vocabulary and basic facts,

they also need encouragement that they do not need to be technical experts
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to evaluate policy option)

-we of nonprint as w ll print media (especially cable TV) to Info= the

public on allocation of CU8 funds and establishment of local priorities

-contnuous citizen monitoring of the budget process and use of CIS ftds.

CtLsen-initiated, ultipurpose organizations are natural partners in

helplg to carry out such demnstration projects. They are not wdded to a

single issue to the exclusion of the overall community needs; they are able

to take a loner rang view of community and human needs than most public

officials can afford; as Independent mbers of the private nonprofit sector,

they are less likely to be co-opted than mandated citizen comnittees.

The continued role of the acadei7 commit is needed to analyze aad

evaluate the effectiveess of citizen participation mechanism.

ith the necessary resources, comitment and im gination, the ORS could

set In notion on a&lnda to advance this unique experiment toward greter

democratization of public affairs in America.


